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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
, BRITAIN.

j.^ Messrs. M*Niel threaten to withdraw their bobbin manufactory from

4 ;
Sligo* owing to the employe's striking.

. . Messrs. Russell and Co., Greenock, have offered an increase of 3d. per

j 100: trivets to the ri cetera on strike/ but the offer has been declined, their

demand being for 6d. The present rate is 7s. 6d. per 100.

! It has been agreed by the Consett Company to concede the workmen in

the steel-plate mills department an advance of 5 per cent, to take effect from
the 12th of March last. A sliding-scale whereby the men's wages will be
regulated for the next twelve months, has been arranged.

The spinners at Albert Mill, Heywood, and the weavers at Angola
Mill, Droglesden, are on strike, owing to list prices not being adhered to.

Various schemes have been resorted to in order to fill the places of the

strikers, but so far without success, and both mills are completely stopped.

Fustian Weaving.—At Messrs. Joseph Clegg and Son's, Higher Crompton,
in addition to working short time for several months, about 30 have had
notices given them to stop when their looms are empty. About four jobbers

have also had notice. This course has been adopted on account of the serious

depression in the fustian weaving trade.

"Wages in the Bolton Iron Trade.—The Bolton Branch of the Iron
Trade Employers' Association have resolved to advance wages in July next,

, so as to restore the 7J per cent, which was taken off in February, 1S88, and
which caused the great strike extending over six months.

Settlement of Strike at Longriege.—The strike of weavers at the
Longridge Co-operative Mill commented on last week, has now been amicably
settled. The three points of difference were the question of wages, the boy-
cotting, of men weavers and the conduct of the under manager. An under-
taking is given that the standard list prices shall be paid. The directors say
they ha^ never given orders for men weavers to be stopped ; and the con-

, duct ef the manager that had been so justly complained of is to cease.

Strike on the Forth Bridge Works.—The platers working in the south
.•.sheds and field left work last Wednesday in a body, to the number of 60
or 70. As each plater has from three to four labourers, the, exodus was
considerable. The point of dispute is a rise in the rate of wages. At present

6$d. per hour is paid, but a rise of Jd. or Id. per hour was required. On
Monday the men resumed work, the masters having, it is understood, in
Httost cases conceded ^d. per hour.

Nail-makers Mobbed.—The traitors who have taken the place of the

men on strike at the works of Messrs. Shaw; malleable nail manufacturers*

i
Birmingham, were pretty roughly handled on leaving work a few nights ago,

r
far* large crowd, numbering several hundreds. A few of the ** rats " escaped,

I Dut
?

i large number were driven back into the works, where tjiey .remained;

alt night guarded by an extra force of police. The dispute occurred last

/'July, since which time, in consequence chiefly of the hostility of people living

in the vicinity, the factory has been guarded by police night ai.d day ; not-
withstanding which the traitors are occasionally reminded of the detestation

in which they are held by the unionists and their friends.

Fighting for a Standard List of Prices.—A strike of weavers is now
going on at Colne, which has already lasted twenty-one weeks. It appears

that Mr. Catlow the employer does not recognise any standard list, but pays
what appears good to himself, which of course leads to no end of trouble to

the weavers in calculating their work and comparing prices with what is

paid elsewhere. This objectionable practice also prevails at Nelson, Bana-
clogh, and a few other places, and is the cause of much bickering. Some of

these employers, Mr. Catlow among the number, assert that they pay in the

aggregate as much as the list, but if so it does not say much for their sanity

that they should make such ado about nothing, and the way to bring them
to their senses is to compel them to pay their weavers on a recognised system.

Oldham Cotton Spinners.—The joint-committees of the Oldham opera-

tives and the employers have held a conference to consider the workpeople's

claim for an advance of wages. The employers' committee, whilst admitting

that trade had improved, made the usual complaint that the workers were
making their demand to soon, and suggesting that the question stand over

till January next. The spinners' committee very properly refused to recom-

mend any delay, knowing full well that the employers do not wait twelve

months when trade is bad and prices falling before resorting to short time

and reductions in their workpeople's wages. During the last few days
resolutions have been passed at each of the fourteen branches of the opera-

tives' Association, affirming that the time has come for taking the necessary

steps to procure an advance of 5 per cent., and Thos. Ashton the general

secretary has sent notice to the' masters' committee requiring that such
-advance be paid on and after the 21st day of May.

deen is supporting the nominee of the middle-class caucus, whilst Mrs. Cun-
ninghame Graham is working heartily on behalf of the workers' champion.

False Friends.—The agitation amongst the Oldham cotton spinners for

an advance in wages is the occasion for a number of impudent people posing
as friends of the workers trying to stop the movement as ill-timed, badly-
advised, etc. One of these " friends " who has been writing to the Manchester
Examiner over the name of " Allen Mellor," is said to be largely interested
in many of the spinning companies in the Oldham district, both as share-
holder and director. Concerning the genus of which he is a type, the Cotton
Factory Times says :

" Whenever the cotton operatives are agitating for an
advance in wages, or talking of the propriety or otherwise of resisting a pro-

posed reduction in wages, there are always to be found a number of what we
may term legal advisers—who are ever ready with their experience and judg-
ment to guide the operatives in the paths which they ought to travel, and to

shun those which disturb the interests of the thousands who live upon the
results of the toiling masses who are pent up in the heated rooms of the
cotton factories. The true motives of these gentlemen may easily be under-
stood from the fact that they never come into the field to offer advice to the
employers wben they are nibbling at the operatives' earnings. Such a pro-

ceeding would be contrary to their pecuniary interests, and, therefore it pays
them best to keep silent, unless it be that they recommend the workpeople
to accept the employers' proposals in the interests of the trade. We admit
there are fewer of this class of persons who make it their business to inter-

fere in labour disputes than formerly was the case, and if we don't make a

mistake in reading the signs of the times, there will be fewer in the future,

as the mass of workers are getting too wide awake to take any serious notice

of interested advice."

More Facts about the Sweating System.—Samuel Wildman, formerly
a teacher in Hungary, now one of the sweated in the boot trade, in reply to

questions by Lord Onslow as to the inability of the sweated to maintain a
trade union, said the men did not earn enough wages to get their living,

and said they were afraid they would be discharged if it were known that

they were members of the union. The knifers were opposed to union among
the finishers, because the manufacturers required the knifers to enter into a
bond for the execution of their contracts in order to avoid the risk of strikes.

If Parliament were to compel shorter hours the greeners would join the

union. They had some difficulty at their meetings owing to diversity of

language. By the chairman : He paid 4s. a week for lodging in one room
with his wife and six children. The room was about 4£ yards square. There
were about one hundred persons living in the same house.—Charles Solomon
a Jew, described himself as a knifer or "master,'.' taking boots to make at

2s, per dozen pairs, out of which he got 2s. per dozen for knifing and pro-

viding materials for the three finishers, who received among them the other

2s. Asked by the chairman if he thought this division was fair, he said it

was the custom in the trade, and no one ever complained. If he would not

undertake the boots at 4s. there were plenty who would. He had known
prices as low as Is. 6d. per dozen, and he believed those boots were sold at

Is. 6d. a pair. He worked with his men seventeen or eighteen hours per

day during the busy time. He only required capital of a pound or,two, and
gave the security of being a householder.—Solomon Rosenberg came to this

country eighteen years ago, and has been a boot-finisher ever since, at an
average wage of 15s. per week, out of which he pays 9s. 6d. for rent, oil for

his lamp, etc., and has to support himself, his wife, and six children out of

the remainder.—Solomon Baun stated that for years his wages did not
average more than 5s. per week.—W. Hoffman, for twenty-six years in the

boot trade, but now engaged on a trade journal, stated that the sweating
rooms which he had visited were almost invariably very dirty and over-

crowded, both as regarded sleeping rooms and often as regarded workrooms.
He had found beds in underground cellars, and many times persons slept in

the workrooms and took in lodgers. The place was generally unhealthy,

and the atmosphere very detrimental, especially to child life. In one room
there were six persons at work, and the cooking and working were going
on in the same place. Cleanliness was never thought of at all. He had
known eighteen persons living in one room about 9 ft. by 15 ft. The sweat-

ing was generally in Spitalfields, Whitechapel, and Commercial Road.

The Early Closing Bill.—Sir Andrew Clark, Sir James Paget, Bart..

Mr. W. S. Playfair, Mr. James Duncan, Mr. Richard Quinn, Mr. W. S.

iPriestley, Mr. Samuel Wilks, Mr. William O. Savory, Mr. John Marshall.

an4 more than 300 other physicians have signed the petition in support of

the Early Closing Bill. The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of

London, Cardinal Manning, a large number of the Church of England clergy,

;
the Roman Catholic clergy, and many Nonconformist ministers have also

signed the petition in favour of the Bill. A separate petition signed by
•nearly all the hospital matrons and nurses in the metropolis has also been

sent in supporting the BilL *

. The Lanark Election.—Mr. Keir Hardie on Saturday called the leading

members of his committee throughout Mid-Lanark to a conference in Hamil-

ton, and explained the concessions and endeavours he had made to prevent

.the, splitting in the Liberal vote. He offered, also, if the delegates were so

^minded, to withdraw from the contest. The delegates resolved unanimously

(ihatrMr. Hardie should continue the fight, and in the evening the candidate

informed a large meeting of electors that under no circumstances or condi-

tions would he now retire. The action of the Irish Parliamentary Party in

tflripporting the official Liberal against the Labour candidate, is causing much
^bitterness to be imported into the contest. Mr. Conybeare, M.P., as a pro-

.&•*;, refused to accompany Mr. Cox to Ennis as he had intended. United

JrpLxnd which for some time past has talked very big about the union of the

-two democracies, has disgracefully belied its professions by a most rancourous

attack on the candidate who stands in the interest of the English democracy.

The struggle is evidently between the classes and the masses. Lady Aber-

R.. L. and others.—Too late. Communications to be of use for current

issue must reach me not later than Tuesday afternoon.

T. Binning.

A LETTER FROM AUSTRALIA.
Comrades,—Seeing that the Commonweal is the organ of our parent society

in England, we its offshoot in Australia would fain bring ourselves under
the notice of our Old World comrades through its columns, and so I pen the

following at the request of the members of the Australian Socialist League.
On May 4th, 1887, seven comrades—A. M. Potter, W. H. MacNamara,

H. Hickman, J. Chandler, R. Luxton, T. Peters, and J. E. Anderton—met
together for the purpose of forming the League. Potter and MacNamara
drafted the Platform, which they submitted for debate on May 11th. For
several Sundays after that the League continued the debates ; but as the
Jubilee insanity overtook some of the citizens of Sydney, we let the debates
drop for awhile, for tehe purpose of attending open-air meetings and taking
advantage of the popular excitement to bring our cause prominently before

the public. !

About this time John Norton, the Australian Labour delegate to Europe,
returned to Sydney and had a grand reception in the Town Hall given him
by the labourers of N.S.W. J expect most of your readers have, like myself
and others out here, read his speech at the Paris Congress. The opinion we
formed of him from that speech was that he was a Socialist ; to our surprise,

however, we found that he had gone lenegade, and denied being a Socialist

in the following terms: Socialism is all very well in Europe, where the

workers are ground under the heel of despots, but it is impracticable in

sunny Australia. MacNamara, who is a member of the School of Arts
Debating Club, challenged him to stick to his Parisian utterances, when he
was debating that question in the club, but he declined.

Just before the Jubilee a Republican movement was set on foot, to frus-

trate the royalists in their attempt to make Australians appear to grovel to

royalty, in which movement we took a prominent part, and received our
just rewards. We having frustrated the royalists in their attempt to cram'

royalty down our throats, H. Parkes, the Premier of N.S.W., determined to

frustrate us in our attempt to spread our Socialist and republican views,

;

i so he, like that lover of gold in the Bible, issued a decree to the lessees of all
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theatres in Sydney, ordering them on pain of heavy fines and the non-grant-
ing of new licences*, to close their theatres against all Socialist, republican,

and freethought lectures. This took place just before their failure to pass

a loyal resolution at the ever famous Exhibition meeting in the old Exhib-
ition building, Prince. Alfred's Park, Sydney. The manner in which that

meeting was called was as follows. The University footballers and students

first received instructions to attend at seven o'clock ; the Naval Brigade
were given a password and instructed to attend in plain clothes at 7.15 ; the

whole of the police force of Sydney came next, with Sydney's professional

prizefighters and detectives, at 7.20. Then came the law-and-order party,

tte Orange Lodges, with half the Permanent Artillery in plain clothes, at

7.25, the remaining half holding themselves in readiness with loaded rifles

to shoot down their fellow-citizens at the bidding of Parkes or some other

despot. But in spite of all these precautions, the national sentiment was
strong enough to turn this packed meeting into a howling throng of men, who,
within fifteen minutes of the doors being thrown open, held full possession

of the building, and again the royalist meeting was a failure.

On August 20th, the founders of the League met to consider the advisa-

bility of bringing it into public notice again by announcing its inauguration.

A public meeting was called for August 26th ; the attendance was not
very large, but included three reporters from the daily papers. After
reading over the principles and rules of the League, McNamara moved,
u That we hold public debates every Sunday evening, the said debates to be
free to all comers, for the purpose of educating the public on the great

social questions of the day ;" Pilter seconded, and it was carried unani-
mously. The Sydney daily papers for the next day devoted a short space
in their advertising sheets to abusing our principles, and calling us all kinds
of nice names. On August 28th we held our first debate on u Socialism,"

and McNamara opened. We have continued to hold debates every Sunday
evening up to the present date. The most important subjects discussed

during that period were :
" Socialism in Relation to Christian Socialism,

5 '

" Land Nationalisation on Henry George's Principle/ 5 " Land Nationalisa-

tion on a Socialistic Principle," " Biology and Evolution," " Socialism versus

Anarchy," "Modern Republicanism," "The Chinese Question," "Payment
of M'embers," "The Great Political Lie, or, Free Trade and Protection Shams
Exposed," and many other interesting subjects, which bearing on Australia
alone would have less interest for your readers.

On November 6th, a meeting was called to protest against the hanging of

the Chicago martyrs, at which McNamara moved, Pilter seconded, and
Anderton supported, " That we Socialists, Anarchists, Republicans, Demo-
crats, and other lovers of liberty assembled together this evening, offer our
solemn and sincere protest against the hanging of those seven labour agitators

(so-called Anarchists) in Chicago, as no evidence of a confirmatory nature

has been brought forward to prove that they threw or had any connection

with the person who did throw the bomb at the Haymarket meeting in that

city, and so caused the deaths of several persons." The resolution was
carried unanimously, the hall being crowded. Pilter gave a brief descrip-

tion of the case. On the following Sunday a funeral service was held in

memory of the four who were hung and the one who was murdered on the

Friday before. McNamara gave a very touching and appropriate recitation,

after which Pilter fully described the agitation with which the men had
been connected.

Every Sunday afternoon since the League started, McNamara, Anderton,
and other members have delivered addresses in the Peoples' Domain, on
Social Problems. Born Australians as a rule are too fond of taking a
trip down their beautiful harbour, or attending a dancing saloon in the cool

of the evening, to take any interest in their future or that of their children.

When anything new comes out, such as the Republican movement during
the Jubilee, they will flock to it like a lot of sheep, and after two or three

months you will not be able to get an audience of more than two or three

hundred. They sink into a state of apathy from which it would take some
startling event, such as a Naval Defence Bill being foisted upon them, or

the Governor asking for his salary to be raised instead of lowered, to wake
them up. The Republican movement, of which I have spoken, has resulted

in a Republican League with a platform on the State Socialistic principle,

and several Socialists among its prime movers, so we are satisfied it is not

taking example by those bogus Republics, America and France ; but popular
favour seems to go more toward our own out-and-out teaching. We are

sorely in need of a few able and energetic agitators here, who would soon

alter the smallness of our numbers ; however, with our little organ, the

Radical, we are making ourselves heard. The Radical is to be enlarged,

which will make it the same size as the Commonweal, and so still further

help our movement. Our principal opponent out here is ex-Parson Joe
Symes, who attacks us and our teaching in the Liberator, but never gives us

a show in reply. In becoming a " Freethinker " he only turned superstition

upside down, and is as bigotted about the butt-end as he was about the

top. We have some very good and active speakers and propagandists,

but are mostly hand-to-mouth workers, and so cannot do as much as we
would like in the way of going about and forming branches. But until we
car; get the men we want we shall do all we can with the men we have got.

The times here are very hard, and work is still becoming scarcer. Several

thousands are already out of employ, and several thousands more are likely

to be thrown out before our winter (May, June, and July) comes along.

Female labour is very scarce, as most of the girls and women who follow

that line are taking to the streets sooner than be governed in the despotic

manner some of the employers treat them out here. New South Wales is

commercially fast going down the hill. Of course, the manufacturing mono-
polists tell the people it is because we have not adopted Protection, and the
importing monopolists tell them it is because their sister colony, Victoria,

lias adopted Protection and shut their goods out. But the Socialists, Re-
publicans, and Land Nationaiisers, who will not keep their tongues still, are

telling them the true cause, and they are already beginning to listen more
than their rulers like. Meanwhile, the House of Representatives becomes
more and more a mixture of gamblers, bankrupts, swindlers, Orangemen,
and deadheads, and is usefully alienating the masses from law-'n'-order.

Things are getting warm in that Macquarie Street refuge for abuses and
stronghold of dishonesty, and I should not wonder if before this reaches

you a free fight had occurred on " the floor of the House " and the police

been called in to pull up law-makers for law-breaking. This kind of thing
doesn't trouble the bourgeois, for he can go on money-getting all the same,
and the worker stands it and suffers by it because he's a fool. If the workers
of New South Wales woke from their apathy, they could soon sweep out
the pestilent rubbish of privilege and corruption that oppresses them. To
make them do this is what we are after, and hope to achieve ; when it is

done there will be no room for unemployment and misery in " Sunny New
South Wales."—With fraternal greetings, j. E. Anderton.

A NEW WORLD.
Squalor and squandering foul the land, v

Where sloth brings honour, and labour scorn /
When will the workers understand 1

}
u

Hasten we, hasten the happy morn I :i
,-*,.- f

How should Beauty or Virtue thrive,

Where sloth brings honour, and labour scorn?

Each from the dead shall be made alive,

—

Hasten we, hasten the happy morn !

Thought is fettered, and Truth is blind, \

Where sloth brings honour, and labour scorn.

Free shall they range as the sun and wind,

—

Hasten ice, hasten the happy moryi!

Woman is bartered and bought for gold,

Where sloth brings honour, and labour scorn*

Love shall be stinted to none, nor sold,—

-

Hasten we, hasten the happy morn !

Toil is crushed under Mammon's heel,

Where sloth brings honour, and labour scorn.

Mammon and Toil shall be Common Weal,

—

Hasten tee, hasten the happy morn !

Every man is his brother's bane,

Where sloth brings honour, and labour scorn.

Of fellowship yet shall the earth be fain,

—

Hasten we, hasten the happy mom !

Life is hopeless in park and slum,

Where sloth briyigs honour, and labour scorn.

All shall be well in the days to come,

—

Hasten ive, hasten the happy morn !

C. W. Beckett.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Annual Conference. — The Fourth Annual Conference of the Socialist

League will be held at 13 FMringdon Road, on Whit-Sunday, May 20. The
attention of Branches is particularly referred to (1) Rule V. on the subject of the
annual conference, pp. 3 and 4 of Constitution and Rules ; and (2) that all

branches wishing to be represented ?.t the Conference mus.t pay their subscrip-

tion up to the 31st March by May l^t.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1SS7 : Hastings, Nottingham, Pelsall—None.
Croydon, Glasgow, Ipswich, Leeds, Merton, Norwich—to end of March. Edin-
burgh—to end of May. Mitcbam—to end of July. Walsall—to end of August.
Hull—to end of September. Bloomsbury, Wednesbury—to end of October,

—

1888

:

—Marylebone—to end of January. Leicester—to end of February. Acton,
Bradford, Clerkenwell, Hackney, Hammersmith, North London, Oxford, L.E.L.
(Hoxton)—to end of March. Mile ere?, Fulham—to end of April.

Branches are reminded that all Subscriptions must be paid within
the next week.

Resolution by Executive.

—

At the last meeting of the Executive, a reso-

lution congratulating our Australian comrades on the success which has attended
their efforts in propagating the principles of Socialism as advocated by the
Socialist League, was passed. Fraternal greetings were sent them, and the hope
expressed that the Australian Radical, their weekly organ, would secure a wide.

circulation.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
W. B., 6d. C. J. R, 2s. 6d. K.F.,ls. Langley, 2s. P. W., 6d. Oxford

Branch, 2s.

PROPAGANDA FUND.
Collected at Regent's Park, April 15, 8s.; ditto, April 22, 2s. 6d.

Note.—Branches are recommended to make collections at all outdoor meet-
ings for this fund. All monies colleoted to be forwarded to the general secretary
for acknowledgment in Commonweal.

REPOKTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Thursday, at the Communist Club, 49, Tottenham Street,

W., H. A. Barker lectured on " The Labour Struggle." Good discussion fol-

lowed.—W. W. B.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, April 18, H. Davis lectured on " The Pro-

gress of Events." Sunday evening, 22nd, open-air meeting was held on Green,
addressed by Brooks and Turner. In hall, Mark Manly lectured on "How to

Advance Socialism." Lively debate.—B.

Hackney.—Samuels and Mainwaring addressed a meeting at the Salmon and
Bail on Sunday morning, the audience listening to the speakers in spite of the .

rain. In the evening, the second anniversary of the Hackney branch was cele-

brated by a tea-fight, which was a decided success. At the business meeting
afterwards, J. Lane was appointed delegate to Annual Conference of the Socialist

League.
Mile End and Bethnal Green.—On Tuesday last, Davis addressed a good

meeting on Mile End Waste. Same evening, W. Morris lectured in our hall on
" What Socialists Want." Sunday owing to wet weather, no meeting was held
on the Waste or in the Park. Three new members made.—H. M.
Mitcham.—A good meeting was held on the Fair Green on Sunday morning by

Eden and Henderson, the audience standing patiently through pouring rain.

Two new members were made.—H.
North London.—Parker, Henderson, and Cantwell addressed the opening

meeting of the ^season at Ossulton Street on Friday night. Parker spoke at

Regent's Park on Sunday morning.
Glasgow.—On Saturday, Glasier went to Hamilton and addressed a large

meeting at the New Cross. After speaking about half-an-hour, the police re-

quested our comrade to pack up Commonweal and betake himself awray. On
enquiring at the police-station our comrade was informed that the Caledonian
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Railway Company, who ownsd the plot of ground,
had requested the' police to stop all meetings there.
We will see if they do so. On Sunday our comrades
went to the usual stations, but held no meetings as
the feather was bitterly cold.—J. B.
Norwich.—Thursday last meeting held at Church

School-room, Sprowston ; Mowbray took part, and
explained some principles of Socialism. Friday, Beare
tqpokein Gordon Hall on "The Present Society and
Socialism ;" several comrades joined in discussion.
Sunday morning meeting held at St Faith's by Poynts
and Mowbray ; in afternoon meeting in Market Place

,
by Mowbray ; in evening another good meeting in
.Market Place by Poynts and Mowbray ; no lecture in
the Gordon Hall owing to a sudden bereavement in
family of lecturer.-—A. J. S.
Walsall.—Monday, Tarn and Shorter (Birming-

ham) visited us. Tarn lectured on "Robert Owen."
Saturday good audience addressed in open-air by
Sanders ana Deakin. Fair sale of literature —J. T. D.

Dublin.—At Industrial League, 75, Hungier Street,
April 17th, Fitzpatrick and O'Gorman addressed a
fair audience on "The Housing of the Working-
Classes," and were very well received. Towards the
•close of the meeting a speaker acknowledged being
converted to the Socialist view of the question.

L.E.L>. Club and Institute.—On Sunday evening
last, owing to the indisposition of H. H. Sparling, no
lecture was given. The evening, however, was plea-
santly passed with songs, readings, etc.—H. A. B.
United Radical Club.—On Sunday evening last,

H. A. Barker lectured at the United Radical Club,
Kay Street, Hackney Road, on "The Aims of So-
cialism." A long 'and animated discussion followed.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

^Acton.—17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-
nell's Dining Rooms). Sunday at 8 p.m.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road. Thursday April 26, at 8.30,

fr Monthly Business Meeting. May 3rd. Lecture.
10th. Quarterly Business Meeting. 17th. Concert
in aid of Branch.

'XJferkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Sunday April 29, at 8.30, W. H. Utley, "Labour
in Vain." Wednesday May 2, at 8.30, H. H. Spar
ling, " Early Closing."

Fwham,—8 Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
April 29, at 8 p. in., A. K. Donald, "Crime: its

Prevention and Cure."

jffaekney.—The next meeting of members will be held
at the Beriier Street Club, on Tuesday May 8th.

-Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday April 29, at 8. G. B. Shaw (Fabian Society),

a Lecture.

IfJ&xt&n.—Labour Emancipation League Club and
Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).

Sunday April 29. at 8 p.m., Mark Manly will lec-

ture, '* How to Advance Socialism."

Mitcham. ^-Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-
merston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business meeting every Thursday evening
at 9 p.m. Debating Class for members after meeting.
April 26, W. Diggins will open on " War"; chair-

man, J. Bellhouse. Members please attend.

North London.—Will all members please note that
the business meeting of this branch will be held on
Friday evening at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked

%
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. ' Secretary,
Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite
Holborn Town Hall.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Sunday night meetings
in Baker Street Hall, at 6. Secretary, J. Leatham,
15 St. Nicholas Street.

Birmingham.—Summer Row Coffee House.

Bradford,—-Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

: ^,

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

^Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).

—

4 Park Street. Dis-

cussion every Thursday at 8. May 3, "Is Socialism

merely an Economic Change ? " May 10, " Relation

of Socialism to Christianity.

"

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Qallatoion and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily.

Letds.—Lady Lane. Open every evening. Business
meeting Fridays at 8. Address all communications
to T. Paylor, 11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds,

fcetcester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, (pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Friday next, paper by com-
rade Mowbray, subject "Organisation"—comrades
are earnestly urged to attend. Saturday, Co-opera-
tive Clothing Association, 8.30 until 10 p.m. Sun-
day, Gordon Hall at 8. Monday, Entertainment
at 8. Tuesday, Members meeting at 8.30—com-
rades, attend. Wednesday, 8.30, Ways and Means
and Literary Committees. Thurday, 8, Band prac-
tice. Friday, 8.30, Debating Class.

Nottingham,—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford*—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.
Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

11 .
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11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

3 .

3.30.

7.30.

7.30.
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OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 2d,

.Acton—the Steyne The Branch

.Turnham Green—Front Common ...Acton Bch.

.Hackney—Salmon and Ball Parker

.Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch

.Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Pope& Brooks

.Merton—Haydons Road The Branch

.Mile-end Waste Mainwaring

.Mitcham Fair Green Turner & Kitz

.Regent's Park Nicoll

.St. Pancras Arches Eden & Wardle

.Walham Green Fulham Branch

.Victoria Park Parker & Brooks

.Hyde Park N. London Branch

.Clerkenwell Green Blundell

.Stamford Hill Charles, Brooks, & Parker

Tuesday.

.Mile-end Waste Charles & Mainwaring

Friday.

.Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street Cantwell

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Saturday : Cambuslang, at 6.30. Sunday

:

Paisley Road Toll, at 5 ; Infirmary Square at 7.

Leeds.—-Sunday : Vicar's Croft, at 11 a.m.
Norwich.—Sunday: Ber Street Fountain at 11.45;
Market Place at 3 and 7.30.

Freemasons' Arms, 81 Long Acre, W.C.—Sunday
29th April at 8.30 p.m., Debate opened by T. J.

Dalziel, subject "Will Home Rule Benefit the Irish

People?"

Junior Socialist Educational Society.—On Sat.

April 28, at 8 o'clock sharp, E. Fox will read a paper
on " Commercialism and Socialism."

Strike Fund.—The concluding entertainment for

the purpose of raising money for this fund was given
in Hall of League on Saturday evening. Friends who
have taken programmes are requested to send in the
cash at once, in order that report may be presented,
to W. B. Parker or H. B. Tarleton, treasurer of the
fund.

Central Croydon Liberal and Radical Club,
Crown Hill, Croydon.—On Wednesday May 2nd,
Edward Aveling will lecture on " Working Men in

America and in England." Chair to be taken by Mr.
J. G. West at 8 p.m. precisely.

A Concert and Draw will take place on Sunday
April 29 at the Communistic Working Men's Club,
49 Tottenham Street, W., in aid of Adam Weiler, who
has been ailing in health for a considerable time.

Tickets, price 6d, may be had at the above-named
Club; and at 181 Queen Victoria Street, S D.F. office;

F. Lessner, 12 Fitzroy Street, Fitzroy Square ; and
the offices of the S.L.

NEW BRANCH PREMISES FUND.

East-end Branches.
On Saturday evening, May 5th, at 8 p.m.* a meeting
of the East-end Brancbee of the Socialist League, in

conjunction with the L.E.L., will be held at the L.E.L.
Club and Institute, 1 Hoxton Square, for the purpose
of organising the Outdoor Propaganda in the Eastern
and North-eastern districts of London. Comrades
living in these districts are requested to attend.

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Wednesday May 2, at 7 p.m.

Mrs. Wardle will supply Branch Subscription Cards
at 9d. per doz. Leaflet Press, Cursitor street.

TO LOVERS OF JUSTICE.
Received from New York, second consignment, 600

copies of the Special Edition of

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Containing splendid Portraits of the eight Chicago

Anarchists, with good Biographical Notices of each.
Price, post free, 5d. 6 copies, post free, 2s. 4d.

12 copies, post free, 4s. 6<L 3 dozen, 12s. 6d.

Every worker should procure a copy.

Birmingham : J. Sfcetchley, 8 Arthur Place, Parade.

CLERKENWELL BRaIoH OF THE S.L.

announce that on
*

SUNDAY EVENING, MAY 13, at S p.m.

at the

Farringdon Hall, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

A DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL
Entertainment will be given by

Alfred Adams 1 Dramatic Class
For the Benefit of the above Fund.

The evening's amusement will consist of Two Laugh*
able Farces, Singing, and Instrumental Music, by
Mesdames Wardley, M. Blundell, A. Taylor, and
Miss Jessie Adams, Miss .Maud Shelton ; Messrs. T.
Clayton, Win. Blundell, All. Adams, H. A. Barker.

Admission by Programme, Threepence,

'THE AUSTRALIAN RADICAL:
Advocate of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity

New Larnbton Road, Hamilton, Australia.

This journal is the organ of the Australian Socialist

League. Copies may be had at the office of the Com-
monweal, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C. ljd. per copy,
Is. 6d. per quarter, post free.

'COMMONWEAL' AGENTS IN LONDON.
Publishing Office : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

N.
Hoxton—Smee, Bridport Place. Payne, Great James Street.

Islington—Gee, 56 High Street.

N.W.
Osnaburgh Street, near Portland Road Station—Pethuich.
Albany Street do. do. Leigh, 84.

Marylebone—Gibbs, Lisson Grove.

w.
Soho—Gardmer, Lexington Street, Golden Square.
Oxford Street—Hall, Hanway Street.
Tottenham Court Road—Autonomic Club, Windmill St. Boor,

Cleveland Street. Mauley, Cleveland St. Cleveland Hall,
Cleveland Street. Goodblood, Foley Street, Cleveland St.
Communist Club, 4.9 Tottenham St. Hoffman, Francis Sfc

Hanstan, 51 Charlotte Street, Goodge Street.
Edgware Road—W. Smith, 2a Chapel Street.

Upper St Martins Lane—Lotenle, 1 Little St Andrew Street.

W.C.
King's Cross—Shirley, 169 King's Cross Road.
King's Cross Road—W. Stubbs, 3Y>.

Bloomsbury—A. C. Varley, 24 High Street.
High Holborn—Truelove, 256.

Chancery Lane—Smith, 14 Cursitor Street.

E.C.
Old Street, St Lukes—Davidson, 75. Aakey, 107. , 166.

St Lukes—Baker, Tabernacle Street. , 36 Featherstone t.

Whitecross Street— Dipple, 69.

Sun Street—Lawrence, 48.

Chiswell Street—James, 30. Mrs. Butterick, 50 Barbican.
Clerkenwell—Edwards, 119 Rosoman St. Trigg, Clerkenwell

Green. Walker, 181 John Street Road. Hill, Compton St.

Brighty, Spencer Street.

Leather Lane—Wilkins, 14 Field, 49.

Finsbury—Cason, 37 Leonard Street.
Farringdon Street— , 123. Forder, 28 Stonecutter Street.
Fleet Street—Reeves, 185. Frecthought Publishing. Coy., 63.

Marshall, Fleet Street. Manners, 106 Fetter Lane. Farring-
don, Fetter Lane. Brandon, Wine Office Court.

Bath Street—Hurlstone, 5.

Bamer Street—Freeman, 74.

City Road—Ablett, 122. Morell, Moreland Street.

Whitechapel Road—Eades, 219. Kerbey, 118.

Hackney Road—Miller, 15. Wood, 103. Ell, 443. Smith, 182.

Bouchard, 157a Goldsmita Row. King, 6S Goldsmith Row.
Hackney—Bartlett, 116.

Homerton—Worledge, 52 High Street.

Old Ford Road—Roberts, 4.

Bethnal Green—Piatt, Bonner Street.
Cambridge road—Auckland, Bishops Road.

S.E.
Blackfriars Road, Bridge End—G. Harris, 4.

Borough Road—Ketteridge, 117. Titcomb, 29.
Borough—Laming, 5a Gt. Suffolk Street.
Waterloo Bridge Road—Keats, corner of Oakley Street.
Deptford—Joseph, Green Bank, Toolcy St. Taylor, 274 Lower

Road. Pasco, 89 High Street. Chambers, Deptford Bridge.
Clayton, 12 Clarence Place, Deptford Bridge.

Greenwich—Chambers, 18 Church Street.

Bermondsey—Coppard, 103 Roull Road. , 86 Snowsfield.
Walworth Road—Sheward, 175. Mears, 328. Brown, 44 Deacon

Street. Blandforcl, Hill Street.

Newington Butts—Cox, Draper Street.

York Road, Wandsworth End—Head, 290.

York Road, Battorsea End—Plmpton, 41.

s,w.
Tooting— , High St. Evans, 3 Aldis Terrace, Merton Rd
Palmer, Dunts Hill, Earlsfield Railway Station.
Wandsworth—Coleman, 181 High Street.

Battersea Park Road—R. Tims, 338. E. Buteux,> 34 Abercrom-
bie Street.

Garret Lane- Clark, 7 Grosvenor Terrace.
Merton—Hendon, High Street. Meeson, Haydons Road.
Clapham Cominon—Tarling, 4 Bronells Road.
Camberwell Ntfw Road—Dingley, 57.

Nine Elms—Murray, 37 Wandsworth Road.
Streatham Bush, Wellneld Road

And at all Branch Meeting-Places and Outdoor-Stations
of the Socialist League.

[We publish this very incomplete list in the hope that friends
will make it their business to supply us with fuller details.

Newsagents not included here are requested to supply their
names for publication.]

Newsagents and others supplying the CommmwecU
in the Provinces are asked to send their names
for publication.

' ^

Printed and Published by William Morris and Jossm Lake
at 13 Farringdon Road, London.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Mid-Lanark election has resulted in a great Whig triumph, which
will surely be not altogether unpleasing to the Tories, since it is at

once a triumph of respectability over poverty, and a great blow to the
prestige of the Irish Parliamentary Party, whose direct interference no
doubt largely contributed to the Whig majority ; henceforth it will be
clear to the British Labour Party that the Irish leaders are simply
using the democracy in this island for their own political purposes," and
there cannot fail in consequence to be much soreness against the said
leaders among the British workers.

We Socialists however appeal earnestly to the workers of Mid-
Lanark and others who have suffered by these servile tactics, to take
a noble revenge on the leaders, by looking to the Irish people them-
selves, and being all the more intent on freeing them not only from the
tyranny of foreign centralisation, but also from the new tyranny that
awaits them when they are victorious in the matter of Home Rule ; if

indeed they ever will get Home Rule until they acknowledge the full

force of the class struggle and the identity of the interests of the
workers all over the world. Undoubtedly when there is a parliament
in Dublin the struggle of the Irish people for freedom will have to be
begun again, and it is just because we Socialists want to see the real
struggle for freedom begin, that we will do all we can to push on this

preliminary stage of Home Rule.

^
Home Rule by all means ; but not as an instrument for the exploita-

tion of the Irish labourer by the Irish capitalist tenant: not as an
instrument for the es^kijfcbmimt of more factories, for the creation of
a fresh Tosh proletariat to be robbed for the benefit of national capi-
talists. Our Home Rule means Home Rule for the Irish people, that
is to say equality for the Irish people.

v A word or two to our own Socialist friends on this unpleasant Mid-
Lanark business. They have entered on this electioneering struggle
with a people at their back not yet educated into a knowledge of the
reasons for the wrongs which they suffer, or the remedies for them,
and as a matter of course they have been defeated. Is it too late for
them to change their tactics and make up their minds to educate the
people in the principles of Socialism before asking them to return
Socialists to Parliament? I think Socialists sometimes forget what
a great distance there is between them and the mere discontented
Radicals who must form the mass of the voters they have any chance
of winning over. The Socialist can no more forget his Socialism than
he can the elementary facts of science when once learned. So that
while he continually sees before him at least the first real Socialist
measures, his Radical friend sees nothing but the preliminary steps to
those measures, and is, in consequence, an easy prey to the false pro-
mises of the loose-tongued Whig and the dishing Tory-Democrat.

^ Of one thing I am sure, that if propaganda by electioneering is prac-^
tised by any body of Socialists they will have no time for any other
means of propaganda : they must begin at once and think of nothing
else but getting Socialists into Parliament. The direct education of
the people in the principles of Socialism must be the task of other
Socialists who do not trouble themselves about Parliament ; and unless
there is such a body of Socialists our parliamentary friends will find
their task an impossible one.

Q The Pope has now formally banned the Plan of Campaign and boy-
cotting. This is good news indeed, and it is to be hoped that the Irish
bishops will find themselves compelled to follow suit : it will be better
news still when the parish priests declare against the people. The two
curses of a reactionary religion and the national sentiment which has
been forced upon Ireland have been a heavy drawback on the necessi-
ties and aspirations of the Irish people.

It seems that charity is somewhat at a discount at present; there
has been a great falling off lately ; the Jubilee last year was bad for it,

and so on, and so on. This means of course that the rich and well-to-do
are determined not to lack their luxuries and comforts whatever hap-
pens. In short the more charity is wanted the less of it is to be had.
In the long run this will be found out to be the case with all palliatives
©l*ur system of robbery. They cannot be applied just at the time
when they are needed. W. M.

On the 25th ult. the shareholders of Reuter's Telegram Company
met in solemn conclave to discuss the past year's business and the profit

thereon. The chairman lamented the poor report they were forced to

make ; there had not been the nice profitable war they had hoped for

and so their gains were not so high as they might have been. A Mr.

Maurice Grant also bewailed their bad luck in only getting a " miser-

able 5 per cent." " Any cheesemonger's shop in London," said he,

" would give better results than that." What a pity that millions of

men had not died in agony to add to these idlers' wealth and enable

a lie-monger to gain more percentage than a seller of cheese !

The Crofter Commissioners are proving over and over again, if that

were needed, how villainously the poor folk have been exploited. An
average reduction of 57 per cent, is a very excellent proof, and when
we see that 83 per cent, of arrears are struck off also, the whole thing is

pretty clear. " The Highfield estate, near the Muir of Ord, has the

distinguished honour of topping the list so far," says the Pall Mall.
" The Brahan estate reductions average 52 per cent., and pass into the

second place. The satisfaction of the crofters with these decisions may
be readily imagined, because nothing nearly so extensive and sweeping

had been expected, though the need for revaluation was evident. The
Duchess of Sutherland has been fortunate in escaping the censure im-

plied in a very severe reduction. Thirty per cent., however, as matters

go in Strathpeffer Spa will be heartily welcomed by the crofters, and
34 per cent, of arrears will perhaps imply a good deal more. The
crofters question is now in a fair way of settlement. It needed heroic

treatment, and nothing less would have been of any service." S.

* THE REACTION AND THE RADICALS:
The other day a friend was remarking to me that the ordinary Liberal
and Radical of the Parliamentary type was very slack in his resistance

to the Tory supremacy in these days ; and in spite of the brags of the
Gladstonian press, it must be admitted that this is true, after making
all the allowances that can be made for the apparently brisk conflict

over Irish matters : for that conflict is really in the hands of the Irish

themselves ; Mr. Parnell's causing the Irish vote to be cast in favour
of the Tories in 1885 forced Mr. Gladstone's hand. Up to that time
the Liberals had reckoned on the general support of the Irish Parlia-

mentary Party, but after it they understood that that support must
be bought by the yielding to Irish demands ; that is in the main the
plain story of the Gladstonian conversion. And the terms of the
bargain so made have to be kept, as the Irish are at hand to enforce

them, and Mr. Gladstone himself as usual* puts considerable energy
into the work which lies ready to his hand. Hence the appearance
of a stout battle between the Ins and Outs in Parliament, which, how-
ever, as has often been said, is by no means to the taste of the greater
part of the Liberal Gladstonites. They will be heartily glad when it

is over, especially if, as is probable, and as Lord Randolph Churchill's

conduct the other night indicated, it ends in a compromise.
But the Irish matters shelved for a time and the Liberals art free

from their bargain, what is to follow as the immediate future of that

respectable party 1 Who can answer that question that believes in the
continued existence of a Liberal party in Great Britain ? Mr. <3JW-
stone has in all probability taken his last forward step in politics ; and
Mr. John Morley, who is considered (Lord help us!) to be the leader

of the advanced (respectable) party, has already pretty much declared
himself for the sign-post of democracy as it was understood twenty
years ago. In fact the future, or indeed the present, of the Liberal
party is now prefigured by those uninteresting sea-shores on the south
coast of England, where the land having grown wheat and marigold
and turnips, and having fallen into inferior pasture, is at last nothing
but a flat waste of sand with a few tufts of useless herbs dotted here
and there upon it, and so goes dwindling down into the sea in an un-
draraatic inglorious fashion. Having performed mechanically the part
that has been forced upon it in the Irish struggle, there is an end of

it in mere barren officialism and the hopes of another term or two of

do-nothing government. The great obstructionist party will swallow
it up, regretted by no one.

Meantime, what about the few Radicals who at present hang on
to. it, and can hardly be called a party, since so many of* them have
gone through the same proceedings with the Liberals as the latter have
done with the Tories, and been swallowed up by them 1 Well, the few
that can still be called Radicals—that is, men who really wish to more
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forward if they only knew how—are being paralysed by the approach-

ing death of the Liberal party, the.tail of which they have hitherto

formed.'.'!":'fiWr hoje in thai direction iias-vanished, and their occupa-

tion ha* gone mtfe it ; -what hiave they to turn towards 1 Whether
they am conscious of it or not, they are waiting for Socialism to take

up/6he work ofc progress. They are not convinced Socialists; many of

tfc«ijQu§>rafe*foly have never taken fehe trouble to understand what SociaL-

i5W«6ane^ but iliey aranevertheless waitteg-for its approach, and that

i&|i|t^f«Wto ^Jry they are so unenerg^tic in the face of the Tory
reaction, which reaction—a real thing enough—means the absorption

of the Liberals into the party of obstruction : an obstruction which is

mpdern and suitable to its date, and therefore does not put persons of

cultivation and intellect, " superior persons," to shame ; which differs

by the compulsion of surrounding conditions from the old compulsion,

but not at all in spirit.

' Well, these Radicals turned languid in action because of the circum-

stances in which they find themselves, are very decidedly waiting :

they are still Radicals, and in theory can see no further than the old

shibboleths ; but they instinctively know that in practice all that is no
longer of any use, and they are consequently expecting orders from
Socialism. Their position is, that they wish to go on being Radicals,

and to do Socialist work if they can only find out what is, without
declaring for Socialism.

In short, the old democracy, whose watchword is the fullest liberty

of "free contract," is finding out that before its theory could be worked
out to the utmost, Socialism has come upon it and thrown it out of

date, although the obstructionists of the old type are still making a

show of attacking it, as if it were yet alive. Radicalism proper can
live no longer than the life of Toryism proper ; when the obstruction-

ists cease to attack " the freedom of contract," or rather when they
make it their own standing-ground, as they are now doing, the Radical
loses his reason for existence—his function is at end.

The obstructionists or Tories represent personal and political slavery,

which was once, but a very long time ago, a necessity for progress

;

the Radicals represent the economical slavery of a class, joined to

political freedom, which was also once a necessity for progress, but
not so long ago ; the Socialists represent progress itself with no tem-
porary veil distorting its features. William Morris.

THE BLARSTED FURRINERS,
(Concluded from p. 131.)

It is an almost laughable proposition to suggest that a system -which

is based upon competition should be protected in some particular

instance from competition, and is moreover a fine comment upon the

consistency of the preachers of laissez-faire. As I write T have before

me a work, ' Problems of a Great City/ written I should say, after

long perusal, to save the skins of the " classes " by the before-men-

tioned Arnold White ; and as a desperate defendant once saved his

case by simply asking the judge to " look, only look " at the plaintiffs

witnesses, so I will ask the readers to study the book of the pseudo
working-man's friend. After deploring the fecundity of the "lower
orders," especially criminals, he hungers for the surgical operation

which shall effectually sterilise those whom he elects to judge " unfit."

In eastern countries this matter could be discussed with greater ease,

he says; English convention forbids the discussion of detail, which
would otherwise be desirable; but a Parliamentary vote to meet the

cost^ of shutting up for life confirmed criminals, cannot bring a blush

to any cheek.

This scheme of life-long segregation is hideously cruel. Society is

to hide away its victims, in penal establishments where the bodily

torture of the past is replaced by slow refined cruelty which presents

us ever and anon with the corpse of a starved ill-treated prisoner.

The criminal of the lower class is sinned against by Society. Born
into evil surroundings and a system under which it is impossible for

all to work honestly, he is punished by Society for the crime which
Society has itself created.

A concensus of opinion could be quoted, even Arnold White against

himself** to show that the lower class criminal is a product of the

horribte conditions, for which the higher criminals, on whose behalf

Arnold White holds a brief, are responsible.

•In dealing with the question of the unemployed he says, " Fed and
clothed into fitness and decency they quickly become as other men
are," The Socialist holds the same concerning the criminal. Spread
the people over the land, clear your cities and towns of the slums and
stews, Jerect the labourer from being a wage-slave into a member of a

CpMoperative Commonwealth, and your paltering rubbish about segre-

gation and castration will read as nonsense. Crime is purely relative.

At present the evictors of Glenbeigh and depleters of Skye claim the

right tp punish the foreign sweater and native pickpocket.

Perchance a Social Revolution may soon clear the atmosphere, and
change the aspect of afEairs. A different jury would then be installed

before vrhich the land robbers and doctrinaires of wholesale expa-

tri&tioiL and sterilisation of the unfit would be arraigned, and what
thejt would be " fit " for would constitute, I think, one of the most
difficult * Problemsof a Great City.'

Both the book and this criticism of it were written rbe£ore the insfci-

tutkw of the House of Lord's Committee anent the sweating and
fco^eign pauper business, an^l therefore thk - quotation from page 9 is

inst^tocttve : "Region has become a thing of words and buildings.

B&$poiL endowed so that the carriage of the cross is oft-times the

means to win high place and high comfort, has converted the Narrow
Way into a path to the House of Lords as well as to the Place of a.

Skull. Were Christ the teacher to return to London (sic), how long
would he remain aloof from an attack on the * Problems of a #*$afc
City ' 1 " and may I as a Socialist be allowed to conjecture what he-

would say to Arnold WT
hite and his book, wherein cant abouts the?

" sweet lines of the Sermon on the Mount " is jostled with suggestions
for the sterilisation, segregation, and expatriation of the unfortaaate-
victims of land robbers and- capitalists. On page 204, he says a great
impulse would be given to the sterilization of the unfit if the idle man
were allowed to die unpitied in the street, which seeing that thousands*
cannot get employment is an eminently humane utterance ; and he
further quotes the Old Book, " If a man will not work neither shal>

he eat." Our author would let poor idle men starve to death, but i£

the oft-mentioned Christ were to return and visit the House of Lords,
he would go on a totally dliferent errand for which Arnold White-
betakes himself before its " select " committee. Armed with the cords

he used to drive the thieves from the Temple, he would apply the scrip-

tural injunction to the idle rich thieves there assembled. He might*
with justice accuse the land-robbers, evictors, and rent-mongers with
driving a disinherited people to herd in the cities and towns, and being
native spoliators beside whom the sweater is an angel in comparison.

Let it be remembered that the petty depredators, by accentuating
social misery, lay the seeds of social revolt and jeopardise the greater

swindlers. They are like the clumsy burglar whose noisy movements
endangers the gang ; and hence the land-thieves will adjudicate upon
the case of the labour-thief, and if necessary cast him over as a Jonah. -

The cry against the foreigner serves to hide the doings of men who
are depleting the fields of these islands of population, and seeking to
expatriate them to South Africa. They desire to colonise the lands of
the despoiled savage with the despoiled whites. A consistent line of

conduct, truly, for those who cry out against foreign immigration here !

Read in this light, their eulogies of those Christian extirpators of black-

men, Warren, Gordon, and Stanley, as their patron saints, are intel-

ligible enough.

In this criticism I have shown that the enemy of the foreign immi-
grant is not consequently the friend of the native poor. If by pen-

uriousness or fraud the once pauper immigrant becomes affluent, he-

would secure the fulsome flattery of those who abuse him now. His-

foreign blood would not bar him from even the mayoralty of London.
If a Rothschild, a Bleichcoder, a Goschen, or a Disraeli, he can govern
the lives and destinies of myriads of human beings by the power of

purse, which knows no country.

The foreign sweater, ofttimes sweated himself, simply takes advantage-

of commercial conditions as he finds them. With a commercial system
which is nothing if not international, and her soldiers forcing her goods.

at the point of the bayonet into fresh markets, England's outcry against

foreign competition is absurd. If she had sought the happiness of her
people instead of the worlds' market, arid colonised her own fields

instead of strange lands, she would not now be afflicted with the same
inconvenience which beset Rome before its downfall.

F. Kitz,

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending May 12, 1888.

6 Sun.

7 Mon.
8 Tues.

9 Wed.
10 Thur.

11 Fri.

12 Sat.

1862.

1716.

1873.

1800.

1857.

1796.

1539.

H. D. Thoreau died. 1867. Reform Demonstration in Hyde-
Park. 1882. Phoenix Park murder.

Septennial Bill passed.

J. S. Mill died.

John Brown (of Harper's Ferry) born.

Indian Mutiny broke out. 1881. Bradlaugh ejected from*

House of Commons.

R. T. Crossfield tried for treason. 1860. Landing of the
Thousand at Marsala. 1866. Commercial Crisis and Stop-
page of Banks. 1878. Hodel's attempt upon the Emperor
William.

Suppression of Monasteries in England. 1641. Strafford,

beheaded.

Death of Thoreau.—Henry David Thoreau, or Thoreau of Walden, author of"

* Walden, a week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers.' This man, lecturer,

poet, philosopher, naturalist* land surveyor, pencil-maker, whitewasher ; ward,

more than all, Bohemian and gipsy vagabond, in my humble opinion is a man*
eminently worthy of study by Socialists. In the study it seems exceedingly
possible to meet with that magic flux which shall render possible a junction of

those great dissimilars, the perfection of Socialism and perfect Individualism.
Henry David Thoreau was a descendant of John Thoreau, a native of St. Heifers*.

Jersey, who about 1773, left the Channel Island and sailed for New England.
It was in the village of Concord, Mass., about twenty miles north-west from*
what the natives call the " Hub of the Universe," Boston, in a district allowed
by all who have described it to be one of the best representatives of old-time-

beauty possessed by that painfully brand-new country, on July 12, 1817, that
Henry saw light. His father, who had once possessed a small estate, was earn-
ing a living at pencil-making, a lucrative business in those days. The home of

the Thoreau's was well known to Abolitionists and fugitive slaves, a sure sign

that both mother and father were of no common stamp, for to be the friend of

the slave was to be a sure mark for insult and often outrage. Attended school
and looked after the cows, studied Greek rather closely, and at age of. sixteen,

went to Harvard College and graduated. The wood* and the fields were his.

favourite studies ; about th*age of twenty he collected for Agassis the naturalist.

He gave his first leefenre when only- twenty ; though for twenty years Thtmeau
devoted himself to authorship* his inoerae was too scanty to provide for-tfefr

,

wants even of one of such austere parpimoniousness and simplicity of living* as
Thoreau, who adopted poverty like a piece of business. " For more than, five

years I maintained myself solely by the labour of my hands, and I found that by
working about six weeks in a year 1 could meet all the expenses of living1

. Ifce
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-whole of my winters, as well as most of my summers, I had free and clear for

«tudy, ?> In * Walden - he gives details as to how he managed this task. Never
man lived with greater hatred of competition, trade, money-grubbing. "The
spending of the best part of one's life earning money in order to enjoy a ques-
tionable liberty during the least valuable part of it, reminds me of the English-
man who went to India to make a fortune first, in order that he might return to
England to live the life of a poet. He should have gone up garret at once. I
3iav© tried trade ; but I found that it would take ten years to get under way in
that, and that then I should probably be on my way to the devil. I was actually
-afraid that I might by that time be doing what is called a good business. . . .

w
Though you trade in messages from heaven, the whole curse of trade attaches to
"the business. " "If a man has faith he will co-operate with equal faith any-
where ; if he has not faith he will continue to live like the rest of the world,
whatever company he is joined to. To co-operate, in the highest as well as the
lowest seuse, means to get our living together" But the basis is that everyone
must operate. Then, to balance this real Communism, we have :

" I would rather
sit on a pumpkin and have it all to myself, than be crowded on a velvet cushion.
I would rather ride on earth on an ox-cart with a free circulation, than go to
Jieaven in the fancy car of an excursion train and breathe a malaria all the way."
•Space does not permit a full examination of all the reasons for recommending
Thoreau to Socialists. The life of a living thinking man, not the life of a ma-
chine, was his aim. As Holmes writes—

" Run if you like, but try to keep your breath
;

Work like a man, but don't be worked to death."

So Thoreau acted. I may be wrong, my acquaintance is too slight perhaps even
to warrant the opinion, but it seems to me that in there is a
very close parallel to Henry David Thoreau. On second thoughts I put a dash
instead of the name, and should be glad if any can fill in the name I mean and
let me know. Thoreau, as may be expected, never married, and in his chapter
- Ci Higher Laws," he somewhat deals with this detail. After a strange yet full
>life, he died May 6, 1862, aged forty-five, and was buried in Concord, his grave
being close to Hawthorne's Once more, in conclusion, I say to my readers read
< Walden ' if none other. It can be got for one shilling in the Camelot Series,
and will be money not badly spent.—T. S.

Death of John Stuart Mill.—"Born May 20, 1806; died May 8, 1873. Son of
James .Mill, the historian, politician and economist, he was educated entirely on a
system of his father's device, which is likely to remain unparalleled for stupid
untrammelled inversion of nature and custom. He was from his earliest years
Qiis father's companion, and was never allowed to be a child, being " almost from
the dawn of consciousness instructed to regard himself as consecrated to a life of
{labour for the public good." Such a training could only result in permanent in-
ability to do aught but " take himself seriously" in season and out of season,
;«md it says something for his original powers of mind that he did net become a
more offensive prig than he occasionally showed himself. Its effect upon his
reasoning powers was irreparable, and many difficulties and contradictions in the
work of bis after Kfe are explicable clearly in this way. He had started with
strong, if not very strong, meafeal powers, and his father had made him as far as
might be the " intellectual machine set to grind certain tunes " his young com-
panions of the Speculative .Debating Society thought him. Both his < Logic ' and
his * Political Economy,' the books he is remembered by, are marred in a hundred
ways through this fact. His 'Logic,' though it has led to large developments,
tseems a -comparatively poor thing to the reader of to-day, who is able by the light
of later criticism to see fatal flaws in many of his premises and arguments. His
' Political Economy ' is defective after the same fashion. Filled up to the brim
by his father with Ricardian doctrines, he modified them with those of MaltUus*
«.nd afterwards was strongly impressed and inspired by Comte. Socialist teach-
ings had also some effect on him., and his book gives the impression of having
been written during an elahoaate attempt at " sitting on the fence," or finding a
viormedia, or method of reconciliation between these different ideals ; it is the out-
come of them all. He died an avowed Socialist. It would be unfair to judge
Mill wholly by what he achieved; the great function he fulfilled was that of
(-stimulating other thought, and in that way he has rendered great service.—S.

Trial of R. T. Cros»feld.^-Robert Thomas Crossfield, M.D., Paul Thomas
Lemaitre, watch-case maker, John Smith, bookseller, and George Higgins,
druggist,

'J
with divers other false traitors whose names are to the said jurors

unknown," were said to have maliciously and traitorously conspired, combined,
consulted, consented, and agreed "to procure, make, aiid provide, or cause to
be procured, made and provided, a certain instrument for the purpose of
discharging an arrow, and also a certain arrow, to be charged and loaded
with poison, from and out of and by means of the said instrument at and
•against the person of our Lord the King, and thereby and therewith to kill
and put to death, our said Lord the King." This, known as the " Pop-gun
Plot," was like many others of the same period, a got-ur. affair intended
at once to discredit the Reformers, and afford an excuse for hanging some
•of their more prominent men. The present prisoners were brought up at
the Old Bailey, on Wednesday, May 11, 1796, but were tried separately, Cross-
field being taken first. The usual array of informers, spies, and so on were
brought forward, and the trial, which lasted two davs, reads in parts very like
that which Dickens painted so well in his ' Tale of two Cities.' But the 'judge

Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford.—-Born, Chancery Lane, April 13, 1593 •

beheaded, Tower Hill, May 12, 1641. Educated at St. John's, Cambridge ; then
travelled abroad and was knighted on his return. In 1614 succeeded to the
ffcaronetcy, and next year wasmade Keeper of the Archives for the West Riding

John Savile
; in the latter Buckingham interested himself

m the room of Sir John ._._, xu ouo MitUKl. ^uuniugiiam interested nimseii,
and thence arose an enmity between him and Strafford. The latter was returned
to Parliament for the county of York, and determinedly opposed the Court
party and was a principal supporter of the petition of right. His famous maxim

lhorough, which had dominated his college career, and which had made him
the most learned, eloquent, and soldierly man of his own age, ruled him here
-also, and he was soon hailed by the advanced party as their most promising hope,
lhis, however, did not last long ; Wentworth was an aristocrat, and had little
.sympathy with the bourgeois aspirations that were soon to bring on the Civil
\\ ar. It was not monarchy and the rule of privilege that he objected to, but
the particular tools with which it worked at the time and the methods it em-
rolqyed. A man of intense individuality and strong ambition, the rebound from
the closed ranks of courtiers into which he could not find entrance, was enough
to send him mto the popular party for a time, but it was impossible that he
should remain there. To confess the truth it would have been wonderful if even
a much honester n\an of his temperament could have done so. The fire of events
had not yet tried out the dross of mere discontent from the party of the advance,and its ranks were filled with mean carping and petty jealousies. A few spotlessmen like Pym tower above their companions, but even these for the most part
were ruthless fanatics and stern puritans. Room was made for him in the royal
*an«B» and \\ entworth became Baron Wentworth and an upholder of the King.
•On the death of Buckingham he was made viscount, sworn of the Council, and
•appointed Lord President of the North. Here he began to put in practise his

thorough method, and with such success that he was sent to Ireland in 1633to quell sedition and discontent and restore order." Here he found space for

£!?££ u¥\ full power of his great mind, and.at one stroke showed Enslhhaad Irish alike, settlers and soldiers as well as natives, that now tVy had a

master. He reorganised the customs, scoured the sea of pirates, redr«s«K|
grievances, hung offenders high and low, introduced the linen manufacture, -en-

couraged agriculture, and acted up to his ideal of the benevolent unbeacl&ig
despot. But his insensate ruler was bent on self-destruction, and having tortti»*d

*

dull England into a fevered state, must needs meddle with the Scot's religion.

The Oath of the Covenant was revive'd, and hell let loose in the service ©i
heaven. Wentworth was against the war, and strongly advised the king to gifre

way;. but when it broke out he saw that the only policy was "thorotigh,"
stamped out a revolt among the Scotch undertakers of Ulster, and came over to
London to aid and advise, being made Earl of Strafford and Baron Raby for, his
services. The Scots were victorious, a treaty hastily signed, and the Long Par/-

liament called together—and Strafford's time had come. Whatever opinions

may be held as to the brutality and overbearing tyranny of his government ia
the North and Ireland, and the ill effect of his counsel and strong help for Charles
on the struggle for freedom, it is hard to resist a feeling of sympathy with him
as a prisoner, manly and erect before his judges. When Charles betrayed Straf-

ford he struck away the one support that might have sustained his throne, and
none who saw the servant's head upon the block could have been surprised when
it was followed by the master's.—S.

THE BRITISH WORKMAN'S HOME.
(What he has to put vp with and canH helpj^)

In a fourth-floor front I at present reside

—

Just within a few feet of the tiles
;

In an odorous house where they sell fish fried,

To the gentry who live in the Dials.

In the fourth-floor back there's a party wrho drinks—
And a lady who deals in pig's feet

;

Who puts on the landing her stock when it stinks,

That her room may be tidy and sweet.

In the third-floor front there is "washing took in,"

On the landing 'tis hung out to dry :

And there's always a flavour of soap-suds and gin,

When my luck forces me to pass by.

The third-floor back keeps a sewing-machine,
And a proper machine it must be

—

For it hasn't stopp'd once since here I have been,
And it won't till its murdered poor me.

In the second-floor front there's a aumerous few,
And at present a fever as well

:

And out of the room comes a whirl of burnt stew,
And out of the pail comes a smelt !

In the seconds-floor back a " myster} " hides,
For it never is seen out of doors :

And the number who ask where "Sphynxua" resides,
I could reckon, I'm certain, by scopes.

In the first-floor front there's a school for the young,
And the play-ground's the passage and stairs

;

Each lesson they learn is of course loudly sung,
And every man jack of 'em swears.

In the first-floor back two ladies hang out,
Perfect swells, sir, with feathers and hats :

Whose friends (they've a host) seem to me without doubt,
Quite a mixture of sharps and of flat s.

One kitchen is rented by "mangling" and "lush,'
And one by a dealer in dogs

;

And all the lot in the whole d (bueh 1)

Are a beautiful parcel of hogs.

Mine's the only room that is fit to be see i,

In our palace so near to the sky
;

But my whole ten children can't keep the place clean,
'Tis no matter how much they may try.

The staircase downstairs is a kind of Cremorne

—

For the chaps come there courting their gals :

And the neighbouring gents, all tattered and torn,
Hob-a-nob there and visit their pals.

Our cistern's fixed over the W.C.,
But, alas ! it runs out about four

;

Whilst the W.C. (you will please pardon me),
Has for some time been lacking a door.

The lodgers are "fly," nor play "skittles" in vain,
And they all of 'em know how to box

;

They study the "drama" in Petticoat Lane,
And learn faces by hearing "Old Knox." 1

What with fevers and smoke, stinks, lodgers, and lice,

What with noises, with drink, and with smell,
Our home of delight is a hot-bed of vice,

And our Englishman's castle a hell I

In this pastoral spot, full of pastoral shade,
Twenty years of my life have been spent

;

And every week of that time I have paid
One-fifth of my wages as rent.

But I missed last week, so the brokers are in
And on Monday we march out galore

;

And into the workhouse we're going to spin,
And we'll never come out any more.

Oh, if some of our coves wno've saved a few quidst
Could but gammon my mates to agree,

We could build decent homes for our wives and our kids,
And be happy as birds on a tree !

—Appeared in ' West Central News,' 1881, said to have heen written by a
workman named Snelling.—F. K.

1 NewtoYs predecessor.
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HATS YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of

the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd., E.C., and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication,

A* all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them becauseoftheir posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views ofthe League as a body, exceptit be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 8s.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

B. A.—The articles you ask for are probably those on "The Military Side of the
Commune," by Gen. Cluseret, in Fortnightly Review for 1873 pp. 1, 213, 351.

J. S. (Birmingham).—Article received ; will appear next week.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday May 2.

England
Church Reformer
Leaflet Newspaper
London—Freie Prease
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

United States
New York—Freihejt
Truthseeker
Jewish Volkzeitung

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago (111)—Vorbote
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer

Detroit—Der Armc Teufel
Fort Worth(Tex)—South West
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Arbeiter Zeitung
N Haven—Workmen'sAdvocate
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
La Revolte
Journal du Peuple
Havre—L'Idee Ouvriere

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
En Avant
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker
Liege—L'Avenir

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Marsala—Lo Nuova Eta

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista

Portuoal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Brunn—Volksfreund

Hungary
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

Roumania
Bucharest—Gutenberg

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malnio—Arbetet

SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.

CHAPTER XXIIL- SOCIALISM TRIUMPHANT.

It is possible to succeed in a manner in picturing to ourselves the life

of past times : that is, our imaginations will show us a picture of them
which may include such accurate information as we may have of them.

But though the picture may be vivid and the information just, yet it

will not be a picture of what really took place ; it will be made up of

the, present which we experience, and the past which our imagination,

drawing from our experience, conceives of,—m short, it will be our

picture of the past. 1 If this be the case with the past, of which we
have some concrete data, still more strongly may it be said of the

future, of which we have none—nothing but mere abstract deductions

from historic evolution, the logical sequence of which may be interfered

with at any point by elements whose force we have not duly ap-

preciated ; and these are abstractions also which are but the skeleton

of the full life which will go on in those times to come.

Therefore, though we have no doubt of the transformation of modern
civilisation into Socialism, yet we cannot foretell definitely what torm

the social life of the future will take, any more than a man living at

the beginning of the commercial period—say Sir Thomas More or Lord
Bacon—could foresee the development of that period in the capitalism

of to-day.

Nevertheless, though we cannot realise positively the life of the

future, when the principle of real society will be universally admitted,

and applied in practice as an everyday matter, yet the negative side

of the question we can all see, and most of us cannot help trying to

nil up the void made by the necessary termination of the meiely

militant period of Socialism. The present society will be gone, with

all its paraphernalia of checks and safeguards : that we know for

certain. No less surely we know what the foundation of the new
society will be. What will the new society build on that foundation

of freedom and co-operation 1—that is the problem on which we can do

no more than speculate.

No doubt some transition, the nature of which will be determined

by circumstances, will take place between the present state of things,

1 The mediaeval painters naively accept this position

—

e.g., in representing the

life of a saint of the second century, they dress the characters in a costume but
little altered from that of their own period ; and it is worth noting that they
gave up the attempt at archeology altogether with the more familiar characters

—

a carpenter or blacksmith will be just the craftsman that they had before their

eyes every day ; whereas the emperors, giants, and so forth, they do try to clothe

in imaginative raiment. A further illustration may be given in the art of music

:

works auch as Weber's der Freischutz or Wagner's Meister-singers, which seem
to embody the spirit of past ages, nevertheless are in themselves thoroughly
modern.

in which the political unit is a nation, and the future, in. which a
system of federalized communities will take the place of rival nation-

alities ; but as this chapter has to do with the ultimate realisation of

the new society rather than with the transitional period, we need not
speculate on this point.

We ask our readers to imagine the new society in its political aspect
as an organised body of communities, each carrying on its own affairs,

but united by a delegated federal body, whose function would be the
guardianship of the acknowledged principles of society ; it being under-

stood that these two bodies, the township or community and the

Federal Power, would be the two extremities between which there

would be other expressions of the Federal principle,—as in districts

that were linked together by natural circumstances, such as language,

climate, or the divisions of physical geography.

It is clear that in such a society what laws were needed for the pro-

tection of persons and the regulation of inter-communal disputes, since

they could be but the expression of the very root principles of society,

would have to be universal, and the central regulating body would be
charged with their guardianship, and at a last resort to carrying them
out by force. Obviously no community could be allowed to revert to

the exploitation of labour of any kind under whatever pretext, or to>

such forms of reaction as vindictive criminal laws. Such measures?

if allowed, even as local and spasmodic incidents, would undermine the

very foundations of communistic society. This unity in Federation

in short, appears to be the only method for reducing complexity in

political and administrative matters to a minimum ; and of ensuring

to the individual, as a unit of society, the utmost possible freedom for

the satisfaction and development of his capacities.

As to the methods of labour necessary to the existence and welfare

of society, it would have to be co-operative in the widest sense. It

would of course be subordinate to the real welfare of society ; i.e., the
production of wares would not be looked upon as the end of society

(as the production of profit-bearing wares now is), but it would be
regarded as the means for the ease and happiness of life, which there-

fore would never be sacrificed to any false ideas of necessity, or to any
merely conventional views of comfort or luxury. For instance, in any
society it is desirable that cotton cloth should be produced at the least

expenditure of labour, but in a communistic society it would be im-

possible to condemn a part of the population to live under miserable

conditions, conditions in any degree worse than that of others, as in

a black country, in order to reduce the expenditure of labour for the

community, which would have to pay the price for giving the weavers

and spinners, etc., as good a life as anyone else, whatever that price

might be.

Again, as to the conventional standard of comfort : we may here

quote a good definition of a luxury, as given by a friend, as a piece of

goods that the consumer would not have if he had in his own person,

to pay the full value of the work

—

i e., if he had to make it himself,

or to sacrifice an amount of his own labour equivalent to the making
of it. As, e.g., a lady of the present day would hardly consent to make
a Mechlin lace veil for herself, or to pay for the due and proper liveli-

hood of those who do make itj in order that she may have it, numbers
of women and girls at Ypres and the neighbourhood must work at

starvation wages.

To make the matter of production under Communism clearer let us

consider the various kinds of work which the welfare of Communal
Society would demand.

First, there would be a certain amount of necessary work to be

done which would be usually repellant to ordinary persons ; some of

this, probably the greater part of it, would be performed by machinery
;

and it must be remembered that machinery would be improved and
perfected without hesitation when the restrictions laid on production

by the exigencies of profit-making were removed. But probably a

portion of this work at once necessary and repellant could not be done

by machinery. For this portion volunteers would have to be relied

upon ; nor would there be any difficulty in obtaining them, considering

that the habit of looking upon necessary labour from the point of

view of social duty would be universal, and that now, as then, idi)syn-

cracies would exist which would remove objections to work usually

disliked.

Again, the greater part of this work, though not agreeable, would

not be exacting on mental capacity, and wou'd entail the minimum of

responsibility on those engaged in it. We mention this as compen-

satory of the disagreeable nature of the work in itself.

As examples of this riecessary and usually repellant work, we may
give scavengering, sewer-cleaning, coal-hewing, midwifery, and mechani-

cal clerk's work.

It must be remembered again that under our present system a great

deal of this kind of work is artificially fostered for the sake of making
business for interest-bearing capital, and that the competition for em-
ployment amongst the proletariat makes it possible to be so done;,

whereas in a Communal Society such work would be dispensed with

as much as possible. Disagreeable work which a Communal Society

found itself saddled with as a survival of past times, and which it

found out not to be necessary, it would get rid of altogether.

Secondly, work in itself more or less disagreeable, and not absolutely

necessary, but desirable if the sacrifice to be paid for it were not too -

great. Tliis might be done if it could be made easy by machinery,

but not otherwise ; it would not be worth while to call for volunteers

for the purpose of doing it, since the citizens would then have to make
the sacrifice in their own persons. Before we leave the subject of

work not generally pleasant, but which is either necessary or desirable,

we may again call attention to the existence of idiosyncracies which
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would make many people willing to undertake it, and still more to the

variety of tastes which are so common that they could not be classed

as idiosyncracies, and which would help us out of many difficulties in

this respect. There are, for instance, rough occupations involving a

certain amount of hardship, which would be acceptable to many
persons of overflowing health and strength, on account of the adven-

ture and change which goes with them, and the opportunities which
they afford for showing courage and adroitness and readiness; in a

word, for the pleasurable exercise of special energies, such as sea-

fishing, exploration of new countries, etc. Again, many people have

so much love for country life and dealing with animals, that even hard
work of this kind would not seem irksome to them. In short, we
might go into great lengths on this subject, and every step we took on
the road would show that the stimulus to exertion in production is

much more various and much more complex than is usually thought in

a period like our own, when everything is supposed to be measured by
mere cash-payment.

Thirdly, we come to a kind of work which we may well hope will

take a much higher position in communal life than it does at present

;

we mean work that has in it more or less of art ; and we should here

say that the very foundation of everything that can be called art is

the pleasure of creation, which is, or should be felt in every handi-

craft. That even as things are it is very commonly felt, is proved by
the craving that persons have for some occupation for their hands when
they are debarred from their usual occupation, as very notably persons

in prison. As to the matter of art as an occupation, we may divide

/it into incidental and substantive art. Incidental art is that which is

.. subservient to some utilitarian function ; as the designed form or added

jf*
ornament in a knife or a cup, which is subservient to the cutting or

$ drinking use of those things. What is commonly called decorative
4

art comes under this heading. Substantive art is that which produces
matters of beauty and incident for their own sakes, such as pictures

or music, which have no utilitarian purpose. As to incidental art

Commercial Society has nearly destroyed it by divorcing its exercise

and the reward for it from the products which it should beautify ; it

has divided the producers of an ornamented article of use into the

maker of the utilitarian article, the maker of the ornament for it, and
the designer of the ornament, the two former being mere machines,

and the latter being the producer of a marketable ware to be forced

on the public in the same way that other wares are forced on them by
commerce. In a Communal Society this division of labour will be
recognised as impossible in a piece of goods of which the art of design

formed an integral part, and that art itself will only be exercised in

answer to an undoubted and imperative demand of the public ; there

will be no occasion to force a demand for it.

As to the substantive art that must always be on the surface the

product of individual labour and skill, although at bottom it is a

social product as much as or even more than any other production
;

since the capacity of the most original artist or author is really the

result of tradition, and his work is the expression of a long social de-

velopment of tendencies concentrated in the special individual.

A question may occur to some as to the probable future of the races

at present outside civilisation. To us it seems that the best fate that

can befall them is that they should develope themselves from their

present condition, uninterfered with by the incongruities of civilisa-

tion. Those of them will be the happiest who can hold civilisation

aloof until civilisation itself melts into Socialism, when their own
natural development will gradually lead them into absorption in the

great ocean of universal social life.

E. Belfort Bax and William Morris.

CORRESPONDENCE.

FREE SPEECH IN DANGER.
Some tim«». since I informed our readers that the Bethnal Green Conservative
Association were endeavouring, by underhand means, to suppress all meetings in
Victoria Park. Since then they have presented a humble petition, supposed to
contain 2,000 signatures, praying that the meetings should be stopped because
of the " blasphemous and seditious language used," the real reason being that
for the last three or four years the Socialist League has made great progress
there. I recommended at the time that the Rads and Reds should combine to
oppose this move, but thus far the only persons who have interested themselves
in the matter are the Socialists, who usually protest against it at their meetings,
and the National Sunday League, who are getting up a counter petition. As to
the Radicals of the neighbourhood, they are so busy with G. Howell, M.P.,
holding meetings agaiivst Early Closing, that they have no time, I suppose, to
interest themselves about such a paltry thing as the right of public meeting (ex-

cept when it is made a party political question as in Ireland). Ae the meetings
in the Park have hitherto been very orderly, the Tories have hired some roughs
to try and upset us. Last Sunday they appeared on the scene shouting that they
were brave and bold Englishmen, and that we were a lot of d foreigners.
We managed to get one on the platform, when he said that he hated all foreigners,
had fought seven years for his Queen and country, that he would sooner starve
than work for a foreigner, that he had had the chance of seducing the daughter
of a German in Green Street, but he hated all Germans so much that he refused
it. He was answered by the lecturer, and an English comrade pointed out to
him that if the foreigners worked for their living they were quite as good as an
Englishman. The Tory reply was a blow on the jaw, with the exclamation,
" I m an Englishman, I am !

" Our comrades should be on their gi&rd, as the
evident intention is to make a scene at our meetings as an excuse for suppressing
us as disorderly persons. I hear that all the gardeners at Victoria Park have
received orders to keep themselves in readiness to act as park constables ; they
are all to have a cap but not a full uniform. This move evidently means some-
thing. T. R. Cooper, Homerton.

'THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM MADE PLAIN.'

(By Frank Fairman ; with Preface by William Morris. W. Reeves,
185 Fleet Street, E.C. Is. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.)

The author of this plain and ably written little book has, in accord-

ance with its title, supplied to a considerable extent that whicfa has
long been wanting—namely, a plain statement of the principles of

Socialism. His definition of Socialism " as a criticism of the present

system of society " will be demurred to by those who think that to be
of any value it should consist of a thoroughly mapped out in full detail

system of society.

To us the most attractive part of the book is its treatment of the

moral basis of Socialism ; and this put shortly is " that every human
being has equal rights of life, the pursuit of happiness, and the use of

his faculties, so long as he does not exercise them to the detriment of

others." The impossibility of this in a society (as, for example, the

present) which maintains the right of a section of it to possess itself

of the whole of the means of subsistence, thereby condemning those

—the masses, the dispossessed—to a life of slavish toil, is reasoned out
in the most forcible manner. Dealing with the plea that is so often

urged that priority of possession confers the right upon the possessor

to hold and use for all time his possession as he pleases, it is contended
that there is nothing consistent with the principles of justice to warrant
such an assumption. The author deals with this assumption as follows «

"Supposing a ship to be wrecked in mid-ocean, and the crew and passen-

gers to escape in boats to some uninhabited island. Has the first boatload
the right to claim possession of the island, and to make those who come in

the second and subsequent boats work for them upon it at mere subsistence

wages? No one would dream of giving assent to such a proposal. Then,
if another ship be wrecked off the island the following week, are the sur-

vivors of that ship to be in any worse position, and if so, why ? It would,
perhaps, be dangerous to carry the illustration much farther, because we
should be getting nearer and nearer to the actual facts, in which the bias of

self-interest and long established custom would come in to distort the judg-
ment, and the answer would probably be, 'The crew of a wreck the second
or third year could not have any rights to the land of the island at all ; or
else it would follow that those wrecked on the shores of one country would
equally have a right to share in the land of England, and that connot be
just.' In reply to such an argument, I can only say that he who seeks to

know or do what is right does not concern himself with the unpleasantness
of the consequences ; or, to be most exact, to the truly just man the only
consequences which are pleasant are those which are founded upon justice,

and that if priority alone gives the right of possession, the first boatload
must be the only rightful owners of the island. A few minutes, or hours,

or days, or months can, in equity, make no difference. In fact, the only
solution of this problem which leaves no room for quibble or dispute is, that
the globe belongs rightfully at any given moment to the whole of the in-

habitants living upon it at that moment—neither to those who have had
their turn and have gone hence, to be seen no more, nor to those who are-

yet to be born. That in short, as Mr. Herbert Spencer puts it, ' All men
have equal rights to the use of the earth.'

"

The question of the remuneration of special ability, geniuses, etc.,

so often raised, is happily handled :

"If it be said that without the stimulus of more than ordinary reward
men would not undertake responsible positions in the management of large
establishments, would not invent machines, or paint pictures, or write good
literature, the answer is twofold. First, the wildest Communist or Anarchist
has never yet suggested that fame and reputation shall be thrown into a
common stock and divided amongst everybody in equal shares, and there-
fore nothing can prevent men who perform responsible duties, or confer
benelits in other ways upon the public, from obtaining a special reward in

the esteem and and honour in which they are held. As a plain matter of

fact, a great deal of very onerous work is performed gratuitously, and the
greatest successes have been achieved both in the sphere of invention and
in that of artistic work (literary or pictorial), either from the desire for
fame, or from the inherent necessity which genius is under of creating some-
thing, whether it produce a reward or not. But secondly, if without extra
money payment work of a superior character cannot be obtained, the necessary
price will have to be paid, and in such cases it can be paid without infringing
on any sound social principle.

55

In the chapter on " The Economic Basis," it is demonstrated that
the larger part of the wealth enjoyed by the rich is produced by the
workers " day by day and year by year." " It is not the fact, as many
people seem to imagine, that the rich have acquired their wealth once
and for all " ; whereas they are simply drawing upon the labour of

toilers day by day and year by year for their means of life. "A man
with an income of ,£1000 a-year from the funds is said to possess

,£30,000, because he is credited with that amount in the books of the
Bank of England ; but this is only the banker's way of stating the fact
that he is entitled to draw ,£500 every half year." Upon what? The
labours of the toiling millions.

The illusion that so many labour under that the rich do not tax
labour is well exposed.

Luxury and misery, rich and poor, are relative states, the luxury
of the rich being dependent upon the misery of the poor.
The contention of the Socialist is that all material wealth is produced

by human labour plus the aid of natural forces ; and that it therefore
follows that those who do not labour must of necessity live upon those
who do.

Separate chapters are devoted to the consideration of "Current
Economic Fallacies," "Objections," "Quack Remedies for Poverty."
This last-named deals with Religion, Malthusianism, Nationalisation
of the Land, Co-operation, etc. ; and " The Methods and Future of
Socialism" bringing to a conclusion the handiest, and, for its size,

comprehensive book yet written on the subject. H. A. B,
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BKITAIN.

XJphall Eetortmen's Dispute.—The retortmen employed at Upliall Oil

Wqrks (Young's Company) who had left off work for one shift, have resumed
work on an "advance of wages of five per cent, and the promise of other five

per cent whenever that increase becomes general.

Forfar Bakers.—At a meeting of journeymen" bakers held in Forfar on
Saturday it was unanimously agreed to form a branch of the National
Federal Union, " as the only remedy whereby their grievances can be re-

moved." There was present a deputation from Dundee. Office-bearers were
appointed.

' 100 Workers turned Adrift.—The new process of preparing the turkey-
red cloth, which has been recently adopted by the turkey-red works in the

Vale, of Leven, is beginning to have the expected effect on the workers. In

JDalfluharn Works, at Kenton, nearly 100— chielly girls—have been paid off

during the last few weeks.

. Riveters' Strike at Greenock.—The strike of riveters, so far as the yard
of Messrs. Bussell & Co., is at end, the men to the number of about 150
having resumed work on Thursday. The men came out on strike about a

month ago for an advance of a shilling on the 100 rivets—namely, from
7s. 6d. to 8s. 6d. Messrs. Eussell & Co., having offered the men an advance
of ninepence per 100, the men as stated above accepted the offer, the price

now to be paid for the 100 rivets being 8s. 3d. The riveters in the yard of

l&fessrs. Caird & Co. are still on strike.

A Uniform Price List Wanted.— In accordance with a resolution passed
at a mass meeting last week, the Blackburn loomers, drawers, and twisters

have submitted to the employers a uniform list of wages, which they pro-

pose shall be paid for looming and drawing in future in Blackburn and
neighbourhood. The masters are being given one week to consider the list.

and the men will then meet again, and, in the event of a refusal to entertain

it, will decide what action to take.

Nut and Bolt Makers Association.—The ballot on the question of

demandingan advance in wages has been answered in the affirmative by an
overwhelming majority. At the quarterly meeting of the Association the
following resolution was unanimously carried : "That this council expresses
ite -entire approval of the action of the Darlaston members in deciding by
ballot to demand wages in accordance with the list of 1881, less 5 per cent.,

^Hfcii^hat we approve of a conference between employer* and workmen being
%oM ; but in case the masters refuse the request of the men, we pledge our-

:$*&$& to render them every assistance in our power." John Richards, presir

$TOfcj®# the association, was appointed to attend the conference,

IlfyiriNq Defeat.—" With the exception of several leader** of the strike*

T&WW&re. refused employment, all the hands h^ve returned to work at the
fl&ilfcLiftrtbe Newchurch Weaving and Spinning Company, RossendaJe, on
<%e,f©Jd lines,." Thus runs the report, and at the first sight one is temptad
te>£jty the workers and to blanie the company ; but further iBfon»a£jo»t

s^pj^wfcat modifies this impnise. The workmen of Rog«#&date are, it se^ms,
iljtct Worst organised of any part of Ijancaahue ; ** a consequence they are
hit .bard and often, and until they conquer their selfish apathy an4 combine
for common protection, they seem almost to invite if not to deserve the

duiifelings they get.

Shirkers.—There are in every calling a number of cowardly conscienceless

shirkers, who, when no immediate personal gain is to be reaped, leave their

trade societies to be supported by their more honourable comrades. The
cotton spinners are a case in point. The possibility of a general strike in

the Oldham district as the outcome of the demand now made for an
advance in wages has induced 564 people, a large proportion presumably of

tfea class referred to, to join the Association during the past five weeks.
None of these will be in a position to draw strike pay, but will of course
claim the generosity of the Council in case of a stoppage taking place.

Oldham Spinners.—Great unanimity and determination exists amongst
tjie. operatives in regard to the demand for an advance. The Amalgamated
Spinners' Association is exceptionally strong financially and numerically,

and, for the first time in its history is prepared to enter upon a contest with-

out at the outset calling for extra pecuniary support. The Masters' Associa-

tion appear unable to take up a definite position, and at present it seems

quite unlikely that any general resolution to close the mills will be adopted.

The operatives are to be congratulated upon the splendid organisation which

attests their loyalty to the cause of unionism. They wisely resolved at the

close;, of their last great struggle to pay their levies in time of peace, so as

to be ready for war, and to-day they are rewarded for the sacrifices made in

the past ; they stand calmly and confidently in an almost impregnable

position, which the employers will hesitate to attack.

Oh, Upright Judge !—The scandalous injustice with which tramway
• companies treat their hard-worked employees was the subject of some severe

. strictures by Judge Powell on the 25th, at Woolwich County Court. Percy

EuHer, a conductor, summoned the Woolwich and South-Eastern Tramway
Company for 4s. Heu of wages. The Judge scanned the plaint note, and

sajy*. " I shouldn't have thought that a tramway company would come into

court for 4s." "They dismissed me without notice," said the conductor,

"and detained my license." The Judge : Why was this man dismissed?

The ,Manager : Because he was low in his takings. The Judge: Do you

fffAftn to say it is a rule to punish your conductors because they cannot force

jjaeaengers into the trams ? I never heard of such a monstrous thing !

The Manager : It is a rule practised by all the tramway companies of Lon-

don. . The Judge : Well, then, I say tbe rule is contrary to law, and I will

give judgment for the plaintiff with costs. The idea of such a thing !

Eastern and Midlands Railway.—"Norfolk Rover" states that at

Melton Constable, on the Eastern and Midlands Railway, the shunters have

no cabin or pther shelter in which to eat their meals or to take refuge from

tfce storms, access to the signal cabin being also denied them. He also raen-

tieftavtho case of a Lynn goods guard who has been fined for an alleged late

amjral on duty, without being called upon for an explanation. No overtime

is paid on that line. • Referring to the recent meeting of the company, he con-

s*d&3f& that it would have been but just to have advanced the wages of some
qjT$&„workjaen . as well as the salary df the auditor. The revenue of the

company is said to have increased ninety per cent during the past five years,

l^idjuring tfre past year traffic receipts had increased twenty-two per cent,

yWtbe-wages of the men are : Porters, 8s. and 10s. per week ; signalmen,

18%'to 18Sv, with one or two cases of £l ; firemen, 3s. and 3s. 6d., and

dr%»i3fc;4s« J®& to 6s. per d&y.—Railway Review.

White Slaves—Mantle Makers.—As to the pay of mantle makers and
the conditions under which they work in most London workrooms and ware-
houses, a correspondent wrote lately to the Star

:

—" I shall begin by giving
in detail the work done on one jacket by the machinist and finisher respec-
tively, and the price paid for such work in two workrooms to my knowledge
—the one a large, and the other a small one. Machinist—Sewing seven
seams, binding the bottom, two facings, making and inserting sleeves,

making and fixing collar—1 Jd. Finisher—Working four button-holes, sew-
ing on six buttons, fastening corners, felling collar lining—Id. Thus 2§d.

for making a lady's jacket throughout (of course excepting cutting, now in

many cases done by machinery). The above is common work. Now for a
medium-class example. Machinist—Eight seams, and binding same with
Italian cloth ; binding the bottom, putting in two facings, putting on two
pocket tabs, making and inserting sleeves, making and inserting collar—3d.

Finisher—Seven button-holes, 11 buttons, felling collar lining, tacking pleats

at back, fixing pocket tabs, felling and neatening facings, finishing corners

—

2Jd. Full work is only obtainable during about six months of the year at

most. But what is most iniquitous in the system is that in most of the large

work-rooms during the remainder of the year (excepting only a month or.

six weeks off-season at Christmas) all hands are imperatively required to be
in attendance at the work-room during the full hours (nine till eight) daily,

though they may not get 3s. worth of work in a whole week. ' Ah ! then,

with such hours, such pay, and such conditions all round, it is no great
wonder some of you mantle-makers look so pallid, pinched, and ill some-
times,' 1 remarked to one. .' Ill I We're always ill, and that's the fact

—

but work we must, ill or well '—was the sorrowful reply."

The Norwich Riveters.—A meeting of the riveters who were out on
strike from Messrs. Haldinsteins' was held on Wednesday night, when Mr.
J. L. Hawkins presided. Mr. Mason, secretary of the Norwich branch of

the Union, explained the terms of settlement. A report was then read by
the secretary, which showed that the collections, including the proceeds
from entertainments given on behalf of the fnnd, amounted to £101 18s.

10-id.; the grant from various branches of the Union in England and Scot-

land was £53; and the cost to the Norwich branch was £36 13s. ll^d.;

total, £191 12s. lOd. The amount expended was—To non-unionists, ,£181

8s. 7d.; printing, bill-posting, etc., £4 18s. 3d.; assistance to Hotblack's
finishers, £5 6s.; total, .£191 J2s. lOd. The cost to the Union for financial

members was £143 10s. 0d., making the total cost of the dispute .£335

2s. lOd. The following resolution was carried unanimously :
—"That the

men lately locked out return their sincere thanks to all those who have so

kindly contributed to their support during the struggle for their rights^ and,

should it be the misfortune of any other body of workmon to be placed in a
similar position, they may rely upon our sympathy and support" Mr. E.

Bennett then spoke upon the advantages of combination, and pointed out
that it was only by combined action that, working-men could expect, to hold
their own. Votes of thanks weEe passed to the secretary and all those who
had taken an active part in bringing this struggle to such a successful issue.

The unsatisfactory portion of the foregoing report is the large sum absorbed
by non-unionists. It is not creditable to these men that they should have
depended upon outside charity, and the funds of the union created by the
self-sacrifice of their fellow-workmen. The sympathy and support of men
too selfish and apathetic to combine seems to me of little value. Deeds
speak louder than words.

The Boycott—a good precedent.—Anent the agitation for an advance
in wages by the Oldham cotton spinners, I quote from the Cotton Factory
Times a most instructive instance of boycotting of a hostile journal by the
workers. It is very much to be regretted that such action is not more often

taken. There are far too many papers supported by the masses in the inter-

est of the classes, to the neglect even of the sadly too few journals which
like the Commonweal champion the cause of labour. "We are informed
that the Oldham operatives are in high glee at the course which is being
taken by one of their local newspapers, the Evening Express, It will be
remembered that at the time of the last strike this veiy same paper was the
object of much comment, and was absolutely boycotted by the operatives,

and destroyed by them whenever and wherever found. All this was brought
about by the action of those who were responsible in allowing false reports

to be printed in the paper relating to the strike, and which were damaging
to the cause of the workpeople ; and such reports were printed and circulated,

and advertised in large letters on posters in shop windows and other places,

and purposely done after having been informed that such reports were not
correct, and therefore ought not to be published. The circulation of the
said paper has greatly sutfered up to this day through the action it took on
that occasion, and the resolution then passed by the operatives to boycott
the paper still remains on the books of the Spinner*7 Association, as an
honest protest against the wrong inflicted upon them at a time when they
were having to contend with powerful foes, and enduring much suffering

and want. The newspaper referred to belongs to a large cotton spinner and
manufacturer, and consequently might have been expected to again champion
the cause of the employers as against that of the operatives ; but this is not
so, as the paper in question is upholding the cause of the operatives, and
makes no secret of the fact that the state of the yarn trade fully warrants
the operatives in the course they are taking."

Midland Counties Trades Federation.—A public meeting in connection
with this federation took place last week in Walsall, and there was a good
attendance of representatives of district trades. Mr. Tibbitts, who was voted
to the chair, cominendsd the federation as being calculated to be of more
service than individual unions, inasmuch as the latter might sometimes be
paralysed*; but where many unions were combined there was not the same
danger. Mr. E. Juggins then delivered an address on "The Skilled Trades
of the Country and the Wages of the Workmen." He said the diversities

of payment were such as to cause some irritation among working men. To
take the building trades, for instance, particularly carpentering and joinery,

in Walsall, Wednesbury, and West Bromwhich, the hours were fifty-four,

and the wages 31s. 6d. ; in Birmingham, fifty-four hours, and wages 36s.

;

and in London, fifty-two and a half hours on the average, and wages 39s. 4Jd*
The trades, he argued, which had the best unions earned the best wages,

because they could buy up surplus labour ; but where the men were dis-

organised wages were at starvation rates. In evidence of this he cited the
bit forgers and filers, who on an average earned only 18s. a-week, as against
an average of 30s. in the case of the engineers, whose union was one of the
strongest in the kingdom ; the padlock-makers, whose average was 20s. a
week, and only 15s. in Willenhall—not the wages of a labourer ; the nut and
bolt makers, whose average was .from 20s. to 25s. a week ; the chainmakera
on the other side of the district, who earned not more than 12s. per week*
and out of that had to pay 3s. 6d. for breezes, 2s. for blowers, and 2cL per
cwt. for carrying to the warehouse, leaving only 5s. 6d. for a week of fifty-
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six hours ; and the gun-lock makers, who received only 3Jd. per lock, and

could not earn, even in the case of the skilled workman, more than 7s. per

week. An improvement could only be effected by combination, and he

advised his hearers to unite thoroughly, and to join the federation.—Ad^
dresses were afterwards delivered by Messrs. J. Hythin, of the Bit Forgers

and Filers, Bloxwich ; W. Millichip, Lockmakers' Society, Walsall ; and W.
Bardell, Tubemakers' Society, "Walsall; and a resolution was unanimously

passed in support of the Federation. T. Binning.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

Boulanger and "boulangerie" are still going on and spreading everywhere

throughout France. Our readers know, of course, all the details of this

campaign by the prattlings and babblings of the English dailies ; but we
may as well point out some of the more striking characteristics of that

Cesarion, who might become very nefarious indeed to France, if France

would allow him to go any further. One of the most curious aspects of the

Boulanger question is certainly the intolerable hypocrisy with which the

pretender addresses himself to all parties alike, begging for their support

with big but hollow sentences and vague promises, smiling at everybody,

contradicting himself in every speech, or rather in every letter he con-

descends to send into the world, for until now his speeches are rare and
thinly-sown. He has now commenced to use that system of duplicity even

in matters of international politics ; for this gentleman is preparing for his

own use a scheme of international politics, and the bourgeois papers of all

countries affect such utter contempt for France that they are already guess-

ing as to what that Boulangist scheme will be, exactly as if general Boum-
boum, the favourite of Paulus the music-hall singer, were to be the all-

powerful master of the coming day. So Boulanger declares to the editor of

the Wiener Tageblatt (the Viennese Daily) that he likes Austria very much,
and that he cannot suffer Italians, even in pictures, and that in 1859 the

French felt more sympathy with the enemy against whom they were fighting

than to the allies with whom and for whom they were at war. This, of

course, is intended to flatter the absurd and stupid antipathy which has
been created in France against the Italians in order to suit the wishes of

Bismark and to ensure the success of Crispi's politics. Then, turning on his

heel, he tells the editor of the Tribuna that his friendly feelings towards
Italy arid the Italians have never changed, and that it would be entirely

impossible for him to dislike them, after having shed his blood for their

independence.- This hypocrisy is to be found in ail his deeds, and hypocrisy
is a capital virtue to a pretender. Therein, as in everything else, he is but
a counterfeit of Louis Napoleon. So, for instance, he disavowed publicly

the plebiscitum organised upon his name by the Bonapartist Thibaut and
underhand he approved it very warmly, as the telegrams exchanged with
Count Dillon, the financial Barnum of the whole " Boulangerie " have con-
clusively proved. Again, he is the pretender of the "revanche," the general
of the "League of Patriots," the very life and soul of French military jingo-

ism, the perpetual candidate for war. With Boulanger in front, war would
only be a question of time ; the Franco-Russian alliance would soon become
a real fact ; then dictatorship and czarism are well-nigh of the same essence,

and such an alliance would certainly turn against liberty, and in favour of

a reaction much more disastrous even than that spread all over Europe by
Bismark. Boulanger gives us to understand that a Franco-Russian alliance

and the "revanche" are the ultimate aims of the "Boulangerie." And yet,

upon all his election placards appears the formula which was plagiarised

from his imperial model: "Boulanger e'est la paix!" (Boulanger means
peace).

Further, carrying on the likeness to the man of Sedan, on one side he is

the candidate of all reactionaries, all so-called men of "law and order," lie

is the personification of " authority and dictation," he prepares himself to

act as the saviour of France, until he shall become the saviour of " religion^

family, and property," and, exactly as he did in 1871, slaughter the Parisians
and drown in the blood of the people the very principles of the Revolution

;

and, on the other side, he has taken as an essential item of his electoral

platform one of the revindications of the "Radical" party, the question of

the constitutional revision ; he is surrounded by some Radical deputies, as
the puffist Lagaerre and some Radical journalists, as the clown Rochefort

;

he flatters, the working-men, puts himself forward as the protector of the
strikers, and allows the deputy Laur to present him (Boulanger) to the
miners at Anzin as a Socialist. Always and everywhere he is the double-
faced hypocrite we have shown him to be ; in reality he is nothing else but
the ringleader of reaction and the worst enemy of France itself.

JSFcw* bow is it possible that a portion of the working-classes, and even of

well-organised Socialists, should have become the followers of that would-be
Caesar ? The reason is very simple indeed ; Boulanger claims the dissolution
of Parliament, and the workers in France have had enough of Parliamen-
tarism altogether. They believe that Boulanger will be able to clear away
with the present rotten Parliament, and they feel inclined to help him in

that hygienic work, but tbey are certainly mistaken in their other belief

that Parliamentarism altogether is to be swept away by the "boulangerie."
To arrive at that desideratum France wants Revolution and not Boulangism,
and therefore all those who are opposed to it, from the members of the
Parti ouvrier-down to the groups of the Anarchists, are right and ought to
be encouraged in their opposition. But, in, opposing Boulanger and the
whole "boulangerie," the workers of Paris and of France would make a
very great mistake indeed if they were to become the allies of ail these
Republican shopkeepers who fight against Boulanger, not for the sake of

liberty and justice, but for the saving of their shopkeeper'* interests. Ferry
and Floquet are the enemies of the people as much as Boulanger himself.
Socialists who make a compact with Floquet for fear of Boulanger, are
traitors to their cause, to our cause. One single thing only can be opposed
to Boulangism and to Floquetism alike—the Social Revolution! All
rest is fcuifrbilg.

All the

V. D.

ITALY.

VAicese.—The ttewly^formed working-men's society held a meeting for
its inauguration, at which Andrea Costa lectured on " The Past, Present,
afcd Futtuse of the Workers," The meeting was crowded with people both
from the city and from the neighbouring town* «nd villages. Several other
of* the active members of the Labour Party spoke and were farourably
lfe&Bedto.

Cittadella : Stagno Lombardo.—A letter to the Fascio Operaio in its •

issue of last week describes a recent attempt on a small scale to form a rural

social community. The writer, while fully realising the unsatisfactory

nature of such an attempt amid uncongenial surroundings, asserts that so

far the experiment has proved a successful and pleasant one. The com-
munity is essentially agricultural, and consists of 17 families, who cultivate

among them about* 120 hectares of land. It has been started four or five

months, and the work has been pursued quietly and pleasantly, and without
hitch. " Far more energy and capacity has been developed here than on the

surrounding farms, 5
' he says, "where the labourers work for wages and for

the interest and profit of the proprietors, our work being far in advance of

theirs. If affairs go so well with us now when the half of the prod ace goes

to pay the rent and interest of the capital kindly advanced to us by our

landlord S. Mori, how far better off shall we be after the social revolution,

when we shall not have rent to pay, but only to contribute in just portion.

towards the general public expenditure. This socialistic experiment of •

Cittadella is valuable as an example demonstrating the possibility and con-

venience of agricultural Socialism, and not a little as propaganda." M. M*

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

A few weeks ago, the illustrious poet and journalist Boleslas Czerwienski
died at Lemburg. The deceased, whose dramas at one time were received <

in the Polish theatres with the greatest enthusiasm, and whose career as a .

democratic journalist was so celebrated that even the children of his country ~

knew him and loved him, has scarcely bean noticed by the Polish press.

But the Polish press of to-day is so degraded, reactionary ideas have so

permeated that land, the very name of which was once the vivid symbol of *

revolution and struggle against oppression and tyranny, that it may perhaps
be reckoned as an honour to Czerwienski to have been so completely neg-
lected. He is not the only one among the Polish Socialists who has been

'

treated with contempt by his countrymen. The great historian* Boleslas

Limanowski, who fought for the freedom of Poland, was sent into exile, and
nobody cared for him, because he was a Socialist. Ludwik Warynski was
sentenced to fifteen years hard labour ; Stanislas Mendelsohn, Kasimir
DIuski, and so many others, were thrown into jail or now suffer banishment
and their names almost forgotten. About the year 1870, when the Socialist

movement began in Galicia, the Polish "patriots" who confessed the new/
faith were treated as guilty of high treason and wildly denounced by the

public press. So also was Ozerwienski, but he didn't mind, and in 1879,

after three years of continuous Socialist trials and sentences, when thirty-

five of the ablest Polish organisers had been sent to prison, he headed the
movement and became the chief editor of the Socialist paper Praca. He*
was exceedingly popular among the workers, and a powerful orator. In
spite of all police interdictions, Czerwienski's song "The Red Flag," a mar-
vellously strong and efficacious poem, has become the rallying chant of the

Polish Socialists. During the two last years of his much-troubled life he
has been very active indeed, and has given to light many masterpieces, •

which will remain long in the memories of his admirers. His last work,,

a poem in prose entitled "Two Apparitions," has a profound Socialist sense,

.

and would be well worth translating.

ROUMANIA.

The agrarian insurrection in Rcumania is now nearly at an end, and the
awful fright of the politicians and landlords is nearly over—at least they
say so, but we have good reason for doubt on that point. Of course the
Government has allowed as little information as possible to get abroad about
this insurrection, which hunger and misery have caused, and not the "Rus-
sian rouble," as the bourgeois papers try to make out ; and the Roumanian
journals have been invited to "hold their tongues" accordingly. The only
one which wrote the whole truth about the peasants' movement has been
suppressed and its editor sent to jail. Manescu of course is a Socialist, and.
therefore he alone was determined to tell the truth. The insurrection has
been of a serious character in four departments, all of them in the neigh-
bourhood of Bucarest. These four departments are those of which Bucarest
(Ilfoo), Ploesti, Giurgev6, and Calaroch are the capitals. One hundred arid

.

twenty villages in turn revolted ; the army occupied seventy-eight of them.
On the side of the peasants, 120 were killed, 237 were wounded, and l£O0
were captured, but most of these have already been set free. On the side of

the army, 82 have been killed, about 100 wounded, and 70 were made
prisoners (one squadron which was disabled 'and disarmed by the peasantry),,

The largest part of the peasants were armed ; they had forced their Way
into the magazines and taken away all the* guns, etc., they could lay hatids •

on. The insurrection would have lasted longer but for the fact that the
'

"authorities" at once ordered that maize should be plentifully distributed
to the hungry people. But the "authorities" only did so because they had
become aware that the soldiers would no longer obey their officers and fire

on the rebels. Even the soldiers of the 6th regiment of "doroboutzi" (terri-

toriabarmy) joined the peasants and fought with them at the huzzars. That
regiment has been withdrawn, of course, and Sent to Moldavia. The Govern-
ment, seeing that they could no longer rely on the army, ha\e decided to
submit to the Roumanian Parliament a law of redistribution of the land,

by which each family of peasants, is to have 22 hectares of land, instead of

11 given them by a bill passed in 1886. These lands remain the property of
the State, but the peasants have only to pay for them a small rent, somewbat
less than one franc- per hectare. The Government have also resolved to
expel a considerable lot of Greek farmers who exploited the peasants in a
most disgusting way. According to an enquiry made by the paper Lupta
it has been stated that the produce of the land held by these Greek agetrta

,

was divided so as to give 110 francs to the peasants and 790 francs for the
landlords or their agents.

The Roumanian peasBiitis one of the most unfortunate among all the •

land-labourers of Europe. He lives generally in holes made out of claj* andl %

roofed with straw, without any chimney and often without windows. BEii

clothing is a very poor and shabby one, made almost by his wife, who is

clothed in a more primitive way than he is binfcself. His food consist** of '

mamaliga—i.e., kukurutz flour boiled in water,so as to reduce it to a thickish '

sort of pap, without relish or flavour. Be»f$el< he* eats onions and bote* ..,

(sheep's-milk cheese), if. times --are good,* afld'How-"and then some oilveS or :

putrid fish; never any 'meat nor milk, or fctftter, or eggs. In short; the \
Roumanian peasant is altogether a^ miserable* aWdWretched being, who suffers >

exceedingly under the Ferocious exactions of. the bojars, and who will cer«

t&inly revolt again as spon as occasion serves. Afcany rate, we may feopfe
-,

'

that this has been the beginning."of the end of the so-called "liber*! ?) m* -

ministration of Ro«manku V.-D.
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Offices: 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Annual Conference.—The Fourth Annual Confer-
ence <»f the Socialist League will be held at 13 Far-
ringdon Road, on Whit-Sunday, May 20. The time
of meeting will be as follows—Morning, 10 till 1

;

Afternoon, 2 till 5; Evening, 6 till business is con-
cluded.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1887 : Hastings,
Nottingham, Pelsall—None, Croydon, Glasgow,
Leeds, Merton—to end of March. Edinburgh, Ips-
wich (?), Norwich (?)—to end of May. Hull—to end of
September. Mitcham, Wednesbury—to end of Oct.
188$ ':—Marylebone—to end of January. Acton,
Bloomsbury, Bradford, Clerkenwell, Hammersmith,
Hackney, Leicester, L.E.L. (Hoxton), North London,
Oxford, Stamford Hill, Walsall—to end of March.
Mile- end, Fulham—to end of April.

London Members.—The monthly meeting of the
London Members will be held on Monday next, May
'7th, at 9 p.m.

' Oommonwear Printing Fund.
Weekhj—W. B., 6d. C. J. F., 2s. 6d. K. F., Is.

liftngley, 2s. P. W., 6d. Oxford Branch, 2s.

REPORTS-
Bloomsbury.—Thursday last, usual monthly busi-

ness meeting held. Sunday we moved from the Mid-
land Arches to corner of Ossulston Street, and held a
most successful meeting. Speakers, Eden and Bart-
lett. G-qod sale of Gommomveal.—W. W. B.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, April 25, H. A.

Iferker lectured on " The Moral and Economic Bases
t>f Socialism." Sunday evening, W. Utley on " La-
bour in Vain. "—B.
Mitcham.—A good meeting on the Fair Green Sun-

"dayrmoniing, addressed by Kitz. Good sale of Com-
monweal. No opposition.—E.

Ipswich.—During the winter months, while open-
air meetings were impossible, we succeeded in forming
a discussion class meeting every Sunday night, and
discussing " Socialism," "Trades' Unions," " Eight
Hour Day," *' International Unions," etc., etc. We
have also taken advantage of the opportunity afforded
us by various political and social gatherings, including
a course! of lectures on Political Economy, to spread
our ideas. The Commonweal has been regularly sup-

plied to the four libraries in the town, five local news-
agents keeping it on sale. Last Sunday we commenced
our summer propaganda. On Saturday evening, J.

Lane delivered a lecture on " Poverty, its Cause,
Effectst and Cure," to a very attentive audience. J.

Thomas and Charles also addressed good meeting in

iront of the Town Hall on Sunday morning, and at

the Ship Launch in the afternoon. Charles also de-

livered a lecture to the discussion class in the evening
on " Dangers Ahead," which was well received. Next
Sunday on the Ship Launch at 3 o'clock, J. Thomas
will debate with Southeron on " The Land Question."
Leicester.—At Secular Hall, April 15, Barclay lec-

tured on "Zola." Instances of Zola's method of pre-

senting the social problem were given, principally

from * Germinal. '- On 22nd, Sketcnley (of Birming-
ham) lectured on "Conservatism, Liberalism, Radi-
calism, Republicanism, which ? " On 29th, at Thos.
Slater's lecture, u What is Secularism ? " Barclay,
Robson, and a comrade of the S.D.F. named Maclen-
nan, offered considerable discussion.—T. P. B.

Leeds.—Large meeting Sunday morning in Vicar's

Croft, addressed by Hill, Paylor, Maguire, and Sollitt.

We had a little opposition on the Irish question. We
have now got into large and commodious rooms, with
a ball capable of seating 100 people. —P.
Walsall.—Monday last, J. Sketchley(Birmingham)

lectured on " The Labour and Revolutionary Move-
ments of the Present Century." Several questions

pat at close were (lealt with amid hearty applause
• from audience. Sanders, Tarn (Birmingham), and
Deakin addressed large audience at The Bridge on
Saturday. Literature'well taken up, and Commonweal

-all sold out.—J. T. D.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton,—17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-

nell's Dining Rooms). Sunday at 8 p.m.

Bloomsbury,—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road. Thursday May 3, at 8.30,

Lecture by W. H. Utley. 10th. Quarterly Business

Meeting. 17th. Concert in aid of Branch. 24th.

Special Business Meeting. 31st. G. B. Shaw.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Rd., E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Fulham,—8 Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
May 6, at 8 p.m., J. Tochatti, "Human Nature and
Socialism."

Hackney,—A. general meeting of members will be held

at the International Club, Berner Street, on Tuesday
May 8, at &30 p.m.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday May 6, at 8. Graham Wallas (Fabian So-

ciety), " Why we are Hopeful."

Hoxton.—Labour Emancipation League Club and
Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).

Sunday May 6. at 8 p.m., F. Henderson, "Social-

ism and the English Poets."

Mitcham,—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-

merston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business meeting every Thursday evening

at 9 p.m. Debating Class for members after meeting.

North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air

meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary,

Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite

Holborn Town Hall.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Sunday night meetings

in Baker Street Hall, at 6. Secretary, J. Leatham,
15 St. Nicholas Street.

Bradjord,—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Dis-

cussion every Thursday at 8. May 10, "Relation

of Socialism to Christianity."

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting

Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, teeds.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Saturday, Co-operative

Clothing Association, 8.30 until 10 p.m. Sunday,
Lecture at 8. Tuesday, Members meeting at 8.30.

Wednesday, 8.30, Ways and Means and Literary

Committees. Thurday, 8, Band practice. Friday,

8.30, Debating Class.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-

tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Calder.

Aberdeen.—At weekly indoor meeting on 29th ult.,

Leatham lectured on "The Society of the Future,"

Gray, sen., in the chair. McLean, Aiken, Slater,

Sutherland, Duncan, and Watson spoke at close.

"Sutbject for Sunday evening first, " The Story of Tra-

falgar Square.—J. L.
;. L.E.L. Club and Institute.—On Sunday evening

Itti Mark Manly lectured on " How to Advance So-
c

cflfisth." The lecture was well received, and gave

rke to a good discussion.—H. A. B.

BdInbubgh.—On April 19, discussion on " What is

Socialism ? " opened by Tuke. Tuke, who has worked
hard for the Cause here, left last week for South

\Africa to our great regret. The 26th being a general

holiday discussion postponed.

Junior Socialist Educational Society.— Satur-

day evening last paper by E. Fox on " Commercialism
and Socialism " was read. Good discussion followed.

—A.-.T.

PROVINCES.
Leeds.—Sunday : Vicar's Croft, at 11 a.m.
Norwich.—Sunday: Ber Street Fountain at 11.45;

Market Place at 3 and 7.30.

West Bromwich—Near the Fountain, every Sunday
morning at 11.15.

Smethwick.—Ne&r Spon Lane, every Sunday morning
at 12.

L.E.L. Club and Institute, 1 Hoxton Square.

—

Cn Saturday May 19 a Concert and Social Evening

will t?e held here, for the purpose of augmenting the

Club Funds. Particulars will be given next week.

United Radical Club, Kay Street, Hackney Road.

—On Sunday May 6, H. A. Barker will commence a

course of four lectures on " Socialism : What it is, and
what it is not."

Three King's Tavern, Clerkenwell Close.—At
8.30p.m. next Sunday W. B. Parker, "Some Obje6-

tions to Socialism Answered."

S D.F., Clerkenwell Branch.—At the Hall of the

Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road, on Thursday
May 10, a Discussion will be opened by Dr. Merlino

—subject, " Is Anarchist-Communism the logical out-

come of Socialism ? " Blackwe loreply ; after which,

free discussion. At 8.30 otually.

Mrs. Wardle will supply Branch Subscription Cards

at 9d. per doz. Leaflet Press, Cnrsitor stre

SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.—
Meeting at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, on Wednesday May 9, at 7 p.m.

AT FREEMASONS' TAVERN,
81 Long Acre,

(Proprietor, comrade J. J. Hart, late of Burton and Phoenix Halls)

A Debate will be continued on Sunday next, in Halt

of this Tavern—subject, " Will Home Rule Benefit the

Irish People ? " Chair taken at 8.30 by T. J. Dalziel.

fJITY OF LONDON COLLEGE, White Street,

Moorfields (close to Moorgate Street Station).

—

A Russian Class has been started at this College o»
Mondays at 7 p.m., taught by N. W. Tchaykovsky.

Terms 9s. per quarter.

THE LEAFLET NEWSPAPER,
Published every Saturday at 1 p.m. Edited by
Thomas Bolas. Packet of 25, Id., Postage Jd.; 100*

Is. 6d., Postage 6d.—Leaflet Press, Cursitor St, E.C.

NEW BRANCH PREMISES FUND.

CLERKENWELL BRANCH OF THE S.K
announce that on

SUNDAY EVENING, MAY 13, at S p.m.

at the

Farringdon Hall, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

A DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL
Entertainment will be given by

Alfred Adams' Dramatic Class
For the Benefit of the above Fund.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 6.

11 ...Acton—tbe Steyne The Branch
11 . . .Turnham Green—Front Common . . .Acton Bch.

11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball Davis

11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Church, Pitfield St Wade
11.30...Kingsland Green Parker

11.30.. .Merton—Haydons Road The Branch
11.30...Mile-end Waste Charles & Lane
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Eden & Kitz

11.30...Regent's Park Henderson
11.30.. .St. Pancras Arches Bloomsbury Branch
11.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
3 . . .Victoria Park Mainwaring & Charles

3.30.. .Hyde Park Parker
7.30.. .Clerkenwell Green Blundell

7.30...Stamford Hill Charles & Lane

Tuesday.
8 ...Mile-end Waste Charles

Wednesday,
8 ...Broadway, London Fields...Cores, Mainwaring

Friday.

8 ...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street...N. London Bch.

The evening's amusement will consist of Two Laugh-

able Farces, Singing, and Instrumental Music, by
Mesdames Wardley, M. Blundell, A. Taylor, and
Miss Jessie Adams, Miss Maud Shelton ; Messrs. T.

Clayton, Wm. Blundell, Alf. Adams, H. A. Barker.

Admission by Programme, Threepence.

Now Ready, Price One Shilling ;\bound in Cloth,

Two and Sixpence.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN.
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis—The Economic
Basis—Current Fallacies—Objections—Quack Reme-

dies for Poverty—Methods and Future, etc.

With Preface written by William Morris.

William Reeves, 185, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Now Ready, Cloth Uncut, 2s. 6d.

LOVE TRIUMPHANT
A Series of Sonnets, and other Poems.

By FRED HENDERSON.
"Worth reading now, and very probably worth

remembering in time to come."—London Star.

"Written with consummate art, and quite worthy

of some of the best-esteemed poets of the 4ay."—

.

Unitarian Herald.

Jarrold & Sons, 3, Paternoster Buildings ; or

the Author at this Office.

Useful Work v. Useless ToiL By William

Morris • • • M.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Josmrm Laws
at 13 Farrinfdon Road, London.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The alliance of the Tories with the Pope would seem to be a serious

"political event instead of a piece of meaningless tomfoolery as a reason

^ible man would expect. It has even been said that Mr. Parnell was
going to advise backing down on the Plan of Campaign and boycotting

;

tout in his speech at the Eighty Club he simply threw the responsibility

on the Catholic members, with a prudent reserve as to the Plan of

Campaign not being necessary to Irish agitation ; he also somewhat
deprecates the Plan as having led to coercion. This all looks some-

what like hedging ; as if he thinks surrender may be necessary. But
surrender won't do. Whatever may be said of the Plan, the boycott

is a necessary weapon to a people who cannot fight and will not yield.

O And all this fuss about an old man representing a superstition all

but extinct ; in fact extinct everywhere except in Ireland. The once

redoubtable Pope of Rome has now become a don, and the expression

of his opinions about as important as those of the Vice-Chancellor of

the University of Oxford ; or indeed of the head beadle of that reverent

presence,' the old gentleman in the gown and the round flat cap that

used to be called the head gold-stick in my young days. Yet at least

•this sham of what was once -a real power, dried up and effete as it is, is

good enough to be used as a policeman by the reactionary party.

What a desperately shabby resource to use. An innocent intelligent

onlooker would say : My friend, as to the pure all things are pure, so

to the shabby all things are shabby.

Anyhow this bugbear of a gold-stick has to be faced by the Irish

people, and surely the sooner the better : a revolution led by an eccle-

siastical hierarchy, even though the first grade is composed of the

parish priests, many of whom are thoroughly good fellows individually,

"is to us suspect."

, Meanwhile the reaction is hasping vigorously on the other string,

and Mr, O'Brien is in for another three months. Of course whatever
force there may be in Mr. Balfour comes of his obstinacy ; he hop*s to

pit this quality in himself against the same quality in the Irish ; and
apart from his advantage that he has nothing to suffer in playing the

game, he has an advantage in the stupid carelessness of the British

nation whfch whether or no it be an original national quality, has been

so much fostered by the commercial life which we have brought to such

a perfection of degradation and cowardice.

we are so used to it, that we think we are living in a state of profound

peace in England ! Fools that we are !

Or indeed to many thousands, what is the earth on which we live, so

full of beauty and such infinite resources for pleasure and well-doing as

it is, but one huge prison 1 Listen once more to the often-told ta*e,

the tale we have got so used to, and which we heed so little ;
this time

told, I must say, by a person who has developed strange opinions out

of the dreadful facts that he has seen and the conventional habits of

thought which have been forced, we will say, upon him.

" The Rev. W. Adamson, Yicar of Old Ford, stated [before the •

Commission of the House of Lords] that his parish had a population

of 11,066, and contained no middle-class. He said that the sweating-

system had always existed, but had become aggravated from the results

of civilisation, competition and early marriages, and necessarily from

that [which?] overpopulation. Large builders, though forbidden in

their contracts, practised sweating by subletting at a mere fraction of

the contract price. In the making of match-boxes 2fd, per gross was

paid until the Salvation Army came into competition [the Army denies

this] and reduced the price to 2£d. And now the making of the boxes

was sublet for lfd. per gross, the workers finding their own paste. A
woman assisted by her children, when at home from school, could earn

from 4s. 6d. to 5s. per week. Early marriages arose froiri the two sexes

herding together in the same rooms [What does that arise from 1], from

men marrying in order to be partially supported by their wives' earn-

ings, and from men and women thinking [poor souls !] their united

wages would be better, though poor, than single wages."

Mr. Adamson then discussed as to whether clergymen are bound to

marry people before the age of twenty-one, as thcugh " marriage

"

were necessary to breeding, and then gets on to the "foreigner" ques-

tion. "He agreed with other witnesses that the immigration of

paupers had an appreciable effect, and that the foreigners were at least

as moral, and more saber than the English [what a curious con-

catenation !] ; but they neglected sanitation, and might in,, that way
be the means of spreading infectious disease." (But then, according

to the Arnold White theory, in this respect they ought to be useful in

helping forward "the elimination of the unfit/' because people die of

infectious diseases pretty often.)

For these imprisonments for political offences are now becoming so

common that though they once shocked public opinion somewhat, they

are beginning to wear it out, and people who are not put in prison,

thinks Balfour, will soon cease to notice them, and then will begin

their "deterrent effect" on the offenders. Certainly he is justified m
having such hopes. . It is the custom of the British to be much im-

pressed, and perhaps genuinely so with some disgraceful outcome of

the system which enslaves us, and to make a great outcry about it for

a little time, and then, the disgrace all the time going on, and even*

getting worse, to drop it all, as if there had been no disgrace, and no
outcry. Balfour is probably right to count on this cowardice which
has tiecome so characteristic of us.

More sweating details : silk mantles made for 7W., sold (with the

silk, such as it is, I suppose) at from 16s. to ,£1 ; asked if these were

of the best class, thought they were the same mantles as v ere sold at

£5. " He disapproved of the present system of education, because it

fitted boys to be.clerks; 200 of them would apply for a boy clerkship,

and some would offer to take it for nothing in the hope of getting

eventually a few shillings a-week. [Yes, even education, the good

thing we are all crying out for, is turned into a curse, when robbery

is the foundation of society.] Girls learned only the theory and not

the practice of domestic work, and therefore went into factories or

were compelled [note the word] to lead an immoral life." (Yes,

people forgetting the merest elementary arts of life, as to my certain

knowledge they are doing, in the country as well as in the towns : this

is " civilisation "—i.e., a reversion to an inferior kind of savagery.)

Besides why should we not get used to a few people being punished
by prison-torture for their political opinions when we are quite used to

a great many people having the same punishment administered to them
for the crime of poverty ?

Nay, can we say the same punishment? Our political offender*

whether they have worn the prison dress or protested against wearing
it, whether they have performed or protested against the "menial
labour " which by the way they condemn nice-looking girls to perform
far them every day, when they come out of prison return to " refined

"

homes and the applause of at least a wide circle of " respectable

"

people.

The punishment of poverty is far different from that : tendencies
harmless or even good in themselves perverted, inevitable degradation

forced _ many a weak good-natured, or self-indulgent, or hot-tempered
persfcn not worse than the average taken altogether ; criminal habits
forced on him, and then prison, and confirmation of the criminal habits
and further degradation, and the man who might have been harmless
or even useful has but one use now, and that a terrible one. He is

" an ,enemy of society." This is the punishment of poverty, and yet

"As an instance of extreme poverty, he gave the case of a person

who sold 6 fibre bags for 6d., and out of that spent 3d. for new
material, Id. for coals, l^d. for bread, ^d. for milk, |d. for tea, to

make a meal for four persons,"—and so on, and so on. (Remember,

this is why Mr. O'Brien's rations will be so scanty; the prison must

try not to compete in attractions with the workshop.)

" He admitted [?] that the middleman saved the principal a great

deal of trouble, because the latter might not wish to have a number

of poor persons about his premises. Teaching boys and girls to work

for their own living might check the competition of unskilled labour

[haw? in the Home of wonder!], but would have no great effect so

long as over- population [i. e., unregulated slave - breeding] existed.

In this utilitarian [say thievish and murderous] age, the sweater

wished to get his work done as cheaply as possible, and did not care

whether it was done by horse, ass, or man."

Now for the remedies :
" He would impose a poll-tax on foreigners,

and would inflict a penalty on men marrying before twenty-one and

girls ^before eighteen years of age" ! ! !
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This is certainly a wonderful result to come out of all the Wfleo^rict

getotileman's experience, if*he has not Been misrepresented by the news-
p%per WffOrter, which after all is very possible; in which case the

gmereil josmi&listic conscience must bear the burden. In any case

the <* remedy "means once more that we are engaged in slaves-breeding,

and have, overdone it, and can now see aofching to be done but trying

to regulate the slave-breeding, and if we possibly can; reducing the

muaber <j£ the slaves to the limit of profit to us. We have got used

to>**kese ^horrors, and since they do not happen to ourselves, we find

we can bear them pretty well

—

•— But patience ! something will

take place as a result of them which will be hard to bear, if we do not

find better " remedies " than Arnold White and Co. suggest to us

:

nor can we find any remedy, as long as such lives as these are neces-

sary to the lives of those who are ordained to live on the labour of

others. W. M.

FRANCE IN 1848-1888.

When, in 1848, the Republic was proclaimed, the people thought that

all was accomplished that was necessary to their salvation. They
thought of the great changes that took place during the revolution at

the close of the last century, and they expected changes equally great

to follow the proclamation of the Republic of 1848. But during the

fifty years, great economical changes had taken place, and a powerful

financial aristocracy had taken the place of the old nobility. The
clergy, too, had regained their influence in the rural districts, while

the mass of the rural population had become peasant proprietors. In
1848 the people of the towns had to deal with new conditions and with

evils that did not exist at the close of the last century.

The proclamation of the Republic in 1848 found the revolutionary

forces in an immense minority, and the reaction began from the day

the Republic was proclaimed. The Provisional Government inaugurated

on February 24 was itself reactionary, the majority being royalists

;

the small trading classes being represented by two and the labour party

by two. The agitation that led to the revolution was organised by
the small trading classes against the great capitalists and the stock

exchange, and their demand was for parliamentary reform ; but one

of the first decrees adopted by the Provisional Government was to pay

the fund-holders of the public debt their dividends six months in ad-

vance. Then it was clearly seen that the oppressed peoples of the

Continent looked to France to aid them in their struggles for freedom
;

but Lamartine, as minister of foreign affairs, issued his famous (ol*

infamous) dispatch, recognising all existing governments. The first of

these measures destroyed the revolution in France, the second gave

confidence to the despotisms of the Continent, and destroyed the hopes

of the peoples.

When the Constituent Assembly met, it was fouled to consist almost

exclusively of royalists, clericals, and friends of the financial aristocracy.

The reaction was triumphant. The vote of the millions had not saved

the people. To the rural population the Republic had brought in-

creased taxation. The rural voters therefore returned men who were

opposed to the Republic. The revolution threatened the supremacy

of the clergy. The clergy therefore organised the ignorance of the

population against the revolution. The proletarians demanded the

emancipation of labour, and the capitalists replied by throwing hun-

dreds of thousands idle on the streets. Public works were organised,

chiefly of an unproductive kind, while the workers were paid out of

the rates ; this punished the small trading classes for their share in the

resolution, and set them and the workers by the ears. The workshops

were closed and the June insurrection followed. The reaction was
bowtriumphant in the streets of Paris, and the Republic only a sham

;

ite>9*astence only a question of time. Henceforth the task of the re-

action was an easy one, to repress the revolutionary spirit at home
and discredit the Republic abroad.

It is not necessary to refer to the measures against the liberty of

th#>press and the freedom of association. Nor is it necessary to refer

touthfc brutal suppression of the Roman Republic and the re^establish-

m*a1&;by force of arms of the power of the Papacy, the effects of which

are even yet felt in the relations of France and Italy. But let us come
to *he year 1850.

On: the 10th and 28th of March that year a number of by-elections

took place, and 21 Socialists or Red Republicans were returned, includ-

ing three for Paris. These three were returned by very large majorities,

the -numbers voting for them being—for De Flotte, 126,982; Yidal,

128/439- and for H. Caraot, 132,797. A large number of the small

tmding ©lasses had again joined the proletarians. The rage of the

ti»atttio&ists knew no bounds. It was not the Republic that was in

danger, but the very foundations of society. The press demanded the

revision of the Constitution and the purification of universal suffrage.

The workers were condemned as "savage barbarians." The Patrie, a

Ooverament evening paper^eolared, "We are su-rrouiidtedrby cannibals.

If>#i»y;remain in their lair they must -he extingui&lkd ; ifthey come
o^ijneyniHst be cut to pisees." In the €fea^ber»Mcmtelembert declared

in ^th$ most emphatic manner, "I say it is necessary to undertake

aflaiae^-Socialism which is devouring us a Roman expedition at home.

WfcFJfcas pw&de by France against the* Roman Republic. God blessed

t^*ii*|fert^ T£bu^are fr^cisely in the same situation bySocialism
at&ome. ^ere^Btyreffisiins for us war—war carried on energetically

and by every means."
An "Electoral Reform Bill" was introduced, for which urgency

ifa» vpfted on* May 21, by 432 to 227. The Bill soon became law.

tke number of electors on the register was 9, 268,449. It was proposed

to^?e*trict the vote to those who could prove a three years' residence,,

whiefe would disfranchise the great bulk of the working classes in towns.

Second, to tkose who paid personal taar.es to the amount of twelve<frJtfic&

per annum, numbering 6,009,420. That clause would disfranchise t>ver

3,200,000 electors. There were many other restrictions. The efieqt

of the measure was to disfranchise close on two-thirds of the electors.

Every deputy who voted for that Bill was guilty of treason—treason,

against the Constitution, and treason against the people. The very

first article . of the Constitution read as follows :
" The sovereignty-

resides in the universality of French citizens : it is inalienable and
imprescriptable. No individual, no fraction of the people, can assume-

the exclusive exercise of it." Article 55 :
" All Frenchmen, twenty-

one years of age, and enjoying their civil and political rights, are

electors without any conditions of qualification." The words of the

Constitution were clear and precise. The Electoral Reform Bill was
a violation of that Constitution. Nay, it was a violation of the rights

of the people, which are antecedent to all Constitutions. It was an
act of war against the people, and if every traitor had been seized and
lynched in the streets of Paris, he would have received the just reward

of his treason.

The treason of the Assembly, supported by the bloodthirsty Order-

mongers of every country, prepared the way for the treason of Louis*

Napoleon. That Assembly had destroyed the liberty of the people^;

it had declared war against the interests of the proletarians ; and its

authority rested on usurpation. It had dishonoured the very name of the

Republic abroad, and its words inspired no confidence. And when.

Napoleon swept it away, it only received at the hands of a bloodstained

usurper what it ought to have received at the hands of the people.

Of the reign of that red-handed scoundrel it is not necessary to dwell.

Suffice it to say, that in 1851 the taxation of France was £50,000
?
000

;

in 1869, over £85^000,000. In 1851 the debt was rather over

£220,000,000; in 1869, £570,000,000. The cost of the war of 1870

to France was another £560,000,000, which brought the debt in 1871

to over £999,000,000, the yearly charge of which was over £39,900,000.

Nor have things improved since then. In 1882 the taxation was over

£142,000,000, and the debt is still over 900,000,.000.

And look at France to-day. She is still the victim of the gods of

finance. The vampires of usury are still bleeding her at every pore..

After three revolutions and numberless . insurrections, with parlia-

mentary action for four generations, the financial aristocracy are still

supreme. Everywhere the people are crushed to the earth. Nowhere
does the Assembly inspire confidence. Everywhere the royalists and
the reactionists again demand the revision of the Constitution. And
another would-be dictator is in the field, boldly demanding the ex-

tinction of the Assembly and the Constitution. True, the present

Government may rally around it the revolutionary forces to some extent.

True, it may attempt to ameliorate the condition of the proletarians.

But let us not be deceived. The royalists and the reactionists once

more fear the spread of revolutionary ideas ; they once more fear the-

spread of Socialism ; and they again mean war, war against the people,

war against the principle of eternal justice. And they will grasp the

hand of any pretender, they will give their support to any usurper, who
will guarantee them in safety the continued plunder of the people.

As to the proposed "revision " of the Constitution, what will it be

when it comes 1 Will it be more favourable to the royalists, or will it

be more democratic 1 The Royalists and the Napoleonists, and the

friends of Boulanger all demand the revision. The revolutionary

parties also want the revision. The present Constitution gives far

more power to the reactionary than to the revolutionary parties. All-

classes, except the Opportunists, want the revision. The revision,,

therefore, is sure to come ; the question is> What will come next *? As-

for the great Boulanger, he wants to be all things to all men. He is

thergreat mystery man of the present xiay ; but above all he is a mili-

tary man, and represents the military element. It is true France may
think that she requires a military genius to save her from extinction,,

but isjshe right ? Instead of a Dictator, France requires honest iffen

who can raise up the masses, who can inspire the millions • wifch:ithe

love of liberty, who can raise their aspirations upward, and lead tiiem

onward to the conquest of the Social Revolution.

But look at the number to-day interested in supporting the financial

aristocracy. Holders of French National StOek

—

Year.

1810
1830
1850
1860
1870
1880

No. in thousands.

146
195
846

1,074

1,254

4,630

Average sum.

£480
1,230

350
395
360
170

Here we have over four million six hundred thousand interested irn>

upholding the present system. What ^an: free herfrom the rule ofrthe

traitors; what can liberate her from the grasp of the usurers ; what

can raise her to liberty and dignity, :and : the people to freedom 4^nd
prosperity'? The revolution alone can do this. But the revolfcfclto,

means war to the death against every form of treason, against usttrpa-

tion in all its shapes ; war against usury through all the ramifications

ofsociety. And let us hope that the people will be equal to the work

before them, equal to the task imposed upon them.
J. SKETCHLEY.

Over 3000 emigrants left Queenstown last week for America, a number

exceeding those of any week this or last year.
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INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.
ITALY.

Varesr.—Three hundred bricklayers are out on strike here, in the hopes
of

; getting a rise in their wages.

Bernalda Basilicata.—The inhabitants of this town made a hostile

demonstration befpre the municipality last week, in consequence of the
raising of a local tax. The carabinieri fired on the crowd, and killed four

men, besides wounding several.. Costa, in his observations in the Camera
on this occurrence, remarked that it could scarcely be doubted that the
carabinieri would be found in the right, as the Government and its satellites

naturally desired that the pe6ple should be crushed down by taxation and
be silent under it.

The small proprietors of Italy are disappearing rapidly, and what remains
of this system will soon be among the things that were. Small estates and
factories are confiscated in the name of the Government when the necessary
taxes due to the State are after a certain time not forthcoming. From the
1st Jan. 1873 to the 30th June 1887, nearly 55 million real-estate owners
were in this way expropriated. A great part of these real estates, when put
up to auction, are not bid for by anyone, even at the lowest prices, and thus
about 35 thousand, of all these small holdings remain wasted, that is, in the
hands of Government, neither capable of returning to the proprietors, nor of

being sold or let. The Government, moreover, has to pay a large sum on
this unused land for communal snd provincial taxes, and in fact does pay
nearly 277 thousand lire per annum, and this on practically wasted territory.

The fertility of some part of Italy would render it the garden of Europe
under reasonable cultivation, yet here we have a country essentially agri-

cultural going to ruin under a preposterous no-system of waste and indolence,
and its people among the poorest and most tax-ridden of this age.

SPAIN.
Barcelona.—The strike of cabinet-workers continues here, some few of

the masters having already accepted the working day of nine hours demanded
by the strikers.

Mataro.—A correspondent to El Socialista gives in a recent letter the
worst possible character to some of the spinning and weaving factories of

this town. For the masters to alter the tarif of wages at their caprice i» of

common occurrence, and over-work in the factories is disgracefully frequent,
-at one place men be<ng many times kept labouring until two in the morning.

Sestao.—The Socialists of Bilbao held a propagandist meeting here on
. Sunday week, whioh was so well attended that the place where it was held,

though of a good size, was not large enough to hold all the working-men
wJio answered the summons of t£p. Socialists, These explained at length
the principles of the party, which were so kindly taken to that at the close

•of the proceedings a branch was formed for the neighbourhood. The mayor
and townsfolk, when they heard of the proposed meeting, took all possible
^measures to prevent its success, though ineffectually. The factory-owners
threatened their employes with dismissal if they showed at the meeting,
-while the authorities arrested two men who were foremost in distributing
foills and placing announcements, sending them, bound like dangerous crim-
inality Bilbao* where they were locked up during the time of excitement.
The difficulty of popularising Socialism in the minor towns of any country
is here exemplified; everybody knows everybody, officials act the autocrat,
individuals are noted in a moment in any departure from the rule of conduct,
and the esprit de corps which is the foundation of an automatic community
is overpowered and lost amid the confusion caused by tyranny on the one
side and timidity on the other. M.

Articles of interest to Socialists in May magazines :

—

Nineteenth Century

:

< The Clergy and the Land, 5 E. E. Prothero. National Review : ' The Work-
ing Classes and Eeligion, 5 Edward Salmon ;

' Conservatism and Property,'
W. H. Mallock. Quarterly Review: 'Friendly Societies,' 'The Monarchy of
July and its Lessons,' ' Difficulties of Good Government.' Fortnightly Re-
view: 'The- House of Lords and the County Councils,' E. A. Freeman

;

' The Eevival of Architecture,' Wm. Morris. Contemporary Review : ' The
Occupancy of Land,' Leonard Courtenay, M.P.; 'The Dislocations of In-
dustry,' Wm. Smart ; 'The Position of Women in Ancient Borne,' Principal
Donald, LL.D. Journal of Education : ' Ethical Teaching of Froebel,'
Mrs. C. G. Montefiore. Harper's: 'Eussian Convicts in the Salt: Mines of
Iletsk,' Dr. H. Lansdell, F.E.G.S.

Mark Twain was Wrought Up.—Mr. George Kennan, vice-president of
the Washington Literary Society, created something of a sensation at a
meeting of that body by appearing clad in tattered garments and loaded
down with heavy chains while he read some affecting letters from Eussian
State prisoners detailing the cruelties to .which the imprisoned subjects of
the Czar were subjected. The reading had such* an effect on the company
that many of them were moved to tears, and Samuel L. Clemens, more
familiar as Mark Twain, was so wrought up that he declared in all serious-
ness that if he were a Eussian he would certainly be a revolutionist. That's
all very well. We all knew Mark had a heart, and some who found their
way there said it was a big one ; but from this anecdote it looks as if he
kept its public appearances to the times when Eussian atrocities are talked
of. How would the equal miseries endured in his own land strike him ?

And if he sized up America wouldn't he find that revolutionists were needed
as much there as anywhere else 'i

Solidarity.—Where -sacrifice is for gain in money returns, it is, in a
measure, a mercantile transaction ; an outlay from which a gainful return
is expected. Even in that case, however, the risk and loss are not all in-
curred for the individual striker's own advantage only, for it inures to the
general good of all concerned in the trades, wherever located. The men
engaged in the strike, who make the sacrifice, are not necessarily the bene-
ficiaries

;
Moneys in hand, the savings of labour, are voluntarily paid out

for possible future good to the whole calling. Present earnings are refused,
present privations are incurred, by the comparatively few, in the hope of a
future good for the many. It must be borne in mind that this self-taxation
for a principle is quite voluntary. It is not the taxation by a government,
imposed by a central power—it is a personal operation in which every in-
dividual can, and if he pleases, does, have his say. It may Hot always be a
work of wisdom, but it is proof of terrible earnestness, and when the loss
is incurred in what is called the "sympathetic" strike, it is a proof of un-
selfishness and the sense of special interest in the general welfare.—Labour
Commissioner^ State of New York.

VICE VERSA.
I dreamt of a wonderful world last night,

Most woefully topsy-turvey,

Where things which we think proper and right,

Are scouted as mean and scurvy.

For there the classes that live on rents

And draw their dividends gaily,

Are about on a par with the luckless gents

Who adorn the dock of Old Bailey.

And there I found, with a pang of pain,

How pampered the meanest trade is
;

For the humblest workers with hand or brain,

Are treated like lords and ladies.

A criminal there on the bench I saw,

Enveloped in scarlet and ermine,

Sentencing shoals of the lights of the law
Just as if they were Socialist vermin.

Eut strangest of all was to see the pews
Full of parsons in hushed attention,

While an Atheist fellow put forth such views

As I really should blush to mention.

The philanthropist they reckon a knave,

They scorn the professor's learning,

And thetopers make noble attempts to save

Blue-ribbon " brands from the burning."

But while I was showing them where they were wrong,
Less in anger than sorrow and pity,

I woke, and found I had slept too long,

And I should be late at the City.

C. W. Beckett.

COKBESBONDEMCE.

PEOPAGANDA AMONGST THE EAST-END WOBKER&
Comrades,—The members of the East-end branches of the Socialist League,
feeling that it is literally true in the present position of European industrial-

ism and politics that no one knows what a year may bring forth, have
decided to throw themselves more energetically than ever- into the spread
of our ideas amongst that huge mass of workers living in all degrees of

misery and want in the East-end of London ; so that when the chance comes
again to us, or any of the other workers in civilisation, as it came to our
Paris brothers in 1871, we may not fail here in this centre of the world
Capitalism because the workers have not been able to grasp our ideal. Con-
fident in the transparent truth of our ideas, we feel convinced it only re-

quires to place them fairly before the workers to secure, as with ourselves
and our Continental brothers, their immediate and enthusiastic adoption by
at least a large section. But the system has crushed them into such a
deadly state of apathy and indifference that we feel it is necessary to go to

and amongst the people instead of expecting them to come to us at our
meetings, etc., where, from various reasons, we could not possibly influence

more than a fractional part of this huge population. The East-end section

of the Socialist League, with the assistance of our foreign comrades living

here, have therefore formed—1st, a bill-posting brigade to spread our bills,

leaflets, etc., amongst the various courts, yards, and streets ; 2nd, volunteer
bands for distribution from house to house in all the streets, lanes, etc., of

this district a four-page leaflet containing on two pages "What Socialists

Want," by W. Morris, on the third a list of some of the cheap pamphlets
published by the various Socialist bodies, which will be on sale at all our
meetings for those who may be induced to examine the question further,

and on the fourth page a list of some 25 or more indoor and outdoor places

where we intend holding regular meetings, of course as usual inviting ques-
tions and discussions from all who feel difficulties or obligations to accepting
the principles of or working for the social levolution. We then intend
following up this distribution of leaflets by a similar systematic distribution

of pamphlets on the style of the various Christian and temperance tract

agencies, leaving a copy at all the houses in a street, then calling for them
again in about seven days and taking them to another street, and so on.

Of course to do this thoroughly requires perhaps some 400,000 leaflets and.

a lending stock of not less than 20,000 or 30,000 pamphlets, and workers in
proportion. Though fully realising the need for both funds and workers
in all directions and on all hands, we feel that the pre-eminent importance
of doing such work in such a district quite justifies us in asking all our
comrades who can to help us, either by contributing to our fund for the
purchase of literature, which, however small, we shall be pleased to receive

and acknowledge in the ' Weal, or by the personal assistance of those living

in London, either in speaking at our meeting or in helping us in our house-
to-house distribution of literature.

While we are still enabled, however hampered by police interference, to
carry on an active open agitation, and in view of how throughout Europe

I
the reaction is closing up its ranks, let us not allow our great opportunities
to pass us by, but realising fully the duties and responsibilities which rest
upon us who live in this transition period, I would strongly urge for heip
from all to prepare earnestly and enthusiastically amongst the disinherited
in this huge ugly centre of capitalism for the ooming International Social

Eevolution, signs of whose approach are even now visible on all hands to
those who care to look for them, and thus to encourage and help in p erhap
the best and most effective manner our comrades who are maintaini n g sue
a hard fight in some other parts of the world.
And especially in view of a threatened anti-foreigner agitation, to urge all

our comrades to come and throw themselves heartily into the English
propaganda, and show that the international solidarity of Labour is some-
thing more than a fine theory.—Yours in the Cause, F. Charles*

38 Ainsley Street, Bethnal Green Junction, E.
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HAYS YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HA8 GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW ! FIRST, FEW MEN
EKD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT

J LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be toritten on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon lid. .E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As aU articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because oftheir posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 8s.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Matter—Henry Maudsley's works are :
' On the Method of the Study of Mind,'

Churchill, 1865; 'Body and Mind,' Macmillan, 1873; 'Responsibility in
Mental Disease/ H. S. King, 1874; 'The Physiology of Mind,' Macmillan,
1876; 'The Pathology of Mind,' Macmillan, 1879; 'Natural Causes and
Supernatural Seemings,' Kegan Paul, 1886. Every line of every one of them
is worth reading ; begin with the last. The ' Science ' you speak of is the
foulest and most insidious form of pandering to epicene sensuality.

Unsuitable for various reasons—An Onlooker; J. D. (Alyth); J. S. (Manchester)

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday May 9.

England
Christian Socialist

Die Autonomic
Leaflet Newspaper
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Personal Rights Journal
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United Statkb
New York—Der Sozialist

Trutliseeker
Volkszeitung
Jewish Volkzeitung

Bostdn—Woman a Journal
Liberty

Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Knights of Labor

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung

Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Douglasville (Ga.)—Roll Call
Fort Worth(Tex)—South West
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Arbeiter Zeitung
N Haven—Workmen'sAdvocate
Providence (R.I.)—The People
St. Louis (Mo.)—Altruist
San Francisco (Cal) The People

France
'

Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Journal du Peuple
Le Co\ip de Feu

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Bbwjium
Seraing (Ougree)—Lc Iteveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker
Brussels—L 'Avant-Garde
En Avant

Liege—L'Avenir

Switzerland
Geneva—Przedsurt
Zurich—Arbeiterstimme

,

Italy
Milan—n Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Cremona —La Freccia

Spain
Madrid—El Socialista
Cadiz—El Socialismo
Barcelona—Acracia

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria r
Arbeiterstimme

|
Wien—Gleichheit

j

Hungary
i
Arbeiter-Wochen-Chronik

|

Roumania
j

Vittorie Romanie
• Jassy—Muncitoriul

THE NEW "SAVIOUR.'

No need to fear Socialism any more ! At last the era of universal

peace among nations, and the settlement of national disputes by arbi-

tration is at hand. The Lion (of Resolute Government) and the Lamb
(of " Christianity ") are preparing to lie down together. The growing
terror of labour troubles has found a potent enemy, which will quell

all disturbances, and the great dread of over-population is drawing
near its end. Soon the world will be free to follow up that destiny of

evolution, of which Professor Huxley told us in the Nineteenth Century
. some months ago ; and the struggle for existence, which is to result in

the survival of the fittest, will have free scope.

The Gatling gun is to be the great agency of civilisation, and war
(that disease so long impeding the way of progress) is to be cured by
homoeopathic treatment, on the " hair of the dog that bit you " prin-

ciple. At least this will be the case so far as concerns civilised

countries, i.e., countries whose people labour to support a Government
and governing class. For the Gatling gun—that "facile princeps of

all modern inventions that pertain to the great science of war "—is

such a powerful machine, that we are told in the prospectus :
" With

it three men can do the work of hundreds armed with ordinary arms.

Its use will, to a great extent, supersede the necessity of large armies
;

hence its use will be m the interest of economy." So that, " with a

few hundred Gatlings on each side," says the Indianapolis (U.S.A.)
• Sentinel* "armies would melt away like the dew before the sun " (well

enough the press may rise to poetic simile), " and men would have to

settle their disputes by arbitration, or some other means less destruc-

tive of life." And, as we intimated, Christianity, or at least Philan-

thropy, may fairly claim its share in this miracle. The Economist
(U.S.A.) informs us: "Strange as it may seem, humanity prompted
Gatling to invent this destructive engine of war. Sick of the suffer-

ing in our civil war, he determined to make war short, sharp, and
decisive. The Gatling gun is the fruit of that decision."

But how, then, when this happy time is reached, will the Company
y

jiay the dividend which is to tempt speculators to invest their money
in this wonderful scheme ? When war has ceased, what need of engines

. of war]
Shortsighted people may ask this question, but they need not fear.

We mentioned labour troubles, and the question of over-population.

Each of these difficulties will be for a time increased by the cessation

of international warfare, since it is evident 5 that those who now com-
pose the great armies o? the world, besides the thousands engaged in

the manufacture of those arms which will be superseded by the Gatling
gun, must find some other occupation, and the effect of their competi-
tion will cause serious disturbance in the labour market. Many of
them too will be unable to find a honest living, and will join the ranks
of the unemployed—that great, surplus population which infests our
large towns, and is become such a nuisance to respectable and deserving
tradespeople, frightening away their trade and lowering their profits.

Nevertheless, this competition is necessary for that evolution which is

to culminate in the survival of the fittest, of which Professor Huxley
has taught. In that struggle the race will be to the strong ; to that
nation whose working-classes have the best physique to stand against

the starvation .which over-population renders necessary in order that
the upper class may make profit, and competition amongst the workers
is the sure way to reach the starvation limit of wages.
But in countries like ours many abuses block the wTay to this de-

sirable end. In the rights of combination, free speech, public meet-
ing, etc., the lower orders have been lapped so luxuriously, that thejr

have actually begun to imagine that that great law of nature, the
struggle for existence, might be ignored by them. Too long has King
Mob held sway, until numberless Acts of Parliament extorted by thi
terror of the people's wrath—from the "Great Reform Act" and*
earlier, to the " Criminal Law Amendment Act "—have deprived our
Old Nobility, and the respectable classes generally, of all their dearest

and most sacred privileges.

For this the Gatling Gun Company now has found a remedy. In
the " Police Gatling Gun " (so named, we presume, after the heroes of

Mitchelstown and Trafalgar Square) a little machine has been invented
which will enable our capitalists to compete with foreigners, without
fear of strikes, unemployed demonstrations, or any interference of

trades' unions and labour parties. With the assistance of this little

instrument the workers of England may be compelled to submit to

any regulations which the wisdom of their masters may impose ; and
all meetings, processions, etc., may be put down, ancj all organisations

broken up. To be sure, the prospectus says " every foreign munici-

pality, city, and commune where a police force .exists, will find the

new Gatling Police Gun of incalculable value"; but that is only the
promoters' natural delicacy, and we rn^ay rest assured that they would
not refuse to supply the authorities at home in case of need.

This wonderful machine (for which, doubtless, there will be a great

demand when the necessity for the larger gun no longer exists) " can

be charged, pointed, and fired by one man, and will throw about 700
bullets per minute," and " will kill a man a mile distant." The Broad
Arrow says, " It is at any rate evident that the new model Gatling is

a terrible instrument, capable of awful doings on occasion, as for in-

stance when it is desired to sweep the streets in a riot ;" and the
United Service Gazette tells us, " In case of street fighting this gun*

would be most invaluable. Mounted upon a movable platform upon,

rollers, protected by shields, and pushed along frcm the rear, buildings

and streets could soon be cleared wTith little exposure to the men
manoeuvring the gun. A platform having two guns mounted on it

—

one to clear the streets and first stories with direct fire, and the other

to clear the upper stories, roofs, and parapets by indirect and high

angles—would be found very efficacious." Moreover, " A Gatling gua
placed in one street can fire over the tops of buildings into a parallel

street with great effect, by means of its positive feed device, which
makes high-angle or parabolic fire practical.''

Rejoice, brave Balfour ; and Warren, lift up your head ! No more
need the Irish constabulary run the risk of appearing at a window
and cutting their knuckles with broken glass. Safe in their back-

yard, the Gatling gun will annihilate the mob of savage murderers

howling for blood in the Square round the corner ; and a Gatling gun
on each of Landseer's lions will mow down the processions of agitator*

long before they reach Trafalgar Square. Thus, too, the poor rates

will be lightened by the destruction of the unemployed, and the Eng-
lish nation, free of the burden of a pauper population, and knowing
how to get rid of them as fast as the introduction of labour-saving

machinery produces them* may compete successfully with other nations,

and Professor Huxley and his class may enjoy their dinners in peace,

untroubled by fear of those who are starving. For, paradox though

it seem, the new method of establishing our pre-eminence and enrich-

ing our own country, is not by slaying our enemies' soldiers but by
reducing to the smallest number the producers of wealth at home ; the

tendency of " Civilisation " being towards the final elimination or

extinction of the labouring class, and the survival of the capitalists,

who will live, without labour, on the profits made by interchanging

their goods with one another.

It was most fitting that this new gospel should appear in the pages

of that apostle of liberty and progress, the Daily News* And the

glorious tidings are already bearing fruit in its columns. What else

could have inspired that journal to its courageous onslaught on Cun-

ningharae Graham and Keir Hardie, after the Mid-Lanark election

(April 27th), but the knowledge that its well-beloved and much-

slandered police might soon be rendered invincible by aid of the Gatling

gun 1 Now the leader-writers take courage, strong in the new-acquired

faith that " underneath are the everlasting (fire)-arms to bear them
up."

Thus then, shall the "facile princeps in the Science of wa.r " give

place to a corresponding article in the Science of exploitation. Yet
not immediately, for war will still be necessary to open up new markets

and to establish a trade with uncivilised peoples. For this purpose
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*the»GatHog gun, "fterrihle in its power of disabling men," has already

pr&vfednts adaptability. We read with enthusiasm how "when all was
•overhand we counted the dead, there lay within a radius of 500 yards
473 'Zulus, fhey lay in* groups in some places of 14 to 30 dead,

mowed down by the fire of the Gatling ;" or, " Captain Howard, who
.operated the Gatling . .. . with cool daring . . . opening fire, literally

anowe^ the rebels down ^" and once more, " This machine gun was jboo

much for them. Skulking under tfie parapet were found a few poor

-devils, to© frightened to retire, yet willing enough to stab a Christian

if helpless and wounded. The trenches were full of dead. But few
wounded were found." Think of it, you Christians, and invest your
money ! For every dead nigger will help to swell your dividends

!

So may our Christian traders rush to victory with their new saviour

^fighting {or them in the van, and literally mowing the rebellious

iieathen down, till, having established their supremacy, they may, with
ih6 police «Gatling gun force the "devils" (as we observe they are

-called) to yield up their fancied rights and liberty, and work for them,
' as the toilers do at home, for starvation wages. Profit will be made,
^and the kingdom of Capitalism will be established.

Only let the authorities take heed in time. Not only are the Social

democrats spreading disaffection in the army itself, but all over the
^country Socialists are teaching the discontented masses that all that

machinery (whdeh their forefathers foolishly thought was going to

injure them) belongs to them. Should they be allowed to learn the
lesson the consequences will be terrible indeed, involving a complete
subversion of the present beneficent system, accompanied by a repeti-

tion of the scenes of the Paris Commune. For, in accordance with
the Socialist teaching, the masses would seize the Gatling guns with
the other machinery ; the power of capitalism would be at an end, and
they would turn round upon the aristocracy, taunting them with being
over-population, and bidding them emigrate or work for their living.

For this sort of thing a remedy must be applied speedily and rigor-

ously, without any sham sentiment of pity for the idle vagabonds and
discontented workmen who would plunge our beloved country into the
horrors of Revolution. To avoid bloodshed the authorities should
acquire Gatlings, and use them remorselessly on the slightest occasion.

Too long have the Socialist agitators had it their own way, and we
know no better argument to meet their pernicious doctrines than that
provided by the " Police Gatling Gun." George Sturt.

NOTES FROM SCOTLAND.
The Prince of Wales and his wife will visit Glasgow this week.

A state carriage with six horses will be specially brought down from
London for the. occasion. They will probably be used for a couple of
hours.

Here, in our " dark, sea-born city, with its throne set on a surge-
vexed shore," as Robert Buchanan, in his 'Exhibition Ode,' so poetically
describes what to ordinary sight appears a flat wilderness of chimney-
stacks and steeples, set eighteen miles inland, by the side of a filthy

river and beneath a smoke-laden atmosphere, thousands of well-to-do
And otherwise sensible people are having sleepless nights wondering
«how they will appear and how they will behave themselves in the
{presence of a man whose intellectual achievements mainly consist in
#ie selection of his cigars, and who is chiefly distinguished as an
aumiable patron of pugilists and professional beauties.

The Prince—always intent, however, in doing really useful work

—

comes to open the International Exhibition. Great manifestations of
popular loyalty are in active preparation, consisting mainly of cheap
Turkey-red bannerets and benevolent mottoes painted on cotton adulte-
rated 60 per cent.

I know of several Socialists and Fenians who are in the decoration
line, and who are making quite a good thing out of meeting the popular
demand for quaint and touching words of welcome to the royal pair.

£3,000 are to be expended by the Corporation to barricade the
.streets and otherwise prepare the way for the coming

k
of his Royal

Highness.

When the starving unemployed ask the Corporation for relief, the
treasury is, strangely enough, invariably found to be empty ; but when
a brace of well-fed and gorgeously-attired unemployed members of
royalty condescend to visit the city, the treasury forthwith becomes
miraculously replenished to overflowing. Whether the miracle be of
God or the Devil it is deemed blasphemy for poor wretches like us to
inquire.

On the opening day the creator of the universe is to receive an
express tribute of praise, given, too, under the immediate patronage
and presence of his Royal Highness, in honor of the event. No doubt
the various exhibitors will commingle with the solemn sounds of "Praise
ye the Lord" and the affluence of the princely presence, devout thoughts
of how much filthy lucre the expensive speculation will perchance
bring into their money-bags.

The Glasgow United Trades' Council—in which, I am glad to say,
there are several good Socialists—recently passed a resolution asking
working men to boycott the Exhibition, because the council of the
Exhibition refused to,grant season tickets of admission to artisans at
'reduced rates. The local newspapers jeered the Trades' Council for

behaving so foolishly, and scolded the members for their impulence
and want of patriotism. Of course the boycott will be inoperative.

The Trades' Council has little or no influence in social or even trades*'

matters, and is not likely to have so long as it is composed chiefly of

.

capitalist flunkeys and self-seeking wire-pullers.

The Mid-Lanarkshire election has resulted in the triumphant return*
of the official Liberal candidate and the total defeat of Mr. Keir -

Hardie, the labour candidate. Mr. Hardie especially appealed to ti*$

miners. His programme was a most advanced one ; he frankly

avowed himself a Socialist, and was gallantly supported by Mr. Cony-,

,

beare, M.P., Mr. Cunninghame Graham, M.P., as well as H. H.
Champion, Tom Mann, J. L. Mahon, A. K. Donald (Socialists), and a.

;

host of Land Restorers and extreme Radicals. The Irish vote, as a- ."

matter of course, was given to the official Liberal. Only a small por- ,.

tion, however, of the miners can have voted for Mr. Hardie, as tii*.,

total vote was only 617, while that of Mr. Bousfield, the Unionist, waft .

2,917 and that of Mr. Philips, the Gladstonian, 3,847.

Although not expressly standing as a Socialist, his Socialist utter-

ances and the support he received from known Socialists constituted

Mr. Hardie, in the eyes of the electors and the public, a Socialist. Thte

result is therefore instructive to us.

It is bad policy, when advising a sti anger that the road you are

going to take is also the quickest road for him, to invite him at thfe

outset to give your donkey-cart a shove up the hill. Yet this is exactly

what our Socialist and semi-Socialist friends did in promoting/ the
candidature of Mr. Hardie. Membership of Parliament is a much-
coveted position ; and when you endeavour to persuade working people

that your notion of what their interests are is by far the best, and
forthwith invite them to assist you or your " excellent friend V into

that high place of privilege and power, working people are naturally

apt to suspect there is a deal of humbug in the affair. And so there

was in the labour contest in Mid-Lanark.

Mr. Hardie is, so far as I can ascertain, a straightforward and honest

working man, and that he is really anxious to benefit his fellow-workers

I believe ; but that he or his friends were well advised in believing

that to contest a seat in Parliament was the first and best means of

accomplishing that end, it did not require last week's election to dia-

prove.

The Lanarkshire miners are a very democratic body. Socialist

teaching has been received by them with marvellous favour, and many
of them are declared Socialists. Yet it must not be forgotten that

except in revolutionary times, men's opinions, however sincere, are not
readily translated into action, especially when that action is directed

against habits and prejudices of all their former course of life. People
persist often in remaining in their old homes, damp and unwholesome*
though they be, even after they have well-nigh got their death by
rheumatics and typhoid fever. A man, too, may learn that his family-

lawyer has been systematically defrauding him for years, and yet hesi-

tate for some time, even when the peculations are repeated, to send the
culprit to gaol.

These may, indeed, be weak points in human nature, but we must
take them into account, even as our enemy the newspaper editor
adviseth us to do unceasingly.

We must let the seed lie in the ground for a season before we can-,
expect to reap any harvest, and it is well to see. that our sickles are
sharp before we begin. There is a time and a place for everything;
or, as our facetious friend Brown puts it, never try to kiss a girl on.
her mother's doorstep--- *v-ait till she comes fairly out in the lane.

I trust this attempt to force Socialism prematurely into the strife of
" practical politics " and the rut of party contest will not prejudice the
miners of Lanarkshire against listening to or accepting our teaching;
upon its own merits in future. If we wish really to rouse the people,
to do great deeds, we must be wary not to sully our banner with the
personal ambition, subterfuge, insincerity, and compromise inherent
in party politics, but with a bold idealistic aim endeavor to stir up the
better sympathies and nobler impulses of the people towards resolute^
wise, and irresistible revolutionary effort. J. Bruce Glasier.

DEFINITIONS.
Capitalist.—One who becomes clothed with legal rights over the land, or

over the man, which authorise him to take from the labourer or from the land
the fruits of industry, to the production of which he has not contributed.
Interest.—A fraudulent claim of one party to an exchange, by which a charge

is made for the " flight of time " between the inception and the completion of an .

exchange
; or it is a charge for having a value conserved, and for which service

compensation is due, not to the creditor, but to the debtor.
Profit.—A false entry in the business ledger, in which a dealer charges twice

for the same thing. Firstly, for the service he has rendered ; and, secondly, for
a profit on the ^oods he has sold his customer. The charge which compensate*
all the service rendered is not profit, nor is such increase of price as may be
required to average risks, and guard against losses unavoidable to the business.
Kent.—"An immoral tax"; a tribute for privilege to be,, to labour, 'or to*

exercise the right and duty of Use. It is similar to profit and interest, and con-
stitutes the basis on which they both depend.
Usury. —The same as interest. The law which attempts to distinguish between

them has no ethical, economic, or logical basis; one, drone hundred per cent,
being the same in nature, and only differing in degree.^/. K. Ingatts* 'Social
wealth..'

. .
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/ THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

The platers at Stockton shipyards have given notice for a demand of 12

J

per cent advance in wages.

The operative section of the Midland Iron and Steel Wages Board have
given a month's notice of their intention to claim an advance of wages.

The JBolton master cbtton-spinners on Wednesday evening refused the ap-
' plication for an advance of 5 per cent. It was agreed to support the Oldham
'masters, in the event of a strike there, by working short time in Bolton,

t

• Bacup Weavers.—The weavers of Bacup have held a meeting and resolved

to form an association. Not before it was wanted, according to reports of

the arbitrary conduct of some of the employers.

Strike of Jewish Tailors.—Twelve hundred Jews engaged in the tailor-

ing trade at Leeds decided on Saturday to strike against their excessively
• jfbng hours of labour. They will also endeavour to compel their employers
to accept " society shops." The men demand that the hours of labour shall

not exceed fifty-eight per week.

Employers claiming £1000 damages.—The proprietors of the Pantig
Steel Works, South Wales, have issued a writ against the workmen now on
strike, claiming £1000 damages for stopping the works. In the Ehondda
Valley over 600 men employed at the Alt^ ngdd Collieries have brought up

• their tools from the pits owing to a wages dispute with the employers.

Oldham Velvet List.—On Thursday afternoon last week Messrs. T.

Birtwhistle, J. P., David Holmes, Abraham Bulkley, Joshua Barrows, and
W. H. Wilkinson met by arrrangement the representatives of the Oldham
(Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers' Association, at the rooms of the latter,

and came to a settlement. The* basis list will come into operation on June
1st, but the extras will not take effect before the 1st of September, on which
date a further meeting will be held to consider whether the time is oppor-

' tune. •

Bolton—a thoughtful (?) firm.—At a certain mill of the town the
following extraordinary notice has been posted :

" Savings for Whit-week
•and stoppage.—Theee mills and sheds will stop at Whit-week for four

weeks for repairs. We insist on everyone putting in the bank each week
not less than 15.per cent, of their earnings, or 3s. for each pound received

in wages. Anyone wishing to be exempt must get a certificate stating cause
from either a minister of religion or a, doctor, and this must also be signed

^by^fche overlooker and the manager.—By order." Next?

—

Cotton Factory
Times.

Staxybridge—a dreadful scare.—At a certain mill in this district,

which is peculiarly situated, there are only two ways of access, and the back
enttmbe has been closed for a couple of weeks. One day last week a very
tail, shabby-genteel sort of person* with a tall, fine-looking silk hat on his

head, was seen going at full speed down, the road, which is nearly a quarter
,of>a,mUe long, at about twenty minutes to one, and the signal was given
that the inspector was coming, and the officials and spinners were busying
themselves in getting out the piercers, and the females in the cardroom, but
on the arrival of the u inspector " it turned out to be an old hat cleaner, who,
it isr said, was ordered off about his business.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

Grievous complaints are being made with respect to the London and
Nottfh-Western Railway Company's Pension Fund, the rules of which are

evidently framed on anything but a fair and considerate basis. The princi-

pal matter complained of is that while those men whom the company dis-

charge from its service are, on dismissal, refunded their share in the fund,

less a small amount for management, those who leave the service of their

own accord have to forfeit every penny they have paid in, thus placing the

•man who may have honestly served the company for a number of years, and
who leaves it for the purpose of accepting a better situation, at a disadvan-

tage as compared with the man who, through neglect of duty or gross

misconduct, receives his discharge.

—

Railway Review.

Wed^ESBUHY Puddlers. — The puddlers at the Patent Shaft and Axle-

tree Company's works at Wednesbury were this week "at play," with the

view of getting an alteration of the rule which requires a week's wages to

be left in hand. It will be remembered that last week the men agreed to a

general reduction amounting in the case of puddlers to 2i per cent., and in

the case of millmen to the usual proportionate reduction, stipulating at the

same time that as they had come down to country rates they should work
according to country rules instead of according to special rules. The keep-

ing of a week's wages in hand is regarded as a non-compliance with the

stipulation, and hence the abstention of the puddlers from work, and the

consequent enforced idleness of other branches of workmen.

The Wrought Nail Trade.—In consequence of the disorganised state

of the operatives in the wrought nail trade in the Sedgley, Halesowen,

Rowley, Old Hill, Dudley, ISTetherton, and Cradley districts, coupled with

the "underselling which is taking place, a large number of operatives were

on Saturday called upon to submit to a reduction of 10 per cent, in wages.

.The- workmen state they cannot possibly get a living at the reduced prices,

and there is every probability that another disastrous strike will be resorted

to. Arrangements have been made for a conference of employers and work-

men to be held at Old Hill, Rowley Regis, o^i the 14th inst., to consider the

question of wages in the various branches of the nail trade, and an effort

will be made to adopt revised lists of prices.

Trade Unionists Dispensed with.—A strike of steelworkers is threatened

at Darlington, owing to the Darlington Steel and Iron Company objecting

to their men belonging to the Steelworkers' Association, which has its head-

quarters at Middlesbrough. A notice has been issued by the managers

intimating that the company would dispense with the services of the men
who had loined the Steelworkers' Association. A meeting of the men was

at once held, and addressed by some of the workmen. Mr. H. Linden, the

President of the Association, also spoke, and deprecated the effort of the

company to break up the Union, stating that the men at Darlington were

entitled to higher wages, although wages had not come into questiou. It

remains to be seen what action will be taken*

Female Labour in the Black Country.—On Wednesday a meeting of

the members of the Midland Trades' Federation was held at the Castle

Hotel Dudley ; Mr. Z. Taylor presiding. Nailmakers from several districts

attended, as did also tube-makers, miners, nut and bolt-makers, chain-makers,

rivet-makers, lock-filers, and others. Mr. Juggins advocated the abolition

of female, labour in the nail and chain trades so as to find work for the men

who were wandering.about begging for work. A bill was to be introduced

into the House providing for the non-employment of women at heavy nails

and chains, and closing their shops at six o'clock, the sataar as jEaetories. A
Nailer said women frequently worked till nine o'clock at night, and then
had to wash and iron until one o'clock in the morning. A Gas Tube-mak^r
said it was a demoralising sight to see females at work over fires, and only
partially dressed. AH workmen ought to be able to maintain their wives

and children without compelling the former to work. A list of subjects for

discussion at the conference on the 14th inst. was set down as follows :

—

Discussion on the price list, female labour, the question of carriage, truck,

and payment for the use of tools.

Nut and Bolt Trade.—The strike in the nut and bolt trade continues,

this beins* the sixteenth* week, Mr. Juggins has brought the matter under
the notice of the Midland Counties Trades' Federation, and in response to
his appeal a grant of £10 has been made. A public meeting in connection

with the strike was held at Darlaston last Friday. Mr. B. Juggins pre-

sided, and explained that the matter they had met to discuss was one of

great importance to the greater part of South Staffordshire. In 1872, and
for several years after, it was customary for the employers to meet and
arrange lists of prices, which as a rule were adhered to, but since 1881 he
regretted that many of the employers in Darlaston had systematically

violated the list of prices, the reductions enforced being from 10 to 25 per

cent. In order to give the employers a chance of meeting and discussing

the matter amicably conferences had been called, but the employers had
treated them with contempt. Consequently the men must now act, and the

result of a ballot among the men showed that it was sufficient to warrant a

general strike at those factories where wages had been reduced. They were
not asking for a rise, but for the restitution of that which had been taken

from them. After several speakers had referred to the disgraceful way in

which the workers had been served, it was eventually decided to give notice

of a general strike in shops where the 1881 list was not in vogue, com-
mencing May 19th.

Intensification of Labour—Evils of Piecework.—One of the results of

the development of machinery under the competitive system of industry is

the increased facilities afforded for the robbery of labour by the employers.

And the worst of it is that the workers are often unconscious agents of their

plunderers and themselves provide the very means by which they are fleeced.

An illustration of this fact is afforded by the action of the managers of

several spinning companies in Oldham, who, in order to discount the pro-

posed 5 per cent, advance, have given their spinners notice of a revision in

their prices. The reason assigned is that the mules are running at a quicker

speed than when the prices were last agreed upon. In some cases, we are

told the prices are being reduced because the spinners by their own efforts

have increased the speed of their mules about a couple of seconds in three

stretches. That is to say, the men are pushed and stimulated to get out a

large production of yarn, and then when by the utmost ingenuity they

manage to increase the speed of their mules by a couple of seconds in the

space of 364 inches, which the mules travel in a given time, they are to be

denied the trifling benefits which results from their vigilance, although the

employers reap all the advantage of the increased production at no extra

charge. It is stated, however'—and no wonder—that a strike will be ordered

at [every mill where the prices are reduced, unless there has been some
change made in the driving department.

The Sweating System.— Dbiven Mad by Misery. — A correspondent

living in the district and acquainted with the circumstances requests me to

publish the following lamentable illustration of our commercial civilisation,

based as it is upon the "sweating" system :
—" A poor young Jew, who had

a wife and two children to support, has been employed at the tailoring

factory of Mr. K , in Bethnai Green, East London, where he earned Is.

per day for working as sleeve lining feller, from early in the morning till

late at night. Last Saturday week, his brother noticing a great melancholy

on his face asked him the reason, and received the reply, ' Why, look at my
clothes, my boots ; see the horrible state of my poor family. 5 His brother

offered him a few shillings to buy boots, but the unfortunate man refused to

accept unearned money. Last Tuesday the man became mad, and is now in

the hospital. In consequence of that the Christian manufacturer ordered a

bill to be stuck at the workshop (as the employees are mostly foreign Jews,

it was written in the Hebrew-German dialect) calling on the workpeople to

contribute towards a subscription for the family of the victim, himself

giving the capital donation of two shillings and sixpence. The employees,

as it may be imagined, could hardly afford to give more than one or two
oence. In this factory, it may be interesting to know, military, police, and
post-office uniforms are manufactured.* T. Binning.

1TEW YORK LABOUR BUREAU REPORT.
In the Fifth Annual Report of the Labour Bureau of New.York State,

recently issued, the most remarkable feature is the strong position which the

Commissioner of the Labour Bureau takes against the oft repeated assertion

that strikes do no good. He looks upon the strike as an established factor

in our competitive industrial system, and proceeds to show wherein and how
strikes have been instrumental in improving the condition of the workers.

Strikes he contends have helped to raise wages, to shorten the hours of toil,

to improve the condition not only of the particular workingmen going out on

strike but of the masses in general. He instances the bakers as having re-

duced their hours of labour from eighteen to twelve per day. Wages in

whole trades have been raised from 10 to 20 per cent, because the men in

certain shops have struck and forced their claims to recognition. Even a lost

strike he claims is not always a dead loss but often a positive and material

benefit. While the employer may not feel the pinch of poverty through the

stoppage of theVorkshe must feel anxious about maturing bills and the

prospects of loss of trade through such stoppage. Strikes, even unsuccessful

in immediate results, always teach a valuable lesson, and with the fear of its

repetition before him, has forced many a taskmaster to do tardy justice.

" Education ! "—What result can be expected from the education of chil-

dren in the Board Schools when a great light of the educational world writes

such nonsense as follows for the guidance of teachers. He is speaking of

moral training and how important it is, "the relation of employer and

labourer, a clear understanding of what capital is, and of the fact that wages

are paid out of capital (and the consequent importance of holding sacred the

rights of property, of rejoicing in the accumulations of others) . . . the ad-

vantages, in some cases the duty of emigration " should be " properly handled

by the schoolmaster." This is written by S. S. Laurie, Professor of Education

in the University of Edinburgh. It seems high time that intelligent work-

men should administer the Education Acts themselves and prevent such

humbug being taught their children.—D.
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17 Thur.

18 I^i.

19 Sat.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending May 19, 1888.

1848. Insurrection in Vienna.

1771. Robert Owen born. 1820. Henry Grattan died. 1S85. Louis

Riel captured.

1820. Henry Hunt sentenced for sedition. 1847. Dan O'Connell

died. 1848. Trial of Smith O'Brien for sedition. 1871.

Russian police armed with revolvers. 1881. Second secret

press of the Will of the People captured with bloodshed.

1848. Trial of T. F. Meagher and John Mitchel for sedition. 1871.

Vendome Column destroyed. " 1882. Prosecution of the

Freiheit for article on Phoenix Park murder.

1802. Action of John Hevey against Major Sirr for Assault and
false imprisonment. 1880. Trial of Dr. Weimar.

1756, War declared against the King of France by George II.,

" King of Great Britain, France, and Ireland."

1798. P. T. Lemaitre and others tried for treason. 1825. St. Simon
died. 1886. Strikes in Belgium.

Henry Grattan.—Born in Dublin, July 3, 1746 ; died in London, June 4, 1820.
" The man who led the van of the Irish volunteers," and who, speaking of Irish

Independence, could say, " 1 watched by its cradle ; I followed its hearse," was
essentially a Conservative, but, like so many other Irish Conservatives, was
forced into a quasi-revolutionary attitude by the necessity of combatting the
English Government. During his long life he placed no blot upon his fair fame

;

those who went beyond him and those who did not go so far, confessed his worth
alike. His marvellous oratorical power was always employed for the right, fear-

lessly and without ceasing. He fought furiously against the Union, and when
it was carried said, " Finding all useless, we retire with safe consciences but
breaking hearts." However, Ms heart did not break enough to make him cease
lighting, for he kept on until his death, and then died in an effort to get once
more to the House of Commons to speak for freedom.—S.

Death of Daniel O'Connell. —T^he " Liberator " was the descendant of a very
old Irish family, and was born at Carhen, near Cahirciveen, on August -6, 1775.

In 1773, English authority met a rebuff in America. Boston harbour was covered
with tea ; then the trouble began which resulted April, 1775, in the battle of

, Lexington " first blood," which ended in the "Republic of America." Law-V-
order got a scare, and began to think that possibly some nearer home might
conceive of revolt, so as a sop, a trifle of amelioration in the position of Roman
Catholics was graciously permitted, after much talk, to become law. This " sop

"

seems to have entered into the dietary of baby O'Connell with his other sop, for

he was fated repeatedly to damn his immense possibilities later in life by accept-
ing any " sop

,f
offered by any " expedient mongers " in power for the time being.

Daniel and his brother Maurice were adopted by an uncle, and at thirteen he was
sent to school ; does not seem to have been in any way a remarkable scholar,

although it is on record that when four years old he learned the alphabet in " an
hour and a half." After a year in this school he was sent to the Continent, stay-

ing one year at the College at St. Omer, 1791-92, then for a short term at the

. English College at Douay. The Revolution troubles drove him to England ; the
excesses and horrors of which he says " seeming to make him a confirmed aristo-

crat in feeling"; this later on was shown to be not very confirmed. In 1798*
O'Connell was called to the bar and soon made a name, and in not a very long
time a large income. But for the Emancipation Act of 1793, O'Connell, a Roman
Catholic*, could not have been called. • His first speech as a public man was in

opposition to the Union, a tolerably risky experiment. This speech was made
in Dublin Royal Exchange, January 13, 1800. In 1802 he married. In 1806 he
made his power felt in things political by carrying his views in favour of agita-

tion, in opposition to*Keogh, who believed in waiting in "dignified silence*' on
the good favours of Lord Granville and the Whigs. In 1810 the Dublin Corpo-
ration were active in asking for Repeal, and at one meeting O'Connell exposed
his expediency notions, " I trample under foot the Catholic claims if they can
interfere witli Repeal ; I abandon all wish for Emancipation if it delays Repeal.
.Nay, were Mr. Perceval to-morrow to offer me the Repeal of the Union, upon
the terms of re-enacting the entire Penal Code, I declare from my heart, and in

the presence of my God, that I would most cheerfully embrace his offer. " In
1823 he founded the "Irish Catholic Association," on May 12th. Forty-seven
names being given in to start an organisation, which it is claimed "struck the
chains off seven millions of people in six years from its formation." Whether it

really did so or not, may perhaps be doubted in presence of Irish affairs to-day.
{$e& Commonweal April 7th and <28th for iw>tes practically dealing with this same
matter, and unnecessary to repeat.) In 1824,- on Dec. 1 7th, he <made a speech in

w^chy speaking of Bolivar and the South-American Revolution and the London
E&cMfaery

8 sympathy for the Greek Revolution, he used words in favour of

armed resistance, for which he was prosecuted by the Government. The pro-

oeedk»gB>ended in: fizzle, the grand jury ignoring the bills Jan. 4, 1825. In 1825
Se38ioBf-Op«aed Feb. 3, and one of the very earliest businesses was for the Irish

SeCFiStm^^ufblzrn to bring in a bill to put down the Catholic Association. A
- deputation was sent over from Ireland with the hope of being heard at the bar
of the House, but permission for this was refused by 222 against 89, "quite Eng-
lish you kriow." The Bill for suppression passed by 253 to 107. This bit of

work* O'Connell called the " Algeiine Act." Asa sop he was allowed to draft
the Emancipation Bill, but he was shamefully juggled by the tricksters inpower.
When the " Algerine Act " snuffed out the Catholic Association, O'Connell at
once 'began a new Association, and brought the resources of his whole legal

knowledge to bear in drafting a constitution which should evftde the Act. of sup-
pression. The new Association began business July 16, 182^ so not much time
was lost. At the General Election of 1826 the Irish party scored well, Louth,
Aftn&gh, *nd Waterford being cenispie**e**a examples in the defeats given to im-
mense-territorial influence. 1828 began a busy yearly putting into practice an
idea of Richard Lalor Shell's of simultaneous meetings ; two thousand meetings
eoirtened for January 13th attended; it is computed, by five millions of persons ;

thio digoounte by the way an idea just recently claimed as quite new. This must
bSBWRe^ven. "iiaw'-n'-Otder " a shock, but must have been a trifle compared with
that felt when O'Connell in July was elected against Vesey Fitzgerald, who had
to- bene-elecfed by reason of taking office as President of the Board of Trade.
To1beat * member of the Cabinet by 2057 votes to 1>82, out of a total of only
SdOO, was something to make any Government «it up, and did, as the defeated
man. wrote to his master, Sir Robert Peel, "open a tremendous prospect." It

Wflfi not until May 15* 1829, that O'Connell formally presented himself to claim
his sektj whereupon at otfee was exposed one of *th& petty tricks in which baulked
bigoti^ifelightsf; a elatree was inserted in the Emancipation Act which allowed
the SgaMser to demand O'Connell should take the old oaths. As O'Connell had
^ainea^hts seat solely on account and solely for the purpose of not 'taking the
old oaths, he refused; Brougham suggested OXSotmell should be called to the
table to plead his case ; after discussion it watf decided he should be heard at
tfee bar, and his speech is e, legal argument covering fourteen pages of • HJBbnsard.'

A*fier a discussion the House decided in favour of bigotry by 190 votes for ad-
ministering the old oaths, 116 voting against them. O'Connell returned toOlare,

was re-elected, and this election being after the passing of the Act he conkitWtfed.

As popular lawyer and leader of Irish politics his time must have been paretty

well filled, added to which in 1841 he was sworn in as the first Lord Mayorvtff
Dublin under the New Corporation Act, and yet in spite of this he was for sb*»e
time a considerable power among English Democrats, taking a very busy part* in
the Chartist agitation. (See Chartist noUes.) His election as mayor about dates
the top of his power, for now, after being played with by the tricksters i,n power
with promises never meant to be fulfilled, he commenced a busy Repeal agita-

tion. His ideas were opposed by Isaac Butt, who was to prove the most impor-
tant leader of Irishmen. There had also been growing up a strong physical force
party, and perhaps this it was which made O'Connell talk somewhat more
forcibly than had been his wont. He went so far as to almost fix a date for the
Repeal of the Union. A meeting was fixed to be held a Clontarf, Oct. 5, 1843,.

Sunday : about 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon it was proclaimed. A shameful
farce called a trial followed, and instead of Repeal and College Parliament
House, Conneli was in prison. On appeal to House of Lords the verdict was re-

versed, but O'Connell's prestige was gone ; the enormous strain and excitement
of his life broke down his health. The end was not immediate. Peel managed
to buy the Vatican, this helped to weaken O'Connell ; for a time the physical
force party had great sway during 1846-7-8. On April 3, 1846, his last impor-
tant speech in the House, but continued attendance some ten months more,
speaking for the last time in February, 1847, and the day after broke down, was
ordered abroad, and died at Genoa, May lo, 1847. - He is buried in Glasnevin
Cemetery, Ireland. As an interesting fact it may be noted that in Carpenter's
' Political Letters ', it is recorded, No. 22, Feb. .18, 1831, that meeting in the
shop of Ridgway, the bookseller in Piccadilly, with Thomas Hardy, on being
introduced he took Hardy's hand, saying, " You are the very man who was in-

strumental in my conversion. I had just returned from France . . . opinions >

and connections all of the Tory cast. I attended with great interest to the nine
days' trial (for treason), and by the end of that trial my political opinions and
principles were completely changed to those of a reformer. "—T. S.

Action against Major Sirr.—This is a good illustration of what has gone on in

Ireland, and is now not quite unknown there. In 1798, Major Sirr, from utter

obscurity blazed forth as the most skilful and cold-blooded suborner of perjury
and arranger of judicial murder that even English rule had ever produced. Mr.
Hevey had, by accident, been able to incur his enmity by exposing an informer
who had been in Mr. Hevey 's employ and shown himself a rascal. Soon after

he had Hevey abducted and imprisoned without trial, and without warrant or
anything else. Kept in prison along with other unfortunates until one of them.

had been tortured into " denouncing " him, Hevey was then tried by court-

martial and sentenced to death. Chance brought the record before Cornwallis ;

even he recoiled from the stiipid and malignant barbarity of the proceedings,

and he struck out the sentence and ordered the prisoner's release. Three years
after Hevey was in a Dublin coffae-house ; Sirr was there also, and seeing his

intended victim began abusing him, and saying he should have been hanged.
The natural retort was made that he was a slanderous scoundrel, whereupon the
same game was at once played, and Hevey again haled off to prison without
warrant. Offered freedom at the price of "abject submission" he again and
again refused, in spite of many trials and tortures, but was at length subdued
by the entreaties of his relatives, signed an ** apology " and was released. *He
soon made use of his freedom to bring an action against Sirr for assault and
false imprisonment. Curran was his advocate, and made a splendid ringing

speech, smashed up the hostile witnesses in cross-examination, and secured a

verdict for the plaintiff—damages £150 with costs.—S.

..Trial of P. T. Lemaitre and others.—Bee note last week on trial of Crossfiejd.

These trials and many others of equal or greater interest are reported in' ftill in

Howell's 'State Trials,' which are on the reference shelves of the British

Museum.—S.

Dr. Weimar.—This man, who was the hero as a doctor of the Russo-Turkish.

war, rendered assistance to Solovieff in his attempt upon Alexander II. , and was
sentenced to 20 years in the mines therefor. He died in the mines in 1852.

—

Tcil

The Seven Years' War.—Although the people at large have had little real

interest in the quarrels of bellicose monarchs, except to pay the piper, the great

duel between Louis the Well- Beloved and Georgius Secundus, the " snuffy old

drone from the German hive," was of the utmost ultimate utility to the prole-

tariat, the Seven Years' War being the cause of both the American and French
Revolutions, whereby the two grandsons and immediate successors of this brace

of combative kings lost, the one his head, and the other half the realm, under
circumstances which laid the foundation of the modern avowed acceptance of the

doctrine of the "rights of man," which every honest reformer is trying to-day

to work out to a logical conclusion.—L. W.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices: 13 Farrin^don Road, E.C.

Animal Conference.—The Fourth Annual Conference of the Socialist"League
will be held at 13 Ffaringdon Road, on Whit-Sunday, May 20. The time^of
meeting will be as follows -Morning, 10 till 1 ; Afternoon, 2 till 5 ; Evening,
6 till business is concluded. All members attending Conference must, before
admittance, produce card of membership. Branches are particularly requested
to supply their delegates with written mandates. Provender—Comrades wishing
provision to be made for them are requested to send in their names at once.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.—1887 : Hastings, Nottingham, Pelsall-Vttfowe.

Croydon, Glasgow, Leeds, Merton—to end of March. Ipswich (?), Norwlc&t?)*
—to endof May. Hull—to end of September. Mitcham, Wednesbury—tbTehd
of October. Edinburgh—to end of November. 1S88

:

—Marylebone—to #nd'of
January. Acton, Bloomsbury, Bradford, Clerkenwell, Hammersmith, Hao&aey,
Leicester, L.E.L. (Hoxton), Oxford, Stamford' rjill, Walsall—to end of March.
Fiilham, North London, Mile end—to end of April.

"OOMMONWEAL" KfcltfTlNa FUND.
C. J. F., 2s. 6d. K. F., Is. Langley, 2s. P. W.',«<LWeetfy—W. B., 6d

Oxford Branch, 2s.

REPOKTS.
Bloomsbury.—On Thursday, W. H. Utley lectured on "The Progres? j*»4

Prospect of Socialism in England." On Sunday morning a meeting was held at
"OBsnlston Street.

Clerkenwell.—Oh Wednesday, May 2, H. H. Sparling lectured on ' "TSi&ly
Closing." Gooc1 discussion followed.—B.
Fulham.—Tuesday evening, Catterson Smith -and' Bullock held meetito*g*^M^-

site Liberal Club. Sunday morning; Mahony a1iTl
>

'McCornTack spoke toTjfoii
audience; in evening in rooms Toclrtttti lectured on " Human Nature-a&irSo-
viaiism."—S. B. G.
Hackney.—A very successful meeting was stressed at the Salmon toi&Btfl'

on 'Sunday morning, by Cores, Samuels, and Davis.
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Hyixe Pakk.'—-A very large gathering assembled
'tiere onSunday afternoon: Cantwell, Brookes, Donald,
Banner, and Parker were the Socialist speakers,
opposition being given by Murphy and Connor ; 2s. 8d;

^collected. Commonweal sold well.

Mitcham.-—A good meeting on the Fair Green Sun-
day morning, addressed by Eden and Kitz. Good
sale of Commonweal, We intend holding a debating

* class in club-room every Thursday at 8.30 i>.m.—G.
North London.—A good meeting was held at Re-

. gent's Park on Sunday morning. Cantwell, Nicoll,
and Henderson were the speakers. Whelan offered
opposition ; 8s. 4d. collected.

Stamford Hill.—An excellent meeting was held
here on Sunday evening by Lane, Charles, and Parker.
Many questions were put and answered to the satis-

faction of & large majority of the audience. Two
new members made.

.Glasgow.—Report for last week's issue not sent
through inadvertence. On the Sunday a very success-
ful meeting was held at Paisley Road, and Glasier
lectured in the Secularist Hall on " Equality, Social
and Physical." Last Sunday, Glasier lectured to the
Townshend Branch of the National League, where

'* the papal manifesto was denounced with refreshing
' vigour by one Irishman after another. In the eveu-

"*. i*g we held our usual meeting at Paisley Road Toll

;

^ there was a good audience.
• Norwich.—Friday last good meeting held on St.

' 'Catherine's Plain ; Sunday morning meeting at St.

Faith's by Houghton and Darley. Comrade Sparling,
of London, assisted us in the morning at two outdoor
meetings, Market Place and Catton ; in afternoon a
mass meeting in Market Place, largest held since
Mowbray's release ; Sparling met with a splendid re-

ception, Mowbray also took part. In evening another
outdoor meeting in Market Place, addressed by Poynts
and Mowbray. At Gordon Hall, Sparling lectured on
"The Blind Samson," hall packed, Morley in chair.
The branch is making very rapid progress, on Sundays
carrying on five and six meetings. Special effort will
be; roade to carry on active work during the summer,
and to push the Commonweal.
Walsall.—Monday, Deakin and Sanders spoke at

indoor meeting ; Saturday open-air meeting on The
[Bridge addressed by Sanders, Tarn (Birmingham), and
Defakin. Sunday morning, Sanders and Deakin ad-
dressed meeting of several hundred ironworkers and
miners on the West Bromwich Road. The audience
-was most attentive and enthusiastic, requesting us to

• .pay them a weekly visit.—J. T. D.

L.E.L. Club and Institute.—On Sunday evening
last, F. Henderson lectured to a large audience on
" Socialism and the English Poets." The lecture was
much appreciated. This institute is making good pro-
gress, and extra premises have had to be taken to

-accomodate its members. In the morning good meet-
ing was held at Hoxton Church, the proceedings
throughout beinj? extremely lively, owing to the pre-
sence of an anti-Socialist local magnate.—H. A. B.

United Radical Club.—On Sunday evening last,

H. A. Barker began a course of four lectures at the
United Radical Club, Kay Street, Hackney Road, on
*' Socialism, what it is and what it is not." The lec-

ture was well received, and followed by good dis-

cussion.

1ECTURE DIABY.
LONDON.

-jicton.—17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Sunday night meetings

in Baker Street Hall, at 6. Secretary, J. Leatham,
15 St. Nicholas Street.

Bradford.-^Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PL, sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).'—4 Park Street. Dis-

cussion every Thursday at 8.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatovm, and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. d&jjfy. On Sunday first, at 6. 30, a meet-
ing will b&lajj^to. give instructions to delegates at

4&e larj&tmtfhg Conference. Members earnestly

£eed&«^C5larendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front
Bow. Open every evening. Business meeting
Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh' Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Monday next, open from
8 until 10.30. Tuesday, Members meeting at 8.30.

Wednesday, 8.30, Ways and Means and Literary
Committees. Thurday, open from 8 until 10.30.

Saturday, Co-operative Clothing Association. Sun-
day, Lecture at 8.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

.Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture^ Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 13.

11 ...Turnham Green—Front Common ...Aeton Bch.

11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball Brooks
11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Pope & Mackenzie
1 1.30. . .Kingsland Green Charles

1 1 . 30. . .Merton—Haydons Road Eden
11. 30...Mile-end Waste Mainwaring
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Kitz
11. 30... Regent's Park Davis & Henderson
11. 30... St. Pancras Arches Bloomsbury Branch
tl.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
3 ...Victoria Park Charles

3.30.. .Hyde Park Henderson & Samuels
7.30...Clerken\vell Greeaa Samuels
7. 30...Stamford Hill Charles & Mainwaring

Tuesday.

8 ...Mile-end Waste Lane & Charles

Wednesday.
8 ...Broadway, Loadon Fields. Charles

Friday.

8 ...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street Charles

nell's Dining Rooms). Sunday at 8 p.m.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road. Thursday May 10, at 8.30,

A. K. D-jnald, "History of Land-Holding in Eng-

land." 17th. Concert in aid of Branch—Pro-

grammes 6d. 24th. Business Meeting. 31s,t. G.JB.

Shaw, a lecture. June 7. Dr. E. B. Aveling,

"Evolution and Socialism."

- *OlerkenwelL—H.&\l of the Socialist League, 13 Farcing

-

don Rd. , E.C Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

* Sunday May 13, at 8 p.m. sharp, A Dramatic and

Musical Entertainment. Wednesday May 16, at

'8.30, Wm. Blundell, "Revolution, Educational or

Bloody, which ?

"

' ^Fulham.—8 Effie Road. Walham Green. Sunday

May 13, at 8 p.m., H. Halliday Sparling, "The
Last Revolution."

&uckney.—2S Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney

Wick.

H*mmer$mith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday at 8.

ffpxtov.—Labour Emancipation League Club and

Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).

Sunday May 13, at 8 p.m., W. C. Wade, "The
Communist Manifesto."

-Mitcham.-—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-

ineraton Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

iMUe-end and Bethnal Grpen.—95 Boston St., Hackney

Road. Business meeting every Thursday evening

at 9 p.m. Debating Class for members after meeting.

-J&orth London.—The business meetings will be held on

Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill

Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air

meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked

to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary,

itfelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite

Holboru Town Hull.

PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—Saturday : Cambuslang, at 6.30. Sunday

:

Jail's Square at 3 ; Paisley Road at 5.

Leeds.—Sunday : Vicar's Crolt, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Friday : Meeting on St Catharine's Plain*

Sunday : Gatton at 11.30 ; Market PI. at 3 and 7.30.

West Bromvrich—Near the Fountain, every Sunday
morning at 11.15.

Smethwkk.—Ne&Y Spon Lane, every Sunday morning
at 12.

,. . -^ . Now ready. Ray-alSvo, 4s, 6ds.

: Signs qf Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS..

Being seven Lectures, delivered on. various occasions*

for the Socialist League*.

Reeves & Turner, 196 Strand; or Commonweal Office;

Now Ready, Price One- Shilling ; bound in Cloth,
Two and Sixpence..

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis*—The Economic-
Basis—Current Fallacies—Objection*—Quack Reme-

dies for Poverty—Methods, and* Future, etc*

With Preface tvrittm by William Morris,

William Reeves, 185, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction..

With Portraits*

Price 6d., post free 7Jd.

Apply for Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdoni

Road, London r E.C.

Now (Ready, Cloth U»cut, 2s. 6d.

LOVE TRIUMPHANT
A Series of Sonnets, and other Poems*

By FREDJHENDERSON.
•'Worth reading now, and very probably worth-

remembering in time to come."—London Stew.

"Written with consummate art, and quabe worthy

of some of the best-esteemed poets of tke day."

—

Unitarian Herald.

Jarrold & Sons, 3, Paternoster Buildings ; op fronv

the Author at this Office.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles^

of Social "Democracy. By J. Sketchley.. An.

Introduction by William Morris. 240 pp. , post

free Is. 6d. ; eloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

Social Science (New Yqrk). Containing'

splendid full-page Portraits of the eight Chicago-

Anarchists, with good Biographical Notices ofi

each. Price, post free, 5d.. 6 copies, post free,.

2s. 4d. 12 copies, 4s. 6d. 3 dozsn, 12s. 6<$.

The Workman's Question:. Why He i&

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence*.

6 or more copies post free.

The Irish Question. Thi*d Edition. 32
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Me. Paknell's speech at the Eighty Club has some interest for us,
although that by no means lies in the long statement of his dealings
with Lord Carnarvon. On that head, what does it matter, what either
Lord Carnarvon or all the Government said to Mr. Parnell when they
thought the support of the Irish parliamentary party worth buying
since they now think they can do without it? Does anybody really
suppose that the Tory party would be likely to turn Home Rulers
without compulsion of some sort. The real interest in Mr. Parnell's
speech hangs on the fact that having tried the Tories and found that
nothing could be done in that direction, he was able to have recourse
to the Liberals, whom he bad compelled to become Home Rulers : and
-certainly his game was cleverly played, since the same stone killed
both birds; tried the Tories and found them wanting, and drove the
Liberals to support the Irish party on pain of having to endure an
apparently perpetual Tory majority.

And now Mr. Parnell has to pay the price for this great parliamen-
tary success, for this alliance with the party who a year or two a-owe the coercionists, because they were the party in power, the mien
in England. \\ hat is the price which he has to pay ? In the fewest
words, he has to engage himself to the spreading of Whigo-ery in Ire-
land

:
a Whiggery indeed suited to the soil, including ff necessaryt " of

„
I™h "\dustries, but still Whiggery. He is anxious toshow that all the Irish want can be gained by purely constitutionalmeans and to repudiate all revolutionary and illegal action. And

yet he knows perfectly well that but for the revolutionary spirit in the
Irish people but for their many illegal acts, he and his party in parlia-ment would have been nowhere ; and as soon as that spirit of revolution
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probably absolutely nothing else. Luckily it il not poSeTo mikethe English army a perfect machine like the German one is LeTusbe glad of that at least, that its power as a reaction^ instrumentslimited T>y our natural tendency to muddle and job.
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By Baron Huddlesto^dedsio^iTn^w^ears that the law of libel-that precious safeguard of private character-may be violated with
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Pfny » the supreme concern of theSlaw, we can untiringly proclaim our contempt for this law andBThe

spurious morality on which it is based, and we can show our sympathy
to the utmost of our power with the unfortunate victims of these
rascally prosecutions ; in other words, of the despotism of bloodless,
soulless Capital in its most brutal form.

At a recent general conference of the Methodist body, when the
subject of " foreign missions " was being discussed, the support of the
well-to-do classes for them was openly invoked on the ground that the
" gospel " was the best pioneer of the trader. As one of the speakers
admirably expressed it, "Commerce follows the Cross." We are glad
we can agree at least in one point with the distinguished body in
question—" shoddy " goods certainly do follow the "shoddy" creed
which is their ideal expression. We are sometimes indignantly assured
that Christianity is not hostile to Socialism : however this may be,
it seems by its own confession it is very friendly to Capitalism.

E. B. B.

The deference for law-'n'-order shown by the promoters of the Satur-
day afternoon " conversation meetings " in Trafalgar Square has not
prevented the police from getting up a few cases of imaginary offences.
Although the experiment may be useful in forcing upon observers the
absurdity of the whole affair, it would be idle to hope for anything
more from it. If Londoners want the right of public meeting they
must ivin it. Craven submission to a dictator to begin with, and then
shouts of triumph because a partial evasion of his decree does not
bring down the bludgeon on their heads, does not look as if they did
care much for the " right " they so loudly talk of.

For connecting Christ with Trafalgar Square, our comrade Stewart
Headlam has just been punished. He prosecuted the Record for
libelling his language in the Square, and Baron Huddleston gave the
case against him very obviously on the ground that he had said that
if Christ came to earth again and went to the Square he would be
arrested. This horrified the baron, who could not understand that a
member of the Church could have held such "disgusting" ideas; he
evidently thinks of Christ in the garb of a bishop—a well-born, well-
bred ecclesiastic like Soapy Sam—unable to speak anything but polite-
ness of the high ones of the earth ! Poor Christ

!

Which was right, the lawyer or the laity? When Mr. Justice
Stephens had his watch stolen, a bystander turned himself into an
amateur detective and had the wrong man arrested. The magistrate
in admitting the mistake said, nevertheless, he had "acted as
a good citizen." But the crowd had called him a "sneakin*
scoundrel " a "b nark," and so on. According to the ethics of
individual enterprise, unlimited competition, and the rest of it, he was
unfairly interfering with the survival of the fittest, so that under the
commercial system of society he could not be deemed a "good citizen

"

and so the lawyer was wrong.
'

But it is on another count that the crowd were right. They were
for the most part workmen, unconsciously feeling that they have no
real interest in the maintenance of the law, which, as William Joyce
puts it, is " a set of rules drawn up to allow men to make money of
oJier peoples misfortunes." So that when one of their number gra-
tuitously chipped in to aid the hired upholders of the law, the " moral
miracles who have shown the workmen so clearly and so often that
they recognise no master but the money-bag, the healthy instinct of
the crowd went against the sneak who had not even the bad excuse
that it was his business.

Poor law- n -order ! Another of its volunteer (?) upholders has " goneover to the other side." Few men have been more " useful to Society "
in the orthodox sense than Leone Levi, who had ready at all times an
interminable stream of figures to show the happiness of the workmanand the goodness of his employer. But he many times, by the way as
it were and despite himself, feathered an arrow for the Socialist quiver,and so "did better than he knew." May he rest in peace !
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yet alive-^-and kicking. Though his twaddle

of sterilisation etc., brings him the contempt he deserves, on the otherhand the noise he makes over the sweating system is helping to draw
notice to the fact that the whole order of Society to-day iS

g
no morlnor less than a gigantic sweating system. Tho extract from the Starm another column puts the case very neatly, and clearly. We havebeen alone so long m preaching the truth, it is cheering to see it takenup in a " regular newspaper."
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Meanwhile, the Pall Mall is still behind, and cannot quite come
O^ec to the truth ; talks of the anti-Chinese precautions of the colonies,

(in hailf-heartedly for the like here.

^Jifefele while ago it will be remembered that two girls were im-

jpil^nedw^ to be com-
;p$&d to sleep in the qpenrair and resented the tortures of the

0tfi&ktiM&. WJ&en asked about <the sentence, the genial Matthews
l^l^r^voutitoit it was;^ven to enable the prison chaplain to exert
£
his saving influence. But Cunninghaine Graham kept on with his

questions, and now the hard labour is remitted, though the poor devils

will have to stay out their time—not that this is such an awful hard-

ship in these days, as the prison is much more healthy and comfortable

than the "homes" of millions. S.

SOCIALISM IN A PALACE.
The Commoriweal of 28th April contained comrade Mark Manly s ex-

perience of a Socialist at a Primrose League banquet. This week we
have to chronicle a more startling incident—that of Socialism being

preached in a palace. The scene took place at the palatial residence of

Lieut.-Colonel Thorneycroft, Tettenhall Towers, near Wolverhampton,
upon the occasion of the gathering of the Tettenhall Branch of the

Primrose League in his private theatre. The theatre itself, to fully

describe, would require the artistic abilities of our comrade William

Morris. We therefore content ourselves with saying that its walls were
graced by some of the most beautiful specimens of oak carvings,

together with relics of bygone times in the shape of old armour and
trophies of the chase. Added to this the massive building itself, together

with the graceful artificial lights provided, falling, as they did, on an
audience composed of every phase of society from the aristocratic idler

Up to the hard-handed artisan, rendered the scene at once charming
and unique. The object of the gathering was to discuss the question

x>i "How best to improve trade for the benefit of the working
classes." The intentions of the gallant colonel were evidently of the

purest, for he had invited some twenty or thirty different leading men
among the working classes to attend and take part in the discussion.

Great praise is due to him for so bold a step. Among others who
attended and took part were Mr. R. Juggins, agent for the trades'

unionists of Darlaston and district ; Mr. Homer, Cradley Heath
Chainmakers ; Mr. Cocking, of the Wolverhampton Compositors'

Society; and William Haydn Sanders, as delegate of the Walsall

Branch of the Socialist League. It is almost needless to say that

Colonel Thorneycroft's views are those of a Fair Trader. In his

opinion a prohibitive tax on all manufactured or partly manufactured
goods imported into this country is nearly all that is required to

give six days' work a week to the working classes, with a couple of

hours' daily toil thrown in by the children, in order to to help keep the

family. This is the blessing they deduce from the application of Fair

Trade, and this it was that the meeting was asked to assist in

bringing about. To the great surprise of all, Mr, Juggins gave his

personal support to the proposition, although in his speech he clearly

admitted that the gunlock-makers and nut-bolt forgers, and also the

chainmakers, were working sixty hours per week for wages varying

from 7s. up to 15s. per week, although they had no foreign competition to

encounter in those trades, and yet he was so blind and dead to economic

facts that he failed to see that such a proposition as Fair Trade in

no wise affected those whom he represented. He was followed by Mr.
Homer, the " heaven-sent leader " of the Cradley Heath chainmakers,

who, with shame and regret be it said, had no better news to tell

the audience than that there were plenty of men among his class,

the workers, whom he knew, who were able to earn for themselves

and family a living, and yet were too idle and drunken to do so. It

never seemed to dawn on this " heaven-sent leader's " mind that the

present system breeds these wastrels, and that so long as it is re-

tained wastrels there ever must be. It is noteworthy that none of

the rich idlers present denounced any of their class for living luxurious

and licentious lives, and we hope this will be a lesson for even Mr.
Homer on a future occasion. He concluded by inveighing against

overtime and advocating the eight hours system. Comrade Sanders

was then called upon, and, in a vigorous, eloquent, and able speech, in

which he demolished all ideas of ever improving the condition of the

workers by political change, said that the salvation of the workers

would not be brought about by simply demolishing the House of Lords,

the throne, or the church, free education, free sale of land, and such-

like political tinkering. All these things had been carried out genera-

tions ago in other countries and had failed, for workers of America,

France, Germany, and other countries were under the heel of the

capitalist, as here. The evil did not lie in overtime, nor was the

remedy Free Trade or Fair Trade. As for work, we (the workers) did

too much already, and the idea imagined by Colonel Thorneycroft, that

working men wanted six days' work a week, was entirely wrong.

They wanted less work, more leisure, and the full fruits of their

labour. To-day working men built splendid houses and palaces for the

fich, and miserable huts and slums for themselves. They made
beautiful clothes for the rich, and shoddy clothes for themselves.

Theytilled the soil which produced beautiful food, and yet lived on

garbage and rubbish. Everywhere we saw those who worked hardest

fared the hardest.

In support of his statements he quoted statistics from Mulhall,

Leone Levi, Giffen, and others, showing that the total production of

wealth to day was more than enough to provide comforts for all. The
national income was £1, 250,000,000 per year, and of that sum the
workers were said to get £450,000,000, or one pound out of every
three. The other £800,000,000 going for rent, interest, and p**rfrt ;

222,000 families receiving £333,000,000 between them, or an average;
income of £1,665, vide MulhalFs 'Dictionary of Statistics.' Me»
with £33 per week, he said, did not generally work. Here, then, lay
the cause of poverty for the workers. The rich men consume, the
poor men produce, and the remedy is to be found in a reconstruction
of society wherein the rich of to-day shall labour for what they con-

sume and the poor of to-day shall consume what they produce by their

own labour. All the means of labour must be nationalised and treated

as the common property of all—the land, the mines, factories, ma-
chinery, etc., all these must be under the full control of the workers ;:

then they would be regulated so that every one shall have an equal
opportunity of working, and the full fruits of his labour when he has-

worked.

This speech produced a marked impression on all present, and was-

followed by Mr. Cocking, who put forward as a remedy, taxing of all

uncultivated lands, royalties on minerals to go to the State, and reduc-

tion in the hours of labour to eight per day.

The discussion was continued by Mr. Staveley Hill, Q C, M.P., who
pointed out that Mr. Juggins failed entirely to put forward any remedy,
whilst with Mr. Homer he strongly agreed. As for Mr. Cooking's

proposals he expressed his abhorrence, and regarded nationalisation of

royalties as confiscation, and contended that Parliament had no right

to interfere with private property. As for taxing uncultivated land,.

the fact was it would not pay to cultivate. With regard to Socialism,

Mr. Hill seemed powerless to cope with it, for he admitted that all

men were equal in the sight of God and should be in the sight of men,
and wisely left comrade Sanders severely alone.

In response to an invitation of the chairman for any of the audience
to take part in the discussion, comrade J. T. Deakin took the oppor-

tunity of severely criticising Mr. Staveley Hill, M.P., pointing out

that Parliament had interfered with private property to the tune of

confiscating 40 per cent, of landlord's rents in Ireland during the last

few years, and that during the last century the dominant class had
confiscated from the people no less than ten million acres of common
land, and pointedly asked whether it was not a fact that the rent paid

to landlords was the true reason why land would not pay to cultivate 1

It would grow grain, etc., for the people, but not keep an idle class
;

and the people when they got common sense would be very unlikely to

continue the payment of rent. Labour was the source of all wealth
;

therefore all wealth belonged to the labourer, and he urged the work-

ing-men to organise for the purpose of asserting their rights. This

could only come through Socialism, and Socialism would come to dis-

place the present system as surely as past systems had given way to the

present.

Mr. Hill, in reply, evaded vhe points raised ; and in closing the

meeting Lieut.-Col. Thorneycroft expressed himself pleased with the
information elicited, and heartily invited all delegates to be present

at the next gathering in a few weeks' time, when our comrades will

not fail to attend. J. T. D.

SOCIALISM FROM THE ROOT UP.

CHAPTER XXIII {concluded).- SOCIALISM TRIUMPHANT.

It remains to say something on the religious and ethical basis of which
the life of Communal Society may be called an expression, although

from another aspect the religion may be said to be an expression of

that life ; the two together forming an harmonious whole.

The word religion has been, and is still in most minds, connected

with supernatural beliefs, and consequently the use of the word has

been attacked as unjustifiable where this element is absent. But, as

we shall proceed to show in a few words, this is rather accessory to it

than essential.

In the first instance religion had for its object the continuance and
glory of the kinship—Society ; whether as clan, tribe, or people,

ancestor worship forming the leading feature in its early phases. That
in such an epoch religion should have been connected with what we-

now call superstition was inevitable, since at that time no distinction

was drawn between the human and any other form of existence,

whether in animal life or in inanimate matters, all being alike con-

sidered conscious and intelligent.

Consequently, with the development of material civilisation from

the domination of things by persons to that of persons by things, and
the consequent falling asunder of Society into two classes, a possessing

and dominating class, and a non-possessing and dominated one, arose a

condition of Society which gave leisure to the possessing or slave-

holding class, the result of which was a possibility of observation and
reflection amongst the upper class. As a consequence of this a process

of reflection arose among this class which distinguished man as a con-

scious being from the rest of nature. From this again arqse a dual

conception of things : on the one hand was man, which was familiar

and known, on the other nature, which was mysterious and relatively

unknown. In nature itself grew a further distinction between its

visible objects now regarded as unconscious things, and a supposed

motive power which acted on them from behind, which was conceived

of as manlike in character, but above mankind in knowledge and
power, and no longer a part of the things themselves, but without them,

and moving and controlling them. \
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Another set of dual conceptions arose along with this, firstly the

distinction between the individual and Society, and secondly within

tiie individual the distinction between the soul and the body. Religion

now became definitely supernatural, and at last superstitious, as far

as the cultured class was concerned, since they had gradually lost their

odd habit of belief in it.

At this stage there arose a conflict not only of belief but also of

cfthical conceptions ; the ceremonies and customs based on the earlier

ideas, on a nature composed of beings who were all conscious, became

meaningless and in many cases repulsive to the advanced minds of the

epoch ; hence arose a system of esoteric explanation and the Mys-

^eTies. 1 An importance began to be attached to the idea of a future

life for the individual soul, which had nothing in common with the old

i4ea of a scarcely broken existence, founded not on any positive doc-

trine, but on the impossibility of an existing being conceiving of its

non-existence ; an idea naively expressed, for instance, in the burial

-ceremonies of all early races, in which food, horses, arms, etc., are

buried with the dead man as a provision for his journey to the unknown
country. These ideas, and the doctrines and ceremonies embodying
them, grow in number and body as the stream of history broadens

down, till they finally issue in the universal or ethical religions (as

opposed to the tribal or nature-religions) of which Buddhism and
Christianity are the great historical examples, and in which the original

ceremonies and their meaning have become fused with each other, and
with the new ethics of these religions, and are supposed to express

these ethics more or less symbolically. An illustration o£ what has

here been said may be found in the fusion of the ancient notions of

sacrifices in the doctrine of the Atonement. 2

We have said that with the rise of civilisation tribal society became
divided into classes, owing to the growth of the individual ownership

of property as opposed to its corporate ownership. The old relations

of persons to society were thus destroyed, and with them much of the

meaning of the old ethical ideas. In the tribal society, the responsi-

bility of the individual to the limited society of which he formed a part

was strongly felt, while he recognised no duty outside his tribe. In
the new conception of morality which now arose he had, it is true,

duties to all men as a man, irrespective of the community to which he
belonged, but they were vague and could be evaded or explained away
with little disturbance of the conscience ; because the central point

round which morality revolved was a spiritual deity who was the

source of morality and directly revealed himself to the individual

conscience. These two* the tribal ethics, the responsibility to a com-
munity however limited, and the universal or introspective ethics, or

responsibility to a divinity to whom humanity was but a means of

realising himself, and to whom therefore the duties of man to man
were of secondary importance 1— are the two ethical poles. But
though the tendency was in this direction from the beginnings of

civilisation, it took historically many centuries to realise itself, and
only reached its final development in Christianity ; and has now under
the influence of competitive economics taken the final form of the

devil-take-the-hindmost doctrine and practice of modern society.

As regards the future form of the moral consciousness, we may
safely predict that it will be in a sense a return on a higher level to

the ethics of the older society, with the difference that the limitation

of scope to the kinship society in its narrower sense, which was one of

the elements of the dissolution of ancient society, will disappear, and
the identification of individual with social interests will be so complete
that any divorce between the two will be inconceivable to the
-average man.
We may say in conclusion that this new ethic is no longer a mere

theoretic speculation, but that many thousands of lives are already
under its inspiration. Its first great popular manifestation was given
in the heroic devotion of the working-classes of Paris in the Commune
of 1871 to the idea of true and universal freedom, which was carried

on by the no less complete devotion of the little band of Russian
revolutionists who made so little account of their individual lives in

their engrossing passion for the general life of humanity.
Everywhere the same feeling is spreading, and even in England, the

chosen home of bourgeois bureaucracy, which, with the instinctive

cunning of a business country, gives every opportunity to well-to-do

persons for forgetting the general welfare in that of the individual, it

is getting more irrepressible every day. This wave of ethical feeling

is no doubt the result of the development of the class struggle now
rapidly approaching to the crisis which will abolish all classes : in fact, the
mere hope, ever growing nearer to realisation, of an economical change
which will make life easy and refined for all, is what has made this

ethical idea possible, as the habits which the new economical system
will engender will make any other form of ethics inconceivable : since
once for all a change in the economical system of society must always
be accompanied by fresh ethical ideas.

1 The mysteries were nothing but a practice of the ancient rude ceremonies
now treated as revelations to certain privileged persons of this hidden meaning
-which could not be understood by the vulgar : that is, people began to assume
that the ancient rude and sometimes coarse ceremonies (belief in which directly
as explanations of natural events now appeared to them incredible) wrapped up
mystical meanings in an allegorical manner ; e.g., a simple sun-rnyth would be
turned into an allegory of the soul and the divinity,—their relative dealings
with a present and future life.

a See article " Sacrifice " in the < Encyclopaedia Brittanica' (9th Edition), by
Professor Robertson Smith.

1 "Morality, thou dreadful bane,
What tens of thousands thou hast slain !

"

(Protestant hymn.

)

We may be asked, since we have been putting forward the doctor
of evolution throughout these chapters, what Socialism in/its turn wBll

evolve. We can only answer that Socialism denies the finality ofl

human progress, and that any system of which we can now concse^frT

of as Socialism must necessarily give way to a new developraei^dfi

society. But that development is necessarily hidden from us \dfltff&

unfinished struggle in which we live, in which for us the supreme giwiU

is the Socialism we have been putting forward. Nor do we repine^
this limitation of our insight; that goal is sublime and beautiful*

enough which promises to us the elevation of the whole of the peopfe

to a level of intelligent happiness and pleasurable energy, which at

present is reached, if at all, only by a chosen few at the expense of the

misery and degradation of the greater part of mankind; and even by

those few, is held on such a precarious tenure that it is to them little.

better than a pleasant dream disturbed by fantastic fears which have

their birth from the terribly real sufferings of the ordinary life of the

masses on whom they live.

E. Belfoet Bax and William Morris.

BRUMMAGEM SWEATING.

In a discussion recently at a meeting of the Birmingham Trades' Council**

some shocking revelations were made as to "sweating" carried on in the

town. The Birmingham Daily I'ost took up the subject and appointed »...

representative, whose inquiries have disclosed a still more appalling state of

things than was presented to the Trades' Council. After some general re-

marks as to the " sordid, coarse, callous " ruffians who form the large majority .

of the employers, and the aspect of the wretched victims who eke out a

miserable existence in the sweating dens, the writer concludes :
—

" There is ;

reason to affirm that the half has not been, and cannot be told. The tour

of inspection revealed 66 sweaters in the town, and 129 men and 240 women

)

working for them. Six girls, a machinist, a presser, and the contractor were
found in one room, so small that no girl could leave her place unless others

quitted the room to make passage for her. Ten women and three men
occupied the small attic of a good-looking house in Bath Row. These are

typical cases. Trade is slack during nine months of the year, and busy
during three months. When the busy season comes it is not uncommon for

men to work several days and nights without intermission ; while women
ply their needles from six o'clock in the morning, and girls, who, for fear of

,

the Factory Acts, ave sent; home at eight o'clock with a heavy allotted task

to finish overnight, work often still longer. The average wage earned under
these conditions is said by the toilers to be 12s. a-week by women, something •

more by men, and a few shillings less by girls. Some of the women and
girls in the busiest season, and most of them in the slack season, eain only

5s. to 7s. 6d. a week. After working harder than any slave ever worked on
a sugar plantation, the women are content, and even proud, to take home
16s. or 18s. at a week end, and one woman was heard to boast that by-
stopping up all night, like a man, she had once made 20s. in a week. A
Hungarian who employs ten girls at trousers-making, contracts to do for

3s. 9d. the kind of work for which the price recognised by the workman's
trade society is 5s. 6d. For the performance of that work by the people he
employs, he pays Is. 9d. at the most. There is one place in town which
turns out sixty pairs of trousers every week, and if the profits be at the

rate -named the sweater makes £6 for himself. A still lower price is con-

tracted for by a sweater who has nine girls and a few men working for him, ,

He undertakes to make up any kind of trousers at 3s. 6d. a pair, although

the price ranges in legitimate working from 5s. 3d. to 7s. 6d. He then pays
Is. or 9d. a pair to his girls and women for doing the greater part of such
work as cannot be done by machine. 'I have known men start work on a
Thursday morning,' said one man, 'and not finish until Sunday evening at

seven. They take their meals and their beer while working. It is 'nigger

driving.' When they are not paid by the piece the contractor stands and
watches them work, for fear they should rest for a minute ; and when it is

piecework they're at, the price is so low that they nigger-drive themselves.
1

The tyranny of the sweaters is absolute."

THE CHEAPEST MARKET.
We deny in toto that saying which is taken as an axiom in our devil-take-

the-hindmost system of political economy to the effect that a man has a right

to " buy in the cheapest market." He has no right to do any such thing.

He employs the labour that produces the goods that he buys; the "cheapest
market " means slave labour ; the man who maintains that he has a right to
u buy in the cheapest market " thereby asserts that he has a right to employ
slave labour and perpetuate slavery, and, as we said before, he has no right

to do any such thing.

The man who employs labour, whether directly as a so-called employer, or
indirectly as a consumer, owes a duty to labour which he employs—a duty
which he may not shirk without reaping the penalty either as an individual

or as a member of the body politic ; either in his own person, or by having
his sins visited upon his children. It is his duty to lift the labour which he
employs up to a higher standard of social, moral and intellectual life—up to

a larger degree of freedom.
But it is a good deal easier to find fault with others' short-comings than it

is to keep ourselves free from sin in this direction. We apply the epithets

of " heartless," " grasping," " soulless," and the like to men who are directly

employing labour, while we ourselves, when we say to a dealer " Are those

your beet figures ?" " Can't you let me have that just a few cents cheaper ?"

are equally grasping, and heartless, and soulless, for every cent we thus save

comes out of the labour at the other end—the two cents difference between
the 50c. and the 48c. shirt means a cut of 24 cents per dozen to the wretched
being who stitched on them 18 hours a day in the misery of the living death.

of slow starvation.

Far from having the " right to buy in the cheapest market," it is the duty
of every man to buy the goods that pay living wages to labour. Labour
must co-operate with labour instead of competing against labour. If every
man who buys will ask for goods with a square label, and .buy no. others,,
labour will be protected in receiving living wages, and no need of a tariff to
help it along either.

—

Cleveland Workman,
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HAVE YOU HOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW t FIRST, FEW MEN
IT J NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT ; LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be toritten on one side of
thfi paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. ,E.C, and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 3s.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, 13 Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

S.
—'Cobbett; or, A Rural Ride,' by G. S. Venables and H. Lushington, ap-

peared in Macmillan for Nov. '59—the first number issued.

Unsuitable for various reasons—T. B. ; H. O. ; J. S. (Constitution) ; J. C. K.
("The Mill").

Contributions received—will be used—C. J. F. ; E. B. B. ; T. S. ; A. C. H.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday May 16,

England
Democrat
^Freedom
Justice
Leaflet Newspaper
London—Freie Presse
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Jewish Volkzeitung

Boston—Woman's Journal

Liberty
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Chicago (111)—Vorbote
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Fort Worth (Tex)—South West
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Arbeiter Zeitung

Providence (R.I.)— The People
St. Louis (Mo.)—Altruist
San Francisco —Commonwealth
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
La Revolte
Journal du Peuple

Holland
Hasrue -Reclit voor Allen
Amsterdam—Vuorw aarts

Belgium
En Avant
Ghent—Vooruit

Antweri)—De Worker
Liege—L'Avenir

Switzerland
Zurich—Arbeiterstimme

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
El Productor

Portugal
Lisbon— Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Brunn— Volksfreund

Roumania
Vittorie Romanic
J a.ssy—Muncitoi iul

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetct

NEO-JINGOISM.
Some of us foreign Socialists have hitherto been of opinion that the

term "Pauperism" was a specifically English one for describing the

chronic and hopeless poverty of the great masses of population in the

lowest strata of industrial society ; that in England, where capitalism

is farthest developed, it was born and bred; and that other nations,

instead of coining a word of their own for it, simply adapted the

English original to the requirements of their tongue.

We also fancied, that in a country where the number of actual

paupers is ever on the increase, there must be an enormous number of

poverty-stricken workers, trembling between employment with semi-

starvation a^d the poor-house, and that for such a state of things the

obtaining mode of creation and distribution of wealth was solely to

blame.

Our friend, the Pall Mall Gazette, however, being nothing if not

novel and sensational, has suddenly discovered that the cause of all the

wide-spread poverty among the working-classes of England, and espe-

cially of London, is—the immigration of needy foreigners ! The dis-

covery was made, it seems, through the evidence given before the

Commission of the House of Lords, now sitting to inquire into the

evils of the Sweating System. It seems to have come upon the Pall

Mall Gazette like a revelation, and in the leader of its issue of May 7,

the editor unlocks the flood-gates of his indignation, and declares that

the thing must be put a stop to. From which determined declaration

we may safely assume that poverty in the British Isles will soon be a

thing of the past

!

"A feeling that it is all due to the ' foreigners,' " says the leader,

" is the one clear opinion which an East-end workman or workwoman
has about the causes of poverty." The "leader" you will think, of

course, proceeds to show the East-end workman that he is mistaken,

that the cause of his poverty is the fact of his being a " free " wage-
slave,, that is, one*who is not kept by his owner, but who has to com-

pete for his life with his fellow wage-slaves all the civilised world over.

You are mistaken. On the contrary, the democratic leader tells his

" Demos " that " the evidence already given before the Committee on
Emigration and Immigration—coupled with the investigations of the

Sweating Committee—goes very far to prove the primd facie case, and
it is by no means improbable that a crusade against the foreign

paupers in our midst will rapidly come within the range of practical

politics."

; The leader goes on to assert that " the foreigner is starving our

people out of hearth and home," and that hence " we are beginning to
be aware of his presence." It gives a sketch (from the evidence before
the Sweating Committee) of the poor and unhealthy life of those
wretched victims of " free competition," and exclaims :

" This is how
wages are brought down, and the standard of comfort is lowered in
our great cities !

"

Finally, the leader is afraid that the English are " almost too good "

to the foreigners, and that the invasion of needy aliens should be put
a stop to anyhow.

This is how " Neo-Journalism," the embodiment of Christianity and
Democracy, treats the most momentous question of all times in a*

sensational manner. Why not bring it " within the range of practical

politics " at once by proclaiming a crusade against the poor Jews (not

the money-lenders, who are all honourable men) ; by taking the lead

of all that is ignorant and selfish and, starting from Trafalgar Square
(weather and Sir Charles permitting), drive the foreign invaders into-

the sea 1

How easy and well-to-do the East-end workmen and workwomen
would then become, all of a sudden ! How all their troubles would
cease ^ how their standard of comfort would jump up like a Jack-in-

the-box, and how they could culture themselves in the People's Palace,,

which true British philanthropists have for them provided !

For observe, that the British working-men never compete with each
other, and thereby reduce their wages. The Salvation Army, whichv
according to the evidence before the Commission, offered to make
match-boxes for 2|d., that is a halfpenny cheaper per gross than the
unorganised starvelings of the East-end, was not the Christian Army
of which the Pall Mall Gazette is so vehement a friend, but a Semite
bogus institution, got up by the Jewish Board of Guardians.
The British workers do not indulge in large families either, like the-

Germans and the Chinese, and the Malthusian League was only started

to convert the Jews and the Frenchmen from their evil ways ; nor do
they hardly ever emigrate and starve or drive other people and their

kings (who says " Ja Ja ! ") from hearth and home. The Irish never
cross the Channel, but are happy at home under the rule of British

landlords, who, with fatherly care do not sweat their flock—but only

fleece them. To Ireland the poor foreign Jews have, as yet, not pene-

trated (probably they could not save up the fares), and hence the

standard of comfort of the Irish peasants and wage-workers is an
almost ideal one (the man lying down with the hog). That there are,,

in the lower quarters of English industrial centres, people who talk

the Irish brogue, cannot certainly be denied ; but these are most pro-

bably foreign Jews, who, as we know to our cost, are capable of imi-

tating almost any tongue. The Sheffield knife grinders, the Leeds
shoddy hands, the miners of Wales, Lanarkshire, and ISTorthumber-

land, the nail makers of the Black Country, the Lancashire cotton

spinners, and the Scottish crofters are, it must be allowed, in some-

what pinched circumstances ; but if only the Royal Commission sits

long enough, and Mr. Arnold White be spared (LeGne Levi, the great,

good foreign Jew, alas ! is gone), we shall soon find, that at the bottom
of all which is not square and Christian-like in the life of our native

workpeople, there is the competition of these wretched, foreign

Israelites !

Nay, but dropping irony, is there nothing grimly grotesque in this

national hypocrisy ; in this desperate social Jew-baiting as a last

attempt to blind the native workers against the real causes of their

misery 1

For consider who it is that sets those sweating toilers at each others'

throats ; consider who it is that " starves our people out of hearth and
home," and gets all the profit out of this hellish science of flaying man
alive ! How could all these evil deeds be done, if there were no British-

liead-sv:eaters, no British Capital-jews, who gave the orders and took

the "goods" (what a mocking name !) to their West-end shops for sale

to British ladies and gentlemen ?

Since when has it become the fashion in this paradise of "Free-

Trade " to blame arid curse the outraged workers for the effects of that

freedom of competition, of which they are not the originators but the

victims ?

How long is it since Miss Cass was Endacotted and the Pall MaU
Gazette took the lead in the "Social Purity" crusade? That there is

in London, as in every capitalist centre, an open market, in which, for

the love or the need of money, women offer the use of their bodies to

" lords of creation," everybody seemed to be aware of ; that among tho

women thus trading in themselves there were many of foreign origin.,

and even Jewesses, nobody could gainsay
;
yet the leader of the Purity

crusade would neither notice the foreign tongue nor the ditto garb or

theirs but look at the women merely, the women pure and simple (or

impure and artful), and champion their cause, whilst for the immorality

of their transactions he made the men alone responsible. And his

argument? "If there were no men ready and eager to buy, no woman
could possibly sell herself."

The men, then, were to blame ; they were the lusty, idling brutes

(most of them foreigners, to be sure !) ; they were, in fact, the " pests

cf society," and nothing would do for them but the lash !

Now for the parallel. Does it not occur to the instructor of Demos-

that if there were in England no market for the labour of those starving

aliens, they could not possibly sell themselves as they do %

Should we not expect the democratic leader to take the part of the

sweated rather than that of the sweaters ] Why does he not call them

low, greedy brutes, fattening on the sweat of their fellow-men, veritable

pests of society ? Why does he not claim the lash for the Whiteleys,

Maples, and Oetzmans, as well as for their aiders and abettors ?

And yet, the parallel is not complete. Among the women who
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throng the West-end in vile and gay array, there are many who are

prompted into the market as sexual commodities not by hunger, want,

and destitution, but merely by t|ie preference of an idle, lustful life to

the joyless life of a worker ; whilst the poor victims of international

capitalistic rapacity have no choice whatever, but from the moment
of their landing on the shores of this " free country " are doomed to a

life of unremitting drudgery, to hunger, filth and pestilence, no matter

what the creed or nationality may be of him for whom they are bound
to toil.

But why do they come, then, if the flesh-pots of Great Britain be

not the attraction] For answer look to the leader in question : "The
great attraction to the foreign Jews, said a witness on Friday, is the

liberty and freedom enjoyed in this country compared with the despotic

country they were in."

That the rule of the Balfours and Warrens is comparative " liberty

and freedom " to the foreign Jews, whose fault is it ] Why don't they

stay at home and fight for their liberties as we do (who laughs there?)

here in London 1

There again we must turn to some friends of Neo-Journalism—the

Czar and Prince Bismark (and, since he has had a friendly lunch with

her British Majesty, also Francis Joseph of Austria). It is their

despotism the poor Jews and Christians are escaping from. The
" honest, chivalrous, and mild-ruling Czar," and the " mighty Chan-
cellor, whose deeds for the German nation are beyond the praise of

human tongue," are manifestly " too good " for those deluded foreigners

;

they run away (or are driven away in thousands by brute-force) to the

„ land of Law and Liberty, and

—

as the British evidently are also " too

good " for them—jump from the frying-pan into the fire.

But they must not do so any longer for nothing. If they have a

burning desire to be fried in the British fashion, they will Lave to pay
a tax first, suggests the neo-Christian leader.

Anyhow, the influx of " destitute aliens " must be stopped. How
ingenious ! To begin with : How do you know whether they are

altogether destitute? Perhaps they are destitute only of the "filthy

lucre "
;
yet they may be (some of them may be, at any rate) endowed

with brains and virtues, waiting only their opportunity to develope to

your advantage under the fertilising influence of your British sun,

your British sky, and your British munificence ! Who knows how
many of the professional stars in art and science, whom English society

delights to honour ?iow, would never have got the chance to instruct

or amuse the British public, if at the time of their landing they had
been asked to pay a "capitation" tax of ,£10 like any other bloated

Chinese in the ports of Australia ?

Again, the purpose of such a tax may be defeated—by the English

sweaters themselves. It is their interest to have a destitute surplus

population, as the " free " competing hands are ready to work for any-

thing that looks like a living. As an English female witness before

the sweating Lords' Commission pointed out (quite without rancour
against her foreign brethren, for the people are always better than their
" leaders "), such a tax would be futile as " the employers would go and
pay it for the foreigners," rather than let them sail away unsweated.

This shows that the poor aliens are rather wanted by the grasping

capitalists of this country. As an employer of labour, whose best man
had been run in overnight, duly appears in court en the morrow to

'bail" him out into the sweet liberty of his master's shop, so the agents

of British model sweaters would, no doubt, on arrival of a boatful of

" destitute aliens" hasten there to " Maple" out those in want of the

capitation tax and make them pay it back in weekly instalments with
five or ten per cent in addition as interest for friendliness shown in an
emergency.

Then consider, that if you make these foreigners pay a tax for merely
setting foot on British shores, you are bound to give them something
in return, at least a guarantee of their finding work to do. Can you
undertake that 1 At present they are nothing to you but beggars

;

then they will be paupers you have to care for according to your prin-

ciple of taxation. Again, if you send them back, they will work at

home still cheaper than they can do it here, and the wares, results of

their labour, will be landed instead, to compete with English work.
So what remains 1

Drown them in mid-ocean with a mill-stone round their necks 1

Even that, if applied universally, would deprive the capitalists of

" hands " to make profit for them, and thus endanger, among others,

the lives of English gentlemen, not bred to work, but to despoil.

Thus to the Christian and democratic mind, so much imbued with
imperial sentiment, the problem must appear puzzling. But it is not
so to the mind of those workers who look at the social question as one
of the power of economic circumstances, dividing the population of all

the capitalised*world into two nationalities and beliefs only-

—

the ex-

ploiters and the exploited.

The number of English wrorking men who take this view, is growing
fast in spite of the preachers of Social Jingoism, and this is the one

hopeful sign in this time of shams, hypocrites, and petty crusades.

The workers of all countries are engaged in guerilla warfare, leading

up to the one great and final reckoning with their common foe—the
International Exploiter of Labour, Andreas Scheu.

Canny Carnegie, the iron-monger and author of the pretentious
( Triumph-

ant Democracy,' has a strike on his hands, and his Edgar Thompson steel

works are being guarded by armed men. The strikers are Knights of Labour,
who don't take much stock in Carnegie's kind of "dsmocracy."

—

Workmen's
Advocate.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
SWEDEN.

Our comrade Axel Danielson, the editor of Arbetet (the Work) published
at Malmo, and who has done lately a considerable propaganda tour ail over

.

the land, has now been sentenced to one year's imprisonment.

SWITZERLAND.
The Federal Council of the Swiss '* Republic" at Berne has instructed

several Post-office directors of the country to send in the names and addresses
of albthose persons who are subscribers of the Sozial Demokrat. Prussifica-

tion of Switzerland goes on very nicely !

A new paper has been started at Berne, entitled Die Parole. It is a special

organ for the Swiss compositors and intends to deal with the various topic*

of Socialism. It is published by Fr. Marlin and will appear twice monthly..

BELGIUM.
Little Belgium, which is ruled by Mr. Leopold Saxe-Coburg, sovereign of

the African Congo State, and by M. Bismark, emperor of Germany, had its.

fair share of work last week. Comrade Bernstein, expelled from Switzer-

land, arrived at Brussels, en route—for elsewhere. He was duly received

at the railway station by two police officers, headed by a political agent sent

from Berlin, who intimated to him Puttkammer's order to at once leave that*

German province called Belgium. Another Socialist, our French comrade
Jules Guesde, who intended to lecture at Liege, was presented with a royal

decree of expulsion, even before he had reached the Chinese wall which
encloses that unfortunate land. A third Socialist, our Dutch comrade Cohenv
has been expelled from Belgium, because he has suffered six months' im-

prisonment in Holland for some political offence. The clerical government
there is even more stupid than it is allowed to any government to be.

From the beginning of May the Pexiple, the daily Socialist organ of our
Belgian comrades, is issued in a much larger size than before. The price of

the paper, although somewhat higher, is a remarkably cheap one : three

centimes—i.e., a little more than one farthing.
Last Sunday the first number of a new Socialist paper was issued at

Jolimont

—

Le Progres— and it is to be the organ of the working-men of
the Centre district (miners and glassblowers).

Comrade Louis Bertrand, one of the editors of the Peuple and of the
Avant-Garde (the Vanguard), has published a considerable work on the
* Lodgings of the Poor,' which will be of great value to all those who car&

for the study of social questions. His book (2s. 6d.) is introduced to the
reader in a masterly preface by our learned friend Dr. Cesar De Paepe, on,

the " Hygiene of the Worker."

GERMANY.
Puttkammer and his colleagues of the German police continue more-

actively than ever to persecute our Socialist comrades all over the country.
From the beginning of the present month hundreds of Socialist homes have
been searched by the Ihring-Mahlows and the Naporras who adorn by their

presence the blessed fatherland. Last Friday week a Berlin comrade was
searched, apparently in consequence of a denunciation, and 35,000 copies of

a pamphlet, ready for distribution, were found in his possession. At the
same time, at the address of another Berlin Socialist 6000 copies of the
same revolutionary pamphlet were seized. These two comrades were arrested,,

and besides these, four other friends who were concerned in the same propa-
ganda work. At Hamburg and at Dresden several Socialists have been
arrested because they had been distributing copies of the Sozwldemokrat.
At Elberfeld, comrade Grimpe has met with the same fate. It is impos-
sible to relate week after week the innumerable prosecutions and imprison-
ments undergone by o.ir German comrades; everyone knows that Germany
is more despotically ruled than any other country in Europe, and it will be-

so as long as our friends, who certainly deserve all praise for the patient and
resigned manner in which they suffer, do not become somewhat more ener-

getic in their opposition to all these Puttkammer brutalities.

The German Socialists have presented the family of the deputy Hasen-
clever, who has become incurably insane, with a sum of 12,000 marks,
acknowledging thereby the services rendered by the unfortunate man to the
cause of Socialism in Germany.
At Berlin 12,000 shoemakers have lately decided to strike. But as these

workers are not sufficiently organised and have not funds enough to secure
a victory over their employers, this strike will not last very long and will

only assume the form of a large demonstration, in order to attract the atten-
tion of the public to the awful misery which prevails among the workers of
that particular trade. Most of the Berlin shoemakers have to work 18 hours
a-day, and the best paid "hands" get 18s. per week, the average wages only
being 14s. weekly.
Joseph Dietzgen, a German Socialist of considerable knowledge, died at

Chicago, where he acted as editor of the Arbeiterzeitung (the Workers5 Jour-
nal), in the latter part of last month. A skinner by trade, he devoted a
large portion of his time and life to the study of social economics. Among
the working-men he is certainly the one who has best understood the econ-
omical theories of Karl Marx, and who has done most to popularise the
doctrines of the modern or scientific Socialism. This was publicly acknow-
leged by Karl Marx himself, in the preface to the second German edition
of ' Das Kapital,' where Marx stated that Dietzgen had undoubtedly won a
brilliant victory over all the bourgeois economists who had attacked his
views. Dietzgen was the author of a series of articles on Capital which
appeared at that time in the Volkstaat, and created a good deal of sensation.

He edited a great number of pamphlets ; among others, ' die Religion der
Sozialdemokratie' (Religion of Socialism), 'Nationaloekonomisches' (on
political economy), ' die Zukunf t der Sozialdemokratie ' (the Future of Social-

democracy), etc., etc. Dietzgen was not only an economist, he was a philos-

opher too ; and I should like to say, contrarily to the adopted views, that
he has rendered even more service in the field of philosophical thought than
in that of pure economics. As he was a disciple of Marx in economical
matters, so also he adopted Marx's method of interpretation of history, but
he did not only follow his master's materialistic views, he also made personal
investigations which led him to the conception of a new system that was-

published in 1869, under the title of 'Das Wesen der menschlichen Kopfar-
beit ' (The essence of man's intellectual work). Dietzgen went to New York
in the Lent of 1884, and became the first editor of the now widely-spread
organ of the German Socialists in America, Der Sozialist. In 1886 he with-
drew from the editorship of the New York paper and went to Chicago^
where, in the month of May of that year, he entered the Arbeiterzeitung*.

He died at the age of sixty years. V. D.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Aberdeen Bakers.—A branch of the, Operative Baker*' National Federal
Union was inaugurated in Aberdeen last week. There are now thirty-one
€ nitres in connection with the Union, with a membership of 3275.

Nut and Bolt Trade,—On Saturday, in accordance with the decision of
the men, seven days' notice was ser red upon the Darlastou nut and bolt
manufacturers, demanding the restoration of the 1881 list, less 5 per cent.

The Self-help Movement.—Some time ago there was some talk about
the formation of a self-help concern in Todmorden, but it fell through. The .

matter has again been revived, and it is to be hoped it will be well supported.

Bakers' Strike at the East End.—A movement in connection with the
excessive hours of labour in the East End of London, culminated in a strike
»ti Monday, when some three hundred Jewish and German journeymen
bakers left their work. They demand better wages as well as shorter hours,
and much sympathy is expressed for them by men of other trades. The men
paraded the streets during the day, stopping at every bakers shop and \

cheering, the result generally being that the men inside turned out and
joined the strikers. Considerable excitement prevailed during tht day.

Retaliating.—It may be remembered that a fortnight ago we reported
a settlement as having taken place at Angola Mill, and that the weavers had
resumed work on the previous Tuesday morning, the employer having con-
ceded the demands of the operatives. We are informed" that now the
employer referred to lias adopted a system of retaliation, and instead of

posting up a list of prices has substituted a list of tines, of which the follow-
ing is a copy : Five minutes late, Id. ; ten minutes, 2d. ; breakfast time, Gd.

;

absent one day, Is.; thin places, Id.; thick places, Id.; ends weaving out
6' inches but under 1 yard, Id. ; 1 to 2 yards, 2d. ; 2 to 3 yards, 3d.; 3 to 4
yards, 4d. ; all through the cut, Gd. ; floats, 3d. each ; wrong check, Id.

;

yearn, Gd.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

Railway Employees' Hours of Labour.—The return of the long hours
worked on railways is beginning to have some effect with several companies.
Reports from Leeds and other large centres all give accounts cf the read-
justment of the day's work allotted the men ; and there is a prospect of
more regular work taking the place of the three or four long days and two
blank ones, which has been the customary method of making up a week's
diity. We regret, however, to find, in some cases, that the companies—or
to be more accurate, the officials—are enforcing the new order of things in
assort of spiteful spirit, and with the evident intention of making the cure
appear to be worse than the disease. In such cases complaints should be
made to the chief officials, who we hope may be trusted to see that no in-
justice is done the men.

—

Railway Review.

Filching Extraordinary.—The miners employed at Messrs. Gardner and
Sons* colliery, Kirkintilloch, are at present on strike. The cause of the dis-

pute is the loss on the output of coal insisted on by the employers when the
least particle of dirt is mixed up in it. For 4 lbs. of " wild " coal the men
lose 1 cwt., and so on up to 14 lbs.; for every additional 1 lb. found in a
man's work he loses 1 ton 4 cwt. And according to Mr. Gardner the scale is

unusually moderate. The firm has been getting a good proportion of the
coal dug for nothing for several months past, but the men now see the folly

of labouring in vain, and hence the strike. It is satisfactory to know that
the shale miners of the West Gilder and Broxburn district have voted a
weekly sum of £4 while the dispute lasts,—The foregoing statement seems
almost incredible, but it is reported by a trustworthy correspondent in the
district.

International Trades Union Congress. — The International Trades
Union Congress will meet in London on November 6. The official language
of the Congress will be French. The chairman of the Parliamentary Com-
mittee (Mr. W. Crawford, M.P.) will preside at the congress, and deliver an
address of welcome to the foreign delegates. Reports as to the condition of
labour in the respective countries will be p re-sen ted by each nationality re-

presented at the congress. The subjects for debate will include : 1st, the
most efficacious means for removing the obstacles to free combination in

foreign countries ; 2nd, the best methods of combination among the workers
in various countries ; 3rd, the limitation of production by means of the re-

duction of the hours of labour ; the desirability, or otherwise of State regu-
lation of the hours of labour. The voting will, be by nationality. There
will be a reception of the foreign delegates by the British trades on the
Monday evening previous to the conference.

Evading the Factory Acts.—The Spinners' Union has resolved upon
vigorous action to put a stop to the practice now widely prevalent by which
employers and managers seek to shift their responsibility for breaches of the
Factory Acts by hanging up notices in the mills. These notices make the
spinners and heads of departments responsible if any boy, girl, or woman is

caught working during prohibited hours. The Spinners' Union is deter-

mined that this innovation shall not in future be brought into play against
any of its members, and the committee has decided upon three propositions,

If the spinners are to be held responsible for their little piecers being
caught working during meal hours, they will insist upon being allowed
proper time during engine hours for cleaning. If this right is denied them,
they will insist upon the notices being pulled down. In case employers and
managers refuse to pull down the notices and allow matters to take their

own chance, as formerly was the case, and be responsible as far as all tines

and costs are concerned when prosecutions take place, the men will be
brought out on strike until such notices are withdrawn.

. The Pending Strike at Oldham.—The result of the ballot amongst the
Oldham spinners as to the demand for a 5 per cent, advance in wages shows
tliat 3,995 are in favour of striking if the advance is not granted, whilst
only 102 are against. The employers have not yet come to any decision.

The impression in the district, however, is general that the advance will be
grudgingly yielded. The Cotton Factory Times says: "We have not yet
heard of any employer saying he would not give the advance when the
month's notice for the same expired. True, there has been a lot of grumbling
among shareholders, directors, and mill managers ;

but these are all coming
to, and making up their minds, now that the spinners and cardroom workers
are not to be frightened into withdrawing their- notices, that the wisest

thing, to do is to grant the operatives their modest claim. The chairman
of-a apinning company was heard to say during the present week that if he
rnpst have his mind he would starve the workpeople into submission, and
make them afraid to ever ask for another advarice ; but, he remarked, ' I

reckon we shall have to give it them.' This very same man is now in an
independent position, and made his fortune mostly out of the working

classes, and yet he dislikes seeing them trying to improve their position in,

life. It is a true saying that most of the men who have lifted themselves
out of the ruck of the masses are fhe worst employers to work for."

The Meaning of the Sweater.—Few people have yet grasped the real
moral of the evidence now being poured in daily to the Lords Committee on
" Sweating," under the skilful management of Mr. Arnold White. We are
all much too ready to abuse the so-called " sweater," the sub-contractor who
grinds the faces of the very poor. But the sub-contractor is himself merely/
the^ instrument of superior forces. The surplus value produced by the?
" hands " under his supervision is not for him. He cedes the produce to
larger capitalists, and is allowed to retain, on an average, only the competi-
tion wage of his own slave-driving ability. The classes who really profit by
his exertions are three in number, and only by their restraint and gradual
elimination can the worker obtain the full product of his labour. There is

first the landlord, of town site or slum tenement, whose rents are raised by
the overcrowding and local congestion which makes sweating possible.
Then there is the large contractor, whose command over the instrument of
production enables him, by advances, discounts, rebates, and what not, to
squeeze his sub-contractor. And, finally, the investing capitalist, himself
holding aloof from the contamination of actual trade, innocently shares the
plunder with the contractor in the form of dividends, interest on bank de-
posits, and so on. But the first two classes sit in Parliament, and the third
philanthropically goes " slumming." Hence all the social obloquy is reserved
for their poor tool, the sub-contractor, who does not in the least understand
what it is all about.

—

Star.

Freedom !— Before the Committee on Sweating last Friday Johann Franks,
a Eussian Jew, said he had worked in Russia and Roumania twelve or thir-

teen hours a clay before he came to London, three years ago, because in

Russia there was no liberty. In London he had freedom, but worked seven-
teen to eighteen hours a day, and sometimes more. (!)

State-ownership of Railways.—Whatever may be the feeling among
the people of this kingdom regarding the State-ownership of the railways,
there is evidently very little sympathy with it anipng their representatives
in the House of Commons, as was ve-y clearly shown in the debate, when
Mr. Watt, who introduced the subject, found scarcely any support. It is a.

large debatable question that could not be settled in a day ; and whatever
disadvantages can be hurled at the proposal, it has advantages worthy of

consideration—particularly the revenue the country would derive from its

possession of the railways, and the feasible proposition that they would he
worked for the benefit of the community instead of, as at present, for im-
mense dividends.

—

Railway Review.

"Satan reproving Sin."—One of the strikers at Hargher Clough Mill,

was recently charged at the Burnley police court with using abusive lan-

guage to another operative who had remained at work. In opening the case

the lawyer for the plaintiff said, " These people had a right to go on strike,

but they had no right to deny freedom of contract to everybody but them-
selves, and they had no right to influence other people who were willing to

work, after they had struck work." This is very funny coming from a
member of the Lawyers Union, one of the strictest in the country. It is

more than likely that a lawyer who had exercised his " freedom of contract

"

to the detriment of his fellows, in the manner of the "knobstick" weaver,
would have encountered something rmore damaging than a little abusive
language.

Stand by your Comrades.—It is not without regret, and even annoyance*
that we notice how even members of trade unions are inclined to believe

what managers tell them when they (the men) are wanted to fill up the
places of men on strike. With a piece-work system which depends on the
quality of the work supplied, if an operative is to earn decent wages there
will always be a certain proportion of strikes going on amongst the hundreds
of mills in the four counties. Except in very exceptional cases, and then,

only after consulting their local secretaries, operatives should always fight

shy of firms advertising for hands. Promises to pay this, that, or the other
list should be taken no notice of, as all concerned may rest assured that
strikes will not be resorted to unless something is wrong. When a dispute
occurs between the workpeople and their employers, all operatives ought to

make it a point of honour to let them have it to themselves, and give no
more trouble than they would like to have themselves uhder similar circum-
stances.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

The eight years that witnessed the transformation of the 95,000,000 dollars

left by the old Commodore Vanderbilt into 217,000,000 in the hands of his

son William, also saw the creation of an army of tramps a million strong.

—

Providence (R. I.) People.

Disunionists.—It is well for Socialists to remember that the people will

not advance towards Socialism any faster than they acquire a knowledge of
sound political economy, and the presence of scheming, glib-tongued dis-

organisers in a labour organisation can do much towards hindering the bulk
of the members from acquiring such knowledge by filibustering methods,
such as the spreading of calumnies and creating suspicion against those who
would assist evolution by advocating the most democratic methods of organ-
isation and procedure.— Workmen's Advocate.

A Natural Frontier.—The Spanish Government has re-opened negotia-
tions with France for the making of two new lines of railway across the
Pyrenees, one passing through Canfranc, in Upper Aragon, and the other
along the Noguera Valley, in the district of Lerida, Catalonia. The Cortes
will vote a subsidy of forty thousand pesetas per kilometre for both lines,

native capital being offered in Saragossa and Barcelona for the whole amount
required. The only serious difficulty in both countries is the resistance

offered by military men and many politicians, on the ground of the danger^
that might result from the opening of two tunnels in a great natural moun-
tain barrier. Thus does the present ridiculous condition of the "civilised"

world hinder the drawing near together of the peoples ! What in the name
of wonder can be the " dangers " of lessening the " natural barrier " except
under an artificial system of isolation and suspicion ?

That Share.—Since labour creates all values except what are the free

gift of God to man, labour must receive its just share of what it creates.—
Journal of United Labour.—Yes, evidently. But why quibble about what
that share is ? If God recognises no favouritism in the distribution of his

gift—nature—and labour creates all else, then evidently labour's share is all
.

wealth. Brain work as well as hand work, wages of superintendence as well
as of other work must be considered in the term labour. This being done,
the demand should be for the total product of industry. Through a co-

operative system this should be accomplished, and interest, profit, and rent
abolished.

—

People.
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REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending May 26, 1888. ;

21

23

24

25

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
Thur.

Fri.

Sat.

1796. Trial of John Reeves for seditious libel. 1820. Murder of

Sandt, executioner of Kotzebue.

Revolt of the Jacquarie. 1798. Trial of James O'Coigly,

Arthur O'Connor, John Binns, John Allen, and Jeremiah
Leary.

Victor Hugo died.

1498. Savonarola burned. 1851. Lalor Shiel died.

1744. Maffctborn. 1804. Trial of Wm. Cobbett for libel. 1879.

W. L. Garrison died. 1885. Rioting at Paris.

R. W* Emerson born. 1848. John Mitchel transported for

14 years. 1871. Strike of 9,050 engineers at Newcastle.

1881. Most found guilty ; judgment deferred for argument
of legal points.

Trial of W. Cobbett for libel. 1817. Trial of Niel Douglas
for sedition. 1868. Michael Barrett hung. 1879. Osinski,

Brandner, and Svizidcnko hanged in Kieff for Socialist pro-

paganda and resisting arrest.

1368.

1885.

1803.

1804.

Trial of John Beeves.—This, -which was tried at the Guildhall before a special

jury, was for a stupid reactionary pamphlet, that offended the susceptibility of

the Commons by belittling their place in the Constitution ; it resulted in a ver-

dict of " Not Guilty."—S.

Trial of Arthur. O' Connor , and others.—This has been already spoken of under
April 25, the date of O'Connor's death, in the account of his life. O'Coigly 's

life will be given under June 7, the date of his execution. The prisoners were
arrested at Margate, Feb. 28, 179S, where they had gone to get across to France,

with papers upon them addressed to the French directory from a revolutionary

committee in England. Committed to the Tower, March 6, on a charge of high

treason, taken to Maidstone gaol on April 7, and tried before a Special Com-
mission there on May 21 and 22. Witnesses for the defence included C. J. Fox,

R. B. Sheridan, and many others Of repute. O'Connor was acquitted, but held

on a warrant as already told ; O'Coigly found guilty, sentenced, and hung ;

Binns, Allen, and Leary were acquitted and discharged.—S.

Death of Richard Lalor Shiel.—Poet, lawyer, revolutionist, M.P., office-holder.

Whig, and 1 eactionary. This is the exact order of things in the mental and
social evolution of a man, who at one part of his career bid fair to be one of the

most powerful elements in upsetting despotism in Ireland. He was the son of a

merchant, at one time in a large way of business in Cadiz. Was born at Bellevue

House, County Waterford, August 16, 1791. At 11 was a pupil at a school kept
by Prince de Broglie at Kensington ; from there went to Stonyhurst, and in

November, 1807, entered Trinity College, Dublin, graduating 1811. His family's

circumstances changing he was indebted to friends for the means of studying for

the bar, adding to such support some rather large sums of money which he
earned by dramatic authorship, some of his dramas being immensely successful,

much of the success being due it is said to a very popular actress of the time.

As a lawyer he was not a very great success. His political speech-making began
as early as eighteen, and were tremendous successes. In 1822 he gave much
labour to the Catholic Association, and was sent with O'Connell to plead at the

bar of the House against the suppression of the Association (see Commonweal
ante). This not being allowed by Parliament, when he returned to Ireland his

speeches were so violent that lie was prosecuted ; but before the trial came on
Lord Liverpool was seized with that fortunate attack of apoplexy which took

him from the House of Lords to the House of Gods, and the proceedings were
abandoned. The Roman Catholic Relief Bill allowed Shiel to be returned to

Parliament, being elected in 1829 for Lord Anglesey's borough of Milbourne
Port. His theatrical style of speech in the House were for a time rather a sur-

prise, but he became a great favourite. In 1838 he was appointed one of the

Commissioners, of Greenwich Hospital. Like so many others who for a time
have almost held the fate of a whole nation at command, Shiel sold himself for

a mess of pottage. He had, he said, " forgotten all his law" when Lord Mel-
bourne asked him to take office, and so having been a lawyer and forgotten all

his law, it was seriously proposed to find him a good job at the Ordnance. This
is the sort of thing which makes our army and navy a gigantic fraud on the
nation. Men who take any sort of post so long as there is good pay to be drawn.
In 1839 he was appointed Vice-President of the Board of Trade, and sworn in a

privy councillor. In 1841 he was for a few months Judge Advocate General,

and in 1846 was appointed Minister to the Court of Tuscany at Florence, which
was worked for the purpose of relieving him from the necessity of voting directly

for or against the Government in their anti-Catholic schemes of the time, and to

have a friend close to the seat of the Pope to work the oracle in case of necessity.

Naturally, when he had once touched_ Government gold he opposed all his old

ideas and friends

—

" We now
Contaminate fmr ringers with base bribes ;

I'd rather be a dog and bay the moon
Than such."

He died at Florence, May 23, 1851 ; his body was conveyed to Ireland, he had
betrayed, and buried at Long Orchard, Tipperary. —T. S.

Trials of W. Cobbett.—That on the 24th was for "libel" in having attacked

the Lord Lieutenant, Lord Chancellor, and ofcher Irish officials, in a letter en-

titled * Affairs of Ireland,
5 which appeared in his Register. He was found guilty

but not called up for sentence, on condition that he appeared as Crown witness

against Mr. Justice Johnson, the real writer of the letter ; this he did. On the

26th Cobbett was tried for a libel on W. C. Plunkett, Solicitor-General of Ire-

land, who had prosecuted Emmett, and was bitterly attacked for his conduct on
the trial by Cobbett in the Register ; £500 damages.—S.

Jerome Savonarola. — The famous Puritan monk of Florence was born at

Ferrara on the 21st of September 1452, of a distinguished family of scholars in

the age when rejuvenated Italy was the seat of all the arts, sciences, and luxuries

of life. He had hardly attained manhood when, renouncing an almost certain

prospect of being the petted idol of all the rich and powerful in a country com-
manding the tribute of all the earth, he secretly fled from his father's house and
buried for life his commanding features and eyes of living fire in the sable hood
of the Dominicans. As the careless world without was more gross and gorgeous
in its heartless career of vice and crime than is recorded of any other age or

clime, so did this disciple of Saint Dominic make his solitary cell the more
severely mortifying to the tender flesh. From that cell poured forth to an as-

tonished world before long such a flood of soul-stirring oratory as far surpassed
the combined utterances of all other black friars rolled into one, although it is

the special attribute and ambition of this sombre sect to be known as " preachers."
Popes and kings shook in their shoes when they heard the fierce phillipics of Frater
Hieronymus, Fra Girolamo, or Brother Jerome. They sent humble messages to
his convent to procure his good graces. He was arbiter of the disputes of nations.

More than this, a society stink in selfish sensual indulgence, which listened to

nothing else, yet listened to him. He became a social volcano, upheaving the

rooted customs of centuries. Voluptous lords and ladies flung their treasures at

his feet, and begged him to lead them to a n€w manner of life. But in a fatal

moment, at the height of his power, the great Jerome turned his scathing rhetoric

at a power which has never brooked the interference of monk or monarch, angel
from heaven or fiend from hell. Savonarola attacked the solid phalanx, of the

children of mammon, the money-changers and profit-mongers, the all-powerful
gentry upon whose artful schemes of plunder every luxurious society is founded.
The end was short and terrible. Though popes and kings had feared him, they
were powerless to harm, for the people had followed him as a living god. Not
so the Mammonites. They rose' as one man against their latest enemy. They
filled the very air with lying accusations against the fearless, incorruptible monk.
They swayed the foolish mob like reeds before the wind. They caused the never
wincing Jerome to be dragged to the public square of Florence, burned alive as

he hung from a cross in chains, and then had even his ashes flung into the swift

river, so that no vestige of his mortal frame should be left behind. Even as the

Florence of 149S, so is the Chicago of 1887 !—L. W.

William Lloyd Carrison.—The man to whom, above all others, the negro owes
his freedom to-day from chattel slavery, was born on the 10th of December, 1805,

on a spot which was even then a shrine to thousands, and is to-day a place of

pilgrimage to thousands more. This is a certain church in the town of Newbury-,
port, which town lies at the mouth of the Mcrrimac Paver in North-eastern
Massachusetts. Within a few feet of the little house, where in dire poverty
Garrison was born, still" lies the embalmed form of the greatest pulpit orator

who has used the English tongue, the man to whom in Tottenham Court Road sc

many thousands
" Came to scoff, and stayed to pray."

Above the body of Whitfield in the old church is the pulpit from which the

venerable Jonathan Parsons (who lies now by Whitfield's side, and was in life

second only to him) thundered forth the passionate appeal to sons of liberty

among his parishioners to form a company in the broad aisle of the meeting-

house on a famous Sunday in 1775, which company was one of the foremost in

the little band which thrice sent the red-coated hirelings of British oppression

reeling down the slope of what is now called Bunker Hill. Born in such an
atmosphere, how could Garrison be anything else but a child of liberty? His
father, a clever but dissipated rover of the sea, died soon after the son's birth.

The mother was left to struggle with a large family of infants. Young Garrison
served his seven years in the printing-office of the Xewburyport Herald, an obse-

quious political organ of the commercial aristocracy of New England, opposed to

all Radicals and reformers, and of course to such social disturbers as •* aboli-

tionists," had there been any then existing. As is often the case in newspaper
offices, those who are too near the throne or behind the scenes are influenced by
contraries in regard to the ex-cathedra utterances of the editorial room, young
Garrison became everything which the newspaper abhorred. He started an anti-

slavery paper of his own. He spoke against slavery, and was promptly mobbed
1 >y the " respectable" elements of the day. He bearded the lion in his den,

publishing an anti-slavery paper in Baltimore, the citadel of the most belligerent

of the slave-owning class. Of course, Garrison was promptly thrown nto prison.

After getting released he began his well-known Liberator, of Boston, which
thundered forth for thirty-five 3' ears a voice for freedom which had to be heard,

and which only died Avith Lincoln's proclamation of emancipation. Garrison

was one of the most earnest, indomitable, and persistent of men, cold and
courageous, casting aside all interest in aught but the work he had in hand. It

was this concentration of energy which made him accomplish such a glorious

victory. Yet he was not, like so many more puny-minded reformers, unable to

see the importance of other work, although of necessity he left it to other hands.

The familiar scoff of the slave-owners, that some abolitionists were upholders of

worse slavery elsewhere, could never be applied to Garrison. As he was "with-
out fear," so was he " without reproach."—L. VY.

Trial of Niel Donglas.—This prisoner, who had been a member of the cele-

brated British Convention of 1793, in the proceedings of which he took a promi-
nent part, was a Univer?alist preacher. He was accused of having, at the
Andersonian Institution class-room, John Street, Glasgow, made certain " prayers,

sermons, or declamations," in which King George was likened to Nebuchadnezzar,
the Regent called a poor infatuated wretch and a worshipper of Bacchus, and
the House of Commons told that its members wrcre sold like bullocks and the
House itself corrupt. Found by the jury not guilty, and told by the judge not
to do it again.—S.

Hanging Barrett.—Michael Barrett was hung for his part m the Clerkenwell
explosion, and was the last to sutler in public in England. His demeanour was
admirable ; no bravado, but firm, unshaken, dignified. The prison officials gave
public expression to their favourable opinion of him gained from his conduct
while in their charge, and all witnesses affirm the calmness of his face as he
scanned the crowd who had coiVie to see him die.—S.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and W.
Blundell are the Librarians.

Annual Conference.—The Fourth Annual Conference of the Socialist League
will be held at 13 Fm ringdon Road, on Whit-Sunday, May 20. The time of

meeting will be as follows—Morning, 10 till 1; Afternoon, 2 till 5; Evening,
6 till business is concluded. All members attending Conference must, before
admittance, produce card of membership. Branches are particularly requested
to supply their delegates with written mandates. Provender—Comrades wishing
provision to be made for them are requested to send in their names at once.

Branch Subscriptions Paid.— 1SS7: Hastings, Nottingham, Pelsall—None.
Croydon, Glasgow, Leeds—to end of March. Ipswich (.?)—to end of May. Hull
—to end of September. Norwich (?), Wednesbury—to end of October. Edin-
burgh—to end of November. 1SSS :—Marylebone—to end of January. Acton,
Bloomsbury, Bradford, Hackney Leicester, L.E.L. (Hoxton), Oxford, Stam-
ford Hill, Walsall—to end of March. Clerkenwell, Fulham, Hammersmith,
Merton, North London, Mile er.d—to end of April. Mitcham—to end of May.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Weekhj—W. B., 6d. C. J. F., 2s. 6d. K. F., Is. Langley, 2s. P. W., 6cL

Oxford Branch, 2s.

Propaganda Fund.—Collected at Regent's Park, 10s. Id. Collected at Hyde
Park, Is. 8^d.

East-end Propaganda Fund.—May 8th, collected at Berners Street Club,

3s. 3d. May 15th, collected at Victoria Park, 4s. 4^d. Donation, Mrs. Sand
ham, 7s. 6d.—Joseph Lane, Treasurer.
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RfiPORTS.
Bloomsbury. — Qn Thursday la*fc, A. K. Donald

lectured here on " The History of Land Holding in

England." Slight discussion. On Sunday, Donald,
Manly, and Bartlett addressed meeting at St. Pancras
Arches.^-W. W. B.

Clekkenwell.—On Sunday evening, May 13th,

Alfred Adams' Dramatic and Musical Class gave an
-entertainment for the benefit of the New Branch
Premises Fund, The hall was well filled. The pro-

gramme consisted of two very funny farces and vocal

concert. According to a London evening newspaper,
" everybody seemed very jolly, especially the women,
who laughed till the tears ran down their cheeks. .

."

The Marseillaise finished a very pleasant evening.—B.

FuLHAM.—Tuesday evening, opposite Liberal Club,
good meeting addressed by Morris ; some opposition
easily disposed of. Sunday morning Morris spoke.
Fair sale of Weal; 2s. 2d. collected for branch. In
evening, Catterson Smith and Groser spoke outside,

^and Sparling lectured on " The Last Revolution."—G.
;: Hyde Park.—Sunday afternoon, Donald, Mahon,
and Samuels spoke ; Is. 8Jd. collected. 31 Common*
weal -sold.

KiNGSLAtfP Green.—Sunday morning, Charles and
Parker spoke. Two new members.
Merton.—This branch has now secured a new and

commodious club-house, and are making arrangements
for a fresh open-air station at Tooting Railway Bridge.
Our premises will be opened on May 28th with a con-

cert, to which all members of the League are welcome.
—P. Kitz.
Mile End and Bethnal Green. — Sunday morn-

ring, Mainwaring spoke on Mile-end Waste. After-
aioon in Victoria Park, Mainwaring, Brooks, Davis,
Charles, and Parker spoke to largest meeting we have
•ever held there;' lasting three hours and a-half. Sold
one quire of Commonweal. Collected for East-end
Propaganda, 4s. 4^d.—H. M.
Mitcham.—Sunday, good meeting on Mitcham Fair

'Green, addressed by Kitz, Eden, and Knight. Good
sale of Commonweal.—H. G.
North London.—Good meeting at Ossulston Street

on Friday evening by Cantwell, Donald, Parker, and
Bartlett.

Regent's Park.—Our meeting here was a complete
success. The speakers were Cantwell, Henderson,
and Davis. Two quires of Commonweal sold, and
10s. Id. collected.

Stamford Hill. —Brooks, Charles, Parker, and
Mainwaring spoke here on Sunday evening. One new
member.
Edinburgh.—Weekly meetings for training speakers

pretty well attended. On 3rd, Davidson on *' How to

realise Socialism"; on 10th, Donaldson on " Chris-
tianity and Socialism." Great many took part in

^discussions.

Glasgow.—On Saturday, Glasier, Pollock, and Gil-

bert held a meeting at Cambuslang. On Sunday after-

noon Glasier addressed a very large and attentive
crowd on Jail Square. In the evening at Paisley Road
Pollock and Glasier spoke to another large audience.
There are always a number of people waiting us at

this station who appear to be greatly interested in our
teaching. Afterwards, in our rooms, comrades Muir-

f head and Glasier were appointed delegates to the Con-
ference, with instructions.

Ipswich. —Sunday week, good meeting. Saturday
12th, meeting at Barrack Comer ; many questions put
and answered. Sunday, attentive meeting at Ship
launch.

Leeds.—During past week we have been very busy
in connection with a strike of Jewish tailors here.

Over a dozen meetings have been addressed during the
strike, and comrade Kemmelhor, the chairman of the
Associated Societies, has worked indefatigably. On
Sunday afternoon we addressed a meeting of about
3,500 people in Vicar's Croft. The crowd, besides
feeing, in hearty sympathy with the strikers, con-

'tribuxed towards their expenses. We hope to give

details n£«t week.—P.
^Leicester.—May 13, Fowkes discussed "Socialism
v. Individualism" with an anti-Socialist named Roberts
at Highfields Working Men's Club, Barclay and Rob-
son also present. All round discussion followed.
Norwich.—Friday last, meeting on St Catharine's

Plain by Mowbray. Another on Sunday morning at

Catton ; also at Eaton by Adams and Morley. In the
afternoon at Market Place ; in evening another en-

thusiastic and attentive outdoor meeting addressed by
Poynts and Mowbray. Good sale Commonweal. Tues-
.day last Sutton and Nowbray elected delegates.

^ j Walsall.—Last Monday Deakin lectured on " The
• Socialism of Carlyle." Saturday, Sanders spoke in
* open-air ; many questions put and answered. Sanders
also addressed meeting on Sunday on the West Brom-
>wich Road.—J. T. D.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton.—-17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-

L.E.L. Club and Institute. — On Sunday last,

W. C. WacLe lectured to a good audience on "The
Communist Manifesto." Discussion followed.

Junior Socialist Educational Society.—Owing
to non-attendance of Lefevre last Saturday, a visitor

opened a discussion on " The Organisation of the

Different Socialist Bodies." Received with some
' opposition.—A. F.

United Radical Club.—On Sunday evening last,

H. A. Barker lectured ut the United' Radical Club,

. !£$$ Street, Hackney Road, on "The Moral and
fidotioraic Bases of Socialism."

nelTs Dining Rooms). Sundays at 8 p.m.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road. Thursday May 17, at 8.30,

Concert in aid of Branch—Programmes 6d. /24th.

Business Meeting. 31st. G. B. Shaw, a led(jire.

June 7. Dr. E. B. Aveling, " Evolution and Social-*

ism." "
.

.

ClerkenwelL—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd. , B. C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Fulham.S Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
May 20, at 8 p.m., R. Catterson Smith, "Socialism
and Morals."

Hackney.—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
No lecture Sunday 20th, because of Conference.

Hoxton.—Labour Emancipation * League Club and
Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch. ).

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-

roerston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

Mile-end and Bethnal Grfen.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business meeting every Thursday evening
at 9 p.m. Debating Class for members after meeting.

North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air

meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary,

Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite

Holboru Town Hall.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Sunday night meetings

in Baker Street Hall, at 6. Secretary, J. Leatham,
15 St. Nicholas Street.

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Dis-

cussion every Thursday at 8.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p. m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily.

Leeds.—Clarendon Bniklings, Victoria Rd. and Front
%

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting
Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Payfipr,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds. *

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Tuesday at 8.30. Members
meeting. Wednesday at 8.30, Ways and Means and
Literary Committees. Thurday, open from 8 until

10.30 p.m. Saturday, Co-operative Clothing As-
sociation, 8 until 10.30. No lectures will be held in

Gordon Hall on Sunday evenings during summer
months. Sunday May 27th, at 11 a.m., a meeting
will be held at Wymondham, addressed by comrades
Adams and Sutton.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenbouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-

tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Lonix>n—Sunday 20.

11 ...Turnham Green—Front Common ...Acton Bch.

11. 30...Hackney—Salmon and Ball Cores

11.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
1 1.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch

7. 30...Stamford Hill Charles & Mainwaring

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday:. Jail's Square at 10.30; Paisley

Road at 5.

Leeds.—Sunday : Vicar's Croft, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Monday : Thorpe village, at 8 p.m. Fri-

day : St Catharine's Plain, at 8 p.m. Sunday:
Catton, at 11.30 ; Market Place at 3 and 7.45.

West Bromwich—Near the Fountain, every Sunday
morning at 11.15.

Smethwkk.—Near Spon Lane, every Sunday morning
at 12.

New Branch Premises Fu^d (Clerxenwell).—
Will Branch secretaries kindly make their returns as

speedily as possible. Received from Hammersmith
Branch, 2s. 3d. ; Wyand, 6d. : J. Flqcktpn, 2s.— ;

J. Turner, R^Turn^bi, 31 Flockton, W. BLtmriELL,

^Entertainment Cohrrt^W, 13 Farringdjin Rd., &C
FREEMASONS' 4ARMS,

; ...
*

8WLai»G;*AdREf:\.' .-

*: *"" ;

,

(Proprietor, comrade J. J. H*J, l^^e^f.Biltibn and. Phoenix Halte)

Discussions every Sundayvi# Ijfatt of this Tavern.

< THE AJfSf^A^
Advocate of Liberty

~

New Lamm*»n Rbu<

m^BAVTCAL:
^tty,*l&id Fraternity
ami]km, Australia.

This journal i§ th^bjygii^ot^he Australian Socialist

League. Copies ina^llehiad^t the office of the Com-
monweal, 13 Famngdfo* Roa|j|p.C. ljd. per copy,

Is. 6d. per quarter, pcte^free.JT

Now ready* Royal 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions

for the Socialist League.

Reeves & lurner, 196 Strand ; or Commonweal Office.

Now Ready, Price One Shilling Abound in Cloth,

Two and Sixpence.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN.
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis—The Economic
Basis—Current Fallacies—Objections—Quaek Reme-

dies for Poverty—Methods and Future, etc.

With Preface _
written by William Morris.

William Reeves, 185, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction.

With Portraits.

Price 6d., post free 7£d.

Apply for Copies at Commoniveal Office, l^Farringdor*

Road, London, E.C.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles

of Social Democracy. By J. Skeschley. An
Introduction by William Morris. 240 pp. ,

post

free Is. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

"Social Science (^ew York). Containing
splendid full-page Portraits of the eight Chicago
Anarchists, with good Biographical Notices of

each. Price, post free, 5d. 6 copies, post free,

2s. 4d. 12 copies, 4s. 6d. 3 dozen, 12s. 6d.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free.

The Irish Question. Third Edition. 32
pages, in Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or

more copies post free.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

LEAFLET
Saturday at 1

THE
Published every Saturday at 1 p.m.

Thomas Bolas. Packet of 25, Id., Postage Jd.; 1000

Is. 6d., Postage 6d.—Leaflet Press, Cursitor St, ELC.

NEWSPAPER,
Edited by

niTY OF LONDON COLLEGE, White Street,

Moorfields (close to Moorgate Street Station).

—

A Russian Class has been started at this College on
Mondays at 7 p.m., taught by N. \V. Tchaykovaky.

Terms 9s. per quarter.

Id.

Mrs/ Wardle will supply Brnnch Subscription Cards
at 9d. per doz. Leaflet Press, Cursitor street.

On Saturday May 19th

A Concert and Social Evening will be held at the
L.E.L. Club and Institute, 1 Hoxton Square, begin-

ning at 8 p. m. Admission by programme, price 3d.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades*
unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors). ,

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

The Aims Of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6<L

The Tables Turned ; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William

Morris. In Wrapper

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . .

Useful Work v. Useless ToiL By William*

Morris • •

Id.

2d.

4d.

Id.

Id.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Josefs Lur *
at 13 FarringdOD Road, London.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Liberals had a grand meeting at the Memorial Hall the other

evening, to condemn the coercion and imprisonment proceedings of the

Government in Ireland. This is well enough, and everyone who thinks

freedom a matter worth considering must agree with their resolution

against the stupid bourgeois tyrants who have set themselves the task

of conquering a determined people by a kind of persecution, which
proves conclusively that they themselves at home are the masters of

^, country nowise free. But there are one or two points to be con-

sidered before we can let our Liberals blow their trumpet too loudly.

These very same men, when they were opposed by the Irish people,

ticted much in the same way as those whom they now condemn, and
"would do so again if occasion served. Far greater applause greeted

the news of the imprisonment of Mr. Parnell and his colleagues at the

hands of Mr. Gladstone than is now uttered at an anti-coercion Liberal

Tneeting.

The truth is, once more, that the Liberal leaders only use this " im-

prisonment for political offences " as a stalking-horse for getting a shot

at the official benches, and the ordinary Liberal follows his leader

blindly and hilloas when he is told. This has been often enough said,

but it is necessary to remember it in order to calm one's amazement
at the shamelessness of Liberal politicians in holding a meeting about
the prisoners of liberty and not saying one word about those who had
suffered close to their own doors. 80 it is ! Gladstone has given his

fiat that nothing is to be said about Trafalgar Square, and all his

following do his bidding with a tameness that has no parallel in the

animal world ; and poor Harrison must rot in prison and have his life

worn out month after month, and no notice taken of him because his

•case doesn't come within the scope of "practical politics."

W. M.

One of the lessons of the Canonbury murder seems to be that the

morally- miraculous police in being made an efficient instrument of

coercion has lost proportionately in the power of preventing or detect-

ing crime. Men whose training has been intended to fit them for the

suppression of public meetings or the bludgeoning of passers-by, are

necessarily not the best to look after the lives and limbs of unoffending
citizens ; the military drill and dependence on command take out all

individual initiative and fertility of resource. Besides, if so much effort

is expended on Trafalgar Square and Socialist meetings,, it is evident
that it must be withdrawn from somewhere else.

A few days after the Canonbury affair came one in Holborn, where
a man was knocked down, had his leg broken and his watch stolen, and
the men got off safe with their plunder. But, after all, I Warren, is

not intended for anything else but what he is, the suppressor of the
people. Not only in his neglect of the rudiments of public safety, but
in his consistent refusal to interfere with disorderly houses and the
like, he has always shown an utter disregard of anything but the com-
fort and pleasure of the "upper " classes.

I Warren, and the Government were neatly stopped by Mr. Firth
in their endeavour to work the blackmailing cases as that of Endacott
was worked ; that is, to get up a " prosecution " with a pre-arranged
programme, and a wind-up of whitewash. Mr. Firth refused all evidence
without a public enquiry was granted into the whole system ; the Gov-
ernment was "afraid to face the music," and the enquiry was burked.

An incidental side-light is thrown on the Government and its sup-

porters by the fact that Mr. Maple, M.P., presented himself at the
Sweating Committee when a man who had worked for him was about
to give evidence against him, remaining while the witness was giving
his evidence, plainly for the purpose of intimidation. That this man
Maple should do such a thing will cause no surprise, but it certainly
does a little surprise one that the Committee and the Government alike

are unable or unwilling to protect witnesses who are called on for

evidence.

the working dens? If meat was often served on the tables of the

workpeople ? If they had tables to serve it upon 1 Bread and tea,

with a stray bloater on high days and holidays, we should say, form

the menu which is most familiar. There are other little matters which

the noble lord seems to ignore, such as fresh air, rest and sleep. Of
course recreation is unknown."

But there is " hope for the weary "
! A large number of M.P.'s on

both sides of the House have organised themselves to work for " Legis-

lative Social Reform." They have long been, so they say, dissatisfied with

the apathy of Parliament on social questions, and they are now going

to try and alter it. High hopes are being built on this foundation,

slender enough though it seems to us, especially as the components of

the organisation include landlords, capitalists and privileged people

galore. Can the leopard change his spots, the lion lie down with the

lamb not inside him, or the social parasite refrain from performing his

"due function " of feeding on the people

?

S.

* At the same committee, Lord Thring asked one of the witnesses if

he .believed that "men who were well fed were killed by hard work."
Whereon the Pall Mall expostulates :

" Why the point of the whole
inquiry is that it is barely possible for the sweaters' victims to keep
flesh and bones together on the starvation wages. Why did he not
ask the witness if good dinners wore matters of every-day occurrence in

THE HISTORY OF A SWEATER.

HIS DEVELOPMENT.
1

]^[y name is Myer Wilchinski. I came from the city of Kohl, near

Carlish, Russian Poland, My father occupied a good social position,

as he was a wealthy carman and contractor, besides owning several

omnibuses which ran between our city and Carlish. At the age of

eighteen, I and others were called on by the authorities for the con-

scription. My father spent many roubles in trying to get me off, but

it was only for a time, and I had to join the army of the Czar a year

later. We were all sent to Tomazow, and then I began to feel my
position most acutely. I, who had had such a happy, comfortable

life, with all the pleasures that my father's wealth could prdcure, to

have to mix up, by day and by night, with such specimens of humanity
as the abominable conditions of Russia alone can produce. When
I considered that for eighteen years I should have to serve, and
have to fight for, so rotten and so cruel a despotism, it was maddening
to think of. And how well I remembered our (Polish) people telling

the stories of how their dear native land was barbarously torn from
them, and with what cruelty they andttheir wives and children were
treated by the invaders, and the right to speak their own language

denied them, under heavy pains and penalties. To think that I should

have to serve such brutal scoundrels made me watch for the opportunity

to desert and escape from such a holy Christian country. (Can you
blame me, reader f)

To escape was a comparatively easy task, as I had money, and was
generally liked because of that ; and so corrupt is Russian officialism

that it is a byword with the people that you can buy a policeman or

sentry for a salt herring or a drop of schnapps (spirituous liquor) and
their superior for a silver rouble. One night I determined to make
the attempt. To change my clothes and bribe the sentry was a very

easy matter, to bribe another on the outside also not a risky job.

Once on the road, to get a lift from a kindly waggoner, and tell him
ray tale, got me a long ride and a little rest. I rewarded him, to his

entire satisfaction, as he understood my motives and sympathised with,

me. We soon reached a part of the road where a small wood was all

that was between me and the granitz (frontier). I here parted com-
pany with my good friend, who, after warning me to be very cautious,

cracked his whip and went. I had really to be very careful, as ijb was
getting daylight and the sentries were looking to be relieved ; but a
few more small bits of silver did the trick, and at last I was off

Russian territory.

I felt for my passport (which my father had manufactured for me),

and made my way to the resident official, but I had a difficult task to

speak German without the Jewish accent, so I determined to speak

as little as possible, and tied my face round with my handkerchief, as

if I had faceache. By the aid of a bottle of good rum, I soon was on
good terms with the resident official, and we drank each other's health

several times. I then got my passport signed, which completed all

that was necessary to take me all through Germany to Hamburg.
There I was uncertain what to do next, but determined on placing

water between us, I took the boat for Hull, remembering that Eng-
land was the land of the "free," where Jews enjoyed the same privi-

leges as others ; where there were Jew members of Parliament and a
Jew prime minister.
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On the ship I met others who had left other paternal govettBMreafes

vfcr<variot*6 rea#>nsx awdugNwhein w£re sewral ^hoiiiad been*in-c^gw&d

*tey ;6iiJw$inc^s, *#ne^as «w'#rflgglst, <m*$t&ernas & ,&&&&' te)&wb&ter,

^^m^m^th^<Aii^^ >*© i^ve*434Kciav(Awrtmn '^Pofattfcd) w&tiily And
SaWy * J&eoawse \ tfcay \wte vvJtews. Whey ^r^iivtted (how ;th«y >were «©n-

q*^^^ttSWb^ni«4i mfrifcEetfrf^^the. j^^wwntfs^p«retitiQwasf
/
pe«8ant?y,

t#jp«eiajiy jc» ^IMil^c *to -tkey\^pe»kd ^to vthe

j^gjftito^^ isBeingvhi v&e *eua€>rifcy, tkey
'

#lpi*e qpefc^^ l»tei*^d,'"^M»u <all

otight to be much obliged to us, for if we had not hanged Christ you
would not have had a Saviour." Now these men who came to England
to breathe the air of freedom (as they thought) were soon penniless

and living on charity.

When we arrived at Hull I parted from the rest, as I wanted time

for reflection. I was now in a strange land, with no idea of the

language, and no knowledge of any trade, with only thirty roubles in

my possession. Seeing so much squalor and wretchedness around me,

I determined to go to London, the richest city in the world, where the

.largest number of people lived together, and where every nationality

ih Europe was represented in separate localities. There, thought I,

will I be able to find 'Something, especially as I am young, strong, and
educated (more in theology than in any thing else, I must admit).

Well, I reached London one fine foggy, drizzly day in February 1882.

I soon found the Russian Polish colony in Whitechapel, and soon felt

somewhat in my native element, but the filth and poverty and misery

appalled me. On the Saturday following I was invited to go to the

chgazar marrk (swine market), which I was surprised to find was no

market at all, but only the place in an open thoroughfare where the

masters met the men who were seeking employment—a veritable slave-

mart, to which place I would gladly accompany anyone, and speak to

these people in their own dialect. Many of them, like myself, "green-

ers" (new arrivals), willing to work at anything that would bring

ihem the scantiest means of existence ; some married and with families,

and all with that enquiring, beseeching look, that half-starved, help-

less, hopeless human beings must of necessity possess. I, looking

perhaps brighter than the majority (who really looked like so many
unwashed corpses) soon got into conversation with a master, who told

me he was a barber and wanted a smart fellow to learn the trade ; he

wanted no piemium, but would give lodgings and coffee to such a one.

I declined the offer, not feeling quite so destitute as the fellow that

went with him must have done. I received the same offer from a

rivetter (boot and shoes), who told me that his trade was easy to learn

to anyone that had naturally quick movements. I thought that I

should see others first, so I promised to think it over and see him at

night. I was then beginning to feel kind of interested and independ-

ent, but remembering that I only possessed eleven shillings, I deter-

mined to chance my luck, and closed with a tailor who offered to teach

me the trade and give me lodgings and coffee for three weeks, and six

shillings a-week afterwards, until I learned one branch of the trade

(coat-making), when I would be able, he said, to demand from four

to eight shillings a-day for my toil. He lived in one of the many dirty

streets in Spitalfields, and the work he made w~as railway and seamen's

coats—hard heavy work, that required more brute strength than skill.

He occupied two rooms on the second floor, for which he paid seven

shillings a-week; had a wife, and three children aged respectively

^seren, four, two; very intelligent, almost crafty.

The worn we worked in was used for cooking also, and there I had

to sleep on the floor. The fife helped as much as she could at the

trade, besides doing ^all the work of the bouse; and the children. A
;-yo»ng woman wotked the tsaacbine from eight in the morning till nine

.at, night, for 3s. a-day ; not very often making a full week's work.

My work at first was torkeep up a, good fire -with coke, and soap the

seams and edges ; and the elbow-grease I used was considerable. I

had to get up in the morning about half-past five, and we finished at

«4ght between ten and eleven, and turned out every week about thirty

?epa£s, which came to about ,£4. The master himself worked very hard

liadeed; and he himself told me afterwards that he had left the old

HGwntry for the same reason as myself, and that a few years previously

•hejiad been a cow-keeper and dairyman, but was now a "tailor."

I soon learned to; sew on buttons and do bits of hand-sewing, as well

aSr pressing the seams. The three weeks .passed, and I had learned to

. Make myself tolerably useful ; and my master told me that if I was
willing to 'Werk the machine he would give me the 6s. a-week that he

badfproBftised me. I was rather pleased at this, so I consented; but

tfee, young woman who > bad previously done the work was sent away.

Eor ihernext/ few weeks my life was anything but pleasant; but my
j$*£ter was t$ost patient with me, and I learned to operate the machine.

>In about three months I learned from others in the trade that I was
being imposed upon, and that I was worth more wages; so I went and
discussed the matter over with my master, who said that I was very

ungrateful, but at last consented to give me 15s. a-week.

About this time. I made up my mind to drop the latter part of my
iiame, so I called myself Mr. Myers. The reason was that the greater

part of my aoquaintances did the same thing as soon as they began to

r
g€t on a bit. About four months later I left my situation to work for

s, larger employer, for 30s. a-week as machiner. I worked from seven

in the morning till nine at night, and this is called proper hours, even

now, among both the masters and the men. Often we worked only

two days a-week, which would make my wages only 10s. But I was
contented, because I saw so many other men, better than myself, work
ing longer hours for less money.

Communicated by Henry Samuels,

;. (To be concluded.)

THE SAVING OF LABOUR.
^fiTE'of'iisei^dsof <mir '«ge «is cheqrjM&ess ; it has been Bulogisetd^n all

baads «as *a * universal » beofcia&tor vto the *people. Now one *g»eat

eleaaent^n- ti*e*?qpx€«rtion fcf $t*€iajwi«&s>is the cost of labour ; hen©e*suiy-

cme vwhoican- nttkrea 4he >a«sottnt» £f labour or the; price of labour < neces-

sary tovthetprc>d«$ii^^ so cheapen it, is bi^d by
«o®eito ^^fgeKer«lfbei^aAi»r. -If ^labour -should make twjy^protest

it^ill bevtteld'jtlmt,^ltfeiO«|!fh '-the amount of labour required in that

particular business may be less, still the cheapness of the article will

enable people to buy more of other things, and so more labour will be
wanted elsewhere. Or, if it should be a question of the reduced price

of labour, it will be told that although the money wages may be less,

still, on account of the reduced cost of the articles bought with them, the
real reward of labour will be as much, or even more, than it was before.

Let us take an instance of the first case, which is really the

application of labour-saving machinery. We will suppose that a large

iron company lays down £400 of capital in a hydraulic crane to take

the place of a steam one, thereby saving the labour of an engine-man,

which we will suppose cost them £60 per annum, what will be the

result? The gross saving to the company is £60 per annum, of which
,£20 will go as interest on the capital used in making the change,,

leaving £40 net saving. With this £40 the company can do two-

things—either keep it to increase their profits, or cheapen their iron to

that extent. If possible they will do the former, in which case the

£40 will follow the £20 into the pockets of the shareholders. The
chances are that this £60, which has found its way into the pockets of

shareholders instead of into those of the engine-driver, will be spent in

the ordinary way as part of the shareholders' income. The net result

of the proceeding, then, is that the labouring class have lost and the

capitalist class have gained £60 a year : for we must not allow ourselves

to be led away and confused by following the £60 through a series of

exchanges which in reality have nothing to do with the case. This

would doubtless be attempted ; thus the supporter of the present

system of cheapening at the cost of labour would say that the capitalist

spending his £60 extra a year would give employment to the same
amount of labour as had been thrown out. But then would not the

engine-driver's spending of his £60 have equally given employment ?

That fact is often lost sight of. The engine-driver is unable to give

this employment, as he has lost his £60 a year ; so that if there any-

thing in this giving of employment at all, it is the same in both cases.

It is not a question of spending, but of who shall spend ! The trades-

people and those whom they employ are equally well off' whether the

£60 is spent by the engine-driver or the shareholders. The real ques-

tion is, Who is enabled to enjoy the produce of £60 worth of labour,

the labourer or the capitalist ? This question of giving employment is

a very common bugbear. Let me show how absurd it is. The share-

holder gets his £60. We will suppose he spends it in clothes ; well,

according to the common idea, he gives employment to one man for

about a year making clothes for him (or, what is the same thing,

perhaps he gives employment to four men working three months). But
now our tailor has £60 ; therefore, of course, he can give employment
to a man for a year growing food for him. Again, the farmer has £60
to spend, so he can give employment to a man for a year making
ploughs for him. But this plough-maker must live ; he has now £60*

to spend, so he, too, can employ a farmer for a year growing food for

him, and naturally wishing to deal with a good customer, he goes to

the same farmer and with his £60 employs him to grow his food. But
we will not follow this wonderful £60 any further—-the magic purse

into which, if the owner puts a £5 note, each time he takes it out he

will find it increases, is nothing to the £60. We have already seen

that this £60 which was saved from the engine-man's wages has pro-

vided £60 worth of clothes for the shareholder, £60 worth of food for

the tailor, £60 worth of ploughs for the farmer, £60 worth of food for

the plough-maker, and £60 in hard cash for the fortunate farmer, who
has already had ploughs out of it to the same amount ! Whence, then,

comes this absurdity ? Simply from the fact that we had forgotten

that money is a commodity. Had the shareholder been paid in pig-

iron, we should not have fallen into the error; for if he gives pig-iron

for clothing he has simply made a exchange, not found employment

for anyone, for to the extent to which he may have stimulated the

clothing trade, to exactly the same extent he has depressed the pig-

iron trade. The real question of importance to labour is not whether

the pig-iron shall be exchanged for clothes or stocked for futuro use,

but whether the shareholder or the engine-driver is to be allowed to

spend—that is, exchange—the pig-iron for food and clothing ; for

evidently, if the engine-driver spends it and enjoys the use of the food

and clothing, the shareholder cannot do the same, and if the share-

holder spends it, the engine-driver goes short.

The only man who gives employment by spending is the man who
produces something. If a man produces something which someone

else wants, he thereby causes that man to produce something else which

he wants, and they exchange for their mutual advantage. The producer

gives employment because he has produced something with which to

reward it. All other men simply use the means of employment

which they have been able to get hold of in one way or another from

the producer. And here we come to the simple groundwork of all honest

economics, that a man should enjoy what he produces, and of the pro-

duce of other men's labour he should enjoy what he pays for with an

equivalent amount of his own, and no more than that is he entitled to.

But to return to our instance, for we have by no means exhausted it

yet. There is one way, and, so far as I know, only one, in which the

labouring class may not lose the whole of the £40 after it has gone to
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the shareholder; Suppose that, instead of spending it as. a portion of

HI* yearly income^ he uses it to put down some capital, it is conceivable

linger the following conditions that the result may be to save labour

ffOBr tile entire loss of the £40. If' there happens to be an opening

feir producing something which would not otherwise be produced, if

1tev£40 is
1 ^ -the only capital available for the purpose, and if it

would "not* have been used for this purpose had it gone to pay for

labour, then and then only might labour be compensated in part,

or possibly even to a greater extent than the original loss. That

these conditions often occur is now impossible, for there is not a trade

in which the amount of trade already existing is not large enough to

produce many times the quantity of goods which is now turned out.

Nor is there a trade which could not easily get enough capital to take

advantage of any new departure. Hence we may say, I think, that at

the present time, our powers and instruments of production being

vastly in excess of the utmost requirements of our trade, and capital

being plentiful, that any new labour-saving machinery which increases

the interest paid for capital or the profits of shareholders is a source

of loss to the workers.

We must now consider the other alternative which we saw the

company had of reducing the price of the article to the extent of the

£i0. The £20 must go in any case. Should the article thus reduced

be one exclusively used by the workers, then their class wTould gain

the advantage of the cheapened article to the extent of £40, or two-

thirds of their loss as a class ; but this is an extreme case. Taking

the wealth produced, we may say roughly that the producers consume

one-third of it ; hence, if an average article is cheapened, they will

regain in cheapness one-third of their loss in the price paid for

labour; the other two-thirds will go to the idlers. It is, of course,

conceivable that the reduction of £40 in the price of the pig-iron

turned out by the company in the year might stimulate increased

demand for the iron, and so labour might recover some of its loss in

this way, and no doubt, when the question is narrowed from the whole

classes of labour and capital to the portions of those classes in one

country, this may often be the case. In fact, the small reduction in

price resulting from the introduction of this labour-saving crane

might conceivably bring such a large addition of foreign trade as

Would more than compensate the labourers of this country for the

loss- of £G0, but at the same time the loss to the labourers of some
other country would equ«al their gain !

But enough has been said, I think, to prove abundantly that the

introduction of labour-saving appliances is very frequently attended

by loss to the labouring population, while all the gain goes to the

capital-owning class. The other point which I alluded to in opening,

and which I shall now deal with, is the question of reducing the

price of goods by reducing the price of labour. It has been asserted

on the one hand that when the article is one used by the workers,

they gain as much by the reduction in price as they lose by the

reduction in wages. It has also been asserted—once, at all events,

by a writer in the Commomceal—that should the workers force up
wages, the consequent rise in prices would bring their actual wages
to the same level as they were before.

In both these statements the fact seems to be lost sight of that

on the average the worker only consumes one-third of what he pro-

duces ; hence that when his wages are reduced to reduce the price

of an article, he has to suffer the whole loss in the reduction of his

wages, and only shares in one-third of the gain of reduced prices.

For example, a worker making three suits of clothes in a week, we will

suppose, gets 9s. a suit for making them, or 27s. a week. The suits

sell for 27s. each. Now in order to reduce the price to 24s., the

worker is dropped from 9s. to 6s. a suit, or to 18s. a week. Taking
the usual average, ,we will suppose the worker consumes one-third of

the produce, then he will gain 3s. on the price of his suit and lose 9s.

in his wages, or a net loss of 6s. a week.

For the same reason the rise in prices resulting from a rise of

wages does not deprive the worker of all he gains. The increased

price is put on to the goods, and as the worker only consumes one-

third, he only has to pay one-third of the total increase, while he

obtains the whole of the increased wage which was the cause of the

enhanced prices. So that cheapness, so far as it is due to cheap

labour, is bad for the workers, because they lose the whole amount
which all articles are cheapened out of their wages, and only recover in

cheapness on the comparatively small portion which they consume. On
the other hand, high prices due to high wages do not take away the

advantage of the better wages, because the high prices on the greater

part of goods have to be paid by the non-workers. It is natural,

therefore, that the upper classes should so glory in cheapness, for they

get all the gain and noi.e of the loss which comes with it.

I think the examination of these few points in the economics of our

preseat system must convince us of the absolute necessity, when we
rush into the labyrinth of economical discussion, of keeping the simple

fundamental truth before us, all the more that the worker produces all

wealth, and that only the man who has produced wealth to offer in

exchange ought t:> be able to command the services of another or the

result of his work. Since the introduction of associated labour and
-complicated labour-saving machinery, Socialism is the only economic

system which can put this truth in practice. Socialism will enable the

worker to 1 share in all the improved processes of production, will

enable each man to produce in the easiest way known and to enjoy the

fruits of his own labour, and as much of the fruits of other men's
labour as he pays for with his own ; hence Socialism may be said to be
the adaptation of the highest economic teachings to the needs of modern
times. Raymond TJxavin.

TIE PRISONER AT THE E*iL
(A EEMINISCENCE OF TKOUBLED TIMES.)-'

Br J. De Jean Eraser.

(Reprinted from the 'Irish FelonJ July 15, 18^8.)

'Tis a jest to ask me, why
For my deeds I should not die ?

I appeal for my reply,

To your thongs !

To my corn beneath the hoof !

To the flame-flag from my roof !

Do ye want more maddening proof

Of my wrongs ?

Honest men before my eyes,

Have been tortured into lies !

And ye bought, from perjured spies,

Priceless blood.

Ye corrupted and debased,
Ye inveigled, trapped, and chased,

Ye o'erswept, deformed, defaced

—

Like a flood.

The loftiest— or the least

—

In the tight—or when it ceased

—

The fair virgin—or the priest

—

Did ye spare ?

Till now, by force and fraud,

Human feeling is outlawed,
And oppression stalks abroad,

Bold and bare.

Ye plunderers of our plains !

Ye exhausters of our veins !

Ye firers of our fanes !

If / be,

For resistance, when ye trod
Flesh and spirit as the clod

—

A dark Felon before God ;

What are ye ?

If some tyrant's blood I spilt

j

On the tyrant is the guilt

;

If I methina hilt to hilt

For my own

:

And—free me from this chain,

I will dare you thus again

—

Though you gird with cannon train

Me alone.

It may by heaven be meant
That oppressors should relent

;

But not the oppressed repent

Of the few
Brave deeds of heart or hand,

They can do to lift their land

From the grovelling to the grand,

Up anew !

And this persisting zeal,

Which all trampled men must feel,

WT
ill defy your fire and steel,

Till ye yield

The plunder ye have gained,

And the captives ye have chained %

To a host—perchance Aitrained

To the field.

Though my fate be in your hands,

With my life's fast-falling sands,

I will lay my stern commands
On my son ;

By the honour of his wife,

By his fame in death or life,

To be faithful to this strife,

Till 'tis won !

HOW A SALOON-KEEPER WAS INDUCED TO APPEAL
TO HEAVEN.

At Detroit, Mich., the Women's Temperance Union, or the women crusaders

and Salvation Army, visited a liquor saloon and tried by hard praying to

induce the proprietor to close the place. The proprietor invited the ladies

to seats and asked them to pray, and he himself offered the following

prayer : "Almighty Creator, Thou who hast made the heaven and the earth

and created man after Thine own image as rulers of the earth, while animals

are living on grass and water, Thou didst teach Thy servant Noah to make
wine, and Thou didst punish him for making intemperate use of it. At the

wedding of Cana Thine own son, Jesus Christ, transformed water into wine

when the juice of tlje grape was exhausted that the enjoyment of the guests

might not be disturbed, The great reformer, Martin Luther, said z
l He

who does not love wine, woman, and song, remains a fool all his life long,'

and one of the divine commands of the book Thou hast given us is : 'That
man shall drink bo longer water, but shall use a little wine for the stomach's

sake and his often infirmities.
5 All great men of this earth have been

drinking of the wine, Thou hast given Thy children upon the earth. O
Lord, we pray Thee, huv$ pity on the women here, who are even like the

beasts of the field and drfhk water like an ox, while they dress extrava-

gantly and lead their husbands, by other extravagances, not tending to our

well being, to be bankrupt, depriving them of the pleasures of this world ;

yes, driving them to suicide. O Lord ! have mercy on these ladies ; look

upon them. They wear not even the colour of the face which Thou hast

given them, but they are sinning against Thee, and not content with nature

they paint their faces. O Lord 1 Thou canst also perceive that their figure

is not as Thou hast made it, but they wear humps on their backs like camels.

Thou seest, O Lord, that their head-dress consists of false hair, and when
they open their mouths Thou seest their false teeth ; and, Lord, just make
a note of the spiral spring and cotton batting contrivances they wear in

their bosoms, for no other purpose than to make themselves voluptous, and'

to excite in man a much worse passion than the use of wine ; and for the

same reason they have a number six foot pinched into a number three shoe,

and a number forty waist squeezed into a number seventeen corset* O Lordj

these women will not bear the burden of married life, and obey Thy com-

mands to multiply and replenish the earth, but they are too lazy to raise

their children, and, O Lord, Thou knowest the crimes they commit. O,

Lord, have mercy on them and take them back into Thy bosom ; take folly

out of their hearts
;
give them common sense that they may see their own

foolisHness, and grant that they may be good, worthy citizens of our beloved

city of Detroit. O Lord, we thank Thee for all the blessings Thou hast be-

stowed upon us, and ask Thee to deliver us from all evil, especially hypo-

critical, lying women, and Thine shall be the praise for ever and ever. Amen.
—Dunco.nnon Record.

We have received a pamphlet issued by Mr. A. D. Duvivier, 32 Gloucester

Eoad, Eegent's Park, in which he sets forth his grievances against the

managing clique of the Eoyal Academy of Music for wrongful dismissal.

Upon the face it appears a very bad case, and one that should be taken up
by some organ more influential in ordinary circles than we' can be.

The Battersea Vestry and the S.D.F.—Comrade John Burns asks us

to announce " that the four candidates-for the local ve3try run by the Batter-

sea Branch S^D.F. were all elected by very large majorities, much to the

surprise of the old gang. Three of the candidates are workmen—one brick-

layer, one bootmaker, one modeller. This makes five Socialists now on our

vestry. The conditions under which they were elected were as follows

:

All local work, buildings, etc., to be done by local authority without con-

tractor ; where not done by vestry, only by builders who pay union rate and
work their men decent hours. Employes of parish Authorities to have'better

wages and conditions of work ; salaries of high officials to be reduced; Be*
verse the prohibition against costermongers trading in the streets. Better

cleaning and repairing of roads aud streets in working-class districts ; etc."
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW ! FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J

LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

Communications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon ltd., E.G., and accompanied

by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because, of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

theviews ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by thefiditors.

Rtjecttd MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, Ss.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Contributions received—will be used

G. F. (Catechism) ; A Swiss.

J. L. ; T. S. ; A. C. H. Unsuitable

:

periodicals received

England
Democrat
Freedom
Justice
Leaflet Newspaper
London—Freie Presse
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

Canada
Toronto—Labor Reformer

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Jewish Volkzeitung

Boston—Woman's Journal

during the week ending Wednesday May 2S.

Liberty Antwerp—De Worker
Chicago—Labor Enquirer Liege—L'Avenir
Chicago (111)—Vorbote Switzerland
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Denver (Col.) Labor Enquirer
Detroit—Der Anne Teufel
Fort Worth(Tex)—South West
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
Arbeiter Zeitung

Providence (R.I.)—The People
St. Louis (Mo.)—Altruist
San Francisco—Commonwealth
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)

La Revolte
Journal du Peuple

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Belgium
En Avant
Ghent—Vooruit

Zurich—Arbeiterstimme
Italy

Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

Spain
El Productor

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Brunn—Volksfreund

Roumania
Vittorie Romanie
Jassy—Muncitorml

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet

MODIFIED MURDERERS.
The characteristics of our present society, indifference to life and the

plenty of shoddy goods, are in their essence the same. We find em-

bedded in the ancient literatures, amidst the evil and bloodshed

pictured in them, the marks of the uprising in men's minds of the

doubt, whether the slavery or death of one's enemy were all that men
should aim at. Cain's defiant question " Am I my brother's keeper ?

"

had to do with one part of life, but for the murder of the soul take

Homer's words-—"A man loses half his manhood on the day that makes

him a slave." These two together mark the gradual change from the

bestial into the human mind, noted and promoted by the seers, prophets,

or poets, who have ever been before their time. Such movements are

slow : they may fall motionless, not dead, for centuries. Their real

revival, their fresh start, has been embodied in that poetic language,

which a people deeply moved is capable of, and which touches and

animates hundreds of generations, whether it tell the story of the

carpenter's son of Nazareth or the camel-driver of Mecca. That im-

pulse has spent itself : otherwise we should not resort so often to the

satire or the joke. When we once more become real, we shall not so

show our shame of appearing to have a genuine feeling about anything,

we shall not put away our views of murder in such rough and jocose

rhymes as these

—

i( 'Taint your eppyletts an' feathers

Make the thing a grain more right

;

'Taint a-follerin' your bell-wethers

Will excuse ye in His sight.

Ef you take a sword an' dror it,

An' go stick a fellow thru,

Guv'ment aint to answer for it,

God'll send the bill to you.

• • • • •

" I dunno but wut it's pooty,

Trainin' round in bobtail coats,

—

But it's curus Christian dooty

This 'ere cuttin' folks's throats."

These verses are the modern way of putting Cain's question—"Am
I or is government to be responsible for a murder 1 " The answer has

wavered backwards and forwards; sometimes it has taken the form

of exacting the life of one or more of the particular tribe which com-

mitted the murder of a stranger, or, as in Ireland quite lately, of fining

a. district in which a murder has taken place, at others of hanging or

more effectually slaying the murderer by shutting him up for life.

But these few items sink into insignificance beside the gigantic killing,

whether by gun or sword, or some other form of coercion, carried out

by governments, and approved by the respectable classes throughout

the world.

That society gives its approval to the more obvious forms of murder
requires but little proof in the present state of Europe, overshadowed

as it is by the storm-cloud of impending war, a war to be waged for

the purposes of the interested classes—of the stockjobbers and usurers.

Society puts the actors in the drama into eminent positions, treats the

occupation as the only one fit for a "gentleman," and dresses up its

princes in habits suited to the business. M. Emile de Laveleye is

mistaken in supposing that "the residence of the Pope is the only

place in the world where murder is publicly glorified" (Pall Mall

Gazette, April 24, 1888). But is this the worst kind of killing even

in respect of the body 1 It is not so bad as the " child-torture, assault,

starvation, neglect, desertion, cruel exposure to excite sympathy in

the streets," and so on, set forth in the Pall Mall Gazette, Dec. 23,

1887, and coupled with an appeal, which is supported by certain

Countesses and Honourable Ladies, people of the class whose sympathy

has to be excited by the "cruel exposure in the streets." It is not

so bad as the sweating system, nor, for the matter of that, as the com-

mercial system in general ; the details of some bad bits of which the

Committee of the House of Lords is listening to with interest. Their

lordships also hear the suggested remedies, and in particular that given

by the reverend vicar of Old Ford. This is very weighty, for he

belongs to a body which is very prolific, perhaps even more so than

the proletariat. He might compare his class with the poorest in this

respect, and determine whether this curious result does not arise from

the dullness of life, on the one hand from superior respectability, and

on the other from extra misery. Even the commercial conscience is.

shocked, both at the evil and at the remedies, but it merely proposes

to drive its slaves a little more slowly, as it is unpleasant to see thenx

drop out of the ranks and die at our very feet : let them go a little

easier, so that they may reach the workhouse or hospital, and get them-

selves out of the way there.

Reformers desire, no doubt, to amend the present condition, but

they cry out against " a Socialist dreamer," or ask with a sneer when
our millenium is coming, if one says that the remedies proposed are

worse than the disease. I do not mind being called a visionary, since

every man must be that who tries to look into the causes of things. If

from the seventeenth century and from Voltaire satire has flourished,,

and the sneer of disbelief has marked the privileged classes, that is the

best proof of the rottenness of society. That this is too far gone for

mending is not more plainly shown by the coercion of violence now
being carried on by the privileged classes in defence of their interests,

than by the more covert coercion of the examination system at schools

and universities, and of the teetotal-system which our temperance

people propose for us. The latter is just as much an attempt to force

the workers to accept certain tenets of the idle classes, as Balfour's,

bayonets are to force the Irish to submit to certain exactions. The-

seal of bigotry is on the first, and as such it touches and degrades the

mind in a way that the oppression of the body can scarcely do, until

it goes so far as to bring down men to physical slavery. But the

slavery of guiding one's life by other people's fancies is the worst of all.

There was a meeting on April 11, 1888, of the Central Association

for stopping the sale of Intoxicating Liquors on Sunday. The Arch-

bishop of York (in the chair) said "the Lord's Day was sacred to

bodily repose and spiritual sanctification." I don't know, nor is it

a matter of much importance, whether this particular Grace employs

flunkeys, cooks, horses and carriages on Sundays to get him to church

and back again, or to attend when he gives his body that repose and

food in the pleasant retreat at Bishopstowe, so well deserved by his-

morning's attempts towards the spiritual sanctification of himself and

others, according to the fashion of his tribe. But we do know that he

belongs to and supports the minority who live on the misery of the

poor : and he called on his fellow-coercionists to complete the work of

rent-coercion by compelling people to cease drinking on Sundays. The
Archbishop went on :

" They were in fact asserting what had been the

charter of the people from the first, and no majority has the right to

do anything which would compel any portion of the minority to work

on Sunday." An archbishop standing up for the people's rights is a

queer sight, and he does it in a queer fashion. For how about the

minority who have so arranged matters as to compel the majority to

work for a bare living morning, noon, and night, without regarding

whether it is a Sunday or a week-day, and this, too, in a way muck
more like compulsion than anything that can be said of keepers of

public-houses 1 He continued, however, and pitied the brewer's publi-

can who could not take out a six days' licence, instead of one for seven

days, without the brewer's permission—"this is a very dangerous state

of things from the point of view of a lover of freedom." A lover of

freedom!— it makes one's gorge rise to hear this archetype of the

enslaver of men's minds talk of freedom. " What he wanted was to have

publics closed altogether on Sunday, . . . and this was not a matter

for County Boards, but of Imperial legislation." To be coerced by the

Imperial Legislature, not even to have the very dim chance of using,

one's own judgment, promised by the new Bill with its County Boards,.

—this is how a representative of the education of society slays the

freedom which it pretends to nurture.

Woe to that Society which sets success before it as an ideal !
For it

is this that has ruined the process of education, and made it into a
machinery for turning out not men, but cramped and hide-bound beings,

fitted for business, or, as it is put, for the " battle of life." They have-

not imagination enough left in them to understand the co-operation of

life, and the dignity of work, but Hx their thoughts on that success

which gives to the leisured classes a leisure resting on the waste of

labour and the shoddy lives of the masses. It is impossible that these

successful ones can have any sympathy with those whom they have
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crushed in their ascent. Yet these are they whom the author of the

phrase, " the classes and the masses," flatters with the idea that they

will for ever bear rule over others. Their poverty-struck imagination

shows itself in their schools and universities, which are mere idling

places, to which their sons may be banished during the noisy period of

boyhood and youth. ' If anything is taught there it is the art of

making a fortune, and but little heed is given to the " religion, learn-

ing, and education " which they nourish on their sign-boards and
advertisements. Their religion is exhibited in their five or ten thou-

sand-pounder princes of the Church, and in the ineffable drivel of

Convocation. Their learning ?—and their education ? It is sunk to

the cramming of the mind with formulas ; men's natural turn is killed

out, and the void filled with other people's ideas. They come out of

the education-mill labelled Tory, Whig, or Radical, but with no under-

standing of the phrases which they have been severally taught to use,

and they follow the steps of some party leader. There could be no
such thing as party if there were any real education ; for no one with
any sense of the dignity of man could consent to oppose in public

what he advocates in private. This system of lies, which it is openly

declared that a party man must fall in with, is a natural result when
success is put before us from our very birth as the object of life. To
aim at that object one must fill the mind with cant, and to attain it

must drop one after the other every reasonable principle of life. The
idea dominates the whole system, from the infant-school upwards.
We choose as teachers in the Board Schools those who long for success,

without having the capacity for reaching it. We know that it is in

the time of infancy and childhood that ideas, good or bad, get most
firmly rooted in the mind. Yet we not only secure inefficiency in the
teachers, but go further and make their pay depend upon a wretched
success in training the children to get marks in examination. The
abominable idea of competition and the ridiculous distinction cf classes,

in such a system, destroy the innocent socialism of childhood, and
turn them into snobs before they are well in their 'teens. It is a
slaughter of the innocents, worse than to take them and dash them
against the stones. This is what our boasted respect for life comes to,

an indifference with regard to the body, but a very mockery towards
that freedom of the soul, without which true life cannot be. There
are but few who escape from this slaying of the true life ; it is hard to
say whether it is the leisured classes who suffer more from their over-

charge of the competitive-intellectual food, or the worker from his

scanty allowance of it.

This is what Socialists have to put before themselves. It is not the
killing of the bodies, but of the minds of men that we have to see to.

The first will inevitably produce its natural fruit in a revolution. But
till the mind is educated, we should not recognise freedom if it came
to us. I take it that our real business is to turn all our energies to

educating men for freedom, to the nurture of an ideal which shall

enable them to see and know what freedom is. Let the leisured classes

go on their way ; as a class they are of no concern to us. They may
garrison their institutions by bribing small numbers to their side by
allotments or peasant farms ; or by the coercionist palliatives which
they adopt, they may perhaps defer the struggle for a few years. Do
Socialists wish for this putting off? or if they do desire it, is it not
that the time will be all too short, even with their utmost efforts, for

the necessary work of education 1 C. J. F.

THE LEEDS JEWISH TAILORS' STRIKE.
After a spirited battle of about a fortnight's duration, the strike

amongst the Jewish tailors has collapsed. Some three years ago, when
the men struck for a reduction in the hours of labour, the expiration
of a week saw them successful. At the present time the hours worked
are from 62 to 72 per week ; and the wages vary from 2s. 6d., 3s.,

3s. 6d., 4s., 5s., up to (in a few instances) 7s. per day. The average
number of days worked per week during twelve months, will be about
3, or at the outside 3£, so that the best paid workmen, taking brisk
and slack times together, does not earn more than about 24s. weekly.
Against these conditions the men struck. Their demands were a
week of no more than 58 hours for tailor's pressers and machinists,
overtime to be paid at the rate of time and a-half, and " society shops."
A circular was addressed to the employers, some 65 in number, asking
them to meet a deputation of the men. One only put in an appear-
ance. Nothing remained but to call out the men, which was done,
and about 1,200 of them struck. Altogether about 3,500 men and
girls were rendered idle. The employers, trusting to the docility and
lack of organisation amongst the hands, were furious, especially as
they saw a forecast of the entire Whitsuntide trade being lost to them.
What was more, public opinion from the very first has been with the
men, and the masters to prevent this resorted to the most barefaced
calumnies, They circulated through the press that the objects the
men had in view would put a stop to the employment of English girls.

The average wages, according to them, were from 6s. to 7s. per day

;

and the time worked 5h days per week. At a meeting of the English
girls employed in the Jewish workshops, a resolution was passed deny-
ing the statement of the employers and expressing sympathy with the
men ; and in answer to the statement respecting the wages paid, it

was declared at a meeting of about 6,000 people convened opposite
the Town Hall, that 1,000 of the strikers were willing to sign an
agreement for two years to accept a standing salary of 22s. per week.
The employers have been discredited right and left, and had it not
been for the conduct of a handful of scabs occasionally going in, and

thereby raising hopes that the men were giving way, I ., believe the*

strike would have ended favourably to the strikers. Nothing morfe

mean than the tactics of the employers could be imagined. They
frightened the grocers into refusing any goods on credit to the families

of those on strike, but the difficulty was overcome by giving securities-

to a couple of shopkeepers for goods to the extent of about «£201'

Another of their mean dodges was to go to the infirmary and dis^

perisary—both public institutions—and influence them to refuse assis^

tance to the strikers. But though the inen have lost this battle, they
have doomed the existence of the middleman. Deputations of the*

workmen w,aited upon the large warehouses—from whence the sweatersi

obtain their work—and opened their eyes to the amount of bribery

and corruption which exists betwixt the sweaters and the functionaries,

who have the letting out of the work. At several of the warehouses
a wish was expressed to dispense with the middlemen altogether, and ,

bring the workmen inside.

Of funds there was little or nothing to fall back upon. In this lay
the great mistake, and although several small sums of money. were
collected from private persons and from meetings held to express*

sympathy with the men, they were inadequate to keep the strike,

going. As it is the men will have a harder life than ever after this

strike, and many have expressed a determination to leave the town.

.

Comrade Kemmelhor, chairman of the Associated Societies—the head
and front of the strike—and others who took an active part in the,

strike, will be surely boycotted from the trade in Leeds. To meet this?

evil they intend opening a workshop on co-operative principles, and.

expect to commence within a week.

Our branch has, from the commencement, taken up the strike-

vigorously. In addition to Kemmelhor, who worked night and day;

while the strike was on, Maguire and myself will have addressed no*

less than 15 meetings. Several of the most active men amongst them,
are members of our branch, and we expect another accession now that;

the strike is over. T. W. P.

CHANTS OF LABOUR. 1

Such a book as this has been long desired and looked for ; now that it;

has been prepared and published it should be given the heartiest wel-
come and no effort should be spared to make it a success. Valuable
as a propagandising influence, helpful to while away profitably a spare

minute (if a true Socialist has ever such !), the songs of labour have
hitherto been practically inaccessible. One knew this and another
that, this had been published and that not, and so on ; but nowy
although there are some that will be missed, the selected 55 are fairly

comprehensive, and will afford something for every taste. The book,
too, is produced at such a low figure that one marvels "how it was*

done"; 100 closely-printed pages of clear music and small type for a.

shilling is bargain enough to appeal even to a commercial mind..

Thirty-four writers have been chosen from, and for the most part the^

selections are happy. The only ones to quarrel with are the three-

Irish songs. The version of the " Wearing of the Green " given is by
no means the best. If two of Sullivan's were needed, why not give.

"God Save Ireland " and "From the Backwoods"?
On fitting tunes to the songs, however, it is that there is most room

given for fault-finding. Ernest Jones's " Song of the * Lower Classes
7 ;v

is torn away from its own air, the one written for it, and to which it-,

was published, and quite unnecessarily given another, hitherto uncon-
nected with it. Most's "Hymn of the Proletariate" is unjustifiably

divorced from "Zu Mantua in Banden" ("Andreas Hofer"), to which
it has always been sung, and violently wedded to the uncongenial and.
impossible " British Grenadiers "

! " The Voice of Toil " may be sung
to " Ye Banks and Braes," but is assuredly not suited to it. Why is

Bax's setting of " All for the Cause " put aside for a nondescript " Eng-
lish air " which is not a tithe so appropriate 1 Josef Scheu's really im- -

pressive setting of his brother's fine song is given, but being apparently
thought insufficient, the song is repeated with a very commonplace air

by another writer, thus taking up room to no purpose that might have -

been filled by another song. But the worst feature of the book is

formed by two feeble travesties of church anthems, made out of some
words of Walt Whitman's, about the poetry of which there may be
doubt, but about the applicability of which to their present purpose
there can be none.

Omissions there are many, as of course there must necessarily be.
It is to be hoped that the venture will not only succeed enough to*

warrant another edition, in which the few faults of the present may be
remedied, but that a second volume also will soon be found necessary^
in which room can be found for another half-hundred favourites.

S.

A prominent member of the Government was recently hanged in effigy*
and the ordinary citizen is going around saying "History may well ask r

Why in effigy ?

"

Do you say that the highest aim ought not to be merely the production of
wealth cheaply, but the happiness and the elevation of mankind ? Surely
you haven't studied political economy or you would mot entertain such un-
scholarly ideas. What, you insist ! You say that men are more important
than bales of merchandise ; and the souls of men of greater value than
hoarded dollars. Ah, it is to be feared that you are tainted with socialism,
or agrarianism or " some other ism of violence and blood." The police must
see to you, you must be suppressed.

—

Canadian Labor Reformer.

1
* Chants of Labour,' with Music. Edited by Edward Carpenter. With front,

and title by Walter Crane. Swan Sonnenschein, Is.
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BRITAIN,-

The oatlooki for Bury (Lancashire) via >very depressing. Six out of about
fifty mills, are now closed}- besides* thseedarge foundries-, and the railway
€o*fcp|uajy have also removed*their works*

The w«aU$nftrade -is veary bad in. Littlebosougfe. It is stated that* a num*
fcer^of .wwk^laces* are,about. to be closed^for>a considerable time;

Th^jninejra employed in*the No. 1 pifcof theHerniand Oil Company, West
Calder, have struck work until a definite^answer has been obtained from the
manager in reference to their check-weighman.

The^ riveters employed in. the shipbuilding yard of Messrs. Scott & Co.,

Greenock, are on strike for an advance of Is. per 100 rivets. The riveters in

Messrs. Caird & Co.'s yard, who came out about a month ago, remain out.

Oldham.—A general meeting of the Oldham Master Cotton-spinners' As-
sociation, held on Thursday night, decided to concede an advance of wages
to the operatives. This declaration affects about 30,000 workpeople.

The strike at Palmer's ship-building yard at Jarrow, still continues.
During the week over 120 labourers have "been imported from Sheffield to
fcalde the place of the platers' helpers. On arriving at the yard, a number of
the " strangers " refused to work, alleging that they had been misled.

. Blackburn.—Notices have been given by the loomers and drapers at fifty

Blackburn cotton mills to cease work, as the masters have refused to adopt
the uniform list of wages proposed by the men. This will seriously affect

the weaving and spinning branches of the cotton trade.

A Mean Advantage.—The weavers at Gannon (Burnley) resumed work
last Thursday after a nine day's strike, the employers insisting on stopping
each weaver 2s. per loom for power, and deducted it from the wages earned
before the strike, amounting altogether to £106, there being 1,060 looms.
As may be supposed considerable dissatisfaction exists, and it is very doubt-
ful if the firm, will be any gainers in the long run.

"A Lessor from the Enemy."—From the division list of the voting on
Ihe occasion when the second reading of the Steam Engine and Boilers Bill
was defeated in the House of Commons, it will be seen that the " Noes "

contain Whigs, Radicals, and Tories, and shows how all shades of politicians
can combine to protect their interests when their position as capitalists is

assailed. What a lesson is there not here for working-men—railwaymen in
particular !

—

Railway Review.

Golne.—Another Strike at Garden Yale Mills.—A batch of about
19 weavers who have been working at this place since the strike, which
began about six months ago, have come out on strike and another batch
have given in their notices. Not one of the original strike hands have yet
retainied to work. The twenty-fifth report of the strike committee shows
an income of- £80 3s, 10d; The expenditure includes 2s. per loom for 584
loota^and sundry payments- to- winders, twisters, tenters, and a small sum
for children.

Employing Marines as Dockyard Labourers.—The Western Daily Mer-
cury announces that the doekyard authorities at Devonport have within the
past few days been instructed to draw 100 men from the local division of

marines in.order to execute labourers' work in Keyham yard in consequence
of the dearth of employes due to the late reductions. Of these fifty had to
be obtained from Chatham, and the local division is now so weak that little

more than a score of men are available for ordinary duty. It is, moreover,
asserted that the marines in question are not effective. Great discontent
prevails amongst the marines and in the dockyards.

A Kenegade's Portrait.—The Amalgamated Hosiery Union of Leicester
are using the photographic art in a manner at once amusing and effective,

for the purpose of " showing- up " a former member who has lately turned
renegade. In a fir,m where a dispute is still unsettled, this man has gone in

as a knobstick foreman, and is trying to induce other men to fo-low his

example. Some of the members happen to have had a portrait of this man,
taken when he was once picketing a shop for the LTnion. At the time he
was taken he had a clay pipe -in- his mouth, and the Association have had his

photograph re,propuced, clay pipe and all, and have pasted a copy in each of

their monthly reports. The gentleman in question is likely, therefore, to

become tolerably well known, in a sense not conducive to his comfort nor
popularity.

A Typical Example.—Boys' and girls' boots at (k\. a pair ! Such is the

statement made, not before the Sweating Committee, but at the meeting of

the City Board of Guardians, The chairman admitted it was true that boys'
and girls' boots were supplied by contract to the Central District Schools at
Hanwell at 6d. a pair, that they cost Is. 8d. to repair, and that new boots
had now been ordered' instead of repairing old ones. What must be the
wages of the workpeople employed in making these articles ? A mystery of

the contract system, Mr. Lyon said, in explanation of the low price. Mr.
Lindsey's description of it as a scandal was more to the point. Unless the

contractor is recouping himself by overcharging upon other parts of his con-

tract, there must be a good deal of pain and poverty connected with the
turning out of boots at Gd. a pair. The Sweating Committee should probe

- this* case- to the bottom.

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

> "Big Eogues and Little Ones."—A Midland porter has been sentenced

te three months' imprisonment, with hard labour, by the Luton magistrates,

for appropriating excess fares paid by passengers to the amount of 9s. 4d.

He had been in the service of the company since 1877, and had a wife and
eight children. His wages were 17s. a-week, and it is said he had hitherto

borne a good character. We by no means wish it to be thought that we
eould encourage the retention of excess fares by any company's servant, nor
ean

;
we defend the action of the unfortunate porter in this case ; but we

cannot pass over the fact of- the man having only 17s. per week upon which
to maintain a wife and eight children. The company could surely never
expect that this man couldrfiiifil his obligations to his family out of the bare
pittance allowed him for wag«Sj and: they might have been sure that the

temptation of augmenting hi* income out of excess fare money would be
dj&unilt for him to resist. To offer, a man such a wags is a disgrace to so

wealthy a corapajayv .while toiexpeet him to be honest with it was hardly
cQmui&ttt>~-RailiMy>R&viem.

TftREATENiED' Strike in tite Nxtt and Bolt Trade.—Thursday night a
meeting of the Council of the Midland Counties Trades Federation was
hekl-at the Castle Hotel, Castle Street, Dudley ; Mr. John Taylor presiding.

Mr., Juggins, the secretary, said) the efforts of the spike-nail makers had
laeen successful so far as they had gone; The masters met the men in a

friendly spirit* and there waata general belief that matters »r«qni*ed^ai»end-
ingw The only question was *a to the amount of the adv*B«e> A list had
been submitted, but it was rejected on the ground that some- of the itttns
were an advance of 50 per cent. It was, however, agreed that* the* highest
prices and the lowest prices should be put together, divided, and; thetu2S
percent, added. That was an agreeable advance, but it was likely to. be
still further improved. He {Mr. Juggins) trusted the men would remember
the- manner in which the masters had treated- them, and do their best to see
that there was no running in and asking for work at less -prices. In reply
to the chairman, the secretary said the other subjects connected v with the
spike trade had not been broached, for the wages question- lasted two hours.
The question of female labour would have to be soon discussed, for it was
sweating in another direction. The next business was the threatened strike
in the nut and bolt trade. Mr. Juggins said the men had done all they
could, and had asked for a meeting with the employers on three occasions";
but they had been treated with contempt. When the masters refused to
meet the men they had a bad case. Nearly all the masters in Darlaston bad
broken the list, whilst in other places there was a disposition to pay the lisfy

and more, if there was unity in the matter. But such masters could not go
on selling nuts and bolts whilst paying more for wages, than the others.
Consequently nothing less could be done than to issue a general notice to all

masters to raise the standard of wages, and the men would come out on
Saturday. Some of the masters were pursuing strange tactics, and were
stating that the men were never to come back. They were also trying to
adopt a system of deduction by which a man would have to receive about
12s. when he had earned £1. In reply to a question, Mr. Juggins said the
men paid Is. 6d. for blast and 4d. for the placing of the breezes on the
hearth, a matter which he believed would come under the provisions of Mr.
Bradlaugh's Truck Act. He hoped, too, that the carriage question would
come under the same Act. The men by ballot had voted 300 to 1 in favour
of a general strike. It would be the most serious thing for Darlaston since
1877. Mr. Juggins and Mr. Millichip were appointed a deputation to wait
on the masters at Darlaston to-morrow. A vote of sympathy with, and a
promise of support to, the nut and bolt makers, was passed unanimously.

Metropolitan Pauperism.—The weekly return of metropolitan pauperism
shows that the total number of paupers relieved in the first week of the
current month was 99,712, of whom 57,466 were indoor and 42,246 outdoor
paupers. The total number relieved shows an increase of 5,725 over the
corresponding week of last year, 8,213 over 1886, and 11,863 over 1885. The
total number of vagrants relieved on the last day of the week was 1,068, of
whom 842 were men, 199 women, and 27 children under sixteen.

As Elsewhere.—The Dutch workman illustrates the old law of labour
familiar to students of factory life—that long hours lead to comparatively
less production. He works twelve, thirteen, and fourteen hours for wages
from 2d. to 3d. an hour> reaching to 6d. and 8d. for skilled painters and en-
gravers, and he does not turn out as much as an English workman would do
in half the time. A poor diet and little sleep lead to a low state of nervous
energy, whilst in the factories night and' day shifts of workmen prevent effec-

tive ventilation. The Boyal Commission, which has been recently investi-

gating the facts, has presented a terrible picture of toil and competition, of
evaded laws for the protection of children, and of popular ignorance. Legis-
lation is imperative, and the Dutch Government is copying, in some respects,
our own factory laws. Labour questions are just now attracting immense
attention everywhere, and there is a weird similarity about many of the
revelations that suggests a social cataclysm in the near future.—Pall Mall
Gazette.

The Labour Party.—Labour is not the peculiar function of a particular
class. All men able to do so are presumed to labour. Nature imposes this;

as a necessity upon every person, and punishes for disobedience to her de-
cree. He who is able and does not labour is not worthy of consideration
one way or the other. No able man can be honest and an idler at the same
time. He owes it to himself as well as to humanity to exercise and utilise

the faculties which he possesses to the fullest extent. Such being the fact

and labour nature's universal demand upon normal humanity—not only a
necessity but a duty—there is no sense in referring to labour as including
only a class. It embraces all of humanity worthy of the name. What is

needed in the country to-day is a party having the protection and elevation
of humanity as its primal aim. A party that will place the protection of

labour as more important than the protection of what labour has created

—

or capital. In its creed the creator and not the created should be the first

consideration. We know that the old existing parties are not actuated by
this spirit but the reverse. Their own and ablest men admit this, that
money rules and manhood is enslaved ; that capital has been favoured by
special legislation and labour wronged and robbed by the same process ; that
property has been petted and privileged while humanity has been left to
sink into serfdom and degradation. Every honest, earnest effort to reverse
those conditions should be commended and encouraged.

—

South West.

Trade Guilds in China.—A report containing some curious facts about
Chinese trade guilds has been got up by the American Minister to China.
He says that in every city in China there are guilds controlling arbitrarily

every branch of business, Boycotting is carried out in the most thorough
manner. In the great cities there are numerous trade unions wrho regulate
hours of labour, strikes, and prices on the most approved American plan.

These guilds have existed time out of mind. In most cities each province
has its own guild. The guild protects its members against sectional preju-
dice, prevents litigation, and performs the usual functions of a chamber of

commerce. Trade unions are very numerous, and some of them are very
wealthy. There are unions for blacksmiths, carpenters, wire-drawers, silk-

weavers, millers, postal companies, and barbers. Provincial compatriot
guilds hare two main objects in view—protection against sectional prejudice,

and for the prevention of litigation among its members. These guilds are

local affairs, and their membership seldom exceeds 30. Funds for their

support are raised by self-imposed tax on commodities sold by the members.
The books of each establishment or house are examined every month, the
examination being made by the clerks of the firms in rotation. Punishment
is provided for against any false rendering of amount of sales. The penalty
is expulsion and the withholding of all intercourse with the offending mem-
ber for ever after, and " any member discovered to have dealings with either

from sympathy or friendship shall pay a fine of 100 taels." Each guild pro-

vides its own weights and measures, as there is no common standard. A
Chicago speculator would not know how to do business in China. Fictitious

buying and selling being illegal, Chinese legislation provides against every
species of monopoly.
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THE LIVING TO "THE DEAD.

(Words to Litther's Air, ".Now thank we all our God")

O dumb forgotten ones,
brave, ttnsung in story,

In us, your sons of sons,

Behold'your joy and glory.

-Say, was<your toil for naught,
Or lost your patient lore,

Whereby to us was brought
The torch of Hope ye bore ?

No Golden Age ye knew
;

For this our mothers bore us,

That fairer world to woo,
The world that is before us.

Your spirits none the less

• Are with our conquering band :

Yea, side by side we press
To gain yon promised land.

No lords doth Labour need,
Our thought no priestcraft smothers;

One all-embracing creed
We boast, that men are brothers.

Whereso, afar or near,

Our glad new gospel flies,

See bondage disappear,

See Fellowship arise.

Wherever one may roam,
When Wealth gives way to Labour,

No land but shall be home,
No man but shall be neighbour ;

And Fear shall melt in Mirth,
And Mirth such charm shall strow,

That our poor loveless earth
True Paradise shall grow.

C. W. Beckett.

LONDON'S INDUSTRIAL MARTYRS.

Mr. Charles Booth read his second paper on " The Condition and Occupa-

tion of the People of East London and Hackney, 1887," at the Statistical

Society's meeting on the 15th, and gave some most interesting statistics.

For the past three years Mr. Booth has employe&.hiraself in compiling, with

the aid of -the r-66 School Board visitors, the district registrars, and other

authorities, a complete census of East London,' setting forth the condition of

life of the one- million people who live west of the City and the Kingsland

Road, and north of the Thames. His conclusions were extremely startling.

He stated that his lowest class, the predatory and idle vagabonds who loom

so large in the eyes of respectably middle-class society, comprise less than

11 per cent, of the population. In East London there were 11,000 loafers

and semi-criminals. Passing from these, his next class was that of the " very

poor," people in receipt of casual wages, amounting to "considerably below "

18s. to 21s. per week. This class, "who live in a state of chronic want,"

number no less than 11^ per cent, of the population. There are no fewer

than 100,000 of these "very poor" (one quarter being adult men), whose
means are insufficient for any decent life, in East London.
The " poor," with intermittent earnings of 18s. to 21s. weekly, number

75,000 ; those with the same incomes more regularly earned comprise

128,000. These two classes, barely able with constant struggle to make
both ends meet, make up nearly a quarter of the whole population.

The two next classes, the regularly employed wage-earners (377,000) and

the "aristocrats of labour" (121,000), make up together 55 per cent. In all

East London there are only 80,000 middle-class, or less than 10 per cent.,

even including all the small shopkeepers, clerks, etc. Nine out of every ten

of the population are in receipt of weekly wages for manual labour. (Jut of

every nine, one is chronically destitute, ill-fed and ill-clad, and two just

manage to struggle along. In addition there are the paupers, criminals,

invalids, and idiots. Truly a tine result of our industrial civilisation !

Of the " very poor," Mr. Booth gave as the immediate causes of their

destitution :—Drink, 14 per cent, only ; sickness, large families, and in-

firmity, 27 per cent. ; irregularity and want of employment, 55 per cent.;

" loafers," 4 per cent.

Mr. Booth then passed to the whole of London, and from the data col-

lected estimated that its 4,000,000 people include

—

44 Loafers," etc

"Very poor " (in chronic want)

-p (Irregular ©amings
•^oor

(Regular, but low pay

.Regular standard earnings, and-all above that

50,000
300,000

250,000
400,000

i;ooo;ooo

3,000,000

4,000,000

In conclusion, Mr. Booth pointed out how the 300,000 chronically desti-

tute -^vtryi^pwr "pressed constantly on the heels of r the struggling poor

above them, and made harder their tierce fight for life.

A discussion followed of the kind usual in such places ; later marriages,

technical education, and a removal of the coal dues were most in favour

among the " remedies " suggested.

Heither days nor lives can be made holy by doing nothing in them. The best

prayer at the beginning of a day is, that we may not lose its moments ; and the

best grace before meat is the consciousness that we have earned our dinner.

—

John Ruslcin.

The proletariat, in the last analysis^ is the only trae who really stands between
the worker and his natural right to the laaad, -and the just remuneration of his

toil, because the ultimate resort is to physical force. When " bayonets think,"

and the soldier fraternises with the people, then comes the end of monarchy and
of all arbitrary power. When the troops, ordered out at the behests of the cor-

poration kings, refuse to fire upon their own class, disputes between employer
and employed will be submitted to rational arbitration. And when working-
men refuse to waste their force in voting the kept solicitors of capital into places

of power and profit, there will be more attention paid to their rights by those

'who seek office.

—

J. K, Ingalls.

Take care that in every town the little roofs are built before the large ones, and
that everyone who wants one has got one. And we must try also to make every-

body want one. That is to say, at some not very advanced period of life, men
should desire to have a home which they do not wish to quit any more, suited to

their habits of life, and likely to be more and more suitable to them until their

death. And men must desire to have these their dwelling places built as strongly

as possible, and furnished and decorated daintily, and set in pleasant places, in

bright light and good air, being able to choose for themselves that at least as well

as swallows. And when the houses are grouped together in cities, men must have
so much civic fellowship as to subject their architecture to a common law, and so

much civic pride as to desire that the whole gathered group of human dwellings

should be a lovely thing, not a frightful one, on the face of the earth.

—

Buskin.

^REVOLUTIONARY OLLEN©&R.
<Week BNDfKG June 2, 1888.

-27

28
29

Sun.

'Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Tiur.

<Fri.

Sat.

1793. Trial of John Frost for seditious --words. 1797. Babfcuf
killed himself. 1&60. Palermo -taken by- Garibaldi.

1807. Agassiz born. 1871. Fall of the Paris Commune.

1630. Trial for publishing " A Proposition ; for JJis < Majesty's Ser-
vice to bridle the impertinence of Parliaments." 14&0,

English Monarchy restored.

1778. Voltaire died. 1844. O'Connell and others sentenced 'for

political conspiracy. 1884. Ltyna/mite explosion- at ^Scot-

land Yard, etc. 1887. Co-operative Congres»«at Carlisle.

I

1882. Strike of iron;and steelvworkors in United States.

• 1821. J. T.'Wooler sentenced to 15 months' imprisonment.
1

1777. Trial of John Almon for 'selling Junius' "Letter to the

I

King." 1780. "No Popery " Riots. 1817. Trial of An-
drew McKinley for administering unlawful oaths. 1831.

Labour Riots at Merthyr, red flag carried. 1878. 'No-
biling's atterapton the Emperor William. ±882. Garibaldi
died.

Trial of John Frost.—On November 6, 1792, John Frost, an attorney, " being
a person of a depraved, impious, and disquiet mind, and of a seditious dis-

position," did, at the Percy Coffee-house in Marylebone, say publicly that he
saw no reason why any man should not be on a tooting with another, and he was
for equality. On May 27, 1793, he was tried, and as ha was a well-known re-

former, having been associated with Horne Tookc, and Wilkes, and others, his

fate was fore-ordered, and in spite of Erskme's eloquence he was found gtslty*

On- the I9th of June he attended to receive judgment, and was sentenced to six

month's imprisonment, during that time to be pilloried at Charing Cross for an
hour daily, and afterward to give five years bonds of good behaviour. He was
also struck oil the roll. On December 19th, between 11 and 12, he was released

from Newgate and placed in a coach, rolled in blankets and apparently very
feeble. After entering in recognisances at the house of Mr. Justice Grose in

Bloomsbury Square, he was discharged from custody. As soon as he was at

liberty the people took the horaes out of the carriage, and drew him home to

Spring Gardens, stopping at St. James's Palace and such places to cheer vocifer- •

ously. On December, 181-3, he received a " free pardon " from the Prince Regent,
but was not replaced on the rolls.—S.

Trial of Andrew McKinley.—December 20, 1816, some people met at the howse
of a weaver in Abercromby Street, Glasgow, and there the defendant was said

to have administered the following "unlawful oath": "In awful presence of

God, I, A. B., do voluntarily swear that I will persevere in my endeavouring to

form a brotherhood of affection amongst Britons of every description, who are

considered worthy of confidence ; and that I will persevere in my endeavours to

obtain for 'all the people in Great Britain and Ireland, not disqualified by crimes

or insanity, the elective franchise, at the age of 21, with free and equal repre-

sentation, and annual Parliaments ; and that I will support the same to the

utmost of my power, either by moral or physical strength, as the case may
require. And I do further swear, that neither hopes, fears, rewards, or punish-
ments, shall induce me to inform on, or give evidence against, any member or

members, collectively or individually, for any act ot expression done or made, in

or out, in this or similar societies, under the punishment of death, to be inflicted

on me by any member or members of such societies. So help me God and keep
me steadfast." He was brought up for trial in the High Court of Justiciary in

Edinburgh, on June 2and other days ; on July 19 the charge was declared " Not
Proven," and the prisoner dismissed.—S.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Fabmnodon Road, E.C.

.Library.—The Library is ©pen tomembers of the Socialist Leagueand affiliated,

bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the- Rules, 2d. D. J. Nkjoll aiid W.
Blujsixell are the Librarians.

Animal Conference.—On Sunday last the Aimual Conference was held,

delegates attending from the Glasgow, Edinburgh, Norwich, Ipswich, Walsall,

Leicester, -Oxford, Bradford, Mitcham, Me*ton, Acton,' Falham, Hammersmith,
Marylebone, Bloorflsbury,'Hoxton (L.E.L ), North London, Stamford Hill, Mile-

end, tHaokney, and Clerkenwell branches and affiliated bodies of the S.L. Fuller

details will be given next*week.

^East-end Propaganda 'Eund.-^Princes Square (donation), 10s. Collecte4

at Princes Square, May 22, 3s. 7 id.

—

Jcskph Lane, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
C. J. F., 2s. 6d. P. W., 6d. Langley, 2s. Oxford Branch, 2s. K. F., Is-

REPORTS.
Bloomsbury.—A very successful concert was held here last Thursday in aid

of branch. The entertainment was of an exceptionally good character.—*W. B.

Mile End and Bethnal Green.— On Tuesday, Davis spoke on ;Mile-enxl

Waste. Saturday evening, Blundell opened meeting on Waste with music. Ad-
dresses by Blundell, Mowbray, and Davis. Slight opposition, and good sale of

Commonweal.—H. M.
Aberdeen. — Open-air propaganda for the season commenced on May 19.

Aiken as chairman made vigorous opening speech. Leatham thereafter lec-

tured to large crowd on " Socialism the only Hope for the Workers," speaking

for over an hour, and dealing with all the suggested " remedies " of Malthusian-

ism, Teetotalism, Republicanism, Protection, and Co-operation. No opposition,

but attempt made by religious body to drive the meeting off the ground.

Good sale of literature.—J. L.

GlasCxOW.—At 10.30 on Sunday morning, Pollock and Downie held a very

successful meeting on Jail Square. Many people evidently on their way to

church, remained at our meeting and heard the principles of Socialism explained.

At 5 o'clock our usual meeting was held at Paisley Road Toll by Gilbert,

Pollock, McCulloch, and Downie ; and at 7 o'clock our comrades went to hold

another meeting in Infirmary Square, but as several evangelical meetings

were going on they retired to the rooms for business meeting.— S. D.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning we held a meeting in Vicar's Croft, and collected

10s. Id. towards the proposed co-operative workshop amongst the Jewish

tailors.—P.
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Norwich.—A well attended meeting was held on
St. Catharine's Plain las*Friday night by C. W. Mow-
bray and Poynts. Successful meetings were held at
Catton and Market Place on Sunday, addressed by
Turner,' Poynts, Morley, Browne, and Swash, Fair
collection for propaganda fund, and average number
of Commonweal sold.—E. B.
Walsall.—On Monday at indoor meeting, Sanders

lectured to a fair audience on "The A B C of So-
cialism." Tarn (Birmingham) addressed a good open-
air meeting on The Bridge on Saturday evening.
Sunday morning, Guillemard and Deakin spoke to
large audience on the West Bromwich Road, a
favourite spot for the gathering of workers on Sun-
days, and our speakers have on each visit met with a
ihearty reception. Good sale of pamphlets. Deakin
also lectured on Saturday to the Young Men's Im-
provement Society, Bilston ; subject, " Has Machinery
Benefited the Working Classes ? ". Good and useful
discussion at close.—J. T. D.

Junior Socialist Educational Society. — The
discussion on " Authority " will be opened by Lefevre
at 14, Kempsford Gardens, West Brompton, on Satur-
day, May 26, at 8 o'clock.—A. F.
-L.-EA. Club and Institute.—On Saturday last a

" Concert on behalf of the above took place here. The
facilities afiorded by this institution for gatherings of
this character being somewhat meagre, some difficulty
was experienced in finding accommodation for the
numbers which attended, the place being crowded to
excess throughout the evening. The success which
has up till now attended us here augurs well for the
future. Classes for instruction in French, Political
Economy, Logic, Physiology, Shorthand, etc., are
-about to be established.—H. A. B.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.
Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.
, Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
London—Sunday 27.

11 ...Turnham Green—Front. Common ...Acton Bch.
11. 30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Pope & Mackenzie
11.30...Merton—Haydons Road The Branch
11.30.. .Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11.30.. .Regent's Park The Branch
11. 30.. .St. Pancras Arches Bloomsbury Branch
ll.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
3.30.. .Hyde Park ..The Branch
7.30...Clerkenwell Green The Branch

Friday.
8 ...E uston Rd.—Ossulton Street...N. London Bch.

PROVINCES.
Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Square at 10.30; Paislsy
Road at 5.

Leeds.—Sunday : Vicar's Croft, at 11 a.m.
Norwich.—Sunday ; Market Place at 3 and 7.45.

West Bromwich—Near the Fountain, every Sunday
morning at 11.15.

Smethwick.—Near Spon Lane, every Sn-nday morning
at 12.

iLECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton,—17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-
nell's Dining Rooms). Sundays at 8 p.m.

&loom8bury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,

Tottenham Court Road. Thursday May 24, at 8.30,
Business Meeting. 31st. G. B. Shaw, a lecture.

June 7. Dr. E. B. Aveling, "Evolution and Social

-

Olerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

jFulham.—S Effie Road, Walham Green.

Hackney.—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

JRammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
/Sexton.—Labour Emancipation League Club and

Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).

Sunday May 27, at 8 p. m. , a Lecture.

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.

, Mttaham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.

Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-

merston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

.Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business meeting every Thursday evening
at 9 p. m. Debating Class for members after meeting.

...N'wth London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air

meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
"• f to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary,

i>Jelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite

Holborn Town Hall.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—On Saturday May 26,

at 8 p.m., Leathawi will lecture at Castle Street on
" Socialism : What it is, and what it is not."

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

v Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
-every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

'Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Dis-

cussion every Thursday at 8.

-^Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

«QaUatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

iHcugwo.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting

Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Sjticesier.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, (pro tern.),
v

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Jforwich.—Gordon Hall. Tuesday at 8.30, Members
meeting. Wednesday at 8.30, Ways and Means and
Literary Committees. Thurday, open from 8 until

10.30 p.m. Saturday, Co-operative Clothing As-
sociation, 8 until 10.30. No lectures will be held in

Gordon Hall on Sunday evenings during summer
months. Sunday May 27th, at 11 a.m., a meeting
'will be held at Wymondham, addressed by comrades
Adams and Sutton.

EAST -EOT)] {PROPAGANDA.
Sunday.—Leman Street, Shajdwell, at 11. Mile-

end Waste, at 11. ** Salmon and Ball," Cambridge
Road, at 11.30. Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal Green Rd.,
at 11. Wheler Street, Bethnal Green Road, at 12.

Well Street, Wick Road, Hackney, at 11.45. Kings-
land Green, at 11.30k Victoria. Park, at 3. Lea
Bridge Road, at 3. Stone Bridge Common, Hagger-
ston, at 3. Triangle, Hackney Road, at 3. S-tetniford

Hill, at 7.30. Broadway, Plaistow, at 7.30.

Monday.—Near Bow Churchy at 8. " Weavers'
Arms," Stoke Newington, at 8.30^

Tuesday.—Mile-end Waste, at 8.30. Shaokland
Lane, Kingsland, at 8i30. Southgate Grove, South-
gate Road, at 8.30.

Wednesday.—Broadway, London Fields, at 8.30.

Broadway, South Hackney, at 8.30. Charlotte Street,

Gt. Eastern Street, at 8.30.

Thursday.—Philpot Street, Commercial Rsad, at

8.30. Clapton Pond, Clapton Road, at 8. 30. Packing-
ton Street, Essex Road, at 8.30.

Friday.—Tottenham Road, Kingsland Raad, at

8.30. Union Street, Commercial Road, at 8.30-

Saturday.—Ashrove, Commercial Rd., at 8v Mile-
end Waste, at 8.

Help from all speakers who can spare the- time on
any of these eveniiags, and also help in donations for

spreading literature, etc., is earnestly requested. Ad-
dress, 38 Ainsley Street.

United Radical. Club, Kay Street, Hackney Road.
—On Sunday May 27, at 8.30, EL A. Barker Tyill

deliver the concluding lecture of the course—subject,

"Socialism/*

New Branch Premises Fund (Clerkenwell).—
Will Branch secretaries kindly make their returns as

speedily as possible.—Acknowledged last week, 4s.

9d. Received from Mile-end and Bethnal Green
Branch, 2s. 6d. ; North London Branch, Is. 3d.

—

J. Turner, R. Turner, J. Flockton, W. Blundeljc,
Entertainment Committee, 13 Farringdon Rd., E.C*

Mrs. Wardle will supply Branch Subscription Ciwrds

at 9d. per doz. Leaflet Press, Cursitor street.

Now Ready, Price One Shilling ; bound in Cloth,
Two and Sixpence.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN.
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis—The Economic
Basis—Current Fallacies—Objections—Quack Reme-

dies for Poverty—Methods and Future, etc.

With Preface written by William Morris.

William Reeves, 185, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
i

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction.

With Portraits.

Price 6d., post free 7£d.

Apply f©f Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon
Road, London, E.C.

ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
" Th^re is a great lack of literature from tMa standpoint. We

do not agree with all the points, but at the same time reaetmnend
it to all our friends and also its translation into the French and
German language."Freiheit.

" The State in every form is denounced as tia abomination of
desolation. Mr. Lane is extravagant in many ©f his statements,
but his pamphlet is quite worth reading. "Oub Goener.
"There is a sad lack of Anarchist pamphlet* in England, ani

we gladly welcome our comrade Joseph Laneli contribution of
'An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto,' which is an energetic
and earnest exposition of Anarchist Socialism, from a worer's
standpoint. The second portion,, which deals \/ith> practical
politics is specially interesting. We hope the tract wiM. have a
wide circulation. "Freedom.

Price One Penny, or 9d. per dozen.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farsingdon Road, SIX1

.; or

38 Ainsley Street, Bethnal Green.

Now Ready, Cloth Wncut, 2s* 6d.

LOVE TRIUMPHANT
A Series of Sonnets, and other Poems.

By FRED HE]KDERSON.
""Worth reading now, and very paobably worth

remembering in time to come."—Londoa. Star.

""Written with consummate art, and quite Avorthy
of some of the best-esteemad poets g& the day."

—

Unitarian Herald.

Jaxrold & Sons, 3, Paternoster Btiildmgs ; or from
the Author at tins Office-.

FREEMASONS' ARMS,
81 Long Acre,

(Proprietor, comrade J. J. Hart, late of Burton and Pheenix Halls)

Discussions every Sunday in Hall of this Tavern.

'THE AUSTRALIAN RADICAL:
Advocate of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity

New Lambton Road, Hamilton, Australia.

This journal is the organ of the Australian Socialist

League. Copies may be had at the office of the Com-
monweal, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C. l^d. per copy,
Is. 6d. per quarter, post free.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of t)ue Principles
of Social Democracy. By J. Sketchley. An
Introduction by Willmm Mokets* 240 pp. , post
free Is. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

Soeial Science (New York). Containing
splendid full-page Portraits of the eight Chicago
Anarchists, with good Biographical Notices of
each. Price, post free, 5d. <* copies, post free,

2s. 4d. 12 copies, 4s. 6d. 3 dozen, 12s. 6dL

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free.

The Irish Question. Third Edition. 32
pages, in Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or
more copies post fre&.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Pla&e Parades

THE LEAFLET NEWSPAPER*
Published every Saturday at 1 p.m. Edited by-
Thomas Bolas. Packet of 25, Id., Postage Jd.; IOQ0
Is. 665., Postage 6d.—Leaflet Press, Cursitor St^ E.C-

QITY OF LONDON COLLEGS, White Street,

Moorfields (close to Moorgate Street Station).

—

A Russian Class has been started at this College on
Mondays at 7 p.m., taught by N. W. Tch»ykovsky.
Terms 9s» per quarter.

Now ready. Royal 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions
for the Socialist League.

Beeves & Tumor, "»9G Strand ; or Com-monweal Office.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . id.

Organised Labour: The Duty of the. Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) Id.

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . » 2d.

The Aims of Art, By Win, Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William
Morris. In Wrapper . . . . . 4d.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. ... Id,

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joseph Lane
at 13 Farringdon Road, London,
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NOTES ON NEWS.
There is no doubt that the Southampton election is a heavy blow for

the Government as things go ; and little doubt that the election turned
on the compensation clauses in that piece of humbug, the Local Gov-
ernment Bill. This is quite natural, since this question which is, we
must suppose, beginning to excite people dreadfully, is after all and
considering the bill it has to do with, a small matter compared with
Ibhe independence of Ireland ; and being a smaller matter, people are
sure to take more interest in it, because the whole of their political

education tends to turn their thoughts towards mere pettinesses. It is
" a matter of course that if some piece of mere local politics, especially if

it were a personal affair, of little importance to themselves and none at

all to anyone else, could have been pushed into the front for the con-

sideration of the good people of Southampton, they would have been
more excited still about the election.

However the Government must not console themselves for their

defeat on these grounds. On the contrary, the fact that the South-
ampton electors were thinking less of the Irish question than the Gov-
ernment bill is an unlucky sign for the Ins, and shows that their time
for being the Outs is drawing near. The fact is that the Government
has been compelled to make a show of doing something besides re-

pressing Ireland and London, and is beginning to reap the harvest of
its activity. This is an old story, and will have to be told of every
Government in future : they come in on the back of a faction excited
about something or another, and are happy and glorious; and. could
they "remain w^th no other work than talking bunkum about the de-

feated faction, they might remain in happy and glorious for quite a
long time. But there is a conventional idea that they must attempt to

do something, and so they turn to ; but as there is nothing to be done
but an attempt to tinker that which only a few Whig pedants really

believe can be tinkered, and which it is the interest of most powerful
people should have as many holes as a sieve in it, the first step in their

attempt at doing something means their first step towards the door.

The Tories have now taken more than one step in that direction, so

that we Socialists will probably soon have to be thinking as to what
our prospects will be with Mr. Gladstone in office again ; and the only
question of any interest to be asked about this matter is, will the com-
promise which will in all probability be come to in the Irish matter let

that question rest for a while, and so deprive politicians of a satisfac-

tory refuge from the necessity of at least pretending to deal with the
general condition of labour? Of course desperate attempts will be
made on both sides to spin out the Irish question. How far will they
succeed 1 Will Socialism become a matter of practical politics ? If it

does it will be very certainly dragged through the mud a great deal

;

and it will be especially necessary for all who know what they are
striving for, to keep its true ideal steadily before people's eyes.

C The Co-operationists nave just had a very important congress. It

would be impossible to criticise the speeches and addresses delivered

there from the curt and garbled reports of the daily press ; but pending
the careful consideration of more trustworthy accounts of its proceed-
ings, we cannot fail to note that there was a conflict of opinion there
between those who have an ideal of Co-operation and those who have
not. Our sympathies are of course on the side of those who have the
ideal, especially as their opponents appear to an onlooker to be about
as grovelling a set of profit-hunters as ever encumbered the earth.

Nevertheless it is necessary to point out to them that they are in a false

position, and that Co-operation is certain to drift completely into mere
joint-stockety with minutely subdivided shares.

C Since the days of Robert Owen the position of Co-operation has been
quite changed by the uprising of revolutionary Socialism as a result of

the application of the doctrine of evolution to human society, and the
consequent perception of the class-struggle. The Co-operationists of

Robert Owen's time did not perceive the existence of the class-struggle,

and their Co-operation was but a part of their ideal of Socialism in the
future, and a means to that end in the present. They knew that mono-
poly of the means of production existed, but they did not know (in

spite of Adam Smith) that it was an essential part of the society, poli-

tical and economic, under which they lived.

antagonism of the classes, it should be clear to our Co-operationist

friends that true co-operation and privilege cannot exist together.

The monopolists of the means of production will only allow the Co-

operationists to rise out of their class misery on condition that they

themselves shall join the ranks of the privileged, and live on interest

rent, and profit, thus forming a new class of owners, whose business is

in the main keeping down the producers.

C-It is true, of course, that a great part of this new class would be

living by producing, as well as by owning wealth, that they would be

exploited as well as exploiters ; but there is nothing new in slaves

owning slaves. That condition existed as long ago at least as the time

when the ' Odyssey ' was written. In that book, Eumaeus, an obvious

thrall, often complaining of his thralldom, has a thrall of his own,
" bought with his own money." Surely the " idealist Co-operators

n

cannot think this a high Meal to aim at.

O But now that a living and militant Socialism has made manifest the

C If they will only look at the matter with eyes cleared from preju-

dice they will see that Socialism embraces in its programme whatever

is really feasible in their ideal, and that the Socialists and not them-

selves are the true opponents of the sordid profit-grubbing which they

are attacking in their own associations. Meantime, it seems to me
that these profit-grubbing Co-operationists are doing a service to the

Cause of Labour by pointing out the " Thus far shalt thou go and no

further " to those Co-operationists who really have nobler views, and

are not engaged in the favourite scheme of the dominant class of to-

day, to wit, the fashioning of a new middle-class out of the working-

cW avdvM thevn expense, as a barrier to revolutionary Socialism.

C Perhaps I may as well meet an objection likely to be made, and

which was in fact made at a Radical club in my presence, that the

Socialists themselves are establishing a Co-operative Society. That

society (to which I wish all success) makes it an essential part of its.

plan that no interest shall be paid on money borrowed, and no divi-

dends of profit made to individual shareholders, which is a demon-

stration on its part of its views of the impossibility of true co-opera-

tion under the present system ; as it implies that it does not think it

worth while to start a Co-operationist Society unless those that help it

are content to sacrifice the privilege of capital which the laws of our

modern monopolist Society confers on them.

Lord Salisbury's impudence and insolence really pass all bounds.

When we heard that the Government had refused to recognise officially

the Paris Exhibition of next year, everybody thought it only meant

the usual official apathy and red-tape ; and the matter might surely

have been allowed to rest there unless some special fool could have

been dug up for the occasion. However, that special fool has been

dug up in the person of the most noble himself. He has thought it

necessary to give a reason for the refusal, which is an insult to tho

French nation, and is clearly meant to be. His given reason for not

appointing an English Commission to help to organise the Exhibition,

is that it is intended to be a commemoration of the French Revolu-

tion ! Such an answer almost makes one think that the Government
is " riding for a fall.'

5 This is the day of panics. Some timid people

will be thinking that when the coup d'etat of Baker the First (Bou-

langer) comes off, we shall be sending a corps d'arniee (if we have got

it) to help that hero in putting down opposition. Really it quite puts

one in spirits to see that our " rulers " can be 'such blundering block-

heads as this.

The Bishop of Limerick has fulminated against the Mayor of that

city, who called a meeting to uphold the Plan against the Rescripts,

which meeting, with several others, has been successfully held. This

as far as it goes is satisfactory, especially when taken together with the

condemnation of the Plan by fhe Protestant Mr. Parnell, since it tends,

to stiffen whatever of revolutionary or at least progressive in the Irish

movement. The cleavage between Whiggery and Revolution is growing

wider daily. - W. M.

"THAT BLESSED WORD."
Talking with a friend some time ago, the observation was made to ine>

how easy it was to evoke emotion by using traditional channels. My
friend went on to relate that he was addressing a public meeting a few
days previously and was trying to show that the Liberal Party did not
always express sentiments favourable to the cause of labour. In the
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course of his remarks he quoted some observations from a speech of

a #eU4aiown Radical leader, which were not of a nature to stimulate
the enthusiasm of a working-class audience. The views enunciated
wexe, as might have been expected, being vigorously hissed, when some
one rose and challenged him to give the name of their author. No
sooner had he done so, than the hissing changed to equally vigorous
cheering. The familiar sound which had been cheered so many times
before was quite irresistible, The emotion responded to it by a sort of
" reflex action." The same phenomenon may be traded through every-
thing. " Mesopotamia " is by no means the only " blessed word " in
the economy jof human emotion.
Take the case of jokes (as my friend further remarked). Look

through the comic papers, go to any circus or music-hall, and you will

find the old story perennially evoking the old merriment; the time-
honoured dramatis personam, the mother-in-law, the drunken man trying
to open the street-door with his watch-key, the husband who kisses the
housemaid on the sly—things that have been laughed at ever since

man first began to make jokes.

Again, in literature and in art how many people persuade themselves
they admire what they think they ought to admire, with the most
lamb-like simplicity ? Quote the merest fustian, and cap it with the
" blessed word " Shakepeare, and see if he won't " tumble " to it ! Or
quote Shakespeare and tell him it is an inferior modem versifier, and
Bee if he will not display emotion accordingly !

But it is in the realm of moral and religious sentiment that " blessed

words " most of all assert their efficacy. Hence the success of " revival

"

and similar movements. Hence also the popularity with lecturers or
popular orators of phrases about " him who had not where to lay his

head," invocations of "our common Christianity," and the like. (An
amusing illustration of the possible dangers in the use of the " blessed
word " under new conditions was afforded by Mr. Burt at the Trades-
union Congress at Paris in 1883. The English " labour representative

"

wound up his speech on the claims of labour with an eloquent perora-
tion in which " our common Christianity " played an important role.

Poor Mr. Burt doubtless thought this touching allusion would " melt

"

theFrench proletarian conference as though it had been a "Liberal" meet-
ing of English philanthropic shopkeepers. His interpreter, however,
knew better, and to save Mr. Burt the humiliation of having his oration
greeted with a storm of hisses, omitted the Exeter-Hall-stirring climax.)

There is a tendency in all successful movements to form deposits of
" blessed words," which stir up a kind of bastard enthusiasm or melting
emotion by their mere sound and apart from any intellectual meaning
being attached to them. As already hinted, modern Christianity is

a mere coagulation of " blessed words," as any one may convince him-
self by listening to a sermon any Sunday morning.1 In France the
Great Revolution has left behind it a plentiful crop of such words.
How many journalists and platform orators attach any particular mean-
ing, to the words " La Republique " or " La Revolution "

? The proof of

their fatuous nature in the mcuths of many persons is shown by the
fact that they are employed where an effect has to be produced in-

differently by Conservative and Radical Republicans and Socialists, and
sometimes even by Imperialists. They all know the magic in the
words, the ringing applause which greets them, their potency in filling

up a vacuum in a discourse or newspaper article

!

Now all this explains the " pull " which the conservative forces of

society have over the revolutionary. The former possess an enormous re-

serve force of these blessed words, the emotion connected with which is

inherited, which the latter do not possess. The fact is, most men resent
being made to evolve their emotion out of their own thought. It gives

them trouble, which they are saved when they can have the emotional tap
instinctively turned on by a phrase. Every Socialist agitator knows the
extreme difficulty of divorcing the working-man from the "Liberal
party "—how after apparently enthusiastic insight into the fact that
the welfare of his class must be sought outside the ranks of current
political parties, he will yet at every election return (like the dog of

holy writ) to his Liberal vomit. He cannot bring himself to separate
from what its adherents are pleased to term the "party of progress,"

or to risk the horrible danger of letting in a " reactionary," a " Tory,"
Who in the general way would be found, in reality, neither more nor
less reactionary than his opponent, if the principles of both were com-
pared. But for the revolutionist there is also another side to the
matter. Although the average man doesn't want the trouble of think-

ing, although, unlike the Athenians of old, he doesn't want to hear
some new thing, but at most only the old things or phrases put in a
slightly new setting, yet none of the "blessed words" in which he
delights can in the end resist the solvent influence of the genuine
thought which is the expression of new conditions. Disheartening as

it may be to the propagandist of a new truth to find the apparently
overwhelming influence of the emotional preposessions attaching to old

jingles and catchwords, yet every time the new truth is proclaimed by
tongue or pen something crumbles off the surface of the time-worn
phrase. Our propagandist may therefore safely adopt the attitude of

the villain of transpontine melodrama, and shaking his fist at the
crowds applauding the opposition leader, the popular preacher, etc.,

which he sadly compares with his own " good meetings " of thirty people,

may enunciate in the deep and measured tones of real conviction,
" Never mind—a time will come ! " for assuredly it will—when the
tables will be turned.

1 For instance, the darker sides of savage ritual surviving in the Christian
dogma of the Atonement—the eflicacy of blood, washing with blood, etc.—would
strike the wives and daughters of the suburban villa as very nasty if they fully
realised what it meant—as they would but for the conventional associations
-connected with it and the stereotyped phraseology in which it is couched.

Let us always remember that most of these " blessed words "
. have

had a meaning once. Although the men who use them now don't
think, yet their fathers who invented them have thought. They pre-

fer using hereditary to self-acquired notions. That much abused word
Liberty, as implying "freedom of contract," had, as I have before
pointed out, a very real meaning when the claims of a superannuated
Feudalism were felt to be "the enemy." Even the "blood of Jesus,"

sin, holiness, .etc., were not as now mere jingle—evocative, if of any-
thing at all, of nothing but a mawkish sentiment, empty of all in-

telligible meaning—to the subject of imperial Rome in the first century,

who first used it, with the notion of bloody sacrifice confronting him at

every step, and with his disgust at the decaying forms of ancient city-

life driving every serious-minded man to seek satisfaction in self-

brooding. As before said, there is a tendency in all great popular
movements to form these crystals of " blessed words " which produce
emotion by reflex action. The modern Socialist movement is no
exception. How often are not the phrases " emancipation of labour,"
" social revolution," " revolutionary crisis," " Socialism and Individual-

ism," " Communist-Anarchism "
(!) in the mouths of those for whom

they are no better than " blessed words " ? This is inevitable to some
extent, I know, but for a young movement it is eminently desirable

to prevent this process of crystalisation as much as possible by con-

tinually driving into its phrases the fresh air of intelligence. After
all, it were perhaps not an altogether unreasonable hope that Socialism

might form an exception to the general rule of popular movements in

the matter of "blessed words," and rely for its strength rather on the
realities implied in its conceptions than on the words connoting them.
The extinction of class-society with all that this society involves, and
the rise of a new social order ; the equalisation of the material con-

ditions of human happiness ; the abolition of " shams," speculative as

well as practical ; the installation of realities in their place,—this may
be difficult for all to fully grasp, but I think we have a right to expect

that everyone who calls himself a Socialist, and still more who professes

to preach Socialism, should form for himself some conception of what
all this means.

While we are on the subject of " blessed words," it may not be out
of place to make a few suggestions on the question of sincerity and
insincerity or humbug on the part of those who are or profess to be
influenced by them. It is a common thing for Socialists and Free-

thinkers to hurl the accusation of hypocrisy at Individualists, Mal-
thusians, Liberals, etc., and at Christians. This accusation is of

course indignantly repudiated, and plausible cases are adduced in

plenty of persons alleged to be undoubtedly sincere who hold Liberal-

ism or Conservatism (as the case may be), Malthusianisna, profit-

sharing, or what-not, to be really conducive to the welfare of the people,

and Socialism as "impracticable" and "pernicious"; or, who believe

the Christian theology to enshrine " eternal verities."

Now it maybe said are these people all humbugs'? Their arguments
are for the most part little else than " blessed words " spread out thin.

But, then, may not they really find satisfaction in them 1 The question, in

spite of its plain appearance is a complex one, and not susceptible of a
simple Yes or No answer. I offer the following as a tentative solu-

tion :—Insincerity, Humbug, Hypocrisy, may be divided into four

kinds or classes—(1) There is the conscious, deliberate, intentional

pretence to opinions known or believed to be false for direct personal

ends—the humbug or hypocrite of this class is, of course, never any-

thing more nor less than a rogue or scoundrel; (2) There is the

adoption of views, or sentiments, which the adopter or holder would
like to believe were true or correct, because the holding of them re-

dounds to his interest, and which by a process of self-deception he
often does really come to think he believes. This is the unconscious

humbug of a very large class, the great historical type of which may
probably be found in Mr. Gladstone. Each of these types, the con-

scious and the unconscious humbug, has its pendant. In their simple

and primary form it is individual interest which is the object sought
after ; in their secondary and derived form it is not necessarily indi-

vidual interest directly, but class-interest. No man to-day dare openly

confess that he cares only for his own class. No man dare say with
Foulon " let the people eat grass." As a consequence, the man who is

only capable of that extension of self-interest of which class-interest

consists, must hide the latter like the former under the mask of interest

in truth, or in the commonwealth, as the case may be. It is to the
conscious humbug of this kind that the philanthropic moderate Liberal

politician usually belongs. He knows that his nostrums are simply so

much dust thrown in the eyes of the working classes, with a view of

allaying discontent and bolstering up class-society, just as in his heart

he despises the dogmas promulgated by the missionary society at whose
meeting he presides, but which he thinks a desirable adjunct to the

bayonet in procuring fresh commercial outlets. The first concern in

such a man as this is very often not personal interest per se, but
personal interest as identified with class-interest. As to those whose
humbug is based on unconscious class-interest their name is legion,

embracing as they do the bulk of the middle-classes. Very good
people they are too, some of them, in themselves, but so blinded by
class-prejudice inherited or acquired, or both, that they instinctively

wince at truths which tell against the interests of the dominant
classes, and instinctively accept fallacies which tell in favour of those

classes. They cannot see straight. Arguments which on an indif-

ferent matter would at once carry conviction to them, in this case

appear inadequate ; on the other hand, arguments on the other side,

which on an indifferent matter would appear grossly inadequate, now
carry conviction. Most of the " undoubtedly sincere " belief in the
religious world may be reduced to unconscious humbug, having its root
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in class-interest. The feeling that religion is " respectable," i.e., proper
for the dominant classes to profess, and that it is desirable that the
poor should be taught to look to heavenly rather than earthly joys for
compensation, is what lies in the background of conscience of many a
"gentleman " or " lady " who tries more or less successfully to persuade
himself or herself that it is true, or at least that there is "a sort of
something " in it.

These, then, are in the view of the present writer, the four forms of

humbug, insincerity, or hypocrisy, and for one and all of them
"blessed words" are godsends. To one or other of them may be
reduced well-nigh all the fallacies and superstitions influential in the
modern world. The first kind is brutally apparent, and easily recog-
nisable ; the third, which corresponds to it, is also easily detected. In
both of them the insincerity is intentional. In the second and fourth,
on the other hand, when it is more or less unconscious and unintentional
in the subject of it, there is much greater difficulty in deciding in any
individual case. But here also, it must be remembered, that the hum-
bug although unconscious is none the less there. The thought, or
action, is not straight, direct, and clear—is not what it professes to be—but directed by a definite pervading tendency, to wit, the inordinate
love of self or class as such. E. Belfort Bax.

GENERALITIES AND PARTICULARITIES.
In hearing speeches and in reading books and articles in which the
evils of social life are dealt with in a generalising, categorical manner,
our sense of the actual enormity of those evils is but faintly appealed
to. When we listen to a platform speaker as he alludes to " the poor,"
" the have-nots," "the unemployed," we do not, as a rule, consider the
full significance of these phrases. We do not pause to think of the

- wealth' of honest endeavour and the volume of desperate, desolate
penury comprehended in the words " the poor." We do not think of
the misery endured by the workman who goes from shop to shop, from
yard to yard, in quest of employment, only to meet with rebuffs, re-
fusals, or the mockery of an invitation to " look back in a few days,"
and who goes home at night, jaded and heart-sick, to his patient, care-
worn wife and hungry, whimpering children, with no word of hope or
cheer to make their suffering more bearable. When we speak or hear
of "the tramp," our thoughts do not. always go out to the thousands
of homeless wretches who trudge along our streets and highways,
moved on by policemen, harshly roused up from their unquiet slumber
by hedge-side and dyke-side, or hunted out from pent-houses, lobbies,
and staircases, where they have essayed for a while to stretch their
weary limbs,—every man's hand against them, and their own hands

—

oftenest thrust into what remnants of pockets their looped and win-
dowed raggedness may contain, but if sometimes meddling with that
which is called " not theirs," what wonder ? When in the writings of
economists we meet with such phrases as " the iron law of wages," in
spite of the grim significance of the combination of words, we receive
them with scarce a thought for the system of grinding pressure which
they denote. By constant repetition from press and platform we have
got familiarised with the idea of the slums and their denizens and the
pittance wages paid to the sempstress and the maker of match-boxes.
We can even read in a " high-class " poem of the couch of incest that
crowds the warrens of the poor without any very insupportable thrill

of horror and indignation being aroused in our minds against the
social system that breeds and fosters these things. Aye ; and the
words " class-war " convey but a vague conception of the bitterness
which is growing up against those who live by the spoliation and de-
gradation of their brothers and sisters.

.
The ordinary economist, and indeed some of ourselves unavoidably,

have got into the habit of theorising, regarding human beings as if

they were so many quantities in a mathematical problem. As a nation
we have got accustomed to the idea of having in our midst thousands
of men without work, food, or shelter

—

with little save a brute-like
envy, a vague sense of wrong suffered by ~them, and an inarticulate
hatred of those who have more than they need and a thousand times
more than they deserve. Our magazine-writers and our ordinary poli-
ticians speak and write of all this suffering and degradation with
placid gravity, as if they considered such things disagreeable develop-
ments, certainly, of our civilisation, but just what was to be expected
since the masses will go on breeding at such a scandalous rate and
wasting their earnings on drink, and since those foreign paupers
(princes not included !) will continue to pour into Free Britain. As

' middle and upper-class men they know little of the actual pinch of
poverty, and feel as little for those who do ; and their readiness to

* throw the blame of the poverty suffered by the masses on the masses
themselves is only equalled by their eagerness to demolish any proposal
for social amelioration put forward by those whose humanity is not
wholly withered up by selfishness nor stifled by conventional cant.
Our sensibilities are blunted and our enthusiasm for the cause of

humanity is in danger of being abated by mere theorising and
generalising.

^
We require to have our sympathies refreshed by occa-

sionally bringing ourselves- face to face as it were with the details of
nineteenth-century barbarism ; and it is well for the cause of the dis
possessed that every now and again some iniquity grows too murderous
to* be kept out of sight any longer, and obtrudes itself upon the atten-
tion of the public, to startle it to a sense of how its social and economic
"laws" are working among men, women, and children. When, it
may be, a " Bitter Cry of Outcast London " comes from the press some
morning, or when a report is published of how men are sweated and
bled and fleeced in the dark places of Christian Uncivilisation—then,

and not till then, do we realise anything of the meaning of " the
struggle for existence," "the iron law of wages," the "law of rent,"
" freedom of contract," and the rest of those generalities that flow
with such cultured deliberation from the lips of our sweaters and
fleecers. Through the medium of quiet, unadorned, sometimes official,

prose, we gather an idea of the ghastly realities ; and once in a while
when the picture is more than ordinarily revolting we will choke down
the lump that rises in our throat, vainly trying to ease our feelings

with a curse on the taskmasters. I cannot conceive a man with a
heart taking things quietly after reading a narrative like the follow-

ing, which is by no means an extraordinary newspaper " swatch " :

—

" There is no exceptional distress in the metropolis ; but on one night seven
men and one woman were refused admission to a single casual ward on the
ground that it was already full. On the following morning one of the men was

I brought before a magistrate and charged with * not having any home or any

J
visible means of existence,' because he slept in the street. The crime of home-

j
lessness," adds the writer, *

' is doubtless a heinous one; but one may surmise
that James Diole would have preferred a comfortable bed under shelter to the
pavement of Lucretia Road, Lambeth, had the choice been open to him, and
that his crime was, therefore, of the involuntary kind. It makes the heart sick
to think of these roving homeless creatures, tossed from casual ward to casual
ward till too weary to tramp further, and then when they curl themselves up on
the pavement to sleep, dragged off by a policeman to the station, and charged
before a magistrate on the following day.—In another case a man named William
Hyde was refused admission at four casual wards, and at last despairingly threw
a stone at a public-house window in order that he might be locked up and so
obtain food and shelter. ' The man,' said the constable to whom he spoke, ' ap-
peared to be starving and very much cut up.'—Another man, name unknown,
who did not make his way to the gaol-refuge, was found lying on the pavement
dead ; the medical evidence showed that for years the man had been in a state
of destitution, and death was practically due to starvation.—In yet a fourth
case, a hawker out of work had for some time been dependent on his wife's earn-
ings, who kept him and seven children by preparing toothpicks, receiving 5d.
for 1,200. By very hard work she could get through 3,600 a-day, and so earned
Is. 3d. On this the nine persons ' lived

'
; but the other day James Lockyer

grew weary, and was found dead in his bed when the February light struggled
into his hovel."

It would be mightily easing to one's conscience if one could get
oneself to believe that these persons reduced themselves to their

wretched pass by drink, or that their misery was caused by over-

population, by the appreciation of gold, or by the depreciation of

silver, and so on, and so on in the same vein. I can almost envy the
person who believes that such work can be put an end to by shutting

the public-house, or by prohibiting the immigration of " destitute

foreigners." But when I read in the same publication that " the late

Baron Herman Stern has just transmitted to his heirs the sum of

.£3,541,366 19s. Od. as his nett personal property in England," I set

my teeth for the quite other " methods " which lie before us.

It is a faithful saying and worthy of all acceptation, though it came
from Whig-Malthusian Macaulay, that in description the particular

exceeds the general in the vividness of impression which it creates.

James Leatham-

DANIEL O'CONNELL.
A correspbndent who dissents from the view taken of O'Connell in

the Calendar note by T. S. a few weeks ago, sends the following letter,

written in 1884, by Ainge Devyr, the writer of the powerful "Odd
Book," who knew more than any one other man of the Irish and
English movements half a century ago. The letter is worth reprint-

ing, and is here given :

Sir,—I have received the Nevjcastle Weekly Chronicle of October 21, con-
taining the first instalment of extracts from my ' Odd Book.' I write this to
request that you will allow me to state the why I call O'Connell an ' evil

man,' otherwise many good men, ignorant of his career, will think me, not
him, the evil man.

1. In 1798, O'Connell entered the Lawyers' Corps to fight the United Men.
2. To emancipate a few lords and loungers he sacrificed 100,000 forty

shilling freeholders, and as a condition to emancipation swore every one of

the emancipated to become a spy of the Government.
3. On the lapse, by termination, of the Tory coercion law, he voted and

spoke for its continuance—when the Whigs were in power in 1834 or '35.

4. He voted to pay the debts of Victoria's mother, who could not live on
£30,000 a year. He would not see his Queen's mother distressed.

5. t He voted for £70,000 worth of new stables for Prince Albert, and to
add £10,000 to his salary.

8. He 'offered 500,000 pikemen to push the Chartists into the sea, for

daring to disturb " the quiet of his dear little Queen."
7. He offered to pull down the American eagle and put the British lion

up in its place ; and to raze " with fire and sword the midnight homes of
New York State, if she dared to touch a hair of M'Leod's head."

8. He ridiculed Sharman Crawford and tenant-right ; and at every ad-
journment he made a new humbug society to ask another trial for the Whigs.
And these are only samples of what he did. He was a bred Bourbon

Tory, and brought home those principles from St. Omer, where he was edu-
cated. He abused the trades unions in Dublin, had the Chartist delegation
sent from Newcastle mobbed by his followers, and said their leaders

5 heads
ought " to roll on the scaffold." Had I not reason, Mr. Editor, to call him
an evil man ? Now, had he backed Sharman-Crawford when I was in London
in 1833 he would have secured a tenant-right that would, through its im-
provements, have saved every life that perished in 1847. What could I call

him but an evil man ? Devyr.
Green Point, New York, Nov. 3.

Metropolitan Pauperism.—The weekly return of metropolitan pauperism
shows that the total number of paupers relieved in the second week of the

current month was 98,038, of whom 56,698 were indoor and 41,340 outdoor

paupers. The total number relieved shows an increase of 5,768 over the
corresponding week of last year, 7,575 over 1886, and 10,937 over 1885. The
total number of vagrants relieved on the last day of the week was 1,019, of

816 were men,- 180 women, and 23 children under sixteen.
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NO COMPENSATION.
The supporters of the liquor interest, now threatened by a Bill before

Parliament, are clamouring about " confiscation " and calling for " com-

pensation." To this the temperance folk retort with a cry of " No
•compensation," and to-day (Saturday) a motley crowd of Socialists,

Radicals, temperance advocates, and others are met together to lend

their voices to the shout. No compensation for the refusal to renew

a bargain—that is the meaning of to-day's meeting.

By law the drink traffic has been made into a monopoly, and the
*" licenses," of which we are hearing so much, are merely the tokens of

admission into the*ring of monopolists. Knowing the highly profit-

able nature of liquor-selling, the Government has retained the control

of it in its own hands, restricted the number of those engaged in it,

made them pay for the privilege, and terminated its exercise when
they abused it. The licenses have to be renewed annually, or, in other

words, the share which every publican holds in the great drink

monopoly is only hired by the year and not bought outright. He has

no more " vested interest " in it than a yearly tenant has in the house

he rents, or any other hirer of any other article when the term of his

hiring has expired. This has always been the legal view of the matter

up to the present. But then the monopoly brings in to the govern-

mental coffers the sum of thirty millions per year, and the small

monopolists are anxious to share even more largely than they do in

the plunder obtained from it.

What the particular proposals are on either side does not much
matter ; what they mean is simply that the shares in the monopoly

are on the one hand proposed to be reduced in number, and heightened

in productiveness and price, and on the other hand it is asked that

they be left as they are, or that any present shareholder shall be
" compensated " when his time of holding is over should the bargain

not be renewed. Very naturally and rightly it is being pointed

out by opponents of "compensation" that the publicans have no

prescriptive right beyond the time for which they have bargained

;

that the power which gave has the power to take away ; and that in

the exercise of their monopoly they have as a ckiss somewhat more

than *' compensated " themselves already. Further than that go many
of the opponents, who point out also that the " value " of a public-

house is not made by what is put into it, in fact is not in itself at all
\

that its "value" as a profit-making concern is dependent on the people

who by necessity or convenience are compelled to make use of it ; that

the profit of the publican and the " magnificent revenue of the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequor " come alike from the pennies of the consumer

or the wages of the producer. Between the worker who brews the

beer or distils the spirit, on the one hand, and the consumer who

drinks either on the other, there stand in line the capitalist brewer or

distiller, the publican, and the Government, who each have a finger in

the pie and take out a plum as it passes.

The teetotaller adds another plea : that the effect of the traffic is

mischievous and degrading, and year by year inflicts misery and want
upon millions and entails enormous loss upon the country at large

;

that anything which tends to its restriction is good in itself, and that

the man who has been allowed, " for a consideration," to take part in

it has incurred a heavy responsibility rather that acquired a right to

further reward. One of the features of to-day's demonstration was to

be a van-load of poor children, ragged and woe-begone, with the legend

in large letters, " Who is to compensate all these %

"

With all these pleas the Socialist has to avow his sympathy, but he

is at the same time compelled to say that they are unsound if taken

on the basis of the present property system, and are not carried to

their logical conclusion if accepted as binding on their own merits.

The conditions upon which all property, landed and other, is held

to-day are virtually the same as those upon which the drink monopoly

is maintained. All the material resources of the country are held as

a monopoly by a class ; Government levies a toll upon each man's

share of this monopoly, protects him in its exercise, and interferes

with its abuse (sometimes). If Lord Coleridge may be trusted, there

is no legal right to compensation on the part of any man whose share

is curtailed, taken away, or otherwise interfered with ; but the whole

of society to-day goes upon the assumption that each man's share is

"his own to do what he likes with," and to be heavily paid for if taken

from him. It is "his own" just in the same way and no other as

that in which the publican's share in the drink monopoly is his ; for

so long as the community agree to give it him. If it be decided that

property in land, or factories, or machinery, or, as it really is, in the

power which these things give of extorting wealth from the workers,

is to carry the right of compensation, then also must property in the

liquor trade. So that our friends who cry " No compensation," being

landlords or capitalists of some kind, had better reconsider their position,

and reflect they are departing from the standpoint of the property-

system of to-day, which, if they accept it, would make them "give

compensation " whenever a monopoly was interfered with, or an abuse

rectified. But if they have thought out the matter and still hold to

" No compensation " and the rest of it? Then they must carry out

their principles to their logical conclusion, and become Socialists. This

a good many are very unlikely to do, but there are some who
may be able to see the case clearly when it is put before them.

First, the stern teetotaller who puts the publican beyond the pale

of consideration because the very existence of his class implies wide-

spread poverty with all its evils. Even granting for a moment
that some part of the poverty is "due to drink," is not a much
larger part due to the existence of a capitalist class which con-

sumes without producing, and therefore lives upon the workers?

For every ten the publican has killed there have been a thousand slain

by the landlord and the capitalist ; should not these men's power be

broken ? And of the proletariate whom these men have plunged in

misery, "who is to compensate all theseV
The " value " of property in land, or houses, or machinery, or any-

thing else, is not inherent in it, or put into it by the holder, but

depends on how much the holding of it will enable its " owner " to

exploit from other people. Between the producer and the consumer

stands the capitalist, saying " Producer, you shall not produce ; Con-

sumer, you shall not consume, unless I also share in the wealth pro-

duced." Suppose the producer and consumer combine in refusing to

let him share any longer, will our friends then join us in crying "No
compensation"? All this which is now agitating the public mind is,

when all is said, but a small part of the monopoly which oppresses us,

which is being increasingly felt and will be questioned more closely

day by day. The more closely it is questioned, the more clearly it

will be seen to be merely a vast engine for robbing or defrauding the

workers o£ the fruit of their labour. Whether directly by actual

taking away the product of their toil in the workshop or on the land,

or indirectly by fooling them out of their scanty pay in the grog-shop,

the same thing is done—the producer is fleeced of the product. For

laying a finger on part of the vested right of robbery, the people are

asked to " compensate ",those they disturb. Many people are advising

the people not to do so, but of all these the Socialist alone is clear-

headed or honest enough to freely explain the reason and set forth its

application. S.

THE HISTORY OF A SWEATER.

HIS DEVELOPMENT.

(Concluded from p. 162.)

I now tried to get employment in the West-end, having an ambition

to get into a better position, and I was taken on by a sweater

in Warwick Street, Regent Street, at 7s. 6d. a-day, from seven till

nine. I still continued to live . in the East-end, because I could not

tear myself away from all the familiar surroundings ; but after awhile

the strain became too great to get to work by seven, and get back at

night. So I came to live up town, and began to consider myself a

great person. Soon after, something happened which interested me
greatly. A friend of my master's, hearing of and seeing me at work,

conceived the idea of sending and offering me more money to leave my
then employer. I foolishly told my master of it, and he was so en-
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*aged at the treachery of his friend that when he saw him again he
threatened him with all kinds of things. But for some reason or other

*tie would not raise my wages ; so I left him at the end of the week,
without saying anything, and went to work for his "friend," and
received 8s. a-day.

I now began to feel that I could raise myself still higher in the

social scale, so I avoided card-playing, lotteries, and other kinds of

gambling, dressed myself well, and saved my money. Several inter-

ested people now broached the subject of matrimony to me, but I was
too intent on money-getting, and gave them no hopes. I had also fey

this time disregarded the teachings of the orthodox religion, as I found
-that it interfered very much with my efforts to live with, and like, the

majority, who seemed to be only striving after gain.

About this time my hitherto successful efforts received a severe

check, as I fell ill through some sudden violent exertion which injured

me internally, and I was obliged to go to the hospital at Dalston. I

now thought that my race was run. My people had disowned me for

being too atheistic, which is the greatest offence possible among the

Jews.
. After two months I was discharged, and it was now in the

slack time of the year. I did not relish the idea of going to work at

the slop-work again, and so I lived a few weeks on my savings. I

longed to be home again, but I dare not return to my native land, for

fear of being punished and sent to Siberia as a deserter.

I now thought that I should make the attempt to start on my own
account. I unfolded my plan to an acquaintance of mine, who was a
tailor, but had been a few years before, in his own country, a tanner

;

and we decided to start that very day. So we came up to the west,

and I, being the better dressed, went into many of the fine shops,

applying for work as a first-class coat-maker. My efforts were success-

ful, and T got the promise of plenty of work at prices about half what
the tailors' log came to. We looked about for a suitable place in the

vicinity that we could use for a work-room, which we found through
looking in at a baker's shop window near Regent Street, where I

noticed numerous advertisements stuck up, calling for the help of per-

sons of both sexes at different branches of many occupations. As we
were, we could not ourselves have made a coat, as I could only machine
and he baste ; we needs must have a good tailoress to make the button-

holes and sew on the braid, etc. To discuss this and sundry other

matters over we adjourned to a neighbouring coffee-tavern, and there

made our plans for the future. We were sorely in need of the neces-

sary capital, but we soon borrowed five pounds from some friends on
the strength of our expectations, which was enough to get a table, sleeve-

board, irons and lamps, etc., and a machine from the Singer Machine
Company, which we got for ten shillings down and half-a-crown a-week
after until all the purchase-money (£7, 7s.) was paid.

I now began to dream of a glorious future, that would be possible

if we could only get sufficient hands and work enough. I was now a
sweater. Through the agency of the baker's shop we were able to get

a really good tailor—a poor, ragged fellow, who was too dirty to get

work in any of the West-end shops, and so was glad to come and work
for me for 5s. 6d. a-day from eight till nine. We also got a good
i^iiloress, who was in the same deplorable condition, whom we paid

3s. 6d. a-day, from eight till eight. These two caused us great incon-

venience and anxiety, as they invariably stayed away from work drink-

ing on Monday and Tuesday, especially when we were busy. This
was rather curious to me, because they were so much in need of money
that they would ask for " the boot " (advance) on the first day that
they started work. Well, these two and my partner, with myself and
a girl, who did our house-work and went to and from the shop that

we worked for, we managed to turn out nearly thirty garments a-week,

and we nearly always managed to have £i a-piece each week after

paying all expenses.

This went on for some time, when one day the foreman, who up till

now had hardly spoken to me, asked me to make an overcoat for him.

I joyfully consented, and when it was finished I took it myself to his

house. He did not ask me for the bill, and I did not like to ask him
for the money, so he never paid me for that coat, as well as for others

that we made for him. Now of course I felt more familiar with him,
and so one night I invited him to a good supper, with wine, etc.,

a la carte, when he promised to give me as much work as I wished

—

for a consideration, of course. It is needless for me to relate the exact
words that passed between us, but I agreed to pay him a percentage
of 2s. for every £ that T earned ; he* on his part promising to give me
the easiest and best paid for work of that he had under his control.

We parted, and we both fulfilled our parts of the arrangement.
I now had to get a larger workshop and more people ; and from

this time I worked the machine no more. I also got a quantity of

stock coats to make, which I brought home, and after extracting the
sewing-silk, etc., from each bundle, gave them out to several of my
friends to make, and paid them 20 per cent, less than I received, I
taking the difference for my trouble. This is, correctly speaking, pure
" sweating." I soon afterwards bought out my partner, who continued
to manage my workroom, for which I paid him well. I was now
clearing about £7 a-week. This went on for two or three years, when
I had to my credit in the Post Office Savings Bank a comfortable sum.
So I began to lopk round for some means of investing "my" money.
I was recommended to buy a small cigar business, which, after due
investigation, I bought, my sweating concern going on all right in

Golden Square.

Sometimes now I think of the fate of my unhappy country, and I
help in many ways the Nihilist movement. I try to treat my employes
as well as the best of employers, and I am always ready to " help a
lame dog over the stile." Communicated by Henry Samuels.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FKANCE.

The glassblowers strike of Pan tin, near Paris, or rather the lock-out
organised by,the masters against 3000 workers, has come to an end, and we
are glad to say that the glassblowers have won their, battle on all points-

All the furnaces are to be worked again ; all the working-men, without
exception, resume work; and Amiable, the foreman against whom the
workers of one of the factories made complaints, has to be removed to some
other department. During this struggle, the French workers generally, and
the blowers of Lyons in particular, have shown a great and admirable sense
of solidarity.

Another strike which has lasted over six weeks has ended with the. victory
of the workers—namely, that of the slate-quarries of Eimogne (Ardennes
Department). There also the masters have betn compelled to re-erigage all

the workers, without exception.

GERMANY.
We need scarcely say that the police persecutions and arrests of Socialist*

are going on as usual in Germany. Last week at Berlin several comrades
had their houses searched by the Naporras of the Spree, and were arrested
afterwards. Two other comrades were sentenced to several month's
hospitality in his Majesty's prisons for having distributed the Freiheit and
the Sozial Demokrat. Those who have been lately arrested for the distri-

bution of that leaflet, of which 40,000 copies fell into the hands of the
police, will be tried for offence against the general press laws, against the
anti-Socialist laws, against the Kaiser, for secret conspiracy, and for some
other reasons. All that for a leaflet ! This week we will have at Leipzig a
trial with 43 accused Socialists only, all of them being concerned with the
wholesale spreading of a pamphlet remembering the 18th of March. A
fortnight or three weeks ago, 18 stonecutters were tried for "secret con-

spiracy " and 13 of them sentenced to several months of jail. And so forth,

everywhere throughout the jolly blessed land. But how long is it going
to last 1 We feel somewhat inclined to cry to our friends there over the
Ehine :

" Get up, Lazarus !

"

It is expected that in a few weeks there will be all through Germany a
considerable strike of ironfounders. These workers are pretty well orga-

nised, and have prepared themselves for the last six months to that effect.

Last week a secret gathering of delegates of the German ironfounders was
held at Chemnitz, in Saxony, and important resolutions taken concerning
the forthcoming struggle. It appears likely that the workers of Magdeburg,
where several thousands of founders are at work in the Gruson factories,

will commence the battle against their exploiters. During the last few
months, several delegates of the German founders have also acquainted
their comrades of the same trade in other countries with their plan of

action. We will soon have, in all probability, somewhat more to say about
this very important affair.

In the districts of Glauchau and Meerane, mostly devoted to the textile

and weaving industry, there is a considerable amount of poverty and misery
among the workers. More than one half of the people are out of work,
and those who have managed to remain at their occupation earn somewhat
over sixpence a-day. But even in good times these poor weavers, for four-

teen and sixteen hours daily work, do not get more than from ,£15 to £20
yearly. They have often tried to ameliorate their miserable condition by
convening meetings, in order to take some steps which could lead to a
bettering of their lives, but the " authorities " are still more barbarous
there than elsewhere ; never do the workers get the necessary authorisation

for combining. They are left to starve in their dens, hopeless and desperate.

Could not the German Socialist deputies do better work there than in Bis-

mark's Eeichstag, where they can do nothing whatever for the sake of

these unfortunate beings ? They would also find good work to do in some
other districts where the weavers are badly off, as for instance at Crefeld

where 7,000 frameworks are at a standstill, at Sanct-Tocnis where there are

800, and at Suchteln where there are 1,000 in the same condition,

AUSTEIA-HUNGAKY.
The last issue of Gleichheit (Equality) has again been confiscated ; but it

was soon followed by a second edition, duly expurgated according to the
wish of the " authorities."

Comrade Ignatius Bluch, one of the most energetic and intelligent propa-
gators of Socialism in Austria, died at Dornbirn at the beginning of the
month, after a long and painful disease.

BELGIUM.
The Avant-Garde (the Vanguard), organ of the Parti ouvrier at Brussels,

has breathed its last, owing to the modification introduced in their daily

paper, Le Peuple, the size of which has been considerably enlarged.

The members of the Belgian Parti ouvrier are very busy just now in wast-
ing their time. They run candidates for the provincial councils, who are to

be defeated on the 27th inst., and candidates for parliament, who will meet
with the same fate on the 12th of June. And if they were not to be beaten
the whole affair would exactly amount to the same result : Nothingness.
At the same time the Parti ouvrier has decided to commence propaganda

work on a large scale among the labourers of the agricultural districts

throughout the country, in order to win them for the Socialist ideas. That
is useful business, provided they refrain from all parliamentary ramblings.

NORWAY.
One of the most prominent forerunners of the revolutionary Socialist

cause in Denmark died in the beginning of this month at Bergen, in Nor-
way. Comrade Sophus Pihl was born at Copenhagen in 1840, and was
initiated in the doctrines of Socialism by Ferdinand Lassalle, whom he knew,
in the year 1863,' at Frankfort-on-the-Maine. One of the founders of the
International Workingmen's Association in his country, he represented his

fellow-comrades at the Congress of The Hague in 1872, where he came into

contact with Marx, Engels, Longuet, and several others. In the same year
he was tried at Copenhagen in consequence of a revolutionary spee*ch de-

livered before 50,000 workers, and sentenced to one year's imprisonment.
After many other prosecutions inflicted upon him by the Danish Govern-
ment, he went to South Africa, where he resided over seven years. He
then came to Norway, and became editor of the Friend of the People, pub-
lished at Bergen. He organised there the Socialist Workingmen's Club,
which soon became very flourishing. Having spent all his money in the
service of the Cause he died a very poor man, and his Socialist friends

had to pay the expenses of his burial. Sophus Pihl was a most eloquent
speaker, and an organiser of great ability, who fully deaerves to be remem-
bered by the proletariat of all countries. V. D.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

The Bolton cotton spinners have resolved that notice for an increase of

5 per cent, in wages be served on masters on the 27th of June.

There is a dispute in the tailoring trade at Mullingar owing to the em-
ployers giving notice of a reduction of wages. The men threaten to strike.

All the furnace fillers at Shotts are on strike after having,wrought a fort-

night's warning. The men demand 6d. on their shift, or an extra man on
the limestone.

The Hull moulders, who have been out six weeks on strike for an advance
of 2s., have returned to work. They are to have a shilling advance in July,

and a similar rise later on if the state of trade permits it.

A conference is being arranged between the Tee-side shipbuilders and men
to settle the wages question. Should no settlement be arrived at, the men
at Middlesbrough, Stockton and Hartlepool, will strike.

The employe's at Cam Brea and Tincroft Mines, Cornwall, have received

notice that their wages will be reduced from 60s. to 55s. per month. The
men are very dissatisfied, and a strike is imminent.

At a conference of delegates of the Ayrshire Miners' Union last week at

Kilmarnock, it was agreed to recommend the members to remodel the union
somewhat on the lines of the Knights of Labour.

Dundee Iron Shipbuilders.—The iron shipbuilders in three of the yards
in Dundee have struck work in consequence of the masters refusing an ad-

vance of wages. The riveters ask an increase of 7£ and the caulkers of 5

per cent., while the time hands, whose wages were raised a month ago from
6d. to 6Jd., now demand 7d. per hour. Messrs. Alexander Stephen and
Sons have given the advance asked by the men.

Operative Boot and Shoe Rivetters and Finishers.—A conference of

delegates met in Norwich last w^ek, and in connection therewith a public

meeting to further the cause of trades unionism was held. There were three

Socialists among the delegates ; our comrade Mowbray also addressed the

meeting on the question of Socialism, which was well received. A large

number of pamphlets and leaflets were distributed. A resolution pledging
the meeting to promote the organisation of labour was passed.

Strike of Grinders and Glaziers.—The strike of grinders and glaziers

at Mason's, Globe Works, Rochdale, still continues. It is now some weeks
since the strike commenced, with no signs of any settlement up to the

present. Some other portions of the work have been compelled to stop half-

time, as the men are very determined, and very few of the stones are work-
ing. The cause of the strike was that the men wanted to be paid by the

standard list paid by other firms in Rochdale—viz., 32s. per week—while

the above firm have only been paying 30s.

Strike or Birmingham Labourers.—About thirty men employed by the

Corporation contractor to remove the macadam in Congreve Street, Bir-

mingham, prior to laying down a wood pavement, struck work last Friday.

T. Smith, 5 Court, 5 house, Bishopsgate Street, who writes for the men on
strike, says : "Through the influence of one or two of the borough officials

we have been reduced in our wages from 5d. to 4Jd., and now they want us

to work for 4d. per hour. In bad weather we are knocked off, and have no
opportunity of obtaining extras. We are only poor men, and ask for a fair

day's pay for a fair day's work."

The Wages Question at Rochdale.—The Warpers and Card and Blowing
Room Association and the Operative Spinners' Association are co-operating

in a demand for 5 per cent advance in wages. A Lancashire correspondent

says the intimation that the employers of Oldham are not prepared to resist

the application, has given the greatest satisfaction among the spinners and
winders of North and North-East Lancashire. It is now probable that the

advance will have to be extended all round in the spinning departments of

the northern counties.

Strike on the Tyne.—There is a general lock-out' in all the shipyards on

the Tyne. Several thousand men are involved in the dispute, which pro-

mises to be prolonged and bitter. The beginning of the affair was the

demand of the helpers in Jarrow shipyard for an advance in wages, which
was refused, and the men struck work. Other shipbuilders, to support

Palmer's Company, gave their helpers notice, unless Palmer's men withdrew
their demand, which they refused to do and are still on strike. Efforts have
beeu made to fill their places with men from Sheffield and Blackwall, with
only partial success.

Strike of Blanket-weavers.—The women employed in several of the

Heckmondwike blanket manufactories have struck work against an attempt
to withdraw the extra halfpenny allowed in certain cases for change of

shuttle. The firms for whom they were working are Messrs. J. and T. Tat-

tersfield, Staincliffe ; Messrs. Jeremiah Tatterstield and Sons, Kilpin Hill

;

Mr. Joseph Tattersfield, Kilpin Hill ; and Mr. William Crabtree, Dewsbury
Moor. The weavers allege that the reduction is a halfpenny per wartern
of 61b., equal to 2s. per week. They appear ^determined to stand out, but
have no union of their own to provide them with funds.

Colne.—Garden Yale Mills Strike.—This notable strike, vrhich is now
in its 27th week, seems likely before long to terminate in a victory for the

workers. The moral effect is worth all that it is likely to cost. It is to be
hoped there wiU be no slackening in the efforts of those who have up till

now supported the committee in carrying on the fight. The 26th report
" shows that there are now fewer looms running than ever, a lot of the weavers
having ceased working, as reported last week. The amount paid last week
to strikers and their families, with expenses, was £98 10s. 5d. The total

amount paid since the strike commenced is .£2,529 3s. 2d.

Threatened General Strike at Blackburn. — The masters have de-

clined to grant the demand of the loomers and drawers for a new standard
list of prices and troublous times are expected. The employers are preparing
for the conflict by the usual means, setting one portion of the workers against

their fellows. It is stated that some of the mill managers are being allowed
upwards of £10 per week for training traitors after the usual working hours
in order that they may take the places of those who have given in their

notices or have threatened to do so. It is rumoured in the district that an
importation of East-end Londoners is contemplated to take the place of the
strikers. Such a proceeding would cause extraordinary commotion, and the
exasperation of the operatives would doubtless lead to serious results.

Nut and Bolt Makers.—At a meeting of the nut and bolt makers, held
at Darlaston last week, it was stated that the masters at the Staffordshire
Works were willing to ive the price-list to all their men with the exception

of three, who they said were apprentices ; whilst Mr. Richards, of the firm

of C. Richards and Co., refused to do anything in the matter until he had
seen the other employers. He promised, however, to do the same as the
others did. Mr. Robinson (Fallings Heath) had accepted the notice, but
had subsequently expressed his willingness to pay the list ; and Messrs*.

Cotterell had stated that they would pay the price asked for to all the em-
ploye's except non-union men. A resolution was passed requesting all men
who had resumed work on the understanding that the list price would be
conceded, less 5 per cent., to leave work again after Saturday if they found
then that the full prices were not paid to them.

Macclesfield—Weavers' Strike.—The power loom weavers at Mr.
Nicholson's still remain out. Mr. Nicholson has issued a statement that no
trial has been made on the work, and that he offered to revise the price if

it was shown that a good living could not be obtained. A reply has been
issued by the weavers, in which they say they offered to weave the job in

dispute for 20s. a-week, but he would not pay even that. (Mr. Nicholson's-

way of doing business seems to be more straightforward than some. He
coolly tells his workers he will give them bread and cheese if they will allow
him to sweat all he can out of them ; and if they will show him they are not-

earning bread and cheese now—or a " good living," as he calls it—he may
perhaps allow them a little more of their own prod ace. And yet there are

no wage-slaves ! The weavers should make offer to Mr. Nicholson to accept

his standard of a " good living.")

Irish Wage-Slaves.—An enquiry regarding the condition of the Lurgan
linen-weavers has revealed a terrible state of destitution. In one house, a.

family was found huddled together in one room in which a loom was at

work. The family consisted of father, mother, a girl ill with consumption,,

three very young children, and a boy of eleven. Most shocking of all is the
statement that the latter was actually chained to his work at a wheel, the

father keeping the key in his pocket. The mother was out at the timer

looking for something to eat. The report denounces " those who, instead

of letting the parents of these poor children earn a fair living, go on with
their unjust dealings, heaping up their thousands and thousands of pounds,,

and building splendid mansions, each one grander than the other, and with

everything possible to adorn and beautify their surroundings, never dream-
ing of that great and terrible day when they shall stand at the great bar,

face to face with all their unjust actions and with the men and women they

have so ill-used."

Foreign Wage-Slaves in England.—At Winsford, Cheshire, there is a

large colony of Polish workmen employed in the salt manufacture. At the

monthly meeting of the Winsford Local Board last week, the surveyor

reported a case of small-pox at Meadow Bank. The patient was a Pole.

Two slight cases of scarlet fever had also been reported at Meadow Bank ;

the victims were young children of English parents. He had made a mid-
night inspection of the cottages occupied by the foreigners at Meadow Bank.

He found overcrowding everywhere. At the Cocoa-rooms he found in one
room on the ground floor six men, one woman, and four young children,,

eleven in all, and in the lobby one man ; in another room on the ground
floor there were four men ; and in another three men, one woman, and five

children. Upstairs there were ten men in one room, and eight in another.

At a cottage in the yard and adjoining the stables were three men in the

front room, seven in another room, and one woman and two children in a

back room. The rent was paid to a Mr. Falk, and he packed the people in,

as many as he could get. He believed the system adopted was to take the

money for lodgings out of their wages.

Self-Help.—A question of considerable importance to the weavers of

Burnley is growing out of the success of the Self Help eompanies in that

town. Attempts have been made by some employers to induce their weavers
to take up shares in their concerns. The operatives should be very careful

in these matters. If it is desirable to extend the principle of self-help, the

concerns by all means should start on a sound footing by getting new
machinery, and not have old looms forced upon them at such a price that

in a few years the looms will be done and the operatives bankrupt. The
operatives at Nelson the other week declined to have anything whatever
to do with a proposition simply because the price was too high for old looms.

The Nelson weavers are evidently looking ahead. An attempt was made
the other week to float another old firm in Whittlefield, the employer hav-

ing purchased another shed in another part of the borough. The weavers
refused to have it. It seems that private employers are not particularly

fond of their workpeople becoming shareholders in new places. We -have

heard of some employers discharging their tacklers who have taken up
shares in places other than where they are employed. This looks like vin-

dictiveness, and private employers seem to be jealous that the trade is

slipping through their fingers.

—

Cotton Factory Times.

Female Railway Detectives.—The following excellent letter appeared
in last Saturday's issue of the Railway Review :

—" It was with feelings of

shame for my own sex that I, read in your paper last week an account of the
wife of a railway detective having engaged herself to the North-Western
Railway Company as a spy to find out little petty larcenies on the part of

poor railwaymen, and I was more than grieved to find she had been what
I suppose will be termed successful. Successful, indeed—in what ? Read,

my sister. Successful in getting the station-master at Perry Bar, not merely
fined 40s. and costs, for that was comparatively trifling, but in losing him
his situation and bringing disgrace and suffering upon himself and family

(if he has one). Any female who can derive any satisfaction from such
results of her action needs to have a better idea instilled into her of what
true womanhood is. It is not a woman's mission to cause grief and trouble ;.

it is no part of her duty to deprive a man of his daily bread. No ! the

womanly part is to do the very opposite, to carry peace and comfort where-

ever she can. Why couldn't this female detective have gone quietly to the-

station-master and given him a good talking to, and have pointed out the

dangers he was risking ? This would have been nobler than trapping him,

yet nothing more than should have been expected from a true woman. As
for Mr. Detective, I am surprised at him degrading his wife by sending her
to such work, but I suppose he is like a deal more of his class I sometimes-

. hear spoken of—case-hardened and lost all fellow-feeling. .
If this sort of

thing is to develope, I pray that wives will object to undertake such un-
principled work. I know that my husband has more respect for me than
to ask me to do such a tiling^ and I fancy he knows it would be no use doing

so ; but if I was so engaged I would go and warn every man beforehand,,

and those I couldn't get at I should refuse to entrap. Let my sisters show
some courage over this matter, and not allow themselves to become degraded*-

—A Sergeant's Wife."
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REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending June 9, 1888.

1793. Trial of D. I. Eaton for publishing 2nd part of the " Rights

of -Man." 1804. Richard Cobden born. 1849. Outbreak
at Dresden. 1882. James Thompson (" B. V.") died. 1885.

Police Outrage at International Club.

Adam' Smith born. 1798. Sir E. Crosbie hanged for high

treason.

J. T. Wooller tried for seditious libel. 1887. Great Socialist

Feast at Copenhagen.

Trial of Lord George Gordon for libel on Queen of France.

1817. Wooller again tried for seditious libel.

Republican Thanksgiving in London. 1753. Dr. Archibald

Cameron hanged for being " out in the '45." 1798. Execu-
tion of O'Coighly. 1832. First Reform Bill passed.

Imprisonment of 7 Bishops. 1809. Tom Paine died. 1831.

Riot at the Forest of Dean. 1876. Georges Sand died.

1882. Garibaldi buried at Caprera.

James Watson, the elder and younger, Arthur Thistlewood,
Thomas Preston, and John Hooper tried for high treason.

1870. Charles Dickens died. 1878. Colliery Explosion at

Haydock.

his former conduct had made him obnoxious. However, he was taken, " tried,"

and died like a hero.—S.

Trial of Watson and others.—This was for their j>art in the Spa-fields meeting,
already spoken of, and resulted in a verdict of " !Not Guilty." This result was
largely owing to the fact that popular sentiment, even among the jury-forming
classes, was on their side, as the "evidence" which the prosecution had pre-
pared and produced was much more complete than had often served to hang
men on. That they carried a tricolour flag inscribed " Nature to feed the hungry
—Truth to protect the oppressed—Justice to punish offenders," would have
served the purpose a little before, and would again a little after, but just then
they escaped.—S.

C. A.—Of course the Calendar cannot be made complete " at one fell swoop."
It is compiled from original sources, and the matter in it has never before been
brought together. We have to rely on the few contributors we can get, and
when any one of these is overpowered with private work his department of the
Calendar has to go to the wall for that week. We hope to remedy most omissions
by the time the volume appears.

'

Death of James Thompson. — The poet-pessimist, author of the "City of

Dreadful Night," was born at Port Glasgow, November 23, 1834. His father,

who held a post in the merchant service, and his mother, a zealous Irvingite,

having both died while he was still a child, he was educated at the Caledonian
Orphan Asylum. From about 1850 to 1862 he served as an army schoolmaster ;

on leaving the army he devoted himself to literature and journalism, contri-

buting under the nom-de-phime of " B. V." (i.e., Bysshe Vanolis, in memory of

Shelley and Novalis) to the National Reformer, Secularist, Tobacco Plant, and
other papers. Owing partly to an inherited melancholia, partly to his severe
bereavements and misfortunes, chief among which was the sudden death of a
young girl to whom he was betrothed, Thompson's life was a singularly tragic

one, an intense weariness of spirit underlying his natural gaiety of manner and
brilliant powers of conversation. His opinions were of a strongly pessimistic

cast; his belief, as expressed in the "City of Dreadful Night," and other
writings, being that there is no real progress in human affairs, but only a seem-
ing advance in a circle. Nevertheless, in nature and sentiment he was an ardent
democrat, and his sympathies were wholly with the people ; as may be seen from
his prose phantasy, "In our Forest of the Past," and from several political

poems. It is as a poet, and especially as the poet of pessimism, that Thompson
will chiefly be known ; but he also deserves record in the Revolutionary Calendar
as a thorough-going revolutionist, and the most brilliant free-lance of the Secu-
larist movement. Shelley, Heine, and Leopardi were the three writers to whom
Thompson had most affinity in thought and temperament.—H. S. S.

The City Junket of 1649.—Of all years in the whole range of English history,
none can in the least compare with the year 1649 for interest and instruction to the
student of political and social organisations. Yet no year is more completely
shrouded in mystery for all but a few persevering explorers into the records of

the past. The " fierce light which beats upon a throne," poured now with ever-
increasing effulgence upon that one short episode, the last dismal journey across
•St. James's Park and ont of the window of what is now the Chapel Royal in

Whitehall, performed by that cold-blooded coward, Charles Stuart, has thrown
the balance of 1649 into a Cimmerian shroud. Yet the miserable fate of the
~" royal martyr" is of no importance to the bulk of us compared with many
other doings of the year. The whole comedy and tragedy of the eternal social

war was rehearsed on the English historic stage in that historic year. Not the
least significant, in fact one of the most instructive, of public events, was the
London Thanksgiving of the 7th of June. Just a week before the royal statues
had been thrown down and the Republic proclaimed. Yet the hewers of wood
and drawers of water were taught a sharp lesson that the revolution was not for
them. No ! no ! it was for the over-gorged traders of the city and the new class

of land-grabbers in the shires that the best blood of the land had been shed like
water. Veteran heroes like honest John Lilburne, who had borne the brunt of
battle, were told that though there was to be a levelling down of kings and
nobles there was to be no levelling up of the great body of the people below.
The Levellers were denounced from pulpit and parliament as disturbers of a
happy family. Foremost in this infamous betrayal of the true cause of liberty
and justice was the ever-infamous Corporation of London. Let not honest
workers be deluded by boasts of turtle-soup guzzlers that the Corporation of
London has been the champion of liberty. It is and has ever been the most
venomous enemy of the industrial worker. It flaunts as its crest the accursed
dagger with which a cowardly assassin and Lord Mayor stabbed the noblest
champion of the English workers ever raised in the land. The City has been
ever true to its heraldic device. At the epoch noted in the Calendar, it was in-

strumental in debauching and deluding the crowd to prevent there being a true
revolution in England, cunningly reserving all benefit for the profit-mongers and
land-thieves. The thanksgiving service wras held in the Grocer's Hall, and Fair-
fax and Cromwell were given magnificent bribes for "putting down the. Level-
lers," while great sums of money were sent about the town to induce the poor
working slaves to sell their new birthright for a mess of pottage in the shape of
a few pence for a day's roystering.—L. W.

James O'Coighly.—Born in County Armagh about 1762, educated in the Irish
College of Paris, where his youthful efforts at reform embroiled him with his
superiors, the outbreaking of the French Revolution forced him to fly home-
ward. On arrival he found persecution raging, and the result made even worse
by Government intrigues, which fomented religious feuds in order to "divide
and govern." With all the force of his ardent nature he flung himself into the
breach, and succeeded for some years in bringing about relations between the
Dissenters and Catholics that afterwards merged in the Northern United Irish-
men. O'Coighly became connected with Napper Tandy, and placed him in

N communication amongst others with the Louth defenders. He was well known
and thoroughly trusted by the united leaders, but for a long time was not in
sympathy with revolutionary designs. But his fruitless efforts on behalf of the
Orangemen or " Wreckers " of Armagh, 1794-5-6, made him a revolutionist. To

t
cite only one of the cases will be enough to show how pure and unspotted are
the loyalist saints who yell horror at the " Parnellite gang." A man named
McVeagh at O'Nieland East was held prisoner by Orangemen, while four others
held his wife before his eyes and outraged her in turn. For this offence by
strenuous effort, O'Coighly and others managed to force a prosecution from the
•Government and a conviction from a packed jury ; whereon the Government
stepped in, took the prisoner from the hands of justice and sent Him on board
the fleet ! O'Coighly after this became a trusted agent of the Ulster directory,
.going to France on their behalf, but on the occasion of his capture it seems well
nigh certain that he was only fleeing from renewed persecution by those to whom

A LETTER FROM CHICAGO.

Strikes, strikes, and nothing but strikes—that is the present aspect of the

labour movement in the United States. A struggle of some months' dura-
tion on the Pennsylvania and Reading Railroad, in conjunction with the

coalminers in the Lehigh Valley and with the miners of the Reading system,
started the fight between capital and labour this year. The men fought
splendidly, but at last were beaten by circumstances and treachery, and now
I read in a paper with reliable information the following paragraph :

" The
old employes of the Reading Railroad, who were discharged on account of

the recent strike, have issued a circular stating that they are in abject want, .

and asking councils to provide them with employment. They say that the
Reading managers will not take them back, and that their distress in con-

sequence is deplorable. It is probable that councils at their meeting on
Thursday will take some action in the matter. Many of the strikers with
their families hare been compelled to go to the almshouse."
No sooner was the strike on the Reading system declared off than we were

confronted with a new strike. Two thousand engineers and firemen on the
large Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy railroad left their jobs on account of

inequality of wages. The men belonged to the most aristocratic labour
organisation in the whole world—to the .Brotherhood of Locomotive En-
gineers, an organisation whose president, a Mr. Arthur, once made the
assertion that a working-man who can earn 3 to 4 dollars a-day has nothing
in common with a working-man who can only earn 1 or 1J dollars a-day—in

fact, that the interest of the former was diametrically opposed to the interest

of the latter. The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers is the richest, most
powerful and compact organisation of labour in America, and has always
been a favourite with the capitalist. Mayor Hewitt of New York,
Chauncey M. Depew, and such like, have always flattered them, and Dick
Oglesby, Governor of Illinois, one of the murderers of our comrades, at a
dinner party invited all other labour organisations to follow the good
example in the " law and order " line of the Brotherhood.
And to-day ! Well, the table is turned. As soon as the men had left

their places the vacancies were instantly filled by people qut of employment.
Of course these men could not work as well as the old hands, but after some
weeks' struggle they knew the business sufficiently to carry on the traffic.

This enraged the strikers. They attacked the scabs, shots got exchanged,
some men were killed, they wrecked trains, and the locomotive engineers,
once so well-beloved by all capitalists, are now declared to be " anarchists "

of the worst type. Every day all capitalistic sheets are raising hell because
of some act committed by the strikers. Such is the force of events. . The
strike, however, is practically lost, and the men had better look out for other
jobs. This is the second strike the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
has lost within a year.

The third big strike is the strike of the brewery workers. About two
years ago the brewery bosses in Chicago signed a contract through which
they recognised the union and pledged themselves to engage only union men.
This contract expired about the middle of April, and the bosses refused to
sign a new contract with the old conditions. The bosses had meanwhile
organised themselves and had formed a pool. The fight was of two-fold
character : first, to destroy the union ; and second, the big bosses wanted to
eat up the little ones. I watched the strike from the day it broke out, and
I can frankly affirm I never saw a strike fought so gallantly as the strike of
the brewery workmen in Chicago. About 550 men went out (about 650
men are engaged in the breweries), and of these 550 men, during a strike
now lasting four weeks, only ten men went ba.ck. At the meetings always
the greatest harmony and order prevailed. After about three days from
the time the strike broke out every place was filled with a scab, and now
the breweries are working with full force. Every organisation in Chicago
supported the strikers with all the money the^ had in their cash-boxes. At
the time the men went on strike they had about 120 dollars ; and after four
weeks struggle, and after having assisted a good many families, they had
about 1500 dollars to their credit in the bank. You will see from that how
well the men were supported. AncJ in spite of all these sacrifices, in my
opinion the strike is already lost to-day. In New York and some other
places the brewery workers were also forced to strike, and I hear that the
situation is about the same as in Chicago—viz., practically lost.

Organised Capital has declared throughout the United States that Organ-
ised Labour will in future no longer be recognised. The war has been
openly declared, and up till now Organised Labour has been defeated all

along the line.

The time for strikes over here has passed. It has been calculated—and
this calculation has been affirmed by Samuel Gompers—that there are at
present nearly one million men out of work in the United States. Add to
these the swarms of emigrants who land every day, and who are forced to
accept work under any circumstances, and you will easily see 'that it is

impossible to win any more a strike of any importance. Organised Capital
can afford to spend some money in teaching scabs—and we cannot forget
that scabs are also human beings—while On the other hand Organised
Labour has very little money to fall back upon. I can see very clearly, and
I have watched things with a great deal of interest, all labour organisations
on the basis they are constructed to-day" will be broken up one by one, and
then let it be hoped that they will be reconstructed on a revolutionary basi

Chicago, May 10th, 1888. Henry* F. Charles
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THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Executive.—At the meeting of Council held on
Thursday, May 24, 1888, the following officers were
electedfor the ensuing year \—General Secretary : F.
Charles, in place of H. A. Barker, resigned. Trea-
surer: Philip ^Webb. Financial Secretary : H. B.
Tarleton, in place of J. Turner, resigned. Last week
* intimated to comrades that a report of the Con-
ference would be given this week. The Executive,
however, have decided to print as last year in pam-
phlet form the report of proceedings of Conference.

—

East-end Propaganda Fund.—May 6, Collected
at Princes Square Club, 2s. 8Jd.; Berner Street Club,
Is. 7d.; May 27, Victoria Park, 5s. 2d.; Mitcham,
Is. 2d.; total, 10s. 7£d.--Joseph Lane, Treasurer.

REPORTS.
Bloomsbury. — On Thursday last, the quarterly

business meeting was held. Very large attendance.
On Sunday last we held two meetings in aid of the
Leeds tailors, now on strike. Bartlett, Manley, and
Mahon spoke at the Arches, and Mahon and Spring-
field at Ossulton Street. 6s. 4d. collected for strikers,
and good sale of Commonweal—W. W. B.
Clerkenwell.—On Sunday evening, May 27th,

good meeting on Green addressed by Blundell. In
hall, J. Turner lectured on " The Control of Capital."
Good discussion and fair sale of Commonweal.—B.
Fulham.—Tuesday evening, opposite Liberal Club,

meeting addressed by Catterson Smith and Groser.
One member made. Sunday morning, Tarleton and
Sparling spoke. Commonweal sold well, two members
made, and Is. 8d. collected. In evening, Beasley,
Groser, and Tochatti spoke outside, and G. B. Shaw
lectured in rooms on " Practical Socialism," Fry in
chair. Several questions and some opposition well
dealt with by lecturer.—S. B. G.
Mitcham.—Sunday, good meeting on Mitcham Fair

Green, addressed by Turner. Good branch meeting
held in club-room in evening, and collected Is. 2d. for
propaganda.—F. K.
North London.—Good meeting at Ossulston Street

on Friday evening, addressed by Blundell, who also
sang some labour songs. On Sunday, Cantwell and
Nicoll spoke at Regent's Park.
Glasgow,—On Sunday at 11 o'clock, Pollock and

Glasier held a good meeting on Jail Square. At 5
o'clock our usual meeting was held at Paisley Road,
where Glasier and Pollock spoke to a large and atten-
tive audience. Afterwards in our rooms, Glasier gave
an account of the proceedings at the Conference.

Leicester.—We held our first open-air meeting this
season Sunday morning in Russel Square, was well
attended ; good discussion. Speakers, Barclay and
Robson ; Gorrie, Evans, and Sandall supported. At
night, Robson lectured at Highfields Working-men's
Club, on ** The Malthusian Error "; stormy discussion.
Our branch intends to do more work this year, and
show up better at next Conference and celebration of
Revolution Centenary.—T. P. B.
Norwich.—Good meetings held on Friday at St.

Catherine's Plain by Poynts and Mowbray ; on Sun-
day morning at St. Faith's and Catton by Poynts,
Barker, and Morley. New station opened in morn-
ing at Bishop Bridge, large number present addressed
by Darley and Mowbray ; all papers sold we took
with us. In afternoon and evening, large meetings in
Market Place, addressed by Mowbray. We sold
about 12s. worth of Commonweal during the day, and
had very good collections.

Walsall.—Last Friday, Sanders and Deakin visited
Pelsall, and addressed meeting of miners and iron-
workers. A most successful meeting was also held
here on The Bridge on Saturday evening. On Sundav,
Sanders spoke on the West Bromwich Road to good
audience. Considerable discussion at the close.—D.

EAST-END PROPAGANDA.
Good meetings were held at all the stations last

Sunday. Lane and Rochman at Leman Street, Shad-
well, sold 19 Weals, and had in their audience about
20 policemen. Brooks addressed a fair meeting at
Kingland Greenland Charles a similar one at Mile-
end Waste. Mainwaring held a very large meeting
at Salmon and Ball, and Parker also had a good meet-
ing at Lea Bridge Road. In the afternoon a very
large and successful meeting, lasting over four hours,
was addressed in the Park by Brooks, Davis, Charles,
Parker, and Mainwaring. 5s. 2d. collected towards
East-End Propaganda, apparently contrary to some
new-fangled regulation of the Board of Works, as
upon the Christians calling the park-keeper's atten-
tion to the fact they took the names of Charles and
Mainwaring, promising them some further attention
during the week. In the evening a good meeting was
held at the Gibraltar Walk, thanks to five policemen,
who, standing together on the footpath, attracted an
audience for us, which, after being addressed by Cores,
Charles, and Mordhurst (of Hammersmith), adjourned
to the Monarch Coffee House to hear a lecture by J.
Lane on "Different Schools of Socialistic Thought."
Brooks spoke to a fair audience on Stone Bridge
Common, and Parker and Mainwaring finished up a
good day's propaganda by addressing another very
large audience at Stamford Hill. Literature sold well
during the day, and we were assisted in our attempt
to introduce the singing of revolutionary songs by
some friends from Hammersmith. Davis being unwell
in the morning, and Blundell missing some of our
comrades, compelled us to drop two of our meetings :

but we intend carrying them all on next Sunday, and

hope the police will turn up at them all in equal
numbers, as we feel sure they will hear much to their
advantage^.nd ours.

Junior Socialist Educational Society. — Last
Saturday night, Henderson opened a discussion on
"^Authority." Lefevre read his paper as part of the
discussion, which was very interesting.—A. F.
L.E.L. Club and Institute.—On Sunday last, T.

Shore gave an interesting lecture to a numerous audi-
ence on "Socialism, its Present Crisis." The atten-
tion of friends is specially directed to next Sundays
lecture (June 3rd) on " Socialist Co-operation," this
being the first exposition here of the subject. A large
attendance is expected.
Dublin.—At Industrial League, 75, Aungier Street,

Tuesday, May 22nd, O'Gorman opened a debate on
"Has Combination improved the Condition of the
Working Classes," tracing the use of trades' union-
ism ana advocating Internationalism. Hamilton,
Tyrrell, P. Stephens, and several others spoke.
Edinburgh.—Meetings for discussion well attended.

Donaldson on 10th and Howie on 17th read capital
papers. Only business meeting on 24th owing to
holiday. Songs from Carpenter's book at all our
meetings. Hope to begin regular open-air meetings
on Sunday first. Smith, Bain, and others hare been
occasionally speaking on Meadows.
Woolwich.—Banner and Donald opened the sum-

mer campaign on Sunday at the Arsenal Gates. To-
wards the close of the meeting an attempt to create a
disturbance was made by some Irishmen, who are
under the delusion that the Irish people only have
grievances.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton,—17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-
nell's Dining Rooms). Sundays at 8 p.m.

Bloomsbury.—Communist Club, 49 Tottenham Street,
Tottenham Court Road. Thursday May 31, at 8.30,
G. B. Shaw, a lecture. June 7. Dr. E. B. Aveling,
" Evolution and Socialism." 14th. Mrs. S. GostHng,
"The Period of Apathy ?—1851-1871."

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Sunday June 3, at 8.30, Free Concert by Wm.
Blundell and Friends. Wednesday June 6, at 8.30,
F. Henderson, a lecture.

Fulham.—8 Eflfie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
June 3, at 8 p.m., Graham Wallas, "The History
of the Chartist Movement."

Hackney.—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday June 3, at 8.30, Percival Chubb (Fabian
Society), " Democracy and its Aims."

Hoxton.—Labour Emancipation League Club and
Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).
Sunday June 3, at 8 p.m., A. C. Varley (Secretary
Socialist Co-operative Federation) will lecture on
"Socialist Co-operation." — On Sunday 24th the
annual Excursion of members and friends will take
place. The rendezvous is Walton - on - Thames.
Brakes (four-horse) have been engaged, and there is,

Deo volente and the weather permitting, every pros-
pect of a pleasant day's outing.—H. A. B.

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare]Villas, Merton Road.
Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-
merston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

Mile.-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business, meeting every Thursday evening
at 9 p.m. Debating Class for members after meeting.

North London.-^The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic £lub, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary,
Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite
Holborn Town Hall.

PROVINCES.
Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—4 Park Street. Dis-

cussion every Thursday at 8. May 31, "Best
Methods of Realising Socialism." June 7, "Social-
ism and Teetotalism." 14th. "Duty of Socialists
with Regard to Interest-taking. " 21st. "Socialism
and Malthusianism."

Cnasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8. a Special
Meeting of Members—all comrades are requested to
attend for important business. Wednesday at 8.30,
Ways and Means and Literary Committees. Thurs-
day, open from 8 until 10.30. Saturday, Co-opera-
tive Clothing Association, 8 until 10.30.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 3.

11 . . .Turnham Green—Front Common . . .Acton Bch.
1 1.30...Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
11.30.. .Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Pope & Barker
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green Davis
1 1 . 30 . . . Regent's Park Brookes & Mainwaring
11.30.. .St Pancras Arches Henderson

11.30. . .Walham Green Fulham Branch
3 . . JEuston Rd.—Ossulton St. ...Bloomsbury Brch.

3.30. ..Hyde Park Parker & Mainwaring
7. 30...Clerkenwell Green % Turner

Friday.
8- ...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street Parker

EAST END.
Sunday 3.

Mile-end Waste ... 11 ...Eden.

" Salmon and Ball " ... 11 ...Turner.

Leman Street, Shadwell 11 ...Parker.

Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal 7.30...Lane.
Green Road.

Well Street, Hackney... 11.45...Brooks.
Kingsland Green ... 1 1 . 30. . .Cores & Samuels.
Wheler Street, Shoreditch 12 ...Lane.

Victoria Park 3 ...Parker, etc.

Stone Bridge Common, 7 ...Mainwaring.
Haggerston.

Triangle, Hackney Road 7 ...Brooks.

Lea Bridge Road ... 11. 30... Charles &Cantwel£
" Salmon and Ball" ... 7 ...Parker.

Stamford Hill 7. 30... Charles.
Broadway, Plaistow ... 7. 30...Fuller.

Monday. *

Near Bow Church ... 8. 30. . .

Tuesday.

Southgate Grove, South- 8. 30...Lane.
gate Road.

Mile-end Waste ... 8.30...Flockton.
Shacklewell Lane, Kingsland 8. 30...Charles.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8. 30...Mainwaring..
Broadway, South Hackney 8. 30. . .Davis.

Charlotte St. , Gt. Eastern St. 8. 30. . .Lane.

Thursday.

Packington St., Essex Road 8. 30...Mainwaring,
Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8.30...Flockton.

Clapton Pond, Clapton Road 8. 30...Charles.

Friday.

Tottenham Rd, Kingsland Rd 8.30. . .Lane.
Union St., Commercial Road 8. 30... Charles.

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8 ...Parker.
Ashgrove, Mare St, Hackney 8 ...Lane.

"Weavers' Arms," Stoke 8 ...Charles.

Newington.

PROVINCES.

Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Sqaare at 10.30; Paisley
Road at 5.

Leeds.—Sunday : Vicar's Croft, at 11 a.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Friday: St Catharine's Plain, at 8.15.
Sunday: Bishop Bridge and Catton, at 11.30; Mar-
ket Place, at 3 and 7.30. Monday : Thorpe Village,
at 8.15.

West Bromwich—Near the Fountain, every Sunday
morning at 11.15.

Smethwick.—Near Spon Lane, every Sunday morning
at 12.

Leicester.—Secular Hatt, Humberstone Gate, Sun.
June 3, at 6.30, J. Sketchley (of Birmingham)—sub
ject, "Rome and the Revolution."

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates, Sunday June 3, at
6.30 p.m., J. L. Mahon. June 10. M. Manley.

Victoria Park.—A large meeting will be held on
Sunday"June 10, to protest against the addition to the
regulations, etc. , of the Park with reference to making
collections, at which Annie Besant and several other
speakers will take part. We earnestly appeal to all

our comrades to make this meeting known.

New Branch Premises Fund (Clerkenwell).—
Will Branch secretaries kindly make their returns as
speedily as possible.—Acknowledged last week, 8s.

6d. Received, Bloomsbury Branch, 3d. ; Hoxton
(L.E.L.), 6d. ; J. Turner, Is. 6d.—J. Turner, R.
Turner, J. Flockton, W. Blundell, Entertainment

*

Committee, 13 Farringdon Rd., E.C.

The Annual Excursion of the United Socialists of

London to Epping Forest (Robin Hood) will take place
on Sunday 24th, for the benefit of the Revolutionary
propaganda. Full entertainment in the Forest.

Tickets, price Is., at' 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W. ; or from the Club Morgenrcethe,
Prince's Square, Castle Street. Trains start from
Liverpool Street station as follows : Morning, 8.50 ;

.

9.50 ; 10.30. Afternoon, 1.0 ; 2.20 ; 3.20 ; 5.40.

" Londoner Verlags-Gennossenschaft.
•'LONDONER FREIE FRESSE."

Excursion to Epping Forest
(High Beach)

ON SUNDAY 24lh JUNE.

Full Entertainment. All Friends of the Socialist

Movement invited.

The Committee.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joseph Lane-
at 13 Farringdon Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
"The Government have withdrawn their Compensation clauses— if

anybody except the teetotalers cares about that, unless it is from
the point of view of "legitimate party warfare," as it is 'called, and
wrhich is so contemptible that one wonders how people can be found
who can pretend to look upon it seriously. Not unlikely that they
.>put the clauses in so that the public might have something to ask for
and have granted to them if by any chance the clauses could not be
carried without any bother. But they have managed the whole affair

• ill enough to rejoice the electioneering gentlemen ©n the other side.
A plague on both their houses !

A great Liberal-Radical meeting at St. James's Hall, and the utmost
-enthusiasm displayed against coercion—in Ireland. Mr. Morley as
•eloquent as such a man can be, but having the effrontery to say if such
and such things had been done in London, it would have been in a
blaze : and just the same things were done in London—but where's the
'blase? Is it possible that Mr. Morley hasn't heard of all this? of
vcourse not. The man passes as a "sincere" man; but no doubt he
has long ago learned the lesson that a politician must only air his
sincerity when it is convenient for practical purposes.

Lord Wolseley in fanning the somewhat cold ashes of the invasion-
scare which is to put a job or two in the way of naval and military
gentlemen and their friends, said one or two curious things. It was
a matter of course that he would like a conscription if he could get it,

so as to raise a really formidable army ; and in order to make such a
proceeding seem somewhat more useful to the ordinary civil mind, he
dwelt on the physical advantages drilling would confer on the under-
sized and stunted town population. All very well, my lord, but per-
haps a little feeding from the cradle upwards would be of some use in
the sante direction, and a little better housing, and some more leisure :

in short, to have a citizen-soldier you must have a citizen. But the
army which Lord Wolseley would like to raise would be used chiefly
for preventing the greater part of the population becoming citizens,
for enforcing them to remain, slaves

—

i.e., persons to be used by "the
country " and not allowed to use it.

Luckily he won't get much of an army after all. The innate dis
honesty of " the shopkeeping nation " will compel them to have every-
thing connected with the army and navy done at the greatest possible
.expense with the result of the least possible efficiency. That is too
old a condition to be broken with before the pinch comes, and when it
does come—well, Jet us hope that it will turn us into something better
than a shopkeeping nation ! After all, the terrified public (who do not
care a twopenny damn for the whole business out of the newspapers)
may be reassured. The reactionary military powers wouldn't ruin
bourgeois England if they could ; since they well understand that she
is the greatest champion of reaction ; all the more useful because of
her cant over " liberty " as over other matters. W. M.

The Sweating Committee goes on its aimless way, and there are by
no means lacking other people besides Socialists, to suggest that it is
and was meant to be a farce with an ordained conclusion of whitewash
and fireworks. It is, of course, the most natural thing in the world
for such a Committee, though it makes outsiders blaspheme, to allow the
getting-round of inconvenient facts and such practices to be as shame-
lessly carried on as they are.

For instance, there seems no hope of any settlement of the Maple
problem. On the one hand it is declared that the Maple firm is

angelically pure, with a halo of generosity around their head ; on the
other, we know that Mr. Maple was allowed to intimidate a witness
before the committee by his presence, and there are dark stories
about. Can the committee not secure itself against such things?
Can it not find if they be true? Or does it neither wish to guard
nor^now?

' Their mode of doing business, however, being under the public eye,

cannot be so cynically brutal as that, say, of the Irish "administra-
tion." In that happy country the other day a " private inquiry " was
held in the house of a local landowner by a magisterial and landlord
ring, which sent witnesses to prison for refusing to answer inquisitorial
questions, and otherwise behaved as a gang of unscrupulous ruffians
might be expected to do when they had their enemies in their power,
and law-'n'-order at their back.

The Parliamentary Committee on the Army and Navy, although
sitting in London, is made-up delightfully near to the Dublin Castle
pattern. It is formed to sit upon the War Office and its ways of
working, and has (therefore) among its members three ex-War Minis-
ters and a subordinate War Office official.

Wolf try wolf is a good arrangement for the wolves, though the
sheep are like to fare ill enough under it. How long the people will
be content toJ)lay sheep is for them to settle.

The way in which "our good friends, the police," get up sham plots
and prove their sagacity in "finding" them afterwards, would be
ludicrous altogether but for a touch of the tragic now and then. With
seven or eight undiscovered murderers and a large number of assorted
wrong-doers going around among us, under the very noses of the
moral-miracles, we are compelled to smile as we read of the Clan-na-
gael dynamite plots, and the thorough knowledge the police have of
the would-be executants. Suppose you catch the others, Messieurs the
Omniscient, before you talk so loudly of your cleverness ?

You are very proud just now of the capture of Jackson, who for
weeks baffled and eluded you ; but it was his own folly which thrust
him into the trap, no thanks to your acuteness. Perhaps you will
explain your failure in his case before asking us to believe in your
success with the Clan-na-gael ?

How many "plots" have you discovered that you did not first
make 1 How many " infernal machines " have you and your Conti-
nental confreres not made, planned, and " found "

1 And while you
have been doing this kind of work how many swindlers, thieves, and
murderers have not slipped through your fingers ? Known liars, and
proved incompetents, unable to do the most ordinary part of your
business, you yet expect to be credited with superhuman powers

!

Perhaps the " British public," many-headed ass that it is, may be-
lieve in you ; but to all sensible people you are a by-word and a scorn.
Surely the decent-minded among you, and there are many such, must
be beginning to feel this, and to be disgusted with the dirty work vou
have to do?

J

Hardly has the Pope responded to the cry of the Irish landlord with
a plea for the high morality of rent-paying by compulsion, when he is
to be asked for what in a lower rank of life would be called a legalisa-
tion of incest. As it is the brother of a king and the daughter of a
prince, and the union is to produce an heir to a throne, it would be
impolite to use such a word, and the whole thing is again in accord-
ance with the higher morality reserved (by Divine Grace) for the great
ones of the earth. g^

THE EUROPEAN POWERS AND THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION.

To isolate France is to-day the great task of the League of Peace.
Her isolation will .soon be an accomplished fact, and the great con-
flagration draws near. It may burst forth during the present year,
or it may be deferred till 1889. Before the close of the coming
struggle it may be that more than one despotism will disappear. The
despotisms of Germany, of Austria, of Italy, and most of the minor
States depend on the fidelity of their armed legions. Though their
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mercenaries number millions, they nevertheless tremble on th*feJ>locwl~

stained thrones. Thej may isolate Franee
x
but the spectre of re^Mson

. will still he th#re. T^e^may^close- their-. frontiers* but? th» spirit 1 of

thfcirerotatiott wi&risfc fr^.thbiin©imtaia*top^-it will; roU;thsrong}i;the.

diSSajg^aUeysj audiwill peaietrateth«». remotestsTillage, " Ideas will

psf^Kfr^wbeye- armiej&fcaa&not.''

W& •&$&> tol&ctbjat?;Fxkn^^
is

f ,ifckei?efore/« d^ that the. Exhibition, of

1§Q% t^c^^ifflie Urn ceatenarfr oi tte^RevolutioQ,, is-an eveaty of

-wirii^iim* mjopwoeJwcalcg^veirn^ or one with dynastic sympathies*

can approve; that as 1789 was followed by 1792-3, so may the Ex-

hibition of 1889 be followed by other events of anything but a peaceful

character ; that no monarchical government can wish for its subjects

to visit France during the period of such Exhibition, where their

minds might be contaminated by revolutionary ideas, or their sym-

pathies roused by the traditions of 1792 3. The despots know, too,

that great as were the revolutionary achievements of those years, the

aims of the coming revolution will be greater still. Hence their

determination to boycott France and ruin her by isolation.

Take a few of the things that followed August 4, 1792 ; and let us

not forget the state of the other European countries at that time, as

well as the state of France, and then judge of the changes accomplished.

The revolution abolished serfdom and forced-labour for the benefit of

the nobles. It abolished the jurisdiction of nobles and their exclusive

right to hunting and fishing. It swept away the state church, applied

its wealth to national purposes, and abolished the payment of tithes.

It established equality of taxation and abolished all exemptions. It

put an end to the purchase of offices, and to all pensions held in con-

nection with titles. It established equality with regard to all civil

and military offices. It accomplished the reform of all corporations,

trade monopolies, etc. It abolished the octroi duties between towns

and provinces, and thus established the unity of the country. And in

February 1794 it abolished slavery in the West Indies. But going

back to 1792, September 21 it abolished royalty, thus following the

example of England in the seventeenth century.

Those measures, small as they may seem to-day, were great at the

time they were accomplished. Each of those measures was a blow at

the aristocracy and the priesthood, and shook to their foundations the

thrones of the surrounding despots. The coalition of the European

powers, instead of crushing the revolution spirit, developed it, and

forced the revolutionary parties further than they otherwise would

have gone. It was thus well for France, well for Europe, and well

for.the world that that coalition took place. In celebrating the year

1789, which was only the prologue to the years that followed, you

inevitably call to mind the work of those years, the glorious spirit of

the masses which set at defiance the" allied despots of the earth, who
failed to destroy what the revolution had accomplished.

It is true that to-day France is hastening to another revolution. Of

that there is not the slightest doubt. Hence we have another coali-

tion, another alliance of the despots, with measures of compression and

isolation, and insults of the most contemptible character. The press,

the pulpit and the platform are all at the service of the despots, But
compression will fail and isolation in this age of steam and electricity

is impossible. Nor. will the lies of the press, the curses of the priest,

or the ; thunders of the platform,, prevent the revolution. The sympa-

thies of the millions of every country will be with France ; and the

despots, with all their alliances, with their countless legions of mer-

cenary cut-throats, will beJburled from their blood-stained thrones amid

the rejoicing of the liberated peoples.

But to be successful ithe revolution must he international. The war

against,her will , be internationaL And the revolution itself must be

thorough. There must* -be no compromise with tyranny. No half

measures. No mere expedients. But war against tyranny at home
and abroad ; war againstcorruptions against oppression in all its forms

and through all the ramifications -of society. The war against France,

against the revolution, will be.a war of extermination, a war for her

extinction as a first-class, power. She will succeed, only by carrying

the war into the enencies camp,, by proclaiming a holy, war for the

freectomof. the oppressed peoples* by organising the social revolution

throughout the European continent.

At home, the revolution must be thorough. It must sweep away
the financial aristocracy as the, revolution following 1789 swept away
the. old feudal aristocracy. It must destroy for ever the; curse of usury,

free the rural, population from, the burdJens . that crush them to the

earth,,. and thus win, < them ; to the revolution. It must destroy the

agrarian, evils that afflict the < peasantry and. declare the land public

property. It must restore to, the workers the instruments of produc-

tion, and with a national currency and the organisation of credit,

render possible the organisation of labour and the exchange of commo-
dities on the basis of equivalents. It must break with the Papacy and

win the confidence of the people of Italy. It must take from the priest

the direction of education, free the youthful mind from the idle hopes

and, childish fears engendered by ignorance and superstition, and fill

the human soul with dignity and independence. Abroad, France must
grasp the hand and give help to every people prepared to strugle for its

freedom. Its motto must be war against every tyranny, freedom and

independence for every people. True, the task is a great one, the

difficulties may appear insurmountable ; but the Revolutionary party,

united and master at « home, if true to itself, true to the glorious prin-

ciples of the social revolution, sure of the sympathies of the toiling

millions and the active support of tens of thousands of every country,

will triumph over every obstacle, and lead the peoples on to the realisa-

tion of justice and liberty. J. Sketchley.

BUBBLES.
B&BBKE&:-: ar©>«airyr"n€rthingsfiwith Ha cwatery einramferene& iwlmsh cheat

the senses* They are varied? innform,. colour, and kind. T8a<soap

bubble: is ? very beautifulvandthaoualess, affording; innocent amusement

to thfciblower. The/' bubbles" blown for pay by thepress-, and other in-

terested parties^ are very frecently beautiful while they are being blown

or '
' floated^' ; they afford occupation >to th® crafty and disaster-to the

confiding. There is more soap in some bubbles than in others. The
" South-Sea Bubble" of last century was composed simply of the wind

of the promoters and the tears of the shareholders. When the wind
could not any longer be held together and the thing dissolved itself

into tears only, it was thought that bubbles of that kind could never

be floated again/ We have had some bubbles, and still have them, which

have a striking family resemblance to the South-Sea Bubble. We have

others which are peculiar to our age and civilisation. Of such are the

pious pretensions which, like the Canadian woodman, expect a liveli-

hood for the. " axing "—confidential advertisements and the disinterested

opinions of the press run on commercial lines.

The pious pretension of an " up-grade " young man advertised itself

the other day in an American paper in a manner characteristic of his

class. This is the advertisement :
" A pious young man desires to be

received into a respectable family, where the excellence of his example

and superior morality might be considered an equivalent for board and

lodging." That advertisement offers a splendid chance to simple

sinners—if that be not a contradiction in terms—but I hope, although

such "bubbles" still float, this generation shall not pass away until

they are burst.

The advertising "bubble" is made a fine art by Messrs. Pears.

They recognise the fitness of things, when they can make it profitable

to pay £2,200 for a picture of a boy blowing bubbles with a pipe, and

to spend £40,000 per year for advertising. This expenditure enables

them to float their particular "bubble" so that 6d. can be got for a

tablet of their soap which, if the expense of blowing the " bubbles "

were deducted, could be sold, at a profit, for 2d. It may be here noted

that while medicine men get 6d. for the tablet—that price is stamped

on it—grocers sell the same for 3|-d. The medicine men get the former

price because they trade on the bubbles peculiar to their own* trade.

The £40,000 per year spent on advertising by Pears adds nothing to

the quality or quantity of the soap produced by them; it all goes to

the "bubble" blowers. How many of our starving poor could it feed %

Yet such diversions of large accumulations of wealth, which has been

produced by labour somewhere and sometime, never disturb, it would

appear, the "stream of tendency" which is the Alpha and Omega in,

and through, which society has its being. Competition, we see, does

not always fix the value of commodities in accordance with the cost of

production ; it often leaves a margin sufficient to make bubble-blowing

profitable.

The bubbles blown by a disinterested press, run on commercial lines,

when seen through the transactions of M. de Lesseps, have a peculiar

colour. It is reported in the press that he spends over one million

pounds per year in advertising his various schemes. The Figaro, it is

stated, receives £25,000 every year, the Gaulois about the same, the

Nation £10,000, and the Petit Journal £50,000 per year. The
probabilities which these papers create in the imaginations of those

who are desperate to get something for nothing are sufficient to make
" bubbles " recoup this outlay. Whatever else the Panama Canal may
be, it will never be the profitable concern for which the capitalist*

have advanced their money. But in all likelihood the capitalists got

the money easily, and " what comes with the wind goes with the water "

is true of more kinds of "bubbles" than one. The -Panama bubble

will not likely dissolve in water, but it will in malarial mud.

Our. social structure is at present floated on " bubbles/' and wbert

the workers who sustain it with useful work come to an understanding

of the analysis. of them all, the "bubbles" will not be worth an hour's

purchase. The London correspondent of the Glasgow Herald, in writ-

ing about Mrs. Campbell of Craigie, throws some light on Society

" bubbles." He says :
" First introduced to the beau monde with Mrs^

Cavendish Bentinck and the Countess of Cork as her social sponsors,

she was soon enabled to fly < alone, and for some years her Sunday

dinners, her 'little suppers for Royalty, and her balls have been, the

best done things of the kind in London. She was distinguished by the

lavishness of the presents.which she bestowed upon her guests in the

cotilions which terminated her dances* and on similar occasions. Last

winter in the Riviera she had a cotilion for the Prince of Wales* when
the presents were of. unprecedented magnificence. Her popularity is

extensive and genuine." Now anyone can see at a glance that her

popularity is based on her magnificent presents, and that they are not

her own products* or exchanges for anything she has done personally*

The presents are altogether a chance possession—or property—and if

she had no wealth showered on her by others, where would have been

her popularity 1 Seeing her presents cannot be her genuine .property,

in the real sense of the word, how can her popularity be genuine?

JSTo; her popularity is just a Society "bubble," and when everyone

gets, their own such "bubbles" will not be able to "fly alone." Our

political, social, and religious "bubbles" only need to be seen aright

to be despised and—burst.
~ ™~TGeorge McLean.

Italy abolishes Capital Punishment.—The Italian Chamber of Depu-

ties on the 8th, approved almost unanimously of the abolition of capital pun*

ishment.
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COLD-BLOODED ENTHUSIASM.

Concluded from p. 178.)

Loudon moved latest and slowest, but when fairly moved Drury

Lane Theatre could hardly hold the crowds at meeting after meeting

during March, April, and May 1843. After Drury Lane, Covent

Garden was taken. At the first meeting held there, September 28,

1843, tfoe accounts for the preceding year were read. Total receipts,

<£50,29®, 14s.; expenditure, £47,814, 3s. 9d. In, among other things,

9,026,000 tracts, etc.; salaries of fourteen lecturers, etc., etc.

The London papers, with the exception of the Sun, boycotted the

League; and even the Sun was paid a very large sum. Country

papers required orders for a large supply of copies before giving any

specially long reports. When, however, the £100,000 fund was called

for, the Times sent down reporters to Manchester, and was forced to

admit that the League was "a great fact"; and the other papers also

had to pay attention.

In 1842, a bazaar was held in Manchester which realised £10,000 ;

and in 1845 Covent Garden Theatre was taken for a bazaar, which

was attended by some 125,000 persons and which realised over £25,000,

400 ladies volunteering to conduct the sales. Speaking in Covent

Garden Theatre June 18, 1845, George Wilson said with respect to the

£100,000, on December 31, 1844, the public receipts in favour of that

fund amounted to £86,009, 7s. 5d.; since received, £5,632, 5s. 2d.;

bazaar, £25,046, 10s. lid.; making a total of £116,687, 13s. 4d. The

bazaar lasted seventeen days.

In October 28, 1845, at meeting in Free Trade Hall, 8,000 present,

it was decided to call for £250,000; to open it at public meeting on

December 23 ; and on that occasion was presented a scene which defies

description; £60,000 at once subscribed, and this sum was more than

•enough to complete the whole of the work, for on July 2, 1846, at the

Town Hall, Manchester, the final meeting of the League was held.

At that meeting Cobden said they had "been spending during the last

three years at the rate of £1,000 per week." The earnestness of those

concerned can be fairly estimated by the meetings, council and public,

attended by all concerned. This enthusiasm, moreover, did not go off

in one fizzle, for in 1852, on a hint of Lord Derby and his Govern-

ment 'going for Protection, the League was revived and ,£70,000 sub-

scribed in less than one month.

Now for a change oome to the present. I have -not reliable figures

as to income and expenditure of the Socialist organisations pure and

simple.

The Cobdenites spent from £200,000 to £250,000 in seven years to

abolish a tax of say about £2,500,000 per annum. Say 10 per cent.

The annual national income- is about £1,300,000,000.

Col. Perronet Thompson scoffed at the semi-barbarous notion of

finance which is expressed in the twenty million pounds' worth of gold

stored in the vaults of the Bank of England; "for twenty millions

would be £100 apiece to 200,000 men—the finest prize-money offered

since the creation." But great as that prize is, what is that in com-

parison with the £1,300,000,000 which the Socialist hopes to control

and redistribute more in accord with ideas of justice than now

obtains 1

The Cobdenites raised £250,000 to attack a monopoly of £2,500,000.

I am not simple enough to suggest the remotest hope of raising ten

per cent., or even one, or even one-hundreth per cent, on the gross

—

one-hundredth per cent., which is, roughly, 2*d., would give £130,000.

Instead of reckoning any percentage upon the gross, as the im-

mediately greater part goes to those wTho do not earn it, and dealing

only with that small portion which is allowed to remain with the

workers, even then there is a sum on which any exceeding small toll

would raise a fund which in a year or two would be repaid tenfold.

*Deal only with the 400 millions which are allowed as the reward of

labour, and a tax of under 2£d. per £100 would produce £40,000 per

annum. A sum which wxmld enable such a propaganda to be carried

on that all the monopolists of the earth would tremble. A sum which

would send lecturers, journals, and pamphlets into every corner of the

land and which would return tenfold to the subscribers in a very short

time.

That there is warrant for this is proved by such a movement as the

u National Agricultural Labourer's Union." This organisation began

its work in February 1872, and at a public meeting at Leamington,

June 14, 1873, the chairman, Geo. Dixon, M.P., said the effect had

been that the aggregate rise in wages was no less than £1,000,000

(
l Revolt of the Field,' Arthur Clayden). This was no bad bit of busi-

ness for some half-million men to do on 2d. per week, and I claim,

proves the absolute " £ s. d." value of enthusiasm.

Take another case of what is done, what should be done, and what

would be the result of: doing it. The English Land Restoration League

has been doing its work on some £200 per annum, a pitiful sura with

which to attack "Castle Rack Rent" and its two hundred millions of

revenue. The total annual value of lands, houses, tithes, etc., as

-assessed for income-tax in 1884-5 was £194,375,167, ^including rents

of mines, quarries, ironworks, gasworks, canals, fishings, shootings,

markets, tolls, etc. It will be quite safe to assume, taking such

evidence as the Commission on the Housing of the Poor and the

Sweating Commission, that a full half of the above two hundred

millions is paid by those who earn under £2 per week. A subscrip-

tion at the rate of one-hundredth per cent., cr say 2£d. in the £100,

would produce £10,000. per annum. In Scribner's some ten or twelve

years ago appeared a novelette by Henry James, jun., with the catch-

ing title "TheCrhostly Rental." As soon as the p&yersof the hundred

millions above referred to fully appreciate the "£ s. d." value *of

enthusiasm, and sympathise with the troubles of others as firueli fts

they expect others to sympathise with them, and so soon as tiH^y

sympathise to the extent of 2£d. per £100, they will put xt Castle \Rflfck
;

Rent'" in the position of depending on "A Ghostly Rental."

So long as Socialists "enthuse" over nothing else but the 'Vilest

of generalisations and abstractions, and having "enthused" IcWidly,

subscribe not at all; so long as they stand to swap horses in the

middle of the stream; so long as they allow their own organs to 'die

while they support some peddling bourgeois paper rather than lose
^

their day's news,—so long will Capitalism laugh to scorn those who

** like Sticklers of the war,

First sought to inflame the parties, then to poise

The quarrel loved, but did the cause abhor,

And did not strike to hurt, but make a noise,"

—

the people who never do anything but cavil at everything that is done,

or left undone.

A traveller after a bad night in some not over cleanly quarters,

said if the bugs and fleas had only been of one mind at one moment

they could have dragged him out of bed,—suggesting that united action,

even of vermin, can accomplish a great work which infinite sub-division

fails to do. Thomas Shoee, jun.

FIDDLE DE DEE.

Hey diddle diddle, come read me my riddle.

What is to be done with those goods in the store,

Which the hands cannot buy, howsoever they try !

Some say, "All we want is a jolly good war."

But that no better way from the wood there should be

Is fiddle de diddle de diddle de dee.

Hey diddle diddle, come read me my riddle.

What on earth is the use of the stock-jobbing crew ]

Do these drones in the hive he]p us workers to thrive ?

"Oh, they circulate money ; else how would you do ?"

But *o«ay that two shilMngsi^ staging make three

Is fiddle de diddle de diddle dedee.

Hey diddle diddle, come read me my riddle.

Why should Labour's reward be less honey than sting ?

Some people cry, " Oh ! you can take it or go !

Oh ! freedom of contract's an excellent thing !

"

But to say that a man who is starving is free,

Is fiddle de diddle de diddle de dee.

Hey diddle diddle, come read me my riddle.

Instead of two classes, why can't we have one ?

Some reply, "We feel sure there will always be poor
;

It's the will of the Lord, and His will must be done,"

But such proof the proverbial schoolboy can see,

Is fiddle de diddle de diddle de dee.

Hey diddle diddle, here's the clue to the riddle.

All wealth must belong to the makers alone ;

Those who toil not nor spin then will have to begin
;

Want, worry, and war soon will hardly be known.

Perhaps we may grow too contented and fat,

Though a good many people won't grumble at that

;

But to say we can fail to be happy and free,

Is fiddle de diddle de diddle de dee.

C. W. Beckett.

SIC VOS NON VOBIS.

Thus ye—but not for you !-

Thus ye—but not for you !-

Thus ye—but not for you !-

Thus ye—but not for you !-

-oh birds, those nests contrive ;

-oh flocks, those fleeces breed ;

-oh bees, that honey hive
;

-oh farms, those oxen feed.

COKKESPONDENCE.

Comrades,—I should like to suggest to the readers of the Commonmal,

residing in or near London, the desirability of forming a Kamblers Uub.

An association of this description for say Saturday afternoon trips to Hign

Beech, etc., would, I think, be useful for propaganda, and would also lead to

more social intercourse between Socialists of the various schools now m
existence.—Yours, etc.,

*"

London, June 6, 1888.

Labour-saving machinery ? No, not that, for what invention of them all

has really resulted in the production of a labour-saving machine (
Wages-

saving machines we have in plenty, but of labour-saving machines none win

ever be made till the wage system is extinct. While the machinery or ex-

change and the source of production are monopolised and the means or pro-

duction owned by capital, Labour must toil on in the Egypt of its slavery,

and no machine it can invent, will serve to dimmish its tale ot DricKs.—

Canadian Labour Reformer.
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KfT« YOU WOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GOJTE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
~"~

IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

Communications invited on Social Questions, They should be written on one side of
the paper

9
addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied

by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

At all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

^ the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

Hx months, Ss.; three months, Is. 6<L

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Communications—will be used: R. U. Unsuitable: S. S. ("Success").

J. L. (Aberdeen).—Report too late ; have managed announcement.
M. B. W.—You do not give address of lecture-room.
Tom O'C. (Plumstead).

—

Ca Ira, 111 Rue Montmartre, Paris. 8 fr. per annum.
R. (Montrose).—We know no pamphlet lately written that will give what you

ask for. A good one by Veron, Les associations co-operatives, was written
about 1866 or 1867. The Sozialdemokrat (Zurich) has not been suppressed at
all, and goes on the same lines as before. Address, Volksbuchhandlung,
Hottingen, Zurich. Subscription 8 fr. a-year.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday Jane 13.

England
Leaflet Newspaper
London—Freie Presse

' Norwich—Daylight
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York

—

Jewish Volkzeitungf
Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago—Knights of Labor
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeittmg
Fort Worth(Tex)—South West
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
San Francisco (Cal) The People

St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Altruist

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Ca Ira
Journal du Peuple
En Avant

Havre- L'Idee Ouvriere

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen
Amsterdam—Voorwaarts

Belgium
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L 'Avenir

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Spain
Madrid—EI Socialists
Cadiz—El Socialismo
Barcelona—Tierra y Libertad

Portugal
Lisbon— Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Wien—Gleichheit

j

Roumania
I Jassy—Muncitoriul

I

Sweden
i Malmo—Arbetet

THE SKELETON AT THE FEAST.

The' consolation dinner to Mr. Jesse Collings was rather a comical

business in so far as it was a party coddling-up of the poor well-

intentioned feeble gentleman who got practically turned out of the

society which he himself had planted and watered so carefully ; and
the speeches delivered at this queer celebration would afford amuse-

ment enough to a cynical man with a good memory for things not

worth remembering—to wit, the politics of the last three years. In.

days which people who have serious work on hard are forgetting speedily,

Mr. Collings manufactured a sort of stage landscape of a happy village,

over which, as in other stage landscapes, shone a fatuous moon in

the shape of three acres and a cow, a long way off: which (heaven

knows why—or perhaps the election agents !) was so enticing to a great

many members of parliament that rather than disturb it they gave an
adverse vote against the then Tory Government and turned it out,

it would seem to the great grief of Lord Hartington.
However, as might be expected, this beautiful scene became of little

importance when the Outs had become Ins, and it was carried off to

the lumber room—acres, cow and all. But again the Outs became Ins,

and the new Ins with commendable prudence remembered that there

would be another general election some day, and the votes of the field-

labourers would then be of great importance to them ; so they got up
a new illusion scene, of which all that can be said is that it was some-

what more honest than the other in proclaiming itself an illusion

;

which, however, was not the reason why the Gladstonian Liberals

turned their backs on it. Doubtless Mr. Jesse Collings friends were
right in asserting that the Gladstonians treated the whole matter from
an electioneering point of view ; and also doubtless their own impudence
in implying that they were not at that very moment treating it in

exactly the same way would be enough to stagger people not used, as

unluckily we are, to parliamentary dodgers. Well, to go on with this

stupid story, the Gladstonites turned Mr. Collings out of the Allot-

ments Association, and the Rural Labourers League (how many rural

labourers are there in it, I wonder 1) received him into its bosom, and
there he sat the other night hugging his grievance, and drinking in

the flattery of the friends of the ejectors of the 'Irish, and the Scotch

crofters, perhaps at that moment the happiest man in Britain
;
probably

not much disturbed at the fact that a French nobleman, turned on for

the occasion, told him pretty plainly that his three acres and a cow
was all rubbish, and that wholesale emigration was the real remedy

for the diminishing numbers of the English field-labourers, as well as-

for the discontent of the Irish " rebels " ; while Mr. Chamberlain
promised him another ally, a Yankee Tory, one Mr. Hurlburt, in his

magnanimous hatred of the Irish peasant.

This is a scurvy story ; and the worst of it is that I believe Mr.
Collings was once in real earnest in wishing to do a good turn to the
English field-labourers; but parliament knocked all that out of him.
and at last has dragged him through the mud, and stuck a fool's cap
on his head, while it has been using his poor little foolish scheme, of

making the field-labourers work double tides to pay their own poor-

rates, for electioneering purposes, not heeding him or anybody else in .

playing its Bedlamite game.
To think of it, that while this banquetting flavoured with the keen

,

amusement of the game aforesaid is going on, there are the field-

labourers actually existing ! Rubbing through life toward the work-
house and the grave on ten shillings a-week. Go through the lovely

country now in this " leafy month of June," and if you turn your
thoughts from the mere beauty of the earth or the memories of past

history which the external aspect of the old buildings help you to, can
you, if you think of it, even if you are not a Socialist (if any one but a.

Socialist ever thinks about these things at all), help feeling that every-

thing there is padlocked against the use of man—the men who have
made it of use. These are the men whose forefathers built our cathe-

drals, wrote our poems for us, fought for our liberties (such as they are f),

kept alive the history which links us to the past : and they themselves

if they had had anything approaching to decent treatment would have
done as much or more. And then look at them, working in their-

allotments if you please, pinched and heavy and vacant-looking, too

poor to look anxious even ; forbidden to think or to hope ; losing all

the arts of life which used to make their lives endurable
;
grown to be

mere appendages to the great centres of population which will swallow

up so many of them. To the parliament gentry at St. Stephens, what
are they ? Votes,—otherwise inconvenient, and to be emigrated out .

of the way if possible. And will either of our factions or all of them
together do anything to unpadlock the wealth of the land for them ?

Certainly not; it will not; nay, it cannot. It is they themselves,

with their brethren of the towns to help, who must knock off the

padlock—or else what will happen ? Sir Henry James, at that dismal

tragic-farce of a consolation banquet, spoke of " the danger in which
our inexperienced democracy [O Lord !, inexperienced !] stood at this,

moment." What is the danger 1 He would say " disruption of the

empire," or some such twaddle ; others would say " revolution." Is it

not rather " Starvation " ? That is the skeleton sitting by the guests

at the Whig feast. William Morris.

BRAZIL'S FUTURE WITHOUT SLAVERY.
It is, I suppose, an item of the advanced Radical creed that

should be freed. Any Radical, however, who will look at an article

in the Pall Mall Gazette of June 2, might very well be excused for

being put in doubt thereby. He might be puzzled to explain in what
way the slaves of Brazil will be better off when they are free, that is

free in the sense of the M.I.C.E., whose views are expressed in that

article. The Pope gives his blessing, it appears, and as has lately been
shown elsewhere, the help even of Antichrist is welcomed in pre-

serving our " large stakes." The Member of the Institute of Commer-
cial Enterprise waves his hand graciously at the " humanitarian

aspect " ' of the question. We do not expect a commercial gent to •

understand any but his own peculiar language, or we might ask him
whether this is what is to be done away with " when the serious aspect

of slave emancipation is entirely dissipated." The editor of the paper

in another article of the same date says, "interest

—

i.e., family interest

—counts for a good deal in our Indian Empire." But there is an
interest which comes much more home to us than any " merely senti- „

mental interest," the interest of our loans, which amount in Brazil to

something like a hundred millions sterling. " In view of such a

tangible fact,"—I must repeat that I cannot be responsible for the

language of this Mens Insana in Corpore Edurato—" In view of such

a tangible fact, the question of the transference of labour in Brazil

from the condition of serfdom to freedom must naturally affect Eng-

lishmen, apart from its humanitarian aspect." I hope he misrepresents

Englishmen ; but he certainly may claim to be a typical Member of

the Interested Classes of Employers, and would not " let go his hold

upon the country " on any account. " The future of Brazil may be a

matter of moment," but let us leave that to silly people who will per-
*

sist in looking for something more than " tangible facts." A little

consideration will lead " to the conclusion that the abolition of slavery

in Brazil can only be a blessing to that country financially,"—our

teacher waves his hand graciously, and ends his sentence with " and

socially." But we had perhaps better give a little more consideration,

to this part, particularly as we are not quite sure what " social bless-

ings " may mean in his language.

We are, however, not long left in doubt. The slaves having become

free, were apparently about as free to cultivate the ground as ours in

England, and " wandered about homeless and foodless," and so in a
short time came back to their old masters and " turned to and became
sturdy labourers." Dear me ! did they indeed 1 Yes, " and in conse-

quence of the abolition and the increasing immigration, labour became
far more plentiful and cheaper" Poor immigrants ! "A healthy field

hand who was a slave must have cost the planter .£45 a-year, allowing

for interest on cost, sinking fund, and maintenance : whereas in the
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North any quantity of free labourers can be obtained for ,£20 per

annum." Moreover, " if you know how to handle Brazilian workmen,
it is really surprising what an immense amount of continuous hard

work can be obtained from them. They will do what would astonish

the European labourer, and think of it as only in the ordinary course

of things." .£20 a-year does not seem a large sum for such an aston-

ishing amount of labour, not so large at all events as the .£45 which

the labourer " cost the planter " so long as he was a slave. Perhaps

the slave wasted some of the £45, that is like enough ; any form of

amusement is highly wasteful in one out of whom has to be got " con-

tinuous hard work." But though the £45 has sunk to £20 already,

it will probably sink lower, for " there can be no disputing that in a

new country high wages are co-existent with progress and prosperity."

Apparently then, the " financial blessing " that has resulted from the

abolition of slavery, is that the large Brazilian planter now gets done
the same amount of labour for less than half the cost. And he may
expect to have more financial blessings of the same kind, as immigra-

tion increases and the country ceases to be new. The " social blessings
"

somehow seem to have disappeared from the programme of this Mischief

with his Itinerant Commercial Energy. He may have travelled "three

thousand miles through Brazil," but he has looked at it only through

the spectacles of finance. It can only be such eyes as can see "-any

credit to the Brazilian planters for an act which emancipated five or

six hundred thousand slaves," and at the same time saves the pockets

of the slave-owners certain millions of pounds every year. To finan-

ciers anything that saves the pockets of their class seems good

;

" its humanitarian aspect " may be left apart. The London Chamber
of Commerce, no doubt, listened with pleasure to all the talk about
speculation, financial stability, and the substitution of free for slave

labour, with which the article concludes. The Chamber might start

at the mention of Co-operation, but would be soothed again when it

was assured thab the Muddled Imbroglio of Co-operative Exploitation

would still yield the usual " net profits." C. J, F.

INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.
GEEMANY.

The sixth conference of the German " Carpenters' Union " has lately been
held at Hanover. There were thirty-three delegates present, representing
86 localities with 5948 members. The income from the 1st July 1887 to the
30th May 1888 amounted to 19,613 marcs 50 pfennige, the expenditure to

17,974 marcs 39 pf., leaving a balance of 1639 marcs 11 pf. Up to the
present time the various local unions had to support the trade paper, Zeit-

schrift der Zimmerkunst (Review of the Carpentering), published at Hamburg ;

the conference have resolved that the paper shall henceforth be supported
by the general fund of the Union.
The carpenters' strike at Solingen has ended. At Halberstadt 60 cabinet-

makers are still striking, and 1500 at Hamburg. This last struggle has
already cost 24,000 marcs, chiefly collected in Hamburg itself. In the same
town the engineers have struck, and are, up to now, well supported by their

Berlin trade comrades.
At Leipzig the stonecutters have been on strike for twenty-three weeks,

and they intend to go on as long as they possibly can. They express great
hope of victory in the final result of their struggle against capitalism and
exploitation.

In the first days of July, twelve Socialists will have to stand their trial,

at Kopenick for having secretly conspired against dear Fatherland. It is

interesting to note the kind of witnesses who have been chosen to charge
our friends : criminal detective Schone, communal detective Schuckholz,
soldier Poseler, non-commissioned officer Hubner, police sergeant Rusbild,
police constable Beckelman, and police constable Jacob. With such a gang
of selected defenders of law and order, it would be hardly necessary to go
through the farce of a trial ; the magistrates might as well send them all

to jail at once !

Comrade Emil Jacob Jost has been sentenced at Pforzheim to three
months' imprisonment for distribution of forbidden literature. It has been
proved and admitted by the tribunal that Jost has only given his personal
copy of the Sozialdemokrat to read to one single zcorker in his workshop, and
that is what German law calls distributing and propagating prohibited
papers !

At Leipzig 27 persons have been sentenced to nine years' imprisonment
for having largely distributed a leaflet entitled "On the 18th of March."
Only two have escaped the vengeance of the rascals who style themselves
judges, and have been acquitted.

Puttkammer, the shameful Minister of Police in Berlin, the man who
covered Switzerland, Belgium, England, etc., with police spies and agents
provocateurs, has been sacked by the emperor. For once, let us cry 'Hip,
hip, hurrah, Frederick !

RUSSIA.
Our eamrade Peter Lavroff, who has rendered to the cause of the Social

Revolution, the most eminent services, and whose name is closely connected
with the development of the Socialist movement in Russia, has commenced
the publication of a very considerable work, which no doubt will constitute
the scientific testament of the great philosopher and truth-seeker. It" will

consist of five volumes, entitled, 'Essay of the history of thought in modern
times.' The first volume will deal with the fanctions of the history of

thought ; the second is to contain the historical development of thought in

modern times ; the third and fourth volumes are devoted to the dualism in

State and in science ; the fifth to sociology and Socialism, the duties towards
the future forming its general conclusions. The two first instalments of the
first volume have just been issued, and have the following contents ;—I. The
problems of history : a. Tnc elements of thought of the modern time and
their periods of transition ; b. The historical life ; c. History as a science

;

d. The history of thought and its divisions. IL Pre-history : a. The history
of man's development ; b. Cosmic and geological development (matter

—

universe—solar system—geological processus). III. The forms of the geo-
logical evolution : a. Geological classification ; b. Primordial and primary
.formations; a Secondly formal ti<ws ; d. Tertiary formafci >ns ; e. The follow-

X

ing formations. IV. Evolution of the organisms: a. Life ; b. The develop-

ment of the functions of life ; c. The development of the organic forms ;

d. Development of man as living being. V. Development of conscience and
of social tendencies : a. Conscience and social tendencies in nature ; b. The
principal forms of conscience.

We earnestly hope that the new work of the learned author of the*

'Historical Letters' may soon be entirely before the public, and also that the

Occidental countries of Europe may as early as possible be enabled to read

it, as we feel almost sure that it will be translated into more than one-,

language.

FRANCE.
Last week, at last, General Boulanger, fearing to be forgotten if he did *

not come forward, went to Parliament and delivered himself of an oration ,

prepared by senator Naquet out of the speeches which Louis Napoleon,

thirty years ago, with impunity spat in the faces of the so-called representa-

tives of the people. But let it be said at once, we prefer Prince Napoleon*
who at any rate made his speeches himself, to Boulanger, who wants to be .

wound up by that hunchback renegade exactly as he has been begging t^e

literary services of a starving Jew in order to bring about his " story "of?

the Franco-German war. That he is nothing more or less than a Bonapartisfc

would-be dictator, in spite of his "republican" phraseology, is becoming
clearer every day. The Bouapartists are very well aware of that ; hence .

their support. So, for instance, at a meeting held in the Salle Levis by the

followers of Prince Victor Bonaparte, M. Robert Mitchell, who acts as a

kind of demi-god in that camp, declared openly for Boulanger, amid the

enthusiasm of his hearers, who cried, " Vive l'Empereur ! " and " Vive
Boulanger ! " alike. " The Bonapartist leaders know what Gen. Boulanger's

opinions and intentions are," concluded M. Eobert Mitchell, "and our party

will give useful aid at the proper time to those who are ready to overthrow
the Republic," and these remarks again were received with immense applause.

We don't care very much for the further existence or for the overthrow o£

the present Republic, which is entirely based on monarchical institutions ;;

but certainly Boulanger's legime, which would be a military dictature witk
imperialist institutions, is worse than anything else that could be imagined*

Boulanger thinks that France is not " governed " strongly enough ; he wishes

for his country a really strong government, with an all-powerful chief of the

State, and a set of ministers only to be responsible to that dictator. As he
doesn't think that times are ripe enough to suppress Parliament altogether,

in spite of the rotten condition of parliamentarism in France, he condescends

to its further existence, but reduces its role to that of a kind of Constituent

Assembly, the decisions of which would be subject to the famous right of

veto which proved so fatal to the monarchy of 1789. That is altogether

imperialism of the worst kind, and it is really not to be believed that there

should be any considerable portion of the French working-classes who intend

to follow that nefarious soldier. France doesn't want at all a " strong " gov-

ernment, but rather as "little" government as possible, until the day comes,
when it shall get rid of every kind of central government.

SPAIN.

The first number of a fortnightly Communist-Anarchist paper has made,
its appearance at Barcelona, under the heading of Tierra y Libertad (Land
and Freedom). It is the first Spanish Anarchist paper that follows entirely

the lines of La Revolte of Paris, and is likely to do a great deal of good work,
besides the monthly review Acracia, and the weeklies El Productor and
El Socialismo, which have succeeded in gathering around them important
groups of workers all through Spain.

SWITZERLAND.
La Critique Sociale (the Social Critic) has made its appearance at Geneva

as a fortnightly Communist-Anarchist paper, the only one of its kind in the
Swiss "Republic." The first number is very ably written, and we wish our.,

new colleague good luck and speedy success.

HOLLAND.
Domela Nieufrenhuis' work, ''The Normal Work-day,' a French translation

of which we announced in our last issue, is now also being rendered in

German. V. D.

LITERARY NOTES.
Our comrade Kropotkin's articles, which are appearing in the Nineteenth

Century, should be eagerly looked for and attentively read by everybody
who takes interest in social and economical matters.

Our Corner keeps up to the high level at which it has maintained its posi-

tion so long. The present number continues Bernard Shaw's article "A
Refutation of Anarchism,*' which is well worth close reading by all Social-

ists. Even those who do not agree with all his views must admit the close

reasoning and clear statement which this clever writer has applied to the
subject. We hope that this monthly will continue its useful existence, as

we can ill afford to lose any advanced periodical which is open to the dis-

cussion of Socialism from various points of view, especially one conducted
with the ability which has always characterised Our Corner.

'Percy Bysshe Shelley,' by H. S. Salt (Swan Sonnenschein and Co.).

—Of late it has rained Shelley books. Everybody has been reading
either Jefferson's rancorous and philistine two volumes—"Caliban on Ariel,"

as Swinburne called them—or Professor Dowden's authorised version, or one .

of the many smaller biographies. The latest of these is H. S. Salt's sketchy
little book. Mr. Salt has already written 'A Shelley Primer,' containing,,

besides some slight criticism, all manner of facts about Shelley records,
Shelley biographies, the dates of his poems, his friends, etc.—an accurate,
useful book. lie is a Socialist, and makes the justification of this new Life
his sympathy with the social and political theories of Shelley, all previous
biographers having held with established things. Yet after all he has not
much to say on these matters. On the other hand, it is pleasant to find no
carping or cheap irony. As to the troubles and enigmas of Shelley's life, he
avoids discussion by calling him a changeling ; the real son of Mr. Timothy
Shelley, landlord and Whig, was carried away, he supposes, by some thieving .

goblin of Sussex. On the whole, we have here a very readable though
desperately sketchy little book. There are many books on the man Shelley :

when will someone give us a history of his mind and poetry, his progress

.

from materialism to extreme idealism, and the elaborate symbolism he loved
in later times ? Todhunter's ' Study,' the only book of the kind, thought
very valuable, is hardly in my opinion final.—Y.

%
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-fUS MIBOtm STRUGGLE.
On'Wednesday 6th, a number of men employed in the construction of

new sewera for the Corporation of limerick, struck work. They -were bfljng

pstfid 2eu a day, and ^r«re refused an increase of wages.

f -A. strike ?bas taken place in the. Shtsi&fcldjsaw trade. The wonki»jea> em-
ployed by Messrs. ^ok, -Sellers and Cq.„ have struck against the proposal to

increase the working hours from fifty to fifty-four per week.

In accordance with the arrangements at the conference between employers
and operatives, the wages of the spike-nail makers in Old Hill, Blackheath,

Bowleyfand Hales Owen district will be increased 25 per cent.

The master cotton-spinners in the Ashton district, which includes Staly-

bri4ge, jpuldnfield, and J\£pssley, have conceded to the workpeople 5 per cent,

advance in view, of the. arrangement to regulate the scale of wages, according
to the rates in the Oldham district.

The services of fifty shipwrights, are to be dispensed with at Sheerness
Dockyard ; but if the men are willing to be transferred to Chatham Dock-
yard-work will be found for them .there. Work is brisker at Chatham, as

the Admiralty have just ordered a powerful fast cruiser of <9000 tons dis-

placement to be built at that yard.

The London cabdrivers' strike is ended. Some of the principal proprie-

tors, have lowered their, terms. The men, however, are badly organised, and
the selfishness and apathy of a large number has prevented anything like

a satisfactory settlement. If the cabdrivers wish to better their condition
or even to prevent themselves being still more shamefully exploited, they
will ihave to. prepare at once for a much more determined stand before long.

Women's Trade Unions.—A most desirable movement is in progress at

Walsall to organise women into trade societies. A beginning wilLbe made
with the women engaged in the saddle trade in the town. A public meeting
was held last week in furtherance of this object, and a committee has been
formed to inaugurate the society. Afterwards an endeavour will be made to

unite- the women engaged in other trades.

London Upholsterers and the Sweating System.—At a crowded meet-
ing of upholsterers, held on Saturday evening at the Upholsterers' CLub,
Enston Road, a resolution was unanimously passed upholding the evidence
given before, the Sweatjng Commission by Mr. Brown, a, respected . member
of the trade^and denying the accuracy of the sta^eaHjnts. made.by Mr. D.
Imlay, the foreman of Messrs. Maple & Co., who has-been busily endeavour-
ing to prove that, the aforesaid firm are model employers.

,J5*nt and Sussex Laborers' Union. — The aaiuial demonetisation of

m^bers of. /fchis tjjj&m was, -held at Ashf<wrd, Kent, on Sftturday^and, not-

li^standing- the , j^$lewe$ey of -the wither, tkero was aJarge gathering.

A,t-$he iigaaJ^n^fcing, $dr. jftWier, o£ jfolkestotie,, < presided, aanJicL *said --there

never was a time in
r
ihe. hisfowy- of , fche iFwoifc when theorem was a>'gr*ater^ne-

cessity for the labouring classes to combine together. Mr. Beale, the general
secretary, read the annual report, which « deplored the continued severe de-

pression in agriculture and, trade gener^lly^ which had been-very acutely rfelt

by the members. As a consequence, the rate of wa<ges*had fallen in.«€tv«ral

districts, and thousands have had a dijficalty in .orbt&ining /eoipkgr«ient,

whilst the prolonged winter, had prsyeated; many< others Jrom /being ,folly

efiiployed. Among the^members •the scarcity of work had produced a diffi-

culty in keeping their contributions paid regularly,,' and, ?further, imposed
upon them a severe struggle to provide even the bare necessaries for .main-

taining themselves and families. During the year the number of members
who had received sick benefit had been 2>79%y and the amount paid had been
,£8,150 8s. 7d. The income from members' contributions had been..£1 1,640
18s. Id., a- decrease of £35 9s. 2d. compared with 1886. This reduction was
mainly owing to the number of members in arrears with contributions.

During the sixteen years of the society's existence there had been expended
in protection to locked-out members £13,600, and in assisting members to

emigrate £2,077.—The report was unanimously adopted, and a resolution

was carried urging the necessity of a reform in the land laws, to give com-
pulsory powers to local authorities to acquire land for the establishment of

small noldiugs,an.or4er that labourers may have a direct interest in the cul-

tivation of the soil, and so prevent a great deal of the poverty in large cities

-and towns through the emigration of labourers from the rural districts.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
* Week ending June 23, 1888.

17

18

21

22

23

Bun.

Man.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Fri.

Sat.

1637. 'Trial- of John Hampden begun. 1775. Battle of Bunker
Hill. 1810. Ferdinaiid Freiligrath born. 1830. Cfcorley
4

' outrage." 1882. S«izure of arms m Glerkenwfcll.

1643. Battle of Ghalgrove Field ; John Hampden mortally
wounded. 1835. William Cobbett died. 1864. William
Smith O'Brien died. 1881. Most sentenced to sixteen

months' imprisonment. 1884. Explosion at Madrid.

1843. "Rebecca" Riots in South Wales. 1867. Maximilian of

Mexico shot.

1789. Tennis Court Oath at Versailles. 1793. Flight of Louis XVI.
from Paris. 1792. Parisians enter Tuilepies. 1836. Abbe"

Sieves died. 1848. A. R. Parsons born. 1883. Tennis Court
at Versailles opened as a National Museum and Monument.

1628. Dr. Manwaring " makes submission" at the bar of the
House of Commons. 1886.

'
' Trial " of the Chicago Martyrs

begun.

1736. Capt. Porteous tried. 1772. The <e Negro Case ;" James
Somersett discharged. 1780. Rev.
libel on the Duke of Richmond,
1866. Military Rising at Madrid.
Mazzini unveiled at Genoa.

1848. Revolution of three days at Paris,

sentenced to six years' imprisonment,

Henry Bate tried for

1805. Mazzini born.

1882. Monument to

1883. Louise Michel

Metropolitan Pauperism.—The weekly return, of metropolitan pauperism
shows that the total number of paupers relieved in the fourth week of the

past mpn.th wa 93,fii43, of -whom 55v6W were -indoor and 38,263 outdoor
paupers. The total «nmaaber relieved shows* an inorease of 2,584 over the
corresponding week of last year, 3,375 over 1886, and 7,721 over 1885. The
total number of vagrants relieved on the last day of the week was 1^136, of

whoni 900 were.inen, 206 women, and 1,136 children under sixteen.

jThe„-^,075 nonfatal acvidents which occurred to railwaymen during the
year X88-7 were of >the following nature :—Amputations : Legs, 31 ; Feet or

lianas, 15 ;. and JFinge^s, 11. Fractures, 138; Dislocations, 21. Crushes:
I^gs or Arms, 87 ; >Feet or Hands, 270 ; .Body, 52. Scalds and Burns, 35

;

-Sprains, Cuts and Bruises, 584 ; Severe, 140 ; Shaken, 42; Slight, 72. Un-
specified Injury : To Head, 119 ; Body, 132 ; Legs or Arms, 174 ; Feet or

Hands, 149 ; Miscellaneous, 3.

•Thrift!—There was a terrible sentence in the St. James's Gazette oi last

night. " Inline strata. of society," it, says, speaking of the sweating system,
" thrift and 4«jnperance are worse enemies than drunkenness and sloth."

T&ere is a .frightful truth in this—it is a kind of motto written over the

byazen gates. of our Social Hell in London. The virtues of the sweated

—

their determination to live dawn to the very narrowest margin of subsist-

enceT—simply.xaeansQ much more profit to the sweaters' till.

—

Star.

5&E IfoiGE of -Human Life.—The Board of Trade inquiry at Cardiff into

the Joes of the .Caarau with>#ll hands, on the voyage from Bilbao to New-
port, has fii»d .tke owner £100 ior fixing the load-line in an unsafe position.

As she.probably made about >five times that amount profit on the voyage,
this won't knrt.'Jiim very mach, but it will serve to show how "sacred"
h«ypaan life is hald wiien property is to be considered ! Mr. Chamberlain
might i,e»ep his compensation hand in by bringing forward a measure to com-
pHgnjwte .sailors' families for the loss of their bread-winners. At the same
tijae <we notice rsthat the Government ha& given £25*000 to Major Watkin,
B-4-., lof Wlofiiwieh, for his "position finder," an invention which has been
fc*md useful in increasing tke effectiveness of artillery. In connection with
thfcfsame,invention Major Waitkin lias also been granted a retaining fee of

£1900 a y,ear for ten years. This is for destroying human life and may be
well read with the other.

Battle of Bunker Hill.—There seems to be an unending conflict over the Jiame
of this memorable struggle. English writers persist in calling it " Bunker's
Hill," while, as a matter of fact, even the American name was all a mistake.
There is no such place as " Bunker's Hill," and the battle- was fought on a little

eminence until then known as "Breed's Hill." It should have been called the
" Battle of Charlestown," but the " Battle of Charleston" happening-soon: after
might well be confusing. However, the New Englanders christened the; fight
after it was fought and re-christened the scene of action, and the name of
" Bunker Hill " has become a significant watchword in the Yankee heart. Thus'
it is very suggestive, the persistent- efforts of the apologists for British tyranny
to break the force of the name by altering even its form. " Bunker's Hill," to a
New Englander, suggests only some obscure manor, farm, or pasture ; while
"Bunker Hill" rings through : the air with every idea of liberty and human
brotherhood. For, in truth, it was a remarkable battle. Pamphleteers have
been hotly disputing ever since as to who commanded the little fortress of free-
dom. The truth is there was no commander. It was one of the most brilliant

examples of the deathless factithat men can get along without leader*, so long
as tfoey-ana possessed of ideas to govern them. Before men thus unitaoVa five-

fold iorce^ of finest meicenfary troops of Europe thrice reeled down th% green
Cinactestown^alopey learmg' more- dead' and wounded behind them than there were
of<.opponents all told, l^oinioarllyj'the' latter at. length retreated, but no sane
man was. blind to* thetaneaih issue. The Gross of Saint George, which had floated
for nearly a century and Aihaif ;«ponthe "Castle" h* the harbour below, delight-

ing, the eyes of successive generations of loyal Englishmen who feokedto the
" Sea-Girt Isle " as their real home, the anchor of their hope, and*. the; true «ross
of their earthly faith, :was to be now banished . for ever. No vkiagV^writ or
queen's writ was to further run on the granite hill-skies of New England. .A
rapacious oligarchy of London profit-mongers and usurers, the spoilers of $}gypt
and of Erin to-day, bad turned the most devoted of.JSngland's children .into

strangers and inveterate foes.—L. W

.

Chorley "Outrage."-^A firm of cotton*spinners had a dispute with their men,
and their factory was burned down under circumstances that seemed to connect
the accident and the quarrel. However that may be, the new mill wasno;sooner
set going than the disputes began again, and the men struck and were replaced
by " rats," against four of whom on the 17th an attempt was made by letting a
can of powder down the chimney of the house they lodged in and letting it off.

Much damage, great scare, but no lives lost.—S.

Death of William Cobbett.-—William Gobbett was born in the spring of 1762 at
Farnham, Surrey. The son of a farmer, and beginning life so early:thathe said,
" I do not remember the time when I did not earn my living," yet imbibing
enough of desire for mental fare that on running away from home when about
eleven years of age he forfeited his supper to buy " The Tale of a Tub " witb-his
last 3d. -Worked for a time in Kew Gardens, to see which was his reason for
leaving home. In 1782 a sight of the sea and fleet at Portsmouth influenced him
with a desire to become a sailor, but being refused by the captain to whom he
volunteered he returned home onee more. May 6, 1783, started for a day at a
fair with some others, but crossing the path of the London coach suddenly de-
cided to see London, and entered upon a period of which he wrote "No part of
my life has been totally unattended with pleasure, except the eight or nine
months I passed in Gray's Inn. If I am doomed to be wretched, bury me
beneath Iceland snows and let me feed on blubber ; stretch me under the burn

-

ipg line . . . suffocate me with the infested and pestilential air of a democratic
club-room ; but save me from the desk of an attorney." Spring of 1784 enlists
in the 54th Foot, and after a year at Chatham goes to Nova Scotia and North
America. Returns to England 1791, and gets honourably discharged ; marries
1792, after a somewhat romantic courtship. Through trying to expose some of
the, internal villainies of army administration, has to quit England ; goes to
France, and passes some six months at St. Omer perfecting his French. Some-
thing like O'Connell, seems to have been scared out of France by the revolution ;

leaves for America, inspired thereto by reading Abbe" Raynal ; arrived in Phila-
delphia, October, 1792 ; gets a living as teacher of French, and wrote a grammar
for Frenchmen which seems to hold its own to-day. In spite of his treatment by
the English authorities over the regimental scandal, Cobbett was very loyal and
anti-Republican. His earliest work as a political writer was an attack upon
Priestley, and the Americans who welcomed him when he was driven from Eng-
land. Paine also received some attention from Cobbett's pungent pen. After
eight somewhat stormy years, very much occupied in defending everything Eng-
lish and reviling things American, he left June 1, 1800, for his native land once
more. Arrived in England he soon changed his ideas. He was told by John
Reeves, one of the leading political writers of the day, then in receipt of govern-
ment pay, that there were only two ways, "either to kiss or kick." Cobbetfr.

resolved to " kick," and he did with vim. October, 1800, appeared No. 1 of the
Porcupine, a loyalist print which lived for about a year, and then merged into-

the True Briton, soon after which he was. done with it. He was carrying on
business as a bookseller meanwhile, and was cobbling off as a Pittite. January,
1802, appeared No. 1 of the Weekly Political Register. As chief of the Register,.

probably most people think of Cobbett as a writer, and certainly . thirty-three
years of such literary kicking can not be matched by any other writer. That h&
kicked effectively is proved by the way he was hated and imprisoned by govern-
ment. He is, liowever, well worth attention as a prose poet in praise of nature,
and as a grammarian his " Six Letters for the Benefit of Statesmen " is one of

k

the most biting answers to the claim for monopoly in all good thimgs> on the
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ground of superior education and culture, which is at times put forward by the
Oxford and Cambridge cad. George Washington Moore's pulverisation of Dean
Alford's " Queen's English " is a similar piece of work. In June, 1809,appeared
an article in the Register dealing with some brutal army floggings. For this he
was trie$ before Lord Ellenborough— one of the worst judges who ever lived

—

and sentenced to two years' in Newgate, a £1,000 fine, and £5,000 security for

seven years' good conduct. This was the third appearance of Cobbett before

Ellenborough. In 1804 two suits had been laid against Cobbett for libel in deal-

ing with Irish matters, damages in one being for £10,000, but the jury awarded
only £500, and there was no imprisonment, the main thing required by govern-
ment. On his release from Newgate in 1812 he had a splendid public reception.

Sir F. Burdett presided at the public dinner. Although he had been able to
carry on his literary work and also his farming operations all the time he was in
prison, still his prospects were much injured, and after a struggle he had once
more to quit for foreign pastures, and May, 1817, saw him once more bound for
America, where he passed about two years and a-half. Paine's writings on
"Finance and the Funding System" had changed Cobbett's ideas to such an
extent that when he returned to England, November, 1819, he brought with him
Paine's bones and endeavoured to raise a large sum of money to erect a memorial
to the once reviled stay-maker. In 1820 he wooed Coventry, but only polled 352
votes ; in 1826 he made another attempt, this time at Preston, and again was
beaten. In 1831 the government had another wrestle with Cobbett, and the
accursed Whigs had a bad fall, and the fall shook the Ministry. In 1S32 he was
returned as member for Oldham, and there is but little doubt that long hours
passed in a foul building cut off some years from one whose greatest happiness
was to be in the open air, with the birds and flowers, his crops and fields. The
debate on the malt tax, and a sore throat too long neglected, finally caused his
death, which took place at his farm near Farnham about one o'clock in the morn-
ing of Thursday, June 18, 1835. From the extremist point of view possibly
some fault may be found in Cobbett ; where is the faultless one ? But plenty of
good Socialist shot was cast, which is none the less effective because from the
foundry of one of the most " cap. I " individualists of the century. Of the un-
due growth of cities he said, " They seem to me to confound augmentation with
improvement." Of the everlasting word-spinning, which passed for philosophy
and economic science, he wrote, " I may be a very illiterate fellow, but I am cer-
tainly more than a match for all those pretenders to learning and philosophy.
There is a damned cant in vogue, which when attacked by plain sense and reason
discovers its weakness." His scorn for the citizens, who in 180S were insolently
treated by the king, is splendid in expression and fits well to-day, " Snails should
be trod upon. . . . We deserve to be treated like dogs, and like dogs we are
treated."

( Vide Trafalgar Square.) As to the National Debt he was a repudiator,
and some of his fiercest invective was poured upon the funding system with its
trainof "Jews, jobbers, loan mong.-rs, East India adventurers, and all sorts of
vermin, to^ domineer over the people, and starve and degrade the labouring
classes of England." The amount of work he got through was immense, and
naturally some inconsistencies can be found, but he is one of the very few who
never trimmed or rode on a rail for pay or place. What he says may be wrong,
but he never leaves you in doubt as to what he means, for he never uses language
which can have a dozen translations and then no meaning ; a liar with him is a
liar, a jobber a jobber, a thief a thief, and such a man would be a distinct gain
to-day when jobbery and lying is rampant, but is handled with dainty touch of
kid-glove.—T. S. •

" Rebecca " Outbreak.—The " Rebecca " rebellion, for it became no less, began
in 1839 on the borders of Pembroke and Carmarthen by the breaking down of
turnpike gates, the tolls levied at which they held to be excessive. It was not,
however, until 1843 that the war attained its height. Turnpike laws were like
all monopolies, not intended for the benefit of the mass, and small farmers and
peasants groaned under excessive tolls. Taking their name from a perverse appli-
cation of a scriptural phrase (Gen. xxiv., 60. And they blessed Rebekah, and
said unto her, Let thy seed possess the gate of those which hate them), they
formed a wide-spread and well-organised secret society, which soon spread
throughout South Wales. Under the influence of a few Chartists among them,
they gradually learned that there were other imposts upon them to be lessened
with advantage, and so extended their scope that from magistrate's fees and
county rates to the rent of land there was nothing that escaped their vigilance.
This the Government could not stand, and so by the strong hand and treachery
it broke the back of the organisation, promising benefits right and. left to the
people, appointing a Commission of Enquiry, occupying the country with soldiers,
etc. The Commission reported poverty and oppression as the causes of revolt

\

and nothing more was done. By their "lawlessness" the folk had cleared the
most part of the gates, and scared the trustees so much that they were never
rebuilt, and they had reduced other burdens, but by their submission" they gave
themselves onoe more as sheep into the hands of the shearer.—S.

Maximilian of Mexico.—The Republic of Mexico under its Indian President,
Juarez, having incurred the wrath of the rotten gang who surrounded Badinguet^
an excuse for invasion was soon made up, and a French army sent to place a
bankrupt Austrian-Grand Duke as Emperor on the Mexican throne. It was a
disgraceful fitoek-jobbing scheme from beginning to end, and few grumbled but
those like him when Juarez and his army " moved by a great idea " smashed up
the empire, ,and shot the usurper " for his crimes against the independence of
the people." Much of the best fighting on the side of freedom was done by
American-volunteers- fresh from the reeently-ended Secession war.—S.

Dr. Manwariwj.—Was a hot-headed Welshman who took up the cudgels for
divine right, and by preaching intemperate sermons in favour of kingly power
brought himself under the censure of the House of Commons; Aftev trial and
being found guilty, he made abject apology and retracted everything, but was
fined and barred from advancement in the Church. Charles came to his aid and
gave him livings and bishoprics with a dispensation to hold them, but after the
fall of the throne he fell in great poverty and so died in 1653.—S.

Capt. Porteous.—W&s in command of the military guard at an execution where
a rescue was attempted, and for firing on the people without orders was tried and
found guilty. Sentenced to death, he was reprieved by the Government, when
the people became afraid he was to escape, took him out and lynched him.—S.

The "Negro Case." —James Sotnersett was a negro whom his owner had
brought with him from Jamaica, and who having a taste of freedom refused to
go back. He was abducted and taken aboard a vessel lying in the river, but on
a writ of habeas corpus was produced in court and his case argued. It was then
decided that English law recognised no slavery in England ; that though a man
were legally a slave in Jamaica, an English court could take no cognisance of '

the fact^and that therefore his " owner " could use no force upon him more than
on other men, nor could he recover possession of him at law. Wherefore Somer-
set was discharged a free man. This was ten years before the Abolition move-
ment began, and the judge's decision rested wholly on a negative ceratruetion of

The following note was unavoidably held over from last week's Calendar :

Prynne at the Star Chamber.—The 14th of June, 1637, will everJBe memorablem the great struggle for liberty of free speech among Englishmen^ it being the
day when that fiery Puritan, William Prynne, with his fellow martyrs, Henry
Burton and John Bastwick, appeared before the notorious court of the Star
Chamber of Westminster, and were ordered to have their ears cut off for their
various writings against the prelates of the Established Church. Prynne was

the especial unforgiving enemy of the stage-players, and when it is remembered
how the London actors have ever been the sycophants of royalty and tyranny,
and the foul libellers of the best and purest Englishmen, we can easily forgive
Prynne's prejudiced zeal. Even Shakespeare himself never lost an opportunity
of spitting venom upon a Puritan, and of slobbering sickening sycophancy upon'
a monarch or a lord. But whatever the cause they preached, it was the outrageous
usage of Prynne and his fellows which brought the dawn of England's freedom
of utterance, and inspired Milton's immortal periods. It is only fitting to re-
member that it was through spreading Prynne's words abroad that glorious John
Lilburne first became at once the martyr, the apostle, and the chosen mouthpiece
of liberty.— L. W.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE AND THE METROPOLITAN
BOAftD OF WORKS.

For the past three years during the summer season meetings have been
regularly held in Victoria Park and collections made "at them on Sunday
afternoon. Collections have also been made for years previous to the League
meetings by other organisations. But for some reason or other the Board,
who have control of the park, have secured the consent of the Home Secre-
tary to a bye-law forbidding collections to be made. This was looked upon
by our comrades as a most serious attack upon our propaganda, and they
decided to resist it. For the first Sunday or two it was not noticed by the
park keepers, who have always been most friendly to our members, but on
the third Sunday one of the Christian spouters in the park (an employer of
labour paying starvation wages) called their attention to the collection being
made, consequently the keepers had to take action, and took the names- of
S. Mainwaring and F. Charles, the secretary of the League. The next week
W. B. Parker met witli the same fate. It was therefore determined to hold
a big meeting of protest last Sunday afternoon, and by 3.30 some 2,000
persons had gathered round our platform. The chair was taken by W. B.
Parker. The speakers were Mrs. Besant, who was in splendid form, her
remarks being received with rounds of applause, S. Mainwaring, H. Davis,
Mrs. Schack, Tom Walker, A. Brooks, and J. Carr (of the National League).
The meeting, which lasted over three hours, was enthusiastic throughout.
Mrs. Besant, after her address, made a collection, whereupon her name was
taken. Other collections were made by our comrades whose names have
already been secured. The total amount was £2, os. 6:;-d., which was given
to the East-end Propaganda Fund. It is intended to tight this out to the
end. Next Sunday W. Morris and Annie Taylor are the speakers. We
hope that all Socialists living in this district will assist our comrades in this
struggle. Over 200 copies of Commonweal were sold. W. B. P.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Library.—The Library is open to members of the Socialist League and affiliated
bodies. Library -Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d. D. J. Nicoll and W.
Bi/UNDELL are the Librarians.

Socialist League Propaganda.—Help is earnestly asked from all friends
and sympathisers to extend the educational work of .the Socialist League.
Printed forms for collections can be obtained from the Secretary on application.

"

East-end Propaganda Fund. — Collected :—Berner Street Club, Is. 8d. ;Donation irom Mile-end Branch, 2s. ; Smith, Princes Square Club, 6d. ; Hyde
Park, 4s. OJd. ; Victoria Park, £2 5s. 7Jd. ; C. W. D., 5s.—Joseph Lane, Trea-
surer.

KEPORTS.
Fulham.—Tuesday, Catterson Smith, Bullock, and Groser spoke opposite

Liberal Club. Sunday morning Tarleton spoke, Commonweal sold well. Some
courteous opposition from a member -of the S.1XF., which was well answered by
our speaker. In evening, Tochatti and Groser«poke .outside. Commomoeal soki:
out, and during the day 5s. 4d. -collected for branch. •—S. 3. G.
North London.—Good meeting at Ossuteton Street last Friday evening, .ad-

dressed by Brooks, Cantwell, and Parker. On Sunday morning an excellent
meeting was held at Regent's Park. Cantwell, Blundell> and Samuels were the
speakers ; 7s. 9d. collected.

Leicester.—Robson lectured on 6th inst. on "Commercial Competition "'
be-

fore Democratic Guild, Gallowtree Gate Chapel. This Guild has been founded
as the outcome of a series of discourses by the* Rev. Stead (brother of editor of
Pall Mall Gazette). Its object is "to ascertain our individual and collective
duties in regard to various phase*. of national life." Thenudience was astonished
at Robson's lecture, believing competition to be everything good. They ad-
journed to pull themselves together for a reply next week. On Sunday, spleiidid
open-air discussion in Russell Square. Thomas Slater (of Bury) opposed us, and
a fine crowd collected. Robson spoke well ; people sympathetic. Barclay re-
plies next Sunday.—T. P. B. ,

Norwich.—Good meetings during week a.t Thorpe and St. Catharine's Plain
by Poynts and Mowbray. Sunday morning, Adams and Darley held a meeting
at Wymondham; several' Weals .sold. Rochmann (of London) was with us on
Sunday, and in morning spoke at Bishop Bridge ; in afternoon* with Mowbray,m the Market Place. In the evening another good meeting in Market Place,
when Rochmann gave an account of the work in Russia; audience very enthu-
siastic. Rochmann's visit has removed from the minds of many of the workmen
the former feeling regarding foreigners. After the meeting went to Gordon Hall,
where a very enjoyable "social" evening was spent, consisting of revolutionary
speeches and songs. Good sale of ' Weal and good -collections.
Walsall. — Monday, Deakin lectured on "Has Machinery benefited the

Workers ? " Several visitors took part in discussion. Tuesday evening, Sanders
addressed open-air meeting in Queen's Square, Wolverhampton, and on Saturday
held meeting here, evoking a large number of enquiries, one opponent promising
to discuss with Sanders, time to be arranged.—J. T. D.

EAST-END PROPAGANDA.
Almost all of our meetings last week were well attended, especially those ad-

dressed by Mainwaring at London Fields on Wednesday, at Philpot Street on
Ihursday, and at Mile-end Waste on Saturday, which was continued until about
11.30 p.m. Our meetings on Sunday were very successful at Leman Street,
where Lyons and Mainwaring spoke; Gibraltar Walk, addressed by Lane and
Charles

; Hackney Road, by Parker, Lane, and Charles ; Haggerstone, by Charles
and Davis, which meeting was finished at 11 p.m.; and at Stamford Hill, by
Mainwaring, Blundell, Nicoll, and Brooks. Our meeting in the Park is reported
elsewhere. A large amount of literature has now been distributed throughout
the district, and our bill-posting brigade is getting into working order, but
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» gewanal help is urgently needed, and if any of
Qtar comrades have a few hours on their hands during
the weekwe would earnestly ask them to come and
assist usjn distributing literature from house to house,
or speaking at some of our meetings before the sum-
mer g$ts$bver.

Junior Socialist Educational Society.—Fisher
sad ,his paper on " Authority " last Saturday. The
[scussion which followed was the final one upon this

sabject.^-A. P.

Aberdeen. — Leatham spoke at Castle Street on
26tb ult., on "Socialism, what it is and what it is

not," Duncan presiding. Police interfered on the
ground of "obstruction," but on our moving to
another part of square allowed us to proceed. Crowd
(considerably larger than former week) kept well to-
gether for an hour and a-half : questions at close.
Sunday night, 27th ult., at indoor meeting Gronlund's
chapter on " Woman in the Co-operative Common-
wealth " was read. Good discussion followed. At
indoor meeting on June 3rd, Morris's lecture, " The
Eabour Question from the Socialist Standpoint," was
read and discussed.—J. L.
Dublin.—At Industrial League, 75, Aungier Street,

June 5, O'Gorman delivered an address on "Educa-
tion," advocating free, compulsory, technical, and
secular education for all classes. A prominent Church-
man who was present was of opinion that State educa-
tion should be divorced from theology. An interest-

ing discussion ensued, in which Murphy, Stephens,
Cunningham, and others took part.

Socialist Union.—Wednesday evening, May 30th,
a paper on " Socialism " was read by comrade Mead
of the Cardiff Socialist Union, before the Guildford
Street Improvement Class. Good attendance of
Working-men. Discussion followed the paper, which
had to be postponed to following Thursday, June 7th,
when all objections raised were fully answered. The
subject has, however, created such interest that it

will be taken up again on Thursday next, June 14th,
for general discussion.

Woolwich.—Last Sunday, Cunninghame Graham,
M.P., Donald", Mahon, and Banner addressed one of
the largest meetings ever held in Woolwinh. We had
at least 3,t)00 people present, and considering that we
had only 24 hours notice to organise the meeting it

was a great success. Graham showed the need of a
Juabour Party with great force, and made a wonderful
impression. We formed a branch of the Labour
League and collected 34s.—R. B.

Gallatovm and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow,—84 John St, Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. On Sunday June 17, a*t 7 p.m.,
we intend to commence a series of lectures on social,

economic, and other subjects in our rooms ; all

friends invited.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria E,d. and Front
Row. Open every evening. Business meeting
Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, (pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members'
Meeting. Wednesday, at 8.30, Dramatic Class.

Friday, at 8.30, Provisional Committee. Saturday,
8 until 10.30, Co-operative Clothing Association.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25£ Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8:30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.
Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIE PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 17.

.Turnham Green—Front Common ...Acton Bch.

.Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch

.Hoxton Ch., Pitfield St Pope & Barker

. Mitcham Fair Green Eden

.Regent's Park Cantwell, etc.

.Walham Green Fulham Branch

.Hyde Park Mainwaring & Charles

.Clerkenwell Green The Branch

Tuesday.
.Fulham—opposite Liberal Club ...The Branch

Friday.
.Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street Parker

11 ..

11.30.,

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

11.30.

3.30.

7 ..

8.30.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton.—17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-
nell's Dining Rooms). Sundays at 8 p.m.

KJlerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd.^E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

'Fulham.—8 Erne Road, Walham Green. H. B. Tarle-

ton, "Politics and Socialism."

Hackney.—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

" Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday June 17, at 8.30, Sydney Ollivier (Fabian
Society), "Republicanism and Social Democracy."

Soxton.—Labour Emancipation League Club and
Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).

• Sunday June 24, Excursion to Walton-on-Thames,
in brakes. Tickets 3s. each

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-
merston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

Mtte-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. Business meeting every Thursday evening
at 9 p.m. Debating Class for members after meeting.

"•' 'North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
meeting at Ossulton Street. A Free Concert will be
given every Friday evening; members of other
branches invited. All members are asked to attend

y
at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary, Nelly

;Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite Holborn
Town Hall.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,
15 St Nicholas Street. Meetings Sunday night at

6.30. Choir practice, Thursday night, at 8, 46
Marischal Street.

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section : Forfarshire).—Meeting
eveiy Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Jhmdee (Scot. Sect.).—Aleetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

JBdinburgh (Scottish Section).—35 George IV. Bridge.
Discussion every Thursday at 8. June 14, " Social-

ism and Teetotalism. " 21st. "Duty of Socialists with
Regard to Interest-taking." 28th. " Socialism and
Malthusianism.

"

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

EAST END.
Sunday 17.

Mile-end Waste .... 11

" Salmon and Ball " ... 11 .

Leman Street,- Shadwell 11

Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal 7
Green Road.

Well Street, Hackney ... 1 1 . 45

.

Kingsland Green ... 11.30.

Wheler Street, Shoreditch 12 .

Victoria Park 3.15.

Stone Bridge Common, 8
Haggerston.

Triangle, Hackney Road 7
Lea Bridge Road ... 6.30.
" Salmon and Ball " ... 7

Stamford Hill 7.30.

Broadway, Plaistow ... 7.30..

Monday.

8.30..

..Mainwaring.

..Davis.

..Kitz.

..Lane & Charles.

..Parker.

..Brooks.

..Morris and Mrs
Taylor.

..Davis.

..Parker.

..Lane & Charles.

.The Branch.

.Mainwaring.

Near Bow Church

Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates (open air), Sunday June
17, at6.30p»m., John Burns. 24th, Jas. Macdonaid.
July 1, Fred Verinder. 8th, Rev. S. D. Headlam.

West Maryle bone Working Men's Club, 123a
Church Street, Edgware Road, W.—On Monday June-
18, at 8.30, Rev. S. D. Headlam, will lecture on
"Christian Socialism."

Excursion of London Socialists.—A Committee
has been formed for the purpose of arranging an ex-

cursion to take place in August. All Socialist bodies
have been united to take part therein, and a meeting
of delegates will be held on Saturday evening in Hall
of Socialist League at 8 p.m.—W. P. Parker, Sec.

New Branch Premises Fund (Clerkenwell).—
There are still outstanding Tickets, will those Secre-
taries who hold these kindly make their returns on
or before June 20th ? Already acknowledged, 10s. 9d.

Received since, Communist Club, 3s.—J. Turner, R.
Turner, J. Flockton, W. Blundell, Entertainment
Committee, 13 Farringdon Rd., E.C.

The Annual Excursion of the United Socialists of

London to Epping Forest (Robin Hood) will take place
on Sunday 24th, for the benefit of the Revolutionary
propaganda. Full entertainment in the Forest.

Tickets, price Is., at 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W. ; or from the Club Morgenroethe,
Prince's Square, Castle Street. Trains start from
Liverpool Street station as follows : Morning, S.50 ;

9.50 ; 10.30. Afternoon, 1.0 ; 2.20 ; 3.20 ; 5.40.

Tuesday.

Southgate Grove, South- 8.30... -
gate Road.

Mile-end Waste ... 8.30.. .Fuller & Davis.

Shacklewell Lane, Kingsland 8.30...Lane & Charles.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8. 30...Fuller & Cores.

Broadway, South Hackney 8. 30. . .Mainwaring & Chs.
Charlotte St. , Gt. Eastern St. 8.30. . .Lane & Ackland.

Thursday.

Packington St., Essex Road 8. 30...Cores & Davis.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8. 30...Mainwaring.
Clapton Pond, Clapton Road 8.30...

Friday.

Tottenham Rd, Kingsland Rd 8. 30...Mainwaring
Union St., Commercial Road 8. 30...Lane & Charles.

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8 ...Parker & Davis.

Ashgrove, Mare St, Hackney 8 ...Mainwaring & Chs.
"Weavers' Arms," Stoke 8 ...Stamford Branch

Newington.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Castle Street, Saturday 16th, at 8, Glasier
and Leatham. Duthie Park, Waterside Gate

—

Glasier, at 3.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Vicar's
Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Monday : Thorpe Village, at 8. Thursday :

Yarmouth, opposite Town Hall, at 8 p.m. Friday :

St Catharine's Plain, at 8 p.m. Sunday: Bishop
Bridge at 11.30 ; Crostwick, at 3.30 ; Market Place,

at 3 and 7.30. Wvmondham, every alternate Sun-
day, at 11.

West Bromwich—Near the Fountain, every Sunday
morning at 11.15.

Smethwick.—Near Spon Lane, every Sunday morning
at 12.

No Compensation!
Meeting at London Fields on Saturday June 16,

at 6 P.M.

The Socialist League will have a platform at this

meeting, from which speeches will be delivered by
Morris, Parker, Mainwaring, Lane, and several others,

and the help of all comrades in the district is specially

requested to aid in the distribution of leaflets, sale of

Weal, and generally in making this meeting a success.

DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT & BALL
in aid of the

East-end Propaganda Fund
will be given at

THE INTERNATIONAL CLUB,
23 Princes Square, Cable Street, E.,

ON SUNDAY FIRST, JUNE 17th, at S p.m.

Admission by Programme, 6d.

" Nuprins Awakened " will be played, and several
songs will be given by various comrades. Programmes
from secretary Socialist League, 13 Farringdon Road,
and Berner Street and Princes Square Clubs.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN.
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis—The Economic
Basis—Current Fallacies—Objections—Quack Reme-

dies for Poverty—Methods and Future, etc.

With Preface written by William Morris.

William Reeves, 185, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction.

With Portraits.

Price 6d., post free 7Jd.

Apply for Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon
Road, London, E.C.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles
of Social Democracy. By J. Sketchley. An
Introduction by William Morris. 240 pp., post
free Is. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

The Irish Question. Third Edition; 32
pages, in Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or
more copies post free.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Now ready. Royal 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions

for the Socialist League.

Reeves & Turner, 196 Strand ; or Commonweal Office.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joseph Lane
at 13 Farringdon Road, London

j
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ewLNOTES ON NEW
;';3?he Kaiser Frederick is dead at ]ast then, and we can all of us feel

some pity for a man kept alive in a miserable condition by modern
science and politics combined ; and though no doubt many and ir any
a man died on the same day that he did with greater suffering, who
"had been more useful to the world than he has been. For the rest, if

the position of the man was an enemy of the people, the man himself

was not so far as his intention went, he being of the good-natured bour-
geois type : and at least he died with the good deed done of trying to

.get rid of Putkammer. It is hardly possible but that his successor will

force all honest men to regret him ; for if he had lived he would have
stood between the outburst of the fresh reaction which is pretty certain

to take place now.

Mr. Parnell at the dinner he gave to the jail-birds of his party dwelt
much on the courage and steadiness of the other jail birds who are

pretty much nameless as far as the newspapers go and have to forego
the glory which those trumpeters confer on the illustrious

;
yet we need

not Buppose that they altogether miss their reward even apart from the
satisfaction of doing their duty and feeling that they are not shabby
'wretches. It cannot be d6ubted that these obscure men are not obscure
to their neighbours and friends, and we may well suppose that in the
simpler society of the Irish country side a sort of tradition will arise

which will not fail to do justice to their generous courage ; which tradi-

tion will be none the worse history because it has not Veen wrjfcten

*lown>

The Gladstonites have won a considerable victory in the Ayr Burghs;
one can only hope that it may mean that the electors are really con-
vinced that that extreme form of tyrannical centralisation and landlord
robbery is wrong, and that they repudiate it ; otherwise it is a matter
not* worth considering. The successful candidate seems about good
enough for a seat in Parliament, which is a "serious accusation to bring
against anybody who professes to be anything else than a digesting
apparatus in the form of a man.

The Government don't seem to think it worth while to back up the
Metropolitan Board of Works in the matter of the collections on open
spaces. The present doleful position of those queer civic senators is

perhaps almost too much for them. Perhaps, also, the recent Ayr
Burghs election has opened their eyes on this matter. Will they be
inviting us to Trafalgar Square next 1 Why not 1 Surely its closing
against meetings " has caused more vexation and annoyance than it

has prevented "—and still will do so. W. M.

The Unionist gang of course helped the Government to pass the clauses
of their new Bill which will keep the police out of popular control;
Mr. Chamberlain sneaking out of the division in a characteristic fashion.
This means a. prolonging of the present arrangement, by which the
police are no longer caretakers of the public, their original reason of
existence, but a military force for keeping down the unquiet folk who
fancy they have rights.

This militarising of the police is always going on. Since the "riots
"

in the West-end, the authorities have been perfecting and extending
the police telegraph system throughout London. The result has been
that under the present conditions the concentration of a large body of
police in any part of London on the shortest notice would be a com-
paratively easy matter. The system has been carried out on an exten-
sive scale. The central police offices are also connected by either
telegraph or telephone with the Fire Brigade stations, the War Office,
the Home Office, the House of Commons, and the House of Lords, as
well as with the private residences of the superior officers. In addition
to these extensions, in case of emergency a message handed in at any
postal office by a police officer is to take precedence of any others.

The annual grant of £10,000 to the National Gallery for the buying
of pictures has been stopped for^ several years in order to make up for
the extravagant amount spent upon the Raphael bought from Blenheim.

'£

The trustees are now trying to have the grant renew©d/an4 I^IBfii^?"^
cellor of the Exchequer is to be asked to lay a*4qpy of the (^t&m^Sif^l,
ence on the table for discussion and action, Ifofcever it may~tuif%]fcai> ;§S|
whether the wanton waste be condoned T5r not*

1

it should not lA^&lv^1
gotten that a fancy price which no other buyer would have givW-^air^f ?l

paid for a wholly unnecessary and very uninteresting picture, slnaj^iy.S^
because it was the. people's money which was being spent and did n§t s

'^|$j
come out of the pockets of those who spent it.

"
.- *_,H^tl

—— - _ - «gjaj:

"Discipline must be maintained," said Mr. Bagnet, and there aw?f 4

few but would agree with him. Still, it seems not to be desirable that
it should be maintained after the fashion it seems to be in the British ,

navy. A court-martial was held on board the flagship l)uke of Wet • ^M
lington, at Portsmouth, on the 12tb, for the trial of an able seaman! *

^j|
on a charge of attempting to. strike a boatswain's mate of the Qrorit^-;"^
It was shown that the priif&ner was hurried away to work by the boatj->

r
V*

swain's mate, who perpetrated*a joke and sent the prisoner to the i£
quarter-deck. Irritated by this, Be would have struck his "superior" *-•"'**

had not a marine interfered.' The prisoner, who bore a good character^ 7J4
was sentenced to twelver a|6|ths' imprisonment, with hard labour. * " yi?i*

"' %m— :

. , *

::'£^

Now it seems tcyperthat discipline should require a " superior M
not ,'

T*

to play jokes $|jps^*jj|feferiors " unless they can be allowed to resent >K3||
them, or repltfiS^tinltr kX)f course the brutal sentence means Jhati^^M
was passed ,WJioffi'c«i» ami gentlemen," and is.*h expression of class / a&
vengeance.
have viewed^]
cratic M.P.'s

>urt%o«^SSsed;&f seamen, or eveA>

ter differently. Whatare the

Nothing, apparently, any
noted; thereby tacitly ^af
abuses that swarm undi

the great parent a&tfse is It:

.. 'I

This earth affords to the eye of man no H*ore #&1

a ramble in the valley of the Thames dui&jgtne monttTofJ
centuries poets and essayists, travellers and historians,

and many countries, have extolled its varied beautie!

butterflies of "fashion" and "society" gather
quarters of the globe to whet their languid appetites^
failing stimulant, and to skip hither and thither to
pastimes. Even the poorest victim of social wrongs^

,cover him and crumbs to feed him, is generally lulled into pi

getfulness of human injustice by the sweet face of
~~

Yet the fair month of June in the year 1643 found
filled with anything but " wreathed smiles " on the f

i

Everywhere was fierce contention, defiant won
Two hostile armies defended London to tl ^
the two seats of opposing elements and anS w
struggle of generations past had come 4& a ci

before had England been convulsed with t&e fact!

particular king or kingly claimant. The h^uaes d
and Stuart had with more than hyena/ ferocity

starved and tortured, their supposedly *acred _
There was nothing especially inviolable about the _
in the north or south. of the island, so long as^it was.a
someone else claiming his place. Now, however, i&; was\
but an institution which was disputed. The whole &ugfestru<
human oppression was shaken. Daring men, wee^broaching
independent action never, before breathed but in most secret

London printers were scattering these ideas broadcast by_m^
copies. Oxford printers tried to answer in the old strain, foptj^

the means to keep up the pace. Not .a monarch, bij# _
attacked, and attacked too by men who well un&e^stOj^ffeat
means every claim to authority over -our fellowsl ^tS&Sit
consent. All the acute schemers and cowards in:

"
*

" *
"^

ciated this fact, and tried their best to weai

<*«*

?lfe££

&&*
**p~

t
'

v

igaa

ISK^^fe^^fe^^^
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Hv

its Wry. London city was honeycombed with traitors to ttat

i«»fcLce, pkttin^to unieN>ft*good wdtfk acctepJSfeeiHil frm&6&*
* A^JW—» 1^rfJfeglMwl »w iTrWiijH» aitofli* t*t*3M* t*»>|

ffrlto*4l\r*Armtt&t i&& Ifoflito efrff w»r^ wag foyiag «i*fttta£»
tfrtfc* of EngM* IA#r^ te tte w&%- tfH&ftigf w&ftft «ai#i» w*i^ <fcv

&&&; 64g§r*yti&£ &*^4**&Yi&thwm £«&#$ Efe# to> B^rwiek €kst&
w?fl0 mW&Bl9%w& mmmlm, ana M&wfsg* to$ W«$ ftp fB# ffwlfc d8s$av&

0mm €hHtfW4i> t# aflfe*Mrtfeftiealc- t&#J>retk spirffc of a* ir»rl^
aiftteefWf. M&tn^Mfe the Cd^ftfJrpOet, Edmund Waller, was laying

his famous schema for handing over London to the Royalists at the

very outset of the struggle, and this plot had only just been discovered

in the nick of time. Thus, while the two Wallers were the theme on
every lip, attention was somewhat distracted from the movements in

the Thames valley, though one famous episode has since become the

overshadowing event in history for that "famous month and year."

There is a popular cynical phrase in fevour of war, " to get rid of the

surplus population." No phrase i* more fitting in the mouths of the

thieves and cheats, the covetous and the cowardly. War invariably

doetTretttove the " surplus population " of the brave, the generous, the

honest, and sincere* and leaves the world the freer for rogues " to

bustle in." The men who get killed are the ones whom truth and
justice least can spare ; the men who survive are the meanest specimens

at a rule. Thus it Was that in this great struggle of ideas* in 1643,

al^tOtrgh the nominal leaders in the field between London and Oxford

VWSfe Charles Stuart and Robert Devereux, the real inspiration of

eithfef ariny came on the one hand from Rupert von Simmern, and on
€fc® Gthfer from John Hampden. The apostles of splendid power and
6f simple freedom, had they searched the wide world over, could not

have selected two better champions. The cowardly selfish king at

Oxford was a pitiable enough spectacle, but his beautiful sister's son,

Itttpert of Bohemia, was the sort of man whom both men and women
tiSra$ in worshipping. Tracing his paternal line through an unbroken
setfes of princes and kings to Charlemagne, be united in his person

the accumulated virtues of all and few of their defects* Prince Rupert
WluJ one for whom this little earth is all too small and mankind all too

mean. He united the courage and capacity of a whole army in his

single person, yet was generous and unselfish beyond measure. A
sailor as well as a soldier,. he swept the land and se% ruling both with

tfte mastery of unequalled genius. A scholar and craftsman,, he could

fre as great in peace as in war. iS'andsome and witty, he could be as

pre-eminent in ease as in action. The debauched sensualists of the

Court, the inevitable products of unrighteous power, envied and
ttfcffgmd feitt, used him and abused* Mm, cowered behind his shield,

JStdid their beat to deny Ms credit and refuse his rewards. Even his

pi&ffel utt£i& servedMm (a* he served all others) with almost incredible

tMBjiMfiWllfaimx&h^that Charles Sftmrt and his cause would
km& perished in quick contempt but for the single prowess of

Rupert of the Rhine, one of those erring geniuses who throw the

mantle of their personal goodness over the hideous charnel-house of

selfish oppression, to delude and entrap weak-minded man. Nor was
&# champion of liberty behind the champion of tyranny in personal

attributes; The name of John Hampden is, and will always be, a

%8Wtr of strength to the friends of liberty and justice. He is the

ve#£ ideal of a people's champion. It was no lust after his neighbour's

riches that led Hampden into the struggle. He wished for no hand
in the plundering of forfeited estates: He was the heir to a manor
himself, and one most others could well envy, inherited from before

the Norman Conquest in direct descent. T$0t did he seek for any
false delights of power over others. He was the most modest and
vMbived of men. The prying biographers, whom Tennyson once de-

adtac&las " pig-stickers," have mad& less of Hampden even than of

speare. The coftstarii tfce?m*r of all after ages, discussed and
ed ever, even fife bo% aetualfy dtrg up (as was attempted of

Bpeafe) to* settle a eontefttibtfr point, there is almost nothing re-

*g to1

iifrof Hampden's private life, although the keenest literary

ift have again and again taken up the scent. We do not even
1&0#"AeamttAefy' where or when he was born or where or when he

dilfc Biimwe than probable*, however; that he was born within a

«A**#«spa e# Cfcfn%ilf; to the City of London, that thoroughfare which
gBWttf Mg^ is more coupled

wfcfc Ill*apd&t% vtmm than anything in actual history.

Afti^pdtt^* father was a member of Parliament in 1594, the year of

*«»*^tt!pdt*4i% birth, and his aunt was married in CornMll the year

B0%& Hi#Mother wair Elizabeth CtomweB, herself aunt to the great

©&Wfr. Befl fatherless' when a child; he became at once the country

rfqfif*e ofra filte Bueldiighamshire estate, and with the maternal genius

tfT^fert; ^tt#t»«wmn,ry which soon after convulsed the whole ofEng*
is^M (fflitd mAYf have made hknsetf the most prominent personage

iftr !^«p land^ twerity years befbre his name was ever heard of. But
t^^WASFnot John Hampden. He had no desire for such self-seeking

fttofe He left strch flunk^r functitttts to the decils and fellows of that

li&iey, who can lie and cringe, and; trick and plb% and steal and stab

ftesglftfet, to make fdofe esteem them really great. Hampden was wise

ft&#fte*ie£& above dtfier men, and' knew that true greatness consists in

iMl&g'ftn honest Kf^, doitig what occasion calls for, not seeking for

4fcal*#e*fa-be conspictrotts. He was a student as well as a. fanner, and
tt»We#tfte les»6i3wr of? begone ages to some purpose. Kot but that he

ftHT tSfeh ^hoek of the social convulsion which England was then ex-

pm&ffltftig. There i*r "H«flb doubt that he had half a mind to follow the

*»m$le of many of his friends ,and relatives, to abandon the sweet

V*81&f% of Buckingham, where his people had made their home for

flfcilKiries, and to seek amid the rocks and pine-trees of New England

#t immm&%j®6kig air for honest men to dwell in. Hard indeed is it for

l»-t*undersiwioVthe despair i^kb rod* hi^e^
»»^M»te4d^ th#^ *•K^*«gW« ch^
esft&Mt-h**mm& ito M m& ifo mw bmum ai tfc# gtm* Vmtifafr

w# fohtste mifrvtimt klsi rf <mm towa£m>> We have %<*<&&»**&-
fair ofmMm thtngjm mi^mmHm^i^r^ki^t be»at so finest* Rtt
i&U$8th&idm e£ rttffeiog agaiw* tk» ^wy extotemzmxA high-fewded

oppr^ire ^^erni»ei«t ^o^»«tt^t*fe^ Tfcabulk
of the people would fall away from Such an advocate as from some
hideous leper. To their minds there was no precedent, they shrank as
men always shrink from the unknown. It was only the enthusiastic

students like Hampden who were cheered by the bright examples of

other ages and other lands, and even they despaired of inoculating the
bulk of the people with their faith and courage. It was necessary

to wait for opportunity and to use rusty weapons* To talk the jargon

of English lawyers and to pretend submission to English institutions

was one of the cruel conditions imposed on the brave championsr of

English emancipation.

It was indeed a rusty weapon which Hampden was forced to use in

his first great struggle against tyranny. Everyone has heard of his

refusal to pay " ship money." But in this he was not alone. Many
other men had defied the tax-gatherer, most other men had grumbled
at him. It remained for Hampden to make the refusal effective.

There is no doubt that according to legal usage Hampden was irrttre

wrong, for anything is good law which is acquiesced in. And no one
ca» deny that " ship money " and much more infamous impositions had
been acquiesced in by the English people for generations. It was
Hampden's firm yet modest resistance and persistence which opened
the eyes of the people to the constant violation of every natural right

they possessed. It made him at once the first Englishman of his age,

perhaps of any age; As- the courtly apologist is forced to admit, every-

one was asking who and what he was that at his own charge supported

the liberty of his country. Like Byron, "he awoke one morning, and
found himself famous"; yet, unlike the common notoriety-hunter,

Hampden kept the "even tenor of his way " in fame as in obscurity.

He saw that his time had come, though long waited for, and well he
played his part. In him seemed embodied the revenge of time. Nearly

six centuries ofIsforman feudalism had passed away, yet here the heir ta

the throne of William the Conqueror is suddenly confronted by theoppas-

sition of a Saxon franklin, proclaiming that in the heart of England^

in the Thames valley itselfr the conquest was not complete; 3$Qf

wonder people- rubbed their eyes in astonishment, and cried "Well
done, Hampden !

" For even the most degraded people always admire

courage.

Hampden took the Korman laws and confounded the law-makers

with their own logic, just a* his co-partner Pym, in that surprising

impeachment of Wentworth, hangs law in its own garters after pinion*

ing it with its own tape. Pym was more legal than the lawyers, and

gave tyranny rope to hang, itself. So Hampden confounded his

opponents by seeming compliance with their doctrines.

It was to two sisters that England owes a greater debt of gratiiuda

than Home owed to the mother of the Gracchi, To Dorothy Percy

she owed the birth of Algernon Sydney, while to Lucy Percy she waft-

indebted for the preservation^ of the lives of Hampton and Pym at a*

time when their deaths would have probably cowed all others into safer

mission, and when their fertile brains, their steady nerves, and their?

daring spirits could ill be spared. The woman who talked to Charles

Stuart as never Mrs. Caudle dared address her husband, the ppoud

I
daughter of Henry of Navarre who came to coaqner where Mary Tudor
and Mary Stuart had failed to place the fetters of Rome, wa* a womasa

of uncommon courage and commanding talents. Unfortunately feat

heir, she met in London a few women of the kind known as " mabheas

in Israel,* women who breed a new race of men, with new ideavfcaaw

sympathies, and new accomplishments. Such was the fameus Ccaintessfc

of Carlisle, who saved the "five member*" when the autocrat fand Urn

cut-throat crew went down to Westminster to " lay them by the heels."

With unerring judgment Henrietta Maria had decided where to strike

the blow, with instant deeiaira did Lucy Pereydeeide to save the pride

of her countrymen and her country's cause. It was only in January
1642 that Hampden and>Pyn*j wMt their three mates, were hidden te.

safety in Coleman Jifereefc Befcrre the next year had closed both

Hampden andJfym were oeM ih death, yet in the interval the pair had5

struck the blow on the anvil;of Mstory, the resonance of which is event

now attributed by the unthinking multitude to the man who enly

profited by the stroke, John Hampden's cousin, Oliver Cromwell.

In June 1 643, Pym hi London was daaang tor say what others wished

to say, while Hampden hi tiie-fieMwas daring-tor do what others wished

to do. Hampden was « volunteer in the sanguinary skirmish in seutit

Oxfordshire en Sunday the 1 8th of June. But he knew that even the

most enthusiastic of would-be^ freemen needed all the enceuragement?

of heroic example to faee for the first time the "gentlemen of Ehgr
land" in battle army with the royal family at their head.

^
The

struggle on another Sunday in the October previous at Edgehill in

Warwickshire had only been a disaster but for the foolish over-con-

fidence of the royalists. Ih the struggle of June, even the irresistMe

Rupert found that he had mefr his match at last. Hie disciples of

liberty held their ground m spite of the fury of the assault, the malig-

nant zeal with which every leader was signalled out for destruction,

and the loss of the most valued of their friends. When, after the day

was over, it became known that Hampdenfs life was like to pay tbfr

penalty of his self-sacrificing exposure to danger in a troop to whkk
' he did not belong, there was whooping and hilarity at Oxford. The
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ilmpfen. ^be sy*»pfa»9*fcg *£ f>o*P«er <Wlie^ #bat SSagMi tfeerty

aiWiMmewr«®«n^dta^ *o litft ite feead. In ^rtfth -Qie stout hearts

hi frtniiim urnTrn^!^11 ttflir fH «&€&ed .tlowi tnany a bitter i^eer^

Slnystated te &eiieve €or «&me ida^*s that the Oxford roysterns iiad

rejoiced too quickly, and -that tfaefc brave c&ampion would isecoyer.

Sbonf^en Mngetted *ea at Thame en the borders of Oxford and Sacks
in^lSMctey tfche 23rd, and ^either wo. £h#t evening or Ifche next morning

fgaaabed an great *ag0»y of body bat *with -as tserejate in mind as he had

lamed, £ahn Hampden's fame has been the -plaything of innumerable

adsibfolers and babblers. His bright example has been belittled, dis-

tasted, and tiemed. tFtfom Clarendon to ©Israeli, apologists for the

sokepable Charles &tti»rt ba<ve *aeked their brains for something to

fancl fit ilamfden's head, and with pliable result. Tories have almost

jfonied. his existence ; Whigs have clothed him in garments he would

hme >scorned; half -hearted " Radicals " have used his name ior

af«&>gies for tyranny. To thorough*paced Democrats it is enough to

hsmw itbat -Hampden stood out against a tax and gave his life to

eorabat arbitrary power. We «eed not search for more. All forms

of tyranny take the insidious shape of taxation, Rent is a tax, usury

is :a sfcax, {privilege >is a tax, monopoly is a tax. It is only in free

aasociation -that our contributions to social purposes become ennobling

tmdmet degrading, and lose the essential hideousness .of hated taxation.

Wibsn we look to history for a name to conjure with, in the struggle

fwrJueeand equal «ooial privileges, far -the bond of love and*iot of fear,

tomone can we turn with ^higher -hope of -inspiration than to that of

John Hampden, the martyr to English freedom. L. W..

ti,HVV*k*'.*M*l«M.W l !!' .
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Wk® following letter is worth reprinting entire as a really .cheering .sign

4ft 'the times ; -and -one t;an scarcely be wrong in thinking 4;hat such
a letter could hardly4rave 'been written to the ordinary pross or printed

feylit hut^r bloody ^tmdayrand all that followed it, which hasJr^gged
to #ight "fcbe^orre'rs ^of^be Ei^gEfeh prison system.

^n&y-rzAB foreman .ef ja-jury at,.Qe^k^^w^ll <&39%jon%^n themg diasshairgBd

yesterday, after sitting six day s=, I with j»y ^eilow^ur^ineaa -{by <mdw &b-
tained -of the judge) went over. fche,above p&son. We were i&ndh torrj&gd
«od5>airf>ed*to*see*the%rutal system under wftueh .torture iahovirl^in^ict^
nje«an iroany of tke'poor 'prisoners. W^ -were ifeold that tfor a nionth 3#ter

^tryifckei|MjkQn**s, asfw^daaw^hew^reikepttwi^n that jjgboratina'ble inven-

tion, &he wea)dniiU,rtJi£irtfeiiHei,cif ^afciiaLjw^idBiug^nsirt b^hig 5| jhones >da$y.
^e were then .shown ^the jprisQasrfi

5

t$elJs,vgaRd thejtoft^ul linstaawDsot ?«if

torture mUed^he #lank--bed. fkom the wll,laoWng in «e.¥©ry *&n^,<theijskhxt

prisoner, for a whole month, has to lie jail night «pon .this slightly^aieed
platform, without a mattress or pillow. This is not -punishment^it <afceps

beyond it—it is deliberate torture. &s an Englishman, and a ratepayer, I

ptEatota*ost*ear^sMy*agakist its longer -continuance. "The chapel in Which
$fee g«spel?of ;love.-amlifeargiwea«ss is-3aily fcet-sferth to the prisoners we also

visited, but I failto^eeh^waaoayiprisojier -aching in all -his foones -from the

plank-bed can obtain belief in such far-off possibilities. The system <©f

silence which also prevails is against human nature, and ^productive of prison

orime. Surely it is high time, if we mean really to be a civilised ,and

€3hriatian nation, to sweep away the treadmill, the silent system, and the
plank-bed altogether, and to treat prisoners as human beings entitled to our
kindness ^whilst in durance, instead of driving them into a wearisome
mfiltoeholy madness. Kindly dip your pen, Sir, into the ink, and say a

strong*word to our countrymen on this matter, cruel to their fellows, because
ignorant of their sufferings. .Your insertion of tikis letter will :much oblige

iny fellow-jurymen and myself.—Yours truly, John Parnell.
Chichester House, Eockley Koad, West Kensington

Park, London, W., June 13.

It is surely not too/muchrto hope that the jury and its foreman, who
take such a very unconventional view of our prisons, would be likely

to take a similar view of what Mr, Gladstone calls " our admirable
police," as they .appear when giving evidence, and those noble speci-

mens of the champions of impartiality and fair dealing, the British

judges as they appear in directing a jury what verdict to give.

—

W. M.

Evicting the Dying.—An eviction was carried out on the 15th near
Clogher, which again illustrates the brutality of landlordism. Nearly forty
police were in attendance, The evicted family numbers six members. One,
a dying blind boy, received the.last sacrament on the previous evening, and
the father, an old man of 80 years, was so weak and ill as to appear utterly
unconscious of what was going on around him. Another son besought the
sub-sheriff to delay the removal of the father from bed till the parish priest
might be sent for, as the arrival of the officer had taken the family by sur-
prise ; but he was inexorable. The old man was then transferred from his
bed to a cart, in which he was conveyed to the house of a son-in-law, where
he received the last sacraments immediately afterwards from the parish
priest. Along with this may fitly be placed the record of a quarter's
evictions. A return issued on the 14th shows that during the quarter end-
ing March 31st, 2,454 tenants were converted into caretakers by service of
ejectment notices under the Land Act of last year. Of these 715 were in
Ulster, 417 in Leinster, 492 in Connaught, and 830 in Munster. In addition,
233 tenancies were determined by the landlords under other processes of
law. The, practical outcome of these proceedings is the eviction of about
10,000 persons—men, women, and childen. The law has meanwhile added
another cruelty to the landlord's armoury in Ireland. "The Master of the
Eolls has granted injunctions to -a landlord for the purpose of preventing
the erection of "Land League huts." This is the sequel of some evictions
on the Coolgraney estate ; and its practical effect is just this : The law not
only sanctions unjust evictions, but says that the evicted must be left to
starve and shiver.

x
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W*&m *he hwpeis *a»d delvers who £oi]l jfor javoffcher'*<g«in;

1P^^«n»eii^o^^theT^hhle, stunted ^^^w^^4|iBfl*ii. ^
Wtet4«we tttgret, the gteazws., ,of the harvest wefewr* *»ape4 ?

Wh^ ^ew^^Wit, the nepers, o^

W* wwit%e4ro»es to he driven awayJ*o*n «oartg&J&m hoawl

;

We #rant ,to<afcare in the harvest ; *we w&at &>*tft #t#ie hoard

;

W« SKant as»ba$#word or suffrage iias fws^rf^ «k«» lor ^ian—

•

The iruits of hjis totl, God-nroiuisad *hanme ^xu»e«©f 4»il began.

&e&a«e£iiea the.ffwpard and sceptre^ #*e cr^ss a#d the jsacred word,

Jfea ,all ^the yeadca, ?and *he Kiugdpm ia not jge*here of the Lord.

J« $t wsealeas, aU -out waiting ? <A$e $hpy ^ruittess, all xxur prayer ?

ISw>t^-wh«at while -inen-were sleeping heetn oversowed withtaEes ?

What gedn is It to the people that a God laid down his life,

If, twenty centuries .after, his .world <be>a yv.Q$& *>f .strife ?

If tthe vserried ranks he faoing «aeh *ofcher with uirbhless eyes

.And steel in their hands, .what -profits a saviour's -sacrifice ?

Ye have tried and failed *fco rule us ; in vain to direct haye tried ;

Not wholly the fault of the ruler ; not wholly blind the guide ;

Mayhap there needs not a ruler : mayhap we can find the way.

At least ye have ruled to ruin ; at kaat ye .have led astray.

What -matter if ,king or eoneul or »pceai4<»nt holds *he rein,

If crime and poverty <evier be links in *he ^bondsman's chain ?

Whatcareth the burden^bearer .that Liberty $>aoketh his load,

If hunger presseth behind him with -a dh&pp >and ready goad?

JThere's^jBerf whose.chains are of paper ; 4»he^e's a king with a parchment
crown

;

33here^re robber knights and brigands in -factory, "field and town.

But the vassal pays Jus ^tribute £0 a lord *of wjige and rent

;

And4he baron's ^toll is^lrylock's with a flesh-ftpdrhlood percent.

XThefSoarr^tfiess th«ndadtoiherialwurmll^ij|lrt^ a^naw&w room

;

gGhe^hild,idefoauded *ififl^ttdhood, itip4oes *ll 4ay#t^theloom

;

The soul must starve, -for ihe'body<ean basely -on husks be fed,

And the loaded dice of a gambler settle the price of bread. .

Ye have shorn and bound.the Samson .a^dirobbed him of learning's light;

•I^:lus,abj^h-h^ all their might.

Look well <fco your,gates of Gaza, yf^jpriaribmej pride and oaste ! ,

TheiGiaat is blind, h^*^*^in^,;«ptdftojiQeSs are growing iast.

James J®f»bby fJ^CBBE,

tf.p^^/» *TJ#Mouseh6ld ZitewW*tfM& Poets; New Yw*,-&8&*)
.

ItENT

Landlord.

S. M.JHtt8*€|£*m.**.

Earl of Xa»towel ..

P. -Donovan
G. Gentleman

G. L. Kitson

B. Brown
andothers

RE^BCTWMK m KEKRY.

Justice D. Itice

.

G. Sandes ...,

E. K. Supple
R. B. Chute
E. Stack ......

Tenant. <01d$tent.

E. CQatello.^.^.M £10 .0

P. Carroll .' 9
J. OH^onnell ^0
J. Kirby 53
P.Hunt 20
J. Hannon.. ........ 30
B.U?H*uon 22
J.Buckley 40
P. M*Elliott 26
J. Byrne ... 25,0
T. M'Elliott .^.... 25 00
D. Kennelly 50
J. Lyons ......... 50
P. Nolan 79 6 3 ,

B. Connell 300
J.Dowd 26

, T. O'Connor 233
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24
25 00
37 10
180
10

130 0O
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26
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Jndoor. Outdoor. ®rim

1st week of June, 1888 ... 55,374 ... 3.7,612 ... 92,98S

„ „ 1887 ... 54,541 ... 36,630 ... 91,171

„ „ 1886 ... 52;620 ... 36,459 ... ^,07^
„ „ 1835 ... 51,696 ... .34*06.1 .... 8^7-6.7

Vagrants relieved in the metropolis on the last day of the fourtb^iseiek o
June 1888 : Men, 817 ; Women, 185 ; Children under sixteen, >23~^£etal

1,023. Population of the Metropolis in 1881, 3,815,000.

The Social Democratic Union of Stockholm *has on the motion of August
Palm rpronounced itself in favour of a Social Democratic Congress to be held -

this year, in Stockholm, and has.sent circulars to the country organiaatio-BS to

get their opinion on the proposal.

French Vegetables for England.—The British .Consul at Brest, in a
report on the agriculture of his district, refers to the ^reat eagerness /sbowii'

by small farmers to find markets for their garden and other produce in this

country. From Ko&off alone twenty-six different companies, composed oj

406 members, visit a large number of towns along the English, Bristol,-aad

St. George's Channels—the ports on the German Ocean being supplied, from
Belgium, Normandy, Picardy, and the Artois—and extend tbeir operations

from these towns in all directions—those, for instance, trading to JNewport

going sometimes as much as 100 miles inland by mil, returning to Newport
every Saturday night. In 1885 the exports of vegetables from Bo«Gpff alone >

were 11,107 tons potatoes, .4,0Q0 tons onions, 4,000 tons cauliflower^, *%& .

1,800 tons artichokes. Of cauliflowers the northern part of Finist^re fur-

nishes the Western Railway Company with a million tons per annum, while
^

large quantities are sent by steamer from Moilaix. Three hundred tons <af^t
cabbages, several thousand tons of winter and summer red oniony,

enormous quantities of preserved peas, kidney beans, and ehall«*»$-

exported from Morlaix last year tortbis country. The same port^lsMae

sends seven million eggs, worth £16,000, and, owincj to the e«t^b|i^ca«B

a line of steamers to Bristol, this number is increasing rapidly.' ' •

*yis^fi£^^; ¥&&<&&*
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THE COMMONWEAL.

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of

A.$ ,-V™ °f* "****" °J <** writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

^inC
tlTJ^tf'*1ei

?
lfVificanee "itachestothembecauseof theirposi-

<EL££2?#£7*
N^ U,

%
heJakena»"^<>thaninageneralnlannerexpreQng

Mti^TvSS'i "?"* °? *J>0dv'
excePt U be *° e*Pl™tly declared by the Editors.

B$Zr?J£f' °%y r
w
UTWd^VT^* direcHd enveloplis forwarded withthem.

Bm^ communx^ions to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Farnngdon Rood, E. G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

J. D. (Crieff) ; R. T. (A Worker's Dream).
Contributions received—Unsuitable

Will be used : T. P. (Leeds).

°' ^pT^/T' *?*?"**> **$"*<* <The Communistic Societies of the United

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday June 20.
England

Justice
Leaflet Newspaper
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Postal Service Gazette
Eaflway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Jewish Volkzeitune
Der Sosdalist

e

Truthseeker
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Chicago (Ill>—Vorbote
Detroit—Der Anne Teufel

Fort Worth(Tex)—South West
Milwaukee (Wis.)—Volksblatt
National Reformer
N Haven—Workmen'sAdvocate
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier

Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L'Avenir

.

Italy
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Cremona— II Democratico

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Geneva—Przedsurt

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialist*
Barcelona—Acracia
Barcelona—Tierra y Libertad

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme

Roumania
Jassy—Muncitoriul

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

COUNTING NOSES.
Me. Chamberlain

. . . believed that the experience of the United
States and their own, so far as it had gone, went to show that when
people were constantly being called on to vote, the whole matter fell
into the hands of caucuses and machine politicians.

Thus the reporters of the House of Commons give us the present
view of the once semi-Socialist agitator, the advocate of the ransom-
ing of the upper classes; and no one can wonder at the "ironical
cheers and laughter" of the opposition that followed this expression
of opinion from the once darling of the caucuses, the once supreme
leader of the midland-county machine politicians. « That would lead "

said this right honourable, "to a state of things which had never
existed in this country, and which he for one would extremely depre-
cate « Renewed laughter " followed this brilliant joke, which seems

M.PW aken ^ SUFPriSe 6Ven Pe°ple S° USed t0 imP^ence as
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T' thrf'^e laUghte
?
WaS not so much at w"at Mr. Chamber-

lain said as at what he meant in reference to his present position ; theDevil preaching a serious sermon on sin without himself laughing athis humbug is proverbially an amusing business, and Mr. Chamber-lains contradiction of his first sentence by his second doubtless makes
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GXCept £°r ^at Sec0nd sentence

>
k *hich he

S£i wfcSf uT 0i v""™", and
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machille Politicians as a state ofthings.which had never existed m this country, I think we mav <r

some way m agreeing with him, even without attacking the nostrumof triennial or yearly parliaments which is so dear to Radical politicians
It is true, indeed, that we are not very often called upon to vote forMJf. sat; least and that the majesty of the House of Commons and|te elections has overshadowed the other kinds of voting so muchthat only a few very eager local politicians heed such occasions for

:

voting, unless in the case of the School Board, in which the cumulativeVTofru enticing to some who otherwise would see clearly that they hadno chance of getting their opinions represented.

|. But though we don't vote often, I really do not see how we could.he "machined" more than we are at present, even if we voted everyl^J^^tM " society "
(
if one must abuse that good word^ uang it for the thievish muddle ruled by the government clerk andwSW the

t ^ole
S
™

*]
du*y of man is t0 ™te •• tha* » »*.once the healing faith, and the fruits worthy of salvation put before.

us by our political church to-day, and the priests of that church are forever engaged in bribing people to vote and intimidating them to vote,and cheating them into voting, and beseeching them to vote ; and alsoin receiving their votes; and when the votes are received and the
representative is elected by them, he then has to put his whole soulinto squaring his conduct in accordance with the chances of the next

tt? pes of agail1 obtainiT1S votes.
Under this system how can any politician be other than mechanical?bo far from his trying to abate party spirit, and try to be useful, it is

his business carefully to push anything that has a tendency to becomehuman and reasonable back into the lists where the battle of nose-counting is being fought. Administration becomes a joke, and theMetropolitan Board of Works the true image of official' bustnemWorn-out party cries are allowed to shout down all suggestions of the
true issues of political life. The leaders are obliged at any rate toprofess ignorance (like Mr. Morley the other day) of a great part ofthe events happening under their very noses, and as to their ignorance
of ideas that are begmning to move all intelligent persons, they haveno need U> profess ignorance of them, for their ignorance on this head
is so complete that it cries out for all men to take note of. In this
coarse, blind ignorant party warfare, the issues put before us are so
futile and wide of the real point, that honest and thoughtful men are

rrtf , ?
Pl1L

and paS
V^-,

Here
' **? the Politicians, vote for this

or for that. Is there no third course, you say, but to vote for a piece
of reaction or a piece of inaction ? None, they answer

; your business
is to have your nose counted on one side or other of the business thatwe nose-counters have made for you : if you object, you are a faddist,a crank, a person ignorant of " practical politics."

This is the way that "representatives" are manufactured, that the
great representative body " is manufactured ; and after all it must be

said that if it does not represent us, it represents our condition. It is
said often that the House of Commons does little or nothing. Wellwhat in the name of patience need it do? There is the vast organist
tion of commerce at work day by day, hour by hour, taking care that
the war for riches amongst the members of the classes privileged to.
employ, shall be orderly, and that the members of the classes that

are employed shall gain nothing more than bare subsistence by their
competition with one another; turning to their own advantage, nob
only the work of the workers, but their love of pleasure and Wing
for ease which forbids them to take up consciously the class struggle
which they must carry on unconsciously ; their sense of justice and
aspirations for a decent life, which make them averse to violence ; nay,
they can even turn the struggle for wages and the trades combinations
to their advantage by using them as a warning to note how far they
can venture to go in the robbery of the useful class ; and their political
aspirations the capitalist representatives can use in much the sameway; they can discover by the vote-catching process what tune must
be played in order to lull the workers to sleep while their pockets are
being picked—of well-being and happiness.
They need do nothing else except keep a large force of policemen

and a tolerable army on foot, together with the criminal courts and the-
due amount of middle-class jurymen in case the victims should wake
up and get restive.

I say again if the Parliament manufactured by the nose-countino*
which is manipulated by caucuses, Primrose Leagues, election agents!
the last corruption of hero-worship, and the rest of it, does not repre-
sent us, it represents our condition—a. privileged class robbing us, de-
stroying, if not our lives, yet the reason for our lives ; and a working
class apathetic because it is used to the miserable life it leads. A class
which does not know what happiness is, and therefore will not seek the-
means of obtaining it.

Surely the time will come when the mere struggle for bare livelihood
will force on us the knowledge of the means not merely of obtaining
bare livelihood but of happiness also, and then what a farce will seem
to us that " representation " founded on " machine-politics " and the
count of noses of unhappy people driven and cheated into votin<* for
this or that form of the continuance of their own unhappiness. °

William Moeris.

PIECE-WORK.
Trades Unionists are often blamed for opposing piece-work, even bysome who are genuinely anxious for the welfare of the workers—
notably by the late William Denny, ship-builder of Dumbarton, who-
looked upon piece-work as the means which would enable the workers
in time to displace the capitalists and employers altogether, chiefly by
increasing their intelligence and business faculty, and also by givingthem higher wages and so enabling them to save money. But the
workers themselves have opposed piece-work, especially the unionists,

be •ustined
*" US t0 "* °n Wha* grounds such opposition can

There are several forms which piece-work assumes in various indus-
tries; trst there is the piece-work pure and simple, when a worker
makes things at so much each, so much a dozen, or so much a gross, he
makes as many as he likes and gets paid accordingly; the man who
works the hardest, the longest time, and with the greatest skill, gets
the most pay (what more can the Trades Unionist want !). Making
match-boxes at 2J4 a gross would come under this class, or riveting
ships at so much per hundred rivets. The second class is where a"
whole job is sub-let to a small contractor: for instance, large works
generally sublet their building to little masters, who either contract to
do it at so much a cube yard, or else so much for the job; they find
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their own bricklayers and labourers, but the firm finds them material,
cranes, etc. - The third class is where payment is by result, but the
amount of work is fixed, the time of work being in this case the varying
quantity ; this class of piece-work is very common in iron foundries,

"where the men will nave so much a day, and so many, pipes e.g., to
make in the day : if the right number is done early, they go early, if

not, they have to stop till they are done. Their wages are fixed—so

long as there is work enough of course—but if they work harder they
get done sooner. The fourth class, which shades off into day-work, is

where men get paid so much a day of a fixed number of hours, but as
they are working on one class of article only, they are expected to turn
out so many. This is sometimes but a way of getting piece-work done
without infringing the trades' union regulations ; on the other hand it

is sometimes day work where the foreman happens to have a fixed
standard by which to judge what is a good day's work. I think these
four will cover all classes of piece-work. The principle of payment by
result, of course runs through all, but it will be easily understood that
arguments, both for and against, will apply with somewhat varying
force in each case. Using the word piecework generally as including
all, though of course referring specially to the first class, we will just
run through briefly what are the chief advantages claimed for it. First
it is claimed that the workman will do very much more work if he is

being paid by results than if he is getting bis wages by the day ; then
it is said that the desire to get more work done will stimulate the men
to seek for better methods and more rapid ways of getting through it.

Again, men who are under piece-work don't need a foreman to watch
them and keep them at their work, and the men are more independent
of the bosses, can do more as they like ; if they want a rest they can
sit down without being in dread lest they should be seen ; in little

things of that sort they are their own masters much more than a day-
worker. The day-worker has sold himself for so many hours, and it is

his master's interest to get all he can out of him during that time,
while it is the worker's to save himself all he can. But the piece-
worker has only sold a given amount of labour for a given sum, and so
long as there is no special push for work, the master does not care much
how he spends his time ; if he makes his dozen or gross, he gets his
price, if not he goes without. This independence makes a lot of men
take to piece-work who would otherwise be deterred by reasons which
we must now consider.

There are obviously two stand-points from which we may examine
piece-work ; we may discuss its influence under present conditions, or
we may assume the establishment of Socialism and then consider the
advantages or otherwise of that system of work under such conditions.
In order to understand the reasons why piece-work is opposed by the
unionists we must of course examine its influence under present condi-
tions. What, then, is the effect of piece-work upon wages'? It is

usually maintained by its advocates that it raises wages; but such
a statement needs further examining before we have got the whole
truth. That a piece-worker very often obtains a slightly higher rate of
wages per week than a day worker is no doubt true, but this is about
the utmost that can be said ; and on the other hand it is said that he
turns out at least 50 per cent more work, so that unless his wages are
raised 50 per cent, he will be getting lower instead of higher wages for
the same work, even though his weekly wages may be more. Then, if

each worker turns out 50 per cent more work, evidently the same
amount of work as was being done before could be done by one-third
less men than would be needed under day work. Now one of two
things will happen here ; either one-third of the men will be thrown
out of work, or the product being so much cheapened that we can suc-
cessfully compete with other countries, we shall get a sufficient increase
of orders to keep all the men at work. If the latter does not happen,
some part of the workers will lose all their wages, which will be poorly
compensated by the rest getting slightly more ! Now for the product
to be cheapened by piece-work, evidently the rate paid must be less
than the 50 per cent, increase of work turned out, so that even if the
increase of foreign trade is enough to keep all hands working they will
still be doing more work for less money, although of course their weekly
wages would be a little higher. And it must be remembered that if

we obtain a large amount of trade that has been done in other coun-
tries, there will be a lot of men thrown out of work there ; the result
of that is, under present conditions, a tendency for the capitalists here
to impoit that labour to beat down the wages at home, and also for the
government there to encourage emigration so as to get them out of
the way. So that I think we may fairly say that under our present
conditions increase of productiveness does not tend to give the
worker a larger proportional share in the product ; and.this is espe-
cially unjust when, as in the case of piece-work, the whole increase
is due to his extra exertion. We may note in passing that the
employer gets his proportion of profit on each extra article produced,
and generally manages to increase that proportion by reduction^ ex-
penses (as, e.g., by discharging some foremen, or by getting more work
done on the same machines, and so reducing the capital charges pro-
portionally) while we saw that the workers would get absolutely less
until a great increase of trade should make it up to them.
But we have been assuming all through that the employer would

pay a substantial increase of wage for the increase of work, and would
not keep trying tacut it down; but unfortunately that is quite an un-
warranted assumption, the employers as a class—forced partly by their
mutual competition no doubt—are constantly trying to reduce wages
or rates 'paid for piece-work, and it is because this system enables them
so easily to do this that the unionists oppose it so strongly.
For see how it works. Suppose piece-work is introduced in a trade

where the men are earning 24s. a-week ;4f it results in an increase of

production of 50 per cent., evidently their wages ought to go up to
36s. a-week. But the rate of wages in any trade is regulated by the
artificial arrangements—combination, restriction of apprentices, excep-
tional skill, etc.—which keep it above starvation point, to which it
tends to gravitate, and in this particular trade 24s. is the point at
which it has been kept. Now the master knows this, and he fixes in
his mind 24s. as a good wage for that class of men, so that after
introducing piece-work, if he finds they are earning anything like 36s.
he will set about reducing the rate, and will go on reducing it tilKhe
gets it down nearly to what it was before, say 28s. or 27s. But he
very soon finds another excuse for reducing the rate. The workers' are
all doing their best to get as much money as they can, and perhaps
amongst them there are one or two very strong and handy men, they
can manage to get a large wage even at the reduced rate, so the em-
ployer determines to set his prices by his best men, calling the others
lazy because they don't do as well ; accordingly he sets to work and
gradually cuts down the prices again till the very best men have to
work hard to get 29s. or 30s., while the men who are not so strong
can only get 21s. or 22s. perhaps, let them work as they will. So in
the end all the advantage goes to the employer, or through him to the
customer, and the workers are doing 50 per cent, more work for the
same money as before ; moreover it has enabled the strong to take two
or three shillings a-week off the weaker men's wages and add them to-
their own

!

There is little wonder that the workers oppose such a system, and
that their unions prevent its introduction where they can, and where
they cannot do that, try to regulate it by making the men bring
pressure to bear on any specially quick man to make him work
moderately, so as not to reduce the general rate. There is a great
deal of true unselfishness shown in this way by men who could earn
more restraining themselves lest they should reduce the price for the
others. These men get careful also on their own account; as for
instance a friend of mine who used to be on day-work but was put on
piece-work ; he tried to get as good a price as he could, but he never
allowed himself to earn much more than two shillings a-week above his
old rate, he knew very well that if he had tried hard and made a little-

extra he would have had his piece-rate reduced !

The great fact that is forced upon our notice by all examination of
wage questions is the class opposition between employers and employed

;

it poisons the whole industrial system, and until it is abolished many
things, good in themselves, will be opposed by the workers, and rightly,
because all the good is taken by their employers and they get all the
evil—such is the good of genuine cheapness, which of course has its
good side, of labour-saving machinery, and the like.

Whether piece-work would prove a good under different conditions
may be doubted. It would lose many of its chief disadvantages under
Socialism, there would not be the class opposition to use it as a means
of reducing wages, but its temptation to bad, slip-shod work would
remain. It is argued that inspecting the work and rejecting what is
bad gets over the difficulty, but there is a huge fallacy under that :

argument, it underlies many modern ideas about adulteration, shoddy,
and such like

:
it is the fallacy of thinking an evil tendency restrained

at a certain point is as good as a good tendency. They say in effect,
" Perhaps piece-work does give a temptation to bad work, but then we
restrain it, we don't pass any goods that are worse than a certain
degree." And they think that is equal to a tendency to good work !

But, apart from the necessity to restraint, which is absent in the latter
case, there is this objection, that, though you may possibly prevent
many being worse than a certain point, you have by your system
effectually prevented any being much better! Nevertheless, in the
almost infinite variety of work to be done, doubtless piece-work will
prove suitable for some jobs, and the important thing to notice is that
Socialism will be free to use all methods that are found good, each in
its place, and to discard all that are found evil; whereas the class
struggle to-day poisons our whole system, and methods are adopted or
otherwise, not because they are good or bad, useful or injurious, but
because they will or will not bring gold to the ruling class.

It is a change of basis that is needed : upon a false basis all systems
must be distorted and generally end, as we see in our industrial system
to-day, in a reductio ad ahsurdum. One thing we may be glad of

:

since a reductio ad ahsurdum is the necessary means of forcing us to
correct a premiss, and our system has been reduced to the extreme
absurdity of starvation in the midst of plenty—the more plenty the
more starvation—we may be sure that a change of basis is not far
distant. ^ Raymond Unwin.

The Tithe War in Wales.—The "war "goes on, and the 9th Lancers,
with emergency men and police to the number of just one hundred are still

i

o
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E
at Llanfairfcalhaiarn, near Abergele, North Wales. On Tuesday the

12th, the party visited fifteen farms for the purpose of distraining. There
was a large and noisy crowd congregated, which became so boisterous and
created such a hubbub, that the emergency men rushed in amongst them
and seizing their horns and tin-pots and pans carried them off after a
struggle. At two farmhou&es the party found the house doors and windows
nailed up and the garden gates locked ; an endeavour* made to effect an
entrance was futile. Early Wednesday morning, ^however, the agent for
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners was more successful. Leaving the camp
at 2 a.m., just as dawn was breaking, he made his way over the hills to the
barricaded houses, accompanied by four emergency men. The surprise visit
was a great success from an attacking point of view, for the party succeeded
in seizing goods at every farm visited. Mr. Dale then returned to camp in:
triumph, and his employers are plucking up courage day by day to extend
their extortions. There was a rumour a few days ago that the venerable
Kebecca^or some of her daughters, would intervene in the struggle: but
this has been since contradicted.

oc
:
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*tke .miners in ©arlaston bave re-started their union, and decided to join

Mw^HMfotid Contrties Trades Fedeiltfcron.

f%«e^^nnal delegate meeting of the Northumberland Miners' Association
lte*»g pftssed a reaalttfcion ^emaflrering 15 per cent, increase an -wages, Mt.
Bttil tin Slaturday ^beaded a dep#feati©ti to >#be Goal OwHers' Assertion to
bgr this denamnd before tbem. SBhe^vance was refused.

nSklt35SRS.— (Dn Monday a suiofber **f spike nailroakers m the HaltewwHn
4fa£fitit caaraeotit on .strike in consequence of «€ime of the en*ploryars rafonog
A© ;pay the -advanced rate of wages .agreed upon At a meeting at Old jB&Ll

Amenth ago.

Ghainma&ers.—The large chainmakersin the Cr&diey Heath district hav=e

given notice to their employers for an advance of 25 per cent., that .being

«fi^piivalent to the amount of reductions which they have submitted to during
tfie 'past twelve months.

Tees Shipyard Men-.—The strike of Tees and Hartlepool shipyard men
Intended. The men forego their demand for an immediate advance of 5' per
•«Ht.,<M)d accept the employer's offer of an -advance of that ^amount from
#fely 5.

A Victim of the Sweating System.—A woman named Wilson, 60 years
&£iage, was brought before the Manchester magistrates on Monday. She
was dragged out of a canal by a dog on Saturday afternoon, having attempted
to drown herself. She stated that she worked under the sweating system,
"and^ras driven to rid herself of life from want. She only earned 2s. 2d.

throughout last week at mantle finishing, and of that sum she had to spend
3ll. upon materials for her work. Evidence was given that she was a respect-

adbieiiard-working woman, and she was discharged.

KtrT a:»d Bolt Makers.—Through the selfish, -sneaking behaviour -of

fcurge nuDtfbers of the men in this trade, who as the secretary said at Dar-
laston last Thursday, 'Shave -been anything but true -to the cause,.and ;»ny-

thing but loyal to the association," a reduction amounting to 10 per cent.

lias had to be submitted to. Some of the employers have been paying the
f881 list less 5 per cent., during the past month, but through the want of
tUfty on the 'part x>f the men this was not made general, and so not only
*ave-notices been posted *to return to the reduced rates, but a, -further 5 *per

tamt.a'eduction is the consequence.

testEsiDE ^HrBBrj^iiDfiRs.—A deputation of boilermakers arfefeended-a meet-
eB$**>n Monday of Tyne shipbuilders to state their claims for an advance of

10 per cent, all round. The number of men affected is 7,6Q0. After *dis-

tsusaing the matter, -a compromise was arranged, the men's ^repKeaentatives

^agreeing to accept an advance of 5 per cent, on piecework aaid ls..6d.*a-week
^fc1me wages. A strike has thus been averted. Uo settlement 'has^yet been
wrrmd at -with the engineers, who 'are still on strike. The joiners in *he
Slyfcie Shipyards 4rave aceepted an 'athrance«of Is. *a-*week in*theirearages,i;o

«wmuteni?edimmed tamely, with *6d. ntftn*e per week to comraenee *the^ikst*pafy-

sd^an August. Their ioriginalidemand -was 3s. per^weekaaik'aaice.

The Dredge Fund.—W&saxe glad ^s*e£rom^eaaunts4n the Destaltiter-

vie&(jhusette, that the exposure rnf xthelrarsh treatment tpf'^^poBtmaaiiBwfdge
ha» ^evoked considerable

?
praatical sympathy from alljparts-of the ^country

.;

that the London Society of'-Compositors has taken up the.case ; also ^bat the
matter will shortly come before Parliament in the form of a motion to 'reduce

the Comptroller's salary when the Estimates are brought forward in Com

-

qfrifetee of Supply. The London Children's Holiday Fund sonrewbat inter-

bred with the collection forthe Dredge Testimonial^ts^announeed' for Dome 9,

last Saturday was therefore utilised at the chief office. It>is«aid that the
PoBtmaster-General looks upon any sympathy with Dredge as a "direct
defiance of the Department." We can only hope that such defiance will be
Widespread, and that every one in the Post Office will do by his comrade as
lie would like to be done by.

Uailwaymen, when they assume the position of orators at convivial gather-

ings where they are face to face with officials, should endeavour to keep an
even balance, and not deal in eulogiums that are unwarranted, or likely to

taftd their fellow-workmen to believe that the speakers are " buttering" the
officials, or fishing for favour. To speak of a u beloved superintendent " on
«uch an occasion, as was done at a meeting held recently, partakes so much
of toadyism that, however aptly the term might be applied, it is destined to

throw-doubts upon the sincerity of the orator. We are far from counselling
the use of anything other than respectful references to the higher officials

—

*«tfiBre such are deserved, of course—but we question whether the term
*' beloved" is not going just "a leetle too far."

—

Railway Review.

'The Sweating System in the Post Office.—Dear Sir,—Let me describe
&<W the sweating system is carried on in the Post Office. Take a District

Office as an example. There is a delivery and despatch of letters each hour
throughout the day. Each postman makes a collection, and his duty on
arriving at the office is to take his place at the general sorting table. The
sorting completed, he must make up and despatch a railway division. This
is preliminary to sorting and arranging the local correspondence for delivery.

In this way sorters are dispensed with. The postmen have to do the sorters'

duties in addition to their own, whilst no extra pay is given them. Again,
ft large quantity of circulars arrive on a postman's delivery. He must
take them all out, and deliver them with the letters. This will carry him
one hour, or more, over the official time of completing his delivery. No
extra pay. If on the last delivery at night a postman should have a regis-

tered letter or a parcel which he has been unable to deliver, he must return
to his office and hand it to the proper officer. This may cause him a walk
of one, two, perhaps three miles, after having finished his day's work, for

*#hich he again receives nothing. Another phase of the sweating System is

the Parcel Post, which was gradually put upon the postmen, after the De-
ffcfctment had resorted to the trick of compelling them to sign away their

original title of letter carrier. There are, of- course, other modes of getting
the work done cheaply ; but whether it is right or wrong to do so, I leave

to the judgment of your readers.—I am, sir, yours truly, Scrap.— The Postal
Mirvice Gazette.

Little drops of water added to the milk
Make the milkman's daughter clothe herself in silk.

Little grains of sand in the sugar mixed,
Makes the grocery man soon become well fixed.

Little acts of meanness, little tricks of trade,

All these pass for keenness, fortunes thus are made.—Labour Tribune.

ITALY.
^Capital punishment has long since been abolished inSwitzerlaaa, iiSisrto

the sole country Where such an -advanced step has been lateen. Now it seems
4&at lltealy >is to be the next -country to fcfllow this example, -and in -so &6mg
(herself forms an exanrple of gmmng %um*nity to %fae «otber oottjrfcFK*m
Europe. 2}bis is .a pasof iif i&te -gpowpth of the ifoelaef in ito jsaoredaaew ;«£
isuH&an life And one step b&meLV&a fchat higher eMlisation that/all SotaaiJate
lodk for in the future. .Neveifcheleas, we iiarve to ask .ouBaalvas what jftie

state of prisons may be in Italy to-sday ,; under what conditions those crimd-
nals condemned to perpetual imprisonment in lieu of deaith, are allowed to
•pass their lives, and whether those conditions may not be such that some of
theni might not prefer death certain to the slow wearing *on of years or
Mngering disease. Yet tkis is, ^at«ny r«te, the thin «end of j£e we^e ; ^active
Bepublicans and Sooialists will have to drive it &ame*
We are constantly bearing of suicides in the Italian aismy,undia«»OTigifche

younger men, the boys, as one might call them, the Teasons ior:such»sjiidaie8
.being often of a trifling and childish nature, or at laast jbadeqiua-te to the
crime, such as petulance against a superior officer, chagrin jat.a puniahmejot,
or merely momentary depression of spirits. This fact is a very significant
and terrible comment on the evils of a standing army drawn hap-Jiazard from
among those who may be from age or other causes totally unfit to serve

;

the boys torn from their home surroundings, are depressed and harassed,
their minds become unbalanced and sick, till the leastr.cEoas may develope in
them some form of mania, usually suicidal. " The fittest ^survive," jeselftams
an apologist of the system, twisting the observations sof science to his own
account. Those of course survive who become acclimatised to the .unnatural
surroundings, just as a man who habitually breathes a close,, ill atmosphera,
notices nothing amiss and goes on living. A comforting reflection truly, and
>a hopeful prospect for the coming generation !

Speaking of suicides in Italy, I have just happened upon aTecent number
of Z'Emancipazione (Jiome)eorfaimrigKK excellent short -article on the sub-
fject,the writer,of>whichitaies .for his text the suicide of ^a Milanese-*ww?fc-
man dismissed without warning by diis employes, "iki Jiune 5^9," ihfi^a^cfl,

" the representatives .of £he Milanese journals agreed torftuppress netioes ©f
effective or attempted smcides in their jiotices ;of jiews. IChus would the
contagious influence of example tend to .become extinct. IStine y^ears have
now passed, and this praiseworthy attempt forgotten, these crimes continue
*to fill the daily notices, often increasimg the sale of -papers if -in anyway
tragic or strange. . . . Ifwe*were to ask the -well-fed bourgeois tbe reason
fif so many deaths, ;he would point out the unwillingness to work^and ito

endure quietly the miseries of life. Doesn't he maamge it© esmt mh&i Mb
cigar won't draw ? . .. . Suicide is^a potest just as orime,isa<reaotioBf^«inst
society. iBoth are the .development of the .present systems and intttitutions."

The writer goes on by protesting against standing armies, calling them a
Tetiirn'to barbarism, us they represent the ruling .dynasties and not the
-Ha&ions^whenee they wee ^drawn. He concludes by comparing "the -"present

^^cb^^th^ltiepo^istttf^s^cierty^hatwei^^
Jhnpire.

La Tribuna^jiss&smg.ef the «pproaching4naridage of f^kioe A«»edeo^ith
the xPrincess Letizia, says that the ioade<isa^ged51,ilDut <cdbhetbia^griiamis
only 43." The bride will no doubt find much comfort in the thaugbtt 4bat
lier caro spom is only twice Jaer own age. Certainly this for a.political aaaar-
riage is not so bad, and she may thank her luck that she is not being handed
over in the possession of a youth of eighty and odd years.

. Giuseppe Petroni who took an active part—until suppressed by imprison-
ment—in the Italian agitations for liberty, is just dead. In the short .life of

the Eoman Eepublic, Mazzini called upon him to take the administration of

justice into his hands, which he did -successfully. Like other patriots of th«
time, he was finally arrested and condemned to the galleys, and suffered

19 years' imprisonment in San Michele, being released in ',70. M. M.

BELGIUM.
The clerical government has at last released from prison, after twenty-two

months of jed), twelve of our comrades sentenced on account of the -miners'

riots to long years of solitary confinement. Comrade Falleur has neverthe-
less been obliged to accept leaving Belgium altogether, although banishment
has been abolished by the constituents of 1830 and has never since -been re-

placed on the statute books. Comrade Wagner, of Liege, has been compelled
to accept his location in another town, his stay at Liege having been <pro-

hibited. This scandalous way of " amnestying " peopler by inflicting an them
a new kind of punishment is likely to come into general practice if our com-
rades do not at once raise an energetic protest. Why do our friends not
insist upon having all the other convicts liberated, instead of running candi-

dates for Parliament at a great outlay of cost and energy ? One more man
out of jail would be better to' Socialism than a dozen or two sent to that
rambler's Parliament where Bismark governs and reigns -supreme. Y. D.

GEEMANY.
Nearly immediately after Puttkammer had been sacked, Frederick III.

died. His illness and death may be painful to him or his family and ac-

quaintances, but cannot be a matter of sympathy for us. They did harm to

the popular cause, since the press and the other manufacturers and adulterers

of public opinion had the opportunity to molest the public for months with
Sunday-school like stories on the patience, religiousness, etc., of that man,
and so to make a big advertisement for royalty and monarchy all over the
earth. He is said to have been a Liberal, but the next few months would
have shown him to be quite as reactionary as his father, for the days of bour-

geois Liberalism are over and all bourgeois parties are united in oppressing

the people ; all politics resolve day by day more clearly into the simple

struggle of the exploiting and exploited classes. It is hardly necessary to

say more on this man ; those who read the lies of the press on his personal

good qualities may remember his scandalous amnesty, from which Socialists

were rigidly excluded ; this one fact characterises him above all. His son,

who during his father's illness, behaved with the utmost rudeness and cal-

lousness, is generally described as a brutal and debauched fellow of more
than common want of intelligence ; he has until now excelled only in cruel-

ties against his soldiers and in impudent boasts on military matters in

general. He is the faithful pupil of Bismark and his worthy sons, who*

carefully prepared him by systematic corruption to fill hig present post in

a way similar to his grandfather. Whilst the mock liberalism of his. father

might have again lulled the people, the unveiled rascality of William II.

will we hope soon make things too hot for him. Z. Z,
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REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR*
Week enmwj June 30, 1888.

24 Sun.

25 Moil

26 Tues.

27 Wed.

28

29

Thur.
Fri.

30 Sat.

1535.

1836.

1800.

1881.

1712.

1688.

1637.

Miinster re-taken by the Prince - Bfsfwffc 17#7. Thomas
Williams tried for publishing Paine'* Age of Beason. 1799,

Wm. Byrne tried for rebellion and murder. 1848. Cavaig--

nac dictator of Paris.

Louis Alibaud fired at Louis Philippe. 1848. Archbishop of

Paris killed. 1864. Hugo's Les Miserables added to the

Index Expurgatorius. 1884. Trial ends of 36 Socialists at

Gratz.

James Hadfield tried for high treason. 1848. Workmen's
Revolt suppressed in Paris. 1870. Armand Barbes died.

1881. Edmond Beales died.

Most sentenced in Court of Crown Cases Reserved to 16

months' hard labour. 1876* Harriet Martineau died*

Rousseau born.

Seven bishops acquitted. 1798. Leopardi born* 1849.

Baden rising suppressed.

Prynne, Bastwick, and Burton pilloried, cropped, and
branded. 1794. Rev. W. Jackson tried for high treason.

1797. Parker (Nore mutineer) hanged. 1837. Pillories

abolished. 1S55* J. Silk Buckingham died.

Trial of Thomas WiUiam9t*—A society for carrying into effect H.M. procla-

matioa against vice and immorality, was watching over the mental pabulum of

the people, and protecting than from, anything that might injure their moral
purity or disturb their peace of mind. Paine's Age of Reason was a wicked book
from the ruling point of view, subversive, blasphemous, and the society moved
for a prosecution of the publisher a« the author was beyond reach. The publisher
waa prosecuted, having against him Erskine and other celebrated lawyers, and
being defended by Stewart Kyd, who three years before had himself been tried

for high treason. He was found guilty, imprisoned for a year, and bound over
for Hfe.—S.

Trial of William Byrne.—Was once a yeoman, but expelled for refusing to

take the oath of allegiance ; afterwards was a captain in the rebel army and
fought at Arklow and Vinegar Hill ; taken prisoner, tried by court-martial, and
shot.—S.

Trial of James Hadfield.—On May 16, 1800, at Drury Lane,a pistol was fired

at George III. by a madman who had been a soldier, and who when taken denied
any desire to kill the king. On his trial his madness was made clear ; he was
acquitted as insane and confined iu an asylum.—S.

Death of Edmund Beaks.—In 1866 and 1867, there was in London a tolerably
"live " body known as the "Reform League." One day a meeting was called
t* he. held in Hyde Park. "I" Walpole, Home Secretary, and "I" Richard
Mayne, Commissioner of Police, "proclaimed" it, said the meeting should not
beheld, and shut the door in the face of the leaders. John Ruskin should by
good rights canonise that day, for then more of his pet abominations—Iron
Railings—were upset than ever before or since in memory of man. I shall say a
word or two on the Battle of the Park Railings under the proper date. I have
now to do with Beales, who was the great organiser of that period. It is not too
much to say that but for him that night would have seen some big trouble in
London; he had great influence, was energetic, lie was in fact one of the dan-
gerous classes*—then ; John Bright was in the same boat—then ; George Howell
wae known as an associate. When Beales was made a. county court judge it is

presumable he was not one of the d.c,'s, perhaps he became a d.k. Plush is a<

marvellous chemical.—T. S.

Death of Harriet Martineau. — Harriet Martineau was born at Norwich,
June 12, 1802. Her father was a manufacturer of a Norwich staple, namely,
bombazine and camlet. He was a descendant of a Huguenot family, which
settled in the* city when driven from the Continent by the Revocation- of the
Edict of Nantes, 1688. Harriet was the sixth child of a family of eight, her
eMeatr brother following the profes&km; with: which the na^ne in.Norwich was. for
many generations identified; that of medicine. A younger brother, the Rev.
James Martineau, became .known as^a somewhat busy Unitarian, and also as the
fe*rofJar,of the N<Uumal Review, By the;add.of an. uncle, Harriet was provided
with a good education, and very early decided:to open her oyster with her pen,
Ijl1823, she contributed to a Unitarian journal " Devotional Exercises for the
Use of Young Persons;" and from that date to 1865 her pen was* always busy.
Sionie-. amount o£-fictioiL she produced, but the bulk of her writing was of the
serious description, but seldom dry. Her "History of England daring the
XbiEfcy; Years: Peace" is. one of the breeziest, bitsr of historical writing in the
language. The turn of mind which suggested a workon>" Devotional Exercises "

aUdTnot last many years, and naturally her rationalism in matters of speculative
belief*,andher advanced Radicalism in social and political matters, earned for
her, a stmnn of virulent abuse. Tories and- their papers slandered^ her, and
crawling Whi^s such as Brougham consulted;withMr for her special knowledge,
and bojscetted her. in society as a woman not good enough to mix, with their
wives and daughters. As a sample of intolerance it may be mentioned that her
" Eastern Life, Past and Present," described by most orthodox critics as an
admirable, and most eloquent work, was^burntby the Committee of the Mechanics'
Institute at Burton-on-Trent' as immoral ; it was ejected from the Derby County
Library on the same charge. Fancy a majority of one—as was the case—de-
ciding .that heterodox was the same as immoral, and ordering, the burning on
those grounds ! In 1835^6 she had a long*tour in America*, and took*a busy part
in the Abolitionist struggle, and was several times threatened with death; She
died, after some years of suffering, on June 27, 1876, at Ambleside, where she
had a,small farm and built a villa*. There was. much ot twaddle from the re-
viewers as to "her open disregard for the religious instincts of her fellow-
countrymen," and of the greater work she might have done but for that disre-
gard ; so that it may be retorted shejaympathised with the labouring classes, and
when pressed by Lord Melbourne to take a pension refused to add to the taxation
of the people, which cannot often be recorded of the orthodox with all their
damned cant.—T. S.

Trial of Rev. W. Jacfaon*—A Republican, he corresponded with the French
revolutionary leaders, and had been in France ; this was enough, and he was
arrested and held for trial, being tried and remanded and so on for nearly a year,
and was already half dead when found guilty. On April 30, 1795, while a motion
for arrest of Judgment was being argued, he died in court of poison, said to have
been self-administered.—S.

Death of James Silk Buckingham.—James Silk Buckingham, author, traveller,
and social reformer, was born at Flushing, near Falmouth, August 25, 1786.
His father was a farmer, who had been a sailor ; his mother had one of the
strangest front names ever carried by woman, Thomazine. At a veiy early age
James went to sea, and on his third voyage was taken prisoner by the French
a»d had a very rough time. Gave the sea a rest and turned to journalism. In

Iftl&eftiiunenced the Calcuttm J&iermd. Hi* cemsare <d some scandalous t
men*, abuses, led to the suppression of the paper and his expaifei^n from Cateattftv

For this. arbitrary and illegal conduct,, he after many years of litigation caa*
pelled compensation froia the East India. Cowparry. In 182s*. he fottnde*fc tiMr

Orieniak Review ; in, 1827 he started a weekly journal ol polities and literat»w»f
which lived about two year*. In 1823 he started the Athe,n<£wmy but pbl
with his interest very soon to Carlyle'a friend, John Stirling. He then nameat

the prospectus of. the, Ar-$us, but the prospectus was the only isame* la l-9tt:A»-
was elected to the reformed Parliament as MJP. far Sheffield, and sat tilt 18&1;
While there he advocated advanced reforms. Strongly against flogging ha s*«y
and navy; urged necessity ofc more attention to life-saving apparatus at sea;
paid great attention to the temperance question Brought iu " a bill-to fae&ltete
the formation of public institutions for education, entertainment, pwbiie
libraries,, and museums," really discounting the quite new idea of. palaees of

delight iioav on the "boom." Strongly urged improved dwelliags- and laedtel

towns. Wonder how many readers of this have read hi* book on. this topk*?—
copy in the League library. Qm dissolution of Parliament, 18#T>, started fo* a
tour in America, which lasted some four ywars. 1847-8, travelled Europe, I*
1851, was granted pension of £2QQrfor bis literary wocks andtravelsv Somewhat
wordy as a writer, earnest, and well, meaning ; able and fluent speaker. Died at
Avenue Pvoad, St. John's Wood, June 30, 1855.—T. S.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE AND THE BOABD OF WOESi.
Another demonstration was held last Sunday afternoon in Victoria Paris*

organised by our comrades of the League. The- meeting, was started shorty
after three and continued till seven o'clock. No summonses have yet horn.
issued against any of our friends who have made collections here. It is said
this is due to the Board being desirous to await the result of their astaw*
against Mr. Fairbairn (a Radical lecturer at Southwark Park), whose case
was adjourned last Wednesday for a fortnight at Southwark Police-court.

When this case is disposed of, they are going on with other cases, uniesa m
the meantime the Home Secretary—who has-been interrogated by Cunniag,-
haine Graham, C. Bradiaugh, Professor Stuart, J. Rowlands, and other.

M.P.'s— withdraws the clause, which seems very likely, owing to the Gozoxor
ment having their hands very full just now, and desirous of avoiding a- row,
which there certainly will be if the Government persist in- their support ofc

the Board of Works.
The speakers last Sunday were Patrick Power, John. Culwick, Anoae

Taylor, William Morris, J. Watkinson, H. Davis, and J. Hoffman, who «»
formerly an opponent, but who frankly confessed that having carefully

examined the questiou, lie had come to the conclusion that Socialism- wa*
the only hope of the worker. W. B. Parker was the chairman. During^the
afternoon Mrs* Annie Taylor and the chairman made collections, which
amounted to £1, 13s. 3^d., which is to be devoted to the East-end Proper
ganda Fund. Next Sunday another demonstration will be held, whea a
number of members of the League and other Socialist bodies will attend and
speak. W. RR

CORRESPONDENCE.

Perhaps you will allow me to ask through your columns, whether regard*
ing the new * Chants of Labour,' any one is working up a choir to give some
of these beautiful songs with effect at Socialistic gatherings, both in. and
outdoors ?

In the sterner and uphill work so many see themselves called to in fur-

therance of the people's cause, it seems to me it might be easy to overlook
the valuable aid ready to be afforded,by both music and poetry. The mass
of the people know too little of* either, and what they do know is almost
exclusively presented to them either by the inane " music-hall " type of
song, or the often equally inane " hymn " of church or chapel-folk. Iiet

Socialists-make more of the happy fact that there is no monopoly in music,
even of the highest order, and just as, it is said, the Romanist Church has
drawn many to its fold by the beauty of its services,* let no Socialist hesitate
(with, his infinitely nobler justification) to include a judicious use of the,
* Chants of Labour' among his instruments of propaganda.
Many of the tunes in this work are known, most Are " taking," and. very

different tastes are provided for even in the^ 55 of the coUection. W&y
should not a good voluntary and well-balanced central choir be formed*
as a nucleus for a future musical propaganda system, under an experienced
trainer, to sing these, unaccompanied, as they onghfc to be sung, with ftce

or pathos, the audience being invited to join in ail choruses? At smalt'

gatherings a strong quarte?t;(or soloist at least) should be regarded as indti-

pensable, and copies of words should be lent round. In default of stirring^

orators, and as a relief to the hard (and sometimes dry) arguments of inde-
fatigable comrades, it seems to me the suggestions I make, if not already
under consideration, is one which might repay serious attention.

W. Mitcheu*.
4, Salisbury Road, Dalston, E., June 10, 1888.

TEE SOCIALIST lilAGUE
CtascEs : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

Library;—The Library is .open;to members ofthe Socialist League attdaf&Ufcte&
bodies. Library Catalogue, containing the Rules, 2d, D. J. Niooxl and Wi
Blundell are the Librarians.

Socialist League Propaganda*—Help is earnestly asked from all friend*
and sympathisers to extend the educational work of the Socialist Leagues-
Printed forms for collections can be obtained from the Secretary on application^

East-end Propaganda Fund*—Medical Student, 10s. ; Collected at Befeoe*
Street Club, 3s. 5£d.; Mandleatein, 6d; Collected at Victoria^ark, £1, 1&. tyte
Number of pamphlets from Hackney Branch, and Freedoms from Freedom Gcattptr
Joseph Lane, Treasurer.

REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Wednesday, June 13, Herbert Burrows delivered e^p&d

lecture on " Socialism and Freethought." Annie Besant in the chair. SevevaL-
well-known Socialists took part in a rather lively discussion. Good aali#nee and-
fair sale of 'WeaL^-K
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. Fulham.—Tuesday evening, opposite Liberal Club,
MordHurst, Groser, and Bullock addressed good audi-

€ncdr Sunday morning meeting opened by Mahoney,
followed by Fry, Morris afterwards speaking to a good
meeting. Fair sale of ' Weals. In evening, Samuels,

'

Tochatti, Bullock, and Groser spoke outside rooms to
an excellent audience. Slight opposition well replied
to by Samuels and Tochatti. At close of meeting one
of " Warren's lambs " disturbed us. We moved
further back, but the "law-V-order" tactics entirely
prevented a collection. This was largely due to some
discussions on the outskirts of the meeting, and all

members and listeners are earnestly requested to be-
have better in future.—S. B. G.
Merton.—On Sunday week the new premises of

the Merton branch were opened with an entertain-
ment consisting of readings and music. The readings

-. were ably rendered by comrades Darwood and Jeifries.

Our club-room is pleasantly situated near the open
-country. London comrades who may take an outing
in this direction will be cordially welcomed if they
call here.—F. K.
Mitcham.—Good meeting on Mitcham Fair Green

Sunday, addressed by Eden. Fair sale of Common-
weal. We are arranging for a lecture to be delivered
in Vestry Hall, Mitcham, by comrade Morris.—E.
North London. — Owing to rain no meeting at

Ossulston Street on Friday evening. Five new mem-
* bers. A subscription has been started for banner of
^branch.—N. P.

Bradford.—Sunday a number of members met at
Saltaire, and rambled across the B,ombolds Moor to
Ilkley, having a most enjoyable time. We have a
.few new members, and we find that these meetings
are very good indeed for forming acquaintances and
creating a feeling of good fellowship amongst us. We
are making arrangements for a series of meetings in

the large room of Laycock's Temperance Hotel.—1\ B.
"Edinburgh.—On 14th, Donaldson opened discussion

with paper on " Socialism and Teetotalism. " David-
son and Smith have occasionally been speaking in

Meadows. We have lost an active worker and good
speaker in Bain, who has left for South America.
Mackenzie is doing good work selling literature in

the streets two or three evenings a week.
Glasgow.—On Saturday, McCulloch, Gilbert, Far-

ley, Pollock, Glasier, Saupin, and Downie went to
Cambuslang in response to a challenge that we dare
not again appear in the district owing to our absten-
tion policy in the late Parliamentary contest there.

At 7.30 our speakers commenced in the square, and
continued the meeting till after nine, the audience
testifying their approval by frequent applause. On
•Sunday other meetings were held at Jail Square at 12,

and at Paisley Road at 5 o'clock, the latter meeting
being shorter than usual owing to our ' Weals having
been sold out. At 7 o'clock a good number of com-
rades turned up in our rooms, where an agreeable
conversation meeting took place, finishing up a good
-day's work by adding four new members to roll.—S. D.

Leeds.—A meeting was held in Vicar's Croft on
• Sunday night, addressed by Hill, Maguire, and Paylor.

Norwich.—Meetings during week at Thorpe and
St. Catharine's Plain ; well attended. Mowbray at-

tended Yarmouth Thursday last ; we intend carrying
on some active work there during the summer months.
Sunday morning good meeting at Bishop Bridge, in

afternoon in Market Place by Mowbray. A special

request from the audience was made to us to try and
get Mrs. Besant here, her name being received with
^marked applause. In evening another large meeting
in Market Place. A good meeting was also held at

Orostwick by comrades Poynts, Adams, Brown, and
Barker ; a very attentive audienee and several ' Wea 7s

sold. Over 12s. collected altogether for propaganda
on Sunday, and 93. worth of Commonweal sold.—S.

Walsall.—Monday last, Sanders lectured on " Man
the Creature of Circumstances." Considerable criti-

- cism followed and ably replied to. Saturday large
outdoor meeting on The Bridge, addressed by Sanders.
Many questions asked and answered at close, and
audience most attentive throughout. Sanders also
spoke on the West Bromwich Road Sunday morning
to good meeting. Our opponent of last week has

- arranged to debate with Sanders at our indoor meet-
ing on Monday, 25th inst.—J. T. D.

EAST-END PROPAGANDA.
We were obliged last week from various reasons to

drop several of our outdoor stations, but meetings

were held at most of them, and weie well attended

by an attentive audience in each case. It is perhaps

needless to repeat a stereotyped report, as the stations

and speakers are very similar each week, and at all

our stations we always have very attentive and sym-

pathetic audiences with fair sale of Commonweal We
have now distributed a large quantity of literature,

but additional personal help is much needed, as we
are ^nite unable to,, comply with the numerous re-

quests we are continually receiving to commence work
in the, various- surrounding districts. On Sunday
evening, at Princes Square Club, the "Nupkins"
Company gave a dramatic representation of "The
Table's Turned " to a large audience, who thoroughly

* appreciated the various points in the play. Recita-

tions and songs, both in English and German, with

.dancing, which was continued to a late hour, concluded
' a very successful evenings entertainment on behalf of

the Ea*st End Fund. Next Sunday is the International

Socialist Excursion to Epping Forest (for particulars

see another column), and as part of the proceeds willW devoted To the East End Propaganda Fund, we
fcope all our friends who are not otherwise engaged
^ugodownj-as we feel sure they will spend an en-

joyable day.

LABOUR UNION.
Woolwich.—At the Arsenal Gates last Sunday

Burns spoke on his' prison experiences. We had an
audience of at least 1,500. We sold over 300 pamph-
lets and collected 18s. Banner acted as chairman.
After our open-air meeting was over, Burns spoke in.

the Radical Club on Social Systems. He made a
marked impression on the Radicals. I should not he
at all surprised to hear of Burns being invited to con-
test Woolwich in the Labour interest:—R. Banner.

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton.—17 High Street, Acton, W. (adjoining Pur-
nell's Dining Rooms). Sundays at 8 p.m.

Clerlcenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd. , E. C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Fulham.—8 Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
June 24, at 8 p,m., F. Charles, "Society: Past,
Present, and Future."

Hackney.

-

Wick.
-28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney

Tuesday.
8. 3D. ..Fulham—opposite Liberal Club . . .The Branch

Friday.
8 . . .Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street Parker
8.30...HoxtonCh, Pitfield SCAckland, Pope, Barker

EAST END.
Sunday 24.

Mile-end Waste ... 11

"Salmon and Ball" ... 11

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday June 24, at 8.30, Herbert Burrows (S.D.F.)
A Lecture.

Hoxton.—Labour Emancipation League Club and
Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).
Sunday June 24, Excursion to Walton-on-Thames,
in brakes ; Tickets 3s. No meetings on Sunday.

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.

Mitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-
merston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. A special meeting of members will be held
on Thursday June 28, to consider the policy of the
League as recently published in the Commonweal.
It is hoped every member will attend.

North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
meeting at Ossulton Street. A Free Concert will be
given every Friday evening ; members of other
branches invited. All members are asked to attend
at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary, Nelly
Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite Holborn
Town Hall.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Meetings Sunday night at
6.30. Choir practice, Thursday night, at 8, 46
Marischal Street.

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Section).—Meets for Discussion
on Thursday at 8, in Oddfellows' Hall. June 28,

"Socialism and Malthusianism." Letters and com-
munications to 35 George IV. Bridge.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Discussion Class every Thursday
night. Subject for the 28th inst., "True Social

Life," by J. Gilbert. Lecture in our rooms every
night at 7. All are invited.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front
Row. Open every evening. Business meeting
Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,
11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members'
Meeting. Wednesday, at 8.30, Dramatic Class.

Friday, at 8.30, Provisional Committee. Saturday,
8 until 10.30, Co-operative Clothing Association,

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
¥ard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.
Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Rx>bert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 24.

11 ...Turnham Green—Front Common ...Acton Bch.

1 1 . 30. . .Hammersmith—Beadon Road The Branch
11. 30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
11. 30...Regent's Pk...Sparling, Mnwaring, Mrs. Schack
1 1.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
7 ...Clerkenwell Green The Branch
7 Hammersmith—Weltje Road ...Hammersmith B.

Leman Street, Shadwell 11

Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal 7

Green Road.
Well Street, Hackney ... 1 1 . 45 .

,

Kingsland Green ... 11.30..

Victoria Park 3.15.

Stone Bridge Common, 9
Haggerston.

Triangle, Hackney Road
Lea Bridge Road
Stamford Hill

Broadway, Plaistow ...

Mile-end Waste

11 ..

7.30..

7.30.,

Tuesday.

8.30..

..Cores.
• Debate between Davis
"and local clergyman,
Socialism &T'mprance
.Parker.

.Cores & Davis.

..Mainwaring.
.Lane & Charles.

. .Demonstration.

..Cores & Davis.

..Cores & Davis.

.Cooper.

.Nicoll & Mnwaring
..Parker.

.Cores, Lane, Davis

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8.30..

Broadway, South Hackney 8.30..

Charlotte St. , Gt. Eastern St. 8. 30.

.

Thursday.
Packington St., Essex Road 8.30..

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8.30..

Friday.

Union St., Commercial Road 8. 30...Brooks & Fuller.

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8
Ashgrove, Mare St, Hackney 8
S. Docks, Millwail ... 5

.Mn'ring, Rochman

.Lane & Lefevre

.Cores & Charles.

Parker & Charles.
Mn'ring, Rochman

.Mainwaring&Lane

.Charles & Davis.

.Parker.

PROVINCES.
Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. Vicar'sLeeds.—Sunday :

Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday: Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Monday: Thorpe Village, at 8. Thursday:
Yarmouth, opposite Town Hall, at 8 p.m. Friday

:

St Catharine's Plain, at 8 p.m. Sunday : Wymond-
ham, at 11. Bishop Bridge at 11.30 ; Market Place,
at 3 and 7.30.

Labour Union—Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates (open
air), Sunday June 24th, at 6.30 p.m., Ja3. Macdonald.
July 1, Fred Verinder. 8th, Rev. S. D. Headlam.

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested
in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London
will be held at the International Club, 23 Princes Sq.,
Cable Street, E., on Saturday evening at 9 o'clock.

All who can assist us by speaking at our various sta-

tions, and especially those who can aid us either on
Sunday or any time during the week by distributing

literature from house to house are earnestly invited to

attend, to enable us to extend our field of work.

Excursion of London Socialists.—A Committee
has been formed for the purpose of arranging an ex-
cursion to take place in August. All Socialist bodies
have been invited to take part therein, and a meeting
of delegates will be held on Saturday evening at the
International Club, Berner Street, Commercial Road,
at 9 p.m. sharp.—W. P. Parker, Sec.

The Annual Excursion of the United Socialists of

London to Epping Forest (Robin Hood) will take place
on Sunday 24th, for the benefit of the Revolutionary
propaganda. Full entertainment in the Forest*

Tickets, price Is., at 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W. ; or from the Club Morgenroethe,
Prince's Square, Castle Street. Trains start from
Liverpool Street station as follows : Morning, 8.50

;

9.50 ; 10.30. Afternoon, 1.0 ; 2.20 ; 3.20 ; 5.40.

IRISH MINSTRELSY

:

Being a selection of

IRISM SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with Cover designed
by May Morris.

Royal 8vo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Walter Scott, Warwick Lane, E.C.

Now ready. Royal 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions

for the Socialist League.

Reeves & Turner, 198 Strand ; or Commonweal Office.

Printed and Published by William Morsis and Joseph Lank
at 13 Farringdoo Read, London,
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The defeat of the Government over the police-managing clauses was
not a great matter in itself, as it might have been if the whole bill

was anything else but a sham ; neither is it by itself of much moment
in the game of Ins and Outs : but taken with other matters it becomes
a sign that the pendulum is swinging again towards the Gladstonian

section of the Whi^s.

Those gentlemen have a special opportunity now afforded them by
the confirmation of the ferocious sentence on Mr. Dillon. They have
been raising a great outcry on the illegality of this sentence. That
would be a matter of importance if law were what it professes, to be,

a protection to peaceable citizens against violence and wrong-doing

;

but since it is in fact nothing but a machine for the support of the
privilege of successful persons, the legality or illegality of an act of

the executive is by itself not worth considering, since an executive
which cannot find law enough to put down any act of rebellion is not
worth its salt. If the force at its command is overwhelming, its acts

will in any case be legal ; if there is a general feeling that its acts are
illegal, that means that its power is wavering. Mr. Dillon is in prison
because he is an enemy of the Government, and, whether he is con-

scious of it or not, of the " rights of property." Harrison is in prison
for exactly the same reason. It has always been the custom for

persons in authority to suppress their enemies when they dared : but
when their enemies are the friends of society, it is in the long run bad
lor the suppressors.

However, if the Gladstonian Whigs feel this affair so sorely, what
are they going to do 1 They have done what the Daily News calls
" a very wise and very bold thing " ; to wit, moved a vote of censure
on the Government, which they knew beforehand they could not carry.
This may be wise ; though its wisdom is obscure to a simple person.
As to its boldness, the said simple person wonders where that is

liidden ; its consequences do not seem of a nature to make even a new-
born hare tremble.

A bolder course than that is conceivable and can be stated, though
even this does not threaten the life, the limb, or even the next day's
dinner of the champions engaging in it. If ever there was a case for
Abstention, here is one. Let the whole Gladstonian and Irish party
walk out of the House after the due overwhelming majority has been
recorded for the Government, and not come back again till at least the
Coercion Act was repealed; leaving the Government and its friends
to do the best they could without an opposition to help them in playing
the game. If the Gladstonians are not bold enough for this, at least
the Irish members might strike such a stroke ; if they dared or could
do so it probably would be enough, and Irish coercion would be laid
Aside, till a Liberal government found it useful, if indeed it were ever
possible after such an act.

But it goes without saying that nothing of the sort will be tried.
The Irish party are bound hand and foot to the great Liberal ditto,
like the living to the dead in the old story. And as for the Liberals,
they are only too conscious of their reason for existence as a party.
Their business is to keep the game going steadily, and not to do any-
thing to interrupt, far less put an end to it. Abstention would look
like favouring revolution ; it would have to be explained to the con-
stituencies, and it could not be explained away ; and explaining away
is the great " art and craft " of success in the game of Ins and Outs, of
official success. Such a success as attaining to the end you profess (to
your constituents) by the shortest road, being a thing by no means
desired by the Liberal side of the game at any rate.

Meantime Mr. Dillon is in prison, and his strictly political friends
don't seem in a hurry to get him out of it. It is a comfort to think
that he himself must have known this all along and understanding his
allies, has gone into the trap with his eyes open, knowing well that his
imprisonment would further the cause he is striving for. All honour
to him for that.

The proclamations of the Kaiser William II. to the Army and Navy
and to the Prussian People may be considered by some as mere pieces

of conventional official fustian ; but they mean more than this both in

what they say and what they refrain from saying ; thoughtful persons

scarcely need to [read between their lines. Reaction of ' the coarsest

kind is what they announce. It is possible that this will be less in-

jurious to the cause of the people than the steady respectable bourgeois

dead weight of inaction which would have been what the late Kaiser

would have tried for, probably unsuccessfully as against the more open
reactionists.

The proposal of the Rifle-shooting Association—or whatever it calls

itself—to destroy Richmond Park for the benefit of its annual pic-nic,

fair, and prize shooting match, would be a piece of impudence almost
incredible if one did not remember the lazy and thoughtless stupidity

of the public. There is any amount of space on the sandy wastes
south of London

—

e.g., about Woking—of no use for any other purpose,

since nothing will grow on these places and they are too hideous to be
" spoilt " by anything short of iron-puddling. They would seem to be
providentially ordained for the requirements of modern sham-soldier-

ing ; and yet there are persons seriously taking into consideration the

proposed ruin of one of the few solacements of our beastly muck-heap
of a London ! Really, the horrors of war are on us already.

Note that our friend the Star has the fatuity to favour this cruel
injury to the democracy. I fear the reason why is clear—to wit, that
it is a chance of attack against the Duke of Cambridge, and royalty
through him, too good to be thrown away. "Is it worth the wear and
tear 1 " There are so many occasions for the display of this kind of
revolutionary fervour, that surely we need not cut the nose oflf our
face to spite the face and make an occasion. See how foolish party
spirit makes us ! Surely we can despise the preposterous old martinet
without destroying what in a fashion is our own, without handing it

over to a private company to make money of.

Mr. Balfour gave an explanation the other day (probably untrue)
of the circumstances of the imprisonment of Shane O'Donnell, im-
prisoned for refusing to give evidence against his fellow resisters to
tyranny, and who was said to have fainted on the way between jail

and court. In the course of this explanation, Mr. Balfour said that
he could scarcely be called an old man as he wa3 only 64. Pray, is

Shane O'Donnell a working man 1 I ask this, since I have seen field-

labourers in England who were old men at 50 and very old men at 64
—if they managed to live so long as that.

The Sweating Commission has been receiving evidence of a different

character to some that it had received before. Mr. Lionel B. Alexander
has tendered it what the press calls " rebutting evidence." But his
evidence was in the main a defence of the Jewish workmen against the
attacks of Mr. Arnold White, and a calling attention to the fact that
the last link in the chain of sweating, the poor sweater, is not the
criminal in the case, but the employer of the said sweater, who is him-
self sweated to the bone. As to his defence of sweating, it amounted
to little more than his perception of the necessity for it in some form
or other as long as competition under privilege exists. Cheapness at
any cost he sees is necessary to our system of manufacture, and he does
not see his way to limit it—nor will the Commission.

The position has often been stated, but one may be allowed to state
it again. Wage-slaves like other slaves can only consume slave wares ;

but our wage-slaves are so numerous that the production and sale of
slave-wares is an important branch of commerce, and any check to it

would lead to a great number of the poorest labourers being unem-
ployed ; for none but those who are driven down by competition to the
lowest point can be used for producing wares cheap enough for this
shameful market, and these must take any wages that will keep them
alive.

Moreover since this mass of cheap labour necessary for the produc-
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ti$n of slave-wares is o$$rj@4 in the market*, and there is^ti!LA^,^!RSll§S-

^ftftttffl^i fey^to BdtaR: fijp§|§%>^, ^N4# *W .tp ths incQinQ 4$riye4

&#^<^9bh-st0& ; J^pOi^ial^^a punished fop poverty. Those
#|^J*aj$J^aU jPieceive rn$re abundantly, and those that have not it

shall be taken from them even that which they have. Can a royal
commission alter this 1 If so, how ? Yet it will be altered, and prob-
ably Mr. Arnold White will not like either the alteration or the
method of it.

Mr. Blundell Maple's " evidence " was a curious business. If the
report of it may be trusted, he bullied the commissioners and threat-

ened all his enemies, in a way that only a very rich man dares to do.

He also (like a good business man) did not miss the opportunity of
• puffing his firm gloriously ; and painted his own portrait, so to say, as

the true friend of the working-classes—even to the extent of working
his sewing-machines by a gas-engine for their exclusive benefit ; and
increasing his turn-over by thousands of pounds for the same disinter-

ested purpose.

But even if Mr. Maple were an angel of light, and had absolutely no
Other aim in doing business than the welfare of his employes, he could

by no possibility succeed in that aim. His gas-engine'would benefit

him and not the luckless sempstresses thrown out of work by it. He
must use his enormous army of employes for producing wares at a

cheaper rate than his competitors, or else his huge business, of which
he gave such glowing account before my lords, would land him in bank-

ruptcy and put an end to his career of usefulness. As long*as he is

engaged in making, profits out of other men's labour, he is simply

a helpless unit of a class, whose enemy is the class which it employs,

and which employed class is engaged on its part in working for and
fighting against the employing class.

The announcement of Court mourning consequent on the death of

Kaiser No. 2 drew from the morning papers a regret for the state of

business among the shopkeepers of London, and a further regret that

it was absolutely necessary to make this worse by a period of Court
mourning, which it ,was thought would certainly be the case. And
indeed it seems that business is bad enough and that it is not the most
advisable time for a person to die who must be mourned for publicly.

I was told, for instance, by a person who knew the fact, that at a large

optician's shop in London, conducted with all the usual pomp of

manager, partners, and the rest of it, the whole take for one day a

week ago was eighteen pence !

But here is a curious piece of folly, or rather two pieces, or indeed

masses of folly: in the first place that the " employment," i.e., the
livelihood of a huge number of deft, ingenious and industrious men,
depends on the whim of certain idlers, and their empty inclination

(scarcely to be called a desire) for such and such frivolities and luxuries
;

and in the second that when it is loudly declared by the rich that their

luxuries and frivolities are a blessing to the poor, they nevertheless

are quite prepared to interrupt the flow of such blessing by any little

pi$c# of official superstition connected with the Court ; the very exist-

ence^ for which humbug and centre of corruption is often defended on
thes grounds that it is good for trade. Those that think so should try

to get royal personages who are immortal—or as some would prefer,

carve them out of lime-tree wood and paint and gild them duly. Such
articles have been knowox to last for centuries. W. M.

STRIKING SUPERSEDED.
Tupjate strike of the Leeds Jewish tailors, which to outsiders seemed

Bf dejeajk, is destined to be a complete success. What could not be
gained by means of a, strike has been accomplished through the medium
of a co-operative workshop, and the action of a dozen men, in finding

out how to work without the middleman, has done more to terrify the

employers than all that the whole body of workmen had previously

ncpomplfehedL

Tfe& middlemen, through the loss of the Whitsuntide trade, must
haye lost, as a body, several thousand pounds. They were prepared

tcvlpafrthis, however, rather tl^an forego, their opposition to the demands
of otfeil men, and as a consequence the hands were driven by necessity

back into the workshops on the old terms. Smarting under the defeat,

the idea of a co-operative workshop, (which had previously been dis-

cussed) was revived, and a shop takeu,, tables, machines, etc., purchased,

and every preparation made for at once commencing, operations. At
this stage it was suddenly discovered that the employing middlemen
we^e violently in love with the workpeople. With the help of a party

of four, who, unauthorised by the men* took upon themselves the

responsibility of going as..a deputation to the masters,' a meeting was
arranged for to take place at the.Gowr Street Board School* where the

masters were willing to concede the points at issue, on, one condition

—

that the co-operative undertaking should be abandoned. What was
more, they (the employers) were desirous of joining the men's trade

society, " working, hand anol hand with.them," and helping it both by
money and personal help. Somehow this glorious, and, by the way,

sfortling idea, was not snapped up by, the men as readily as was exr-

pecte*}, a,nd yrmmtima ;*$^-4aiEttJife^ a
body. It wm m$mted* thllfe K^mmtihQM would not be admitfe^and
it wm&vxmmA that if Jhifl Wre--*% this society's banner shouli be
turned round as a si^al |e^ theoWB* to proceed no further. This was
wb#t happened. KemmeJKojP w«# st^ppad by the police, and the men
followed ths kaiBfter to a $im& of wa*&e land called by the euphonius
name of tbg ''midden," where a platform was arranged, and speeches
delivered by Maguire, Kemmelhor, Paylor, Hill, and Cohen. The
middlemen sweaters, deprived of the presence of the "hands" they
wanted to love so well, held a meeting composed of a sprinkling of
slipper-makers, drawn thither by curiosity, and the previously mentioned
four. The composition of this party of four is a rather peculiar one.
Two of them—Korn aud Balsam—proved themselves scabs during the
strike, another of them—Lewis Rosenberg—is a nondescript, and the
fourth—Sweeny—is a shoemaker, who previous to this was always
credited with more sense. No resolutions were passed—as there wasn't
audience to pass a good-sized resolution—and then some of the middle-
men who had walked down to the meeting to • benefit—be it borne in
mind—the men, actually went home in cabs, fearful lest any workmen
—who couldn't see these things as masters see them—should punch
their benefactors' heads. Such is the perversion of a "sweater's"
intellect! The "four" have had a bad time of it since, one or two.
having to be escorted to and from work by the police, to the music of
a hissing crowd.

The right nail has been struck on the head, I believe, in this co
operative idea, and if, as there is every reason to believe, we can make
a success of this, there will be no resting until every sweater is driven
back to his original avocation of tinkering, glazing, organ-grinding,
etc. The shop is one of the brightest and cleanest in the town, and
there is no fear of a visit from the factory inspector. Work is being
obtained plentifully, and we hope this week to see it thoroughly busy.
In only one direction has there been a drawback. Singer and Co.
would not let us have machines without some very stringent restric-

tions, " and the idea is freely entertained that the employers brought
pressure to bear upon them. We hope our London comrades will

notice this, especially the tailoring portion of them. Machines were
eventually got elsewhere, and Singers dispensed with.

I hope ere long to be able to chronicle the opening of another work-
shop. T. W. P.

INTEKNATIONAL NOTES..
ITALY.

_
Modena.—The Court of Appeal at Modena has confirmed the condemna-

tion of several men who took part in a strike at Finale Emilia two years
ago, and they are now, after all this time, sentenced to several months5 im-
prisonment ! This is a specimen of the " law's delay," with a vengeance !

Livorno.—The Mcssaggero has it seems, relative to the elections of Livorno,
called upon the Socialists not to vote for Amilcare Cipriani, as their votes
are necessary to ensure the election of the Democratic candidate as against
the two Moderates. We seem to have heard of these sorts of appeals to
Socialists in England, and not very long since. If Socialists are to meddle
with politics at all, they have surely a right to vote for their own chosen
candidate without exciting the wrath of Liberal or Radical prints for not
supporting any one the latter choose to put up. These querulous complaints
are lud icrously unreasonable. •

.

Rimini.—In a recent sitting of the Municipal Council here, eight of the
councillors voted against the proposed sum to be expended by the town on
the expected visit of the King and Queen to JRomagna. The Democratic
and Socialist part of the town express their lively indignation at such waste
of money in times of distress like the present.

Odescalchi, honourable member of the Italian Chamber of Deputies, de-
clared himself to be a Socialist the other day during a sitting, but was not,
said he, one of those who wish to " transform Society by means of dynamite^
but of those who wished the State to put forth a helping hand to all co.-.

operative societies." This is a touching confession of faith from the honour-
able member's lips, condensing in a few sentences a wonderful ignorance of
the doingis and aspirations of true Socialists, and an equally wonderful be-
lief in the power for good innate both in " The State" and in Co-operative
Societies ,

A considerable number of working-men's and mechanic's societies and
associations have issued an abstentionist manifesto, addressed to the " electors
of Rome," in which they express their determination to abstain from voting
at the present elections, and their views on the uselessness of the adminis-
trative vote as at present constituted. M. M.

Carlo Cafiero will in a short time leave the asylum of Imola, cured, with
the exception of a slight melancholy. He was one of the foremost Italian
Communist-Anarchists, and the endless prosecutions and imprisonments
ruined him for a while. He took part in the revolt of Benevent, when in
1877 he and a small band went to several villages and initiated the revolt of
the peasants against their exploiters, tax-collectors, etc. The rough climate
and other unfavourable conditions forced them to surrender, and after more
than a year they were acquitted by the jury. When in 1882 the franchise
was given to larger numbers of workers and they commenced the farce of
returning Socialists to parliament in that country too, thus spoiling the
hitherto revolutionary movement, Cafiero misled by others, and certainly
already mentally disturbed, pronounced himself in favour of this policy. If

he now is able to again enter the ranks, he will see what became of his former
friends Costa, Brousse, etc., very types of renegades,
On July 1st, " Spartacus, orgari of the white slaves," Anarchist, will make

its first appearrnce at Genoa.

FRANCE.
On June 20 the first number of a new daily Socialist paper UHomme Libre

(the free man) was published at Paris, edited by Edouard Taillant, of the
Blanquist school of Socialists. Three daily papers are now competing, viz.,

the old Cri du Peuple, which has deserted the workers' cause and gone over
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to the Bonlangists. One of the most rabid Boulangist organs is published at

the same place and, it is said, written by nearly the same writers, so the Cm
will have to disappear, and its successor may be either the Parti Ouvrier, the

Possibilist organ, or EHomme Libre, the Blanqnist paper.

JUIdee Ouvriere of Havre has stopped its publication from want of funds—

a valiant Anarchist paper the less.

LAttaque, Organe Socialiste Revolutionnaire de la Tennesse, will be pub-

lished from June 20th weekly (at Paris).

Louise Michel has published a volume of poems ('A travers la Vie,' Paris,

1888).
^

.

The wife of our comrade Duval, transported last year to French Guiana

wanted to join him, but is not allowed by the Government to proceed thither.

They sent her a letter of refusal telling besides that Duval has already under-

gone "a certain number of disciplinary punitions for very serious offences."

Thus it is evident that the government who dare not execute a revolutionist

in France, have resorted to killing them abroad, as they have already done

in the cases of Cyvoet of Lyons, and Gallo of Paris.

HOLLAND.
A translation of Bakounine's 'God and the State,' has been published as

No. 1 of the Radikale Bibliotheh (Amsterdam, Fortnign) ;
it is high time

that a cheap English edition of this book be published, which ought to be

more read and spread than it is.

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.
Since the discontinuation of La Bandera Social, Madrid has been without

a revolutionary paper, the Socialista, merely being an organ of Social Demo-
crats. Now the apparition of La Bandera Roja (weekly, edited by Ernesto

Alvarez) is announced to take place this month.

Pinto who shot the bourgeois journalist Chagas (see Commonweal, March)
has been sentenced to 18 months prison and 3000 francs fine. The advocates

who had to defend him, pro forma ex officio, unanimously refused to do so.

A Revolu<?ao Social, published at Porto, will reappear at Lisbon.

RUSSIA.

Most readers will remember the execution of the Russian inspector of

police, Sudjeikin, at St. Petersburgh (1883) by his own spy Degazeff, and
several others. Last year, in May, 21 Socialists (one of whom turned out a

traitor) went through the farce of a trial, and it is not until now that a

trustworthy report of it reached their exiled comrades, who have just pub-

lished it in a small pamphlet (Geneva, 1888, price 1 fr.). From copious

extracts of it which have been translated we take the following :
—

" The
scoundrel Sudjeikin was possessed of exorbitant ambition, he wanted to

become the person of chief influence with the Czar ; and the imprisonment,

nay, the murder of hundreds and thousands of Socialists was to have payed
his way to the very heart of that man who, as he well knew, likes nothing

better than hecatombs of the best men and women of his country. We are

sorry to state that he was able to «nter by intermediary spies into relations

with revolutionists ; he is said, in the translations to which we referred

{Social Demokrat and Glewkheit\ to have supplied large sums of money for

revolutionary propaganda, and it seems that only his immense vanity and

conceit saved still greater losses to the party, for he wanted to let the minister

Tolstoi, Count Pleve, and the grand-duke Wladimir be killed successively by
Socialists, and when these rivals were removed and the Czar, always a

coward, frightened to madness, he would step in as the man of the situation,

arrest and execute all, and get his filthy reward for it. Happily enough,

Sudjeikin, from whom by the way Puttkammer has still much to learn,

overstrained the bow ; he wanted to kidnap refugees from western countries,

and Degajeff, until then his spy, appears to have had some conscience left,

an almost unique case ; in short, having confessed his relations to the police

and being given the alternative to kill Sudjeikin and then to disappear for

ever or to be killed, he and others killed that man, with whom much of in-

formation which he had kept to himself was fortunately buried. Starod-

vorsky and others were tried in May, 1887, for the charge of being connected

with this murder, after being kept for three years in preliminary solitary

imprisonment in the damp dungeon cellars. One moved on crutches, unable

to walk from scurvy and necrosis ; another was nearly blind ; several had
become consumptive, and all were ruined for life." From the words of the

Crown prosecutor let us quote : "The mere fact of belonging to the revo-

lutionary party is punished by death by the Russian law. I need not speak

against Lopatin by his past alone, he has already deserved death ; Miss
Salova deserved death as the secretary of Lopatin. Suchovnlin must go to

the gallows, since in all these three years he betrayed none of his accom-

plices. As to Jakubovich, he too must be sentenced to death, for though he>

was against Terrorism I believe that if not arrested he would have de-

veloped into a Terrorist." Hermann Lopatin is one of the best known
Kussian Socialists, escaped several $n>es even from Siberia, but was arrested

in 1884, when he unfortunately hatife with him several important addresses

which led to further arrests. He was seized and pulled down from behind,

and did not succeed in swallowing the important papers, but was half

strangled and cruelly ill-treated ; he was then sick for eight months, and is

always most bitterly reproaching himself for his incautioi^sness. He made
an impressive speech at the trial, asking at death's door the pardon of his

comrades for his involuntary fault, and sank down overwhelmed by tears,

and nearly all his friends wept too. As to the particulars of the u crimes "

with which they were charged, it is not worth while to enumerate them, for

•even in coerced Ireland nearly none of them has ever been thought of as a

" crime"; 13 were sentenced to death, amongst whom were Lopatin, Starod-

vorsky, Konashevich, Ivanov, Antonow, Miss Salova, and Dobruskina ; but
tie Czar preferred the dry guillotine of the dungeon-holes of Schluessburg,
and " pardoned " them to lifelong imprisonment ! And there they are now,
whilst the Czar revels at St. Petersburgh !

The second number of the " Samupravlenie (Self-Government), organ of

the revolutionary Socialists in Russia," has been published in May (48 pp.,

in 4to) ; it is a secret paper, and said to be printed in Russia itself. So we
see that in spite of many hundreds being taken year after year out of the

ranks of the Russian Socialists by the ruthless persecutions, they are

struggling on as devotedly as ever. We wish them success.

AMERICA.
Those who still believe in politicians if they only, in front of working-

men's audiences, say that the social question is a "very important one " and
that they are " Socialists too," ought to look on the recent history of Henry

George as a warning for them in this country. This man's merits consisted

in putting together some arguments, none of which Was new, against tfte

present land system ; the positive part of his programme, the proprtiM

scheme of reform of taxes, is of no value, and has been scores of tin*es fe-

inted by Socialists. Notwithstanding this at the New York MayoYal ela-

tion of 1886 the Socialist party worked hard for him, and he polled ^P7
80,000 votes. Afc tbat moment the workers had gained him a wona-ime
reputation, and this being done he did not want them any more, Ms am
being a prominent place in the bourgeois parties. So he last year se^etted

every connection with the Socialistic Labour Party, denounced Soeiahatot

over and over again, and to make himself quite respectable he, like Fow^

derly, the other large scale humbug in the American movement, pronwracid

himself openly in favour of the murder of the Chicago Anarchists. A-sifrt

time ago he travelled to Washington, evidently to sell himself there to the

Democrats, and on returning wanted the amalgamation of his party,$he

" United Labour Party," with the Democratic party. This was too *p™h

even for his own party. A committee of investigation was appointed and

on May 28th the following resolution was carried unanimously :—" Resolved

that the conduct of Henry George as a member of the United Labour Party

is unmanly, and in contradiction \*ith the actions of honest men, and that

his acts are those of a traitor. Since we do not want him to be regarded

any longer as a member of our party, we hereby declare him expelled there-

from." Thus the last link between Henry George and the workers is

separated ; he is a typical example of the way working-men's alleged friends

go once they enter into the rotten atmosphere of political struggle. # *

THE REIGN OF LABOUR.

(Words for Schubert's air, " Was ist Sylvia?")

i.

Who is Labour, what is she,

That all Our hearts acclaim her 1

She shall reign and make us free,

Though fools and rogues would shame her
;

Who so well our queen could be %

II.

Is not Labour Beauty's foe,

Earth's fairness rtfcMy tolling 1

Nay, what loveliness- should flow

From forced arid galriles* toiling 1 *

Give her hope, and ye shall know.

• in.

Then of Labour let us sing,

That she alone shall rule us
;

Priestly knave and brutal king,

They did but rob and fool us
;

Lo ! their yokes from us we fling !

G. W. Beckett.

IN AND OUT OF OFFICE.

Lord Salisbury : Newport,
October, 7, 1885.

Not very long ago a man who was
boycotted walked into a Roman
Catholic

m
church, when every one of

the rest of the congregation got up
and left the church. What is the

use of Acts of Parliament against a

system of that kind I You cannot

indict people because they do not go
to church, or because they leave

church.

Mr. Balfour's Agents : Cork,
June 19, 1888.

The police escorted Norah Fitz-

maurice to Lixnaw chapel. As soon

as they had taken their seats,Dowling
left the building, signalling to the

congregation to follow him. Sullivan

followed Dowling, and beckoned to

the people to leave the chapel. The
defendants were sent to hard labour

for six months.

Socialism approves of the tendency of the times to swallow up smaller

concerns into larger, and to develope these latter into limited companies, as

teaching the people, the workers, their foremen and superintendents, the

principles and practice of co-operation, so that when the proper time comes,

and limitless competition in making goods to sell has brought down the

profits of every concern to zero, the system of interest-mongering will fall

by its own inability to continue. Then the new era will begin, we know
not how soon, of producing goods not for tbe purpose of selling ut a profit,

but for the purpose of using them. Then rent and interest will be abolished,

universal co-operation in producing things useful to the community will

become obligatory upon all, rich and poor ; town and country will be divided

up into small municipalities or communes' of a manageable compass, each

containing its complete circle of farms and artisans, sufficient to supply its

separate community with food, clothes, and houses. Each commune will

have its representatives in its own town or county municipality, and each

municipality will again be represented in the great assembly of the nation.

Two hours' work per day, when every one works to produce
^
something

useful, will be sufficient to supply a moderate competence, while in factories,

mines, and roads, or other distasteful and laborious work, there will be two

shifts daily, so arranged that all shall have three or four Sundays per week,

instead of one or none as at present. So small an amount of useful labour

is required from each when all able-bodied persons, or at least all able-bodied

men, co-operate to that end, that each will have ample time to associate

with others for the purpose of making such luxuries as may be to his-taste,

and I should judge that in this way the trade of pianoforte-making anoVart

furniture will go on very much as at present, though as in those days there

will be no servants, and each will take his or her turn of cooking at the

communal restaurants, houses and rooms will necessarily be of as small and

bijou dimensions as possible.—D. Gostling in Times of India.
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ILiV* YOU WOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONK WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
WMKD IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON J

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. t B.C., and accompanied
fcy the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Btycted MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 8s.; three months, Is. €d.
Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

C. I>.—There have been several celebrated men of John Ball's name, among them
two namesakes. One, a Puritan divine (1585-1640), of whom Richard Baxter
says he deserved " as high esteem and honour as the best bishop in Eng-
land " ; and the other a Presbyterian minister (1665 ?-1745).

B. T.—« Plays for the People ' (Bell and Sons, 1883), are by C. E. Maurice,
author of * English Popular Leaders in the Middle Ages,' but are very far
from the level of the latter work. .

Periodical* received during the week ending Wednesday June 27.

England
Bristol Evening News
Justice
Leaflet Newspaper
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Telegraph Selwice Gazette
Workers Friend
Woolwich Echo

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Volkszeitung

Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Chicago—Knights of Labor
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Fort Worth<Tex)—South West
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier
Le Ca Ira
La Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit

Liege—L'Avenir
Italy

Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Cremona—II Democratico
Florence—La Question Sociale

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Arbeiterstimme

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialist*

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Wien—Gleichheit

THOUGHTS ON EDUCATION UNDER
CAPITALISM.

The other day I heard Mr. Charles Leland (better known as Hans
Breitman) speak on the teaching of the " minor arts " (we wont trouble

for the present as to what they are) and he told us he was engaged in

carrying out a plan (in America) by which all children should be taught

these arts and so gain an interest in handicrafts which he thought, and

I heartily agree with him, would be a great gain to the art and conse-

quently to the happiness of people generally. Mr. Leland said that he

had been engaged in this work of educating children's hands for many
years, arid he expected success to follow his efforts, a success which

would mean, if it were worth speaking of, that the interest in sound

workmanship combined with beauty would become general, and that

a demand for such work would follow and compel the manufacturers to

get such work turned out.

But such success is impossible even supposing that hundreds of per-

sons were following Mr. Charles Leland's laudable example. It would

indeed be possible enough, nay it would be certain, if the capitalists the

" manufacturers " were the servants of society as they sometimes pro_

fess to be ; but who shall force such a prodigious change upon them as

success even in such a minor matter as this would indicate, so long as

they are the masters of society, which is their real position ? For Mr*

Leland's scheme means, if it were logically carried out, i.e., if it were

successful, the substitution of handicraft for "manufacturing " in all the

wares of which art or beauty forms a part and which admit of being

done by handicraft, in short to take us back to the Middle Ages as far

as these wares are concerned. But it is clear that the wares so pro.

duced will, if the labour on them is decently paid, cost so much more

than the manufactured wares which they are intended to supplant,

that only rich people with a whim for art will be able to buy them ;

they will not be produced in any great quantity, and if there should be

a passing fashion for them, the " manufacturers " would immediately

imitate them by machinery and " organised labour," and cheapen them

out of existence ; or indeed if the whim of rich people for the genuine

article still went on, another process of cheapening would be resorted

to ; wholesale dealers in such articles would exploit the unfortunate

handicraftsmen (or women, whose cheap work would certainly be largely

used for such wares). They would take advantage of the competition

for the most miserable livelihood between people in dire necessity to

produce " cheap art " for the swelling of their own purses ; and if the

thing grew it would be a favourite form of exploitation, as it would

require little capital and little managerial capacity, and would have

a dash of philanthropy and " practical remedy " about it, which would
help to make such sweating an honourable as well as pleasant occupa-

tion. Cheap art indeed—and nasty ! But in all probability the

fashion for such articles would be limited and transitory, and all that

would happen to the persons educated into a capacity for and a pleasure

in refined handicraft would be that they would have to be used up in

the mere mechanical drudgery of commercial production.

But it is not the matter of art that I wish to illustrate by the men-

tion of this feeble attempt of Mr. Leland and others (for the kind of

futility is common enough). It is rather the relation of our capitalistic

system to general education. For just as the capitalists would at once

capture this education in craftsmanship, suck out what little advantage

there is in it and then throw it away, so they do with all other educa-

tion. A superstition still remains from the times when " education

"

was a rarity that it is a means for earning a superior livelihood ; but
as soon as it has ceased to be a rarity, competition takes care that

education shall not raise wages ; that general education shall be worth

nothing, and that special education shall be worth just no more than

a tolerable return on the money and time spent in acquiring it ; and,

mind you, such special education must be very carefully directed to-

wards the one aim of commercial success in the speciality, or it will

miss, and be thrown into the mass of general education which earns

nothing.

As to the pleasure to be derived from education at present by hard

working men, a bookish man is apt to think that even the almighty

capitalist can hardly take that away from his slave if he has really

learned to enjoy reading and to understand books, and that whatever
happens he must have an hour in a day (or if it were only half an hour)-

to indulge himself in this pleasure. But then does the average hard-

working man (of any grade) really acquire this capacity by means of

the short period of education which he is painfully dragged through t

I doubt it. Though even our mechanical school system cannot crush
out a natural bent towards literature (with all the* pleasures of thought
and imagination which that word means) yet certainly its dull round
will hardly implant such a taste in any one's mind ; and as for the
caput mortuum, the dead mass of mere information which the worker
comes away with when his " education " is over, he will and must soon
forget this when he finds out that it is of little use to him and gives

him no pleasure.

I must say in passing that on the few occasions that I have been
inside a Board-school, I have been much depressed by the mechanical
drill that was too obviously being applied there to all the varying
capacities and moods. My heart sank before Mr. M'Choakumchild
and his method, and I thought how much luckier I was to have been
born well enough off to be sent to a school where I was taught—
nothing ; but learned archaeology and romance on the Wiltshire-

downs.

And then supposing the worker to be really educated, to have ac-

quired both the information and the taste for reading which Mr.
McChoakum-child's dole will allow to him under the most favourable

circumstances, how will this treasure of knowledge and sympathy
accord with his daily life ? Will it not make his dull task seem duller?

Will it not increase the suffering of the workshop or the factory to

him ? And if so, must he not rather strive to forget than strive to-

remember ? Will not nature force him to that 1 I cannot help think-

ing that as a rule it must be so, unle|| he has joined the ranks of the
discontented ; in which case he wil£ gain something of pleasure from
mere bitterness and railing if he is not a Socialist, and how much more
than that some of our readers know wefi, if he is one.

Now if I am told that this is a priori reasoning, I am prepared to-

fortify it by my own observation. 1 have often been told by working-

men (Socialist and others) that they cannot read books ; are too tired

with the day's work to do so, and the like. Also amongst my middle-

class acquaintances, who believe that they work hard, I meet with
men who clearly do not read books, and therefore, I suppose, cannot

;

and I move in each case in a circle that has decided literary tendencies.

So that other person's experiences will, T am sure, lead them to con-

clusions on this point not more favourable than mine.

Then there is the enormous mass of printed paper which is not

books or literature, but which the public pays for every day, since I

suppose a faculty once acquired produces a habit and must be exercised,

even when it is the mechanical one of reading print. The quality of

this joint product of paper-maker, compositor, and sub-editor, confirms

my h priori reasoning remarkably, for no adventure in this kind of
wares has any chance of success if it has^ihore than the merest sus-

picion of a flavour of literature or thoughtfulness, as we have often

been told when the prospects of the Commonweal have been under
discussion. I will not say that the worse a periodical is the better

chance it has of success, but that if it intends to succeed it must
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appeal to habits that are as much akin to the reasonable aims of

. education as is the twiddling of a bit of string by a fidgetty person.

I believe, indeed, it is thought by some that this habit of the con-

sumption of newspapers is the first step in education. Good ! the

second step, I take it, will be the cessation of that habit.

All this betokens that the end towards which our sham Society

directs the means, " education " is the one end to which all its " social
"

dealings are directed to, the sustaining and easy working of its

usurpation of true Society. People are " educated " to become work-
men or the employers of workmen, or the hangers-on of the employers,

they are not educated to become men. With this aim in view the

conditions under which true education can go on are impossible. For the

first and most necessary of them are leisure and deliberation; and
leisure is a thing which the modern slave-holder will by no means
grant to his slave as long as he grants him rations ; when the leisure

begins the rations end. Constant toil is the only terms on which they
are to be had. Capitalism will not allow us the leisure, either for

education or the use of it. Slave labour and true education are irre-

concilable foes, for the latter means the continuous and duly balanced
development of our faculties, whether in the school, the workshop, or

the field, and how can that co-exist with the continuous, hopeless,

mechanical drudgery of the man who whatever he produces will have
all taken from him that exceeds a bare subsistence.

In short, our present education outside its uses to our enemies, the
masters of Society, is good for one thing, the creation of discontent.
I doubt it will serve us in no other way. William Morris.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending July 7, 1888.

1846. Anti-Corn Law League

T. F. Meagher drowned.

Battle of Marston Moor.
dissolved.

Jack Cade enters London. 1849. Oudinot enters Rome.
Declaration of Independence. 1777. Trial of John Home
for libel. 1798. Trial of J. and H. Sheares for high
treason. 1807. Garibaldi born.

Trial of John McCann, W. M. Byrne, and Oliver Bond for
high treason. 1882. Inauguration Meeting of L.P.D.L.
1885. First General Conference of the Socialist League.

Huss born. 1415. Huss burnt. 1813. Granville Sharp
died.

Trial of David Maclane for high treason. 1831. W. Cobbett
tried for sedition.

. Thomas Francis Meagher.—Bom at Waterford, August 3, 1823 ; drowned near
Fort Benton, Montana, July 1, 1867. Educated at Clongowes Jesuit College
and Stonyhurst. Left college in 1843, and soon after made his appearance as a
public speaker at the great national meeting at Kilkenny, presided over by
O'Connell. From that on he was working with the Young Ireland party, soon
becoming one of their leading men. In a debate in the Irish Confederation
between the " Conciliation" and revolutionary sections, he made the celebrated
speech which gave him for ever the title "Meagher of the Sword." In 1848
was sent to Paris with an address from the Confederation to the Provisional
Government, and on his return brought an Irish tricolour which he, presented to
the citizens of Dublin in the name of France in a fiery patriotic speech. Arrested
March 21 on the charge of sedition, and bailed to appear at the Court of Queen's
Bench ; while on bail the Treason Felony Act was* passed, and he was imme-
diately re-arrested under it; tried and sentenced to death in October, 1848.
Sentence afterwards commuted to transportation for life, and he was sent to
Tasmania, whence he escaped in 1852 and went to the States. Here he studied
for the bar and was admitted, but at the outbreak of the civil war flung off the
gown and took to the sword. After fighting awhile in the renowned 69th,
he organised the Irish brigade, being elected colonel of the first regiment.
Feb. 3, 1862, he was made general of the brigade, and with it fought bravely at
Richmond, Bull Run, Fredericksburg, Antietam, and Chancellorsville. After
the latter his brigade was so decimated that he resigned, and was out of the war
until early in '64, when he was recommissioned and assigned a command. At
the close of the war he became Secretary of Montana Territory, and in Septem-i
ber, '66, was made Governor pro tern. While engaged in taking measures for*

the protection of settlers from the Indians, he fell off' the deck of a steamer at
night and was not missed at the time. His body was never recovered. By dying
then he was spared the knowledge of the treachery of the United States Govern-
ment, which had got the hearty support of the American-Irish through a rather
moie than implied promise of a quid pro quo when the latter were fighting
England.—S.

Battle of Marston Moor.—This famous struggle of the Civil War, fought within
a few miles of the city of York, at Long Marston, turned the tide against the
" gentlemen of England." Here Cromwell first came to the fore as the master
spirit, and first showed his relentless spirit. The Scotch army under Leslie and
two English armies under Fox and the Earl of Manchester, were besieging that
royal stronghold, the capital of Yorkshire. The ever restless Rupert raised the
siege by one of his sudden dashes, and, together with the Marquis of Newcastle,
fave battle at the moor near by. The Parliament's army were almost routed, the
cotchmen being almost entirely put to flight, when Cromwell made his renowned

charge with his troop of " Ironsides." The result is almost like an Arabian fable.
For miles away the ground was strewn with the bodies of thousands of slaughtered
Royalists, of whom, with grim satisfaction, the Republican witnesses related
were many whose fair skins and rich doublets betokened the hitherto insolent
dandies of Whitehall. But under the sod they went, along with the nameless
multitude. The killed on the other side was almost insignificant, less than a
dozen according to some reports. Rupert had to betake himself to the fells and
fastnesses of the North to recruit his shattered ranks, while a whole bevy of the
northern Royalist swashbucklers, the brothers Cavendish, the brothers Wither-
ington, Faulconbridge and Carnaby, Mackworth and Marmaduke Langdale, fled
to the Low Countries, to gather courage for Naseby Field in the following year.
It is interesting to recall, as regards Marston Moor, the heroic though hopeless
efforts of the two Cavendishes. The Marquis of Newcastle, though jealous like
others of Rupert, nevertheless fought to the bitter end, while Sir Charles Caven-
dish, the chosen leader of the " Devil's Own," the Templars from London, a little
man with a mighty heart, performed prodigies of valour, though unable to meet
the glorious fate of his cousin and namesake who died in the war surrounded by

enemies who gave no quarter but received many a death blow before they pulled

down their prey. Britain is divided to-day between two autocrats, the scions

of the houses of Cavendish and Cecil. The first we can at least admire if not
love. It is a common mistake to speak of the Cavendishes as sprung simply
from a pettifogging lawyer's land jobbing. As a fact, they have fought for

their position with almost unexampled valour, and never professed any hypo-
critical regard for the democracy. They boast that their progenitor, not Lord
Mayor Walworth, was the treacherous assassin of Wat Tyler, while they have
since shed their blood like water to enforce the chains of tyranny on the English
people. This is certainly more noble than the ways of the cruel, crafty, cringing,

cowardly Cecils, who bow to every storm and shrink from every danger, but
have crushed out by treachery the noblest Englishmen again and again during
the three centuries of their accursed ascendancy.—L. W.

Final Meeting of the Anti-Corn Laio League.—On July 2, 1846, at the Man-
chester Town Hall, at meeting which was held with George Wilson in the chair,
" for the purpose of considering what course the League should take, now that

the Bill for the Repeal of the Corn Laws had received the Royal assent." Among^
those present were Cobden, John Bright, Douglas Jerrold, Edward Barnesr

W. R. Greg, and a long list of well-known names, which raise strange thoughts

.

and mixed chronological ideas, from the mere fact of some of the men being
to-day only the faintest of memories, while others are still alive and fighting.

The League was formed January 10, 1839 ; for some years a war of agitation

was carried on, which has no equal in the way of agitation and propaganda of

idea. It is urged that the Cobdenites, as they are called, were men of only one
idea, and that a poor one ; that may be quite true, but it may also be urged that
they attacked a giant monopoly, strong in years of precedent and vested interests

of immense value. The fight was bitter, for the monopolists fought to the death,

or at least secured good terms at the finish ; for, although the Bill for repeal

passed in 1846, the final extinction of the duties did not take place until Jan. 31*

1849. Byron in "The Age of Bronze," xiv., gives a really vivid summing-up of

the position attacked by the Cobdenites, and for a seven years' fight a very fair

show was made in the way of damaged armour, or disgusted forestallers.—T. 8.

The " Declaration of Independence."—The 4th of July, 1776, witnessed the
appeal to the world of the United British Colonies of North America, announc-
ing that they would thenceforth style themselves the ** United States of America,"
this new name being but " a poor thing, and not their own." The name " United
States " was cribbed from the gallant Dutchmen, and " of America " is a palpable
fraud. America, or rather the Americas, constitutes half the globe, while the
territory embraced in the rebellious piovinces was only a small fraction of that .

hemisphere. Ignorant people have since coined a new meaning for " America "

and the " Americans," and live under the delusion that there is such a nation/

and such a race. Nothing is more mistaken. The present extended territory of

the United States embraces many races and many nations, with diverse laws,

customs, and characteristics. The federation to which they give a jealous and
restricted allegiance is powerless to enforce a mandate upon any particular

member without that member's free assent. The most overwhelming effort ever
made by one community to coerce another was that of the North against the
South in the late civil war, but all in vain. The spirit of Jefferson's immortal
utterance is too strong for human effort to destroy or supplant. To-day we see

the South installed in greater power at Washington than ever before, while it

has only accepted the incidental abolition of chattel slavery because it has
found it profitable, and only the easily gulled esteem the negroes as less en-
thralled to-day than before their so-called "emancipation." In fact, they are
bound to continue in virtual subjection until they are developed into something
like mental and physical equality with their masters. The beauty of the system
of the United States is that it is founded upon "rebellion, flat rebellion." In
England all customs and privileges date their origin from a conquest, from the
rule of the oppressor. Across the water the air is laden with a different essence.

One only has to look back to first principles to be inspired to any needed reform.
If the advocates of present injustice and abuse appeal to the common usage for

an excuse, one can only answer, " What of it ! I will issue a new Declaration
of Independence ! Wrong shall never be recognised by me because it is estab-

lished !
" The truth is that the brave men who signed Jefferson's statement set

us a glorious precedent. They dared everything, because all experience told

;

them'their lives would be the penalty of failure. It seemed a most hopeless
struggle then, but their very audacity carried them through. It is a guage for

all of us in the future, when the time comes to declare our social independence,
and to some great struggle of the present or the future century to pledge " our
lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honour."—L. W.

Trial of John Home, afterwards Home Toohe.—At a special meeting of the
Constitutional Society, held at the King's Arms Tavern, Cornhill, June 7, 1775,
during an adjournment, it was resolved " that a subscription should be imme-
diately entered into by such of the members present who might approve of the
purpose, for raising a sum of £100, to be applied for the relief of the widows,
orphans, and aged parents of our beloved American fellow-subjects, who, faithful

to the character of Englishmen, preferring death to slavery, were, for that
reason only, inhumanly murdered by the king's troops at or near Lexington and
Concord, in the Province of Massachusetts, on the 19th of last April." The sum
was at once collected and handed over to Mr. Home, to be paid in to Dr.
Franklin's bankers to be applied as above said. For publishing a report of this

occurrence in the Public Advertiser, and also a notice that the money had been
handed over, Home was prosecuted by Government for a "false, wicked,
malicious, scandalous, and seditious libel of and concerning his majesty's govern-
ment and the employment of his troops," and sentenced to pay a fine of £200, to
be imprisoned for twelve months, and give sureties for three years after. The-
prosecution was one of revenge for the part he had taken in stimulating American
resistance ; it had been allowed to slumber for two years—and was then tried

curiously enough on the very day that across the ocean men were signing the
immortal declaration, that but for Lexington would never have been written.—S.

Trial of John and Henry Sheares.—An account of this will be given, with a
sketch of their lives, under their death-date, July 14th.—S.

Trial of McCann and others.—McCann, Byrne, and Bond were United Irish
men, the last-named being secretary to the Dublin section. They were concerned
with Lord Edward Fitzgerald in his projects, were " tried," and of course con
victed; McCann and Byrne were hanged ; Bond received a conditional pardon,
but died of apoplexy before he could say if he complied with the conditions.—S.

Granville Sharp.—Born 1734, son of a clergyman, and educated for the bar
but never practised. It was owing to him that the Somersett case was brought
to trial, and slavery declared illegal in England. Afterwards he founded an
Anti-Slavery Society, in connection with which he is best remembered. He was
also ardent as a political reformer.—S.

Trial of David Maclane.—"Republican institutions," however contemptible
they may appear to us to-day, who have higher ideals before us, were the
summit of advanced aspiration at the end of last century. France and the
States were good examples in the eyes of the Canadians, and there was some
danger of the sacred Crown of Great Britain losing one of its brightest jewels.
Among the measures taken for its security was the arrest and trial of a poor
trading Yankee, whose trade failure had sent him over the line under an assumed
name, and who had brought his Republican opinions along, and had here and
there expressed them. He was tried at Quebec, convicted, and sentenced to

death. On July 21st he was hung, behaving with great calmness, and saying a
few manly words to the bystanders.—S.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

The wages dispute in the Tyne shipyards was settled on the 18th, as far

as the platers and boiler-makers are concerned. The masters met the repre-

sentatives of the men, and conceded an advance of 5 per cent, for piecework

and Is. 6d. for timework. This is just half of what was asked.

The Edinburgh Trades' Council have brought charges against the Cor-

poration of that town for allowing sweating in city contracts. Not only, it

was stated, were some of the contracts given into the hands of sweaters,

but some of the clothes for city officials were made by penal labour' in the

prison.

The London Trades5 Council have passed a resolution in favour of the

Weekly Wages Bill and Preferential Payment of Wages Bill now before

Parliament, "as 'not only equitable and just, but also necessary forjihe

alleviation of much misery which the present system of payment of wages
inflicts upon a large proportion of the industrial population."

The Sweating System.—Mr. Conybeare, M.P., addressed a meeting of

dock labourers and others at the East India Dock Gates Sunday morning,
and urged combination in order to abolish the sweating or sub-contract

system, which, it was stated, is carried on to a large extent in dock works.

A resolution was also passed condemning the imprisonment of Mr. John
Dillon, M.P.

All the men and boys employed in the Thorncliffe and Lidgett seams at

Hoyland Silkstoue Colliery, one of the largest in South Yorkshire, brought
put their tools and stopped work on the 20th inst. About 750 are employed,

and as 300 employed in the Silkstone seam struck a fortnight ago, nearly

1100 are now idle. The colliery is entirely stopped, clerks and all kinds of

workmen having been discharged. Nearly 50 houses in the district are

empty, workmen leaving the locality daily. The colliery had been worked
under an order of the Court of Chancery prior to the strike.

Coercion for Irish Trade Unionists. — A trade union demonstration
was held on Sunday (writes the Dufblin correspondent of the Times), called

together by the National League and the Gaelic Association, for the purpose
of protesting against the proprietors of, the Constitution introducing piece-

work into their printing office. Mr. Slattery, a member of the National
League executive, stated that he would undertake that any one who thence-

forward sold or bought the Constitution should be boycotted. The Mayor
seconded a resolution protesting against the authorities having sent a Govern-
ment shorthand writer and a force of police to protect him to the meeting.

The Railway Review has an appeal on behalf of the fireman as of all

railway employes the one who works hardest for his living. He would not
stick at his laborious- work but for the prospect of some day becoming; a
driver. The greater portion of firemen are only paid from 3a* to 3s* \Q&
a-day. "In any future re-arraagsment .of. scales -of wages," says the ifew#t«,

"the low wages of the firemen should receive a fair share of considiefration,

and efforts made to improve their condition. Their wages ought to be more
commensurate with the labour extracted from them." Very few of the fire-

men, it seems, are members of the Amalgamated Soeietv.

The Nut and Bolt Trade.—On Saturday the operatives employed by
the Staffordshire Bolt, Nut, and Fencing Company, whose notice expired for

a reduction of 15 per cent., came out on strike. The men employed at the

works of Mr. J. Wiley are still out on strike. Messrs. J. and R. Rose,

London Works, have given every nut and bolt maker in their employ seven
days' notice to leave, which notice expires to-day. In reference to Messrs.

F. W. CotterelFs (Limited) where, it is said, part of the men have been paid
an additional 5 per cent, reduction, Mr. Juggins addressed a letter to the

manager on Saturday morning calling his attention to the fact that the re-

duction had been made without notice, and on these grounds demanded the

wages due to the workmen. The manager complied with this request, and
gave seven days notice that such a reduction would be made. A general

strike is expected.

Meeting of Welsh Miners.—A large mass meeting of house-coal miners
of Monmouthshire and South Wales was held on the summit of Trebanog
Mountain, above Rhondda Valley, on Monday afternoon, and was addressed

by Mr. Isaac Evans and Mr. Morgan Weeks, house-coal workmen's repre-

sentatives on the South Wales Sliding-scale Committee. Complaints were
made that the wages earned were insufficient and the hours of labour too

long. The workmen were therefore urged to join the Miners' Federa-
tion being formed in South Wales and Monmouthshire. Mr. Evans con-

sidered the sliding-scale was far from perfect ; but it was better than none
at all. It was decided to support the sliding-scale for two years, and a hope
expressed that by that time the House-Coal Miners' Organisation would
place the workmen in a better position financially. Resolutions were
unanimously adopted pledging the meeting in favour of the formation of

district associations in connection with the Miners' Federation.

Threatened Strike of Miners in Squtti Wales.—A movement is

rapidly spreading among the Welsh collieries, to make a decisive stand in

favour of reducing working hours from twelve to eight per day. Mr. W.
Abraham, M.P., recently addressing a meeting of delegates representing

20,000 colliers in the Rhondda Valley, said that the miners were suffering

from actual want of rations to keep body and soul together, and it was high
time a strong stand was made for better wages. This could be done only by
restricting the output of coal and reducing the hours of labour. He seldom
advised such strong courses as this, but having considered the matter, he
felt justified in now doing so. The delegates unanimously resolved, " That
the time has now arrived when we should make a decisive stand for reducing
the hours of labour and curtailing the production of coal, with a view to

securing better wages, essentially needed to enable us to procure necessary

sustenance ; and that we invite all the miners of South Wales and Mon-
mouthshire to co-operate." Similar resolutions have been passed by other
delegate meetings, and a general strike seems imminent.

Sweating in the Provinces.—Since the Lords commenced their inquiry

into sweating, the subject has been taken up in almost every large provin-

cial town. The Sanitary Committee of the Leeds Corporation has caused
an, inquiry to be made into the condition of sweaters' dens in that town.

Tha rooms were generally found to be badly ventilated, cramped, and de-

ficient in water arrangements. In conclusion, the report says :
—" Much has

been done by your committee and the Jewish Board of Guardians, in the

endeavour to improve the habits and surroundings of these people. Notices
in English and Hebrew have been served upon them personally, and also

posted in the quarters occupied by them, and men have been specially

appointed to daily cleanse the streets, but it appears that something mere-

remains to be done ; more efficient supervision is requisite lor bath, the

dwellings and workshops occupied by these people, and I would respectfully

suggest that one additional inspector should be appointed by your committee
to daily inspect the Jews' dwellings, and that some more satisfactory arrange-

ment be made with the authorities having the control of the factories and
workshops."

Strike of the Cable-chain Makers.—On Monday morning the cable*

chain makers in the Cradley Heath, Old Hill, and surrounding districts,

turned out on strike for an increase of wages. A large meeting of the opera-

tives was held at the Red Lion Inn, Cradley Heath, under the presidency of

Mr. A. Smith. Representatives from. Netherton, Old Hill, Cradtey Heath,
Tipton, Stourbridge, Chester, and the North of England were present. The
chairman said that the trade had got into a bad condition. At one time
they had the Is. 7d. list, Tvhich they were now anxious to obtain. If the

men were determined to have the list it would soon be conceded. They
were now working at Is; 3d. per cwt. Offers had been made on the part 6f

the employers to give them an advance of 2d., which the men declined to

accept. They were now demanding the Is. 7d. list.—Mr. Tromans, of the

North of England, explained that Staffordshire ruled the trade, and other

places had to rise and fall according to the prices in Staffordshire.—Mr.
Homer said he was sorry to see there was another struggle in the chain

trade. It was said the chainmakers were always striking. If they gained

the price they did not keep it long. When they obtained the list they ought

to maintain it. There was a great necessity for being banded together.

There were men who did not pay their levies, and those were the men whom
the employers got to work under prices. The Staffordshire and Worcester-

shire districts had ruined the trade. At the present time there was very

little chain being made at Bristol. — Mr. R. Juggins also spoke. It was
decided to continue the strike until the Is. 7d. list was cenceded.

The Dispute at Avonmouth Dock.—On Friday the dispute of corn-

porters at Avonmouth Dock in regard to the use of the grain elevator for

the discharge of cargoes assumed a critical stage, when the men, as they had
threatened, decided not to resume work when the appliance was placed on

the steamer Dominion. The men continued discharging the grain from the

Dominion and the steamer Royal Prince, which is also* lying in Avonaiotfth

Dock, until twelve o'clock, at which time the elevator was towed up to the

former vessel. It was then placed in position, and the corn-porters im-

mediately ceased working on board the Royal Prince as well as on the

Dominion. The men, numbering between 130 and 140, left the dock in a
body, and held a brief open-air meeting, at which it was decided not to

resume work while the elevator was used. Much indignation, is expressed

by the men about the introduction of the elevator. Its use on the present

occasion is, it is alleged, contrary to a promise which, some time ago, had
been given by the Docks- Committee, to the effect that the appliance should

be «sed only when it was absolutely necessary owing to the number of

steamers in dock waiting to be unloaded. There are now, they say, only

two vessels with corn, and they contend that they would easily be able to

unload the Dominion within the time stipulated by the agents. Another
statement forwarded on behalf of the men is that during the winter, when
the shipping trade is not particularly brisk, they have to remain at-Avon-
mouth waiting for the arrival of grain vessels, and in these circumstances,

they argue, it is unfair to introduce the machinery when they hove an
opportunity of earning wages.

If vegetarianism means cheaper living and an excuse thereby for lower

wages, we hope that the Englishman will retain his partiality for a good old-

fashioned beef-steak, and will have back-bone enough to fight for the means
of obtaining it.

—

Labour Tribune,

Six Weeks for That !—At Ennis, on the 21st, in the case of a man
convicted of inciting to unlawful assembly by wearing a National League
card in his hat, Judge Kelly confirmed the sentence of six weeks' imprison-

ment, but said the man should have been summoned for unlawful assembly,

and blamed the Government for leaving these cases to the ordinary police.

Metropolitan Pauperism. — The weekly return of metropolitan pau-

perism shows that the total number of paupers relieved in the second week
of the current month was 92,502, of whom 55,187 were indoor and 37,315

outdoor paupers. The total number relieved shows an increase of 2,176

over the corresponding week of last year, 4,668 over 1886, and 7,476 over

1885. The total number of vagrants relieved on the last day of the

week was 1,061, of whom 832 were men, 195 women, and 34 children under

sixteen.

Can it be that the Jubilee gift of a park to the town of Crewe has after

all been at the expense of the London and North-Western workmen rather

than of the company, as has been represented ? » Since September last,

through the short time worked by the company's men at Crewe, there has,

up till this last week or so, been a reduction of £1,000 per week in the wages
of the men there, and as a consequence much poverty ; and, according to the

Crewe Chronicle, the idea has extensively prevailed that the gift of the park
has had something to do with the long continuance of short time, which has

made a profound impression. If there be any grounds for this suspicion it

will deprive the company of whatever credit they have sought to obtain for

the granting of the park in question, which, it would seem, has been obtained

by starving the men who form the bulk of the population of the town to

which it "has been " presented."

—

Railway Review.

Laissez-faire.—The master of horses, when the summer labour is done,

has to feed his horses through the winter. If he said to his horses : "Quad-
rupeds, I have no longer work for you ; but work exists abundantly over
the world : are you ignorant (or must I read you Political Economy Lectures)

that the Steamengine always in the long-run creates additional work %

Railways are forming in one quarter of this earth, canals in another, much
cartage is wanted ; somewhere in Europe, Asia, Africa, or America, doubt
it not, ye will find cartage : go seek cartage, and good

,

go with you ! " They,
with protrusive upper lip, snort dubious ; signifying that Europe, Asia,

Africa, and America lie somewhat out of their beat; that what cartage is

wanted there is not too well known to them. They can find no cartage.

They gallop distracted' along highways, all fenced in to the right and to the

left ; finally, under pains of hunger, they take to leaping fences ; . eating

foreign property, and—we know the rest. Ah, it is not a joyful mirth, it is

sadder than tears, the laugh Humanity is forced to, at Laissez-faire applied

to poor peasants, in .a world like our Europe of the year 1839.—Carlyle :

' Chartism.'
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WHEN THE REVOLUTION COMES!
Tune—" Come, landlord, fill the flowing bowl"

Come every honest lad and lass !

Too long we've been kept under

By rusty chains of fraud and fear

—

We'll snap them all asunder !

When the Revolution comes,

When the Revolution comes,

—

It's coming fast—our turn, at last !

—

The social Revolution !

A thunderstorm of Freedom shall

Go forth among the people
;

Our flag shall flourish o'er the land

On every stalk and steeple !

When, etc.

The knave who lives in idleness

By plundering his neighbour,

Shall learn to use the pick and spade,

And live by honest labour !

When, etc.

That robbers' paction styled the Law
To frighten honest folk, sirs,

We'll set ablaze and fumigate

The country with the smcke, sirs,

When, etc.

For such as contrite editors,

And penitent policemen,

—

We'll find nice sinecures, and say :

Go live and die in peace, men !

When, etc.

The landlord and capitalist,

—

If you should wish to see 'em,

You'll have to take a holiday

And search in the museum !

When, etc.

And superstition perish shall

Like flame of waxen taper

;

And rank and pride and privilege

Dissolve in noxious vapour !

When, etc.

Then let us hail the coming day !

The glorious hope before us !

And with brave deeds anticipate

The good time of our chorus !

When the Revolution comes !

When the Revolution comes !

Then three cheers give, of. " Long,, long live

The Social Revolution !

J)

J. Bruce Glasier.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE AND THE BOARD OF WORKS.
Last Sunday's meeting in Victoria Park was a great falling off from the

previous week. This was owing to a large number of comrades being at

Epping Forest with, the great excursion of London Socialists which annually
takes place in June, and also at a big demonstration held on Peckham Rye
against the Coercion Act, while the inaction of the Board of Works, who

Mrave " thrown up the sponge," caused many to stay away who would assist

us in a struggle whenever it takes place. Nevertheless, a very good meeting
was held. Among the speakers were H. Davis, J. Power, Hicks, and W. B.
Parker. The collection amounted to 4s. 6id., and the Commonweal sold

well.—W. B. P.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Fakringdon Road, E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to'9 p.m. daily.

A meeting of London members will be held at 13 Farringdon Road on Monday
next, July 2, at 9 o'clock sharp. It is hoped all London members will endeavour
to be present.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Medical Student, 10s. K. L., £1. Two weeks' subscriptions—Oxford Branch,

4s. ; C. J. F., ob. ; P. W., Is. ; Langley, 4s. ; K. F., 2s.

Strike Committee.—Collected in Regent's Park, Sunday June 24th, 6s.

J. La.sk, Treasurer.

East-end Propaganda Fund.—Collected at Berner Street Club, 2s. £<L;
Bernstein (for leaflets), 2s. ; Salmon and Ball, Is. 5d. : Victoria Park, 4s. 7d.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

KEPORTS.
Clekkknwell.—On Wednesday, June 20, William Morris on "The Revolt

of Ghent." Touzeau Parris in the chair. The lecturer dealt chiefly with the
different historical stages of revolt, until the revolt proper and victory followed
amidst burning enthusiasm on the part of the men of Ghent. A capital lecture,

one friend remarking that it was " an historical treat," and he is quite correct.

Several questions asked and answered. Good audience and fair sale of ' Weal.—B.

Fuluam.- --Tuesday evening, opposite the Liberal Club, Groser, assisted by
M'Cormack arid Barton of the S.D.F., addressed a good audience. Sunday morn-
ing Fry, Groser and Morris spoke to a capital meeting. Fair sale of 'Weal. In
the evening Mahony and Sparling spoke outside "our rooms. During the day
4s. 10d. collected.— S. B. G.

VLiTciiA?.i.—Good meeting on Mitcham Fair Green Sunday, addressed by Edeti
and Kitz. Fair sale of Commonwvcd, and Is. 4?; d. collected for hire of Mitcham
Vestry Hall for comrade Morris to lecture in shortly, the cost of same £1 Is.

—

w. (;. k
North London.—Last Friday evening at Ossulston St'eet, Parker. Kitz, and

Cantwell were the speakers. At Regent's Paik on Sunday morning. Sparling,
Cantwell, Brooks. Mainwaring, and Mrs. Schack spoke ; 6s. collected. Gam-
monweal sold well.

Glasgow.—On Sunday forenoon, Glasier, McCulloch, and Segzel held a good
meeting at Jail Square. At five o'clock Pollock and Glasier addressed a large
audience at Paisley Road, assisted by McCulloch and Adams. At seven o'clock

in our rooms, Arch. McLaren, M.A., gave an exceedingly interesting lecture on
" Marital Relations and Population under Socialism." A discussion followed.
There was a good attendance of members, including a number of our German
comrades, who are taking an actual interest in the work of the branch.
Norwich.—Meetings at Thorpe and St. Catharine's Plain. On Thursdays

Mowbray and Poynts went to Yarmouth, and were requested to come every
week, which we intend doing. Sunday morning, Mowbray, Sutton, Adams, and
Syder held good meeting at Wymondham. It is hoped that we shall soon- be
able to form a branch there. Meetings in Market Place afternoon and evenings
It was announced that Mrs. Besant would visit this branch during next month.
Good sale of Commonweal and fair collections.

Walsall —At indoor meeting Monday, Sketehley (Birmingham) lectured on
" The Currency Question." Sanders spoke to large audience on The Bridge on
Saturday evening, and on Sunday on West Bromwich Road. Much interest
evinced by audience.—J. T. D.

EAST-END PROPAGANDA.
A very good meeting was held last Sunday at High Street, Plaistow. addressed

by Brooks, Cores, and Parker, at which all the literature was sold out and several
names handed in to form a branch. As usual a good meeting was also held at
Leman Street, addressed by Parker, at which arrangements were made for form-
ing a St. Georges'-in-the-East branch. New branches are also in course of
formation at Hoxton, Millwall, and the North-east district. At the Salmon and
Ball on Sunday, Davis debated with Rev. Henley Henson, of Oxford House, on
" Socialism and Temperance," when each spoke for 20, 16, and 10 minutes. They
had a good audience, containing many temperance friends. Davis opened by
stating the Socialist position as fully as the time would allow. Henson in his
replies persistently ignored the main points at issue, though he felt compelled to
admit that temperance would not remedy all the evils of class society. At the
close Is. 5d. was collected for East-end propaganda. J. Lane lectured on
"Poverty, its Cause, Effects, and Cure " at the North-east Bethnal Green Radical
Club, on Sunday morning.

r
A very attentive audience, and a useful and intelli-

gent discussion at the close. At our various other stations during the week we
have only to report the same attentive hearing and good reception for our
speakers. Our ideas and hopes are evidently deeply permeating the great mass
of wealth producers who live in our district. . The harvest is truly ripe but the
workers are far too few, and we would earnestly appeal for help from all sympa-
thisers who can help in some department or other of our work.

Right of Way Case at Cambuslang.—Practical politicians are seldom
to the front when any real practical work has to be done. An excellent
illustration of this truth was afforded by an incident that occurred at
^ambuslang, near Glasgow, on Saturday last. There is a glen in the village
through which from time immemorial, there has been an undisputed " right
of way." Recently an attempt has been made by interested parties to close

the passage through the glen against the public. A road has been made
right across the glen and a strong wooden fence erected. Dr. Henry Muir-
head, F.R.S., a venerable old man, has come forward to champion the people's
rights. He organised a small band of working men, and announced that on
Saturday the fence would be broken and the glen entered. Only some three
score of people, including a number of women and children, turned up, and
not more than half of that number had the pluck to enter the glen after the

' fence was broken, because some half dozen of police were standing by.
Seven members of the Glasgow Branch of the Socialist League were among
the first to enter. A meeting was held beside an old well, and a resolution
—which one of our comrades spoke to—was passed, pledging those present
to maintain the right of way. Of course the leading local champions of
political progress were conspicuously absent as they invariably are when the
initiative has to be taken in any honest resistance to oppression. They
recognise, wisely perhaps, that "practical" politics consists in big-drum

4

electioneering parades and sham-fight party encounters in parliament.

—

J. B. G.

Junior Socialist Educational Society.—On Saturday, Henderson lectured
on " The Possibility of a Higher Life," which was followed by an interesting
discussion.—E. F.

LABOUR UNION.
Woolwich.—At the Arsenal Gates last Sunday, James Macdonald addressed

large gathering on "The Claims of Labour." One of the finest lectures we have
had here, and made a good impression ; a few questions asked and ably answered.
We sold out all our paper and pamphlets, over 100, and collected 4s. 6M., and
considering our regular contributors were at the Peckham Rye demonstration,
was very good.—R. B.

SOCIALISTS IN EPPING FOREST.
Last Sunday, an enjoyable outing was spent in Epping Forest by members of

the various Socialist bodies in London. Besides singing, revolutionary songs in
different languages, dancing, and other games, a meeting was addressed by Main-
waring, Rochman, Blundell, and others. A lot of ' Weals and other literature
sold. During day we had a good illustration of the work our "admirable
police " are paid to do. There was a large number of police, both mounted and
on foot, at different points en route, besides several detectives in plain clothes.
One of them wore a red v

tie, and represented himself as a member of some German
singing club ; watched for about two hours by some comrades, he tried b}^ all

means in his power to get a ticket from some member for drink, displaying to

the full the well-known abilities of "moral miracles " in lie-telling. He "at las

persuaded a woman comrade to sell him a ticket, obtained her name, and pro
mised to summon them for contravening the Licensing Acts, and so departed
no doubt well pleased with the idea the police would be able to lighten the
profits of the day, and so shorten the share of them which is to be devoted to
the East-End propaganda.—F. C.
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LONDON.

Acton,—Any information from Secretary Harnett,
7 Redmore Road, Hammersmith.

Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Business meeting every Sunday at 7.

Fwlham.—8 Effie Road, Walham Green, Sunday
July 1, at 8 p.m., William Morris, " Misery and the
Way Out."

Hackney.—-28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick. A special business meeting will b.e held at
the Berner Street Club on Tuesday July 3rd, at
which important business will be brought forward.
It is hoped every member will make an effort to
attend.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday July 1, at 8 p.m., Percival Chubb (Fabian
Society), " Democracy and its Aims."

Hoxton.—Labour Emancipation League Club and
Institute, 1 Hoxton Square (near Shoreditch Ch.).

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road.
liitcham.—Corner of Merton Lane and Fountain Place.
Club Room open Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
evenings from 7.30 till 11. W. E. Eden, 12 Pal-
merston Road, Wimbledon, Secretary.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—§5 Boston St., Hackney
Road. A special meeting of members will be held
on Thursday June 28, to consider the policy of the
League as recently published in the Qpmmonweal.
It is hoped every member will attend.

--North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secy.,
Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite
Holborn Town Hall.

Plaistow.—A branch has been formed here and is
commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.
All communications to be addressed to A. Barker,
4 Osborne Terrace, Leyton, E.

St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of
this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.
Rochmann, secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Sunday night meetings,
Baker Street Hall, 6.30. Sunday first, J. Bruce
'Glasier, "Elements of Socialism in Existing So-
ciety." Choir practice at 46 Marischal Street on
Thursday evenings at 8.

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—In
Oddfellows' Hall, at 8 p.m., meetings for Discussion.
June 28, "Socialism and Malthusianism. " July 5,
"How to Realise Socialism." 12th, "A Socialist
'Commune." Letters and communications to 35
George IV. Bridge.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

. Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Discussion every Thursday even-

- ing at 8 o'clock. On Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock,
- comrade Carl Soupen—who has recently been re-
leased from 29 months imprisonment under the press
laws in Germany—will lecture on " Propaganda
and imprisonment in Germany."

'Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front
Row. Open every evening. Business meeting
Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,
11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro fam.),
John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Gordon Hall. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members'
Meeting. Wednesday, at 8.30, Dramatic Class.

Saturday, 8 until 10.30, Co-operative Clothing As-
sociation.

Nottingham.—Club and Reading Rooms, 1 Tokenhouse
Yard, Bridlesmith Gate, open every evening. Lec-
tures and Discussions every Sunday.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

'

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 1.

11 . . .Turnham Green—Front Common . . .Acton Bch.
11. 30...Hammersmith—opposite Latimer. ..The Branch

Rd. Station.

11.30...Mitchctm Fair Green The Branch

11.30.. .Regent's Park Turner & Cantwell
1 1.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
3.30.~Hyde Park Cantwell, etc.

7 ...Clepkenwell Green Blundell
7 ...Hoxton Ch. , Pitfield St Brooks & Parker

Tuesday.
8. 30*..Fulham—opposite Liberal Club...H'mrsmith Bh

Friday.
8 . . .Euston Rd.—Os sulton Street Springfield

EAST END.
Sunday 1.

Mile-end Waste ... 11 ...Lane & Davis
*

' Salmon and ISall " ... 11 ...Mnwaring, Charles
Leman Street, Shadwell 11 ...Parker.

Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal 7 ...Graham&Cantwell
Green Road.

Well Street, Hackney ... 1 1 . 45 . . .Graham, Lefevre,
and Cantwell.

Kingsland Green ... 11.30...

Victoria Park 3. 15...Parker, Davis,
Brooks, & Cantwell

Stone Bridge Common, 9 ...Cores & Davis.
Haggerston.

Triangle, Hackney Road 8 ...Graham.
Lea Bridge Road ... 11. 30...Brooks & Cores.
Stamford Hill 7.30...Nicoll, M'irwaring,

and Charles.
Broadway, Plaistow ... 7.45... Cores, Fuller, and

Parker.

Tuesday.

Mile-end Waste . .

.

8.30. . .Lane, Mainwaring,
and Charles.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8. 30...Cores, Fuller, and

Mainwaring.
Charlotte St., Gt. Eastern St. 8. 30...Charles & Lane.

Thursday.
Packington St., Essex Road 8.30...Parker & Charles.

Friday.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8. 30...Parker, Charles,
and Lane.

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8 ...Lane & Davis.
S. Docks, Millwall ... 6 ...Parker, Charles,

Mnwaring & Cores.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday t Castle Street, at 8 p.m., Glasier
and Leatham. Svmday : Duthie Park, Waterside
Gate, 3 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Square, at 12; Paisley
Road, at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's
Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place, at 3 and 7.30.
Bishop Bridge, Sunday at 11 a.m.
Thorpe Village, Monday at 8 p. m.
Yarmouth, opposite Town Hall, Thursday at 8v

St Catharine's Plain, Friday at 8.15 p.m.
Crostwick, on the Common, Sunday at 8 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE/

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

1*

14.
The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . , 2d#.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6cL

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskih. By Thomas Barclay. .• . . 1&

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William
Morris. In Wrapper 4d*

The Manifesto of the Socialist League. >

Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris. . . . . . . . Id*

" All for the Cause !
" Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d
Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane. 1

Fine hand-made large paper. .... 6d.

IRISH MINSTRELSY:
Being a selection of

IRISH SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.
Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with Cover designed
by May Morris. -

: .%

Royal 8vo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Hoxton.—Persons wishing to join this branch, which
is in process of formation, should communicate with
H. D. Morgan, 22 Nicholas Street, Hoxton*

Labour Union—Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates (open
air), Sunday July 1, at 6.30 p.m., Fred Verinder.
8th, Rev. S. D. Headlam.

IUst-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested
in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of Louden
wilifce held at the International Club, 23 Princes Sq.,
Cable Street, E., on Saturday evening at 10 o'clock.

All who can assist us by speaking at our various sta-

tions; and especially those who can aid us either on
Sunday or any time during the week by distributing
literature from house to house are earnestly invited to
attend, to enable us to extend our field of work.

Excursion of London Socialists.—A Committee
has been formed for the purpose of arranging an ex-

cursion to take place in August. Through misunder-
standing, several delegates left Berner Street last

Saturday disappointed. Care will be taken not t©
have a repetition of this. All Socialist bodies have
been invited to take part, and a meeting of delegates
will be held on Saturday evening in the Hall of the
Socialist League, at 8 p.m.—W. B. Parker, Sec.

On Sunday evening next there will be a Dramatic
Representation at Berner Street International Club
of a piece in four acts, entitled "Die Nihilisten," by
our murdered comrade of Chicago, August Spies. The
proceeds will be used in printing the speech he de-
livered before the court into Hebrew. We feel sure
the writer's name and the object for which it is to be
performed will induce at least all our comrades who
understand German to attend. Tickets may be had
from jthe Secretary, 13 Farringdon Road, 6d. each.

Walter Scott, Warwick Lane, E.C.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Opposition having struck the " very wise and very bold " stroke
we heard so much of last week, seems to have exhausted the arrows
in its quiver, and no doubt hopes that the country will be satisfied

with its last invention in the do-nothing business, and will wait hence-
forward for the bolt out of the blue which is to pulverise the Tories
and raise the hopes of all those who may happen to be watching for

the first time the going out of one party and the coming in of another.
The hopes of those who have seen this process before will remain
pretty much where they were.

Then there was what may almost be called a non-party debate and
division on the Channel tunnel. The " person from another planet

"

would have supposed that the scheme would have been discussed on
its own merits; that the subject-matter of debate would have been
as to whether the tunnel was wanted ; whether it could be safely made

;

how much it would cost, whether the expense of making it would be
worth the advantage to be gained by it ; and so on. The other-planeteer
would have been disappointed; pretty much all that was talked of
was whether or no the French would be able and willing to invade
us by means of it. Here we are again under the horrors of war

!

Anyhow it seems clear enough that a French or other hostile army
who should be rash enough to trust itself to such a means of transit,

would soon know as much of the horrors of war " as the man who
invented them." The truth is that the whole pretence of fear of in-

vasion through the tunnel is nothing but a pretence ; it means opening
up an opportunity to be used at some future time for pressing forward
a>n increase of the army.

Lord Randolph Churchill was so candid as practically to admit this,
and said that he voted against the scheme because if gone on with, it

would give an occasion to a claim for more money for the army, which
wouldn't suit him as he has taken a brief for economy just now.
Which means in short that we must not consider whether the tunnel
is possible or desirable, because if we do the jobbers will directly get
their fork into us ! O, British nation, wonder of the whole earth for
jour practicality and business-like habits, what a bragging, twaddling
fool you be

!

Government, determined to help its friends the publicans a little,

feas insisted on withdrawing its Sunday-closing clauses from the Local
Government Bill. In spite of our friends the teetotallers, we must say
that all this is a dismal and empty business. Really is it of so much
importance whether a man determined to get drunk, performs that
function on a Saturday or a Monday instead of a Sunday 1 After all,

this is a clear case of a palliative that is useless and takes as long to get
itself accepted as a condition of things which would not drive people
to drunkenness as their only excitement, or as a mere drowning of their
wretchedness for a little.

Mr. E. D. Lewis has had his answer at last from those two pillars
of Law 'n'-Order, Mr. Justice Wills and Mr. Justice Nupkins—I ask
pardon, Grantham—in the matter of Trafalgar Square, and the answer
is just what might have been expected. Trafalgar Square was created
by statute, and any right of meeting there must be similarly created.
That is the gist of their answer. Of course if it had not been created
by statute, common law would have forbidden meetings on it. Their
lordships say that the right of public meeting is beyond discussion.
On these terms it certainly is at a public meeting'. You may meet in
public whenever you please; only you mustn't meet here, nor there, nor
at the other place. Where is the grievance? if you are starving and
want to tell your rulers so, you had better buy a few acres of land :

rents are going down in London now we believe.

The lamb going to law with the wolf is a curious spectacle to behold.
The lamb must put up with it as long as he is a lamb. Perhaps evolu-
tion will change his wool into chain-mail and his feeble little shoulders

of mutton into arms and fists with a chopping-stick in them one of

these days. But evolution is a long job, thinks Mr. Justice Nupkins.

At the annual meeting of " The National Association for the Pro-

motion of State Colonisation, " or, as we should call it, the Society for

the Punishment of Poverty by Transportation (at which it appears

that the working classes were represented by Mr. Maudsley, of the

Salford Trades' Council), there was much rejoicing at the progress of

the "work" (which, by the way, if it means anything, means that

people are desperately hard up just now). A Parliamentary committee
of 160 M.P.'s to help them (my word !) ; £10,000 granted by Govern-
ment for getting rid from their own land of those inconvenient persons

the Highland crofters, and all the rest of it. In short, these noble
and gentle patriots, who love their native country so well that they
want it all to themselves, were very happy, and their trades' union
ally no less so.

A person not quite so happy, and whose share in her native country
was but small, appeared before a magistrate next day with the following
tale :

—" To-day, at Dalston, a poor woman asked the assistance of Mr.
R. W. Bros to get her son back from Canada. He and another lad,

both about seventeen, had been sent out by the East-end Emigration
Society on a pretence that they would have plenty of work. The
magistrate : You had better go to Captain Hamilton, the secretary ;

but I should think there are many other lads who would be glad of

the opportunity to get to Canada. Applicant : Yes, sir ; if there was
plenty of work, as they said ; but my boy and his friend can neither
get work nor food. The magistrate : I cannot give you anything. Go
to Captain Hamilton." The worthy magistrate did not add " or hell,"

perhaps because he thought that the poor woman was there already, as
certainly her unlucky son was. It is almost a pity that this woman
did not apply to the chairman of the meeting held the day before.

It probably would have done little to check the flow of their spirits,

though, which were exuberant, as may be gathered from the speech of
Mr. Maudsley, the trades' unionist, who said :

" The opposition pro-
ceeded chiefly from the Socialists, who knew that, if successful, the
movement would cut the ground from under their feet." Now, as the
Association disclaims the intention of sending out paupers or ne'er-do-
wells, the movement must mean the transportation of thrifty and
industrious workers. Anyone but a very stupid person, one would
think, ought to be able to see that if this is an advantage to the
country, the country must be in a bad way indeed, and sorely in need
either of Socialists or of persons who have some better scheme than
getting rid of its producers of wealth. In fact, what these people
really want to do (and they would say so if they durst) is to get rid of
all elements of discontent, that is to say, those whom they and their
idleness have made poor and helpless. A Helot-hunt, again, they
durst not recommend, but it is what would suit them best. If they
could kill one-third of the working population, it would for a time " cut
the ground from under the Socialists' " feet—but not for long.

The only way, Mr. Maudsley, to get rid of discontent is to remove
the cause of it. Transportation of units of discontent is like the flea's

funeral—a hundred more come to it. The abolition of the monopoly
in the means of production, the freeing of labour, which the Trades'
Council are doing their best to prevent, is the only thing that will cut
the ground away from the feet of the Socialists, because it will make

.

true society possible, and so make an end of our name of combat.

That friend of the working-man, Mr. Blundell Maple, has been dis-

porting himself before the Sweating Commission again, and after some
further glorification of his firm, was " recalled " on his departure, and
coming back said " that he had finished his evidence as to matters of
fact, but there were other matters which he wished to go into." So
he went into "these other matters," that were not matters of fact, at
great length. Some of these are old friends of ours, which we must
admit are to be classed as Mr. Maple classed them, if the report of
his evidence, once more, is eorrect ; such as, for example, that the
working-men earn as much as ever they did, although the prices of
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furniture have gone down ; that their hours of labour are decraasigg ;j

that their skill aa handipB^%men is on the increase, owing ?pcobab£y;

t% fthaiaculihati it iaaiou.ne^d^aaimuobtta&dt waa ; .and.so ,on,and so

«n. tlu#,iihawevef,;*a vma&er ;©£fia^^

ftfjpidViainerfe^ oould by
^yj'P^sibil\ty be idejaied, m$yuheuqonsiderad ; the one . g*adn of *useful-

n$gain the damjanafryuofrtoK^^
t&e^©skroa^'& W. vM.

which is not wasting, but using them,

THE REVOLT OF GHENT.
The events of which an account is here given took place towards the

close of the fourteenth century amongst a people of kindred blood to

ourselves, dwelling not many hours' journey (as we travel now) from

the place where we dwell ; and yet to us are wonderful enough, if we
think of them.

Eew epochs of history, indeed, are more interesting than this defeated

struggle to be free of the craftsmen of Flanders : whether we look

upon the story as a mere story, a true tale, of the Middle Ages at

their fullest development, rife with all the peculiarities of the period,

exemplifying their manners and customs, the forms that their industry,

their religion, their heroism took at the time ; or whether we look

upon it, as we Socialists cannot help doing, as a link in the great chain

of the evolution of society, an incident, full of instruction, in the class-

struggle which we have now recognised as the one living fact in the

history of the world, since civilisation began, and which will only end

when civilisation has been transformed into something else. Whether
we look upon the Revolt of Ghent as a story of the past or as a part

of our own lives and the battle

it is one of the great tales of the world
One piece of good fortune also it has, that, as Horace says, it has

not lacked a sacred poet. As the tale is here told, its incidents, often

the very words of them, are taken from the writings of one of those

men who make past times live before our eyes for ever. John Froissart,

canon of Chimay in Hainault, was indeed but a hanger-on of the

aristocracy ; he was in such a position as would in our days have

prevented him on principle from admitting any good qualities what-

ever in those people whom he was helping to oppress ; but class-lying

Was not the fine art which it has since become ; and the simpler habits

ofe thought of Froissart's sdays gave people intense delight in the stories

of deeds done, and developed in them what has been called epic im-

partiality : added to which, one domain for the cultivation of historical

lies* was not available in the Middle Ages, since, owing to the form

feudal society had then taken, what we now call patriotism—i.e.,

national envy and rancour—did not exist. Englishman, Scotchman,

Fleming, Spaniard, Frenchman, Gascon, Breton, are treated by John
Froissart as men capable of valiancy, their deeds to be told of and

listened to with little comment of blame or discrimination : and I

think you will say before you have done^with him that he could even

see the good side of the revolutionary characters of his time, so long

as they were not slack in noble deeds. The result of a low standard

of morals, you will say. Maybe; and indeed I have noticed that a

would-be high standard o£ morality is sometimes pretty fertile of lying,

because it is so anxious that every event should square itself to an

a jmori theory. However ;<that may? be, there is the general epic im-

partiality of the mediaeval ol^oaicler ^amidst ^allrhis -mistakes and mis-

conceptions.
fNe»w-a word or twa^astatbe paMtieaharidsSocial condition ofrFlanders

iM>be fourteenth cent»ry,^amd? then vwithout ^moire4ia4o I wilLgefoto

i#y >Story and introduce yau - to John ;'Broifisart, ^»ho? ihas given me at

ka#t $& much,pleasu4reasjhe4dM4ovany>oae 6£fche4o**ds, ladies, knights,

soj»a**s and sergeants, wiia first'haacdiiim read.

>Firat very briefly astouthe poltiealt position ©$ the country. Lying

asvdt did between thegsowang monarchy or rather suzerainty of France

i^id^bediBJoiwted members ©fl the*"fiq}y Roman " empire, it was* with

theA&rmer power thatititi*had .to deal. The lisevof the great cities of

Kasideijs^attdjHainaiilt, ^and .the power they could not fail to» acquire,

made fche faudal lord of the oouniry but <a weak potentate, and he

always iad%a taadBney Lto jlean jon Bfanee J. for support. 'The Franoh

king on his part was ambitious of anafcing* the \Earl of'Flanders his

vassal, and the; help .he gave ton ta^a4ust'>his rebellious subjects had

to be paid 'fort by ^homage to the; French Suzerainty, or at least by

promises of homage. France therefore ^as distinctly the enemy of

tbe FJ^mish, pepple, tho)$gh*dfc^a£, •when>>o#awion served, the friend of

the*famish ^feudal loud. : Fiance .also oould strike a blow at the pros-

gew£y>pf thaoouoatryv^houieven putting *an acmy an the field, by for-

biddjpg the ej&port of.wQol, th^greatrn^oiesisity to the wooJUbn^weaving

mhioh -was. the main industry of Flanders, and this>was done on several

0CCSU»iQB3.

Therefore it was- jiatiaraLior the, leaiers>.>o£t*he \ELauMeh people to

turn towards England as a support, both because there was a standing

quarrel between the feudal lordsvof England and France, and because

England was the wool-producing country .of Eurppe. On the other

hand, to an English king with a quarrel on .hand with a French one,

the advantage of the Flemish affiance was obvious enough; and

accordingly at the beginning, of the great feudal war between England

and France we find our King Edwasd III. in firm alliance with James

van Artevelde, the leader of the Flemish, pepple, or rather bourgeoisie,

treaties made between them as to the free, passage of wool, and Queen

Ehilippa godmother to the enfant child of the great Bourgeois, while

the Earl of 'Flanders was hanging about the French Court a dis-

inherited lord.

l&fowHas-to* the social condition of the Flemings. Manufacturing by
handicraft pure and simple, without division of labour, was carried by
tthemttirbouuiast&r asdt couldggq ;t arid i*hei^UdH8yBtem wwas .'tittyy fde-

, velppelckthere^ia^oiuBaniod /byuaL ootppletejuunioipalsystem ^ domocaatic

^ancksooial'as fiar as i .matters v^wttfobin i the lassociation ***e*e ooneeiuaad,

thouj^iexblBffcFeiaar^ !Ehe^reat twwas; ofcDortbefcn

rEucope^dfcmHBtubareme^
bodiestfwdthjiaJdS^ the iancaeut classical wiotrld.

lThe^ouigin^%.fchemy^iias: the aggricudtuacal district,, the . land Jbhat zgave'

subsistence to the clan, all the free men of which took part in the

affairs of the community ; the first towns were not as in Greece and

Rome, the sacred spots of the tribal ancestor, but pallisaded places

where convenience had made the population thicker than in other-

parts of the district. These as they grew kept their territory, and

developed at last within themselves an aristocratic and oligarchic

government.
But as these towns changed from being mere centres of an agri-

cultural population, into being places of resort for handicraftsmen

and merchants, and as the associations for the organisation of industry,

that is the gilds, grew up amongst the former, a new democratic feeling

rose up which opposed itself to the remains of the old tribal band of

freemen, now become a mere exclusive oligarchy, who considered the

practice of handicraft a disgrace.

The new democracy triumphed at last, and by the end of the

thirteenth century the gilds, the actual workmen, were the masters of

the great towns ; under the feudal lords, however, to whom they owned

homage and fealty.

Within the gilds themselves there could be no capitalists or great

men, because the rules of the gilds were framed to prevent the accu-

mulation of wealth in the hands of a few, the masters were master

workers, and were kept so by the rules aforesaid.

I suspect, however, that there were remains of the old^ municipal

aristocracy (the lineages, as they were called in Flanders) still in 'exist-

ence in the towns, otherwise it would not be easy to account for the

masterful position of James van Artevelde, and others whom we shall

meet with later on in our story, who were certainly both wealthy and

of importance, apart from any office they might happen to hold.

In Ghent also and elsewhere, notably at Bruges its rival, an aristo-

cracy of the crafts was forming, as is apparent in the fact of the

jealousy between the greater and the lesser crafts, 1 so that if the de-

velopment of commerce joined with the rise of bureaucratic monarchy

had not supervened and swept away the power and freedom of the

towns altogether, the struggle between the municipal aristocracy and

the craftsmen would have been repeated in the fifteenth century in

another form.

Meantime, one thing is to be noted, which is specially interesting to

us, and that is the visible existence of strong Communistic feeling

along with the development of the ,gild democracy.

In the popular literature of the epoch one comes across passages-

whose mediseval .quaintness gives a pleasant sense of surprise and

freshness to aspirations and denunciations which are familiar enough

to us Socialists to-day, and, so to say, at once make us free of the

brotherhood of the old gildsmen. The two following centuries ob-

literated this, feeling, or rather drew a dark veil of misery and ^degra-

dation over all the feelings of' the working-classes ; bufrwe now in our

hope of better days soon to come can look back cheerfully to the times

when the craftsman citizen of the great towns had his hope also>

whioh he hands over to us across the lapse of the drearier days.

William Morris.

{To be continued.)

News of John Dillon.—John Dillon's health is reported to be improving.

The prison.doctor has extended the period of exercise from three to four

hours>aday,,and f»ll,ad«autage is taken of? the concession. A gardsn seat

has also been,provided. Dr. McDonnell takes, great interest in bis ittastin-

guished patient,,and has friendly chats with him e¥eryday. Two lo*al

justices who visited Mr. Dillon state ^ that: he is in ^u oheeriuLmood,,and

appears entirely recovered from the.excitement of the trial.

The Tithe War in WALES.--The proceedings in Auglesea are being

characterised by scenes almost identical with those which followed the

advent, of^Mr. Petersonfor the Clergy Defence Association. The attacking

party naw -acting -in the interests of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners is,

however, much stronger than on those occasions .when Mr. Peterson was

twice driven out of the island. On the 27th the forces engaged were ten

emergency men, a sort of special bodyguard for Mr. Stevens, the acting

agent for the Commissioners ; thirty police constables under command of

Colonel Thomas, chief constable of Angiesea ; and a half company of the

Cheshire Bfigimentlrom Chester Castle, under charge of Captain St. George

and Lieut. Howard. The combined foaees number 110 rank .and file, the

emergency men and police being armed »with the regulation batons* and.the

infantry with rifles and- an Ripple supply of,ball cartridge. During theid*y

there, was an extraordinary series of scenes. Large crowds ^collected, cry-
ing every imaginable instrument with which to create a noise. Free fights

were indulged in, and during the afternoon the aspect of affairs became so

serious that Mr, C. F. Priestley, J.P., read the Riot Act in English and in

Welsh. Many farms were visited^ and twenty miles of ground were covered,

but the only result was the collection of a five-pound note. At one point

the gorse lining the road was set abiaae, and some inconvenience was caused

while marching through the stifling smoke. Cheers were given for Mr.

Gladstone, and Messrs. Gee and Parry, the anti-tithe leaders ; and exulta-

tion was expressed everywhere at the failure of the authorities to secure

the tithes.

1 The lesser crafts were the weavers and fullers, that is to say, the workmen

of the staple industry of the country.
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Week enbing July 14, 1888.

8 Earn

9 Mon.

10 Ttim.

11 Wedfc

12 THa*.

13 Ffi.

14 Sat.

1790. Adam Smith died. 179& D. I. Eaton found "guilty of

libels on Kingly Government."

1386. Battle of Sempach. 1809. W. Cobbett convicted of libelling

the German Legion.

1793. Trial of D. I. Eaton for publishing a seditious libel. 1795.

Henry Yorke tried for high treason. 1848. Ernest Jones

imprisoned.

1789. Mirabeau died. 1836. Alibaud hung for attempt on Louis

Philippe. 1848. Speech of Kossuth to Hungarian Diet.

1871. General Council of International Working - men's

Association denounce Mr. Washburne for his conduct to the

Commune.

1450. Jack Cade killed. 1536. Erasmus died. 1841. W. J.

McNevin died. 1849. Battle of Dolly's Brae. 1881. Riots

at Rome when Pio Nono's body was being removed from
St. Peter's to San Lorenzo.

1683. Earl of Essex murdered in the Tower. 1683. William, Lord
Russell, tried for high treason. 1794. Marat murdered.
1799. Brothers Sheares hung. 1820. Andrew Hardie tried

for high treason.

1781. F. H. de la Motts tried for high treason. 1789. Bastille de-

stroyed. 1791. Riots atBirmingham on Bastille Anniversary.
1877. Great Strike on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.

Death of Adam Smith.—Adam Smith, born at Kirkaldy, in Fifeshire, on
June 5, 1723, was a shrewd, sceptical, mrddle-class Scotchman; who did for the
Class State in England what Voltaire did for the Class Church in France. His
life's work was to break down the superstition that "the Government" is all-

wise, all-virtuous, and all-powerful; and he succeeded so effectually that students
of economics are taught to this day that the worst evils of Unrestricted private
enterprise and individualist competition are to be preferred to the corruption
and inertia of State interference and management. His success was due to his
convincing the commercial class that the State regulation of industry in the only
way then known, by bounties, protective-tariffs, laws of settlement and appren-
ticeship, and other survivals from the days of feudal dues, -trade guilds, and
restricted national and local trade* were only hindering that prompt adjustittent
of the supply of labour to the demand for it, upon which depended the develop*
ment of thegreat international Commerce which made so many greedy and push-
ing English tradesmen into " merchant princes." Smith, however, wate -quite

gualtles*of ai^ consokmsrelasa&hwin iaareur of the manufacturers; He despised
them heartily ior their ignoramt and- shortsighted opposition • to perfect'Hreeddnr
of trade ; insisted that workmen had as good a right to combine- in Trade
Unions (then illegal) against masters as masters had tocombine against workmen^;
and based "his «ppoeifcion"to thne l-oppressiveTSettleinent1a

Jwas«mueh on its-cruelty'
to tKe poor and its hindrances fto w*ge>earnro£ra^^
-limiting profits. His system is inadequate because he faridd ."to -perceive- thai?

whilst the entire Sources of production remain in the hands of a ip*artnonly of
the nation; the rest,' degraded into a mere*proletariat, are thrown into- irre-

«onoilable antagonism with that favoured 'p£rt.- Thus, though
1

he foresaw that
the realisartiten^of his:pmgraomne of ijariffmborit^n and "free-contrafcfc/' which
began about twenty^five years after his death, and was crowned- by the establish-
ment of Free Trade in 1846, would cause an immense increase of wealth, he
had no suspicion that it would be accompanied in England by such an atrocious
degra,dtttioft4n<thecandit*0irof the people as to necessitate a series of protective
enactments^Factory AetaH which werer-diipeut violations of his-great principle of
*

' natural liberty " from Stafce interferenw. His hostility to State interference
was, however, justified at the time by the incompetence and venality of the
oligarchies which then discharged the functions of the State. His " Wealth of
Nations," though very long and discursive, is still the most readable of the large
English treatises on political economy; and a modern university professor of
economics can hold his own when he has added to what it teaches him a know-
ledge of the elaborations made by Ricardo in the theory of rent, Jevons in-

that of value, and Walker and others on business profits. Adam Smith was
educated at Glasgow University (1737-40) and Balliol College, Oxford, where he
•spent seven years: Four years after his return from Oxford to Scotland he be-
came professor of logic and moral philosophy at his university in Glasgow, and
became locally famous by his lectures, some of which he worked up into his
" Theory of Moral Sentiments," published in 1759. In 1763 he gave up his pro-
fessorship, and went to the .Continent as tutor to the Duke of Buccleuch for a
;few years, during which he met Quesnay, the founder of individualist economics,
and Turgot. He then retired to Kirkaldy for ten years, in spite of the remon-
strances of David Hume, who was indignant at so able a man hiding away in the
•country.^ Smith, however, was writing " Wealth of Nations," published in 1776,
-after which he spent two yeaTs in London. The Duke of Buceleuch then pro-
cured fordiim an appointment as Commissioner vof Customs, which took- him to
Edinburgh, where he passed the rest of his life. He never married.- His mother
.kept house for him until her death in 1784. His cousin, Jane Douglas, looked
after him until 1788, when she, too, died, only a year before his own death.
<SociaHatff*nust not found their opinion of Adam Smith personally upon 1the criti-

cisms of Marx. In his literary style he is as social as he is intelligent andhonest.-
He was one of the most amiable of men ; never lost his friends ; and- had, as far
as can be discovered, no enemies. Although the notion that society would Shake-
down into' a happy _" natural" adjustment if only Governments would cease
.meddling^ and coercing, was part of the intellectual revolt of eighteenth--
•century France against feudalism, and was therefore by no means an invention
of Adam Smith's, yet it appealed the more to him because of his predisposition
towards a healthy simplicity of life and> manners, and an easy and spontaneous
conciliation' of individual interests^ Before the reader has gone very far hr
" Wealth of Natkmsy" he discovers that Adam Smith had a kindlier feeling
towards &-porter than towards a philosopher, and that he was as credulous of
any report favourable to the morals and even thegood looks of the labouring class,
•as he was sceptical of the pretensions of statesmen, jurists, and big-wigs of all
kinds. Even now he does not seem illiberal or old fashioned on any subjects
except thoseto which he gave no thought. And- it is to be remembered; to his
personal credit, that though ho lived sufficiently within his means to make his
friends eager to hearrhis will read, it was found that he had hoarded nothing,
and had indeed very nearly achieved the final duty of leaving no more than
enough to toiry him. *~G. B. S.

Jack Cade —Rebel ; said to have been an Irishman, and young at the time of
his death. Nothing is known of him until a year before the Rebellion, when he
was living in a nobleman?s family in Sussex; which he had to leave and fly the
kingdom for «, murder. Returning, he took a false name, gave himself out for a
physician, and settled in Kent, where he gained so much credit as to marry a
rich yeoman's daughter. Next thing we hear is that he is at the head of the
Commons of Kent in arms against the King's extortions. It was neither an aris-
tocratic nor democratic rising ; no noble openly took part in it, nor was it wholly
made up of the " scum and dregs " as some historians have described it. The
greater part of the gentry, the mayors and burgesses of the towns, the constables

bf'ftlte'dimfrent hundredsVrose Tvitfc the people. The feudal system was faTfitfg

!t(*vpi£»sy w*s indeed to perish utterly save ns a legal thetsr^ddrltig the civ^Jjjfo'

&ttkfct>r©i&e out five years later. The 4>oirds of society were loosening on allswA; .

!aiid'bp#i?wrong was the order of the day ; the Duke of Suffirtk had been frotftW

d^h'by the people* »t*Dover for his treachery and oppression* and Kent^ltiii-

thte*^ed wrtfc hea*y fines and otherpenaltlerthertfor. The men of K^
**ffijfe

dnmo humour to steneid this ; they di*evr together ra ^gr^at "army, well orgjfi$tfflfc|;;

antf<p«tforth a "'formal complainV' in which: tHMr-gneVanees are said^t#»«

excessive taxation; abuse of purveyance,- appdl»ti£g*J^f'^unworthy peratfffiiWW

higa'Oniee, undue interference of great inien w^^Wp^^^nd exactioms^uri^y

cokrar of law; of these things and others they (¥&!mm& redress. Cadtf^wirf;

chosen- captain, and led them on London. The rebellion broke put at Wtiftsin*

tide ; June 1 saw the army encamped on Blackheath, where Tyler had Mil 70

years before. Here they " made a field, diked and stalked w*ll about, as it >hM
been in a, land of war," and lay there till the 3th; when the king cametoLondaa
and seat them a deputation. Reitfsihg their demands, he issued a proclamatifcta

against them and prepared for battle ; they drew back to Sevenoaks. The Royal

army occupied Blackheath, and part followed the rebels, who defeated them with

much slaughter. Terrified by this his Council- persuaded the King to send Lord

Say, the head and front of the offending, to the Tower, and to return to -Londoi*;

A few days later he made a stragetic movement to Kenilworth, and Cade cahtfe

again to Blackheath ; on July 1 he occupied SouthwaTk, Next day it was voted

by the Common Council that he should be received into the city, which was done,

he forbidding his followers to plunder or in any way injure the citizens* Friday,

July 3, he caused Lord Say to b« brought from the Tower to the Guildhall for

trial by the Lord Mayors and other justices. Refusing to be tried but by his

peers, Cade had him taken out into Cheap and there beheaded. He also ordered

the death of other extortionate oppressors of the people. So fax the mass of the

citizens of London had been with him, but now^he began to give way either to

his own desires or to the demands of his followers, and to indulge in a little

plunder. Alarmed at this the citizens resolved to keep him out, and when he

retired on Saturday night, as he had done every night, to Southwork to sleep,

they occupied London Bridge to prevent his re-entry. Sunday he lay still, but

at night attacked them, and the struggle was kept up with fury all night. At
midnight the draw-bridge was Set on fire, and many citizens slain or disowned,

but they held on, and about nine in- the morning the lebels were beaten back.

Both parties were severely mauled, and the Council seized the moment to come
forward with promises of general reform and a proclamation of amnesty. BJr

treachery or mistake Cade's pardon was wronglymade out, and therefore invalid,

and after waiting some days he sent off a barge-load of booty to Rochester and
followed it by land with a reimiant^of lii* hosfc£ afGer lying at Rochester-two
days he tried to take Queenborough CaStlteV ap>p*frentry to hold as a s©eur*<#&

Repulsed with heavy loss, and-1,000 mark* *sefc*up«m his head, he madeoflgiy
disguise,- •but "being found^^ by^B^tiire^Iddn1

in hisgarden ^ was taken prisbnerafl»r

a desperate resistance, in which he received "a mortal wound. Taken to' London
in a cart, he died on the road ; the poor revenge of beheading and qufcHkJfiiig

was wrewked-onfhis^desdbody. 1—S.

Henry and-JdkhSheart*.*—Sons of a CorkVbanlifer^ born in Cork f Henry/in;-

1753, John in 1766 ; educated at Trinity College. Henry entered the army, but

left it for the4aw*nd*wt» called to the ha* In 1789 ; John had been catted tke

before; both hadV ample income»_^ontside their profession. They^wsreyear
strongly in sympathy with th* ^French^I^volutronr and in 1792 went over to

Paris,,attended- many political meetings, became acquainted with leadihg->!»*»V
and were present at the execution of Louis XVI. They returned to Efi£&tt& *jy

the same vessel as Daniel O'Connell and his brother—they glorying in altthfcy

had seen, the O'Cdnnell's tearing off the tricolour as soon as they were safely.

away, and cursing vehemently the sans-culottes. The brothers became United
Irishmen, John afterwards taking th«j chair at public meetings ; both attended

the funeral of the Rev. W. Jackson. After this they were so strongly suspected

by Government, that warrants were made out for their arrest and held ready.

On the seizure of most of the members of the Leinster directory at Bond's, in

March, 1798, and the enforced hiding of Lord Edward Fitzgerald, John took the

place of the latter as chief organiser of the proposed rising. How far Henry
was in it is not easy to Bay. In May, a Captain Armstrong wormed himself into

their confidence, and soon had enough " evidence" to<hanga regiment, especially

with the aid of Reynolds and Major Sirr. (What would not Balfour give frfr

helpers of this kidney !) Monday, May 21', they wrere arrested, and tried onrJul^

12; being defended by Curran, Plunket,- and MtiNelly. In spite of a splendid

fight on their behalf, they were found guilty after a "trial" which lasted all

day and night. The verdict was given at 8 o'clock.on the morning of the 13tl^;

sentence was deferred till 3 in the afternoon—death, of course. They were hung^
next day, the 14th, in front of Newgate (Dublin).—S.

The Baltimore and Ohio Strike.—The workers are apt to have short memories,^

and thus they have most likely forgotten the great la"bour rebellion in the summer
of 1877 in the United States. In fact, Europeans workmen- were never allowed
to understand the *' true inwardness " of that affair, and there is a " conspiracy

of silenoe " in the newspaper press to bury the thing in oblivion. To-day such
an outbreak might occur without warning, and people abroad wonder what occa-

sioned it all. The cheap political tittle-tattle which is sent across the ocean and
is dished up in London as "American news," is swallowed by newspaperreaders
as gospel; The truth is that presidents and governors' arid legislators in t&e
Unitod States are mere froth- on the great social current. Earnest men take
little heed of such insignificant rubbish. The great railway system of the North
American Continent represents the veins and blood of all social connection. The
men*who tyrannise over thosev railways are the real rulers of the country, and it

is to overthrow their ironTeign that all social reformers unite their efforts. The
Grant's and Garfield's, the Blaine's and Cleveland's, are only playthings; The
greatest man on Tthe American Continent to-day is a man whose name is rarely

mentioned in the daily press, Mr, Huntingdon, the arbiter of a greater territory

than Hannibal ever "conquered or Napoleon put in tributeV Next to him eome
such^men as young Mr. Garratt, the master of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway^
the first of all American " trunk lines," and one of seven great rivals for auto-

cratic power over the Continent. Every one has heard of Mr. Vanderbilt, the
late master of another of the seven, the New York Central Railway, but simply
because he chose to make a display of profuse wealth iirNew York city. There
was a Satanic appropriateness in his -sudden ' de&th; These "great governing
families" of America have their deadly rivalries' and hatreds. The morning
after one of Vanderbilt's master strokes* against the Baltimore and Ohio system,
young Garratt called at the famous palace on Fifth Avenue. Claudius or Nero
were never more luxuriously surrounded than was the son of Cornelius Vander-
bilt, the penniless longshoreman, when the son of his father's rival faced him for

the first time. Vanderbilt was old and apoplectic; Garratt was young ^and
choleric. The two kings were in secret conclave for only a few minutes, for this

their first and last interview. Garratt walked out of the gorgeous residence on
to the immaculate thirty-foot flags in front, leaving Vanderbilt dying on* the
floor, killed by his own passion: ' The rule of G'arratt's has been more high-

handed than any. of the other railway kings, Jay Gould alone excepted, and
Gould has never had undisputed Bway, being properly a gambler not a simple

exploiter and master. It was on the 14th of July, 1877, that the American
labour <f fetruggte to be free " began~ons the - Baltimbremnd Ohio system. WTth.
what treachery and tyranny the^revolt wafeSH^ressred, aftfcrthe war had sprrsfcd

to the Pennsylvania system, willbe^Huded to later<m; It *is sufficient at^re^
sent, in this the year of the presidential election; that there is something else

happens in the United States besides the hollow scheming of political tricksters.

—L. W.
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Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon ltd.,E.G, and accompanied
hy the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

A* allarticLi s art signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

m
the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, Ss.; three months, Is. 6d.
Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

T. B. (Leicester), D. McC. (Glasgow), T. P. (Leeds), and others.

-

reports must reach us on Tuesday morning.
P. O.-—See advert, in another column.
F. D.—Send us full particulars.

-Too late;

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday July 4.

England
Church Reformer
Leicester—Countryman
Labour Tribune
Norwich—Daylight
Our Corner
Postal Service Gazette
Railway Review
Woolwich Echo

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

United States
New York—Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Jewish Volkzeitung

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Detroit—Der Arme Teufel

Port Worth(Tex)—South West
Milwaukee—National Reformer
Arbeiter Zeitung
N Haven—Workmen'sAdvocate
Paterson (N J) Labor Standard
Providenee Independent Citizen

Prance
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier
La Revolte

Lille—Le Travailleur

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L'Avenir

Italy
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Cremona—II Democratico

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Arbeiterstimme

Spain
Barcelona—Tierra y Libertad
Madrid—El Socialist*

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Porto— A Revolucao Social

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Brunn—Volksfreund
Wien—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Muncitoriul
Braila—Romaniea Vutoare

Sweden
Malmo—Arbetet

West Indies
Cuba—El Proiuctor

TWO ARMIES.
A YOICE FROM AMERICA.

No one but a Socialist, or one who believes as radically in a complete

change of present systems, seems to recognise the constant existence

of two great armies—the army of unemployed and the army of

criminals—more often victims. Every half-way reformer, every one

with a hobby, a panacea, or ameliorative measure, brings something

that concerns the poor labouring man, some scheme of getting more
comfort out of his meagre wages, some receipt for inflating a regular

income however small, but nothing for the man with no income at all.

They are conscious that here and there are men who have unfortunately
" lost their jobs," but hope they will soon find something else—they do

not realise that this army of unwilling idlers is an inevitable element

in the present disorganisation of society. That men are out of work
sometimes is generally considered an inconvenient accident ; and it is

not remembered that this certain number of men out of work, is a

necessary part of the conditions civilisation in its present stage of de-

velopment imposes. There is constantly a throng of about three

million working-men out of employment in this country with that

number steadily increasing and never really lessening. It may not

always be the same three millions—the units change places. Here a

shop shuts down ; there a new enterprise is opened ; now a new machine
closes an old avenue of labour—again the manufacture of the machine
gives employment to a few who were idle before. But at every new
move a few more will be left out in the cold than were there pre-

viously. Each year, with new and complicated divisions of labour,

which call for less effort than before on the part of human kind to ac-

complish the same result, each year sees the army larger. And there

is no possible hope of anything better, until inventions are placed

where they will do the worker the most good—and this means the com-

plete overturning of the present society. But the army is ignored for

all that. Some of the capitalistic papers have advocated very heroic

methods of cure—such as strychnine, lead, bullets, etc., but that

is all. ,

•

The economist gives many a wholesome word of advice to the worker
about hoarding his earnings ; denying himself good food, entertain-

ment, small comforts and luxuries, beer and tobacco, though he derives

more cheer from them than from anything else in his narrow life. He
is told to " save " and let his wages go into a " home," forgetting there

is one chance in fifty of his ever paying the whole amount and in-

terest, try as he'may. To the man who has literally nothing, of course

the " economic " adviser has nothing to say, except " Why didn't you
save your wages when you had work ?

"

It is irony to accuse a man of being extravagant on a dollar a day^
but brutal toWtell the person with nothing a day. The mild " friend
of the labouter*^i advise the toiler who has regular meals, meagre
and poor though they be, to save out of one to make the next more
bountiful, but such advice is lost on the tramp who has no meals at
all. So the advocate of economy has no comfort to offer the "man
out of work."
Then there is the philanthropic business man who would settle all

the wrongs of the working-man by " profit sharing." He honestly has>
the good of his employe's at heart, and if only the fierce competition
between him and other business men would allow of such a course, he
would pay his working-men well and giye them more leisure hours* and
more holidays. If the profit-sharing system could become common,
then the philanthropic man could ease his conscience and save his
business at the same time. But this would not help the " man out of
work." Profit-sharing and philanthropy would not put more men at
work than would " pay " after all. And the bottom principle, the
underlying wrong, that forces three millions of men to be unwillingly
idle in a prosperous country, is as yet untouched. Men still must beg
a chance to labour, too often in vain, and the masses are as insecure in
their position as ever.

The co-operationists—those who gather up the financially-able, and
take them to some far-off corner where the evils of civilisation do not;
buzz about their ears so loudly—these have no use for the very poor,
the homeless, workless, friendless tramps, nor their wives and children.
Thejr may build up a paradise sometime in the future for those who-
have money and strength enough to live till the paradise comes. But
utter poverty is not wanted. The white-faced sewing-woman, the>

stunted factory child, the man hopelessly hunting work—these have
as little hope of participating in the blessings of isolated cooperative'
schemes as they have of securing stock in the West Side Railway Com-
pany. The co-operative associationists help people who can help them-
selves ; the people who have nothing, who want to work and are not.

allowed, these remain in their misery.

Even the person who believes intoxicating liquors is the cause of
nearly all the poverty and misery in existence can say but little to a
man thrown out of work on account of a machine—run by his own,
child, perhaps—who hasn't even five cents to buy a glass of beer.

The temperance lecturer may deeply regret that a kindly bestowed
nickel finds its direct way into the beer saloon, but after all, more-
comfort is derived from it there than anywhere else. Wherever it.

goes, there is no probability of a steady flow of nickels, and what
difference can the expenditure of a few stray pennies make to a man
who rarely sees them ]

The new discoveries in science, labour-saving machinery, and inven-
tions ; the steady monopolisation of all opportunities, the private-

ownership of natural resources, and the consequent crushing out of
the middle classes, are creating more and more idle men every day

—

throngs of people with absolutely no resources. The ameliorative-
measures do not touch them. The toilers who have places drudge-
harder, and those who have none must plead more submissively, as the-

system grinds on. The time will come when this army of unemployed
—the recruiting ranks of the criminal army—must be recognised. It-

is a factor in the great unsolved problem before us, and cannot be
cancelled. These men have not just happened there—they are not
ciphers to fill up space, but units left over from wrong divisions, and
they belong somewhere. They cannot very long be ignored. Is it

the part of wisdom to recognise them now as part of the problem, or
shall we wait until desperation shocks an apathetic society 1

Lizzie M. Swank, in Chicago Labour Enquirer^

AUSTRALIAN NOTES.

The unemployed of Melbourne (rich section) to hold a levee at
Government House on Thursday, the 24th inst., the other section will

doubtless fill in the time by starving under the trees in public parks.

. Bulli miners have sent a donation of <£10 to the South Waratab
men who are on strike. The Miners' Secretary is advertising the

strike in various papers with a view to keep other miners from coming,

to take the places of the strikers. Why not ask the workers to boy-

cott the South Waratah coal %

Judge Wilkinson says that so far as his " experience goes no two
persons can agree as to whether a salary is good or bad. The person,

who pays it says it is good, and the person who receives it is always

complaining about its smallness." The only way out of the difficulty

is to make every man his own employer.

The coal miners of New South Wales say the Government ought

to ventilate the mines of the colony, or see that they are properly

ventilated ; and at the same time they make a cobbler Minister for

Mines and send in the mine-owners to instruct him in the art of venti-

lating the mines.

" Why does the Government allow such filth amongst the Chinese

in Lower George Street, Sydney % " asked a correspondent of a Sydney

paper the other day ; apparently oblivious of the fact that the owners

of the filthy premises are the Powers that Be.

Australian Radical, May 12tli, '$8.
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TRAFALGAR SQUARE AGAIN.
Notwithstanding the "decision" given by Injustices Wills and
Grantham on Friday, or it may be {should be) on account of it, a
determined attempt was made to hold a meeting in Trafalgar Square
on Saturday afternoon, and when Mr. Conybeare, M.P., Mr. Saunders,
and other leaders of the movement took up a position on one of the
parapets on the south side of the square, about four o'clock, some
3,000 persons were present. Handbills, containing resolutions against
police tyranny, and calling on the Government to uphold the rights
of the public, were freely distributed amongst the crowd, which was
kept continuously on the move by the small body of police in attend-
ance. At a quarter past four Mr. Saunders, speaking from the parapet,
moved the first resolution : "That the government of London by pro-
clamation, without the sanction of the law, is an outrage upon liberty
and a gross breach of trust on the part of the Government." The
police now came forward and endeavoured to cut oft' the speakers
from the crowd, but carefully avoiding meanwhile both Mr. Saunders
and Mr. Conybeare. A second resolution, according to the printed
programme, was timed to be put at half-past four, but some few
minutes before that time the police made an attack on Messrs.
Saunders and Conybeare. The united force, however, of an inspector,
two sergeants, and eight policemen failed to shift them. They clung
to the stone coping with both arms, and stolidly maintained their
ground. At this time a crowd of male and female Socialists had
taken possession of the line of parapet ; everybody that could—men
and women, clung to the coping. The police were strongly reinforced,
and a running fight began—if a fight it can be called—where all the
blows were on one side.

Mr. Saunders, a few minutes after time, put the second resolution,
one about the Channel tunnel, which was seconded, and while the
crowd cheered and waved hats it was declared to be carried. During
the efforts to remove the people from the coping, a woman was severely
ill-treated, and a member of the Patriotic Club rushed forward, and,
clinging to the coping, shouted a vehement protest. He obstinately
resisted all the efforts of the police to remove him, and as he was being
brutally illused, a number of men ran to his rescue and tried to beat
the police away. They succeeded, and stood round him whilst he once
more addressed the meeting, streaming with blood. The police had
not only been kicking and beating him, but also biting his hands to
make him let go his hold. This they did to several others also

—

thereby justifying the title they have already won, of "Warren's
Wolves." In the fight which took place, an elderly-looking gentleman
was arrested and taken off to King Street station, charged with assault-
ing the police. He gave the name of Mr. J. Norman, of Brixton.
The attack by the police became so general along the parapet that, at
the appointed time, the third resolution was formally moved without
any speech, and then Mr. Conybeare and others, accompanied by their
solicitor, went with the man Borgia to Scotland Yard, to lodge a com-
plaint with the Commissioner of the brutal conduct of the police.
After that they went to King Street police-station, and brought Mr.
Norman out on bail. In the meantime the fighting in the Square had
continued. At six o'clock the police began to clear it, and two boys
and one man were arrested. While they were being conveyed to King
Street police-station the crowd followed, hooting and jeering ; near the
Horse Guards an attempt was made to rescue the prisoners, but after
a severe struggle they were got to the station.
The futility of the policy hitherto pursued has been made perfectly

clear, and a small beginning has been made once more in earnest to
asser popular rights in the London forum. How that beginning will
be followed up it is hard to say, though popular apathy and cowardice
make it most probable that it will not be followed at all. The Star
on Monday yelled as usual about Irish coercion, but dismissed the
Square in a few lines of report, making no comment. The Pall Mall
was so occupied in piercing the millstone of European politics with its
eagle eye that it could not spare time to look through the ladder at
its door. The Daily News, with its smug Whig smile, saw nothing of
the unrespectable affair, its attention fixed on the nobler matters of
place-hunting and parliament. The Daily Chronicle, wonderful to say,
was the one paper to give a decent report.

In the police-courts on Monday Mr. Norman was remanded, and
a poor man was fined a pound for, as far as could be seen, the sole
offence of having his head broken. On Tuesday a summons was
granted against the police in Borgia's case. The efficient officers 544 A
and 75 M, who particularly distinguished themselves by heroically
heading the charge against Borgia, will now have a chance of qualify-
ing for canonisation along with Endacott, Bloy, and the glorious army
of other Moral Miracles. X.

East-End Match Makers.—In the Link of June 23rd there was an article
by Annie Besant, entitled " White Slavery in London," containing statements
as to the amount of wages which Bryant and May, the match makers,
pay to their workgirls. The statements were given by some of the girls,

and three, on whom suspicion has fallen, have been discharged. Annie
Besant and Herbert Burrows pledged their word to the girls that if any
of them were discharged in consequence of the statements made by them,
their wages should be paid till they could find other work. The amount
required is about eighteen shillings per week for the three, and we appeal
to those of our readers who can afford to help to pay this sum to send
any subscription, however small, to Annie Besant, 34, Bouverie Street, Fleet
Street, E.C. She has till now received £1 from Mr. Conybeare, M.P., 10s.
from another M.P., 10s. from a member of the Merchant Taylors' Company,
and 5s. from Miss Mussell. A meeting of protest against Messrs. Bryant
and May's action with regard to these poor girls will shortly be called in the
Eait-ei.d.

CORRESPONDENCE.

PKOPAGANDA BY SONG.

In the issue of the Commonweal for June 23, W. Mitchell of Dalston makea
some enquiries concerning a Socialist choir, very rightly pointing out the
important aid that music is or should be to Socialist propaganda. He may
be interested to know that in the Hammersmith Branch a choir has been
formed for some time past, meeting regularly for practice every week, and
that some attempt is now being made to utilise several of the lately pub-
lished " Chants of Labour." I am convinced, however, that anything beyond
local choirs in such a vast place as London is impracticable, the distances
being so great and our time so precious—so much to be done, and so few
hands to do it. At the same time I may point out that if the different
Branches would form choirs to meet at least once a-week to study carefully
the most suitable of these and other revolutionary songs, it might be possible
for such choirs to meet en masse occasionally for practice for some special
demonstration or meeting. I hope our London friends will do something in
this way.
Perhaps it is hardly fair to make any sort of criticism en E. Carpenter's

book in a passing letter like this, but it should be noted that it is entirely
a mistake to take a well-known patriotic air to which stupid and boasting,
doggerel is inevitably wedded in men's minds, and sing words of a revolu-
tionary nature thereto. There are many fine tunes—Welsh, English, and
so forth—which are scarcely known at all, and it is these that should be
brought forward and fitted to suitable words to be sung at our weekly-
meetings in the parks and streets. May Morris.

PIECE-WORK.
Sir,—I have read with great interest the article on " Piece-work " in the

last number of the Commonweal, and I wish to make a few observations on
the subject of a special character. I am a compositor, and a member of the
London society of that trade. In theory it may be admitted that some
trades'-unionists are opposed to piece-work, but in practice—I am speaking
now of the society above mentioned—this opposition takes only the form of
a private opinion. I assert without fear of contradiction that the London
Society of Compositors would cease to exist if the system of working " by
the piece " were insisted on as contrary to the fundamental principles of that
body, and I assert further that the very iniquities perpetrated under that
system flourish under the protecting wings of the leaders of said body. The
piece system alone makes it possible that so many of the large book-printing
establishments still adhere to the rules of the society ; without that system
they could not compete with those houses who are a law unto themselves.
I have tried both sides, union and non-union houses, and I have found out
that the difference is so small between them that one might work as well in
the one as in the other, the iniquities of the piece system being essentially
the same in both cases. The writer of the article referred to, assumed, and
the assumption is theoretically a correct one, that the piece system was more
advantageous to the worker than the time system. In my trade just the
contrary is true. Keeping in mind that, I speak for the book-compositor
(the news-compositor is better situated), my experience shows that work,
given out as piece-work is of such a nature that more time is consumed in
its accomplishment than could give to the compositor his fair wage. Some-
times the difficulties and hindrances are such that the best and most
industrious workman cannot earn more than say from 15 to 25 shillinga
a-week. It is at such starvation wages that all the composition of the
technical and scientific literature of this the greatest centre of printing in
the whole world is done. There are thousands of compositors in London
suffering under this besotted, cast-iron, hide-bound piece system. They
grumble, they curse it, but they have to endure it. The society does not
help them, perhaps does not wish to help them. Those outside the society
are of course no better off, only they have no society dues to pay, and in this
their position is the more rational of the two.
To some specially luminous minds it would appear that the piece system

might be altered so that all the extra-time—consuming factors in any kind
of work might be taken in account—in short, that a scale might be devised
which would ensure to the worker a wage say of about 30s. per week. Such
scales have been devised in France, in Germany, in Switzerland. If the
British mind cannot at once rise to the whole grandeur of such a conception,
some foreign comrades would no doubt be willing to give lessons, or the
officers of some foreign society might be consulted. I know this is the
country of sweet simplicity, of plain rules, of plain systems. But even here
it would not be required of a tailor to accept the same wage for the making
of a fine gentleman's suit as for the making of a corduroy suit.

I know these are revolutionary views. They cannot fail to upset the
English trades-unionist's mind. But when a man like myself has worked
for native and foreign Jew sweaters, when after unceasing, worrying, brain-
killing toil on some work like Volapuk, or some grammar with six different
types in the same line, after wandering through Greek, Latin, three or four
kinds of Saxon, German, French, down to modern English, grasped at
through a kind of compositor's inspiration, and received, " under the piece
system," 18s. as a week's earnings, such a man, even when satisfied with the
comforts of a philosopher, cannot fail to think sometimes that there must be
something wrong in the piece system. Grant that there is something holy
about the system, something venerable, yet the conditions of the work are
always changing, and a scale which might have been adequate at the time
when Shakespeare wrote his plays is not of necessity a just scale in this

improving age.

I know that this is not a Socialist but a trades-unionist question. At
the same time a good many Socialists are suffering under it, and so long as
we all have to live under this cursed system we ought to mend it a little.

Of course the proper thing to do would be to end the piece system in all

classes of book work, but this is at present only a vision of an unwilling
ascetic. . J. B. Luchsinger.

Newark, N. J.—The General Working-men's Union met at Charles Weiss'
Phoenix Park Hall, Newark, Sunday afternoon. Mr. Frey occupied the
chair. H. Charles, late of London S. L., now of New York, lectured on the
labour movement. He said that organisation on a revolutionary basis was
a necessity. Strikes and boycotts were comparatively useless nowadays,
because the development of trusts, machinery, and the army of the unem-
ployed rendered the working-men powerless. He advised Socialists and
Anarchists to unite in the interest of the common cause.
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THE LAB© III: OTMJGGLE.
KRTTAIN.

From Friday (20th uU.), 25,000lcottaroperatives engaged in the Bolton

spinning mills have recerivedait«d¥»»)eoiV 5 per cent, in their wages,; and
the strippers and grinders 10 per 'ceiifc^ whMe; the ironworkers* at various

establishments in the town receive back*7 per^cent^ and 7J pey cento tateen

from themdui 1886*7.;

Strike at Worbmjwfon;—Aibbtit *fl00 !m«n are'ftt ppeswit * oat of employ-
ment at Wbrkingtoivowing tothestorike of rail mill and '8te^ 'furnace-men

at the*West Cumberland Irorv and Steel Works agawrata propo^reduction

in wages. In consequence the Bes^mer department, rail miil, and rail

finishing works are stopped.

Ak Advance Concebed.—The dispute in the 'Halifax iron trade has been
settled by the masters- consenting to pay the wageswhich were* given in 1886,

from the first pay-day in August. This will, in many cases, amount to an
increased 10 per cent. On their side the men have rescinded their resolu-

tion against overtime. Had the dispute continued, nearly 2,000 men and
boys would have come out on strike on the 2nd of July.

Strike at Hebburn Copper Works.—On Monday 25th a large number
of the men out on strike at the Tharsis Sulphur and Copper Works, Heb-
burn, and at Willington Quay, held a meeting at the Argyle Hotel, Hebburn
New Town. The men resolved to continue the strike, and were more hope-

iul than ever that it would have a satisfactory result. They continue to

hold meetings and are heartily supported by the local public.

Another Tyne Wages Dispute.—The dispute which inadvertently arose

©n Monday morning 25th with Swan and Hunter, shipbuilders, Wallsend,
and the joiners in the employment of the firm previous to the late strike,

has been amicably settled. About 50 of the men resumed work on Thursday,
and the other hands who formerly worked in the yard, most of whom live

in Newcastle and Shields, and were, consequently, unaware that a settlement
had been effected, started Friday morning.

Wrought Nail Trade.*—The operatives engaged in the nail trade in the

Rowlep, Old Hill, and surrounding districts continue in a most disorganised

state, and, as a consequence, the wages of the nailers* are being- constantly

reduced in various ways. As an illustration of the deplorable state of things
existingin thertrade, it may be* mentioned that one aged but skilled work1

*

nan received, affeer deductions for carriage and other^tbings* had been made^
the sum of 4s, 4J<L for <a whole • week's worfc

The. Sweating Iirquiries.^-A trade unionist complains in the Sturot the
aM^onerdn which tMsmqtiipy* is conducted. He says it has been conftaed to
ihetfuitniture trade, and that evidence- as te> other notorious, sweaters has:

been refused by Arnold W%ite or v his agent on the ground that; evidence

about Messrs: Maple was aVl that was required. He adcls that some of fthe.

i&emberrof Mr. Pa^^E%saciety*aie so^ dfeB»tisfi^d thkt % they have elected

tweofc tbrirfcHffil^^ of "Wliite*

SrjR16»'TirCAB£E-~ C&axs Trade.—Another large meeting of«»bk^chEWK
soakers onA

strike was*held ton? Wednesday. 27£h. at BeoVLion Im%.Cradla3y'
Road, Cradley Heath, Eowley E&gia Mr. Luke Johnson stated- thafctho*

demand of the workman—viz,, Is. 7d. per cwt.^waa admitted* to be*reason^

able, and the employers w«re not 4

justified in^reducing wages as they hads

several times done during the last twelve months, Mr. T. Homer, of Cradley

Heath, said he was fully convinced that the strike would not be*of longv
' duration. It was resolved to continue the strike until the employers pay

Is* 7d. per cwt
Nut and Bolt Trade.—With ref^rencevto. the strike anoounoe^» in th»

column last week, a further meeting of nut. and bolt makers <was;held on*

Thursday at the Cross: Guns Inn, New > Street^ Baelaston, to consider the-

action of the employers in enforcing^ reduction in wages. The followMag*

resolution was 'carried unanimousJy: "This meeting agrees to give notice<on*

July 7 for a return to the 1881 list 2 of prices, less 5 per cent., on condition

that the nut and bolt makers in the* Smefrhwick, Birmingham* and Ifcckiey

districts will pledge themselves to render support during the strike*-should

one take place.".

Female Cigarmaksrs' Strike at Nottingham.—The worker* of ' this

country should be* grateful to the female cigarnrakers of Nottingham for

the brave stand they are making against their masters. They have just

issuedr.a boycott circulars-a© -fa* aa»I anar aware, the first in this-country*—
against the firm. It take* the> f(»mofSomali handbill, asking cigatmakem
aed the public in general "to remember' thev man who would reduce the

wages of the girls." I ale©- understand ! that some larger bills have been
posted up about the town of a similar character. This is indeed cheering
news, and we wish them every success,—H; D.

A Feather in t#b^Gap op the Midland Counties Trade Federa-
tion;—The la8t'if£re*e '©ftthe Midland Counties Express contains the follbwingv

compliment to the above-named federation :
—" The advantage of combina-

tion amongst working-men has been strikmgiy exemplified by the speedy,

settlement of the' dispute at the Rtfwiey Hall Colliery. Twice recently

thiese men have'had to cease work on amount of actual and threatened in-

frmgementsnipon their rights and privileges, and as often have they been
afeto to maintain them through their connection with the Midland Counties

Tracked Federation. This is one of many instances in which this valuable

organisation has successfully operated in defence of the rights of labour.

Ironworkers' Dispute*—Monday morning* July 2, an adjourned meeting
of ironworkers was held at 3wan Inn, Great Bridge, for the purpose*of trying
to induce men to join the association, and further, to consider wha^ steps it

would be advisable to take in reference to a dispute that has arisen* at the

Great Bridge Iron and Steel Company's works, namely, a proposal, made by
thte masters to take off 6d. per ton for making" fours." A workman pre*

siied. Addresses were- delivered by^the chaismaii and several of the* workfc

men,, and a resolution was unanimously; passed that those presents would
decline to make- " fours " unless they were paid at the same rate as formerly
—viz., without the proposed deduction of sixpence per ton, A deputation
was also selected to wait upon- tbe«maetegg-and to-convey the resolution.

, Engineers' Strike on the Tyne.—* A. largelyrattended meeting of efi-

gjp»ers on strike in* the*mid^river;d«*riet sof < the Tyne.was held in therCo* 1

oj^ative^Hill, WaUaend, on Xueaday, 2dth -ult.v wien the- proposals made
hj^the masters at their in^etmg

r
.in*.ifeiWBistleroi| Monday, were* discussed.

Tire result was not officiaily.annojmoed^but it usr stated that: they<deeided
aggtnst acceptingthe compromise oflS^^nasaery, Is. a >week-advance all

round, and an additional 6d* on time w*ge»vOver 30s, a-weeky. the latter to

ta^kfe effect in August. The feeling of the meeting seemed to be that the

advance should be-th«*same»all round.. July 2,^-Hie dispute was settled on
Saturday, after a strike of nearly"three weeks. The masters have conceded
an immediate advance of Is* 6di all rottfid, a»d' aaf adoMtioaat 6d. t<* naien

earning, over 30s. a-week, the latter not totak^efifecttill a month henOW*

Nor^iKGHAiraH?R»^MiiraBS*--TheBe$: of whom* there are!7,000^ararbe&lg
organised; TMey werk iremmine to ten hours a day^ vfifch ai* avera^efiwage

of from 17s. to 18s. per weeks The royalties ai»e very^heavy in some -parts

of thisdistrict, as, for instaiYee, the Annesley Collieigt, which has from; 660
to' $60 meti) pays £50 per^^ekTcyalliy all the time the work is goingaoav
Aaottaer evil k>the lihiited» likfeility* companies which' abound close* toctke

town of Nofctinghamv The (constant endeavours of these bodies to reduce
wages naturaUy creates considerable feeling among the men. A strike

against a reduction is now gcdagion; at the Wollaton Colliery; 650 menrrb«mg
out On Wednesday a meeting wa&hekL The masters have refused arbi*i»
tion. Nottingham comrades are talking, to- the men. The* miners of this

district are looking with interest to the action of their brethren in other

parts of the kingdom, and will fall into line for a general advance of wages.

The drivers of the mail carts are not servants of the Crown, but aise

employed and paid by the contractors. "We believe this is correct. WeH
we open our columns to'the -drivers or to the contractors as well, to give a

little-information for the general public. Is it a fact that, previous to the

present contractors taking, over the affair, that the drivers were allowed

certain articles of clothing, and when a new batch was delivered to them
they were allowed to keep the old ones ? This was looked upon as a

privilege, and this privilege is now stopped, as the men have to return their

old clothes. Was the original wages of these drivers- from £1 to 35s. per

week, according to the rides? and the maximum has now -been reduced to

28s. Further, that those who- get the higher scale are conthmally being

found fault with for the* mosfc trivial things, and aftdr being thrice

cautioned they are discharged* and those who take their seats; are only paid

20s. for the same rides? We hear these- items on good authority, but can
hardly credit them, and should like to hear further on the subjectfromi those

concerned. If this wholesale reduction of wages is a fact, can it be traced

to the reason that the Department have beat the contractors down to such a

figure that they are 'compelled* to make their employees suffer, or is it a case

of more, wanting more, or>shaH we put it dowa to the " wheel tax " rumour,

and. that back pay. will, yet ibe*givenf^Postal Service Gctzetfa

UNITED SPATES—June 16/

The Pennsylvania, *Tube<Works em^plo^ing 800 men^has. aanouneed*10
per cent, cut in wages.
The stonemasons of Baltimore have asked for an advance from 3 ddllass

50e. to 4 dols. per day for the coming^season.*

Qreafc preparationsurebewg nrnde thlrooghoat the Sr&tes for the celebiea^

tk»nj©f3LabourStetyi^MondaySeptember'SMr
ShiprCfBFpentersJof/Bath,;Me^ ha»«st»ock against a reduction fronr 2ddfe.

5©ic^.to 2 tlolsV> The»Ca»pe«!tersV B«*thei?hDodt orgoaised eighty nev loc«4

asseml&lies.in Jacciary; Felbruaity, and Miawsh..

TBe Bakecs' National Undoi¥has ordered a stance of all bakers in Pii^Sibttif '

f

exclusive of the South* SMeV-whichi- order went into eflfect Sunday ni^atr

They^aresterikimy forthe recognition of their men and to secure elevemhouiw
asra, day's work, exceptton 'Satoerrday, when eighteeniiburs is allowable.

Aecordiffgrtc-anrefrttmiftttetinvBrti^ number of ^trlkfe»4ast

year: in the United Sfaetes- was> 858^ imsroivkig ^40^854 wage workers; E&-
turns from 389 lafeouis orgaHHB»*ioBs im New Jersey give a membetabi^* of
57,692—40^172 beingJKlnighta-of'^Labour,and ;17,790« trade unionis^f

140 men employed in tb^blaistfurnacwtKlepo^ I1L, SteetW5M>ksv

struck, bringing work to. a standstill. They claim the management is^afllr

living up to agreements, but is endeavouring during a boom to runnthe
establishment on a duil-tmifi' basis^ with a short force and a ten percent,

reduction in wages.
McLanahan, Smith, and Co*,, of Halliday^s Burch, Pa;^ invited their *trik>

ing puddlers to go to work at 3 dols, 75 c. a-ton, but they refusedy- deara^id*

ing 3 dols. 85 c. The firm thereupon discharged them,,and will start iijr*he>

mills with non-union men. All the iron mills have been idle hereofor^seven

weeks, and 700 men are out of employment.
Tile silk workers of the United States have formed a national trades dis-

trict of the K. of L., with a membership of 18,000. It will interest silk

workers to know that the strike of weavers in the Khenania silk mill} at

College Point, N. Y., is-settled by compromises They are* to get 18 dolfttos

a-week and the non-strikers must Join the union.

Fifty-one unions are now said to be connected with. the-Germait Fedefmised

Trades^of Newark (N. J). The Jersey City Socialists are reported to{have

established night schools for their children and the working-men,of thek?

party; The Annual Labour Congress of the New Jersey Federation of

Trades and Labour Unions will beheld on the third Mbnday in August in

the S^tate House, Trenton > . N. J;

New York,- June 3G.^A1I the iron mills in the Western^ States 1 except

those worked by non-union men closed, to-day,^ the workers- refusing^to* accept

the manufacturers5 scale of wages, which involved a 10 per cent;* redaction.

The strike is expected to last about twe months, as both parties are w*ll

prepared. About 80 mills and 100,000 workmen are involved. Trouble- is

expected ; in spite of • the siily rumour thatthe bosses were glad of a chance

to work off stockand the men to- rest ( !) duringhet -weather ( ! !). The* men:

can?t live on thte weather-; and if they can, they*wwtft.

The Minneapolis, Minn., sewing girls who struck were receiving 3J> 5, and
8 cents for shirts ; 9 atd 8 cents for jean trousers ; 15 cente for threevstifceh

jean trousers; cashmere trousers, 14 cents; engineers' jackets, 6 cents $

California overalls, 7 cents ; bib overalls, 5 cents ; and for double-seam over-

alls, 90 cents a dozen. In Massachusetts 12,000 children under 14 years are

working in the mills and shops. The age at which children may be em-
ployed in Ohio workshops?»ad factories has beenrraised to 12 years.1 During

the past year a law was enaoted compelling employers to furnish seats for;

wemen employed
Some time ago the CigwraBkers5 Intetnational 'Union of America got oat

an^^ injunctionsagainst:Emaaue* Bamberger, of ^Cincinnfati, O.^ to prevent^his

uswga fac-sHsiile of thermion;label on boaits of 'ciga«B not made by^imioi^

men-and thtts iniuringrthe membewr^of the unions JAdge Maxwefflieatd

the< esse and made.^the> tempoiwy in§un«tioii perpetuak TBsecase wen* to *

the*Oircuit Court on errrorj That court^haeamkrmed the decision. New^
Bavea cigarmakers have also obtained an^injunction against a firm for usiagi

a bogus labeh And they have followed this by a suit for 5,000* dolfers-

daamgess New York^ Cigar • Makers' International Union No. 144^at*it$

quwteriy general meetmg^ reported 1,5ST good standing members^ and the

unions property is valued at 18;095 dollars. Keceipts for the last quarter

^ averaged 7,473, and expenditure 7,071 dollars.
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INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.
ITALY.

Mantua.—The murmuring^ of a crowd' is lieard in the town, which draws
all citizens to the windows and doors to see whatever sight may be. It is a
caravan of emigrants passing througli.the town on its way to Genoa and the

sea, and consists of some 150 country-folk, men, women, and children, whole
families leaving their villages on the hill-side or along the wide channel of

the river shrunken up to a thread in the summer months, to try their luck
in America. The women and children are seated in carts among their house-
hold stuffs, and the men walk behind urging on the mules and horses. The
hopelessness of the home-life of country-folk like these drives them to seek
the only " change of air

;
' possible to them,, and doubtless the change and

new sights and distractions refreshes them a little bit, but this is all the
"good" they will get out of the emigration craze.

Calatafimi.—Last April about 16 people who took part in a "hunger
demonstration" were arrested and put aside for trial when it should suit the
pleasure of the law to trouble about them at all. In spite of the defence of
an able lawyer, among the number only seven have been let off, the remain-
ing nine being sentenced to three months' imprisonment. The sentence has
made a bad impression on the townsfolk, who expected, says La Nuova Eta,
more indulgence for the poor souls who were merely victims of police arro-
gance and provocation.

San Cataldo.—The number of the workers in the mines here has been
reduced, and thence the competition among the men for field-work, the
masters immediately reducing the tariff. Fourteen hours' laborious work
for 85, 60, and 25 centesimi (English, 8£d., 6d. v and 2^d.) !

Altavilia (Avellino) have mutinied because they have received no wrages
for five months (1.50 lire a^day the maximum).

F. S. Merlino has written a Manual of Economic Science for Working-
men (Manualetto di Seienza Economica, Pietro Vasai, Florence), which puts
the past and present position of Economics in clear and simple words for the
use of those who have little time for the study of larger works, nor much
opportunity for collecting and comparing facts for themselves. The writer
has avoided as much as possible in such a work those technicalities which
are unto many Socialists who propound the Faith the most griey-ous pitfalls

;

yet it must not be thought tiiat.he goes to the other extreme with the ornate
words and vague generalities which are thought by some to be all that the
"lower orders" can take in on this complex subject. In short, Merlino
expounds his views in a simple straightforward manner which should render
the Manual very useful to Italian Socialists. The last chapter or heading,
on the future social economy, is to our thinking almost too much condensed.
The difficulties of writing on this subject we fully appreciate, but venture
to think that more , might be written thereon even at the risk of "troubling
the^ waters " considerably : a little distraction from the dreary facts of to-day
which, we have to face and think out, whether we like it or not, might be
refreshing and not unwelcome. The manual is workmanlike and thoughtful,
as indeed are. all Merlino's waitings that we have read

.

M . M.

-GERMANY.
A great number of Social Democrats Jaave been sentenced at Leipzig to

more than twenty-one years' imprisonment in a!l for distributing a very
harmless leaflet on the 18th £>f March. One of the imprisoned, a compositor,
the son of the old Lassallean Toelcke,. became mad in prison, as also did one
secretly incarcerated at Elberfeld. It is iihe .common practice in this
country to shut up Socialists under any pretext for* > months, and' tJten to
collect "materials" against, them, meanwhile to tortnre^thembyitieefiaant
judicial examinations. If nothing can be found against' »tfe^m, it may really
happen that they are again set free after so many months. At Berlin even,
a number of bricklayers charged with forming a tBadesnnion'wiere: dis-
charged

; but to square matters at present again a number of plotters are «on

trial for, & similar "offence." Three papers have also been prohibifced-rat
Bremen (Volkszeitung\ Koeln {Gerichtszeitung\ and Hamburg (NeueBau-
handiaerJcer). So -we me that all t&ese \t»ean things can: be ?done as ••< iv-ell

without Puttkammer aa with him.

DENMARK A£TD NORWAY.
The annual congress of the Danish Social Democrats «*wlll >be* hteld* at;

Copenhagen on July 13, 14, 15. In the .same town, on Aqgiist 16-18th,
a cocgrees of Danish tracks unionavwilLbeheld, to 'which- S-wed»niancKiSror-
way»v#illH3end delegates.
-At Bergen a biography of the Socialist, S. Pihl (difcd^ril 17), Jbas.hejen

edited (prke 15 ore).

AUSTEIA-HTOTOtAEY.
It is - reported from Kroastadt (T*aoeflvania) t&at in . ;the -adjoining

village of' Foeldoar the legal commission appointed to carry ouktke amal-
gamation of «amil agricultural holdups has been attacked by»the people,
more than 1,000 persons, whose revolt was at the e^d quslled^s: usual* by
the gendarmes, who fired amougsfe them. The affair has. ;no importance in
itself, but shows how deep discontent and revolutionary spirit are mooted
in the Slavonian, Roumanian, and Hungarian peasants. They have a much
firmer conviction than' those in more civilised counties that the land
belong* to them, that their landlords and masters are their enemies ?*and
they are only kept down^bymiHtpTyidespottam, chiefly by the gendarmes,
who,vmthout much responsibility,* frequently use their repeating rifles and
revolvers on them. But here ,aad there, often from apparently illogical
reasons, they combine together,, upsetthe authorities in,one <aommune^and
then the revolt spreads. Kemember the large riots in Rj^aand Hungary,
a few y«ars ago, against the Jews^As^is -commonly said, hut in fact against
capitalists uand landlords ; in the &ret niaiaent misted by Jualdiog the
village!iuanrer; for the -only «a«se of^ their -misery, they soon attacked- rich,
Christian* also, and their anger turnad againet the masters. Skice 1866,,
again, peasant revolts in Galicia (Poland) are frequent, the immediate
motive of them being of late some law on. the maintenance of public
highways, forcing back the peasants on this point nearly to the level of serfs.
The great peasant revolts between 1840 and 1850 in this country are known ;

the Austrian Government, perfidious as ever, first tolerated it, wishing the
Polish szlachta (landholding aristocracy) to be. broken, but, like every revolt,
it turned against the State and its organs alike, and so it was bloodily
repressed. In Croatia, four or five years ago, such a trifling matter as the
painting the Hungarian arms on public notice-boards initiated a revolt, the
reason and nature of which will be clear when we know that facts like the
following are quite common there. The tax-collectors suck out the country

;

thousands of small holdings are sold by auction every year, and bought by
the State or by money-grabbers ; e.g., a farm worth £20 was put up for sale

for 10s. arrears of taxes ; other peasants were not allowed to bid, under the
quite legal pretext that they could not deposit this sum on the table in
money, which the representative of the fiscal, of course, did, and so the
farm was knocked down to him (viz., the State itself) at the first
bidding for 2s. ! The Servian movement is quite on a level with the
others. In this country, even more than in those already mentioned,
Socialist agitation has done its share in stirring up the people. Finally
the Roumanian revolts, larger than any thought of before, occurred quite
recently, and the Government -is still busy in crushing and prosecuting
who they think are the -leaders. If coercion alone helps no more, they use
their old -weapon, which will always do its share* namely, to raise and foster
national hatred, and so they now sent to Moldavia soldiers just from these
parts, in which old animosities against the Moldavians exist. These peasants
have no interest in and deeply distrust political matters ; they know*what
they see : the landlords, usurers, and tax collectors, as representatives of
the beneficent State exploiting them, the military service wasting the beat

": years of their sons, and the gendarmes, etc., helping the rich. So they, more
than people with so-called political education, realise the fact that the. soeial
and not the political conditions must be altered, and, once the central
of the State is broken, they will go in for that in their own way.

p0" c

* *

THE GOSPEL OF THE GUN.
In order to protect the collecting agents and emergency men, the War

Office a while ago sent a military force who will carry with them an adequate
supply of ball cartridges to kelp collect the tithes in Wales, and we hear of
their doings from time to time. This is the full development of latter day
Christianity as expounded by bludgeons, and " ball cartridges." Stanley the
evangeliser of the African savage uses the- same means to illustrate, the
glorious gospel of peace and good-will on earth to all men ; and at home the
unfortunate Welsh are made to pay for what they neither desire nor receive
— i. e.

y
the ministrations of an alien elergy— by the use of murderous

weapons.
The land thief having stolen the means of subsistence here below, appoints

his nincompoop younger sons as clerical prigs to point a way hereafter ; and
they forage themselves by robbing hard-working people of their goodaand
chattels. Pretty disciples of him who knew not where to lay his head !

When carrying on a Socialist campaign in Wales, I frequently was met
with the common objection that under a Socialist system the lazy man would
share in the proceeds of the industrious man's toil. A totally groundless
fear

; but, by the way, the lazy man is just now showing the Welsh people,
and for that matter the world, what he can do when hacked by Government
forces to preach the doctrine of love thy neighbour as thyself, and to pay
for the preach by seizing your neighbour's goods. And such is the gospel,
as rendered by. an. adequate supply of ball cartridges ! F. K.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Rqadv E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day exqept
Simday. The-SaorEtary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

"COMMONWEAL" EMITTING FUND.
C. J. E\, 2s. 6d. ; P, W., 6d. ; Langley,.2s. ; K. F., Is.

East-^ad Propaganda. Fund —V.. D. y 2s. 6d. Collected at Princes Square
Club, 2s.. 3£d. J^Lajsjk, Treasurer.

KEPOKTS.
FuJLHAM.—SiwidHy jMorntng, Catterson Smith and Groser spoke to good audi-

ence. Fair sale of ' Weal. In evening, Morris addressed capital meeting outside
rooms. Some opposition easily disposed of. 3s. Id. collected during the day.
MffRTON.—Good xmofltijig on Mitcham Fair Green Sunday, addressed by Me*

and Kitz. Good sale ot'C&mmonweaL and Is. 5id. collected for use of Vestry
Hall.—W. G. J].

Hammershitji*—Meeting held at Acton .Green (opposite Duke of Sussex) .by
J Harnett, Mordhurst, and Tochatti, Ghan*beulain< jsuppoBting Tocbatti, who,mas
thespeaker ; § Commonweals sold.—M. H.
Bradford,—A -student -from Glasgow University, at present officiating at

•Ingle©;^ Road Goo^egatixmal Chapel, aboutthree weeks ago lectured on "So-
cialistic* iMfrfchods," and b»fr givea -occasion' fo^^goodwiork. to be done. Wednes-
day„ 20th/ good: discussiomin Branch ^ ^thjiB^d^aadspaper on " Competition,

"

useful debate. "We are to liave another lecture oni the 11th inst. Sunday 1st,
v Maguire; 'Payior, and Minty accompanied <s>ur branch on a 25 miles walk round
Rombald'* Moor, and tfeere lectared at' .Laypack's Temperance Hotel. * Weak
and pamphlets sold. Paylor lectures Itere on ISth.-^-P. B.
Norwich.— During week, meetings held at Thorpe, Yarmouth, and St

Catharine's Plain. Qrr&aaday, Mainwaring (London) was with us. Good meet-
ings helcVSunday morningat St. Faith's; St. Paul's Plain, and St. Mary's Plain,
by Mowbray, Morley, Poynts, and Mainwaring. In afternoon, large meeting iu
Market Pl&ceby Mowbray, and Mainwaring. Meeting also held on Crostwfok
Common: by Toynts, .Barker,; and Browne. In evening, another meeting in the
Mark&t PJaeeby Mowbray and Mainwaring ^alight opposition easily disposed of
by Maittwartng. Vory good collections and fair sale of ' Weal.-^A. T. S.
Walsall.—On Monday, Tarn (Birmingham) lectured on "Human Nature. n

Burns (Birmingham, S.D.F.) and Tarn also addressed open-air meeting Saturday.
Sanders lectured to .Litoeal Club, Bilston, Friday evening, and heartily received.
Also held good openrair meeting at West Bromwieh. <Good audience addressed
by Carless, Guilkraard, and Russell, Sunday morning on West Bromwieh Road ;

considerable discussion.—J. T. D.

EAST-END PROPAGANDA.
As usual.good meetings were held at our various stations last week, though,

owing to the illness of two of our speakers, we were unable to carry out all the
advertised meetings. We have also found it is necessary to have more speakers
than one at our meetings, so have been compelled to drop some of our stations to
enable us to send more speakers to the others. We hope all friends and sympa-
thisers living near our places of meeting, will attend and help us either in selling
Commonweal or otherwise. Comrades who have not yet joined a party of bill-

posters or leaflet distributors, are earnestly requested to do so at their earliest
convenience.
Bristol Socialists. — Open-air meetings resumed this season at old spot,

Goodhind Street ; no opposition ; Socialism readily received by most who listen.
VVaare.much helped this year by the * Chants of Labour '; meetings opened by
singing a-song, this with display of red banner brings together some people to
start with. Cause making fair progress here ; work of all kinds slack.—R. W.

{Stvtral items are unavoidably crowded out,)
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lecture; diary.
LONDON.

Acton.—Any information from Secretary Harnett,
7 Redmore Road, Hammersmith.

CUrkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Sunday July 8, Special Business
Meeting of Members at 6.30 p.m. Sunday July 16,
at 6 p.m., will be held, in our new hall, a Members
and Friends' Social Evening; Tea on table at 6
p.m. ; Songs, etc., after tea.

Fulham.—8 Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
'July 8th, at 8 p.m., F. Verinder (Guild of St.
Matthew), "The Bible and the Land Question."

Hackney.—28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Road, Hackney
Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday July 8, at 8 p.m., H. Halliday Sparling,
xs John Ball."

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,
Singlegate.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road.

' J

-North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
meeti^ at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secy.,
Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite
Holborn Town Hall.

• Plaislow.—A branch has been formed here and is
commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.
All communications to be addressed to A. Barker,
4 Osborne Terrace, Leyton, E.

&t. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of
this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.
Rochmann, secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Sunday night meetings,
Baker Street Hall, 6.30. Choir practice at 46
Marischal Street on Thursday evenings at 8.

Sradjord.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

'"Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

• taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—In
Oddfellows' Hall, at 8 p.m., meetings for Discussion.
July 12, "A Socialist Commune." Letters and
communications to 35 George IV. Bridge.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Discussion every Thursday even-
ing at 8 o'clock. On Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock,

comrade Saupen w.ill give an account of the Revolu-
tionary Movement on the Continent.

<Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front
Row.

^
Open every evening. Business meeting

Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,
HI Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Xttscester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—On Monday July 9, all members and
friends interested in our co-operative movement are
>requested to attend a meeting at the Gordon Hall
.at 8.30 p.m. Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' Meeting.
'Wednesday, at 8.30, Dramatic Class. Saturday,
8 until 10.30, Co-operative Clothing Association.

• On August 12th and 13th a great Socialist Demon-
stration will be held ; Annie Besant and others will

take part.

Oxford.'—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

w ' West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,
West Calder.

,
OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.

Sunday 8.

11 ...Acton Green Bullock & Fry
11. 30... Latimer Road Station Tochatti & Maughan
11.30.. .Mitcham Fair Green Eden & Kitz
11.30...Regent's Park Mainwaring
11.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
3.30. ;.Hyde Park Mainwaring
7 ...Clerkenwell Green \!..

4

. The Branch
7 ...Weltje Road, opposite-Ravenscourt Park

, .

.' ...Hammersmith Branch

, j

Tuesday.
8. 30...Fulham—opposite Liberal Club...H'mrsmith Bh

Friday.
7. 50... Eastern Rd.—Ossulton Street Parker

Mile-end Waste
" Salmon and Ball " ...

Leman Street, Shadwell
Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal

Green Road.
Kingsland Green
Victoria Park ... ,..

Triangle* Hackney Road
Lea Bridge Road
Stamford Hill

Broadway, Plaistow ...

EAST END.
Sunday 8.

11 ...Graham & Cores.
11

11

7

.Samuels.
. . . Davis.

...Lane & Charles.

Tuesday.

11.30.. .Turner & Brooks.
3. 15...Lane & Davis
8 ...Lane & Charles.

11. 30... Charles & Lane.
7.30.. .Davis & Brooks.
7.45...Mnwaring & Cores.

Mile-end Waste 8.30.. .Charles, Davis,
and Cores.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8. 30...Parker.
Charlotte St. , Gt. Eastern St. 8. 30. . .Mainwaring, Lane.

Thursday. '

Packington St., Essex Road 8. 30...Brooks, Mnwaring

Friday.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8. 30...Mainwaring, Lane
and Charles.

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8 !..Fuller, Cores, and
Lane.

S. Docks, Millwall ... 6 ...Parker, Lane, and
Mainwaring.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m. Sun-
day : Duthie Park, Waterside Gate, 3 p.m.

Glasgow.—Saturday: Jail's Square, at 6 p.m. Sun-
day: Jail's Square, at 12; Paisley Roa'd Toll, at
5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's
Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday: Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Sunday: Bishop Bridge, at 10 a.m. ; Mar-
ket Place, at 3 and 7.30—W. B. Parker.
Wymondham, Sunday at 11 a.m.
Thorpe Village, Monday at 8 p.m.
Yarmouth, opposite Town Hall, Thursday at 8.

St Catharine's Plain, Friday at 8.15 p.m.

Labour Union—Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates (open
air), Sunday July 8, at 6.30 p.m., Rev. S. D. Headlam.
Hoxton.—Persons wishing to join this branch, which

is in process of formation, should communicate with
H. D. Morgan, 22 Nicholas Street, Hoxton.

Junior Socialist Educational Society.—On 7th
July, Rev. Stewart Headlam will lecture on "Chris-
tian Socialism " at 31 Upper Bedford Place, Russell
Square, at 8 o'clock.

At the Farringdon Hall, 13 Farringdon Road, on
Friday July 13th, a Free Discussion will be opened by
P. Kropotkine—subject, "The Moral Justice and In-
justice of the Wage-System "

; at 8.30.

Excursion of London Socialists:—A Committee
has been formed for the purpose of arranging an ex-

cursion to take place in August. All Socialist bodies
have been invited to take part, and a meeting of

delegates will be held on Friday evening in the Hall
of the Socialist League, at 8 p.m.—W. JB. Parker, Sec.

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested
in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London
will be held at the International Club, 23 Princes Sq.,
Cable Street, E., on Saturday evening at 10 o'clock.

All who can assist us by speaking at our various sta-

tions, and especially those who can aid us either on
Sunday or any time during the week by distributing
literature from house to house are earnestly invited to

attend, to enable us to extend our field of work.

Sheffield Socialists.—The Sheffield Socialists, in

conjunction with the Chesterfield and Nottingham
friends, have arranged to have a Picnic at Ambergate
on Sunday the 15th. The Sheffield contingent will

leave the Midland Station by the 9.5 a.m. train.

—

The Sheffield Socialists have secured the St. James's
Assembly Rooms for their meetings, and meet for

lectures and discussions every Monday night.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morria. . id*

Organised Labour : The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors) , .Id,

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d.

The Aims Of Art. By Wm. Morris.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . .Id

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By "William
Morris. In Wrapper 4d.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. . An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris id,

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d
Mrs. Grundy. (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.
Fme hand-made large paper, . . . . 6d.

IRISH MINSTRELSY:
Being a selection of

IRISH SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.
Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with. Cover designed
by May Morris.

Royal 8vo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Walter Scott, Warwick Lane, E.C.

Social Science (New York). Containing
splendid full-page Portraits of the eight Chicago
Anarchists„ with good Biographical Notices of

each. Price, post free, 5d. 6 copies, post free,

2s. 4d. 12 copies, 4s. 6d. 3 dozen, 12s. 6d.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.
6 or more copies post free.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles
of Social Democracy. By J. Sketchlky. Ah
Introduction by William Morris. 240 pp., post
free Is. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

The Irish Question. Third Edition. 32
pages, in Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or

more copies post free.

Now ready—Demy 8vo, 16 pp. and cover. •

The Tom Dredge Case
Being a complete History of Dredge's connection, and
the whole of the official documents which ultimately
led to his dismissal from the service of the G.P.O.

Price One Penny (with Portrait)..

Parcels containing one doze?i sent post free to any
address for Is., on application to the publishers

—

A. W. Morris and Co., Limited, 12 and 13 Lawrence
Pountney Lane, London, E.C.

A. R. PARSONS'
Book on

ANARCHISM:
Its Philosophy and Scientific Basis.

English and German Editions now ready.

Prices: Handsomely Bound in Cloth and Gilt, 5s,
Paper Covers, 2s.—post free.

Order the Book from your bookseller, or from
Mrs. A. R. Parsons, Publisher, 785 Milwaukee

Avenue, Chicago.

Just Published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change,
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions
for the Socialist League.

Birmingham : J. Sketchley, 8 Arthur Place Parade.

Reeves.& Turner, 196 Strand ; or Commonweal Office.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN.
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis—The Economic
Basis—Current Fallacies—Objections—Quack Reme-

dies for Poverty—Methods and Future, etc.

With Preface written by William Morris.

William Reeves, 185, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Dream of John Ball
A few sets of the Commonweal (Nov. 13, 1886 to

Jan. 22, 1887) containing this tale still remaining

Price Is. post free.

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joseph Lank
at IS Farringdon Road, London

t
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NOTES ON NEWS.
• The great case between O'Donnell and the Times has come to an end,

with all its " startling revelations," " sensational disclosures," and the

like on the posters of the daily press. Of course it was a political

affair, and is to be judged accordingly ; and it must be judged by all

honest people who are not rabid partisans as a disgrace even to the

party politics of the present day. The part of the daily press which

happens to be on the Irish side has stigmatised emphatically enough

the tactics of the counsel for the Government, and perhaps to us the

most interesting side of the event is the example it gives us of the

enormous power of a private corporation in governing us so long as it

is on the reactionary side. The Times is rich enough and long-

established enough to do what it likes, and no dog may bark if Sir

Oracle says " Nay."

What it has liked to do is to rake up the whole of its charges against

the Irish Parliamentary party in aid of the apparently waning popu-

larity of the coercionists. The English Home Rule press professes to

think that the attack has been unsuccessful ; and of course it could not

be wholly successful in the nature of things. ]SFo person who thinks

about the matter could suppose that the astute, close, and formal Mr.
Parnell had written the letters in question ; neither could any such

person doubt that the Irish Parliamentary party was more or less in

sympathy with the acts of war which preceded their alliance with the

Gladstonites. But that doesn't much matter; the war-path which
Parnellism and crime is on, is the vote-catching road, and vote-catchers

are not dealing with thoughtful intelligence, but with impressionability

to cries.

The coercionists have got their opportunity for a cry, and they will

use it. All they have got to do is to treat every accusation they have
made against the Irish party as a fact that cannot be disputed, to

ignore the defence of the accused, and to keep on pointing out that

Mr. Parnell refuses to clear himself in a court of justice—that is, to

attack the Times, the representative of the great power of modern
society, to which all that is reactionary will immediately rally, and
which is inexpugnable as long as our class society hangs together. All
this forms quite as good a cry as is needed, or can be got to carry

on the coercionist battle, and doubtless will serve its purpose.

If you do doubt it, listen to the talk of business people, both prin-

cipals and clerks coming home by the underground railway ; and you
must admit that the coercionists have pulled themselves together to

meet the consequences of their recent defeats, and that this time they
liave struck a stroke.

But whatever damage has thus been done to the Irish party, it must
jiot be forgotten that tbey have drawn it on their own heads by their

eagerness to repudiate everything but constitutional means towards
their revolution. That is the line they have gone on; they have
-claimed the support of the English people on the grounds of that repu-

diation, practically disclaiming sympathy with the enthusiasm of rebels,

without which they would not have been able to obtain a hearing at

all, and which could not be repressed because it was forbidden " con-

stitutional " means of expressing itself, and which will have to express

itself again when the present constitutional gentlemen have made their

Parliamentary revolution ; unless, which is by no means likely, they
•cast aside "all reaction and give opportunity for every Irishman to be
truly free by destroying all monopoly of land and capital. And if they
do that they will at once find themselves enemies of the constitution

and rebels once more.

We have got another Zulu war on hand, which seems most likely to

lead to another Boer war ; this is only one of the indications of the
way in which our commercial needs are pushing us on to grab what we
can in Africa ; other nations having their special ways. The sensa-

tional paragraphs lately published about the treatment of the Mahdi's
prisoners, are doubtless an indication of that preparation of the public

mind which we are so used to. Again, in the House of Lords, Lord
Harrowby was very anxious about the growth of the slave-trade in

Zanzibar, as interfering with " British Commerce and British Mis-

sionary Enterprise " (sweet and holy couple). We know that two of

a trade are apt not to agree ; that is especially true of wage-slavery

v. chattel-slavery ; it is worth while putting down the latter in Africa

if the result will be the strengthening the former in England.

Coleman, who has been in prison for assaulting a policeman on

Bloody Sunday, and White, a dock labourer, " and miserably poor,"

says Mr. Bradlaugh, who brought the case forward, were to be further

punished for the crime of poverty by being imprisoned for not paying

£10 10s., the costs of the trial which they were so rash as to under-

take against the police for assaulting them ; and a similar punishment

was to be meted out to Feargus O'Connor for a similar crime. Mr.

Bradlaugh pointed out that these costs were exceptionally high,

whereas in his own experience the Treasury costs were low. Probably

this apparently wanton injustice is meant in kindness to the class of

the poor if not to the individuals, in order to teach them once for all

that they had better not indulge in the useless luxury of law, especially

when a charge of offending against Law-'n'-Order has been trumped

up against them.

And after all Mr. Matthews has turned tail; the three men in

question appeared in the police-court in answer to the summons, there

was no one to support it and therefore the case had to be dismissed

;

which it must be said would certainly not have been the case if Mr.

Bradlaugh had not tackled Mr. Matthews.

Meanwhile, it does seem at first sight another instance of the way
in which the Great Shabbiness of the rich robbing the poor dominates

every incident of our society ; it struck our friend Cunninghame
Graham that way. " He repeated that it gave him personally the

greatest possible satisfaction that this case had come up, because it

was calculated to emphasise that growing hatred between the rich and

the poor, without which no true reform was possible." " It would, he

hoped, serve to show that our British justice, like our Christianity and

our morality, was a gigantic fraud."

His audience, since they were educated men and "gentlemen,"

naturally laughed at his expression of both these truths ; feeling pro-

bably that the consequences of that terrible growing hatred between

rich and poor, which they could scarcely deny would be long in coming,

and their useless lives would have come to an end before the crisis

came ; and not caring for any consequences not personal to themselves

of the antagonism of classes Which is the foundation of the society

amongst which they—stink.

Yet did they ever hear of the Welsh triad of the Three Laughters

of the Fool 1 It is worth quoting : " The fool laughs at that which is

bad, at that which is good, and that which he cannot understand."

All this the gentlemen of the House of Commons have often done

;

there remains to them the other laughter—on the wrong side of the

mouth. May we all live to see that

!

W. M.

THE REVOLT OF GHENT.
(Continued from p. 210.)

Having thus very briefly told you as to the political and social con-

dition of the great Flemish towns, I must now get to my story, as

given us by Froissart.

I have mentioned the English alliance with James van Artevelde,

which took place at the very beginning of the war with France ; this

went on till at the siege of Tourney by Edward III., James van Artevelde
sent sixty thousand men to help that king ; and in the year 1346,

Edward III., lying at Sluys, we find van Artevelde using his influence to

get the Prince of Wales acknowledged as " Lord and Herytour " of

Flanders ; but the Councils of the towns hanging back on the ground

that " there should no such untruth be found in them as willingly to

disheryte their natural lord and his issue to enheryte a stranger." But
we can easily imagine that though glad enough of Edward's help

against France, they may have been shy of handing themselves over

to such a powerful King as the lord of England then was.

Anyhow, the negotiation came to a tragical end with the death of

James van Artevelde himself. He was slain in a tumult at Ghent as a
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at and robber of thte public treasure, after having been, practically
r.jpf Flanders for nine years ; and it maybe supposed that there
fofc&e genuine indignation against him for pressing on the people

th?3ping fealty to the English king, though on the whole the affair

reads as if it had been the work of the French or loyalist party.

Tne Flemings after his death sent in terror to Edward to excuse

themselves, and suggested, says Froissart, the marriage of the King's
daughter to Louis the young Earl. Edward agreed to this readily

enough; but Louis had another offer of marriage alliance from the

Duke of Brabant, his next neighbour, which naturally he much pre-

ferred, since it would not cost him the friendship of the French king,

On which,, as aforesaid, it was the natural policy of the Earls of

Flanders to lean. The Councils of the towns as naturally stuck to

the English marriage, and urged it on the Earl who had trusted him-
self to Ghent. " But ever, he said, that he wolde not wed her
"whose father had slain his, though he might have half the whole realm
of England." (His father was slain at Crecy.) The Flemings thereon

put on the screw by holding him in " courteous prison." He pretended
to yield, and met Edward, who was mighty civil to him ; but watch-
ing his opportunity he managed to escape from his guards at a hawk-
ing party and fled to the French king, by whom he was well received.

This may be considered the first act of the struggle between the* Earl
and his subjects.

The curtain rises again on Edward, an old and worn out man, and
the English Alliance dimmed by bickerings between the seafarers of

both nations, ending at last in a good stiff sea fight between them off

the coast of Brittanny, in which the Flemings were defeated. Edward
threatened regular war ; but the Flemings craved for peace, and the

treaty was renewed.

After this interlude Froissart settles down with great enjoyment and
not a little pomp to tell us.the story of the great revolt in all detail.

Says the old chronicler: "When the tribulations first began in

Flanders, the country was so wealthy and so rich that it was marvel
to hear ; and the men of the good towns kept such estate that it was
wonder to hear tell of. But these warres first began by pride and
envy that the good towns in Flanders had one against another, as they
of Ghent against them of Bruges and they of Bruges against them of

Ghent, and other towns one against the other. But there was such
resort that no war could arise among them without the Earl of Flanders
their lord did consent thereto ; for he was so feared and beloved that

Hone durst displease him. . . . For always he had lived in great

prosperity and peace, and had as much his pleasure as any other
' (Christian prince had ; but this war began for so light a cause and in-

cident, that justly to consider and speak, if good will and sage advice
had been in the lord, he needed not to have had any manner of war."

In short, the English Alliance had grown cold ; the Earl, backed by
the power of the French King, had crept into power, and was using
the jealousy of the great towns, and especially of Ghent and Bruges,

as an instrument of his own advancement, and by this time now felt

himself very strong. The fire was only smouldering, and " the light

cause and incident" was soon ready to hand to make it blaze up
heavens high.

Froissart sees the cause of quarrel in the feud between two
" lynages," those of John Lyon and Gilbert Matthew, both of whom
belonged to the gild of the Mariners, and represented families long at

feud together.

Once again, as in the case of James van Artevelde, we are coming
across rich and powerful men, not belonging to the feudal aristocracy

;

and I feel pretty sure that whatever gild of craft they might have be-

longed to, they must have been families surviving from the old municipal
aristocracy*

John Lyon was a favourite of the Earl, and head apparently (for

Froissart is somewhat vague here) of the Mariners' Gild. Gilbert

Matthew lays an elaborate plot to overthrow him ; he advises the Earl
to lay a new tax on the mariners. The Earl takes the bait readily

;

tells John Lyon, who demurs somewhat, what is toward, and calls a
' " Farlyment

'

2 to see to the matter. At the said Parlyment, Gilbert
* Matthew puts up his brothers to speak against the new tax ; John
Lyon backs them eagerly, for says Froissart, "he would to his true

pdwer mayntain them in their old franchises and liberties." The Earl
in a rage turns out John Lyon, and puts Gilbert Matthew in his place,

•who get him his tax levied, but henceforth John Lyon becomes a
popular leader.

The next cause of quarrel was between the towns themselves, egged
on doubtless by the Earl. "The devil who never sleepeth awaked them
of; Bruges to dig about the river of Lys to have the easement of the

course of the water, and the Earl was well accorded to them, and sent

great number of pioneers and men-at-arms to assist them. Before

\ that in time past they would have done the same, but they of Ghent
Iby puyssance brake their purpose." Clearly the Earl setting on the

JJrugeois to pick up an old quarrel with Ghent.

V u The tidings of these diggers increased. So it was, there was a

woman that came from her pilgrimage from our lady of Bolayne (who
was weary), and sat down in the marketplace whereas there were
flivers men, and some of them demanded of her from whence she

fcame. She answered, 'From Bolayne, and I have seen by the way
the greatest mischief that ever came to the town of Ghent, for there

be more than 500 pioneers that night and day worketh before the

river of Lys, and if they be not let they will shortly turn the course

, of the water. 7 "

The townsmen hunt up John Lyon, who has been keeping very quiet

since his quarrel with the Earl, and after the due amount of pressing
he gives them the following advice ;

" c Sirs, if ye will adventure to

remedy this matter, it behoveth that in this town* of Ghent ye renew
an old ancient custom that sometime was used in this town, pud thflit

is that ye bring up again the White Hats, and that they may %&te
a chief ruler to whom they may draw, and by him be ruled/ These
words were gladly heard, and they said all with one voice, cWe will
have it so, we will raise up these White Hats/ Then were there made
White Hats which were given and delivered to such as loved better tp
have war than peace, for they had nothing to lose."

You see this points out to an earlier time in the history of the city,

and the raising of a sort of emergency corps
;
perhaps originally a kind

of bodyguard of the municipalaristocracy.

John Lyon is made Captain of the White Hoods, as we should trans-

late to-day Chaperons Blancs, and their first job is to make an end of

the digging of the new canal by the Brugeois and their pioneers, who
" left their work and went back again to Bruges, and were never so

hardy to dig there again"; but the White Hoods and their captain
hold together as a regular insurrectionary force.

The next scene is the arrest by the Earl's Bailiff of a mariner at

Ecloo, a town half way between Ghent and Bruges, and within the
jurisdiction of Ghent. The townsmen claim their burgess back from
the Bailiff, who is as high-handed as if he were Sir Charles Warren in

person, and answers, "What needeth all these words for a maryner

?

. . . I have puissance to arrest, but I have no power to deliver."

The Ghentmen now send an embassy to the Earl (who is lying at

his manor of Male near Bruges) to claim their burgess. The Earl
promises to have him released, and also to maintain their liberties,

—

but always on condition of the disbanding of the White Hoods.
However, the prisoner is released, and the dykes of the new canal
filled up ; the Earl apparently trusting to the Matthews for getting

the White Hoods disbanded. But when John Lyon hears of this

condition, "he spake and said : 'All ye good peoplfe that be here

present, ye know and haver seen but late how the White Hats hath
better kept your franchises than either red or black hats have done,

or of any other colour. Be ye sure and say that I said it, as soon as

the White Hats be laid down by the ordinance that the Earl would
have, I will not give for all your franchises after, not three pence.'

"

In short, the answer John Lyon makes is to set to work to organise

his White Hats, and bid them be alert.

Then the Earl retorts by sending his said Bailiff, Roger Dauterne,
with his banner and 200 men to Ghent to arrest John Lyon and five

or six others. John Lyon acts with most praiseworthy promptitude,

gathers 400 White Hoods, throws down and tears the Earl's banner,

and slays the bailiff in a very orderly and peaceable manner: "they
touched no man there but the Bailey ; and when the Earl's men saw
the Bailey dead, and the banner all to torn, they were greatly abashed,

and so took their horses and voided out of the town." The Matthews
flee and their houses are sacked. The White Hoods are masters of

Ghent.
Then " the rich and notable merchants," very much scared, send off

to the Earl twelve men to crave for peace. But meantime John Lyon,
who was at the Council where this embassy was arranged, musters the
White Hoods and those of the crafts who were on his side, outside

Ghent in a plain called Andreghem, close beside which was a castle of

the Earl's, newly built, and doubtless meant as a garrison to overawe
the town. At this review this said castle is first sacked and then
burned by ' an accident done on purpose ' : John Lyon remarking, in

the true manner of a mediaeval joke, " How cometh yonder fire in my
Lord's house 1

"

The news reaches the Earl while the embassy of rich men are craving

peace of him ; and as he was particularly fond of this house, one almost
wonders that he respected the safe conduct he had given. One can
imagine the to-do there was ; the embassy of course was driven out
ignominiously (which of course was John Lyon's intention in allow-

ing the fire to come into my lord's house), and the Earl declares war.

John Lyon, clearly a very able and resourceful man, immediately
marches on Bruges with nine or ten thousand men, and gets in without
any actual fighting, the " rich man " being cowed by the aspect of the

lesser crafts ; and the Brugeois enter into alliance with Ghent.
Courtray has already come in, and Ypres is thought to be friendly;

so that Flanders seems won from the Earl.

But just at this crisis John Lyon dies at Damme, the port of Bruges ;

poisoned, hints Froissart, which, considering the hatred of the rich

men of Bruges, is likely enough. The Ghentmen, however, are nothing
daunted, but go on organising themselves for war. They chose for

captains John Pruniaux, John Bull, Rafe of Harselles, and Peter du
Bois, 1—the last a very clever and wily captain and leader, who out-

lived all the leaders of Ghent and died in England.
The Ghentmen march on Thorout and Ypres, where, through the

help of the mean crafts (weavers and fullers), they win the towns, in

spite of the opposition of the Earl's garrisons ; and now being masters

of the greater part of Flanders, the rebels besiege Oudenarde. To
give you the measure of the strength of these communities of crafts-

men, I must tell you that at this siege they mustered a hundred
thousand strong.

The Earl finds after all that he is not strong enough to resist this

union, and before the town is taken he makes peace with the towns
through the means of the Duke of Burgundy. This peace may be
said to end the second act of the story. William Morris.

(To be continued.)

1 I take the names from Lord Berne^' translation (Henry 8th) of Froissart.

The two between them make a sad mess of the names of languages they do not
• understand.
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15 Sun.

16 Mon.

17 Tues.

18 Wed.

19 Thur.

20 Fri.

21 Sat.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending July 21, 1888.

1381. John Ball murdered. 1809. P. J. Proudhon born. 1839.

Chartist outbreak at Birmingham.

1850. Margaret Fuller drowned. 1857. Beranger died. 1877.
Seizure of Martinsburg (W. Va.) by railroad strikers.

1879. Trial of Bilshanski, Gorski, and others in Kieff. Sen-
tences : death, 3 ; prison, 6 ; Siberia, 2.

1793. Trial of Alexander Whyte for seditious libel. 1793. Trial of

Paine and Waldron for publishing ' Rights of Man.' 1831.

Cobbett tried for seditious libel.

1770. Trial of John Miller for reprinting Junius's " Letter to the
King." 1867. Attempt by Berezovski on Alexander II.

while driving with Napoleon III. in Paris. 1870. Michael
Davitt tried for treason felony. 1872. Benito Juarez died.

1872. Attempt on King and Queen of Spain.

1348. James van Artevelde slain. 1G93. Sarsfield killed at Landen.
1798. John McCann hung. 1862. N. G. Tchernichevski
arrested. 1877. Strike begins on Pennsylvania R. R.

1820. Trials for high treason at York and Glasgow. 1877. Fatal
affray at Baltimore (Md.) between militia and populace.

1683. William, Lord Russell beheaded. 1796. Robert Burns died.
1819. Great Reform meeting in Smithfield. 1877. Penn-
sylvania militia defeated at Pittsburgh by railroad strikers.

1884. Suffrage demonstration on Embankment and in Hyde
Park.

Chartist Bising at Birmingham.—Towards the end of 1838 Law -V- Order
became scared enough to adopt the usual methods of ai resting agitation—not in
attempting to cure the evils agitated against, but—by putting the leaders into
prison. Matters calmed down somewhat. ''The Home Secretary remained on
4he watch during the first half of the year, till assured by the Attorney-General
that Chartism was extinct*' (Martineau's * Hist, of Thirty Years' Peace'). Just
to prove this clever statesman " a hass," as Bumble says, in July the great Con-
vention sat, and in Birmingham a series of mass meetings were held in their Tra-
falgar Square, the Bull Ring. Policemen made rows, then ran some in, and on
the I5th the trouble came to a head in one of the biggest riots in Chartist history
—heads broken, shops wrecked ; and the clever people had to admit that Chart-
ism was not quite extinct. Something very like has lately happened to a party
by the name of Balfour.-T. S.

Benito Pablo Juarez.—Rom in the Mexican State of Oajaca, March 24, 1806,
Juarez was of the pure blood of that noble race (doubly misnamed " Indians ")
which endured the brutal oppressions of Cortez and Pizarro, and have been the
long-suffering objects of Spanish bigotry and cupidity ever since. But, as in the
-case of Ireland, the kind-hearted and virtuous nations have conquered the
haughty and high-handed invaders, so in the person of Juarez was the long
oppression of the Aztecs historically avenged. Not a degenerate Spaniard, but
-a despised "Indian" was the Moses of Mexico, to lead it out of the worse than
Egyptian bondage of European despotism, and by the terrible example of
Maximilian to foil for ever the idea of imposing foreign puppets on Mexican soil
for the benefit of Old World rapacity. It is pleasing to every social reformer
to-day to recall that it is to one of this lame race of liberty-loving Mexicans we
owe that brave heroine of Chicago, the woman who " held up the banner the men
-cast down."—L. W.

The Great Baihoay Strikes of 1877.—The great labour revolt of 1877, which
began on Saturday the 14th of July by a handful of men on the Baltimore and
Ohio line, was followed on Monday the 16th by an attempt to stop all freight
trains at Martinsburg in West Virginia. Like the brave defiers of tyranny in
•«veiy age, from Thermopylae downwards, these bold challengers of the railway
kings chose a mountain pass to hold as their vantage ground. Martinsburg is on
^classic ground. It is only a few miles westward of Harper's Ferry, where John
Brown made his immortal attempt. These places lie between the two giant
arms of the great Allegheny chain of mountains, where Dame Nature has, by the
mighty agency of the Potomac River, cloven an awful passage, for puny mankind
to crawl like a trembling insect from east to west along the sheltering precipices
on either hand. This natural highway, free to all, has been laid violent hands

t
11 ?L;;£r

?
at monoPoly kings, who demand exorbitant toll on all which passes.

In 1877, their servants, driven to desperation by hard usage, proclaimed to the
world that they themselves were unwilling agents in this robbery of the world,
and called a halt until the power of the powerful tyrants should be questioned
and either repudiated or acknowleged by the world at large. These poor railway
slaves failed io far as their own selfish needs were concerned, but they will livem lasting memory for their daring and noble attempt to free the toilers of the
world.—L. W.

Beheading of Bussell and Murder of Essex.—All Londoners know the Rye
Mouse up the Lea, and that it was made famous by a "plot" at some time or
other. More than this few care to enquire. As a fact, it is very doubtful if
such a plot everexisted, save> the fertile brain of government assassins and
spies. Certain it is, that the most noble victims to this concocted scheme and
its sequel had no part nor lot in the Rye House or its alleged rendezvous. Most
likely they had never heard of its existence previous to the proclamation of the^covery of a proposed attempt on the lives of those immortal saints the brothers
Charles and James Stuart, sons of the "martyr" of 1649, on their return from
JNewmarket, a place then and now where the salt of the earth congregate to
exhibit their superior virtue and do honour at the shrine of their chosen deities.
lheever immortal hero of this infamous government conspiracy to defame and
kill the best and bravest Englishmen of their age was Algernon Sidney. Two of

/ A
ieLfell

°T mJ
rtyrs were Lord Russell, son and heir of the Earl of Bedford,

and Arthur Capel, Earl of Essex. William, Lord Russell was a man in his
fortieth year, not a youth as often supposed, and so entitled to the credit of*alm mature opinions. It may seem strange to many that the champions of
liberty should look for a shining light to such an over-gorged family as the house
of Bedford, bloated with the produce of robberies from the people. But it was
the fortune of the Russells to really ennoble their brigand blood with infusionstrom some of the purest streams in England, houses which relied for eminence
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our own days m his own Person was at one time the

fiercest of democrats and at another the most insolent of aristocrats. Whatever
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9 J* f an wwteriaMe fact that William Russell made Lincoln'sS d

f "Pilgrim's shrine » for all lovers of liberty by there laying down hisymocent life for their sacred cause on the 21st of July in the year 1683. It is
lutiie to examine details of circumstances and conditions. There are but two
contending parties in social ethics. The one seeks to rule one's fellows by force

;

the other seeks to give each man as much freedom of action as compatible with
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s fellow victim of 1683
>
Arthur Capel, first Earl ofHwex of the existing family, was a strange salad of contradictory characteristics,

only found in such turnabout times as those of the Commonwealth.and the latter

Stuarts. His father, although own cousin to the famous republican genseia^

Edward Montague, Earl of Manchester, and an abettor at first of Pym, Ibmliy
lost his head on Tower Hill for turning royalist and stubbornly defending C<3v
Chester against Cromwell's relentless cannon. The son was first a courtier, att4

then a democrat. In England a bigotted No Popery fanatic, yet a Lord IliBii-

tenant of Ireland avowedly risking his head by furthering the .cause of religions

and political equality. In fact, Arthur Capel anticipated the Gladstoniangi of
to-day by over two centuries, holding out the offer of peace and good-will to the
Irish populace. After this he became a participant in schemes of unbridled
tyranny. Capel seems naturally to have been a narrpw-minded aristocrat and
foe of the people's cause, but he could not abide the shameless greed of the king's
harlots, and turned to Algernon Sidney for guidance. Capel was thus a par-
ticipant in those historic speculative discussions which led to the martyrdom of

Sidney and Lord Russell, on the alleged discovery of the " Rye House Plot."

On the very day the brave young Russell was brought to trial, London was
horrified to be told that the Earl of Essex had killed himself in his prison. This
event has been much discussed ever since, but John Evelyn, the diarist, puts the
point beyond all question, showing how the King and Duke of York were in the
Tower at the time, while the head of Essex was nearly severed, in a way im-
possible for a man to himself accomplish. As it well known that Capel was
the object of virulent hatred from all the rapacious Whitehall strumpets (pro-

genitors of those present pillars of the British Constitution, the dukes of Rich-
mond, Grafton, Saint Albans, and Buccleuch, besides numerous lesser lights in

the place-hunting peerages), there can be little wonder at the fate of the earl,

and the sealing in death of lips which could have uttered astounding truths.

It is curious to observe in the instance of Arthur Capel, undoubtedly a martyr
to the cause of freedom, how accident places men in strange positions, and how
we are all the creatures of circumstances. Less promising stock for the sons of
liberty to draw heroes from than the Capel family could hardly be imagined.
The family fortunes were founded by an infamous Lord Mayor of London, who
left his name to appropriate lasting infamy by inventing during his mayor-
alty a scheme for having cages in each ward of the city to chain up the poor
disinherited wanderers who had been turned adrift by Henry Tudor's gang of

land plunderers at the close of the Wars of the Roses. This villain, Lord Mayor
Capel, of uear four centuries ago, who so well understood the necessary means
for London exploiters to enforce their schemes of plunder, had a mansion and
built his own tomb on the spot to-day dedicated to his memory by loving
worshippers and imitators of his morality and methods—the famous Capel Court,
secret and jealously guarded haunt of those universal robbers, murderers, and
oppressors, the stockbrokers of the world.—L. W.

The following note was unavoidably held over from last week's Calendar :

—

Death of John Elliott Cairnes.—Cairnes, John Elliott, died 8th July, 1875;
Emeritus Professor of Political Economy at University College, London ; author
of 'The Slave Power' (1862); 'Political Essays' (1873); 'Essays in Political
Economy ' (1873) ; ' Some Leading Principles of Political Economy ' (1874) ; and
'The Character and Logical Method of Political Economy' (1875). This dis-

tinguished economist, the last capable defender in England of the " wage fund"
theory, deserves more attention from Socialists than is usually granted to him.
His exposition of international values, of the laws determining relative wages in
different occupations, of the economic advantages of untaxed foreign trade, and
of the Ricardian Law of Rent, are all unsurpassed by any other economist ; and
his analysis of the economic position of a slave-owning agricultural community
is a valuable instance of the application of pure economic theory to an actual and
complicated case. Although still trammelled by the remnants of an individual-
istic and capitalist economics, he was under no delusion as to the nature and
effect of the tribute of rent and interest which private ownership of the means
of production necessarily creates, and he expressed his concurrence in John Stuart
Mill's view of its inevitable abolition. But, being still under the thraldom of
the individualist politics common at the beginning of the century, he deprecated
the extension of public administrative activity, and anticipated a wide expansion
of voluntary industrial co-operation. His economic position as regards wages
was, however, vitiated by his retention, in a modified form, of the " wages fund"
theory, and as regards exchange values, by his utter inability to appreciate the
law of the limitation of demand brought forward by Jevons.—S. W,

LITERARY NOTES.
' The Place of Individualism in the Socialist System,' by J. E. Hall, is

No. 9 of the New York Labour Library. (Published monthly at 5 cents.,

by the New York Labour News Company, 25, East 4th Street). It is a
well-considered and thoughtful pamphlet, and deserves attention ; putting
the State-Socialist position with a commendable spirit of toleration for
opponents not always displayed.

' Socialism of the Street in England,' by W. C. Crofts, is a spiteful and
feebly dishonest account of the Socialist organisations, reprinted from a
French periodical and issued by the L.P.D.L.
The Christian Socialist (Reeves, Id.) keeps up to the high level its present

editors gave it as soon as it came under their hands, and seems to be doing
really good work.

Articles of interest to Socialists in July magazines :

—

Nineteenth Century :
' The New Labour Party,' H. H. Champion ;

' Liberating the Slaves in
Brazil,' W. J. Hammond. Fortnightly : ' The Boulangist Movement,' Henri
Rochefort ;

* Custom,' Edward Carpenter ; ' The Ethics of Kant,' Herbert
Spencer. National: 'Colonisation and Friendly Societies,' W. Greswell.
Archceological

:

' Junior Right in Genesis,' J. Jacobs ; 'Baker's Guild of York,1

Miss Toulmin Smith. JLaw Quarterly : 'Public Meetings and Public Order 1

(the United States), E. H. Bennett; 'Early English Land Tenures,1

C. J. Elton. Atlantic Monthly: 'Studies of Factory Life,' Lillie B. C.
Wyman. S.

It is stated that the Pinkerton detective agency can centre in forty-eight
hours at any spot east of the Mississippi river a larger number of its

banditti than there are soldiers in the regular army of the United States.

Overcrowding in a Village.—In a cottage of two rooms at Kilham, near
Driffield, no less than 14 persons are living—father, mother, a 26 year old

.

son, a daughter aged 23, and two illegitimate children, another daughter,
aged 18, and one illegitimate child. The Local Government Board have, it

is said, at last roused the Local Board from their lethargy, and matters are
to be mended.

A Coffin Ring.—A financial ring is endeavouring to boom a project for
amalgamating the whole of the coffin furniture manufacturers of the United
Kingdom into one vast joint-stock concern, with a capital of .£400,000 aid a
debenture issue of £100,000. The ordinary shareholder is promised 24 per
cent. If the profits are so vast as this it is time that the workmen agitated
for an advance in wages.

—

Star.
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KAV* TOT WOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GOOTB WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW : FIRST, FEW MEN
mBMD IT; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Rd. ,£.0., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

At ail articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

.

the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.
Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
8*b&criptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, Ss.; three months, Is. 6d.
Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

K. T.—Mr. Booth's paper on the " Condition and Occupation of the People of
the Tower Hamlets," read before the Statistical Society May 17, 1887, will
give most of what you want. It was published in June number of the
society's Journal, and has been republished as a pamphlet by Stanford,
Charing Cross.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday July 11.

England
Anarchist
freedom
Leicester—Countryman
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Our Corner
Personal Rights Journal
Postal Service Gazette
Railway Rtview
Telegraph Service Gazette
Worker's Friend

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald

United States
New York—Der Socialist
Truthseeker
Volkszeituiig
Jewish Volkszeitung
Alarm

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago—Knights of Labor

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Fort Worth (Tex)—South West
Milwaukee—National Reformer
N Haven—Workmen'sAdvocate
Providence Independent Citizen
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier (daily)
La Revolte
La Femme et I/Enfant
Le Coup de Feu

Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L'Avenir

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Arbeiterstimme

Geneva—Przedswit

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Cremona—II Democratico

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialist*

Portugal
Lisbon— Protesto Operario

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Wien—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Muncitoriul
Bucharest—Gutenberg

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

HOW THE MONEY GOES.
Englishmen are said to live on the glorious traditions of the past.

These are said to rest on the wisdom and the deeds of heroic daring

of their noble ancestors, and that to these are largely due that vain

and vague feeling of superiority so largely characteristic of the average
Englishman of to-day. England is held to be the most exalted and
the most disinterested of nations. She is the grand pioneer of a

grand civilisation through all the regions of the earth ; her flag floats

triumphantly over every sea, and all the nations of the world recog-

nise her claim to superiority, and bow in humble submission to her

ever-wise and ever-gentle dictation. None dream of her being the

great Hypocrite of Nations ; all admire in her those grand attributes

of humanity, dignity, and consistency.

Englishmen are said to be the most economical people in the

world, even in this age of utility, and that in nothing is this more
clear than in the cost of our government as compared with that of

other countries ; that among the most extravagant are those of France
and America ; and that these, as compared with England, are a con-

demnation of Republicanism ; that in those countries all the senators

and deputies are paid extravagantly, which swells the cost of govern-

ment in those countries to an amount Englishmen would never submit
to. • As this is a matter so frequently brought forward, let us see

how the matter stands, as it is not well that the wisdom of Englishmen
should be kept in the dark. It should be seen by the whole world and
duly appreciated.

If we take the cost of royalty, it is over one million a year. But let

us confine ourselves to the following six items :—Civil List, £385,000 ;

from Duchy of Lancaster, 1884, .£45,000; Compensatory Annuity,

£27,000; Annuities to Royal Family, £158,000 ; from Duchy of Corn-

wall, 1884, £64,641 ; Compensatory Annuity, £16,216. Six items

only, £695,857. High Officers of State, or the Cabinet :—One at

£20,000, one at £10,000, one at £8,000, seven at £5,000, one at

£4,500, one at £4,425, one at £2,500, and eight at £2,000. These

make a total of £100,425, to which add the £695,857. Total, £796,282.
Now take the government of France :—Salary of the President,

£24,000; Nine Ministers at £1,600 each, £14,400. Total, £38,400.

But then, we are told, there are her Senators and Deputies all receiving

enormous salaries. Let us see how much :—300 Senators, 9,000 francs,

/or £360, a year each, £108,000; 530 Deputies, 9,000 francs, or £360,
a year each, £190,800; President and Ministers, £38,400. Total,

£337,200.

Great Britain and Ireland, £796,082 ; France, £347,200. Difference
against Great Britain and Ireland, £459,082.
Take the American :—President, £20,000 ; Seven Ministers at

£1,200, £8,400. Total, £28,400. Add 242 Senators and Representa-
tives, each £750, £151,500. Total, £179,900.

Great Britain and Ireland, £796,282 ; America, £179,900. Dif-
ference against Great Britain and Ireland, £616,382.
But neither France nor America is a genuine Republic. On the other

hand, if we take Switzerland, which is the nearest approach to what a re-

publican government ought to be, we have something approaching an
economical government :—Chairman of the Executive, £400 ; Yice-
Chairraan, £340 ; seven Ministers, each £340—£2, 380. Total, £3, 1 20.

128 Deputies, 12 francs a day each for six months, or £69 3s. each,

£8,856 4s., making a grand total of £11,976 4s. But Switzerland is a
small country

; yes, with three millions of people. Multiply three by
twelve, and you have thirty-six millions, and multiply the expenses of
the executive in like manner, and it would give £143,732 8s.

It is not necessary to affirm the absence of corruption in those
countries, especially in France or America. But in neither of those
countries, in connection with the President's household, will you find

items such as you would find in connection with the Royal household
of Great Britain and Ireland.

But let us have a look at the Departments for 1882 :

—

Charge of Super T _. ,

Establishment. Annuities.
loiai*

Privy Council Office £30,077 ... £1,821 ... £31,898
Treasury Department 57,732 ... 11,334 ... 31,898
Home Office 91,278 ... 10,269 ... 101,547
Foreign „ 72,068 ... 9,229 ... 81,297
Colonial,, 13,476 ... 13,476 ... 52,268
India „ 30,650 ... — ... 30,650
War „ 222,244 ... — ... 222,244
Admiralty Office 180,583 ... 337,981 ... 518,564
Board of Works, Gt. Britain 45,765 ... 7,519 ... 53,184

„ „ Ireland ... 41,595 ... 3,852 ... 45,447
Board of Trade 171,933 ... 16,848 ... 188,781
Exchequer and Audit Dept. 59,733 ... 17,687 ... 77,340

Local Government Board :

—

England and Wales 415,173 ... 11,717 ... 426,890
Scotland 18,582 ... 1,433 ... 20,015
Ireland 134,629 ... 4,479 ... 138,508
Customs Department 843,418 ... 134,319 ... 977,737
Inland Revenue Department 1,659,886 ... 213,585 ... 1,873,471

Look at those enormous charges so characteristic of English economy..

Look, too, at the items for superannuations, so characteristic of Eng-
lish generosity, where the wealth-producers are not concerned.

It is not pretended that there is no corruption or extravagance in

connection with these departments, but then those are little defects

arising from little oversights in the past, while the most commendable
efforts are periodically made to purify these departments and bring
them into harmony with the administrative wisdom of Great Britain

and Ireland. It is true in looking over the pension list you will find

hundreds of names of men who have been pensioned off by the well-

known process of re-organisation. But then there is nothing so-

thorough as English economy, in proof of which take the following :

—

Accountant-General's office abolished 1S54, salary saved £1,500

;

office re-established 1861, salary £2,000 ; added an inspector of ac-

counts, salary £850 ; and in 1868, assistant Accountant-General, salary

£1,000. Since then, by re-organisations, salaries saved £14,500, but
added to the pension list £8,400 ; and new offices, deputy-controllor,,

salary £1,000 ; chief clerk, salary £850 ; assistant-inspector of ac-

counts, £500 ; total, £10,750.
But there is nothing like the thoroughness of English economy, and

as a further proof of it, and of the capacity for purification by the
process of re-organisation, take the following specimen of Admiralty
re-organisation, 1878-80 :—Total amount saved in salaries, £15,500 ;

paid in bonuses, £52,000. Added to the pension list, £20,000 ; new
offices, accountant-general to Admiralty, £1,500; deputy-general to

Admiralty, £1,200 ; two chief clerks at £900 and £700—£1,600 ;

total, £24,300. In 1877 the permanent secretaryship abolished, saved

£1,500 a-year. The poor fellow retired tQ the pension list on £67&
a-year. In 1882 the office was re-established with a salary of £2,000
a-year ; by re-organisation in 1878-80, saved in salaries, £4,300 ; added
to pension list, £7,338 ; with bonuses, £11,000.

Take the medical staff of the army :—In 1887, staff reduced from

699 to 675 ; saved thereby, £5,980. Added to the pension list/

£22,000. In 1888, 32 retired, which has added another £9,000
a-year. In the army estimates the charge for the •medical staff is

£674,314, of which the item for pensions is £182,574.
All these are evidences of the superior wisdom of the English

nation, and of the thoroughness of English economy. Only the un-

official mind of the uneducated masses does not understand them.

There are also some people who ever and anon complain of our want of

wisdom from a national point of view. They assume that the country

is in danger, that even our fortifications are worthless. But who
would believe them, when in a few years we have spent on our fortifi-

cations over £5,300,000, and Englishman never do anything in vain.

Then, again, they tell us that our navy is altogether insufficient, and

that many of the ships we have have no guns. But here again they

must be wrong, because in the last eight years we have spent on ships

and their armament no less than £30,681,000. In 1883-4 we spent

on ships £4,445,000, and in 1887-8 £6,611,000. On the army and
navy we spend £30,000,000 a-year, and yet we are in danger from

invasion. . .
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But to be serious. Look at this mass of extravagance, this worse
than waste, and then wonder if you can why the workers are poor.

Fathom, if you can, the depths of corruption everywhere prevailing,
and then think, if you can without a blush, of the boasted wisdom of
Englishmen. Think of the slavery, the degradation, the Want and
misery of the toiling millions, and then ask : Is this the England of
old 1 Where, oh where are the glorious traditions of this England of
ours, its boasted freedom, its lofty wisdom, its daring in the cause of
right—where ? Fled to other and more genial shores, leaving none to
tread her soil but tyrants and slaves! Yet this England must not
perish

; must not be numbered with the nations that have been ; must
not yet be left to the New Zealahder. But what shall save her, what
can regenerate her, what can give her new life, new energy, holier
aspirations, more lofty aims, a purer morality 1 What can lead her
ever onward, raise her ever upward, and fill the bosoms of her sons
and daughters with Faith, Energy, and Devotion—the sacred flame of
Liberty and Love ! J. Sketchley.

LETTER FROM AMERICA.
In my last letter I described to you the gradual breaking up of all trades-
union organisations on their present basis. I specially emphasise on their
present basis, as in my opinion they will be immediately reconstructed ona revolutionary basis, because trades unionism is the most natural mode of
organisation. The society which all re\ olutionists are aiming at is a society
composed of trades unions federated on an international plan.

,.J
ne "knights of Labour" organisation is practically ruined: all the

<litterent district assemblies have been reduced to about one-fifth of their
previous strength. In Chicago, District Assembly No. 24, which had three
years ago a membership of about 25,000 Knights, now only counts about
500 members of good standing. District Assembly 49, once one of the
strongest assemblies in the Order, is torn up by fractional strife, not for the
sake of principles, but on account of personal rivalries. T. V. Powderly
next to Henry George the most unscrupulous scoundrel in the American
movement (by the way, Henry Geojge, who but a few years ago did not
possess enough money to support himself and family, is now considered
worth about 500,000 dollars-verily a fine career for a prophet !), intends to
resign his position as General Master Workman of the Knights of Labour,
to be able to run for Congress as a democrat, More likely the exchequer
of the order is empty, and T. V. is on the look-out for new boodl^e.
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re^lutl«nist .^res to speak his mind, dares topreach the principles for which five men have been strangled, he is mortpersecuted by men who once called themselves revolutionists, and who areto-day m possession of all the means of propaganda, than by the policeor any other authority. The Alarm, the sacred inheritance of curdearcomrade Parsons, had to suspend publication on account of the open and
secret hostility it

,

met with from the managers of the Arbeiter Zeituna.Ihe Alarm was too revolutionary, and a too revolutionary paper mieht
bring the Arbeiter Zeitung into trouble, and then good-bye to the fine
opportunity for a gang of leeches who now grow fat through exploiting
enterprises developed by the heart-blood of five of our best men. At thetime when the Arbeiter Zeitung was constantly on the point of bankruptcy
bnt when it was conducted by honest, well-meaning revolutionists; the
management of the paper could afford to assist the Alarm with some 3,000
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i
td-day the management could only afford to help the Alarm

.with 20 dulhr.s and ths o»!y affcT much pressure; anJ vet the Arbeiter

Zeitung is so rich to-dsy that, for a labour paper, it has almost unlimited
resources. The movement in Chicago is too rich, and that's the cause
of it.

The Federation of Trades' Unions, now the largest labour organisation,
numbering about 700,000 members, has met its first large defeat—the
defeat of the brewers. It is true that organised capital would, under the
present state of affairs, have defeated the brewers in any case ; but
organised labour might have made-a better show, anyhow.
However, the contributions from other labour organisations came in very

slowly, and the boycott against June beer met with a miserable failure.
Organised capital now knows that it is very easy, under present conditions,
to attack and ruin the labour organisations, and as soon as the Presidential
campaign is ended we may expect a general onslaught on organised labour.

This is a Presidential year, and that means that corruption will be ex-
tended ad infinitum. The Republican and the Democratic wire-pullers have
met and also chosen their champions. Fat Grdver Cleveland, the husband
of his wife, the man who declared that no honest man could run a second
time for President, has accepted the nomination of the democratic party to*
run for President ; and, of course, the personal attractions of Mrs. Cleve-
land^will be largely utilised to pull through the fat king in a swallow-
tail coat. As vice-President the democrats got the so-called "old Roman"
Thruman. Thruman may be less corrupt than the average American poli-
tician, but his record shows that he always could be used to defend the
interests of large corporations of capital. The republican candidates are,
of course, of the same calibre. The spectacle of the Republican Convention
in Chicago must have pleased his majesty, King Bacchus, immensely..
Drinking, fighting, rowdying, howling like mad Indians, are terms which
describe but mildly the proceedings of the Grand Party. The old fox,.
James G. Blaine, was absent in England, engaged in a coaching tour with,
his friend Andrew Carnegie, that most hypocritical* exploiter of labour, but
his spirit reigned supreme in Chicago. The dead-lock lasted for eight days;
At last Ben Harrison was chosen to run in the republican interest. This is -

what a working-man says of Mr. Harrison :

—

" No, sir, it is not," emphatically replied Mr. Gould. "Aside from his bad
record m the Senate he is the attorney for numerous railways and telegraph com-
panies. As an indication of his loyalty to railroad companies in times of emer-
gency, it is only necessary to refer to his course pending the railroad strike of
1877, on which occasion he implored the Governor to order out the tro6ps andi
shoot down the strikers. Governor Williams stoutly resisted his influence,
claiming that the men were peaceable and that there was no necessity for such,
action. At this he mustered up a company of his own and drilled the men, Bo-
as to have them in readiness in case of an emergency. Upon the same occasion,
he made a speech, from which the following is verbatim and substantiated by
afladavits :

" ( Were I the Governor I'd force those men back to work or shoot them down
on the spot.'
" And upon another occasion during the same trouble he declared in a speech

that * A dollar a day and two meals are enough for any working-man.' "

Levi T. Morton, formerly a partner in one of the largest banking firms
of New York and London, obtained the nomination as vice-President, *as
Harrison is not a man of enormous means,. Morton, the arch millionaire,
was chosen to defray the principal expense «£• the campaign. Such are the
gods of the two political parties. Henry F. Charles,
Newark, N.J., June 29, 1888.

Labour doesn't want the earth. All labour wants, is to sit on the fenceand witness the efforts of capital to get along without Jabour.-Buffalo Truth
How the Poor-Die !-At Manchester, on the 6th, an inquest was heldon the body of John Koach, labourer, aged fifty-four. It was shown inevidence that the house in which lived the deceased, his wife, their daughter,

in-law and four children consisted of only two small rooms, and that theatmosphere was vitiated by poisonous gas. Deceased died of typhoid fever
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whos* destinationwas the island of Ponsa, where the piisoners were, left Genoa on July 5,1857, and successfully accomplished the mission upon which the adventurer*3 ?£' out B
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a returning it was captured by a Neapolitan war vessel,
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occupants, including Watt and the second engineer, Charles Parkwere taken to Naples and imprisoned. They suffered severely, and Watttemporarily lost his reason. The news of the imprisonment of the twoEnglishmen, who were ignorant of the conspiracy, presently reached the
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d the British Government Was compelled to takesteps m the matter with the result that after having be-en imprisoned forseven months the two men were released. Their detention being deemed

illegal, the British Government demanded compensation for them from the
Minister of the King of Naples, and this having received an unsatisfactory
answer, a second despatch was forwarded threatening to place an embarkon Neapolitan vessels if the demand were not acceded to. This had the
desired effect, and the two engineers received substantial compensation,
bevenof the leaders and crew forming the enterprise were sentenced toaeatn, but this sentence was afterwards commuted. Watt suffered greatly,both in mind and body, from his long imprisonment, and was never able toW( rk again.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BBITAIN.

Important Colliery Prosecution by the Home Secretary.—Paying
the Miners by M-easure instead of by Weight.—On Thursday (5tb), at

Burnley, Kobert Handsley was summoned, as agent to the executors of

Colonel Hargreaves, extensive colliery owners, for paying the miners by
measure instead of weight as provided in the Act. The prosecution has

been instituted by the Home Secretary, who was recently questioned in the

House of Commons on the subject by Mr. Bradlaugh. The case, which is

exciting widespread interest, as it will affect all the collieries in the Burnley
district, was adjourned.

West-end Sweating.—The tailors of the West-end are just now wonder-
ing if they will be alloweU to have their say before the Lords' Committee
on Sweating. It has been stated that the committee will not accept West-
end evidence, since they have not been empowered to do so, but neverthe-
less the tailors are hopeful that this is not accurate. The men assert that

with one solitary exception the West-end tailoring houses are supplied by
the sweating system, and that the foremen are subsidised to keep the matter
quiet and aid the masters in hoodwinking customers into the belief that

every article is made on the premises.

Eeport of the Midland Counties Trades' Federation. — The report
of the work of this society for the year ending May 12th has now been
issued. The balance sheet shows a total income of £283 7s. 2£d. and an
expenditure of £153 lis. lid., leaving a balance in hand, as stated last week,
of £129 15s. 3Jd. The items of expenditure include £30, voted to the
secretary for his services for the year, £57 lis. expended in strike pay, £14
12s. 6d. to defray the costs of mass meetings, £11 18s. in deputations to

employers and meeting other societies, etc. The society can boast of having
effected some very useful work during the year, for instance, it is stated
that the stud and peg makers have secured an advance of 20 per cent, on
their previous miserably low wage ; the rivet makers in the same district

are reported to have secured an advance of 15 per cent, by means of the
Federation; A gain of 15 per cent, has also been obtained for the miners
at Rowley Hall Colliery by the same means. Other similar successes have
been secured, and the officials speak hopefully of the work of the Federation
in the future.

South Coast Squalor.—There are no districts in England where the
position of the industrial classes is more ill-defined, where the living is more
precarious, or where there is more complete absence of trade unions than on
the south coast. The largest town on the coast is Brighton. The condition
of the industrial population may be cited as a sample of -all the other water-
ing-places. That condition is simply deplorable. The legitimate trades
best represented there are painters and hous^e-decorators, Half the year
these men are out of work. When the spring contracts for painting are
issued, the masters are swamped with applications for work. The labouring

' classes are in even worse plight. Every winter now relief works have to be
undertaken by the guardians. The ill-fed, ill-clothed denizens of the back
streets of this town are living in squalid misery, while what is known as

"the season" is. in full swing with the hotels and lodging-houses. When
vitality sinks to zero among them a little stone-breaking, for which they
trudge»two or three miles through the snow and slush is afforded. A short
time ago an endeavour was made to start a co-operative society among a few
of the more frugal of the labourers and artisans.—Star.

Railway Wages.—We have heard a good deal recently, says the Star,

about the long hours of railway servants. Their pay, however, is not at

all commensurate with their hours. At a meeting of the North-Eastern
railway men this week a list of wages was drawn up, and, considering the
long hours and dangerous nature of the work, and heavy dividends which
holders of railway stock draw, the demands are very reasonable. The
following are the rates agreed on :—Engine-drivers, first year, 5s. Gd.

;

third year, 6s. ; fourth year, 6s. 6d. ; fifth year, 7s. ; and tenth.year, 7s. 6d.

Firemen : First year, 3s. ; second year, 3s. 6d. ; fourth year, 4s. ; and after

ten years, 5s. Guards to commence at 23s. per week, and rise Is. per year
up to 30s., and after ten years' service, 82s. per week. CJnder-guards and
ordinary shunters to commence at 22s. per week, and rise Is. per year up
to 25s., and, when acting as guards, not less than 26s. per week. Signalmen
to commence at 21s. per week, and rise on a service basis Is. per week
per year up to 30s. Relief signalm'en to be paid 32s. Assistant signal-

men to work the same hours as the signalmen they assist, to commence
at 10s. per week, and advance Is. per week per year up to 16s. No
assistant to take charge of a cabin. The platelayers should commence at
19s., and rise Is. per year up to 26s., all tools to be found by the com-
pany. Porters to commence at 19s., and rise Is. per week per year up
to 22s.

held by Mrs. Besant, Mrs. Hicks, Stewart Headlam, J. L. Mahon, Herbert
Burrows, and others on behalf of the girls, at which meetings the " Labour n

M.P.'s were denounced for not taking up the affair in Parliament, the

girls were advised to organise, and all were urged to help on the boycott

on Bryant and May's matches. On Monday afternoon a deputation of 100
girls waited on Mrs. Besant, at her offices in Bouverie Street, for the pur-

pose of laying before her their grievances and soliciting her counsel, but
only two or three were admitted, the rest, in consequence of the block

caused to the traffic, being relegated to the Thames Embankment during

the interview. Mrs. Besant did not oppose the return of the " wax hands "

to their work, as it was by no means so open to objection as that by
which the wooden match makers gained their living. The most unfor-

tunate feature of the strike is that the girls have absolutely no organisa-

tion and no funds with which to carry on their effort, and to relieve

themselves from what some of them allege to be a system of tyranny.

A fund has, however, now been started to help those who remain out

to pay their rent, etc., during the time no money is coming to them, and
collections to this end have been started in most of the trades' union shops.

It is probable that no particular steps will be taken before Saturday, when
the fund will be distributed among those interested, to draw public attention

to the subject. Of course the " reptile press " has been protesting against

the slurs thrown on the character of the sweaters, and also against the

"degradation of the girls by begging on their behalf." It is wonderful

how deaf and dumb and blind the " able editor" can be until the pockets of

his patrons are touched, and then how much he can see and how much he
can shout ! Meanwhile, however the strike goes

;
great good may be done

by boycotting Bryant and May's matches. There is a firm (Wilson and
Palmer) which treats its girls decently ; ask your grocer to get you their

matches instead. ' Subscriptions on behalf of the girls should be sent to Mrs.
Besant, 34, Bouverie Street.

With reference to subscriptions, we have received the following letter :

—

" Up to noon to-day (Tuesday) we have received £60 for the match girls.

A regular strike fund has been formed, which we hope will be supported by
the London trade unionists. It is imperative that a hundred and fifty

pounds be collected this week, as we must pay the girls' rent if we do
nothing else. A register of the girls on strike has been opened at the East-

end, and the first strike payment to them will be made on Saturday July 14.

—Fraternally yours, Annie Besant,
,
Herbert Burrows/'

AMERICA.

New York, July 4.—Thirteen employers have now signed the wages scale

demanded by the ironworkers on strike. The fact of these few employers

having given in does not affect the general situation, as there are 71 firms

of the Western Association who are determined to resist the demands of the

strikers. The number of men employed by the firms who have signed the

wages scale is 12,000.

Farm hands at Chalk, N. C, receive from 7 dols. to 9 dols. per month

;

women 25 cents per day. Tenants get one-third of the crops they raise.

A carload of Italians were imported the other day to work on the Steuben-

ville, O., street railroad. The Gazette says there are plenty of men in town
out of work.
According to the Newark Arbeiter-Zeitung the "slaves of the cordage

works " in Elizabeth are compelled to work overtime at present. The paper

says that seven young girls and children had to work 13£ hours on several

days of the week. It is alleged that 29 girls were discharged simply because

they refused to work longer hours than the working day fixed by law.

Toronto, June 23.—The cigar-makers here have struck for an advance of

a dollar a thousand on mould work and two dollars on hand work. There

are 122 of them.
Eighteen Millions Lost in Strikes in America.—Who Lost It?—

M. Max Hoffman has laid before the Statistical Society of Paris an elaborate

and carefully-prepared statement concerning strikes and lock-outs in the

United States. His conclusion is that the American Republic has, in the

space of six years, lost by strikes of one kind or another 400 million francs,

that is, .£18,800,000. This means, of course, that the capitalists came out so

much short ^i their estimated profits. They form the only " American
Republic " ^R Hoffman thinks of.

STRIKE OF MATCHMAKER'S,
another column last week an appeal fromWe published in another column last week an appeal from Mrs-

Besant and H. Burrows on behalf of three girls who had been thrown
out by Bryant and May for revealing the secrets of their sweating-

den. As we went to press, a letter appeared from the secretary of the

firm denying everything ; but in the denial was unmistakeable confirma-

tion of the charge. On the Thursday (5th) Mrs. Besant again repeated
her accusation, strengthened it, and dared the whining Whig sweaters to
" take legal action." The same day some 1,400 of the girls came out on
strike against the system of fines and otjier extortions they had been
working under, and against being compelled to sign a paper saying they
were well paid and contented. They held meetings and demonstrations,
and were, of course, interviewed by the indefatigable reporter, who found
that all that had been said came short of the truth. They earned, they told

* -him, from 5s. to 8s. or 9s. a week, and never got all they earned, being fined

ior various causes, not being always told what for, and were even made to

pay for the brushes with which the factory floors were swept. Girls who
earned 10s. were glad to take 8s. 6d., and so on in proportion. "They
call it a per cent.," said a girl, " but we wants our money." The firm again
came forward and denied everything ; prated about their benevolent love

of the girls and care for their welfare ; talked of there being only "lazy"
girls discontented ; and, in short, ran through the whole scale of the usual
capitalist lies, winding up with an instructive comment on their own
philanthropic professions by loudly threatening to import girls from Glasgow,
or remove the works to Sweden. The S. D. F. and S. L. have already
taken steps to look after Glasgow, and our Swedish comrades will prepare
the ground over there. On Friday, Saturday, and Sunday meetings were

Killed by Coercion. — John Mandeville, one of the best-known
Nationalists in the south of Ireland, who was William O'Brien's fellow-

prisoner in Tullamore Gaol, died at Mitchelstown on Sanday evening. He
was thirty-eight years of age. He was ill only three days, suffering from

'

a throat affection, which was engendered in Tullamore Gaol. He was one
of the first imprisoned under the Crimes Act.

Which is the Pauper ?—The average earnings of all the manufacturing
and mining operatives in this country is 1 dol. 2 cents, per day. The average
family of the working-man is five ; allow two of the family to earn the

average wages, which would give to the family 2 dols. 4 cents, per day, or a
fraction over 40 cents per day for the support of each individual of the

family. The statistics of the Board of Charity of the State of Illinois show
the cost of supporting each pauper in that State to be sixty-six and three-

tenths cents per day, twenty-six cents per day more than the labourer* gets.

G. H. Gale in Labour's Stage.

Wanted, a Plan of Campaign for London.—Mr. Knox, a tenant on Lord
Portman's estate, living at 17 Gloucester Place, gave evidence at the Town
Holdings Committee on Tuesday 3rd, with regard to the terms which were
offered to his mother and himself by Mr. Hunt, Lord Portman's agent, in

response to their request for a renewal of the lease. There was a rental of

£180 a-year. It was 7, 14, or 21 years' lease renewable at those periods at

the option of the lessee, the last term expiring at Christmas 1887. In 1879

they purchased the lease. He opened negotiations with Mr. Hunt for the

renewal of the lease. The latter offered terms equivalent to a payment
of .£2,000 minus the discount to the end of the lease, on the condition that

they should build an extra story on the house. If they did this he would
grant a new lease for 40 years at a rent of £70 a-year, and a fine of £1,500
and to carry out certain works upon the premises. These terms also were
declined as exorbitant. In the spring of 1877 they made a final attempt to

obtain renewal. A term of 25 years was offered, with a fine of £1,650, and
the other conditions about the same as before. In the course of the negotia-

tions Mr. Hunt told him that if the terms were not accepted they would be
liable for dilapidations, which would probably be heavy. He considered

that in consequence of this threat as to dilapidations and of the cost of re-

moval they were not free agents. The terms were ultimately accepted with

a reduction of the fine to £1,600.
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YE POOR OF WEALTHY ENGLAND.
Air—-" Ye Mariners of England

"

Ye poor of wealthy England,

Who starve and sweat and freeze,

By labour sore to fill the store

Of those who live at ease

;

Tis time to know your real friends,

To face your real foe,

And fight for your right

Till ye lay your masters low

;

Small hope for you of better days

Till ye lay your masters low.

A tangled web in sooth it is,

Yet here we have the clue :

The tools whereby the many live

Are mastered by a few
;

You workers to those gentlemen
With cap in hand must go,

And your toil they will spoil,

Till ye lay your masters low

;

But to rob them of the power to rob

Will lay your ^masters low.

Ye fools, who from your hunger
For them such riches pile,

Who rear their lordly palaces,

Yet herd in hovels vile,

—

Come, shake the leeches from your veins,

Come, bid the vampires go,

And Nay who shall say

When ye lay your masters low 1

And earn ye then the name of men.
And lay your masters low.

Ye poor of wealthy England,
Cut off these cunning bands,

If ye would eat in quietness

The labour of your hands

;

Behold, how righteous is the Cause,

How feeble is the foe !

Then, Hey for the day
When we lay our masters low

;

We bid good-bye to waste and want
When we lay our masters low.

, C. W. Beckett.

monopoly.
Monopoly's now the grand rub,

And from it less harm would ensue,

If those who monopolise grub
Would monopolise appetites too !

May Britons each other befriend,

For Unity's England's best hope,
And may every monopolist's end
Be joined to the end of a rope !

{From " The Monopolizers," written by G. Dibden, jun., and "sung before
the King at Weymouth by Mr. Quick.")

CIGARMAKING IN AMERICA.
The following appeared in the columns of the Sunday Call, Newark,
N. J., June 10, 1888:—

"The cigar-making industry is being seriously injured by the general

stagnation of trade. Thousands of cigarmakers, and others, in all branches
of the craft, are idle, while many are on the verge of destitution. The
prospects for future employment are not bright either. A manufacturer
recently told a committee of employes who waited upon him, it was his

opinion that within three months the bunch-making and rolling machines
would almost eliminate manual labour from the trade. Inventive genius in

the way of labour-saving machinery is rapidly displacing even skilled cigar-

makers. The bunch-making machine was developed under the pressure of

continental strikes, and is more than any other device reducing mechanics
to penury. Before bunch-making machines were introduced, a bunch-
maker was paid 2 dollars and 2 dollars 80 c. for a thousand scrap bunches.
The machine, which supersedes them, works longer and faster and costs less

to work. It is called the 'Iron Scab' among cigar-makers. One girl is all

that is necessary to operate it, and it produces from 24,000 to 25,000 bunches
a-week. The operator gets 29 cents for every thousand, and can earn on an
average 7 dollars a-week. The manufacturer pays the inventor a royalty of

4 dollars, and makes a big profit. Some 400 such machines are reported in

use. Last week a machine was introduced in New York called a roller,

which rolls cheroots. A human roller formerly received 4 dollars per thou-

sand, and was able to earn 15 dollars a-week. The man who works the
rolling machine gets from 1 dollar 50 c. to 2 dollars 50 c. for a thousand
cheroot*. A human roller now earns 5 dollars and 6 dollars in a week of

ten hours a-day. The machine has been tried for making cigars, and is

reported a success. The owner says it will do work which formerly only a
skilled journeyman could perform."

Some doubt has been expressed, both in this country and America,
as to the truth of the report that a machine has been introduced that

will answer the needs of the employers ; those who still have any doubt
would do well to look up the Workman's Advocate for June 16, in

which this question is ably dealt with fro.n a Socialist poiat of view.

The writer also quotes the terms of the advertisement, taken from a
New York paper, respecting the new machine, which I reproduce

here :

—

" I beg to announce that my latest invention, the single and duplex cigar

rolling machine, will be ready for the market after the 15th inst. I have
lately added such improvements to the machine that it will supersede any-
thing ever invented in this line. The machine rolls up absolutely perfect

and finishes the head better and more uniform than can be done by the most
skilful cigar-maker. Capacity from 1,000 to 1,200 a-day. Can be learned

by girl labour in a few hours. Absolute perfection attained in three days.

Any shape, any style, any length. Wrappers cut by a simple, perfect ma-
chine. No steam power required. 5 '

Similar machines are advertised in the Tobacco Trade Review ia this

country.

Cigar manufacturers have for years been trying to introduce machin-
ery in this trade, but they have not hitherto succeeded to any great

extent. Of late, however, several machines have been introduced,

which bid fair to achieve their long deferred hopes. When they

succeed, cigarmakers will be compelled to take a lesson in the " Effects

of machinery under capitalism." H. Davis.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
ITALY.

Torture in Italian Prisons.—In tmi house of detention in Catania there
has been lately a somewhat serious mutiny among the prisoners, in con-
sequence, says a local paper, of the brutal conduct of some of the gaolers
towards one of their number. The poor wretch was shut up in a cell with
four gaolers, who inflicted serious injuries upon him and even endangered
his life. This is not the first time that the prisoners have been brutally
assaulted, we understand, and indeed several years ago a man actually died
of injuries received in this way.
Bologna.—The bakers here threaten a general strike in consequence of

heavy work and low wages. The masters and local authorities have named
a committee to try to arrange some sort of conciliation.

Yenice.^—The Socialist paper Ottantanove will shortly appear in the court
©f justice, and the editor of the same will have to defend himself and answer
seven heads of accusations—i.e., " Offence against inviolability of the right
of property ; Provocation of class-hatred ; Defence of crimes and offences in
the penal code ; menaces against the monarchical government " ; etc., etc.

Milan.—A strike is declared among the weavers of the establishment
known as " L'Elvetica" at Milan, the reason being that with no rise of wages
the working day has been increased from 12 to 14 hours.
Milan.—A strike of basket-workers has taken place here, and holds out,

although the union or society of this industry is in want of funds, and the
individual striker consequently finds it hard to hold out. Some of them
talk of leaving the city and seeking work elsewhere rather than give way
to the masters who take every advantage of their straitened circumstances.
The cause of the strike is the same wearisome story ; their weekly wage is

11 to 12 lire, and they demand at least 15 or 16 lire. Before striking they
sent round a circular to the masters, who answered it unfavourably. M. M.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Boad, E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. eve.y day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Hammersmith Branch, 5s. 8d. ; C. J. F., 23. 6d. ; 'P. W., 6d.

K. F., Is.

Langley, 2s.;

REPORTS.
Fulham.—Tuesday evening, opposite the Liberal Club, Catterson Smith and

Groser spoke. Sunday morning, Tarleton and Morris spoke. Fair sale of ' Weaf*
In evening, Fry spoke outside our rooms, and F. Verinder (Guild of St. Matthew)
afterwards lectured on " The Bihle and the Land Question " to excellent audience,
'Weal sold out; 4s. 3d. collected during the day.—S. B. G.
Glasgow.—Sunday mid-day, Gilray (of Edinburgh) and Glasier addressed

meeting at Jail Square. At 5 o'clock, Glasier and Pollock had large audience at
Paisley Road. In evening in rooms, Soussen described his adventures with the
police in Germany. Several revolutionary songs were also sung.—G.
Norwich.—Meetings held during week at Yarmouth by Mowbray and Morley,

and St. Catharine's Plain by Poynts and Mowbray. On Sunday good meeting
at St. Faith's, commenced with " England Arise " by Parker (London), Adams,
and others ; at Wymondham by Darley and Morley ; and St. Martin's Plain by
Mowbray. In afternoon in Market Place by Parker and Mowbray, meeting very
enthusiastic, begun and finished with revolutionary songs. In evening Large
meetings at Agricultural Hall Plain and Market Place, by Morley, Mowbray,
and Parker ; 16s. collected for propaganda, and 8s. 6d. worth of ' Weal sold be-
sides other literature. After meetings, a "social" was held in Gordon Hall,
Mowbray, Parker, Moore, Stone, and others taking part. Parker gave short
address. On Monday, July 16th, all comrades and friends interested in our
Co-operative movement are requested to attend a meeting at the Gordon Hall at
8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Monday, Sanders debated with Mr. Davies (Birmingham) on <c fe

Socialism Practicable ? " Unfortunately, opponent was only very partially ac-

quainted with subject, so result was not what it might have been. Good atten-

dance, meeting-room completely filled. Saturday, Sanders spoke on The Bridge,

and Sunday on West Bromwich Road. Good sale of literature.—J. T. D.

Labour Union.—Meetings on Sunday at Regent's Park, Hyde Park, Hortoii,

and Woolwich, Donald, Mahon, Chambers, Banner, and Cunninghame Graham
spoke. Hyde Park Sunday afternoon at pub's demonstration, meeting held and
resolution passed in favour of inserting clauses in Local Government Bill em-
powering local authorities to take over liquor traffic. At Woolwich much litera-

| ture sold, and £1 4s. Od. collected.—J. L. M.
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LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton.—Any information from Secretary Harnett,

7 Bedmore Road, Hammersmith.

ClerkenweU.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Sunday July 15, at 6 p.m., a Social

Evening by Members and Friends. Tea on table

at at 6.30 p.m. Songs, Recitations, etc., after tea.

Wednesday July 18th, at 8.30 p.m., A Lecture.

Fvlham.—8 Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Hackney.—The next meeting of members will be held
at 26 Cawley Road, Victoria Park, Sunday July 29,

at 4 p.m. Euquiries communications, etc., to E.
Lefevre, Secretary, 28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Rd.,
Hackney Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday July 15, at 8 p.m., George Bernard Shaw
(Fabian Society), " The so-called Period of Apathy,
1851-70."

-Jferton.-—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,
Singlegate.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road.

-North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. Secy.,

Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite
Holborn Town Hall.

iPlaisiow.—A branch has been formed here and is

commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.

All communications to be addressed to A. Barker,
4 Osborne Terrace, Leyton, E.

St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of

this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.

-Rochmann, secretary.

EAST END.
Sunday 15.

Mile-end Waste ... 11

"Salmon and Ball" ... 11

Leman Street, Shadwell 11

Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal 7

Green Road.
Well Street, Hackney..
Kingsland Green
Victoria Park

...Brooks & Cores.

...Mainwaring.

. . .Hicks & Rochmann

...Brooks, Mnwaring

Triangle, Hackney Road
Lea Bridge Road
Stamford Hill

High Street, Plaistow...

11.45.. .Parker.

11. 30...Davis.

3. 15...Lane, Charles,
Mainwaring, etc.

8 ...Brooks, Mnwaging
11. 30...Lane & Charles.

7. 30...Lane & Charles.

7. 45... Parker.

Tuesday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8. 30...Mainwaring, Lane.

Wednesday.

Broadway, London Fields 8. 30. . .Lane, Charles,
and Cores.

Thursday.

Packington St., Essex Road 8. 30...Cores, Davis, and
Marsh.

Friday.

PROVINCES.

"Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Sunday night meetings,

Baker Street Hall, 6.30. Choir practice at 46

Marischal Street on Thursday evenings at 8.

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting

e'very Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

* f)undee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

^Edinburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—In

Oddfellows' Hall, Thursdays at 8 p.m., meetings for

Discussion. Letters and communications to 35
v George IV. Bridge.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily. Discussion every Thursday even-

*in£ at 8 o'clock. On Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock.

~fLeeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting

Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

- Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tem.)f

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

- ^Norwich.—Tuesday, at 8.30, Members' Meeting. Wed.
at 8.30, Dramatic Class. Saturday, 8 until 10.30,

Co-operative Clothing Association. On August 12th

and 13th a great Socialist Demonstration will be

held ; Annie Besant, Mrs. Schack, Herbert Burrows,

S. Mainwaring, and others, will take part.

^Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

'Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m*

West Calder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 15.

11 ...Acton Green The Branch

11.30.. .Latimer Road Station The Branch

11.30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch

11.30...Regent's Park...Mrs. Schack, Blundell, Samuels

11.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch

3.30.. .Hyde Park Hammersmith Branch
7* !!!derkenwell Green The Branch

'

7 ...Weltje Road, opposite Ravenscourt Park
...Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday.

8.30...Fulham—opposite Liberal Club Fulham Bh

Friday.

7.30...Euston Rd.—Ossulton St. .......N. London Bch.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8. 30...Parker, Lane, and
Mainwaring.

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8 ...Davis & Cores.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m. Sun-
day : Duthie Park, Waterside Gate, 3 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Square, at 12.30; Paisley

Road Toll, at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Vicar's

Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Sunday: St. Martin's Plain, at 10 a.m.;

Market Place, at 3 and 7.30; Crostwick Common,
at 3; St. Faiths, at 11.30.

Wymondham, every alternate Sunday.
Thorpe Village, Monday at 8 p. m.
Opposite Town Hall, Thursday at 7.30.

St Catharine's Plain, Friday at 8.15 p.m.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

id,

Id.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. •

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. . . . 2d.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . . Id

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William

Morris. In Wrapper 4d.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles on
which the League is founded. . . . Id.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d,

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.
Fine hand-made large paper. .... 6d.

IRISH MINSTRELSY

:

Being a selection of

IRISH SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with Cover de-signed

by May Morris.

Royal 8vo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Walter Scott, Warwick Lane, E.C.

Hoxton.—Persons wishing to join this branch, which
is in process of formation, should communicate with

H. D. Morgan, 22 Nicholas Street, Hoxton.

At the Farringdon Hall, 13 Farringdon Road, on

Friday July 13th, a Free Discussion will be opened by
P. Kropotkine—subject, "The Moral Justice and In-

justice of the Wage-System "
; at 8.30.

Labour Union. — Notices for Sunday.—Hoxton
Church, Pitfield Street, at 11.30, 0. L. Mahon ; at

6.30, J. H. Pope. Regent's Park, at 11.30, H. A.

Barker. Hyde Park (Reformers' Tree), at 3.30, J. L.

Mahon. Woolwich, Arsenal Gates, at 6.30, W. C.

Wade and R. Banner.

. Sheffield Socialists.—The Sheffield Socialists, in

conjunction with the Chesterfield and Nottingham

friends, have arranged to have a Picnic at Ambergate

on Sunday the 15th. The Sheffield contingent will

leave the Midland Station by the 9.5 a.m. train.—

The Sheffield Socialists have secured the St. James's

Assembly Rooms for their meetings, and meet for

lectures and discussions every Monday night.

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested

in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London

will be held at the Berner Street International Club,

Commercial Rd., E., on Saturday evening at 10 o'clock.

All who can assist us by speaking at our various sta-

tions, and especially those who can aid us either on

Sunday or any time during the week by distributing

literature from house to house are earnestly invited to

attend, to enable us to extend our field of work.

Now ready—Demy 8vo, 16 pp. and covec;

The Tom Dredge Case
Being a complete History of Dredge's connection, and
the whole of the official documents which ultimately

led to his dismissal from the service of the G*P.O;

Price One Penny (with Portrait).

Parcels containing one doze?i sent post fnee to any
address for Is., on application to the publishers

—

A. W. Morris and Co., Limited, 12 ansL 13 Lawrence^
Pountney Lane, London, EC.

A. B. PARSONS'
Book on

ANARCHISM:
Its Philosophy and Scientific Basis.

English and German Editims now readfyt

Prices : Handsomely Bound in Cloth and €&&, 5b*

Paper Covers, 2s.—post free.

'THE AUSTRALIAN RADICAL:
Advocate of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity

New Lambton Road, Hamilton, Australia.

Order the Book from youj bookseller, cm from

Mrs. A. R. Parsons, Publisher, 785 Milwaukee
Avenue, Chicago.

Just Published, pos&Svo, 202 pj>w> 4s. 6&

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORMIS.

Being sevea Lecture*, delivered ©» various occasions*

for t&« Socialist League.

This journal is the organ of the Australian Socialist

League. Copies may be had at the office of the Com-

monweal, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C. l|d. per copy,

Is. 6d. per quarter, post free.

Social Science (New York). Containing

splendid full-page Portraits of the eight Chicago

Anarchists, with good Biographical Notices of

each. Price, post free, 5d. 6 copies, post free,

2s. 4d. 12 copies, 4s. 6d. 3 dozen, 12s. 6d.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.

6 or more copies post free.

A Review of European Society. With
an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles

of Social Democracy. By J. Sketciiley. An
Introduction by William Morris. 240 pp. ,

post

free Is. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

The Irish Question. Third Edition. 32

pages, in Wrapper. Price Threepence. 6 or

i more copies post free.

Reeves & Turner* 196 Strand j or Commonweal Qffie*.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis—The Economic
Basia—Current Fallacies—Objections^Quack Reme-

dies for Poverty—Methods and Future, etc.
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ANTI-SWEATING DEMONSTRATION
IN

HYDE PARK, SUNDAY, JULY 22, 1888.

The Socialist League has appointed the following, who will speak

- ri
J. ToCHATTI.

on its behalf from Platform No. 6 :— V
Wm. Morris. W. JB. Parker. H. H. Sparling.

J. Lane. t> F. KlTZ;

The following is the resolution which Will be moved at the meeting

:

" That this meeting, while protesting against the extortion practised

under what is known as the Sweating System, points out that

this is a necessary result oj production for profit, and must

continue until that is put an end to ; and it therefore calls upon
all workers to combine in order to bring about the Social Revo-

lution, which ivill place the means of production and exchange

in the hands of the producers."

The following are the times and places of meeting :-

S.E.
Deptford 1.45
Brick Lane Station 2.50
(And wait for those from Ber-
mondsey, Walworth, and
Peckham.

)

Obelisk, Blackfriars Road ... 3.15
St. Thomas's Hospital 3.35
Victoria- 4.0

EAST END.
Canning Town 1.0
Poplar 1.15
Via Burdett Road, Mile End
Waste 2.15

Whitechapel Road, Commercial
Street 2.45
{Wait for those from the

Triangle, Hackney) 2.30
Mansion House 3.0

to

Holborn Circus 3.20

N.W.
Cobden Statue 3.15
Fitzroy Square 3. 30

(Down Tottenham Court Road.)
Paddington Green .3.45

s.w.
Wandsworth Plain
Prince's Head, Battersea
York Road Station
Chelsea Bridge
Sloane Square
Knightsbridge

W.
Prebend Street, Islington
Clerkenwell Green

to

Holborn Circus
Due at

Tottenham Court Road ...

2.15

2.55

3.25

3 40
3-45

4.5

2.30

3.0

3.20

3.45

SWEATERS AND SWEATERS.
No. 1.

—

Matches by the Factory Drill.

The London Trades' Council having taken up the strike of the
snatch girls, it did at any rate go on long enough to force the atten-
tion of even the stupidest of the capitalist class, and the girls have
at least gained something out of the struggle; and surely nobody
but the cruellest as well as the stupidest of bourgeois will grudge
them that small gain. For the rest, like other strikes, it is a neces-
sary incident in the war of capital and labour ; whatever may be the
fate of any particular strike, jthe whole mass of strikes forms one
side of this great war : if there were no strikes but those which
were likely to succeed in times like the present, the manufacturing
capitalists would have an easy time of it, and would reduce the
workers under their control to the very lowest point of misery ; but
-as it is, even people in such a wretched condition as these poor
.match girls can make themselves felt temporarily, and can help to
swell the mass of opposition to the manufacturers' ideal, to wit,
human machinery which will give not more, but less, trouble than
the machinery of mere dead matter, and will be as contented as that

;

so that Mrs. Besant and the others whose exertions have made this
strike possible have done and are doing good service.

It is curious, though, to see how the capitalist press have straightway
set their backs up, and set to work to whitewash the extremely " vp£
spectable " firm—company, I should say—who live on this miserable
industry. What has become of. the "Bitter Cry" and all the
fashionable slumming vhich followed it? Why, this industry, which

is of such commercial importance to the world—of shareholders—is

just the very thing that all that deedless sympathy was poured out
on ; and yet now we find the press, which was so " interested " in

the affairs of the East End workers four years ago, is quite content
to leave the match girls to the tender mercies of Messrs. Bryant and
May and other such benefactors of the human race ; and if any
attempt is set on foot to make these poor folk conscious of the fact

that they are part of a great class which must struggle for existence

and should struggle for a decent life, immediately we find the papers,

to say the least of it, tender of the rich and harshly critical of the poor,

scattering broadcast inuendoes against the disinterested people who
really feel the " Bitter Cry," telling mere lies about the events of the
strke, chuckling over the slavery of the poor wretches who hug their

chains and are angry with the strikers for making them risk the loss

of the starvation wages which they are doomed to exist on. Such
shabby people as these, and the public for which they write, who
simply want to be mildly amused by other people's troubles, are not
likely to note one lesson which would seem to be pretty clearly taught
by the exposure of this manufacture to the light of day, and that is the

utter helplessness of any philanthropic remedies for these miseries, or,

indeed, any remedies but the one remedy of destruction of the whole
system under which they are possible ; still less are they likely to see

that this flourishing and respectable company, the names of whose
managers are a kind of household words, is a reductio ad absurdum of

the competition for profits which is the " bond of society " at present.

The superstition of the " cultivated classes " of to-day concerning the

necessity of profit-grinding is as gross as ever superstition was. I take

as an illustration a sentence from an article in the Daily News by a
well-intentioned sort of person apparently, and read :

—" These poor
people are really the victims, * not of any exceptional greed or hard
usage of Messrs. Bryant and May' (close shavers, though, my friend !)

but of that steady onward rush of the great industrial machine whose
course is directed not by the needs and welfare of those immediately
beneath its wheels, but of the community at large for generations to

come."

WT
ell ! that is tall talk. Let us pick this match-making business

from "the steady onward rush," and see what it means. It is a very
simple story, and a very shabby one. A lot of helpless girls and women
are driven by fear of mere destitution to hire themselves out at starva-

tion wages to do mechanical and unhealthy work ; they are cleverly

drilled by a perfected system which aims at wasting nothing (except

human life) and the result of their labour is sold at the lowest price

possible in order that the money passing through the hands of the com-
pany may be turned as often as possible ; and in order to do that even
the wretched wages are clipped by fines, which have the double advan-
tage of helping in the drilling as well as saving the wage outlay.

That is the process; what is the gain that comes of it, beyond the keeping
alive in misery a number of girls ? Certain persons are able to live a
luxurious and useless life without working, and matches are made so

cheap that the public buy twice as many as they want of them and
waste half. Here is a gain indeed for " the generations to come "

!

Are we so helpless that this shabby story is to be told over and over
again, and ttre sad fact always a-doing 1 Once more, a farthing box of

matches is no great plunder to take from a " victim " of the great
industrial machine, and, on the whole, I think it would be better to

try to direct it "by the needs and welfare of those immediately beneath
its wheels "—only you cannot, as long as the maohine is composed of

capital and wage-slavery. You can only help whatever tends towards
upsetting the said machine. And all wise men will do so, and spread
discontent till we make a better bargain than selling ourselves to the
Devil—for nothing.

No. 2.

—

Passing on the Pinch.

It is noteworthy that we are to-day having the extreme form of the
systems of the robbery of the worker dragged up before the public
gaze. On the one hand there is this system of the complete merciless
drill of the factory, obvious authoritative compulsion, and on the other
•the compulsion which passes through the links of the sweating system,
in the last link of which mere obvious necessity of bread-earning
compels the poor sweater to compel. When the two systems are
brought face to face it will be seen that there is little enough to chose
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between them, because after all there are plenty of links between the

idle appropriate* of the results of other people's labour and the work-

load in the factory system; the various managers, clerks, and foremen

are the sweating machinery in this case, and many of these are of the

working-class just as the sweating tailor is. It is true that the

organised sweating system carries the misery a stage lower down, in

spite of the shameless defence of it which is being made before the

Lords* Commission, and the last link the poor sweater is a speciality

of the system, and a disgrace even to our disgraceful sham society.

But it must never be forgotten, and we must repeat it again here,

that all capitalistic production which is not purely individual, as the

work of the doctor or the artist, is done by means of sweating in some
form or other. It is the knowledge, conscious or otherwise, of this

fact which gives some of the witnesses before the Lords' Commission
courage to stand up and represent their horrible industry as a benefit

to humanity ; they cannot help feeling that the sympathy of the lords

and gentlemen on the Commission will be accorded to those respectable

people who are performing the whole duty of modern man by making
a profit, even if they are forced by circumstances to be the instruments

of inflicting misery upon other people ; for as our worthy friend in the

Daily News on the match-girls sees, that is the necessary process of

commercial production : in short, the respectable factory capitalist

excuses the sweater, respectable or not. Doubtless the conclusion that

will be expressed in the report of the Commission on Sweating will be

that the evils of the system have been much exaggerated, that the

worst form of it is not widespread, that the system, with whatever
exaggerated evils belong to it, is necessary to civilisation, nay, to

humanity ; all this probably in much these words, and as a practical

rider to the conclusion, though not openly stated, that we the com-
mission recommend that something be pretended to be done to keep
the people quiet.

A friend of mine once expostulated with a hatter for the price he
charged for his hats ; the hatter had been dining, and wine inspired

him to tell the truth. "Mr. ," said he "how can I live in the

style in which I do unless I charge you at least as high 1
"

This is really the conclusion which the Sweating Commission must
come to. The misery of those who are sweated, whether by the drill

of the factory or the many links of the sweating chain, is the high

price that we pay for the glory of sustaining a class of idle rich men.
1% the gain worth the price 1 Working men, it is for you to answer
the question, and act according to your answer.

William Morris.

THE REVOLT OF GHENT.
Continued from p. 218.)

Peace being made, the Earl is rather shy of Ghent, and takes up his

quarters at Bruges, no doubt playing his old game of setting the towns
against one another. The citizens of Ghent (one may suppose the

respectables chiefly) are anxious for their Feudal Lord to come amongst
them, so that they may be sure that the peace is really kept. After

much persuasion, the Earl comes ungraciously enough, and the very

first thing he says to " the men of the Law," as Froissart calls them

—

that is, the municipal chiefs, who go out to meet him—is thus given

by Froissart :
" Sirs, good peace requireth nothing but peace ; and I

would that these White Hats were laid down and amends made for

the death of my Bailey, for I am sore required therein of all his

lineage."

Here is the smouldering fire stirred again. " The men of the Law "

answer humbly enough, and beg the Earl to come into the great square

the next day and " preche to the people " ; but the White Hoods make
up their minds to be part of his audience. Well, he comes, and looks

very angrily at the White Hoods ; then from a window with a red

cloth before him he makes a speech nearly as long as one of Mr. Glad-

stone's, winding up with a demand for the disbanding of the White
Hoods. "At all these words that he spake before every man held

their peace ; but when he spake of the White Hats there was such a

murmuring and whispering that it might well be perceived that it was
for that cause."

In short, he took himself out of the town in a day or two in the

worst possible temper.

The Ghentmen did not deceive themselves as to his intentions, and
fell to victualling the town for a siege. Here Froissart moralises

:

" The rich sage and notable persons cannot excuse themselves of these

deeds at the beginning. For when John Lyon first began to bring up
the White Hats they might have caused them to have been laid down
if they had lyst, and have sent other manner of persons against the

pioneers of Bruges tfcan they : but they suffered it because they would
not meddle, nor be in no business nor press. All this they did and
consented to be done, the which after they dearly bought, and specially

such as were rich and wise : for after, they were no more lords of them-

selves, nor they durst not speak, nor do anything but as they of Ghent
would. For they (the men of Ghent) said that neither for John Lyon
nor for Gilbert Matthew nor for their wars nor broiles they would never

depart asunder : for whatsoever war there were between one or other

tibey would ever be all one, and ever ready to defend the franchises of

their town. The which was well seen after ; for they made war which
endured seven years ; in the which time there was never strife among
them in the town : and that was the thing that sustained and kept
them most of anything, both within and without : they were in such
unity that there was no distance among them, as ye shall hear after

in this history."

An outrage and reprisals follow. The kindred of Roger Dauterne,
the slain Bailey, come upon forty ships of the Ghentmen in the Scheld,

and put out the eyes of the mariners and maim them, and so send
them home to Ghent. In return for this horror John Pruniaux, Cap-
tain of the White Hoods, marches suddenly on Oudenarde and beats

down the two towers and gates of that town looking toward Ghent
and the wall between them. The Earl of course is or feigns to be
greatly enraged ; though the rulers of Ghent refuse to avow the deed ;

but after some coming and going a sort of a peace is patched up again ;.

Oudenarde is given up by the Ghentmen, John Pruniaux on the one
side and the maimers of the mariners on the other side are banished t

and on these terms of peace the curtain falls again.

It rises on a lordly act of dastardliness on the part of the Earl, who*
gets John Pruniaux delivered to him by the Duke of Burgundy and
strikes off" his head. Also, " Then the Earl went to Ypres and did

here great justice, and beheaded many evil-ruled people such as had
been at the death of his five Knights there slain and had opened the
gates to them of Ghent."

This lordly fashion of keeping the peace was not well seen to by the

Ghentmen, and the war began again more sternly than ever, and also

now took more definitely the aspect of a class struggle. " Then Peter
du Bois 1 said : Sirs, if ye will believe me there shall not a house stand

upright of never a gentleman in the country about Ghent. . . .

That is truth, said all the other. Let us go forth and beat then*

all down."
Which was not a mere flourish of speech, as the White Hoods, who-

are now identified with the town of Ghent, set to work at once ; so-

that "when the gentlemen knights and squires being at Lysle with
the Earl and thereabout heard tidings how their houses were burnt
and beaten down, they were right sore displeased, and not without

good cause." In short, the Earl let loose his chivalry on Ghent,
his bastard son the Hase of Flanders at their head, and there was-

plenty of hard skirmishing after the fashion of the time.

The Ghentmen for their part summoned their vassals " the knights-

and squires of Reynault" to come and do them service for their

holdings under pain of forfeiture ; as also their Constable or Burgrave,

Herve Dantoing. It was a matter of course that the gentlemen did

not come, and that the Constable sent an insolent and threatening

answer. The Ghentmen retorted by destroying the houses of their

disobedient vassals, who had legally forfeited their rights. This

incident is a curious illustration of the mediaeval status : the burgesses*

of Ghent, who were not noble, yet in their collective capacity could

claim the services of noblemen, who held lands under feudal service

to the town, and legally punish them for disobedience.

Well, on the part of Ghent the war went on briskly enough ; but
though they were still in nominal alliance with the other cities, yet in

the latter, and especially in Bruges, the mean crafts had not the same-

power as in Ghent, and any defeat was certain to detach Bruges, and
likely to detach Ypres and Courtray from the popular cause. Bruges
fell off first ; there was a struggle between the respectables and the
mean crafts in the town, in which the former were victorious, and
they at once sent to invite the Earl among them. To Bruges he came
nothing loth. " At the Earl's coming were taken all the principals of

them that had their hearts Ghentoise, and such as were suspect, and
so were put in prison more than 500, and little by little their heads

were stricken off." After this stroke of resolute government Bruges-

became the headquarters of the Earl, and the war began to go heavily

against the Ghent men.
The Earl marched with a considerable army to attack Thorout and

Ypres, and the Ghentmen sent two bodies of men for the relief of

those towns under the command of Peter du Bois, John Bull, and
Arnold Clarke. But the affair was ill-managed ; the two corps missed

supporting each other, and that commanded by John Bull fell into an
ambuscade, and one of those curious mediaeval routs took place, which
some of us may the better understand after the sights of Bloody
Sunday.

Peter du Bois, cool and wary as usual, held his men together and
retreated to Ghent ; but the fugitives from John Bull's corps, who*

with him had got into Courtray, in their rage and terror slew their

captain, and both Ypres and Courtray fell. The Earl massacred 700
of the mean crafts in Ypres " to encourage the others," and sent off

300 hostages to prison in Bruges, and afterwards 200 from Courtray.

3,000 of the Ghentois fell in the combat before Ypres.

The Earl then besieged Ghent, but loosely enough, as the Ghentmen
were able to get supplies from Brussels, Brabant, and Liege, and
generally from the whole country behind them, where the people were
in complete sympathy with the rebels, especially in Liege.

A sharp combat took place before Nivelles, where the Ghentmen
were again defeated, with the loss of two of their captains, Rafe of

Harselles, a man of noble blood, and John Launoy. Of this matter
Froissart, telling how the Ghentmen retreated into the church at

Nivelles, says :
" John de Launoy all abashed and discomforted entered

into the minster to save himself, and went into the steeple, and such

of his company as could get in with him, and Rafe de Harselles abode
behind him and recoiled his company, and did great feats of arms at

the door, but finally he was stricken with a long pike through the

body and so slain. Thus ended Rafe of Harselles, who had been a
great captain in Ghent against the Earl ; and the Ghentois loved him
greatly because of his wisdom and prowess, but for his valiantness

this was his end and reward."

The Earl bade his men set fire to the church, and I give you the

1 Peter Bush would be his due English name.
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•end of this tragedy in Froissart's own words as a dreadful little picture

of mediaeval war :
" Fire, faggots, and straw were set together round

about the church ; the fire anon mounted up to the covering of the

minster. There died the Ghentois im great pain, for they were burnt
quick, and such as issued out were slain and cast again into the fire.

•John Launoy who was in the steeple, seeing himself at the point to be
burnt, cried to them without ' Ransom ! Ransom !

' and offered his

•coat which was full of florins to save his life. But they without did

but laugh and scorn at him, and said to him, * John, come out at some
window and speak with us, and we shall receive you ; make a leap in

like wise as ye have made some of us to leap within this year ; it be-

hoveth you to make this leap.' When John Launoy saw himself in

that point, and that he was without remedy and that the fire took him
so near, that he saw well he should be burnt, he thought it were better
for him to be slain than to be burnt, and so he leapt out at a window
among his enemies ; and there he was received on spears and swords
and cut all to pieces. Thus ended John Launoy."

Peter du Bois was posted so badly at this battle that he was kept
by a marsh from helping. He once more drew off, and got into Ghent in

good order, and it was a near thing that he did not share the fate of

John Bull at the hands of the enraged people. But after all the Earl
raised the siege and went back to Bruges. Skirmishing, however, still

went on, and the Ghentoise, after some successes, had another body of

men cut up, 1,100 out of 1,200, says Froissart, and Arnold Clarke
-slain. . William Morris.

{To be continued.) ...

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
ITALY.

There is a slight stir in Italy just now over the scandalous lengths which
various forms of usury have reached in that countrv. As II JJemocratico
of Cremona observes in an article on the question, of all the ingenious forms
of usury, from the State establishments, Institutes of Credit, and the like,

downward, the worst is that on a small scale which deals entirely with the
working-folk and wrests from them in bad times one-fourth, one-third, and
•not seldom one-half of next season's earnings, crops and produce of their
labour. " In certain parts of Italy, especially in the south where the money-
circulation and commercial exchange are scanty on account of the poor means
of distribution and communication, etc., usury sometimes reaches 50 per
-cent. No one protests against such an enormity, and the peasant of Calabria,
who half through the winter borrows a half tomolo (56 lb.) of grain has to
return for it a whole tomolo at the following harvest, thanks his usurer for
the loan, and, without thinking, looks upon him as his benefactor? And yet
the working-people prefer to pay such enormous prices to help them at a
pinch, to going to the Monte di Pietd (government pawn shops), where the
interest is of course lower, or apparently so. The reason is that at these
establishments all sorts of difficulties are made, and, in short, Eed Tape
reigns supreme, to the humiliation and exceeding torment of the.needy, who
shrink from official badgering (of which in truth they already have more
than enough in that happy land), and prefer to it the ready hand of the
private usurer, putting behind them all thought of the future, too heavy in
imind and heart with the cares of to-day to think of what may come upon
next year or next month. Social reformers will talk of putting down usury
by popular Institutes of Credit and the like philanthropic schemes, whereas
growing Socialist ideas will soon show people that nothing less than national
prosperity can do away with the foundation of what is courteously called
the commercial system.

Andarno.—In consequence of the many and heavy fines on the weavers
in a large cotton -factory here, they the employes turned " nasty " and pro-
ceeded to thrash an overseer, one Hoffmann. Several arrests were made,
and a strike of the apparecchiatori (strippers), to the number of 800 have
left the works. The strikers are quiet and make no demonstrations of anger
at present.

Milan.—The strike of basket-makers still continues, the strikers receiving
some help from various other trade associations, their own Association being
very poor. M. M.

FEANCE.
Boulanger went last week to the Chamber, read a speech prepared for

him, and behaved himself in as coarse and brutal a manner as if he was
already Dictator. He was afterwards challenged to a duel by Prime
Minister Floquet and seriously wounded next morning, his recovery being
not at all certain. All this is a matter of great indifference" to us.
Scoundrels of this type are the product of the present rotten system. The
exploiters of all countries have the presentiment of the coming proletarian
revolution, and are ready to lick the boots of the first adventurer who
seems to present them stronger guarantees of law, order, and sacred pro-
perty than the Government under which they actually live. So the French
bourgeois submitted to Napoleon I. and III. ; the German bourgeois care
now no more for the most elementary liberties if only Bismarck protects them.
as they imagine, against the growing Socialist movement, etc. It may fairly
be said that unscrupulous cynicism is about the only virtue required in a
bourgeois hero of to-day, be his name Gambetta, Bismarck, or Boulanger.
Of course, they must also devise certain means to deceive the less intelligent
part of the people, and the question of patriotism, national defence, is cne of
their most-used tricks, another being promises in the line of some kind of
-State Socialism, like the magnificent so-called "social reform" of Germany,
by which a disabled worker is now to get a yearly pension of £4 or £6,
provided he pays for it most of his life. As to Boulanger personally, one of
the wanton slaughterers of the Commune, he seems not even to have got
much brains in his head, or he would not act in the way he lately did. May
be the bourgeois see that, and let him drop, and he will disappear ; or he
may still go on in his old way. At any rate, another person of the same
kidney is sure to take his place sooner or later. By the way, some supposed
Socialists are sure to go over on all such occasions to the gang of the new
Dictator, thus clearing the party of their presence.
A new Socialist daily paper will shortly appear at Marseilles, edited by

F&ix Pyat, with Eng. Chatelain, T. B. Clement, Alphonae Gormain, Emilo
Couret, etc., as contributors.

Eugene Chatelain's Ccmp de Feu will be issued weekly from September 1

next. It was hitherto fortnightly.

At St. Etienne a new paper, La Loire Socialiste, with the rather vague and,
impractical programme of uniting the Socialist parties, has made its first

appearance, another paper of the same kind having failed not long ago.

The management of the Fourierist Familistere of Guise has passed from
the widow of the founder, Godin, into the hands of M. Dequenne, Madame
Godin being about to use her time in publishing her husband's worka.
This establishment, like other similar experiments, is rather based oa
partnership or profit-sharing than on any socialistic system, and revelations

were made shortly before M. Godin died showing how little the personal
liberty of the workers employed therein is cared for.

GEKMANY AND AUSTRIA.
To replace some recently-suppressed papers, two new organs have been

started, viz., the Bremer Tageblatt (since July 1, at Bremen) and the
Grundstein, an organ of the building trade (at Hamburg). It would be too

monotonous to chronicle all arrests that took place recently at Hamburg, etc.

The present London match-girl strike will give some interest to the
following details on the earnings of Silesian match-box makers, recently
published in the Schlesische Volkszeitung. The price of 1,000 is 7£d. ; if

they are labelled, 8^d. The barley-flour for paste (one pound for 2,000
boxes, 2id., must be paid for by the worker himself. A woman with three
children, who, up from their fifth year, work from four in the morning until

eight or nine at night all the time they are out of -school, may make 3,000 to

4,000 boxes in a week, and thus earn from Is. lOd. to 2s. lOd. per week, from
which 7d. to 9d., the cost of the paste, must be deducted. So, when Bryant
and May say they would transfer their factory to Norway or somewhere
else, they are sure to find still cheaper labour than in the. East-end of

London. Present society offers no remedy against this to the workers,
except that a few tricks of the employers may sometimes be repelled by
international solidarity of the working classes, as was the case recently at

Hamburg; where, in the great strike of the cabinet-makers and joiners, the
masters sent for some hundred men from Holland. They went there,

learned that they were engaged under false pretences and that they were
going to be used as scabs ; and they refused to take up work under theae
circumstances. .

'

DENMARK AND SWEDEN.
The Danish Socialist Democratic party has just edited a translation of

" Capital " (473 pp., price 2 kroner), at the same time Domela Nieuwenhuis's
" Capital and Labour " is published in the Social-D'emocraien, of Copenhagen,
Axel Danielson, editor of the Malmo Arbetet, already under sentence of

one year's imprisonment, has again been sentenced for blasphemy (!) to

ten months. The loss of the editor will be hard to bear for the paper
which had so soon developed from a weekly into a thrice-a-week organ.

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.
On August 12th-14th a congress of the Spanish Societes de Resistance will

be held at Barcelona, with the object of forming a new federation of the
said societies.

A Revoh^aO Social has been published at Oporto.

OTHER COUNTRIES.
Looking over the countries in which no regular Socialist movement

exists, we find discontent and revolt taking this or the other form spread
everywhere. Besides new small peasant riots in Roumania, Russia, Galicia,

we hear, for instance, of a large meeting being held at Sant Iago, Chili,

to protest against capitalism, and in particular some tramcar company.
Twenty-five cars were afterwards heaped together, ignited by petroleum,

and burned. This would show a struggle against monopolism even there,

whilst we were only aware of a Socialist agitation at Buenos Ayres, Monte-
video, and Rio de Janiero. On the other side of the Pacific strikes of

Chinese workmen are reported. The freight-carriers at Shanghai and the

dock labourers at Hongkong struck work ; the taxes at Shanghai having
been augmented, and a vexatory demand—each worker to deliver his photo-

graph to the employer—at Hongkong, were the immediate reasons. The
Chinese coolies are not at all without feelings of solidarity, as is generally

believed. We do not know what became of the Knights of Labour
assembly formed last year at New York by Chinese workers, but we know
that in China itself they often organise themselves similar to the Russian
artels. The articles of E. Reclus, 'The Internationale and the Chinese,'

(Le Travailleu-rs, March, 1878), L. MetchnibofF who has just died at Clarens,

on 'The Chinese Associations' (i&., May, 1878), and some notes reprinted in

Le Devoir of February 27, 1887, contain useful information on this subject.

In consequence of the inundations, general revolts, in which the military

partly sided with the people, occurred in large districts of China, and took
the right direction of a war against the rich, not those of any political

movement. In the province Bantam of Java another rising of the people

took place. In this part of that island 2 gulden (nearly 4s.), in Cheribon

Iff, in Krawang 1 J, in Tapara 2 J, etc., are the yearly wages of a servant paid
by the exploiting Netherlander. In Algeria a famine ravages the country

;

vvhilat the French Government thinks of relieving the proprietors of land

by compensating them for their loss by locusts, etc., they heap together

troops in the southern parts to be ready to crush the starving natives.

The Arabians of the south are said to be on the verge of a rebellion
;

they remember of the famine of 1867, when 100,000 of them died of

typhus and starvation, and it is possible that they will go on in

large tribes against the French, with the vigour and fanaticism their

fellow tribes displayed in the Soudan. So we see everywhere struggle

against exploitation, and we might learn from these uncivilised peoples, at

any rate, to strike boldly at the exploiters who represent the system,
instead of begging for political and even very small social reforms, as is

generally done. * *

An intelligent lad of 14 or 15 asked a friend of ours if he would be so

good as to give him a little information on the subject of politics ; because, .

said he, the only information I can get about them is from the newspapers.

Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast thou perfected praise !—W. M. M

Metropolitan Pauperism.—The weekly return of metropolitan pauperism
shows that the total number of paupers relieved in the first week of the
current month was 90,621, of whom 54,350 were indoor and 36,271 outdoor
paupers. The total number relieved shows an increase of 2,884 over the
corresponding week of last year, 4,333 over 1886, and 6,772 over 1885. The
total number of vagrants relieved on the last day of the week was 893, of

whom 098 were men, 178 women, and 17 children under sixteen.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIR8T, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Ofmmunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, 13 Farringdon Ed. , E. C. , and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

A* aU articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 3s.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.C. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

F. 0.—The first English revolutionary almanack of which we know was a 12mo
published by Ridgway for 1794, at 2s. 6d., and contained the usual English

almanack, the decree of the French National Convention altering the style,

the report of D'Eglantine on the same subject, the French Calendar with
translation, the Declaration of the Eights of Man, words and music of the

Marseillaise, Ca Ira, Chant Civique, and Carmagnole, several poems, etc., on
revolutionary subjects, and a chronological table of the principal events of

the French Revolution. A copy is in the British Museum library.

D. B.—The Editor's red pencil is a very necessary instrument in the crowded
state of our columns. Reports should be as brief as possible.

T. S., D. N., and others.—Unfortunately crowded out.

Several reports came to hand too late.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday July 18.

England
Justice
Labour Tribune
Labour News
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Kailway Review
Telegraph Service Gazette

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Truthseeker
Workmen's Advocate

Boston—Woman's Journal
Libertas

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Fort Worth(Tex)—South West

Milwaukee—NationalReformer
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier (daily)

La Revolte
Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur
Nimes—L'Emancipation

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L 'Avenir

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Arbeiterstimme

Geneva—Przedswit

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione

Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Cremona—II Democratico
Menaggio-Lecco, II Nuovo Lario

Spain
Madrid—El Socialist*
Barcelona—Acracia
Barcelona—Tierra y Libertad

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

!
Germany

|

Berlin—Volks Tribune

j

Austria
I Arbeiterstimme
i

Wien—Gleichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

NOTES ON NEWS.
The Government has offered Mr. Parnell a Commission of judges and

others to go into the accusations made against him by the Times, and

under the circumstances such a Commission would be as likely to be

impartial as any Parliamentary Court of Inquiry would be. Of course

if it were a case of trying a mere revolutionist the judges would almost

to a man decide against him, whatever the evidence might be ; but the

chances are that since Mr. Parnell now belongs to a respectable Par-

liamentary party they will not look upon him as seriously as that, and

that consequently their professional pride will act as a setoff to their

political bias, unless, of course, the worst members of the bench are

chosen. Mr. Parnell may be pretty well satisfied.

On second thoughts, however, perhaps Chan Toon was only prac-

tising a bit. He is " the son of the largest paddy (rice) merchant in

his native district, and is preparing to practise law in the native

courts." What a lovely mix-up presently when this son of a food

monopolist gets on to his hind legs to hold forth on the duty the

Burmese slaves owe to their English owners, when this winner of all

the English law prizes chops logic and quibbles on the English system

in his native tongue for the further bedevilment of bis fellow natives,

robbed for generations by force of English-built arms, and now to be

robbed by English-built fraud under guise of strict legality. T. S.

Meantime, the appointment of such a Commission, emphasises the

fact alluded to in our last week's issue, that the Times as a great Cor-

poration is practically above the law, as indeed all very rich people

are. We are at the mercy of these money-bags, by whatever name
they may be called. In the case of the Times the Government has

now admitted this, as the whole country really does. Everybody
knows that it would be sheer madness of an ordinary private person

to attempt to bring such a huge power within reach of law. Rich

people make the laws, but not for themselves — that's a very old

story. W. M.

A Star man the other day interviewed Mr. Chan Toon, a Burmese

law student who has taken many prizes in our centres of legal educa-

tion lately. Here is a gem :
" Now, what do you particularly admire

in England 1
" " Your institutions and government. Any one can

get on here who works. Then you are so free, religion, occupation—
* nothing is interfered with." This interesting Burmese has evidently

not missed his proper vocation.

Every column in the paper recording the interview contains some

item which calls Chan Toon either liar or fool. On one side is a

column of reports from the Labour World, and on the other reports of

Law-'n'-Order under Caliph Balfour.

The Times, in the serene consciousness of its enormous power and
quite unmoved by the full exposure of its dishonesty and meanness*

goes on its vituperative and slanderous road without a pause. The
Star, however, has attacked it face to face, and defied it to come ou»t

into the open ; most probably with all the more valour that one may
be quite sure the Times will ixot come forward. It has never done

anything of the kind in its long career, but has crawled and crept and

stabbed in the back.

In 1831, defending himself before Lord Tenterden, against a charge

of seditious libel, William Cobbett said: "In the year 1810 a noble

lord, now sitting on the bench, showed me a letter, by authority of the

writer, which he received from the elder Walter of the Times, who
was then alive, in which Walter complained bitterly of the injustice

of Pitt and his Government who employed him to publish libels against

the King's sons, the Prince of Wales and the Duke of York, and for

which he said so help him God, he never got but £700 as a compensa-

tion ! He wrote to the Attorney-General of the day, and said that

the niggardly rascals had given him only £700 for what he had done.

The tax-gatherer took only £700 out of your pockets to pay for libels,

on the Prince of Wales and the Duke of York ! This fact I could

prove if allowed to do so."

What the Times was then it is to-day, and that others from the*

one end to the other are not so bad is only that they lack the^

ability to be so; the Times has exceptional opportunities. Anyone-

who takes the trouble to follow closely the course of events, and at

the same time compare them with the version of them given, say in-

—any you please, will come out at the end of the trial with his.

estimate of man considerably lowered. From the simple suppression-

of truth, right up to the more artistic methods of dexterously distort-

ing it or replacing it by elaborate lying, skilfully and clumsily done,,

the whole art of misrepresentation is constantly practised.

So obvious does it all become, now and then, that the Pall Mall,

apparently startled by the shameless forswearing that has been, going;

on over the late German Emperor, explains it in despair as the out-

come of a " Reptile Fund " expended on a " Reptile Press," mentioning,

a rumour that John Bull for instance has been bought by creatures of

Bismark. "Reptile Press" is a good and descriptive term, but its.

application should be farther extended than it is by the Pall Mall'.

Our American comrades are nearer the truth when they make it co-

extensive with the whole of the bourgeois press.

Of course the attempt to place the police of London under popular

control has been easily defeated. It would be dangerous, said Mr.

Matthews, for the London Council to have the command of 14,000

men. This, in sound, carries one back to the period when London was

by no means chary of rising against the King and Parliament if they

did anything to displease it, but what it means is that the Government:

recognises the value of the military police of London as a repressive

engine too fully to care about losing control of it.

During the past week we have seen the " exemplary way " in which

Warren deals with the least breach of what he is pleased to consider

discipline, and many policemen have suffered for a friendly raffle among

a few comrades of a watch belonging to one of their number. Nothing

short of dog-like submission and the surrender of all individuality will

content him ; how else is he to maintain the " efficiency " his moral

miracles have shown in Trafalgar Square, or the beautiful sense of

responsibility and fitness shown by Endacott, Bloy, and their like ?

Meanwhile, the Nottingham police feel deeply hurt that they are

not deemed fit to look after their own town, and that 40 of the

Warren's Lambs have been drafted into it to look after the Royal

Agricultural Society's Annual Show. It is to be hoped their feeling

will not result in an imitation of the London model ; to be a police-

man at all is bad enough—but to be one of Warren's ! S.

Anti-Sweating Demonstration.—The following societies have signified

their willingness to take part in the Anti-Sweating Demonstration convened

by tke S. D. F., which is to be held in Hyde Park on Sunday July 22 :

—

The Socialist League, the L. E. L., London Patriotic, East London Tailor*

and Machinists' Society, Metropolitan Branch National Union Boot and

Shoe Rivetters and Finishers, and West-end Branch Alliance Cabinetmakers.

The Eleusis Club, the Bow Liberal Club, and the St. Pancras Reform Club

have recommended their members to support the demonstration. Other

replies in the same sense are expected,
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LETTER FBOM AMEfflCA.

'THE^arincipal event of this week

—

o£ course tibe absurd nonsense of coni-

*nemoeating the Fourth of Jiuly excepted— is « gigantic strike or rather

ock-<mt.

The, question of wages comes up in die iron mills west of the Alleghany
Mountains every year. In previous years there has always been a meeting
<etwean the manufacturers and men, at which the prices to be paid during
he year beginning July 1 have been determined, and the scale decided

pon has prevailed until the new one was put in force*

When tne meeting of the committee from the manufacturers and men was
held this year, the former presented a scale which called for a reduction of

10 per. cent, on all wages, together with some changes in factory rules. The
men—that is, the wages committee from the Amalgamated Association of

Iron and Steel Workers, to which association most of the men belong

—

presented a scale which was practically the same as that already in use, and
no agreement was reached.

The manufacturers wanted to make out that the present state of the trade

demanded the reduction, but of course the men did not believe this wishy-
washy tale. After much discussion and many meetings no settlement could
be effected up till Saturday the 30th June, and the mills closed down, as no
scale was in operation. The men left their work quietly and did not return
on Monday <!he 2nd July. In Pittsburgh alone about 28,500 men are

affected. Sinee then the lie about the wretched state of the trade which did
aiot permit the .continuation of the present scale has been given direct to the
-capitalists, and what's more through their own action. About twenty mills,

employing about 15,000 men, have signed the scale of the workers. Even
Carnegie, Phipps, and Co., of which firm the hypocrite Andrew Carnegie is

A member, have aeen fit to bend their proud knees and cave in. The men
are confident of winning their strike.

The force of events is stronger than all arguments. This is again shown
by the action of members of that aristocratic organisation, the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers. Since the strike of the Chicago, Burlington and
Quiiicy road was ended, the bad blood caused by the conflict has been
manifested in various ways. Burlington scab employes, particularly engin-
eers, have been attacked and in some instances badly beaten. One of them,
Thomas Gregory, was shot at late last night at the Sixteenth street bridge,

in Chicago, by an unknown man, the wounded man receiving the bullet in

the face. He will live, but his sight is gone. His assailant is said to have
been one of the former employes of the road and a striker. Two engineers,

formerly in the employ of the Chicago, Burlington and Quir.cy Bailroad,
named Thomas Broderick and J. A. Bowles, were arrested on a Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy train yesterday afternoon at Aurora, Ills., charged
with being implicated in a conspiracy to destroy property belonging to the
railroad company. They had just come from Chicago, and it is said pro-

cured dynamite there, a large quantity of which was found in their possession.

Both are members of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. In com-
pany with them was a man named Wilson, who was also arrested. They
were placed under bonds of 5,000 dollars, and being unable to furnish the
amount were sent to the Aurora Jail. A valise which one of the prisoners
carried was found to contain four dynamite cartridges, each about ten inches
long and an inch and a quarter square. These were fitted with a small fuse
to each, and it was estimated that each contained about a pound of dynamite.
The examination will be on the 13th inst.

There is more trouble brewing for Chief Arthur apd the Brotherhood.
A strike is threatened on the East Tennessee system. Engineer Monahan,
as chairman of the Brotherhood Grievance Committee on the East Tennessee
road, called upon superintendent Garrett to make a statement regarding some
trivial matter. A dispute arose, and Garrett alleges Monahan struck him.
The latter in consequence was promptly discharged. The officials of the
road sustained the superintendent in his action, and the local Brotherhood
demand the reinstatement of engineer Monahan. Chief Arthur is investi-

gating the matter. A strike will probably be the result. The strike would
affect the principal Southern lines.

Labour Notes.

It is said that Henry George is slated for a Congressional nomination in

New York city.

The average yearly pay of women school-teachers in Iowa is but 212
dollars 45 cents.

There are 124 labour organisations in Brooklyn. A large proportion of

them are connected with the Knights of Labour.
The Biglow Carpet Company's mills, at Clinton, Mass., employing 1,300

hands, shut down on the 3rd July on account of the scarcity of work.
At the last meeting of the Hat Finisher's International Association in

New York, it was decided to recognise all men coming from Denton, Eng-
land, as union men.
From Philadelphia comes the report that there is a downward tendency

in wages in nearly all branches excepting building trades. The reduction
will be about 10 per cent.

The Chicago Trade and Labour Assembly resolved not to drink beer for

30 days, because the brewers did not re-engage their previous employes
after the strike was declared off.

The New York wholesale grocers have formed an association. The first

regular meeting was held on Monday last, and the first matter to be dis-

cussed was a scheme to form a sugar trust to raise and keep raised the
price of sugar, which it was contended is now sold by the retailers without
profit

For years efforts have been made to consolidate the Brotherhood of Car-
penters and Joiners iu America and the United Order of American Carpen-
ters and Joiners. A Conference was recently held and a plan of consolidation

drawn up. The plan was then submitted to the various lodges of the United
Order, and nearly all have voted in favour of it. The Brotherhood meets
in National Convention on the 6th of August in Detroit, Michigan. Seven
delegates have been chosen by the United Order to attend this Conference
and to arrange matters. The United Order has thirty lodges with a mem-
bership of 5,000. Its headquarters are in New York City. The Brother-
hood has a membership of 51,000, and extends all over the United States
and Canada. The headquarters are in Philadelphia.

In this week's issue of the Standard, Henry George publishes the follow-

ing comment on McGlynn's fair rent campaign :
" Dr. McGlynn seems to

have utterly lost his grasp upon principle, and is proposing a crazy demagogic
scheme*for getting city tenants to band together, refuse to pay for their

houses and rooms any more than a fair building rent, and by their numbers
make evictions difficult if not impossible. To say nothing of objections
which would make the scheme dangerous if it were not ridiculous, what

right have tenants more than landlords to the free use of land made

valuable by the whole community ? It is a pity to see Dr. McGlynn thus

wreck what is left of his influence for good." If a man once gets into the

mud>he never will be able to stop sinking, and George used to be the little

god of New York !

The test case in Pittsfield, Mass., under the Employers' Liability Act of

1877—that of four labourers against the Hudson Iron Company for injuries

received in the Company's mine in October last—resulted in a mis-trial, the

jury. failing to agree. The trial had been in progress a week, and has been

watched with much interest both by labourers and employers.

Three of the best telegraph operators on the Bristol division of the East

Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia Railroad, resigned on the 4th of July from

the service of the road. Ten days ago Major Huger, superintendent of the

road, sent out a circular to all the operators asking them if they belonged

to the Order of Railroad Telegraphers. John Bruce, of Chattanooga ; Mr.

Billingsly, of Ooltewah, and Miss Clemmie Roberts, of Appison, replied

that they were members. They were ordered to either leave the order or

resign, and to-day they all tendered their resignations, which were accepted.

The matter has caused a sensation in railroad circles.

Newark, N.J., July 6, 1888. Henry F. Charles.

COME, BROTHERS, COME,
Air: "Glorious Apollo,"

Come, brothers, come ; the host of the forsaken

Wait for your aid as darkness for the sun

;

Not till the forts of privilege be taken
Will all your work be sped, your warfare done

;

Win far and wide, the slumbering souls awaken,
Singing Fraternity, the world made one.

n.

Long was the night, but lo, the verge is clearing,

Bright grows the East, the bird of morning sings •

See, 'tis the Sun of Righteousness appearing,

Freedom and Joy and Brotherhood he brings.

Hail, happy morn, that endeth hate and fearing

!

Sing we Fraternity, the world made one,

C. W. Beckett.

LONDON.
I wander through each chartered street

Near where the chartered Thames does flow, .

And mark in every face I meet,

Marks of weakness, marks of woe. ,

%

In every cry of every man,
In every infant's cry of fear,

In every voice, in every ban,

The mind-forged manacles I hear.

How the chimney-sweeper's cry

Every blackening church appals :

And the hapless soldier's sigh

Runs in blood down palace walls.

But most through midnight streets I hear
How the youthful harlot's curse

Blasts the new-born infant's tear,

And blights with plague the marriage hearse.

Wm. Blake.

One of the firm of Bryant and May asked the Star interviewer whether
Mrs. Besant would not be claiming presently a champagne supper for his
match-making girls. A person who has not read 'Hard Times' would be
apt to say, Why did not the interviewer retort, "Do you drink champagne?"
But one who has read that work and enjoyed the never-to-be-forgotten
Bounderby cannot keep that worthy's gold spoon and turtle soup phrase out
of his head. Beally it was a fatal taunt for the match-making exploiter to
cast at Mrs. Besant's head. What can one say, except that he has ticketted
himself a Bounderby ?—W. M.
Over-Production.—In the year 1S50, Horace Greely made an address to

the New York Typographical Society at a celebration of Franklin's birthday,
in which tke great editor said: "I trust no one here gives heed to the
mumbling of self-styled political economists about over-production and the
kindred phrases with which counsel is darkened. Over-production—of what ?

Where] Can there be over-production of food, where so many, even in our
midst, are suffering the pangs of famine ? Over-production of clothing and
fabrics, while our streets swarm with men, women, and children who are
not half clad, and who shiver through the night beneath the clothing they
have worn by day? Over-production of dwellings, when not half the
families of our city have adequate and comfortable habitations, not to speak
of that large class whose lodgings are utterly incompatible with decency and
morality ] No, friends ! there is no over-production save of articles per-
nicious and poisonous, etc. Of whatever conduces to human sustenance,
comfort, or true education, there is not and never has been too much pro-'

duced, although, owing to imperfect and vicious arrangements for distribu-
tion, there may often be a glut in the warehouses of trade, while thousands
greatly need and would gladly purchase if they could. What the world
eminently requires is some wise adjustment, some remodeling of the social

machinery, diminishing its friction, whereby every person willing to work
shall assuredly have work to do, and the just reward of that work in the
articles most essential to his sustenance and comfort."
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Colliers' Strikes.—At Bolton 400 men, have come out on strike at the
!LVArcy Lever Collieries to protest against deduction for dirt, a question
which is creating considerable interest among colliers. The Union are
supporting the men in their action.

The workmen employed at the House Coal Colliery, Ynyshir, in the
Rhondda Valley, have given a month's notice in consequence of a dispute in

reference to a strata of rubbish, commonly called "clod," which, it is stated,

falls with the coal whilst the latter is being hewn, and causes a great deal of

annoyance and extra labour to the men, who, therefore, demand extra pay.

There was great excitement at Ebbw Vale on account of the strike of 1,600
colliers. Three men were dismissed from the WaunlwyjJd pit because they
refused to shift some rubbish. The matter was taken up by the rest of the-

colliers, who insisted on the reinstatement of the three men. In the absence
of the manager the officials of the colliery refused to interfere, and 1,600
men then struck. After a few days the officials gave in and the men resumed
work on Saturday. The three men were reinstated and wages are to re-

considered.

On Wednesday a meeting of miners was held at Princes End to consider

the question of allowance coal. A proposal was made by certain employers
to discontinue the allowance coal, which had taken the men by surprise

It was said that in 1887 they raised in the whole. of the United Kingdom
about 32,000,000 tons more than in 1874, at 40 per cent, less wages, and
with fewer hands.

Mason's Strike.—The masons and labourers employed on buildings in

the Heckmondwike district, struck work on the 25th ult. for an advance of

wages—the former from 31s. to 33s. per week, and the latter from 21s. to'

23s. A similar advance has already been obtained by the bulk of the masons
working in Dewsbury.

Steelworkers' Strike at Workington.—About 500 men are reported to
1

be out of employment owing to the strike of rail-mill and steel furnacemen
at West Cumberland Iron and Steel Works against the proposed reduction

of 25 per cent, in wages. The Bessemer department rail-mill finishing works
are stopped in consequence.

Ironworkers' Dispute at Great Bridge.—Week before last we reported
a meeting of iron-workers on July 2 at Great Bridge, to consider a dispute
about "fours." The deputation then appointed subsequently waited upon
tlie employers with respect to the proposal of a reduction of 6d. per ton.

After a protracted discussion, in which both sides adduced arguments in

favour of their claims, the masters withdrew their proposal. Consequently
the men who were on notice will still continue to work aud receive the 6d.

per ton for making " fours."

Dock Labourers' Strike.—A number of East India Dock labourers have
struck for an increase of wages. These men are paid 5d. per hour, and
receive in addition, in accordance with their stations, a share of the surplus

over in each contract for unloading a ship. In the lower grade one share
only is received, and this means one penny per hour. Latterly shares have
not been so plentiful, owing to dullness of trade, and the men on strike have
asked to be paid 6d. per hour, agreeing to forego all claim to shares, and
this not being granted they turned out.

Another Strike of Girls.—The employees of George Griffin and Co.'s

tin box manufactory struck on the 13th on account of fines. There are

-fifty or sixty girls engaged at the above firm, and they have all gone out.

On seeing a bill posted in the window—"Press Hands wanted 55—they
covered the bill with mud, and as fresh hands applied they were also

pelted and hustled about. The manager sent for the police, who were
booted a good deal. They soon "dispersed the mob." Tbe girls, however,
soon returned and pelted the male employees with red ochre and flour.

They need looking up and being helped to organise.

Strike of Pit Lads at Normanton.—The Don Pedro pit, Loscoe, near
Normanton, had to stop work in consequence of a strike amongst the pony
drivers, who demanded an advance. About 400 men were thrown out of

work. Several miners compelled their lads to go to work, but two who had
done this were waylaid and well kicked by the lads out on strike. On
Tuesday (10th) the lads returned to work after being on strike for a week.
They have not succeeded in obtaining an advance, but it is stated that

shortly they are to be paid by contract, and this is regarded satisfactorily

both by the lads and the miners. The 400 miners who were thrown out of

employment in consequence of the strike have also resumed work.

Cable-chain Makers' Strike.—At a meeting of the cable-chain makers
who are on strike in the Cradley Heath and surrounding districts, it was
stated that some employers had offered an increase of 3d. It was, however,
resolved to continue the strike until the list-price demanded was conceded.

The men claim an advance of 4d. per cwt., and it is thought probable that

the concession upon the part of the employers will lead to a compromise.
At a large meeting of cable-chain makers belonging to the South Stafford-

shire and East Worcestershire district at Cradley Heath on the 9th, it was
Mated that Hingley and Sons, and Wood, Aston, and Co., had conceded the

required advance, viz., 4d. per cwt., and it was resolved that the men should

Tesume work. It was decided to continue the strike at the factories where
<the employers refuse to concede the advance.

Coiners' Wages.—A correspondent of the Labour Tribune puts an im-

portant point "well before his comrades. He says : "At one colliery where
the field price per ton has ranged from 2s. 4d. to 2s. 6d., the men have been
'told that 2s. per ton will be the highest price paid, and that they can either

work at it or leave it; while the owner of the said colliery can support a

racing stud, a mansion, and other luxurious surroundings. I met a man. on
Saturday evening last who told me he had worked six days at another

colliery, and all the money he had received from the office was £l, 12s. (>d.

Out of this sum he paid his drawer 14s., and expended in powder, fuse, and
tools 3s. Id., making a total of 17s. Id., and leaving for six days' work—and
hard work too-^-15s. Id., or one penny over 2s. 6d. per day. Promises had
been made that a day's wage should be made up, but as these promises are

apparently made only to be broken, they would be better net made at all.

Fellow working-men, do not these facts show you that the masters anticipate

an ^advance in wages and they want to pull off, bit by bit, more than a ten

or fifteen per cent, would bring back ] Let us try to be wise in time."

(Colliery Strike at Pontypridd.—An adjourned delegate meeting of the

PJondda District Miners' Association was held on Saturday week, when
the dispute, in consequence of which 600 men have been on strike for the
last eight weeks, was again considered. At last meeting the question of

whether the Albion Company's offer pf open arbitration be accepted was
referred to the collieries for re-consideration. When the question was now
put to the vote it was found that 4,90Q men were in favour of arbitration,

dissentients 4,000. The offer was therefore declared accepted, and arbitrator

chosen. Six delegates voted against a motion that pending the arbitrator's

award the Albion men should be allowed to resume work, while 14 voted

in favour. It was therefore agreed that the men resume work soon as agree-

ment is drawn up between W. Abraham, M.P. (Mabon), on behalf of the

district, and the Company, tinder which the latter, if award be against them,

refund the difference in price for working the two seams from date of re-

sumption of work. A resolution was passed that the arbitrators should not

delay their award longer than two months. W. Abraham, M.P., the dis-

trict agent, was authorised to proceed against certain colliery officials who
are' alleged to have dismissed without legal notice some of the Albion men
who had been employed by them.
Mail Cart Drivers' Wages.—Keplying to a letter in the Postal Servibe

Gazette (quoted in this column of No. 130), "A Poor Driver" says :—" As
regards the wages of the men employed as mail cart drivers, I beg to state

that the wages never were £1 to £1 15s. per we*ek, for the highest of all was
£1 7s. per week, and now there is only one driver receiving that amount,

and the others receive £1 to £1 5s. per week. That is the,nominal sum for

working 15 to 16 hours per day, and out in all weathers ; and if a poor

driver feels inclined to do any extra duty, such as Sunday work, he would
receive the great sum of 3d. per hour, besides putting up with all kinds of

insults from his superiors, as' they are connected with the Post Office. Now,
as regards the clothing, we receive one suit per year, and they are a dis-

grace to the Department before half that time is expired. We have to give

our old ones up on receiving the new ones, instead of being allowed to retain

them for repairing purposes, so that is one privilege we are deprived of.

The public look on these situations as being first-class, but they never have
seen anything in black and white to tell them different, therefore they have
beejn shut out of it all. Fancy a man with a wife and two or three children,

or perhaps more, only getting £1 per week, and having to pay 5s. 6d. per

week rent out of it, how much is there left for him to support his family^"

Anti-Sweating Circular.—the London JTailors and Machinists Society

are sending a circular on sweating to London and provincial master tailors.

As the report of the Lords* Sweating Committee will not be published; for

some time, the society thinks that in the interval something might be done
to better tbe condition of the workmen. Masters are therefore asked-^(lst)

To open workshops to be under^your direct control, and pay your workers
-by your own cashier. Hours of .labour to be eight per day. (2nd) TJJiat

each worker be allowed a space for work of no less than 250 cubic feet ; that

ventilating shafts be fixed to each workshop. (3rd) That the workers be
allowed to make their own rules respecting fines, with your approval ; such

fines to be distributed as the workers direct. (4th) That every man and
woman employed in your firm to be a member of a trade society. (5th)

That any workman known to defraud the public by bad workmanship to be
dealt with by a committee of workmen selected by the workers in your firm

every six months. The Marylebone branch of the Amalgamated Society

resolved on the 11th that the enquiry into sweating ought to be "extended
to the West-end, as there is ample justification for such extension." The
Chester tailors having held a meeting about sweating, waited on a represen-

tative employer, and the reply being unsatisfactory are meditating a strike..

Darlaston Nut and Bolt Strike.—The notice given for restoration of

1881 list, less 5 per cent., expired on Saturday, and 200 operatives turned
out on strike. The action of these men has had a good effect on those in

receipt of full price, and to-day all the principal works are standing, only

those being in full swing where the list is given in its fullness. The feeling

amongst the men is one of remarkable unanimity in favour of the. assertion

of their rights, and not a few have made considerable sacrifices in order to

support those upon whom the success of the agitation depeeds. There are

now only four factories working at the full price. As early as half-past five

on Monday morning about 100 men assembled near the London Oak and
Phoenix Works to ascertain if the workmen would return to their labours

at less than the list price. A couple of police officers were present, but the

men behaved themselves right nobly, and these functionaries were of no
avail. The employees who turned up at six o'clok threw in their lot with

those on strike, and their numbers were augmented by those who came after

breakfast. Meanwhile other contingents had been stationed at other works,'

and their efforts were also successful. The result was that a procession was
formed to the Cross Guns, New Street, where a mass jneeting was held.-

The large room was crowded, many of the operatives being unable to gain

admission.

SETTLEMENT OF THE MATCHMAKERS' STRIKE.

On Tuesday 17th a deputation from the London Trades' Council, accom-

panied by the girls' Strike Committee, had an interview with the directors

of Bryant and May. After a long discussion, the following term* were
agreed upon for submission to a meeting of the strikers, who were awaiting"

the result in Charrington's Hall :—(1) Abolition of all fines
; (2) abolition of

all deductions for paint, brushes, stamps, etc. ; (3) restitution of "pennies n

if the girls do their own racking, or payment by piecework of boys employed
to do it—(the result of this latter will be more than equal to the penny) ;

(4) the packers to have their threepence
; (5) all grievances to be taken

straight to the managing directors without the intervention of the foremen.

The firm further said that they would as soon as possible provide a break-

fast-room, so that the girls will not be obliged to eat in the room where they

work, and also expressed a strong wish that the girls would organise them-

selves into a union, so that further disputes may be officially laid before the

firm. These conditions were submitted to the meeting at Charrington's Hall

by the Strike Committee, and the girls unanimously decided to agree to

them, the payment of boy helpers by piecework being accepted as a full

equivalent for their pennies. The wax-workers returned to their work on
Wednesday and the wooden match-workers on Thursday. All the girls and
boys to be taken back, no distinction being made as to ringleaders.

The following letter was sent to the newspapers of Wednesday: "The
satisfactory settlement of the matchmakers' strike does not relieve us from
the necessity of providing support for the girls on Saturday next. They'
can only receive one day's wages this week, and we desire to make up what

.

will be lacking. The girls have behaved admirably, and deserve public

support. They turned out against intolerable grievances, they have not

created any disturbances, they are returning to work the moment their

grievances are redressed. Any money left over after paying them on Satur-

day will form the nucleus of their union fund. . . . Subscriptions can be

sent to us at the subjoined address.

—

Annie Besant ; Herbert Burrows.

Office of the Link, 34 Bouverie Street, E.C."
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Cotton Trade.—Last week end the operative spinners in Bolton received

the 5 per cent, advance agreed to by the employers at their Manchester

meeting, but one firm at Tyldesley has refused the advance and the men are

on strike. The card and blowing room hands have not been as fortunate

as the spinners, more than one firm having declined to give the advance to

the whole of their hands. At Shipton Mill none of the cardroom hands got

the advance agreed upon, and at several other mills only a portion of the

workpeople got it. A special general meeting of the Card and Blowing-room
Operatives' Association was held at the Spinners' Institute on the 11th, to

consider the matter. It was reported that the matter was likely tc be

amicably settled. At Blackburn on the 9th the weavers of Moss Street

Mill struck in consequence of excessive infusion of steam in weaving shed.

Over 700 looms are stopped through the strike. At Huddersfield on the 5th

about eleven oclock, the cardroom hands of Waterside and Bridge Mills

ceased work on account of the firm not granting the 10 per cent, to the

strippers, grinders, and blowing-room, as paid at Oldham, Hyde, and other

places. After they had stopped their machinery, a telegram was sent to

London to the boss, and a reply came to close the firm until further notice.

Work was resumed on the 11th, amicable terms having been made and the

advance conceded. At Barrowtield the strike of spinners which took place

on the 3rd still continues. It is stated that men have seen the employer,

who promised to investigate the matter, but up to the time of writing

nothing has been arranged. At Macclesfield the weavers at the Lower
Heyes Mill, to the number of 540, tendered their notice on the 11th, to leave

work in a fortnight if the advance of 5 per cent, was not given. The
directors afterwards affixed a notice that those who wanted to work could

do so, and that those who wish to leave their employ may carry out their

wish, all contracts being broken.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending July 28, 1888.

22 Sun.

23 Mon.

24 Tues.

25 Wed.

26 Thur.

27 Fri.

28 Sat.

1789. Foulon hanged, with grass in his mouth. 184S. Habeas
Corpus Act suspended in Ireland. 1S52. Battle of Six Mile
Bridge. 1877. Burning and sacking of Pennsylvania R. R.
at Pittsburgh. 18S5. Police attack on a Socialist funeral
at Frankfurt.

1795. Trial of Henry Yorke (or Redhead) for conspiracy. 1803.
Rising in Dublin. 1866. Hyde Park railings pulled down.
1870. General Council of International Working Men's As-
sociation issue manifesto on the war.

1821. Trial of Carlile's sister for publishing Paine. 1836. Armand
Carrel died. 1851. Window-tax repealed.

1792. Coblenz manifesto of the Allies against French Revolution.
1793. Wm. Winterbotham tried for seditious words. 1794.
Andre* Chenier guillotined. 1S26. The Decembrists, K. F.
Rileeff, S. T. Mouravieff-Apostol, M. P. Bestuyeff-Runin,
and P. A. Kakhovski, hanged. 1844. Brothers Bandiera
shot. 1877. General Trepoff flogs a political prisoner, for
which he is afterwards shot by Vera Zassulich.

1792. Quarrel between Jacobins and Girondins. 1794. Robespierre's
last oration to the Convention, denouncing the stockjobbers.
1869. Irish Church Disestablishment Bill passed.

1777. Murder of Jane M'Crea. 1794. Fall of Robespierre (9th
Thermidor). 1830. Second Revolution in France begins.

1794. W. M. Byrne hung. 1835. Fieschi's attempt on Louis
Philippe. 1884. 250 arrests at Warsaw.

Hyde Park Railings.—Monday July 23, 1866, is one of the most peculiar days
in the whole of our Calendar. It can claim to be a day to be kindly remembered
by both democrat and aristocrat. As stated a few weeks back, at the period in
question there were in the ranks of the active agitators a few with some grit ; the
grit has all been washed out since, and very little else but mud remains with
such as are alive to-day. Having called a meeting, the conveners were not to be
bluffed off by Dicky Mayne. About four o'clock the clans began to gather at the
usual centres. At five o'clock the park gates were closed and locked, the author-
ities having first allowed—with fine display of tactics—a large number of people
to gather inside. About seven o'clock Beales and others of the committee arrived
at the Marble Arch entrance and made formal demand for admission, which was
refused; whereupon they returned to their cabs and proceeded to Trafalgar
Square, which had been advertised as the alternative meeting place Having,
howeyer, arrived in force outside the park, and many not caring to emulate the
brave old Duke of York, who led his men up the hill and then down again, the
processionists tried a rush or two, which were beaten back by police staves or
by the horses of the mounted men. 1,600 police were of little avail for keeping
from the railing people along two sides of the park, and very soon was seen the
effect of having allowed a lot of people to assemble inside, for the word went
along outside that a meeting was being held ; the outsiders of course wanted to
see if this were true, crowded up to the railings, climbed on the coping, hanging
on man behind man, and naturally these iron railings, like all English iron
railings, only a fraud of protection and a sham of strength, first quivered and
then feli.> In Bayswater Road was the first breach ; but having made one, others
soon followed, and soon about a mile of railing was prone on the ground, and
Ruskin's ideas of iron railing was justified, for in throwing this stuff over revolu-
tionists have the advantage of removing a barrier and providing themselves with
weapons—if of fair quality, such as, say, round Kennington Park, long and
wrought to good point, not to be despised. The commotion spread from the
Park to the Square, and down Parliament Street to the House ; and Walpole
wept and Downing Street funked, but English native good sense—or slavish
respect for Law-'n'rOrder—soon asserted its power and the storm passed. Next
night there was a somewhat warm debate in Parliament, when John Stuart Mill,
Ayrton, and one or two others spoke out for the right of public meeting, which—Toryism being somewhat scared by the shadow of Revolution—has been fairly
well respected for twenty years. J. S. Mill in the debate dared the Government
to act on the advice of the Tory scribes and prohibit all open-air speaking :

" I
promise them that they will have to encounter an opposition of a very different
kind, and from different persons, to any they have yet encountered "

; and one
wonders if he would back up Cunninghame Graham or Conybeare in Trafalgar
Square to-day, which in that day was the very place suggested as more suitable
than the Park. As quite in the natural order of things, the broken heads and
arms of the masses were ultimately exploited for the benefit of the classes ; for
the falling down of the railings along Park Lane was taken advantage of to very
considerably widen that thoroughfare, and what had been a lane became a wide
handsome road, to my lords' great gain.—T. S.

Window-Tax repealed.—In 168S was repealed the Hearth Tax. Some seven or

eight years later a rather large sum had to be made up to make good the miser-

able state to which the coin of the kingdom had come by clipping and sweating.
To defray this re-coinage charge, in 1696 was imposed the Window Tax, certainly

one of the meanest and wickedest taxes ever conceived. Every inhabited house
except cottages— i.e., houses not paying to church and poor rates, a very small
exemption—was charged : Less than 10 windows, 2s. ; from 10 to 20, 2s. and 4s.

additional

—

i.e., 6s.; 20 or more, 2s. and 8s. additional

—

i.e., 10s. After the
union of England and Scotland these sums were increased. In 1808 great
increase was made. In 1S15 about £2,000,000 was raised by this tax on air and
light. Well might Shelley write in scorn of the commercialism under which
" all things are sold : the very light of heaven is venal." In 1829 the yield was
£1,163,760. In 1840 the duty was raised 10 per cent. In 1845, 1848 a strong
agitation was raised against the duty, but it was not until July 1851, under Sir

Chas. Wood (afterwards Lord .Halifax) that the final repeal was made—14 and 15
Virtt. ch. 36, 'Inly 24, 1S51, removing the Window Tax and granting the In-

habited House Duty in lieu thereof. This will be more fully dealt with shortly.

—T. S.

Murder of Jane M'Crea.—No single event contributed so much to the.unrelent"
ing defiance of the American republicans to the power of the British crown as
this atrocious tragedy. Every circumstance tended to heap ignominy upon Lord
North and his bull-headed agents. Burke had thundered at Westminster with
all his crushing eloquence against the employment of the barbarous red-skins in

the odious coercion war. This employment had made the otherwise lukewarm
farming colonists throw in their powerful support with the commercial rebels of

the x\niencan ports. To heap ignominy upon the stupid ministry in London, it

was a beautiful and inoffensive girl, sweetheart of one of their own friends, a
young American Tory officer, who fell a victim to the indiscriminate bloodthirsty
brutality of the Indian allies of royalty.—L. W.

SOCIALISM IN THE MIDLANDS.
Ox Sunday last, July 15th, the Socialists of Nottingham, Sheffield, and Chester-
field met for a picnic at Ambergate, where the little Amber runs into the lovely

Derwent, a place beautiful in spite of its railway junction, and surrounded by
hills aud woods which made one long to wander in them. But on Sunday only

the more hardy comrades ventured to explore a little of the district, for St.

Swithin sent us his very worst weather—evidently sharing the common objection

to Socialists—and we were forced to take our chief pleasure indoors, in the meet-
ing of so many comrades from the three centres. All our parties were smaller

than they would have been had the morning been fine, but we mustered about
fifty in spite of it, and spent a very enjoyable time together at a country inn.

We joined in singing many of the * Chants of Labour,' which wrent very well, the

tunes being taken up capitally considering so'few of the comrades had heard
them before. I think it will be found when the songs get sung more at our
meetings that the tunes have on the whole been very happily chosen, and the

singing of them will, I feel sure, greatly help to create that unity of feeling which
is so much wanted among lis.

In our pleasui e we did not forget the more serious struggle going on in London.
Some account was given of the match-girls' strike, and the following resolution

was passed and forwarded to Annie Besant, together with £2 Is. 8d. collected

amongst the comrades: "That the Socialists of Nottingham, Sheffield, and
Chesterfield gathered at Ambergate desire to express their profound sympathy
with the match -girls now on stike in London, and will do all in their power to

help them to compel the Bryant and May Company to accede to their moderate
demands. They also protest against the sweating system generally as now •cast-

ing, and ask the people to support the Socialist party in their endeavour to intro-

duce a new social system, in which such abominations as are now being revealed
shall be impossible."

After tea we all retured home cheered by the meeting of comrades, and hoping
for better weather for our gathering next year—for we intend to make it an
annual institution. R. U.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Socialist League Propaganda.- H. Samuels, Is. Help is earnestly asked
from all friends and sympathisers to extend the educational work of the
Socialist League. Printed forms for collections can be obtained from the Secre-
tary on application.

Strike Committee.—Collected in Regent's Park, Sunday July Sth, 4s. 6d.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Langley, 2s. ; P. W., 6d. ; C. J. F., 2s. 6d. ; K. F., Is.

KEPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Sunday, July 15, the members of this branch and thtir

friends met to open our new meeting-room. A substantial tea, speeches, songs,
recitations, and then the Marseillaise, ended a very pleasant gathering.—B.
Hyde Park.—In spite of the inclement weather, a meeting was held on Sun-

day afternoon in this park to protest against the imprisonment of Dillon and the
murder of Mandeville. Some members of our League (with the large banner)
joined the procession on Clerkenwell Green and marched to the Park, where,
with our comrades of the S.D.F., speeches of protest were made by Culwick,
Parker, and Henderson, the pouring rain breaking up the meeting prematurely.
Bradford. —Sunday loth, Paylor (of Leeds) lectured at Laycock's Temper-

ance Hotel. Considerable interest is evinced in these lectures, which we intend
to continue till the debating society commence its winter course and require the
room.—P. B. •

#

Norwich.—Good meeting at Yarmouth by Poynts and Mowbray. On Sunday
large meeting in Market Place by Mowbray. In evening another, when Mow-
bray gave an address On " The Old Nobility." After meeting members adjourned
to haH and held a social meeting. Very good sale of Commonweal and good
collections.

Walsall.—At Bilston Liberal Club on Friday, Sanders delivered a second
address, followed by open discussion, when our teetotal friends undertook to
supply more than Socialism without even troubling to deal with economics at all.

We shall have a branch here shortly, as several good men have already joined.
Sanders received his expenses, and has handed same over towards a Socialist
club in Walsall. On Saturday, usual outdoor meeting addressed by Sanders,
Tarn, and Burns (of S.D.F., Birmingham). Literature sold well, and 7s. 3d.
collected for the Bryant and May Strike Fund.—H. S.
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Road, Walham Green. Sunday

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

AcUm.—Any information from Secretary Harnett,
7 Redmore Road, Hammersmith.

Oltrkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farrimr-
donRd.,E.C.

Fulhaan.—8 Effie

at 8 p.m.

Hackney.—The next meeting of members will be held
at 26 Cawley Road, Victoria Park, Sunday July 29,
at 4 p.m. Enquiries, communications, etc., to E.
Lefevre, Secretary, 28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Rd.,
Hackney Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday July 22, at 8 p.m., Graham Wallas (Fabian
Society), " Some Facts in the History of Wages."

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,
Singlegate.

MtU-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road.

Worth London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at the Autonomic Club, Windmill

.Street, Tottenham Court Road, after the open-air
.meeting at Ossulton Street. All members are asked
to attend at Ossulton Street at 8 o'clock. After
Sweating Demonstration at Hyde Park next Sunday,
tea will be provided at Autonomic Club at 7 p.m.,
followed by revolutionary play in German.—Secy.,
Nelly Parker, 109 Cavendish Buildings, opposite
Holborn Town Hall.

Plaislow.—A branch has been formed here and is

commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.

All communications to be addressed to A. Barker,
4 Osborne Terrace, Leyton, E.

St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of
this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.

.. . Rochmann, secretary.

Mile-end Waste
" Salmon and Ball" ...

Leman Street, Shadwell
Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal

Green Road.
Well Street, Hackney...
Kingsland Green
Victoria Park ...

Triangle, Hackney Road

Lea Bridge Road
Stamford Hill

EAST END.
Sunday 22.

... 11

11

11

7

PROVINCES.

'^Ab&deen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Sunday* night meetings,

Baker Street Hall, 6.30. Choir practice at 46

Marischal Street on Thursday evenings at 8.

Bradjord.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting

every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

taurant H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

" Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

'Edinburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—In

Oddfellows' Hall, Thursdays at 8 p m., meetings for

Discussion. Letters and communications to 35

'^George IV. Bridge.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

GaUatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatowrn Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily. Discussion every Thursday even-

ing at 8 o'clock. On Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock.

"Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting

• Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

Hi Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

• f Leicester.-Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Members' Meeting will be held on Mondays

at 8.30, instead of Tuesdays, owing to a debate being

held in Gordon Hall on Tuesdays. Tuesday, at 8,

a Debate will commence between C. W. Mowbray

and Mr. Scarles of this city—subject, " Socialism

and Politics," to be opened by Mr. Scarles ; all seata

free. Wednesday, at 8.30, Dramatic Class, Satur-

day, 8 until 10.30, Co-operative Clothing Associa-

tion.

^"Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

WWalsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Calder,

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 22.

n ..Acton Green The Branch

11.30...Latimer Road Station £he Branch

11.30.. .Mitcham Fair Green ....The Branch

11.30 Regent's Park Parker & Mrs. Schack

11 30".lWalham Green Fulham Branch

V ^0 Hvde Park Anti-Sweating Demonstration

7 .'.Clerkenwell Green The Branch

7 ...Weltie Road, opposite Ravenscourt Park

..Hicks & Brooks.

..Bethnal Green Bh.

. . Samuels, Rochman

..Cores, Charles,
and Lane.

11.45...M'nwaring, Cores.

11.30...Nicoll & Diggens.
3.15...Mnwaring,Charles
8 ...Cores, Charles,

Lane.
11.30.. .Lane & Charles.

7. 30. . .M'nwaring, Nicoll.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8. 30. . . Bird, Cores, Davis.

Thursday.

Packington St., Essex Road 8.30...Kitz, Iffieoll,

Marsh, a»d Cores.

Friday.

Philpot St., Comi»ercial Rd. 8. 30...Lane, Charles,

Cores, Mwwaring

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8 .,.Xa/ne,MainwaTing,
Parker & Wem

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street,. a»t 8 p.m. Sunn-

day : Duthie Park, Waterside Gatsy 3 p;m»

Glasgow.—Sunday: Ja,Tf» Square, at 12i30; Pa&dJey
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»
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Thorpe, Monday at 8 p.m.
Yarmouth,, opposite Town Hall* Thuosday at 7.30-

St Catharine's Plain, Friday at 8.15 jun.
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Chants for Socialists. By Wiiftam Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty c* the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors).

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,
Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Moms.
Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Rights of Labour according, to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . . Id

The Tables Turned ; or, Nupkia* Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William

Morris. In Wrapper ... . . . 4<L

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William
Morri*. An exposition of the principles on
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Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William
Morris Id.
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w Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4ri*>, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Gran&y (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.
Fine h&ndniiade large paper 6dL

Hoxton.—Persons wishing^tojbin thisteaanch* which
is in process of formation, s&ould commiaoicatB witb
H. D. Morgan, 22 Nicholas Street, Hoxtc*.

Junior Socialist Educational Socleto—On July
21st, at 7 Henniker Mews, Callow Strsefy Fulham*
Road, S.W., a discussion will> take place on Joynes'a*
* Catechism/

Norwich.—On August 12tWnd 13th a, great Social-
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Morris, Annie Besant, C J- Faulkner, Mrs, Schac!*,

S. Mainwasing, W. Ogden (^Oxford Branson}, Herbesto

Burrows, C. W. Mowbray, and. others.

East-end Propaganda.—M meeting of alMnterestod
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Commercial Road, E., on Saturday evening at 9*30.
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Book ox

ANARCHISM :

Bs Philosophy and Scientific Basis.

ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
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it Wall our friends and also its translatawii into •the Jfrench and
German tanguage.'TitEiBEi's.

,

" The State in every form* is denouncftd a* the; a4»«amation of

desolation* Mr. Lane is extravagant in many of his statements,

but his pamphlet is quite -worth readragk.'*DuR Ombver.
" There is a sad lack ol Anarchist p*i*pliiat» in England, and

we gladly welcome our comrade Joe*ph Lane's attribution oi
4 An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto^ wMeh is an energetic

and earnest exposition of Anarchist! Socialism from a worer's-

standpoint. Ihe peeond portion, wiricfc deate witk practical!

politics is specially interesting. We. fcope the. tract will hav*»
wide, circulation. "Fpjsedom.

Price One Penny, or 9d. per dozen.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.; or
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Pricos •:. Bandsowiely Bound ia Cloth and G^ 5»i.

Paper Covers, 2s.—po&t free.
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Just Published, post Svo, 202 pp., 4s* 6<L

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.
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Anarchists, with good Biographical Notices of
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2s. 4d. 12 copies, 4S. 6d. 3 dozen, 12s. 6d.

The Workman's Question: Why He is

Poor. 24 pp., in Wrapper. Price Twopence.

6 or more copies post free.

A Review of European Society. /With

an Exposition and Vindication of the Principles

of Social Democracy. By J. Sketch lky.

Introduction bv William Morris. 240 pp.

free Is. Gd. ; cloth gilt, 2s. 3d.

The Irish Question. Third Edition.

padres, in Wrapper. Price Threepence.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SOCIALISM
MADE PLAIN.

By FRANK FAIRMAN.
Socialism as it is—The Moral Basis—The Economi©
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With Preface written by William Morris.
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The match-girls have gained a victory over the blameless firm of

Bryant and May. When one sees how small the gains to the girls are,

how small their demands were, one is struck aghast at the miserable
cheese-parings by which great fortunes are made. Truly, it well be-

comes Messrs. Bryant and May to characterise one of the grievances
of the girls as " trivial "

! It is on these very trivialities, we repeat,

that the splendour of the lives of these capitalists is built ; and per-

haps if such people ever trouble themselves to think, they may reflect

mi the curious fact that each " trivial " atom of the huge mass of

wealth which they monopolise and waste has been a matter by no
means trivial to the atom of the industrial machine, the worker, who
has had to keep his whole soul on the stretch in order, if possible, to
compass a very " trivial " addition to his income.

a butteriiThe daily press, of course, goes on buttering Messrs. Bryant and
May for their generosity and the like, although their letter to the
Daily News of July 19th is sulky and ill-conditioned in tone, and
contains the kind of covert threats which employers are apt to use to
those whom they employ ; the " Well, have it your own way then, and
see what will happen," which we so commonly hear ; their innuendo
against the " agitators," who first took up the case of the girls at their
own risk, and worked with such untiring zeal at it till they at last got
the London Trades' Council to step in, is just worthy of the whole
shabby affair.

In short, it quite sickens one to have to call such a result of hard
work for the girls and of courage on the part of the girls themselves,
a victory ; and yet it is one, for after all Messrs. Bryant and May's
letter is the utterance of people taking a beating badly.

The stories of dynamite plots from Chicago, with their contradic-

tions and vaguenesses, and criminals turned informers, and the rest of

it, have every appearance of news got up to serve some temporary pur-
pose : we have had plenty of such " discoveries " of late. It used to be
thought by honest middle- class people that such infamies were used
only by absolutist governments. But it seems countries in possession

or middle-class political freedom have to tar themselves with the same
stick. Or after all must we not call the government of Illinois

absolutist also 1 At least both it, and for that matter the government
of England also, will be practically absolutist whenever their fears or

necessities lead them into temptation.

A desperate storm in a tea-cup has been going on. Mr. Balfour
brought in certain Bann Drainage Bills, in plain terms a job for the
advantage of Irish landlords ; the Irish members seeing that this was
going to be carried, whatever they might do, walked out of the House,
as they ought to have done on more important occasions. Mr. Cony-
*beare having been snuffed out by the closure, wrote a letter to the
Star reflecting on the fairness of the Speaker, and by so doing com-
mitted a Parliamentary crime, although the substance of the letter
was obviously true. The next day the House enjoyed itself by fixing
on this Parliamentary crime, and so gaining the pleasure of a personal
attack on Mr. Conybeare, who was suspended for a month, or till the
«nd of the Session, if that comes to an end before the month. We do
not hear that Mr. Conybeare has taken to his bed in consequence.

Neither, to say the truth, is the country likely to be much the
poorer in any way for this " waste " of a night in personalities. If
the House of Commons had not wasted it in this way they would have
wasted it in another.

Mr. Vaughan made short work of the summonses against the police
for assaulting Mr. Borgia in Trafalgar Square. None, I suppose,
expected any other issue of the attempt to bring Warren's lambs to
book by means of law : for indeed such acts of arbitrary and irrational
violence are the very foundation of law. Besides, let us look at it
from the point of view of Law 'n'-Order. The police are told to do a
thing; keep Trafalgar Square clear of meetings, let us say. They
must do it at once or not at all : if, then, they are the stronger, can
they stop to argue about it ? They would be beaten if they did. Very
well, then, they must break the head of any citizen whose head is
handy for breaking, and then take the responsibility afterwards. But
if our magistrates and judges were to make them bear the consequences
of that responsibility, " a policeman's life would not be a happy one "

indeed. And where would Law-'n'-Order get its policemen then?
The necessary deduction from all which is, that whatever a policeman
does to a citizen with any pretext of legality must be supported by the
whole power of the law—or at any rate is so supported. This is a
very old story, and there is no help for it but getting rid of the law
which makes the policeman, who in his turn makes the law.

We publish this week a paper by our comrade Bax on Africa, which
is worth very serious consideration. Even those of us who are most
sincere in their professions of internationalism are too apt to limit our
scope of vision to civilised countries, forgetting that barbarous ones
are at any rate of the kind of importance that the lamb is to the wolf.

Several questions occur to us relative to this question of Africa as a
possible source of new life for dying capitalism which we should like

to see dealt with. E.g., Whether the nourishment to be afforded to

capitalism by the Dark Continent is as great as our comrade seems
to think ; whether the accelerated pace which the impulse of huge new
markets would certainly give to competitive commerce would not go
far to neutralise the advantages to capitalism of " opening up " Africa
—whether at least it would not make the break-up more complete
when it came. Or again, if Africa is falling into -the grasp of capitalism
giOwn conscious of its necessities for new markets, is there anything
which can prevent it from becoming the new nourishment for cap-

italism ]

And that leads us to the practical moral of the question ; that it is

not our business merely to wait on circumstance ; but to do our best

to push forward the movement to ^ards Socialism, which is at least as

much part of the essence of the epoch as the necessities of capitalism

are. Whatever is gained in convincing people that Socialism is right

always, and inevitable at last, and that capitalism in spite of all its

present power is merely a noxious obstruction between the world and
happiness, will not be lost again, though it may be obscured for a time,

even if a new period sets in of prosperity by leaps and bounds. We
commend our comrade Bax's subject, and its consequences to the
consideration of all our readers. W. M.

Absolutely the latest way of getting a cheap tour round the world.
The Pall Mall reports an interview with Sir Frederick Young,
K.C.M.G., Vice-President of the Royal Colonial Institute, etc., etc.

The main item is the cool proposal to send a Royal Commission to take
evidence on the spot, of the leading politicians in all the great self-

governing Colonies on the question of Imperial Federation. "The
evidence thus taken would be afterwards presented to Parliament in

the usual way." " Yaas," and naturally treated in the usual way

—

severely let alone. "It could scarcely fail to gratify the Colonies
themselves—that an important and distinguished body, acting under
Her Majesty's Commission, should be sent out to them to invfte their

opinions, and to consult them, as it were, at their own doors." Oh,
the dear little ducky Colonists, they shall have a bran new roving
Royal Commission to gratify them, to invite their opinions and gammon
them to endure another few generations of Governor-Generals.

Perhaps a file of the Sydney Bulletin, Australian Radical, and
Adelaide Commonwealth would do some of these humbugging Federa-
tionists good ; such a course of reading would assuredly undeceive them
as to any hope of foisting many more highly paid aristocrats on to the
shoulders of Colonial labour. But what a way for swells to get a
holiday on the cheap

!

The expense of such a Commission roving in Imperial style all over
the world would be immense, and yet if only the selection could be
made wide enough one could almost be glad to have to find a motto
for such a job : "They left their country for their country's good,"
and as epitaph, "And sank never to rise again."
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It having been decided by the wise judges of this land that there

is no Act specially authorising the use of Trafalgar Square, and
that therefore to use it is unlawful, a person by the name of Stuart,

*yrho happens to be an M.P., has hastened to bring in a bill to duly
authorise Free Speech and use. As there is no Act which specially

authorises such action, Mr. , M.P., has brought in a Bill which
shall make it lawful "on giving three day's notice" for a man tp wipe
his own nose. As there is no Act specially made and provided, Mr.—

, M.P., has given notice that he will on April 1st move for

permission to specially allow Mrs. Caudle to deliver curtain lectures

under special provocation, provided the Home Secretary and the

Secretary for the War Department, and I Charles Warren, have been
duly notified in order to take measures to prevent any breach of the

peace. As there is no Act which specially permits a chap to kiss his

Sunday best girl, Colonel Hughes Hallett and Lord Hartington have
introduced a Bill which shall permit such action under stringent regu-

lations set forth in a long schedule. Quite a number of similar Acts
are being prepared to meet the crises. " They have rights who dare

maintain them ; we are traitors to our sires.'
5

" A Bill for the sale of all the property belonging to the Orleans

and Bonaparte families will be introduced into the Chamber by M.
Felix Pyat. It proposes that the money derived from the sale shall be

spent in the foundation of an asylum for the aged poor." Bravo,

Pyat ! Come over and do the same for the Guelph-ap-Brown family.

Just fancy making a summer picnic home for the million of Windsor
Castle ; a convalescent home at Osborne. We could use the whole of

these now disused palaces to good purpose, and may yet. *

"Bolt and bar the palace door
;

While the mass of men are poor
Naked truth grows more and more

Uncontrolled."

T. S.

THE REVOLT OF GHENT.
Continued from p. 2_7.)

Under the sore discouragement caused by these defeats, the rich men
began to murmur and look towards submission as the only end. Peter

du Bois was their only leader left, and I suppose, judging from Frois-

sart's story, that he was not a man of much initiative as we say now-
a-days ; anyhow, he looked round for support in the present straits,

and says Froissart :
" He remembered him of a man the which was

not greatly taken heed of in the town of Ghent ; he was a wise man,
but his wisdom was not known, nor was he not taken heed of till the

same day." This was Phillip, the son of the great James van Arte-

velde.

Froissart gives us a little piece of drama, in which one sees and
hears the rough sturdy captain coming to the man of ambition and
genius, and drawing him into action :

"
. . . Then Peter du Bois in

an evening came to this Philip, who was abiding in his mother's house,

and lived honestly on their rents ; and Peter du Bois began to reason

with him, and began to open the matter, wherefore he was come to

him, and said thus :
' Philip, if ye will take good heed to my words,

and believe my counsel, I will make you the greatest man in all the

country of Flanders.
7

' How can that be, sir t ' said Philip. ' I shall

show you,' said Peter, ' ye shall have the governing and ministration

of all them in the town of Ghent, for we be now in great necessity to

have a sovereign captain of good name, and of good renown, and so

by this means your father, James van Artevelde, shall rise again in

this town by the remembrance df you ; for every man saith, that syth

his days, the country of Flanders hath not been so loved, honoured,

nor feared, as it was while he lived, and I shall lightly set you in his

stead, if ye list yourself ; and when ye be in that authority, then ye

shall govern yourself by my counsel, till ye have full understanding of

every case, the which ye shall soon learn/ Then this Philip, who was
at man's state, and naturally desired to be advanced, honoured, and to

have more than he had, answered and said, i Peter du Bois, ye offer me
a great thing, and I believe you ; and if I were in the state that ye

apeak of, I swear to you by my faith that I should do nothing without

your counsel.' Then Peter answered and said, ' How say you ? Can
ye bear yourself high and be cruel among the commons, and specially

in such things as we shall have to do ; a man is worth nothing without

he be feared, doubted, and some time renowned with cruelty. Thus
must the Flemings be governed ; a man must set no more by the life

of men, nor have no more pity thereof, than of the lives of swallows

or larks, the which be taken in season to eat.' * By my faith,' said

Philip, 'all this can I do right well.' ' That is well said,' quoth Peter,
c and I shall make you so, that ye shall be sovereign above all other.'

And so therewith he took leave of him and departed."

The upshot is that Peter proposes him to the leaders and munici-

pality, and he is made captain. "There he was taken up amongst
them and brought into the market-place, and there they make assur-

ance to him, both mayors, aldermen, and masters of every craft in

Ghent."

Let us consider this the end of an act again, and draw up the curtain

once more on the new leader facing defeat in the field, and discourage-

ment and treachery within the gates.

The Earl laid siege to the town once more, but soon raised it again

;

nor could he fairly blockade the town, as Froissart explains to us, " so

that Brabant, Holland, and Zealand make them no war." So the Earl
put the screw on the towns and lords of those countries, and tried to

force them to stop the supplies to Ghent. The Liegeois gave him flat

denial, but his kinsman, Duke Aubert of Brabant, did his best to aid
him ;

" though," says Froissart, " they of Holland would not leave to
aid them for any commandment that Duke Aubert might make."
However, the supplies were much shortened, and Ghent began to be
pinched by famine. Herewith, the malcontent rich men managed to-

get a parley with the outsiders. " In the same season the sage men
and wise counsellors of Haynault of Brabant and of Liege set a day
of council to be holden at Harlebeke beside Courtray ; and they of

Ghent sent thither a twelve of the most notablest men of the town
;

and there they showed how generally the most part of the town, except
such ribaudes and unthrifty people who desired nothing save evil aiid

noise, all the other gladly they said would have rest and peace whatso-
ever came thereof .... and the matters were there so well debated,,

that upon certain articles of peace the Ghentois returned to their

town. And all such of Ghent as desired rest and peace drew to the

houses of two rich men of Ghent who had been at this treaty ; the
one called Sir Guisebert Grutte and the* other Sir Simon Bette, de-

manding of them tidings; and they discovered the matter too soon to

some of their friends, saying, ' Good neighbours, we shall have so good
peace, and it please God that such as loveth peace and rest shall have
it, and some of them that be evil disposed in the town of Ghent to be
corrected and punished."

This was a regular plot you see : but says Froissart, "If there be he
that doth, there is he who talketh ;

" and Peter du Bois got hold of news
of this plot before it was quite ripe. The next morning the traitors-

attended at the council of the " mayor and aldermen and rich men of
the town " to give their report, which was, in short, that the Earl
would make peace on the condition of the surrender of two hundred
men named by him. " And he is so free and so noble that it is no
doubt but that he will have mercy on them."
What kind of a grin lit up the face of Peter du Bois at these last

words we may well imagine. Says Froissart, " With those words Peter
du Bois stepped forth and said, ' Guisebert Grutte, how durst you be
so bold to make such agreement as to send two hundred of our men of

Ghent into the town of our enemy in great rebuke and shame to all

the town of Ghent ; it were better Ghent were turned upside down
than they of Ghent should have such reproach, as to make war and
end it so shamefully. We that have heard you may well know that

ye shall be none of the two hundred prisoners, nor also Simon Bette.

Ye have chosen for yourself, now then we will choose for ourselves.

On forth Philip van Artevelde, set hands on these false traitors that

would betray and dishonour the town of Ghent I ' Therewith Peter du
Bois drew out his dagger and came to Guisebert Grutte and struck

him in the belly, and so he fell down dead. And Philip van Arte-

velde drew out his dagger, and he strake Simon Bette and slew him in

likewise ; and then they cried, ' Treason ! Treason !
' And they that

were slain had of their men above and beneath, for they were men of

great lineage and the richest men of the town ; but they gat them-
selves out of the town to save themselves, and there was no more but
these two slain."

Thus the plot of the respectables was nipped in the bud ; but the

famine in Ghent went from bad to worse. The blockade now being

fairly established, and the skirmishing turned into mere garrison-

holding. The Earl laid waste the countries that still victualled Ghent,

and things seemed drawing to an end. " It was great pity to see and
to hear the poor people, both men, women, and children

\
yea, such as

were right notable fell into this danger."

Philip van Artevelde "caused the garners of the Abbeys to be
opened, and of rich men, and set a reasonable price on the corn, whereby
the town was greatly comforted."

About Lent time, 12,000 men, apparently little organised, made a

foraging expedition as far as the gates of Brussels, which were shut

against them, but they were allowed to buy victuals there. They
wandered from town to town, not offering to enter the gates, but living

on the goodwill of the country and collecting victuals ; everywhere

meeting with goodwill, especially from the Liegeois, and so came back

to Ghent after a piteous journey with some 600 waggon loads of

victuals, which was received with extravagant joy, small as the help

was.

Now took place some goings and comings between the Ghentois

and the Duchess of Brabant, who took it upon her to try to get peace

from the Earl. A council was held at Tournay, attended by delegates

from the towns of Brabant and Haynault, and twelve men from Ghent
with Van Artevelde at their head. The Duke of Brabant also sent

his council there, and it seems clear that the intention of the go-

betweens was friendly to Ghent, while the Ghentmen, now reduced to

the last extremity, were prepared to accept almost any terms ; but the

Earl refusing to meet the council, simply sent on a message announcing

that the only terms he would take were surrender at discretion.

Froissart tells us that the friends of Ghent urged Philip van Artevelde

to take even these terms, and that he answered that the people would

not take them, but that if they would, he would not stand in the way.

And now imagine if you can the return of the envoys to the hope-

less city, once sovereign and prosperous, and now encircled by its

enemies and at its last gasp ; or rather let us for a while let Froissart

tell us the story in his own words of the despair, the heroism, and the

temporary triumph of Ghent. William Morris.

(To be continued.)

Poverty often deprives a man of all spirit and rirtue. It is hard for an em#ty
bag to stand upright.

—

Franklin.
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INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FKANCE.

The " independent revolutionary Socialists " of Paris have issued a circular

addressed to all existing revolutionary committees, Socialist groups of all

<sreeds, syndicates and co-operative bodies of working men, inviting them to

take part in a Congress (the date of which is not yet fixed) where the follow-

ing questions are to be discussed : 1. Inefficiency of economical reforms as

promised by mere politicians; 2. Capitalistic expropriation, socialisation of

all means of production, organisation of consumption, delegation of functions

in society ; 3. Means of propaganda and of revolutionary action ; 4. Inter-

national relations between the workers both in time of peace and in time of

war. All Socialist bodies desiring to meet for the above purpose are re-

quested to communicate with comrade E. Odin, corresponding secretary,

21 Faubourg St. Denis, Paris.

A new bi-monthly Anarchist organ has come to light at Paris, entitled

Id esprit de Revolte (the Spirit of Be volt), with Alain Gouzien, Leon Schiroky,

Emile Eoland, E. Villaret, and Paul Paillette as chief contributors. The
paper is illustrated by Raphael Coster. It is well worth reading, and we
wish it good success.

Six hundred weavers are at strike at Amiens, because their employers have
decided to shorten their starvation wages by a reduction of 20 per cent.

These poor weavers work twelve hours a-day for 2s., and their " masters "

think these miserable earnings too luxurious for them. The secretary of the

Strike Committee has issued an appeal to all his colleagues in the trade, and
hopes that some support will come forward. His address is : E. Delecaut,
31 rue du Don, Amiens.

GERMANY.
It is said that Tessendorf is about to be Minister of Justice of the German

Empire. " Justice " will have there a nice fellow as minister ! That Tessen-
dorf is one of the most reactionary men in Bismark's land, one of those who
have brought about the most scandalous cases of high treason in the so-called
44 High Court" of Leipzig. In every Socialist he sees a personal enemy.
That nomination will be Bismark's revenge for the enforced resigna-

tion of Puttkamer, the former minister of all those who are "not gentlemen."
A few days ago forty-one persons, among them three women, were arrested

at Berlin for having pasted on the walls of the city a leaflet dealing with
matters altogether unpleasant to the now reigning crank who calls himself
William the Second, King of Prussia and German Emperor. Since his

-accession to the "throne" of his ancestors, that individual already has
caused more Socialists to be imprisoned than had been the case during the
previous three months of his father's reign. But he is completely Bismark's
tool, and Bismark wants Socialists to know that he is always "there." How
long still? All over Germany arrests are made on a wholesale scale, and it

would be impossible if not even monotonous, to chronicle them all. On the
whole, it doesn't matter very much, because all these arrests and trials and
imprisonments will not prevent the Social revolution, there as elsewhere,
from ripening and bursting out one fine day, over the very heads of all these
-scoundrels.

BELGIUM.

The Socialist papers have commenced a campaign for the freeing of com-
rade Jahn, the young Anarchist who made such a brilliant speech at his trial

some six or seven months ago. He was sentenced to two years and a half
imprisonment by the Court *of Assizes at Mons (Hainault). After the
amnesty that has been granted to Schmidt, Falleur, Wagener, Rutters, and
the other comrades convicted for the miners' strikes and riots, it would only
be fair that young Jahn should be set free, and we hope that our Belgian
comrades will take no rest until they have succeeded in their efforts.

Last week Jean Houzeau, one of the greatest astronomers and naturalists of

the nineteenth century, died at Brussels, and was buried, according to his own
last will, like a proletarian, "in the common grave of the poor.'

; Houzeau
not only was an illustrious scientist, whose opinions were taken into con-
sideration

^
by those who stand or have stood in the forefront of scientific

investigations in our time—we need only name Darwin, who has been in

constant correspondence with him—but he was also an atheist and a Socialist,

and in that capacity, not less than in his scientific researches and discoveries,

he has done a considerable deal of very useful work for the benefit of man-
kind at large. Of course, like all those who dare to be independent and
true, lie had to suffer for his opinions. In the year 1848 he was dismissed
from his position at the Observatory of Brussels by the liberal government
of Frere-Orban, because he associated himself with those who at that time
propagated through Belgium the democratic ideas that spread from France
throughout Europe. He was obliged to leave his country and spend the
largest part of his life in America, until in 1876, after the death of the
illustrious Qnetelet, the government finally was obliged to call him back and
to offer him the scientific succession of the learned astronomer and sociologist.

The Belgian Socialists will ever bear in remembrance the honoured memory
of Jean Houzeau, who has given to them and to us all the best of his heart
-and of his intelligence.

HOLLAND.
We are glad to hear that the first edition of volum p I. of the posthumous

works of our much regretted friend H. Gerhard, one of the founders of the
International Working-men's Association in Holland, is already completely
exhausted, and Ave hope that a second edition will soon be ready for sale.

The second volume is now issued, and will ere long be followed by the third
concluding part.

Our Dutch comrades have commenced the publication of an International
Working-men's Library. The first number of this collection is entitled,
44 Some Chapters of Stuart Mill's Works."

ROUMANIA.
The compositors of Bucharest are on strike, and on]y two daily papers are

in a position to be issued. The strikers ask for a reduction of the work-day
to nine hours, an augmentation of lOd. a-day on their wages (they now earn
from 2s. lOd. to 3s. 4d.), suppression of piecework, and a reasonable limita-
tion of the number of apprentices. Up to the present moment a great sense
of solidarity is shown by the workers generally, and they entertain the best
hopes to come to a victorious end. It would only be well and fair for the
-compositors of other countries to help their brethren of Bucharest, for the
compositors and printers of that city, some time ago, have done their utmost
to relieve their French colleagues on strike. The London society of that

trade also have here a good opportunity of showing that they are animated

with a keen spirit of brotherhood towards their Roumanian colleagues, who
are struggling under the most difficult circumstances.

SWITZEKLAND.

At Aarau a Conference of delegates of the Swiss Socialist party has been
held, with the view of forming a large body of all the Helvetian Socialists.

Zurich, Basle, Bsrne, Winterthur, and Solothurn were represented, and it

was decided to convene, during the month of October, a general Congress of

all the workers' organisations throughout Switzerland. This first move is a
good answer to the decision of the Federal Council at Berne, which has,

decided to follow Bismark's advice as to the formation of a political police,

the mere existence of which is a shame for "free republican Helvetia."

V. D.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending August 4, 1888.

29 Sun.

30 Mon.

31

1

Tues.

Wed.

2 Thur.

3 Fri.

4 Sat.

1794. Robespierre guillotined. 1833. W. Wilberforce died. 1840.

Ovation at Manchester to the Glasgow cotton spinners on
their'return from transportation. 1848. Ballingarry. 1860.

Garibaldi entered Messina. 1877. John Frost died. 1880.

Traitor Goldenberg killed himself in St. Petersburg fortress

1784. Diderot died. 1879. Gorski, Bilchanski, and Hobst hanged
at Kieff.

1877. Strike of masons at Law Courts, London.

1S34. Abolition of Negro slavery in British colonies. 1842. Strike

of Scotch colliers and iron-workers.

1823. Carnot died. 1839. Trial of Vincent, Edwards, Townshend,
and Dickenson for sedition. 1857. Eugene Sue died. 1882.

W. Mertens sentenced for libel. 1884. Daly, Egan, and
McDonnell sentenced for treason felony.

1820. Cartwright and others tried for sedition at Warwick. 1859.

Builders' meeting in Hyde Park. 1868. C. G. Halpine
died.

1789. National Assembly abolishes feudal privileges. 1792. P. B.
Shelley born. 1817. Trial of Roger O'Connor. ^ 1842.

"Alarming disturbances " break out in manufacturing dis-

tricts. 1883. Execution of Carey.

Death of William Wilberforce.—William Wilberforce, one of the prime agi

tators for the abolition of chattel slavery, was the son of a merchant of Hull, and
was born in that place August 24, 1759. He was educated at the Free School of

Pocklington, and thence be went to St. John's, Cambridge, graduating B.A. 1781
and M.A. 1788. With William Pitt and Isaac Milner on quitting college he
made a Continental tour, and at general election 1780 was elected almost
unanimously M.P. for Hull ; at general election 1784 he was returned also for

county of York. At Clarkson's solicitation he took up the question of the aboli-

tion of chattel slavery, and his first motion was carried without a division, but
by 1791 the forces of vested interest had organised and he was badly treated.

In 1792 he fared better, and in 1807 a Bill was passed for total abolition of slave

trading by British merchants, but this, like most of our class legislation, took
another quarter of a century to make of real effect. For in 1833 the traders in

human flesh and blood were able—aided by William Ewart Gladstone—to extort

£20,000,000 to abolish chattel slavery. Like all who attack vested interest in

any form, Wilberforce was for years assailed with all sorts of slander, libel, and
abuse, and certainly some of the most wonderful exhibitions of the crookedness

of the human mind can be found in the various speeches, pamphlets, and other

defences of the trade in Negro slaves.—T. S.

Dtnis Diderot.—Born at Langres, in the month of October 1713, the son of a
cutler. His father first wished to make a priest of him, and send him to the

Jesuits to be educated. But he very soon felt dissatisfied with their teachings

and was allowed to go to Paris, to the College d'Harcourt, where he made ex-

tremely rapid progress. At the end of his studies he tried his fortune in a
solicitor's office ; remained there two years but then had enough of it. His father

at last became angry with him and asked him to finally decide as to what he was
going to do. He replied that he would not be an advocate, always bothering

himself with other men's business ; that he did not feel inclined for surgery, not
wishing to kill anybody ; and so on. But what was it he would be, he was asked.
" Well," said Diderot, " I will be nothing, nothing at all. I like studying, I am
satisfied, I am happy, and I ask for nothing else." And Denis Diderot, who
wished to be "nothing at all," became the most powerful genius, the most
strongly constituted philosopher, thinker, critic, and artist of the eighteenth

century. In this short notice we do not intend to relate the various incidents of

his life, which by the way is pretty well known to everyone. We only wish to

state that Diderot not only had the prescience of the political revolution which
was about to come, but that he also foresaw the social revolution ; and we think
that Babeuf was absolutely right when, in his " Manifesto of the Equals," he
spoke of him as the forerunner of Socialism. And in fact one needs ouly to read
the magnificent introduction of the ' Encyclopedic ' of Diderot—the most splendid

monument of literary France in the eighteenth century—to become at once con-

vinced that the man who has written that eloquent glorification of arts and trades

and manual work, must have •been a Socialist. The complete works of Diderot
were published for the first time in 1798 by his friend Naigeon, and form fifteen

volumes large Svo. The edition that up to the present time has been considered

the best was published in 1821 by Briere, in twenty-two volumes 8vo. But I
daresay that now we have the definitive edition in that of Jules Ass^zat, which
consists of twenty, volumes 8vo. published by Gamier at Paris (1878-84).—V. D.

Labour is the only thing which protectionists wish to buy in the cheapest
market ; and they are all opposed to the protection which trades5 unions
propose to give American wage- workers. This is a point which should
rattle every political protectionist. It is not a free trade argument, it is

simply truth.—Omaha Truth.

Last Saturday, Mr. John Morley, addressing the miners of Morpeth, told

them in the following words why he is not a Socialist :
" I fancy you have

had among you men whose motives I do not impugn at all, whose sincerity

I do not impeach at all, and who call themselves Socialists. A friend of

mine said the other day that we are all Socialists now. Well, gentlemen, I
am not. ' / am one of those ivho believe that it is not well to call upon the State

to do any of those things which men can do for themselves.—Why, Mr. Morley,
I am afraid with such statements, if you are not a Socialist, you may certainly

call yourself an Anarchist, for you think about it exactly as they do.—K.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT

J
LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

\unications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper , addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. ,E.C, and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

A$ all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

^ the views of the, League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

JUjected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, Ss.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Communications received.—Too late—Bristol and others. Will be used—S. R.
(Liverpool) ; T. S. ; H. S. S. Crowded out—Letter from America. Under
consideration—J. S. (Birmingham).

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday July 25.

England
Bristol Mercury
Justice
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Press©
Norwich—Daylight
Ploughshare
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Jewish Volkszeitung
Alarm

Boston—Woman's Journal
Chicago—Knights of Labor
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Chicago (111)—Vorbote

Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Milwaukee—National Reformer
Providence (R.I.)—The People
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier (daily)

Le Coup de Feu
Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L 'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—Ln Nuova Eta
Cremona— 11 Democratico

Menaggio-Leoco, II Nuovo Lario
Torino, Nuovo Gazzetta Operaia

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Cadiz—El Socialismo

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Porto— A Revolucao Social

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Wien—Gleichheit

ROUMANIA
Jassy—Muncitoriul

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

AFRICA.
We are witnessing to-day a striking phenomenon in the history of the

middle- class world—to wit, the struggle among the European nations

over the partition of Africa. It seems strange that the great continent

lying immediately south of Europe, so much nearer the home of civili-

sation than America, not to speak of Australia and other regions of

the Antipodes, should, up till our own time, have remained not merely

in the undisputed possession of its aboriginal inhabitants, save for one

or two trifling exceptions, but should have been to a great extent un-

explored. Whatever the causes why civilisation has until recently

neglected the greater part of the " dark continent " in favour of the
" new world," of remote parts of Asia and the Southern seas, civilisa-

tion seems determined to make up for it now by extending its bless-

ings under every variety of national flag over the whole of those

benighted regions. England has been for the last ten years steadily

working up from the south, absorbing territory after territory ; Ger-

many has within a year or two seized the enormous region of the

Cameroons (so-called) on the East coast ; Portugal, hard by, seeks to

establish claims hitherto vague, and for the most part merely nominal.

If we carry our eye further ITorth we come to Zanzibar, where several

Powers are struggling for supremacy. Further north still, in Abyssinia

and on the Bed Sea coast, Italy is openly preparing to make annexa-

tions ; while in the Northern Soudan and Egypt, the future lies visibly

between the hands of England and France.* That Tripoli will one of

these days be united to the French dependency of Algiers there is

little doubt, always provided that the Italian Government does not fore-

stall such a move. Morocco, which is also at present independent, is

being jealously eyed by half-a-dozen vulture-States, the balance of chances

being probably in favour of Spain. The Northern half of the West Coast

is for the most part absorbed by settlements of various powers, Eng-

land largely preponderating, while Portugal occupies most of the coast-

line between the equator and the tropic of Capricorn. To the north

of the latter the new Congo State opens out into the interior, a " vague

potentiality " (as Carlyle might have expressed it), a hideous cancer, at

present merely embryonic and sluggish, but liable to become virulent

and throw out at any moment ramifications which may eat the heart

out of Central Africa.

Should any one unversed in the matter take up the map of Africa

,
after reading the above statements, he may experience a feeling of

anti-climax—as though I had been exaggerating the state of "affairs

—

when he surveys the great white mass representing the bulk of an enor-

mous continent comprising millions of square miles, as yet untrodden

by the European. Let him reflect, however, on the rapidity with

which capitalism advances—let him think of the convergence from all

sides of the coast upon the interior, of expeditions of all kinds and
sizes, and he will begin to realise that the "civilising" of Africa is by
no means a very remote contingency. Given a Trans-Continental

railway from the Congo to Zanzibar, and the end of Barbaric Africa is

only a question of a few years. This railway it is true is not talked of yet,,

but one into the Congo territory is, and if unhappily Mr. Stanley and
his expedition should ever come safely to hand, there is little doubt
that it will be begun before long, and from this to the Zanzibar Raik
way spoken of and to the complete reduction of Central Africa under

the sway of modern capitalistic exploitation is a very measurable

distance indeed.

Few people probably realise what the opening up of Africa means.

It means this : untold mineral, vegetable, and animal wealth placed

at the disposal of the modern commercial system ; a new world of

markets ; limitless cheap labour
;

practically boundless territories for

emigration ; etc., etc. Russia has just completed the conditions of the

opening up of Central Asia. But Central Asia is a poor region,

sparsely populated, inhospitable and worthless, compared to Central

Africa (understanding by this term the whole of the interior of the

African continent).

The problem presents itself, What influence will the new territories fv

now beginning to be tapped—first and foremost among which stands

that new world in itself, Africa—have on the course of economic
.

development ? This is undoubtedly one of the crucial questions in all

speculations as to the immediate future of the human race. It is all

very well to talk about the modern system of production and distribu-

tion breaking down by its own weight. This would be true enough

if it could not gather strength from anywhere, but unfortunately it

can do so, and its votaries are actively preparing the conditions by

which, as far as may be, it shall do so. It is hardly going too far to f-

say that the hope of the present commercial system lies in Africa.

There are parts of Asia, extensive territories in some cases, parts of

America, and islands in the southern seas, all of which may and

probably will be, sucked in; but the mainstay of capitalistic hopes is*

Africa. I do not wish to be pessimistic or to dash the hopes of

enthusiasts, still less to dogmatise in matters economic, when I con-

fess the dread possibility does present itself to me occasionally of the

capitalistic world taking a new lease of life out of the exploitation of

Africa. How long or how short that lease may be, if it obtains at all,

none can say. We know the Social Revolution is written in history

in terms which are hidden in no cryptogram. But the time when the

change shall come is not within the bounds of human science to foresee.

This is that secret which the day shall reveal when it comes, and which

no genius can make known beforehand. We must beware of confound^

ing the logical with the real sequence of things. Logically the principle

of Individualism has reached its extreme limits in the nineteenth

century—is played out, in fact. The next definite stage in human
evolution must be the beginning of Socialism. But it is quite con-

ceivable, to say the least, that the present stage should be prolonged

in a slightly changed form even for another century by means such

as those indicated in the present article. E. Belfoet Bax.

NOTES.
" We believe it to be possible," says the Spectator, "that if another

Armada approached the English shores, it would find the English

people in a very different attitude—some of them, perhaps, disposed to

argue that by refusing Home Rule to Ireland we had justified the

attack, and sympathizing with the Irish in the prospect of our defeat

;

others willing but quite unready to resist, and full of subtle objections

to every scheme of resistance presented to them ; some too religious to

submit to military discipline; some too captious to profit by it ; and
the whole nation unprepared to exhibit that singular unanimity of

national feeling, and that readiness to find, and willingness to follow,

national leaders, which characterized the English people—in spite of

its bitter religious animosities—in the time of Elizabeth."

Patriotically indignant, the Pall Mall falls foul of this "extra-

ordinary confession of unfaith " and says that there " could hardly be a
more melancholy illustration of the intellectual and moral deterioration

that follow abandonment to pessimism than this most scandalous

blasphemy against the English of to-day."

My comment upon which takes the form of a question or two the

Pall Mall might answer—if it could. How much the unemployed,

the sweater's victims, or the Irish peasant-exiles in England, could be

expected to care for their birthright as British citizens? How far

would Londoners be better off under Warren than under Kriiger 1 Or
the country at large under Balfour than Bismark % Whether it matters,

to the broken heads and bitten hands of Trafalgar Square, that those-.

who did the damage wore a policeman's helmet and not a pickzL-haube ?

From the Times report of the inquest on brave John Mandeville I

take these extracts of his wife's evidence :
—" He told her that some of

the Tang (county Wexford) prisoners gave him a rope, which he

tightened round his waist, and as he suffered more and more from

hunger he tightened the rope. . . . He also said that his head wandered

from hunger, and that he prayed to God that he might die rather than
1

*'0 mad. ... To describe how he suffered from hangor, on out? oixrasion
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he told her that a warder, not a friendly warder, who must have been
eating his meal outside the door, opened it and threw him in a scrap of

meat just as he himself would to Rover, his dog. (Sensation in Court).

He said he was never so delighted and never ate food with such

pleasure before."

While the inquiry was proceeding everybody was startled by the

suicide of the jail doctor, under whose care the murdered man had
been. He was over-wrought by the haunting consciousness of all that

was to be revealed. Not many days before his death he had been
closeted with Balfour ; was it, as is more than hinted, the cold-blooded

cynicism with which the latter left his tool to bear all the obloquy,

that made the more sensitive subordinate fear death less than the

witness-box 1

Remembering Balfour's notorious words to Wilfred Blunt, and
seeing the whole course of his conduct in other cases than Mandeville's,

can the conviction be resisted that Mandeville was done to death as

part of a system 1 and that though Balfour be above and beyond
the reach of the "law," he is named in all honest men's hearts a

sneaking assassin who skulks behind subordinates and kills within

the law? S.

JONES' BOY.
"Who is that?"
"A candidate, my son."

"Why does he talk of the ' wrongs of labour' and the 'horny-handed
sons of toil' ?"

" He is after the working-class vote."

"Will he get it?"

"Very likely."

"Is he a Socialist?"
" He was once."

"Why isn't he now?"
" The people are ignorant."

"Why don't he teach them ?"

" They are not intelligent enough."
"And "

" And he is going to Parliament to make them so."

"How?"
" By talking down to their understanding."
"But I don't see

"

"Nor I!" S.

THREE INQUESTS.
James Marshall, sixty-three, committed suicide by drowning himself,

rather than endure the hospitality of the St. Paneras "Guardians" of the

Poor. A terse-speaking person has said somewhere that "the poor in a
lump is bad." Their badness is seen in the malignant perversity displayed
in this case. Here is a man who has the bad taste to be both poor and old,

and then casts a slur upon the Poor Law as administered in St. Paneras by
asserting that he was half-starved and ill-treated. Now every one knows
that the parish in question has a world-wide fame for its lavish, nay, profuse

workhouse dietary. The antipathy of the poor to the "House"—healthy

sentiment—and to this one in particular, is due to the fear that they will be
killed with kindness. The many deaths that take place within the walls of

what some cantankerous individuals call the new Bastille are due in fact

to over-feeding and their enfeebling luxurious surroundings. The brutal

scepticism which would doubt this, and attribute base motives to a body of

humane tradesmen who are anxious to promote longevity among their

charges, is the wrork of outside agitators.

What said the doctor in this case—and who wTould insinuate that a parish

doctor would tell aught but the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help him but never mind, let us on. He said that the

deceased had plenty of food and no cause of complaint, but was rather

eccentric Of course he was, otherwise how would he sooner sleep in a cab
and then finish his existence in the cold wTaters of the canal rather than have
plenty of food and " no cause of complaint "—the perverse old pauper ! It is

lamentable to think that men in charge of the poor should be put to the

inconvenience and unpleasantness of such enquiries. The " Orowners'
Quest" law should be amended, and no person having the effrontery to die poor
should, under any circumstances whatever, be allowed to be a source of

further trouble to their superiors. It is only in deference to a sickly senti-

mentality affected by a section of the public that these useless formalities

are gone through. For instance, a prisoner dies in gaol and an enquiry is

held ; with what result ? It is shown on the sworn testimony of the prison

doctor—and here I ask again, in this case, who dares insinuate that prison

doctors do not tell the truth?—well, in short, that the deceased had wine,

beef-tea, eggs, etc., etc. This is strengthened by the testimony of prison

warders, a class of men like our police, highly respectable and incapable of

telling falsehoods. Some of the jury so far forgot their duty to society as

to remark that deceased looked emaciated, when they might know as trades-

men having dealings with the poor that their ingrained perversity would
cause them to look thin, and even obstinately die in that condition in order

to posthumously spite their betters.

In pleasant contrast to this conduct on the part of some juries is the

courtesy displayed by a coroner towards the employers of a bov who foolishly

lost his only property—viz., his life—while working at a steam drill. The
jury, with a lack of consideration for the bereaved employers which is

extremely regrettable, suggested that the machinery wras improperly guarded,
and that the deceased was too young for the work assigned him. A lad of

thirteen too young to help build up his benevolent employer's fortunes by
saving expense—preposterous ! The jury are in my opinion all liable to

prosecution for acting "in restraint of trade" by seeking to hamper capital

by needless restrictions and precautions. After all, boys of thirteen are
plentiful and cheap enough. The coroner publicly thanked the employers
fortheir condesension in coming forward to give evidence in so small a
matter, and his courtesy and urbanity under such trying circumstances are

evidence thai amid the social chaos brought about by wicked agitators there

are still gentlemen to be found who, when settling such minor details as the

death of a working lad, can vet exchange civilities with their equals.

F. K.

K
THE SONG OF THE POOR.

{Also published as " The Cry of the Russian Serf to the Czar*)

Ernest Jones.

Labour, labour, labour ! Toil, toil, toil

!

With the wearing of the bone and drowning of the mind.

Sink, like shrivelled parchment, in the flesh-devouring soil r

And pass away unheeded like the waving of the wind.

Be the living record of a tyrant's bloody fame ;

Form the trodden pathway for a conqueror's career ;

Give your breath, ye millions, to elevate his name,

And die—when ye have shouted it till centuries shall hear X

" By right divine we rule ye—God made ye hut for us !

"

Thus cry the lords of nations to the slaves whom they subdue..

Unclasp God's book of nature ; its writings read not thus.

Hear, tramplers on the many ! Hear, benders to the few !

God gave us hearts of ardour, God gave us noble forms,

And God has formed around us his paradise of light

:

Has he bade us sow the sunshine, and only reap the storm ?..

Created us in glory, to pass away in night ?

No ! say the sunny heavens, that smile on all alike ;

The waves that bear up navies yet hold them in their thrall!

.

No ! shouts the dreadful thunder, that teaches us to strike

The proud, for one usurping what the Godhead meant for alL

No ! No ! we cry, united by our suffering's mighty length.

Ye—ye have ruled for ages,—now we will rule as well

;

No ! No ! we cry triumphant in our right's resistless strength,

We—we will share your heaven or ye shall share our hell

!

ANTI-SWEATING DEMONSTRATION IN HYDE PARK.
The most remarkable demonstration since the commencement of the Socialist

movement in England was held last Sunday afternoon in this park. The
meeting was convened by the S.D.F., who invited the co-operation of the

Socialist League, and other labour organizations. Processions with bands

and banners were organised from all parts of London, contingents starting

from north, east, south, and west. The daily press, as usual, differ consider-

ably as to the numbers present, but probably 50,000 would be a very

moderate estimate indeed. One feature in the proceedings was very encou-

raging, viz., the large number of our foreign comrades who took part in the

procession and meeting, and also a large number of the match girls of

Bryant and May's, whose strike was successful last week. No. 6 platform

was allotted to the League, and shortly before half-past four the five vans

which were to serve as platforms for the other meetings, and an omnibus
which was to be our rostrum, were placed in position. Punctually at 4.30

it was seen that the processions were entering the park from both sides.

The weather was very line, the bright sun showing up the banners to per-

fection. All over the vast space the revolutionary emblem was visible. At
the other five platforms the principal speakers were Comrades H\*ndman,
Burns, Williams, Ward, Bateman, Culwick, G. B. Shaw, Herbert Burrows,,

Amy Hicks, and Mrs. Besant, while at ours W. Morris, F. Kitz, H. II..

Sparling, J. Tochatti, and W. B. Parker (chairman) spoke. The resolution

passed at the other meetings was very similar to ours at the beginning and
end, but in the middle of it palliatives were asked fur in the shape of an
eight hours' bill, inspection of workshops, State control, etc. Our resolution

was as follows :

—

" That this meeting, while protesting against the extortion practised under
what is known as the Sweating System, points out that this is a necessary result

of production for profit, and must continue until that is put an end to ; and it

therefore calls upon nil workers to combine in order to bring about the Social

Revolution, which will place the means of production and exchatige in the hands
of the producers."

The proceedings were opened by the singing of the " Starving Poor of

Old England," the enormous crowd joining in the chorus. After our reso-

lution had been unanimously carried, Comrade Rackow, and Mrs. Schack
proposed and seconded a resolution setting forth the position of our foreign

comrades, which runs thus :

—

"We foreign working men in London, taking part in the Anti-Sweating
Demonstration in Hyde Park on Sunday July 22, 18SS, energetically protest

agaiust the sweating system carried on by the capitalists in London and else-

where, as it is only bare robbery committed by the capitalist class upon the

working class. We further protest against the wickedness of some reactionary

political parties, who accuse the foreign working men in London of being the

cause of this abominable system, because we are not the cause, but the victims of

this robbery, as well as the workmen of English nationality. We further declare

that this sweating system is only one of those natural consequences of modern
.

production, which is based upon private ownership in land and in the other
means of production, and which must necessarily result in robbery, luxury and
debauchery on one side, and oppression, pauperism and starvation on the other.

We sincerely believe that there is no other remedy to overthrow thin wicked
system, but to replace it by Socialistic production, based upon common property
of the people in laud, machinery, and all other means necessary for production,,

and for this purpose it is our earnest and honest desire to make common cause

with our English brethren. In concluding we feel it our duty to declare that we -

do not believe in trades unionism as a means to obtain this revolution in the
system, but in our opinion the only means to obtain this is the international

union of all working men under the Socialistic banner to fight out the modern
class struggle between capital and labour."

This was carried with one dissentient only. Cheers for the Social Revolution,

and the " Marsellaise " by the band, brought to a close the meeting, the

processions re-forming, and passing in thousands through the West End to

the different places from whence they had come. The whole tone of the

meeting was thoroughly Revolutionary and very hopeful. W. B. P.

Strike of Switchmen.—New York, July 12.—A strike of switchmen has
occurred at Kansas city on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway.
A locomotive was thrown off the rails at Chicago owing to some obstruction

said to have been placed upon the line by Chicago sympathisers. The driver:

and fit-emaii wefo mj'ued.
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Waterford Tailors.-- There is a dispute in the tailoring trade at

Waterford over the question of piece work. A strike is anticipated.

End of A Strike at Eowley.—The strike of stone-set makers at Rowley
terminated on 16th, and the men resumed work, the employers having con-

ceded the terms claimed.

The Church Lane Colliery Dispute.—Arrangements have been made
between the men and the manager of the Church Lime Colliery, near Barns-
ley, where the men have been idle three weeks, and work was resumed

. Thursday (19th) on the terms offered by the owners.

Reduction of Cleveland Miners' Wages.—The Accountants under ttye

Cleveland Sliding Scale, agreed to by the Mine-owners' and Miner*' Asso-
ciations for the district, have declared a reduction under the scale, based
upon the average selling price of Cleveland iron for the past quarter, of

01 per ton, leaving the district tonuage at 9*26. A proportionate reduction

is also declared in the wages of mechanics, engine-men, and underground
datal-men, and quarry-men.

Woman's Work.—The fourteenth annual report of the " Women's Pro-
tective and Provident League," which devotes itself to the formation of

.protective and benefit societies among women earning their own livelihood,

las been issued, and may be obtained at the office of the League, Industrial

Hall, Clark's Buildings, Bloomsbury, from the secretary Miss Clementina
Black, price Id. It shows a good year's work, and a steady increase of a

capacity for combination among women.

No Wonder.—The White Cross Society held their annual meeting on the
;19th. Three or four bishops, a dean, a canon, and an earl were on the plat-

form. But none of these went to the heart of the question of prostitution,

which they were discussing. It was. left to Dr. De Costa, from New. York,
k> say boldly that the starvation wages paid to women were what the
society should fight against. His bold, plain statements were received with
great applause by the meeting, but the platform looked glum.

Matchmakers' Wages.—The following analysis of wages paid by Bryant
and May the week before the strike, is taken from the strike register :

—

Under 3s., nine girls ; one at 2s. 2d., one at 3s. 4d., one at 2s. 5d., two at

$s. 6d., four at 2s. lOd. ; under 4s. 65 girls ; under 5s., 102 ; under 6s., 171
;

under 7s., 148 ; under 8s., 69 ; under 9s., 16 ; there is one at 9s., one at 10s.,

one at lis. Id., one at 12s. Id., and one, a booker, at 14s ; all these include
day and piece workers. The average wages of the women and girls was
5s.*54d.

Rhondda Valley Miners.—Upwards of 7,000 miners employed at the
Ocean Collieries and the Ylacoch Colliery, are idle in consequence of a strike

of the hauliers of the various pits, who claim an advance in wages of 7J per
cent. The Ocean Collieries Company "voluntarily decided" to grant their

employes generally an increase of 5 per cent, soon as they scented danger,
bat the hauliers, who number about 800, after deliberating for five hours at
a mass meeting on Monday (23rd) decided unanimously to refuse the masters'
terms, and were backed up by the others.

Somersetshire.—Several of the miners who have for so long a time been
out of *work, have succeeded in obtaining a lictle temporary employment in

Getting out the foundation of a new shoe factory at Paulton. Others have
one a little hay-making. In this way they hope to be able to get through

the summer, and " by the time winter comes perhaps the feeling against them
will have sufficiently subsided to enable them to again get work under-
ground." Thus runs the version giveu in the " reptile press," which, how-
ever, leaves the moral to be understood—will it be so 1

Good Girls.—Three quiet young girls were employed in under-linen
making at a large West-end shop. This shop took a new "cutter," who
feegan to introduce lower prices. A reduction of fourpence in the shilling

»pon a certain branch of work was announced. The three girls refused to

accept it, but offered to do the work at a reduction of twopence in the shil-

ling,, and on trft refusal of this offer gave up work. One of them found
other employment, the other two have been taken back on their own terms.
The Society of Women Employed in Shirt, Collar, and Under-linen Making,
at its annual meeting on July 11th, unanimously resolved to make these
three girls (who were not members of it) free members of the society without
the preliminary twelve months' payments which are required in ordinary
cases before members are allowed to receive benefits.

A Penny for a Day's Work.—A correspondent of the Star speaks of an
old woman upwards of 80 years of age, residing at Stevenage. Her husband
is dead, and she has no friends jbo assist her, and after a life of honest work
there is under our beautiful system nothing for her but to keep on as she is

<loing, or go and be got rid of in the parochial machine-for-slow-murder.
When strong enough, and the opportunity arises, she does a little washing,
the remuneration for which is small. The majority of her time is occupied
in atraw plaiting. Commencing early in the day, she works until nine or
ten o'clock at night. During that time she generally plaits one " score/'

iThe ^middleman" buys up the plait and sells it to the manufacturers of hats
and bonnets. The amount paid by him is l£d. per score yards. Out of that
sum the plait-worker pays £d. for the straws, so that for one long dreary
day's toil this poor, feeble old lady receives the appalling sum of Id. ! When
spoken to upon the matter a few days ago she said, " People say there's the

iouse ; but I want to keep out of it as long as I can."

Kailway Servants' Conferences.—On Friday and Saturday (20th and
31st), a Conference between the English and Scotch Societies of Amalga-
mated Eailway Servants was held in Leeds Town Hall. Proposals from the
executive of tihe former society for the amalgamation of the two bodies were
discussed, but ultimately a resolution was unanimously passed that the
Conference, while recognising the advantages to be derived by both societies

Jfcom amalgamating, regretted that it was at present impracticable, but con-

sidered that a good working agreement, if adopted, might eventually lead

(to such a consummation. The Scotch representatives then submitted a
woripEg agreement, which, after certain modifications, was agreed to, sub-
ject to confirmation at the annual meetings of both societies.

A meeting of railway servants of all grades was held at Wolverhampton
on Sunday (22nd), to consider their wages and hours. No resolution was
,cbme to ; but the view was freely expressed that each department ought to

assist the other, and especially that the higher grades might render greater
;enc6xiragement and aid to the lower ones, if they cared to put themselves to
the trouble. The meeting considered that such help ought to be forth-

coming.

Dublin.—A new Labour Association has just been started here. A
meeting was held on July 19th; at which an organising committee was
appointed to arrange a public demonstration.

Tradesmen in Cork Union.—On Thursday, 19th, at the Cork Board of

Guardians, the resolution passed a few weeks ago reducing the wages of the
tradesmen employed in the Union was rescinded, and the wages restored to
the old standard.

The Cotton Trade.—The cotton manufacturers of Lancashire, Yorkshire,'

and Cheshire have evidently taken alarm, says the Star, at the bold front

shown by the operatives during the recent advance agitation. With a view
to capitalist protection, the United Cotton Spinners' Association have ap-
pointed a committee to draw up a scheme of amalgamation. Should this be
successful, future struggles in the cotton counties will be of an exceptionally
severe character, for the workers are showing an increasing desire to sink
minor differences in order to form a powerful organisation. The value of

combination has recently been manifested to them by the fact that in places

such as Crompton where trade unionism is weak the 5 per cent, advance has
not been given.

The reelers at Bannermill Works, Aberdeen, have struck work, in conse-

quence of the employers having refused an advance of 5 per cent. The
strikers base their demand upon an advance conceded in Lancashire.

Miners' Eiot in Staffordshire.—At Cannock, on Saturday, nine men
and a boy were charged with intimidating certain persons employed by the
West Cannock Colliery Company. There is a strike at one of the company's
pits against a reduction of 4d. per ton, and a number of rats have taken the
place of the strike hands, being escorted to and from the pit by police.

This was done on Friday evening, as usual, the blacklegs being hooted by a
crowd, which, however, eventually dispersed, and the police then left for the
police-station. Sometime afterwards the crowd re-assembled, and paid visits

to the houses of several of the blacklegs. Volleys of stones were discharged
at windows, which were broken, and in one case the crowd entered one of

the houses and ruthlessly broke up all the furniture. Several of the new
men being found in this house, they were taken outside by the crowd and
hoisted into mid-air until they promised not to work again. The police at

length made their appearance and the crowd dispersed, the prisoners being
arrested. The accused were remanded. There has been no renewal of the

disturbance up to the time of our going to press.

Women Cigarmakers.—Last year the agitation in the tobacco trade

caused by the action of the Government in connection with the tobacco

duties received special notice in the Commonweal. It will doubtless be
remembered that the female cigarmakers suffered considerably, and conse-

quently greatly assisted the male portion of the trade by their timely co-

operation. It is pleasing, therefore, to be able to record that they did not
fall into the apathy from which they had been aroused, but set to work and
formed a union of their own. " The Female Cigarmakers5 Protection Union "

was established in November, 1887, with its headquarters in Nottingham.
They have just issued their second quarterly balance-sheet, for May 5th,

1888. They have 558 members, contributions are 3d. per week, and they
pay an out of work fee of 6s. per week for six weeks. They also pay death
money at the rate of 2s. 6d. per quarter up to £2. They paid to those Out
cf work last quarter the sum of £9 16s., and to those on strike ,£41 14s.

This strike is still in progress, against a reduction in prices of work. Their
fund last quarter was .£31 14s. 6d., and their present fund is £38 0s. 6d.

Notwithstanding this rather large strike, they nave saved on the quarter

£6 15s. lid. This, however, is no doubt due to the levy of 3d. extra per

week which the members who are still in work have paid to support their

more unfortunate sisters. The manner in which this union is conducted

does them great credit, and one has only to peruse their book of rules and
neat little balance-sheet, got out under the direction of their able secretary,

Mrs. Briant, to see how well women can work when they make up their

minds to do so. The strike which they are now engaged in is, no doubt, a

great strain on their slender means, and, taking all things into considera-

tion, I think it will be admitted that they are doing very well ; and I am
sure they have the sympathy of the male portion of the trade, as well as

the good wishes of all those who understand the claims of labour.—H. Davis.

AMEEICA.
The boot-blacks of Lincoln, Neb., have formed a union. v

The stove moulders of Toronto have managed to obtain a Saturday half-

holiday.

In Massachusetts, 12,000 children under 14 years are working in the mills

and shops, according to report.

Nearly 4,500 girls and women are employed around the Omaha mines,

many of them working at night.

According to an estimate in Bradstreet's, the whole number of strikes

last year in the United States was 858, involving 340,854 wage-workers.

The Working-men's Assembly of the State of New York intends to have
a committee present in Albauy during the extra Session of the Legislature.

The committee will make war on all bills in favour of contract prison labour.

National District Assembly 126, which is composed of carpet workers,

and of which John Morrison is master workman, will hold its annual meet-

ing in New York on July 28. The district has a membership of about ten

thousand.
At the National Convention of the Brassworkers held in Pittsburg last

'

week, the initiatory steps were taken toward the formation of a National

Trade Assembly. The next Convention will be held in New York on
October 13,

All employes of the Milwaukee Eoad in Dakota were notified on the 30th

of June that they had been assessed one-third of their pay for the first six

days of the month to help the company pay damages sustained through the
"Q" strike.

In Oregon, workmen of a brush and broom factory went on strike against

low wages, and their employer contracted the work to convicts. The strikers

started a co-operative shop, put a label on their goods, and are now doing a

successful business.

Eighteen special agents of the Department of Labour are now engaged

collecting statistics regarding employment on railroads in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Khode Island, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York,

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
The miners employed by the Mineral Mining Company and the Excelsior

Coal Company, at Shamokin, Pa., have brought suit against their employers

to secure semi-monthly payments, as provided by law. They appealed to

Governor Beaver, and he advised them to go to the Courts. The miners

throughout Pennsylvania are watchipg the case, which is being pushed by
the Knights of Labour.
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The Ironworkers' Dispute in America.—New York, July 10.—The
Association of Western Ironmasters has been dissolved. Thirty-eight firms,

employing about 25,000 hands, having signed the workers' scale of wages,

the dispute between masters and men has ended in a victory for the latter.

Mrs. Leonora M. Barry, of the Knights of Labour, who looks after the

interests of the women in the order, in her latest report states :
" In nearly

every large city there are immense shirt factories, where women and children

are employed and paid, in some instances, not more than Is. 3d. or Is. 8d.

per dozen for making white shirts."

Some seven hundred members of the four Brotherhoods of locomotive

engineers, firemen, brakemen, and switchmen held a meeting in St. Cloud
Minn., on the !)tb inst., for the purpose of taking steps looking to an amal-

gamation of these orders. The sentiment developed was favourable to their

union, and a further meeting for this purpose will be held in Minneapolis
four weeks hence.

It is reported that there are more men idle in Pittsburg now than there

are at work. According to recent calculations there have been more strikes

and labour troubles in that city during the past year than in any other three

cities in the country of its size and population. It is also reported that the

workmen of that city are more thoroughly organised into unions than in

any other city in the country.

The strike of Brewers' Union in Cincinnati, Ohio, because a member was
discharged by his "employer" for disobedience of rules, was formally de-

clared off on the 7th of July after a continuance of three months. It had
caused no inconvenience to the boss brewers after the first few days, and now
all the brewers are scab establishments. The workmen lost their jobs and
about 150,000 dols. in wages.
The eighth biennial session of the Iron-moulders' Union of North America

began on the 11th inst. in St. Louis, Mass. The session will continue for

five or six days. The main question to be eonsidered will be the appoint-

ment of a committee to confer with the Committee appointed by the Manu-
facturers' Association at its June meeting in Pittsburgh, on a question of

wrages to be paid moulders throughout the country.

At Hainesville, N.J., a strike was inaugurated at the Columbian- Iron
Foundry on the 10th inst., which will probably last some time. Last winter
John D. Johnson, owner of the works, owing, he averred, to a decrease in

the amount of business done, reduced the wages of his employes 10 per cent.,

promising to restore it when business grew7 better. On the 10th a committee
waited upon him and asked that they be granted 10 per cent, increase and
their wages be paid every week. These demands the proprietor refused to

concede, stating the amount of business done in the foundry would not
admit it. The committee then withdrew and a general strike was ordered.
Ninety men are out of wrork. II. F. C.

WARREN'S BLACKGUARDS IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE.
Never since Bloody Sunday has more brutality been shown by the Law-'n'-
Order ruffians than that displayed in the Square every Saturday. Pasha
Warren appears to have a body of giants specially renowned for all the
offensive qualities peitaining to the name of Bloy or Endacott. These
youths are retained for special service in Trafalgar Squaie, and are to be let

loose upon all occasions when any considerable collection of people get to-

gether in that locality. They are none of them under six feet, and are pro-

vided with hob-nail boots and carry the art of kicking to its highest perfec-

ion.

The rules for the guidance of this singular bodyguard are said to be as

ollows :

—

I. This corps to be known as " Warden's Blackguards," and to be specially

selected from all those policemen renowned throughout the force for false

swearing, brutality, and scoundrelism of all kinds.

II. General directions.—The movements of all prominent Radicals, Social-

ists, and Land Nationalises to be specially observed, and every attempt
made to irritate them into breaking the peace. For instance, every obnoxious
individual of this class is to be followed and if possible surrounded by burly
constables, who will deafen him with cries of "Move on" on every side, and
accentuate those cries by treading on his toe?, kicking him on his shins, and
punching him in the back. Should he attempt to take the number of any
constable, this is to be the signal for a general assault ; those in the rear will

drive his hat over his eyes, and those in front will knock the note-book and
pencil out of his hands. It is possible that he may lose his temper, and hit

out wildly ; in that case run him in at once for an assault upon the police.

(N.B.—Those leaders who occupy a respectable position in society, and whom
therefore even an ordinary magistrate may elect to believe, can be rushed
out of the Square at top speed by a force of fifty or a hundred policemen,
and thrown under a passing cab or wagon, and thus satisfactorily dis-

posed of.)

III. Special attention to be given to paper sellers and boys who sing the
" Marseillaise " or cheer the leaders. The ordinary course of kicking and
cuffing, which every constable knows so well how to administer, will do for

these. An excellent plan is to drive them into the corner of the Square and
there surround them by a strong force of police, who will let them go after
half murdering them. A good method with paper sellers, who are usually
poor people, and whose evidence, therefore, will not be taken by any magis-
trate, is to snatch their papers from them and tear them up ; any remon-
strance on their part to be met with immediate arrest.

IV. All constables who distinguish themselves by kicking, cuffing, scratch-
ing, and biting in the most effective manner will receive rapid promotion.
Skillful perjury is also a high recommendation.

(Signed) I Charles Warren.

Whatever the apparent cause of any riots may be, the real one is always want
of happiness.

—

Tom Paine.

Congressman Farquhar mistakes the sentiments of trade unionists and Knights
of Labour when he says they consider the tariff question a labour question or a
wage question. Intelligent working-men have got over all that. It matters not
how high or how low the tariff duties are, working-men get the wrorst of it under
the present industrial system.—Buffalo Truth.

As there are no men who complain more of the frauds of business than high-
waymen, gamesters, and other thieves of that kind, so there are none who so
bitterly exclaim against the frauds of gamesters, highwaymen, etc., as usurers,
brokers, and other thieves of this kind ; whether it is that the one kind of cheat-
ing is a discountenance or reflection upon the other, or that money, which is the
common mistress of all cheats, makes them regard each other in the light of
rivals.

—

Fielding,

SOCIALISM IN ABERDEEN.
Glasier's visit—which had been postponed for a fortnight—came off on Satur-
day, 30th June. At the usual weekly meeting held in Castle Street, Glasier de-

livered a rousing address to a large crowd, Leatham presiding. An unusually
good impression appeared to be made, and three quires of Oomvtonioeal were sold.

On the Sunday afternoon another meeting wTas held at Duthie Park, East
Waterside Gate, on a pleasant open promenade by the side of the Dee, with a
prospect across the river of a green, steep, wooded bank. An old man had been
so pleased with Glasier on the previous night, that he carried a large stool from
another part of the town to the meeting-place, whea-e, to our surprise and amuse-
ment, he was waiting us with the iirprovised platform. Glasier and Leatham
again addressed the meeting, Glasier's speech being- so brilliant as so evoke a
hearty cheer at the close. Coming from Aberdonians, with their natural stolidity

and their strict Sabbatarianism, this indicates no slight degree of enthusiasm.
This meeting lasted about two hours ; and although both speakers were in fettle

for another open-air meeting, an indoor lecture had been announced for 6.30,

and as we were some distance from home we had to hurry off in order to be in
time.

At the indoor meeting—which, hi consequence of the fineness of the weather,
was but thinly attended after all—comrade Glasier delivered an admirable lec-

ture, " The Prophecy of Socialism." A discussion followed, in which two
strangers—the ex- President of our local Trades' Council and a well-known local

Radical wire puller—took part, expressing their general spmpathy wTith the
movement.
The etfect of comrade Glasier's visit and speeches has undoubtedly bo§n to

give the movement somewhat of a lift.

Comrade Rev. Alex. Webster took Leatham's place one night in Castle Street,

dealing very effectively with " Recent Clerical Deliverances on Socialism."
Comrade Leatham has spoken in Castle Street on the last two Saturday even-

ings, considerable enthusiasm and interest being manifested by his audiences,
which are largely composed of the same people week by week. Questions have
been asked of the lecturer by persons in the crowd, and some have been sent tc

him through the post, as well as information regarding local jobs and abuses.

The treatment of these questions and items of information gives manifest satis-

faction and evokes evident interest.

All meetings are begun and ended with singing, the "Songs of Latftmr'"

proving very useful. Copies of the words of some of these have been printed,
and are handed out to such of the bystanders as are willing to help in the sing-

ing. By this means the branch choir receives very acceptable assistance, and
this method might with advantage he adopted by «>ther branches. At our last

Saturday night meeting, three vociferous cheers were given for the Social Revo-
lution for the first time.

We do not add much to our membership ; but the knowledge of, and sympathy
with Socialism, are steadily growing. With the approach of the winter, when
indoor meetings will be better attended, our numbers are likely to be substan-
tially increased. Altogether the outlook is cheering. J. L.

Money Stent on Science and Art.—It appears from a return issued the
other day that from 1S59 to 18S8 there has been spent on Burlington House
.£288,055 ; en the British Museum, £1,366,259 ; on the Natural History
Museum, £760,771 ; on the National Gallery, ,£'334,509 ; on the National
Portrait Gallery, £2,236 ; on Marlborough House, £8,326 ; on South
Kensington, £526,000 ; on Betlmal Green Museum, i'10,455 ; on the Geo-
logical Museum and College of Chemistry, £62,312 ; Royal Gardens, Kew»
£56,734; Roy*l Botanic Gardens, £18,113; Royal Institution, £1,200.
These figures may be profitably compared with those of other governmental
expenditures.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Faeringdon Road, E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from ]Q a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—Monday, August 6th, being Bank Holiday, the Council meeting
will be held on Tuesday, August 7th, 188S.

London Members' Meeting.—-The next monthly meeting of members will
take place on Monday, August 13, 1888, at 13 Farrhigdon Road, at 9 o'clock.

Socialist League Propaganda.- -H. Dnum, is.

Strike Committee. -Collected in Regent's Talk, Sunday July 22nd, 4s. Id.

J. Lane, Treasurer.

"COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Langley, 2s. ; P. W., (H. ; C. J. F., 2s. Gd. ; K. F., Is.

REPORTS.
Mitcham and Mertox. --Sunday w«ek Kitz and Eden made a tour of the

neighbourhood with back numbers of ' Wad and other literature.. House tG
house visitation met everywhere with a cordial reception. Monday, 16th inst..,

successful meeting held on Wimbledon Broadway, in aid of match-girls, addressed
by H. Dalchow, Eden, Kitz, Mr. Mercer, City Missionary, Rev. Macdonald,
Presbyterian minister. The local Christians cordially co-operated. £2 12s. 4|d.
collected. Mr. Macdonald seconded the socialistic resolution, which wTas passed
unanimously. Sunday morning last, good meeting on Fair Green, addressed by
Eden, Kitz, and Dalchow.—F. K.
North London.—A good meeting was held at Ossulton Street, on Friday

evening, by Nicoll, Parker, Cores, and Cant well. On Sunday morning Brooks,
Cantwell, Mrs. Schack, Parker, and Cores were the speakers in Regent's Park.
Several labour songs were sung. 4s. 2d., collected.
Glasgow.—On Sunday, Glasier and Gilbert held a good meeting on Jaif

Square, at one o'clock. At five o'clock our usual meeting at Paisley Road was
held, when Pollock and Glasier spoke to a very large audience.
Norwich.—July 28th, a good meeting held St. Catherine's Plain, Friday last,

which lasted over three hours. Saturday night Poynts and Darley opened new
station at Stump Cross, well attended Sunday morning, Good meetings held at
North Walsham and Wymondham by Mowbray, Morley, Adams, and Darley.
In afternoon very enthusiastic meeting in Market Place, by Reynolds (Lowestoft)
and Mowbray. In evening, in Market Place, Reynolds spoke at some consider-
able length. Very active preparations are being made by Branch for Demon-
stration in August, when we hope, weather permitting, to have the largest
gathering of people ever held by the Socialists in Norwich.
Walsall.—Good discussion last Monday, in which Guillemard, Wesley,

Sanders, Carless, and others took part. Sanders opened outdoor meeting on the
Bridge, on Saturday, followed by Tanner and Haddon (S.D.F., Birmingham),
who were well received by large audience. Meetings on Sunday at West
Bromwich Road and Daw End, addressed by Guillemard and Carless. Attend-
ance large.—J. T. D.
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Mile-end WasteLECTURE DIA:RY.

LONDON.
Acton.—-Any information from Secretary Harnett,

7 Redmore Road, Hammersmith.

Chrkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Rd., E.C.

Fulham.—8 EfSe Road, Walham Green. Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Hackney.—Tlie next meeting of members will be held

at 26 Cawley Road, Victoria Park, Sunday July 29,

at 4 p.m. Enquiries, communications, etc., to E.

Lefevre, Secretary, 28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Rd.

,

Hackney Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W. Mile-end Waste
Sunday July 29, at 8 p.m., William Morris, " From
Chattel to Wage Slavery."

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,
-Singlegate.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road.

- North London.—The business meetings will be held on
Friday evenings at 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham
Court Road, after the open-air meeting at Ossulton

'St. All members are asked to attend at Ossulton

Street at 8 o'clock. Secretary, Nelly Parker, 143

Oavendish Buildings, opposite Holborn Town Hall.

Plaistow.—A branch has been formed here and is

commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.

All communications to be addressed to A. Barker,

4 Osborne Terrace, Leyton, E.

' St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of

• this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.

Hochmann, secretary.

PROVINCES.
-Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Sunday night meetings,

Baker Street Hall, 6.30. Choir practice at 46

Marischal Street on Thursday evenings at 8.

Bradford. -^Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

-taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PL , sec

>-< Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

. Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

«*• Sdi'npurgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—35

George IV. Bridge. Meetings for Discuaafcon^Thura*

days at 8 p. m.

"tedashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Callalown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

till 10 p.m. daily. Discussion every Thursday even-

ing at 8 o'clock. On Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock.

.Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting
* Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

il Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

•>: Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgdly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Monday, at 8.30, Members' Meeting.

Tuesday, at 8, Debate between C. W. Mowbray and

Mr. Scarles of this city—subject, " Socialism and

Politics "
; all seats free. Wednesday, at 8.30, Choir

Practice.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25i Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

,Wesf Calder. #

^OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 29.

' 10 30 . Starch Green Hammersmith Branch

11.30.. .Latimer Road Station The Branch

11.30.. .Mitcham Fair Green .....JNicoll

11.30 ..Regent's Park Samuels & Mamwanng
11.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch

&30...Hyde'Park Parker &Nicoll

7 ...Clerkenwell Green Mrs. Schack

7 Weltje Road, opposite Ravenscourt Park
'

'

...Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday.

8. 30...Cores, Lane, Hicks
and Charles.

Wednesday.

Broadway, London Fields 8.30... Cores, Charles, &
Mainwaring.

Thursday.

Packington St., Essex Road 8.30... Kitz, Nicoll,

Marsh, and Cores.

Friday.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8. 30... Lane, Charles,

Cores, Mnwaring

Saturday.

8 . . .Lan e , Mainwarin g,

Parker & Wess.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail's Square, at 12.30; Paisley

Road Toll, at 5 o'clock.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Vicar's

Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Ipswich.—Sunday : Near Town Hall, at 11, Charle3

and Adams. Ship Launch, at 3, Adams & Charles.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place, at 3 and 7.30.

Wymondham, Sunday.
North Walsham, Sunday.

St. Faiths, Sunday at 11.30.

Crostwick Common, Sunday at 3.

Thorpe, Monday at 8 p.m.

Yarmouth, opposite Town Hall, Thursday at 7.30.

St Catharine's Plain, Friday ajt 8.30 p.m.

Stump Cross, Saturday at 8.15.

UNITED SOCIALIST EXCURSION.

AN EXCURSION of the London Socialists will

take place on

BANK HOLIDAY
(August 6th, 18SS)

to

PETERSHAM PARK,
Organised by the Socialist League and foreign sections.

•

Petersham Park is' adjacent to Richmond Park,

and is beautifully situated close to the River Thames.

A Select Band has been engaged. A Quadrille

Party will be presided over by efficient M.C.'s.

All the Old English Sports. Boating on the River.

Refreshments provided for Members only,

for which tickets must be secured.

Fares there and back, Is. 3d.

A SPECIAL TRAIN will leave Waterloo at

8.30 a.m., but all trains throughout the day to Rich-

mond are available. Ticket-holders can also return

by any train, but a special will be run about 9 p.m.

TICKETS can be had at Office of Socialist League,

13 Farringdon Road ; Autonomic Club, 6 Windmill

Street, Tottenham Court Road; Communist Club,

49, Tottenham Street, W. ; International Clubs, Berner

Street and Princes Square; Detloff, 18 Sun Street,

Finsbury.
J. Lane, Treas.

W. B. Parker, Sec.

Hoxton.—Persons wishing to join this branch, which

is in process of formation, should communicate with

H. D. Morgan, 22 Nicholas Street, Hoxton.

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested

in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London

will be held at the Berner Street International Club,

Commercial Road, E., on Saturday evening at 9.30.

The Labour Union.—Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates

{open-air), Sunday July 29, at 6.30, Graham. Wallas,

M. A. August 5th, George Bernard Shaw. Aug. 12,

A. K. Donald.

^"TfbttwittfL—On August l#th and 13th a great Social-

ist Demonstration will be held. Speaker*-. William

Morris, Annie Besant, C J. Faulkner, M?s. Schack,

S. Mainwaring, W. Ogden (Oxford Branch), Herbert

Burrows, C. W. Mowbray, and others.

Regent's Park, Sunday July 29, at 4 o'clock, an

International Socialist Meeting will be held, addiessed

by several German speakers and also by Nicoll and

Parker of the Socialist League. All our German

speaking or English comrades living in the district

are earnestly invited to attend and make this, naeeting

a success.

No. 6 of "The Socialist Platform."

Just Published, 24pp., Id.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Usual price to Branches or the
trade.

Post free, ljd.

lU&mwonwcal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

id.

Id.

2d.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'

unions in Relation to Socialism!. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors)

The Commune of Paris. By E. B«&ort Bax,

Victor Dare, and WilKam Morris. .

»ie Aims Of Art. By Wm. Morris*

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William

Morris, In Wrapper

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.

Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William

Morris. An exposition of tke principles on

which the League is founded.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William

Morris. . •

ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
" There is a great lack of literature from this standpoint. We

do not agree with all the points, but at the same time recommend
it to all our friends and also its triinslation into the French, and
German language."Freihklt.

m

«* The State in every form is denounced as the abomination of

desolation. Mr. Lane is extravagant in many of his statements,

but his pamphlet is quite worth reading."Oun Cokner.
" There is a sad lack of Anarchist pamphlets in England, &nd

we gladly welcome our comrade Josex>h Lane's contribution of

'An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto,' which is an energetic

and earnest exposition of Anarchist Socialism from a worer's

standpoint. The second portion, which deals witk practical

politics is specially interesting. We hope- the tract will have-

a

wide circulation. "Frej£dom.

Price One Penny, or 9d. per dozen.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C; or

38 Ainsley Street, Bethnal Green.

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

ol the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction.

With Portraits.

Priee 6d., post free 7Jd.

Tuesday.

y
$. 30...Fulham—opposite Liberal Club Fulham Bh.

Friday.

7.30...£uston Rd.—Ossulton Street Nicoll

EAST END.
Sunday 29.

11

Id

4d.

Id.

Id.

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

Apply for Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon

Road, London, E.C.

A. K PARSONS'
Book on

ANARCHISM:
Its Philosophy and Scientific Basis.

Mile-end Waste
" Salmon and Ball " ...

Leman Street, Shadwell

Gibraltar Wal^ Bethnal

Green Roadf
Well Street, Hackney...
Kingsland Green
Victoria Park
Triangle, Hackney E,oad

"cStamford Hill

..Hicks & Lane.

11 ...Bethnal Green Bh.

11 ...Parker.

7 ...Cores & Lane.

11. 45...Cores & Brookes.

11. 30... Davis.

3. 15. . .M'nwaring, Brooks

8 ...Cores & Brookes.

7. 39... Nicoll & Taiker.

IRISH MINSTRELSY

:

Being a selection of

IRISH SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with Cover designed

by. May Morris.

Royal 8vo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Walter Scott, 'Warwick Lane, E.C.

English and German Editions now ready.

Prices: Handsomely Bound in Cloth and GQt, 5s.

Paper Covers, 2s.—post free.

Order the Book from your bookseller, or from

Mrs. A. R. Parsons, Publisher, 785 Milwaukee
Avenue, Chicago.

Just Published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions

for the Socialist League.

Reeves & Turner, 196 Strand ; or Commonweal Office*

Printed and Published by William Morris and Joss

at 13 Farringdon Boa-d, London
,
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The Government have got what they wanted in the matter of the Irish

Inquisition ; but it is rather more than doubtful if they do not find

they have got more than they know what to do with. We need not
trouble ourselves as to any " revelations " concerning Mr. Parnell and
other Irish members ; the best that the enquiry can do for the coercion-

ists is to show that the Irish are determined at any cost to get rid of

English landlord tyranny (would that we could say of all exploiting

tyranny !), and also that they have every reason for their determination.
If the knowledge of this turns the public opinion of this country, all

that one can say is that it is the opinion of a public of fools and wanton
oppressors.

Meanwhile what has come to light about Mr. Mandeville's treatment
an Tullamore Jail will put a spoke in the wheel of Balfour's lot, and
deservedly so. He was tortured as far as it was thought he could
bear, and his tormentors went a little too far—and killed him. Do
-not let us forget, however, that the point of his ill-treatment was that

he was to be made to feel that he was being treated like ordinary
offenders, and that this means that "ordinary offenders " are habitually

tortured in our jails. With all its pretences to humanity (for our
present prison systsm is the result of philanthropy), our modern sham
society is forced to iind some substitute for the rack and the thumb-
screw. *

are so sensitive about immigration. Heavens ! this is sensitiveness so

great it is hard to understand. But at any rate, you transporters of

the British and Irish, you had better look out, for clearly this door is

going to be shut against your troublesome people soon. How would it

be if you let them earn their livings at home, as they could so

easily do if it were not for your idle lives which they have to

keep? W. M.

Nay, it is not only " convicted felons " that are treated as no man
Las a right to treat another, whatever his fault may be, but people
arrested by Warren's modern miracles in blue, whether they have done
anything or nothing, must be taught that they had best not be suspected
of wrong-doing. The committee on the accommodation provided for
prisoners has let some light on a very dark place. Dark very literally.
* ; The cells with very few exceptions imperfectly lighted, many quite
<3ark. . . . The offices of nature must be performed under conditions
of disgusting publicity. . . . Generally eight and sometimes twelve
prisoners in a cell 12 ft. by 15 ft., the space not nearly so insufficient
as in many cases "

; and so on, and so on. In Manchester City Court,
rooms 21 ft. by 15 ft., and others 15 ft. by 14 ft., as many as thirty
men have been shoved into the larger rooms, and twenty women in
the smaller. Hull as bad or worse ; Liverpool and Sheffield as bad as
the worst.

Truly " Society " is in a bad way, if it wants so much taking care
of ! For my part when I consider the recklessness with which charges
*re made against poor people, I cannot help feeling some gratitude
towards Balfour and Warren, and such like fools, for now and then
shutting up one of the well-to do. One almost feels as if one would
like to do a good turn to those heroes, who are both rather strong in
the educational line, by giving them a little education gratis, first in
the elegant waiting rooms of the police court, and next in the
salubrious and cool solitude of Pentonville or Tullamore. Yet, after all,

-even so I doubt if one could knock remorse or consideration into such
blockheads.

Luckless Italians are being swindled into emigrating to America
by emigration agents, and finding themselves workless and destitute
-when they get there. The Italian vice-consul says that 5000 Italians
have applied to his consulate this year for assistance, and that there
were 2000 destitute in New York now. So it goes on ; in high places
as in low ; for indeed I don't see much difference but hypocrisy,
between the agents above-mentioned and the delicate gentlemen and
ladies who are so anxious to get rid of our poor people lest they should
take money of their pockets at home. Let us see your backs at any
rate

:
if you thrive afterwards well and good ; if not, your discontent

will annoy and frighten us no longer.

But what's this? 1 read in the Daily News that people in the
United States are extremely irritated with Colonel Ingersoll because
he has stated that, " The second generations of Germans and Irish in
America are thoroughly patriotic." This irritation is felt because people

A somewhat belated copy of the West Cumberland Times recently

came to my hands, and among other items (of news) was a report of

the usual monthly meeting of the "Wigton Union Rural Sanitary
Authority." One of the chief matters to discuss was a letter from
some lawyers at Carlisle, who, writing on behalf of Lord Leconfield,

the lord of the manor, that all the earth thereabouts and all the
minerals under the earth were "reserved to his lordship with full

power to work the same " ; that therefore certain arrangements made
by the Board to supply a place called Fletchertown with water from
a small stream flowing over the land could not be agreed to by his

lordship, as the water may be required by his lordship to work the said

minerals. Fletchertown might go thirsty for all his lordship cared, for

in the event of the water being diverted " he will take such steps as

he may be advised."

" The letter was read with scornful emphasis by the chairman, special

prominence being given to the name of Lord Leconfield." Somebody
called him a '* glutton," but that is not very serious ; but a Mr. Moore
(more power to him !) made a remark which—in view of the very
dangerous state of the public mind—must have attention drawn to it,

for it seems almost possible that the Times might base another series

of " and Crime " articles on such a remark as Mr. Moore's,

who, according to the report, said, " I wad shut seek fellows as that."

Mr. J. Williamson (deprecatingly), " No." Mr. Moore, " Ah, but I
wad."

Now this sort of talk is very sad. There was for just a moment a
hope that the clumsy printer—printers make good scapegoats—had
left out tfie word " up," meaning simply that the speaker would "shut
up " such as the dog-in-the-manger monopolist lord, as any other wild
beast would be "shut up"; but when he repeats his remark with an
added emphasis which comes from the use of the word " wad," one
regretfully comes to the conclusion that this sort of talk must be
" noticed."

Such talk as this of "shutting" our various monopolists and ex-
ploiters is a very short step from the republishing of such works as
"Killing no Murder" and "The Gospel of the Dagger," and is much
to be deprecated—just now—when there are so many more potent
" resources of civilisation " available to rid the world of " seek " vermin,
much as they deserve " shutting " (up).

There is also a further objection in my mind against ' shutting
'

; it

is much too merciful. When one recalls the round of agonies and
tortures suffered by so many thousands of workers at the bidding of
our Leconfields, the blood turns to flame to think there is a chance of
such wrong never being fairly avenged, which could only be by making
the monopolists and sweaters go through a few years of the same
suffering.

If any reader of the ' Weal lives anywhere in the West Cumberland
district, let him turn his attention to Mr. Moore or any others who
talk like him of using such harsh measures to a " real live lord " ; 'tis

rankest blasphemy.

Something of a fleet has been got together somehow, and naturally

the usual big line appears on the Contents Bills, " Ironclads in Col-

lision." Certainly, what else are they for and what else can you
expect ? T. S.
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THE REVOLT OF GHENT.
m (Continued from p. 234.)

Says the old chronicler :

—

,
" When Philip van Artevelde and his company entered again into

GJlent, a great number of the common people desiring nothing but peace,

were right joyful of their coming, trusting to hear some good tidings

;

they came against him, and could not restrain, but demanded tidings,

saying, * Ah, dear sir, Philip van Artevelde, rejoice us with some good

word, let us know how ye have sped ' : to which demands Philip gave

none answer, but passed by, holding down his head. The more he

held his peace, the more the people followed him, pressing to hear some

tidings ; and once or twice as he rode to his lodging ward, he said to

them that followed him, * Sirs, return to your houses : for this day

God help you, and to-morrow at nine of the clock come into the market

place, and then ye shall hear the tidings that I can show you.' Other

answer could they have none of him, whereof every man was greatly

abashed.
" And when Philip van Artevelde was alighted at his lodging, and

such as had followed him had been at Tournay with him, and every

man gone to their own lodgings, then Peter du Bois, who desired to

hear some tidings, came in the evening to Philip's house, and so then

they two went together into a chamber ; then Peter demanded of him

how he had sped, and Philip, who would hide nothing from him, said,

1 By ray faith, Peter, by tfcat the Earl of Flanders hath answered by

his council sent to Tournay, he will take no manner of person within

the town of Ghent to mercy, no more one than another/ 'By my
faith/ quoth Peter, ' to say the truth, he doth but right to do so : he

is well counselled to be of that opinion, for they be all partakers as

well one as another ; now the matter is come even after mine intent,

and also it was the intent of my good master John Lyon that is dead

;

for now the town will be so troubled, that it will be hard ever to

appease it again. Now it is time to take bridle in the teeth ;
now it

shall be seen who is sage and who is hardy in the town of Ghent.

Either shortly the town of Ghent shall be the most honoured town in

Christendom, or else the most desolate. At the least, if we die in this

quarrel, we shall not die all alone ; therefore Philip, remember your-

self well this night how ye may make relation to-morrow to the people

of the determination of your council holden now at Tournay, and that

ye may show it in such manner that the people may be content with

you : for ye have already the grace of the people, for two causes ; one

is, because of your name, for sometime James van Artevelde, your

father, was marvellously well beloved ; the other cause is, ye entreat

the people meekly and sagely, as the common saying is throughout the

town, wherefore the people will believe you to live or die : and at the

end show them your counsel, and say how ye will do thus, and they

will all say the same. Therefore it behoveth you to take good advice

in showing words, whereon lieth your honour.' 'Truly/ quoth Philip,

' ye say truth, and I trust so to speak and show the business of Ghent,

that we who are now governors and captains shall either live or die

with honour/ So thus they departed for that night each fro other :

Peter du Bois went home to his house, and Philip van Artevelde abode

still in his.

"Ye may well know and believe that when the day desired was come

that Philip van Artevelde should generally report the effect of the

council holden at Tournay, all the people of the town of Ghent drew

them to the market place on a Wednesday morning ; and about nine

of the bell Philip van Artevelde, Peter du Bois, Peter de Nuitre,

Francis Atreman, and the other captains came thither, and entered up

into the common hall. Then Philip leaned out at a window and began

to speak, and said

—

"
' O, all ye good people, it is of truth that at the desire of the right

honourable lady, my lady of Brabant, and the right noble duke Albert,

bailiff of Hainault, Holland, and Zealand, and of my lord the bishop

of Liege, there was a council agreed and accorded to be at Tournay,

and thereat to be personally the Earl of Flanders ; and so he certified

to these said lords, who have nobly acquitted themselves : for they sent

thither right notable councillors, and knights and burgesses of good

tpwns; and so they and we of this good town of Ghent were there

: af the day assigned, looking and abiding for the Earl of Flanders;

wno came not nor would not come ; and when they saw that he came

not nor was not coming, then they sent to him to Bruges three knights

for the three countries, and burgesses for the good towns ; and they

travailed so much for our sakes, that they went to him to Bruges, and

there they found him, who made them great cheer (as they said) and

heard well their message : but he answered them and said, that for the

honour of their lords, and for the love of his sister the lady of Brabant

(he said) he would send his council to Tournay within five or six days

after, so well instructed by him that they should plainly show the full

of his intention and mind. Other answer could they none have, and

so they returned again to us at Tournay.
"

« And then the day assigned by therle there came fro him to

Tournai the lord of Ranessels, the lord of Gountris, sir John Villayns,

1
: and the provost of Harlebeke ; and there they showed graciously their

lord's will, and certain arrest of this war, how the peace might be had

between the Earl and the town of Ghent. First, determinally they

said, the Earl will that every man in the town of Ghent, except prelates

of churches and religious, all that be above the age of fifteen year and

under the age of sixty, that they all in their shirts, bare headed and

bare footed, with halters about their necks, avoid the town of Ghent,

and so go a twelve mile thence into the plain of Burlesquans, and there

they shall meet the Earl of Flanders, accompanied with such as shall

please him ; and so when he seeth as in that case, holding up our hands*

and crying for mercy, then he shall have pity and compassion on us

if it please him. But, sirs, I can not know by the relation of any

of his council but that by shameful punition of justice there shall

suffer death the most part of the people that shall appear there that

day. Now, sirs, consider well if ye will come to peace by this mean*
or not.'

" When Philip van Artevelde had spoken these words, it was great

pity to see men, women, and children weep, and wring their hands for

love of their fathers, brethren, husbands, and neighbours. And after

this tournment and noise, Philip van Artevelde began again to speak,

and said, 'Peace, sirs, peace/ and incontinent every man was still.

Then he began to speak, and said

—

" ' Ah, ye good people of Ghent, ye be here now assembled the most

part, and ye have heard what I have said. Sirs, I see none other

remedy but short counsel, for ye know well what necessity we be in

for lack of victual ; I am sure there be thirty thousand in this town

that did eat no bread this fifteen days passed. Sirs, of three things*

we must of necessity do the one. The first is, if ye will, let us enclose

ourselves in this town, and mure up all our gates, and then confess us

clean to God, and let us enter into the churches and minsters, and so

let us die for famine repentant of our sins like martyrs, and such

people as no man will have mercy of. Yet in this estate God shall

have mercy of our souls, and it shall be said in every place where it

shall be heard, that we be dead valiantly, and like true people.

" ' Or else, secondly, let us all, men women, and children, go with

halters about our necks in our shirts, and cry mercy to my lord the-

Earl of Flanders : I think his heart will not be so indurate (as when
he seeth us in that estate) but that his heart will mollify and take-

mercy on his people ; and as for myself, I will be the first of all to-

appease his displeasure ; I shall present my head and be content to-

die for them of Ghent.
" ' Or else, thirdly, let us choose out in this town five or six thousand

men of the most able and best appointed, and let us go hastily and

assail the Earl at Bruges, and fight with him ; and if we die in this,

voyage, at the least it shall be honourable, and God shall have pity of

us, and all the world shall say that valiantly and truly we have kept

and maintained our quarrel. And in this battle, if God will have pity

of us, as anciently he put his puissance into the hands of Nebuchad-

nezzar, duke and master of his chivalry, by whom the Assyrians were

discomfited, then shall we be reputed the most honourable people that

hath reigned sith the days of the Romans.
" ' Now, sirs, take good heed which of these three ways ye will taker

for one of them must ye needs take.'

" Then such as were next him, and had heard him best, said :
' Ah,,

sir, all we have our trust in you to counsel us, and sir, look as ye-

counsel us, so shall we follow.'

" ' By my faith/ quoth Philip, ' then I counsel you ;
let us go with

an army of men against the Earl ; we shall find him at Bruges
;
and

as soon as he shall know of our coming he will issue out to fight with

us, by the pride of them of Bruges, and of such as be about him, who

night and day informeth and stirreth him to fight with us ;
and if

God will by his grace that we have the vistory, and discomfit our

enemies, then shall we be recovered for ever, and the most honoured

people of the world ; and if we be discomfited, we shall die honour-

ably, and God shall have pity of us, and thereby all the other people-

in Ghent shall escape, and the Earl will have mercy on them.'

" And therewith they all answered with one voice, ' We will do this,

we will do this, we will make none other end.'

" Then Philip answered and said, ' Sirs, if it be your wills to do thus,

then return home to your houses, and make ready your harness, for

tc-morrow sometime of the day I will that we depart out of Ghent

and go toward Bruges, for the abiding here is nothing for us profitable •

and within five days we shall know if we shall die or live with honour

and I shall send the constables of every parish from house to house, to

choose out the most able and best appointed men/

"In this estate every man departed out of the market-place, and

made them ready ; and this Wednesday they kept the town so close,

that neither man nor woman entered nor issued out of the town till

the Thursday in the morning, that every man was ready, such as should

depart ; and they were to the number of five thousand men, and not

past, and they had with them two hundred cars of ordnance and

artillery, and but seven carts of victual, five of biscuit bread, and two

tun of wine, for in all they had but two tun, and left no more behind

them in the town.
" This was a hard departing, and they that were left behind wero

hardly bested. It was pity to behold them that went forth, and they

that abode behind said to them, 'Sirs, now at your departure, ye

know what ye leave behind you, but never think to come hither again

without ye come with honour ; for if it be otherwise, ye shall find here

nothing; for as soon as we hear tidings, that ye be either slain or

discomfited, we shall set the town a-fire and destroy ourselves like

people despaired.'
" Then they that went forth said to comfort them, ' Sirs, pray to God

for us, for we trust he shall help us and you also, or we return again.'

" Thus these five hundred departed from Ghent with their small pro-

vision ; and that Thursday they went and lay a mile without Ghent

and brake not up their provision, but passed that night with such

things as they found abroad in the country ; and the Friday they went

forth, not touching as yet their victual, for the foragers found some

what in the country, wherewith they passed that day, and so lodged a

seven mile from Bruges, and there rested and took a place of. ground

at their device, abiding their enemies ; and before them there was a
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great plash of standing water, wherewith they fortified themselves on

the one part, and on the other part with their carriages. And so they

passed that night.
" And when it came to the Saturday in the morning, the weather was

fair and clear, and a holiday called in Bruges, for that day of custom

they made processions. Then tidings came to them how the Ghentois

were come thither. And then ye should have seen great murmurings

in Bruges, so that at last word thereof came to the Earl and to his

company, whereof the Earl had great marvel, and said, ' Behold yonder

ungracious people of Ghent, I trow the devil hath brought them to

their destruction ; now is the time come to have an end of this war.'

" And so then his knights and squires came to him, and he received

them graciously, and said to them, i We shall go and fight with yonder

unhappy people of Ghent. Yet,' quoth the Earl, 'they had rather

die by the sword than by famine.'

"Then the Earl was counselled to send three men of arms into the

field to see the demeanour of his enemies. And so then the marshal

of Flanders appointed out three squires, valiant men of arms, to go

-and see the behaving of the Ghentois.
" As Lambert of Lambres, Damas of Buffey, and J ohn of Beart ; and

30 they three departed from Bruges, and rode toward their enemies.

And in the meantime, while these three went forth, they of Bruges

made them ready to issue out to go and fight with the Ghentois. Of
whom I shall show somewhat of their order." William Morris.

{To be continued.)

No Masters in America !—The Pittsburgh Tribune condemns certain

^dailies for employing the term " ironmasters," and asks from what monarchy
do the proprietors recruit their forces, that a term " so decidedly un-Ameri-

can" should be admitted to their columns? "The night masters should be

instructed by the chief masters to inform the city masters that .masters left

America with the peace of Appomattox."

A Tall Statement.—The Chicago Journal of Commerce states that three

newsboys of that city, guilty of no misdemeanour, were arrested last week
at their request and sent to Bridewell. Their reason for wishing to go there,

as stated to the police justice, was that they wanted to learn a trade. Under
the laws of the trades unions there is almost no chance for the American
boy to learn a trade in any shop or manufactory outside of a house of

•correction ! !

Less than Paupers.—The average earnings of all the manufacturing aud
mining operatives in this country is 1 dol. 2 cents per day. The average
family of the working-man is five. Allow two of the family to earn the

average wages, which would give to the family 2 dols. 4 cents a day, or

a fraction over 40 cents a day for the support of each individual of the

family. The statistics of the board of charity of the State of Illinois show
the eost of supporting each pauper in the State to be GO 3-10 cents per day,

26 cents more thau the labourer gets.

—

Chicago Labovr Enquirer.

Another Tramp-maker.—A machine has just been completed that will

revolutionise the cooper trade. With this machine three men will be able to

make 600 oil barrels a day. It is the invention of a woman, Mrs. Maria E.

Beasley, who has been working on it for the past eight years. She has inte-

rested a number of capitalists, who are erecting a building to put the machine
in operation. If the machine proves a success it will destroy the cooper
trade, as the men who tend the machine need not be skilled men. The
machine fnrnishes further proof that machinery is destined to supplant the
hand-work of the toiler, and should warn the working people of the danger
that threatens them. They see the course of the tide, feel the pressure of

^machinery that is crowding them to the wall, and stand idly by doing
nothing to prevent themselves being made the hewers of wood and the

• drawers of water. Is it not as plain as two and two make four that,

under the present system, every improvement of machinery works to the
injury of the toilers? What are you doing to prevent this ? Are you one
of the great army which is striving to bring about a system under which
the toiler will receive the benefit of the increased production, or do you
content yourself with growling at your hard lot and doing nothing to

better your condition ? If you are, it is time you should wake up and
organise.

—

Independent.

"A Factory Act Wanted for India."—It can hardly be denied, asserts

the Indian Spectator^ that the cotton and other mills in Bombay have retro-

graded. In the case of the former the stoppages of the machinery twice a

-day for half an hour each have become a thing of the past. The mills now
only stop at twelve noon for ten minutes for oiling the engines, and in some
mills they pride themselves upon having such good engines that they run
from sunrise to sunset without once stopping. Further, they used to stop
every other Sunday for cleaning the boilers. But now the mills have extra
boilers, so that a stoppage for this purpose is not necessary. This we look
upon as little short of slavery, and a law alone, we fear, can stop it. It is

true the hands get a few of their native holidays in most of the mills, but,

as is pointed out, they have to attend without pay for half the day, for the
purpose of cleaning up. They commence woik in this hot weather at 5.30

and work till 6.30— thirteen hours, probably thirteen hours and a-half.

'They have to walk three miles to their homes in the evening and three
ankes back in the morning, so that 15 to 15J hours are daily consumed in

work, and the remaining 8J to 9 hours at home, not in sleep, for the morn-
ing meal has to be cooked before they leave, and the evening meal after they
return. The officials themselves and the agents would all be glad, we are
told, for the Government to step in, and pass a 10 hours law for all hands,
men, women, and children, also enforce stoppage on every half-Saturday for
cleaning up, and on every Sunday— not because it is Sunday, but because it

gives one day's rest in seven, and allows the hands time to do their market-
ing in the larger and cheaper markets, and time to wash their clothes, and
also allows the officials a little rest. The hands used to sleep during the
two half-hours, and it was a sight to see the wretched people lying all over
the mill floors like an array of dead bodies. Such rest is impossible now.
Our comment upon all which is that though there is very much more than
a "Factory Act" needed, it is a cheering sign to see such a respectable
bourgeois paper as the Spectator going as far as it does. Seeing that the
press follows public opinion rather than makes it, this means that there is in

India as elsewhere a large section who are for "going further."

DYING IN HARNESS.
John Boyle O'Reilly. %

\

A
:

Only a fallen horse stretched out there on the road,

Stretched in the broken shafts and crushed by the heavy load ; , ;

:

Only a fallen horse, and a circle of wondering eyes

Watching the frighted teamster goading the beast to rise.
*

Hold ! for his toil is over—no more labour for him ;

See the poor necl^outstretcbed, and the patient eyes grow dim

;

^

See on the friendly stones how patiently rests the head

—

Thinking, if dumb beasts trjink, how good it is to be dead ;
;

After the weary journey, how restful it is to lie * • 1

With the broken shafts and the cruel load—waiting only to die.

Watchers ! he died in harness—died in the shafts and straps

—

Fell and the burden killed him : one of the day's mishaps-
One of the passing wonders marking the city road

—

A toiler dying in harness, heedless of call or goad.

Passers ! crowding the pathway, staying your steps awhile,

What is the symbol ? Only death—why should we cease to smile

At death for a beast of burden ? On, through the busy street

That is ever and ever echoing the tread of the hurrying feet.

What was the sign ? A symbol to touch the tireless will ?

Does he who taught in parables speak in parable still ?

The seed on the rock is wasted—on heedless hearts of men,
That gather and sow, and grasp and lose—labour and sleej>—and then-**

~

Then for the prize !—A crowd in the street of ever-echoing tr^&ct--

The toiler, crushed by the heavy load, is there in his"harhelB|^[0ad

!

{From * Songs, Legends, and Ballads,' Boston^l878.)

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending August 11, 1888.

5 Sun.

6
j

Mon.

7
;

Tues.
i

8
|

Wed.

9
j

Thur.

10 I Fri.

11 Sat.

1642.

1775.

1830.

j
1815.

j
1853.

j
1643.

1549.

Portsmouth surrenders to the Parliament. 1885. Miners*

riots at Ilkeston. 1887. Midland Railway strike (mid-

night 4—5).

Daniel O'Connell born. 1839. Lovett and Collins imprisoned

for Chartism. 1887. Antonio Carra died.

The Bourbons finally deposed from the throne of France.

1834. Watson arrested for selling unstamped papers. 1860.

C. Southwell died.

Napoleon banished to St. Helena. 1855. Riot in Hyde Park.

1877. W. Lovett died. 1884. Stellmacher hung at Vienna.

Michael Schwab born. 1882. Thomas Walsh sentenced for

treason-felony.

Siege of Gloucester, causing the march of London tradebands

and forming of Cromwell's Ironsides. 1646. John Lilburne

sent to Newgate for libelling the Cromwellians. 1782.

Trial of David Tyrie for high treason. 1792. Attack on
the Tuilleries and flight of the king. Foundation of the
Commune of Paris and the French Republic.

Ket's rebellion in Norfolk. 1868. Students' demonstration
at Paris.

Lovett and Collins.—The trial of William Lovett, Secretary to the General
Convention of the Working Classes, on the charge of publishing a seditious libel,

took place before Mr. Justice Littledale at the Assizes, Warwick, on Tuesday,
August 6th, 1839. John Collins, a working cutler, who had been very successful

in a lecturing tour, was put on trial the day before on the same charge as Lovett,
which charged them with having on July 4, at Birmingham, with 10,000 people,

unlawfully assembled armed with divers offensive weapons, ... to the
great terror and alarm of the peaceable subjects of our lady the Queen. Lovett
most ably defended himself ; and although the whole of the proceedings were
legal and orderly until the police made the trouble, "property" had had
a bad scare, and the jury after a three minutes' consultation returned a verdict
of "Guilty," and Lovett and Collins were each sentenced to be imprisoned in
the common gaol of the county for one year. While in prison they were of course
shamefully treated, but by keeping up an active agitation they secured in time
some valuable concessions, which improved not only their own position but of
all the other prisoners. While in prison Lovett wrote a work which on their

release was published in their joint names under the title ' Chartistism, or a New
Organisation of the People.'—T. S.

Lilburne '« imprisonment.—It is impossible to over estimate or too much admire
the extraordinary omnipresence of "glorious John Lilburne." Whether it is

London, combatting with good round English epithets the self-seeking apostles
of greed and tyranny, or in the field flashing a never-failing sword in behalf of
the English republic, John Lilburne is the finest figure of the hqur. He was
the first of the honest democrats who found out and denounced the parliamentary
plunderers. He was the last to leave the field where a Stuart's partisan was to
be met. Goaded and abused by the rich cowards in London town, he was their
shield and buckler even as late as 1651, when he smote James Stanley, Earl of
Derby, at Wigan, and laid the gigantic form of the King's bosom friend, Lord
Witherington, in the dust.—L. W.

And Shall John Dillon Die?—The Freeman's Journal said last week
the public will be concerned to learn that imprisonment is visibly telling on
the health of Mr. Dillon. If anything were to happen to John Dillon (says

the Freeman), we don't know who could stand between the' people and those
responsible.

Facilities for Truncheon "Work.—Warren's wolves no longer carry
their truncheons suspended in a leathern case from their waist-belt. The
fact that they were seen without their truncheons gave rise to the foolish

rumor that the use of them had been abolished by the Chief Commissioner.
There is no need to say that this is not so. Tailoring arrangements have
been made by which a long pocket for the truncheon is provided at the
right-hand side of the uniform trousers, and inside, much after the fashion
of the packet in which carpenters and joiners parry their rules. The
truncheon can"now be* more readily got at

!
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YOU VOl HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J

LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON 1

Communications invitedm Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd.,E.C, and accompanied

by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

A% all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Ascriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 3s.; three months, Is. 6d.

B**mes* communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Communioaions received—Will be used : J. S. (Birmingham) ; W. D. (Edin-

burgh) ; J. B. L., T. S., and H. S. S. Unsuitable : H. B. T. S.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday August 1.

Kjjoland
Bristol Mercury
Bie Autonomic
Justice
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Postal Service Gazette
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

India
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Jewish Volkszeitung
Alarm
Workmen's Advocate

Boston—Woman's Journal
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
DetroTtr—Der Arme Teufel

Fort Worth(Tex)—South West
Milwaukee—NationalReformer
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier (daily)

La Revolte
Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Worker

Switzerland
Bulletin Continental
Zurich—Soziai Demokrat
Arbeiterstimme

Italy

|

Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Eniancipazione

Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Cremona—II Democratico
Gazetta Operaia
Turin - II Muratore

Spain
Madrid—El Socialist*

Barcelona—Tierra y Libertad

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Wien—Gleichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund

Roumania
Muncitoriul

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

visited the sick, took the chair at the village concert, banked the

pennies of the poor, and dispensed the local charities in coal and

blankets at the Christmas season." He thus, it will be seen, trespassed

beyond forgiveness on the province of Bumble, whose special pleasure

(and profit) it is to discharge the duties just enumerated—especially

that of banking the pennies of the poor. Religion had also her griev-

ance against this most hardened of imposters, for he actually "joined

man and woman at the altar, and pronounced the nuptial benediction

in the approved form." The horror which Respectability feels at this

crowning outrage, this wound inflicted on its tenderest feelings, is

fortunately mitigated by the conviction that "the law recognises all

these acts as lawfully done, so that none of the persons have suffered

any injury." Indeed, the only person who seems to have suffered in

the sequel is the " sham clergyman " himself, who has been sentenced

to what even the Daily News denounces as a " monstrous penalty."

The final reflection which the Daily News makes on Ellis's career is

concerned with the "mystery of crime," since "with but half the

application he devoted to the manufacture of sham orders, he might

have obtained real ones." There is no accounting for the diversity of

human tastes, and perhaps it is odd that Ellis, who was apparently

a man of considerable cleverness, should have preferred the dangerous

road to the safe one. It is possible, however, that he found a zest in

the very humour of the situation, and that a sense of his perilous

position as a ravening wolf within the blatant fold of Bumbleism lent

a charm to those ministerial duties, the performance of which would

perhaps have otherwise been too irksome and monotonous for so active

a mind. Anyhow, it is odd that the Daily News should not see that

a deliberate and conscious imposture, such as that of which Ellis was
guilty, is not the only or the worst kind that exists in modern society.

"His whole life," it says, "was an elaborately acted lie. To have

maintained the imposture so lopg he must have played up to his

assumed character by a thousand acts of propriety and of virtue. He
must have seemed temperate, charitable, God-fearing, and of devout

and decent life." But this is an exact description of the conduct of

a large percentage of the true Respectables, both in the church and

the other honourable professions—the only difference being that Ellis

knew that he was acting a lie, while they are ignorant of it or ignore-

it. Now a knave is a dangerous person, and one with whom the State

must be prepared to deal ; but he is not so dangerous as the fool who*

acts a life-long lie without being himself aware of it. And therefore

I think we should feel some pity for the " sham clergyman " who has

gone to penal servitude for seven years, while so many " real clergy-

men " are left at large to feather their own nests in a manner not lesa

selfish, though happening to meet with the approval and sanction ot

Bumble. -H- s- s-

NOTES.

SHAM CLERGYMEN—AND OTHERS.
An edifying instance of the meanness of spirit engendered by the

hypocrisy of the present social system may be seen in the strange

interest and delight with which our " Respectables " gloat over the

disgrace and suffering of any unfortunate " criminal," who, not being

careful to qualify himself for practising his predatory habits in the

orthodox and approved fashion, is brought within the grasp of that

very partial instrument which is called "justice." It ministers im-

mensely to the complacent self-satisfaction of Bumble to be able, from

time to time, to raise hue and cry after some " unprincipled adventur-

ess" or some "escaped convict," for by dwelling on the details of a

fellow-creature's errors and misfortunes, he realises the better the

solidity of his own position, and is encouraged to thank God that he

is not as other men are. The latest example of this moral scape-goat

on which Bumble can pour the vials of his virtuous indignation, is the

" sham clergyman " who has been sentenced to seven years' penal servi-

tude for the awful crime of solemnising matrimony according to the rites

of the Church of England without being in holy orders, and for forging

a signature to letters of ordination. The Daily News, perhaps the

most eloquent mouthpiece of Bumbleism, expatiated lately on the

career of this "sham clergyman" in an article of the well-known

respectable type. The "Rev." George Ellis was, it appears, "an

adventurer of the purest water." He had the impudence to begin life

as v" the illegitimate child of a woman in Lincolnshire," who afterwards

was low enough to marry "a dealer in rabbit-skins." Being thus

steeped in illegality from the outset, it is no wonder that Ellis grew

up to be an artful dissembler, and had the hardihood to become an

assistant teacher in a Roman Catholic school, " though it is not stated

that he was brought up in that faith." Not content with this outrage

on decency and religion, he proceeded after a time to obtain admission

into the Church of England—that very heart and hotbed of respecta-

bility and Bumbleism. "To ha\e gone so far," says the Daily News,

aghast in pious amazement, " his respectability, to all outward seeming,

must have been without a flaw." But this scheming step-son of a

dealer in rabbit-skins was bent on a still greater insult to the sacredness

of social order, for he actually had the temerity to make himself an

English clergyman, and—as a necessary adjunct—to marry into a

respectable family. He came into possession of a living worth £800

a-year, which he held, says the Daily News, "for five fat years." It

is fearful to contemplate, from the respectable point of view, what

deeds wer? enacted during that quinquennial period. " Nobody could

nave seemed more solidly established, more unquestionable. He no

doubt received the neighbouring gentry, dined with the squire,

The " Match Strike " is over, and the poor white slaves for once have

the advantage in points ; the advantage is very small as an entity, but

compared with the immediate past is not to be despised. It may be

relied upon, however, from the bluffing tone taken in all letters to the

press by the capitalists, that every such victory has to be paid for -

r

very soon they find some new scheme to rob the worker and be re-

venged for the blow struck for freedom. The only way is to work for

the elimination of the exploiter ; to contrive a scheme where, as Des-

Carte said of the other almighty, there is no room for him. Next to

that, perhaps the best thing is only to use goods made by better paidi

and better treated labour. I have it on really reliable authority that

we can do good work by recommending the goods of Martin Harris

and Co., Stratford. They are not very widely known in London, but

deserve to be from the way the worker is treated. Another firm whose

goods should be asked for, from the same reason, is "Daniels, Strat- <

ford." These advertisements are not paid for, but it is quite useless to>

say don't use Sweater Robber Saint and Co.'s matches without, where

possible, advising whose to use when we can get reliable information

that the workers are fairly treated.

Cunningham Graham in a speech the othernight, urged that "attention

to minutiae" was leally the secret of the power wielded by the great

robbers of to-day. This has been most strongly brought out in the

papers of late before the Sweating Commission and elsewhere. The

question arises seeing the amount cf material which has to be pro-

vided by the worker at the cost of the worker, why should not this

system be extended 1 As well as providing paint, paste, string, stamps,

brushes, etc., etc., why not the wood and the brimstone and the wax t

As well as finding thread, buttons, needles, etc., etc., why not also the

cloth 1 Echo says, " Why not ?"

The Queen of England now carries her hatred of the English to the

extent of having Indian servants, and so the slaves of this country

are being put to the expense of fitting up special quarters to accommo-

date more imported slaves. A Mr. William Digby once wrote a book

entitled " India for the Indians—and the English ". In the event of

a new edition, perhaps he will add " England for the English—-and the

Indians " (as well as the Germans).

According to the Star, the Swiss are still moving. Zurich, Basil,

and Aargau-have gone in for free burying as well as free schooling.

Parish burial, here considered a disgrace, is there obligatory on rich

and poor alike. " A labourer serves his country with his spade just as
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a man in the middle ranks of life serves it with sword, pen, or lancet.

. . . And it ought to be quite as natural and straightforward a matter
for a labourer to take his pension from his parish, because he has de-

served well of his parish, as for a man in higher rank to take his

pension from his country, because he has deserved well of his country."

—Ruskin. And one public burial should be no more dishonourable

than the other ; the parish crematorium for the mechanic no worse
than Westminster Abbey for the general.

By the way can any reader give me any details about the new
cremation departure made in Manchester? Cremation is worth the

attention of Socialists, to prevent it becoming a new monopoly and
source of exploitation, as the orthodox burying business has become.

T. S.

LETTER FROM AMERICA.
The following extracts from letters written by John F. Ingalls, President
of the Senate, will give you an idea how corrupt our politicians are :

—

" Depew's connection with railroads and corporations would be a heavy load,

especially in the agricultural States. We might as well nominate Gould or

Vanderbilt at once." And "We enter the race seriously handicapped.
Harrison has demonstrated an incapacity to carry his own State, besides his

unfortunate Chinese record ; and as Morton was not sufficiently lavish with
his money to buy the Senatorship from the New York Legislature, it is

improbable that he will be liberal enough to purchase the venal Irish vote of

New York city."

The great lock-out of Iron and Steel workers west of the Alleghanny
mountains is nearly over. Before the end of the week it is expected that
all the manufacturers will have accepted the workers' scale based on last

year's wages. This lock-out has been a cleverly managed dodge on the
bosses' part. They are pocketing snug profits every year, and were afraid

the workers might this year demand an increase in wages. So they con-
cluded to take the wind out of the sails of their men, and declared that they
were unable to pay last year's wages any longer. The workers took fright,

and simply demanded the continuance of last year's scale. After the farce
of locking out their men for about three weeks, the bosses have now mostly
conceded this point. This was one of the biggest lock-outs ever inaugurated
in the United Scates, 10,000 men were involved, and yet strange to say no
one ever looked upon the matter seriously.

George Mateinger, an Austrian revolutionist, who, under Spies' editorship,

wrote in the Chicago Arbeiter Zeitmig, the brilliantly conceived articles about
" Revolutionary Warfare" died last Sunday week in the Jefferson Lunatic
Asylum, Illinois. As no one claimed his body it was turned over to the
College of Physicians and Surgeons for anatomical purposes. Through the
use of opium the once brilliant writer and orator had become a physical
wreck. However in his time he did sterling good work.
The business of the alleged dynamite conspiracy in Chicago is of a serious

nature. To give a clear idea of it I had better give you a report from day
to day :

—

July 6th.—The principal event to-day is the arrest of S. A. Bauereisen,
deputy-auditor of the Aurora division of the Locomotive Engineers Brother-
hood, charged with complicity in the dynamite plot against the Chicago,
Burlington, and Quincy railroad. Bauereisen denies that he is guilty ; he
was arraigned before Commissioner Koyne, who fixed his bail at 5000 dols.,

which was furnished by a Chicago merchant. Chainaaan Hoge, of the
Burlington Grievance Committee, says he knows Brodrich and Bowles
slightly. The third man, Wilson, is a stranger to him.
July 7th.—As passenger train No. 17 on the "Q v road was leaving

Chicago this evening, a stone was thrown through the cab window of the
engine, narrowly missing the scab engineer and fireman. At Kiverside, and
again at Napierville, the engine was bombarded. The fireman was struck on
the head, inflicting a slight scalp wound. It is said that five attempts in all

have been made to wreck trains with dvnamite. The excitement had some-
what subsided when it was renewed by the arrest of Alexander Smith, at
Aurora, Illinois, one of the striking firemen charged with complicity in the
plot.

July 9th.—Whether Smith, Bowles, or any other of those arrested as
suspects "confessed" is still unsettled. The arrest of George Gooding, a
striking Brotherhood man, at Aurora, this afternoon, says United States
Marshall Marsh, completes the arrests it is intended to make at present.
Gooding is a popular man among the Brotherhood members. He was
brought from Aurora to Chicago on a special train closely watched by
Pinkertons.

July 10th.—Chairman Hoge, of the Grievance Committee of the Loco-
motive Engineers, and Chairman Murphy, of the Grievance Committee of

the Firemen, were arrested this morning. Both were taken completely by
surprise. They were brought to police headquarters and locked up on
charges of conspiracy. The much talked-of circular, in which Hoge is said
to have asked Brotherhood men to hire themselves secretly to the "Q"
road, and then disable the engines, is said to be the basis of the charge
against him. Murphy is charged with being an accomplice. Both were
released on bail for 1500 dols. each. Hoge's two clerks, Kelly and Mc
Gilvarry were also arrested.

July 11th.—Attorney Collier, of the "Q" road, says the two clerks,

Kelly and McGilvarry, turned informers, and have confessed that Hoge sent
the circular advising Brotherhood engineers to hire out for the "Q," disable
engines, and then quit in a body. Both men have put their story in
writing, and though they are still at the Desplaines Street station, they can

• go when they please, but they don't want to go. " You couldn't drive these
two fellows away with a club," said a bobby, " they want protection, and so
propose to stick close to the police."

July 12th.—Inspector Bonfield, one of the murderers of our Chicago
comrades, took to-day the confiscated dynamite to be analysed. It is what
is known as 30 per cent, grade. It is but little stronger than gunpowder.
July 12th.—Two photographers went out yesterday with a Burlington

employe* to " take " the wrecked train which was derailed by strikers on
Wednesday night at the corner of Western Avenue and Indiana Street.
They were not interfered with while making their negatives, but strikers
surrounded them when they had left the yards, and demanded the nega-
tives. This being refused, the three young men got a thrashing. They
finally got away, however, with the negatives, leaving everything else behind
them. On request of the Burlington-road, policemen have once more been

detailed to aocompan}' each switching crew day and night. A force of

police will also patrol the " Q " yards. • '
.

s

The case against Broderick, Wilson, Bowles, Bauereisen, Godin, and Smith
was opened to-day. Hoge and Murphy will be tried separately, as they
are accused by the " people of Illinois" under the Merritt law, and not by
"the people of the United States." U. S. District Attorney Ewing, in his

outline of the case, said the Government has nearly one hundred witnesses

against the accused. Hoge knew all about the handling of the dynamite.
Bowles and Smith (the two informers) put a dynamite cartridge on the
Burlington track at Eola, near Aurora, May 29 last. Smith exploded
another cartridge on the track at South Aurora on the 14th June. Bowles
and Hoge had talked together about the dynamite in Hoge's room before

the Eola explosion, while Bauereisen met Smith shortly after that and
asked him if he had "set off any of the stuff yet." The Eola explosion

partially wrecked the engine of the train. The South Aurora explosion was
comparatively harmless.

The first witness, Sara. J. Madden, said the cartridges taken from the
prisoners contained 30 per cent, nitro-glycerine. The fulminating caps found
on Broderick were designed to explode dynamite. John J. Kelly (another
informer), clerk to Hoge, testified that Bowles opened a package marked
" Hercules " in the presence of Hoge at the Grand Pacific Hotel. Bowles,

spoke of "working it" on the Fulton branch of the "Q." He told witness
that he laid the cartridge on the track, using a sheet of lead to keep it on,

the rail, and the caps for exploding it. He had four cartridges and a hal£
dozen caps.

The switchmen in Kansas city, Mo., held a stormy meeting last nighty
which resulted in the lifting of the boycott on Burlington freight.

July 15th.—Bowles, the man against whom the most conclusive testimony-

was given yesterday, has made a " full confession." He was closeted all th« -

afternoon with Attorney Ewing, General Manager Stone, Inspector Bonfield,^

and Marshal Marsh. He came into court and took a seat with the prosecut-

ing attorney and opposite his colleagues, who flashed contemptuous looks at

him. He was visably agitated, and moved restlessly in his seat, keeping-
his eyes bent on the floor. He got up and waived examination. Then was ^

a scene in court, and the defending attorney was nearly chucked out.

The officials of the "Q " road at Nebraska claim to have unearthed a plot

to blow up with dynamite the new bridge over the Missouri River.

July 16th.—It has been decided not to arrest chairman Hodge and others

on the U. S. warrants, as the conclusion was reached that a close surveillance ,

was all sufficient.

The "Q" men maintain that Bowles and Kelly are members of the secret

order of Pinkertons, of which Inspector Bonfield is also a member.
Alexander Smith, who turned informer, was the first witness to-day. He ~

confirmed what Attorney Ewing had said on the first day of the trial.

Bowles, since "confessing," has been kept in the U. S. Marshal's office ...

and allowed to sleep there, as he is afraid of meeting his former comrades.

Newark, N.J,, July 17, 1888. Henry F. Charles.

SOCIALISM IN LEICESTER.
Os Sunday, Jirty 1st, Rohson lectured on "Interest and Profit;" and we had
plenty of discussion, mostly from Co-operators, our only persistent opponents,
urging that doctrine as practical, and that the masses could, if they only
practised thrift, wrest the capital from the proprietors. Sunday, 8th, Robson
and I gave them battle, and soon convinced the bulk of audience that the power
of Co-operation was all right for those who could supply capital, as the present
system is, but no good to any others. Same day discussion turned on Trade
Unionism, and Robson gave a clear exposition of the "Iron Law of Wages"
with modern instances in our own district. Sunday, 15th, a debate between
Slater^ and Barclay, at Secular Hall, " Individualism a preferable means of
elevating the masses to Socialism." Audience joined heartily in discussion at the
close. The keenest relish is shown for our addresses and discussions in Russell
Square, and we know we are getting a great many to understand and desire
Socialism ; but in spite of all the lectures at the Secular Hall, in spite of the
discussions in open air and at the clubs, we can get no additional members, and
no better organisation. Even our own members, who pay regularly, will not
come up to meetings indoor or out of door ; and Robson and myself, after the
first and second Sunday in the Square, have had no support. Sunday last, 22nd,
we again met in the Square, our 8th Sunday, and had an audience of from 60 to
100, and a general discussion maintained with spirit on Henry Georgism, Value,
and First Principles ; but none of our own members turned up save one, who
came when it was late. We thought of accepting William Morris's offer to come
to Leicester to address us, but under the circumstances fear it would be throwing
away energy. Our town is given up to Teetotalism, Religion, and Horse-racing

;

and Radical as it is considered to be, puts the boycott on Socialism wherever
possible without appearing tyrannical. Sunday, 20th, Barclay spoke in Russell
Square, on Co-operation. Lively discussion at close. Warner and Evans sup-
ported. Our secretary, Gorrie, is enthusiastic and energetic, but unfortunately
cannot attend the open-air meetings. In evening, Thomas Slater (late of Bury)
a strong Bradlaughite, Co-operator, and anti-Socialist, lectured at Secular Hall,
on "Remedies for Poverty." He advocated Malthusianism, Co-operation, andv
Land Nationalisation, and pooh-poohed Socialism. He had no idea how Land
Nationalisation was to be brought about. Robson and myself criticised him,
severely, Robson dealiug with the Population Humbug, and I with Land
Nationalisation mainly

; quoting the Fabian tract "Land and Capital " so as to
convince many among audience that Land Nationalisation would not ultimately
be any remedy, and was Socialism as far as it went. T. Barclay.

Metropolitan Pauperism.—The weekly return of metropolitan pauperism
shows that the total number of paupers relieved in the third week of
last month was 90,239, of whom 54,274 were indoor and 35,965 outdoor
paupers. The total number relieved shows an increase of 3,103 over the
corresponding week of last year, 4,441 over 1886, and 6,425 over 1885. The
total number of vagrants relieved on the last day of the week was 875, of
whom 669 were men, 183 women, and 23 children under sixteen.

Pity the Paupers.—Recently the soup distributed in the sick wards
of the Wandsworth Union was of such a mysterious and questionable
character that the patients refused to eat it. One old woman described it as
appearing like "chopped worms." H.M. Inpector also "inspected" the
lockers of the sick, and made them turn out any scraps, or bread and butter,
and cleared them awa£. Now these poor old women at the least get barely
sufficient to eat, and if they like to save a bit against they feel hungry, why
should H.M.I, rob them of a portion of their small parish allowance? I
wonder if he cleared his own cupboard out when he got home, and%wenthungry the rest of the day ? I rather think he did not. Remember, ye
guardians, cooks, and inspectors, that " what is good for the goose is good
for the gander" in this "Christian" land.—E. R.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Greenock Holeborers' Strike.—The holeborers in the employment of

Itosaell and Co., shipbuilders, Greenock, have struck work for an increase of

wages.

A strike has occurred at the Central Marine Engine Works, West Hartle-

pool, throwing nearly 700 mtn idle. The cause of the strike is the introduc-

tion of new rules.

Nut and Bolt Strike.—A meeting of nut and bolt makers on strike was
kldon 27th, at Darlaston, when it was resolved to continue the strike at

factories where employers refuse to pay list prices.

The labourers employed in th-e erection of the new Midland Station and
Hotel at Bradford have turned out on strike. The grievance appears to be
a dispute about the employment of some non-society labourers.

Cable-Chain Strike.—At a meeting of cable chainmakers at the Star Inn,

Primrose Hill, it was stated that several employers still refused to concede
a» advance, and it was decided to continue the strike at their works.

Boot Manufacturers Boycotted.™A Northampton correspondent states

that there are prospects of a great shoe trade dispute. The Northampton
Trades' Union have passed a resolution boycotting eight local manufactories

Liverpool Dock-Labourers.—The strike of dock-labourers in the employ
of Papayanni and Co., against the use of elevators, concluded Monday 30th r

when nearly all the men, who had been out for three days, resumed work on
the old terms.

Dublin.—At a public meeting held at 2 Catherine Street, July 24th, the
"Labour Union of Ireland," an association having for its object the organisa-

tion of all classes of workers, was inaugurated. Addresses setting forth the
necessity of combination, etc., were delivered by the chairman, Mr. T. Kinlin,

P. Doran, T.C., Mahon, Ellis, and others. A great number of members
joined.

Co-operative Tobacco.—The Cigarette-maker3 and Tobacco-cutters' Co-
operative Manufacturing Society, 157 Houndsditch, has issued its second •

quarterly balance-sheet. It shows 48 members, an increase of 8 in the
ouarter ; sales £2,233, increase £1,206 ; balance carried forward £27 10s. 9£d.
The society is receiving very encouraging support, but would not grumble
if given some more.

Bhondda Valley Miners.—The Ocean Company's underground hauliers,

numbering about 800, who struck in consequence of a dispute as to

an advance of Is. 6d. in the pound, resolved at a mass meeting held on
the 25th ult. to accept the 5 per cent, advance offered by the masters, and
to give six months' notice to terminate the sliding scale, which has regulated
their wages for the past nine years. About 6,000 miners were idle for three
days owing to the dispute.

Threatened Strike in Small Chain Trade.—The fortnight's notice for

a return to the 4s. list of prices in the small chain trade in the Cradley
Heath and adjoining districts terminated Saturday. Some of the employers
are in. favour of list prices being maintained, and efforts will be made to

avert a strike. The prices paid at some of the factories are exceptionally
low, and there is every probability that a strike will be declared at these
factories in the event of the employers refusing to pay the list prices.

Strike of Navvies.—The whole of the navvies employed on the railway
now in course of construction in the Lambourn Valley, between the towns
*f Newbury and Lambourn, struck work on the 26th, with little prospect
of success. They had been receiving 16s. 6cL per week, and demanded an
advance of 3s. The contractor refused to comply, and paid off the men.
The works are at a temporary standstill, but fresh gangs are being engaged,
there being no organisation to prevent it, and work will soon be resumed.

Broxburn Shale Miners. — A largely attended meeting was held on
"Thursday, 26th ult. It was said that contracts for coming season compared
-with those of last were a halfpenny per gallon better for burning oil, which
for twenty million gallons—yearly output—was something like £41,000
more to the shareholders. If the employers would give the miners an
.advance of 2d. per ton over an output of 1,600,000 tons of shale, it would

, but amount to £13,000, or less than a third of the extra profit. Nothing,
however, was said about demanding it.

Aberdeen Cotton Strike.—Strike among the reelers at Banner Mill still

continues. After being out a week they -weie asked to go back on the old

terms, but are holding out for a 5 per cent. rise. There are 600 out. The
Trades Council has taken up the matter, and there is talk of arbitration and
a compromise. One of the officials of the firm said as to the low wages of*

the girls that they would "just need to make the more at night"

—

i.e., on
the streets. In another niili.in these parts, Kichard and Co., there are over
2,000 girls employed at wages just as low as at Banner Mill. Our local

comrades are doing some good work in connection with the strike.

Another Match Girls' Strike.—The women employed at "Pace's Fac-
tory," Bromley—a branch of Bryant aud May's—turned out on strike on
Tuesday, 24th ult., to the number of about ona hundred. Most of them are
box-makers, and work in their own homes. Six or seven girls had been
brought fiom Glasgow, and it was alleged that they were being paid ljd. per
gross of boxes instead of 2Jd., paste and hemp, however, being provided in

addition to the wage. The English women struck against the importation
of outside labour, and appealed to Mrs. Besant for aid. On investigation it

was found that the " Scotchies " had been brought to teach a new way of

working, and were then to return, so the girls were easily persuaded to treat

them as friends. The organisation of the Match Girls' Union has been
.satisfactorily effected.

Ebbw Vale Miners:—Week before last we recorded a short but success-

ful strike against the dismissal of three workman, discharged for refusing
to clear away rubbish freey The men demanded (1) that certain discharged
workmen be re-instated

; (2) that all ripping top be paid for by the em-
ployers, and not by sub-contractors, and at the same price as that paid at

the company's pits in the valley
; (3) that all contractors shall no longer

have any authority in the stall roads. The first request was granted, and a
little time asked for ;to. make arrangements for settlement of the other
questions, answer to be given on the first Monday in August. The prices

claimed for the different thicknesses were — for the first ripping lid.,

second 7d., and the third 5d., o,r Is. lid. for 2 feet and up to 2 feet 6 inches,

all over 2 feet 6 inches to be paid extra. The men are looking forward to
their next monthly meeting with considerable interest. In the event of
their claim not being conceded, a suspension of all work will ensue.

Tobacco Trade.—Six hundred girls in Clark and Son's tobacco factory,

Liverpool, struck Monday against a reduction of wages, and were taken on
on the old terms pending the decision of the proprietors, who are at present
out of town.
About a month ago the London cigarette makers, both male and female,

started a Society, and comrade Rochman, who was appointed secretary,

organised it on a Socialistic basis. Since its formation it has done several
things ; first, the employes of the Salonica Company struck against- a
reduction of 18£ per cent, which we are glad to say they gained. Last
Thursday a strike took place at the Egyptian Cigarette Company for an
increase of 18 per cent., and Monday the secretary had an interview with
the manager, who agreed to pay an increase, but refused to take back the
men that struck. The strike therefore still continues, those who are out
holding together wonderfully. The Union numbers 250, and expects shortly
to include all cigarette makers.

Chainmakers.—A large meeting of small chainmakers, of Cradley Heath
and district, was held last week. T. Homer, who presided, said when they
turned out on strike the bulk of the operatives would be with them. They
had a better prospect before them than ever of gaining the advance. When
they "turned out 3

' two years ago, things were not so favourable as now. In
many instances the men had been reduced from sixty to seventy per cent,

below the 4s. list. They had now two powerful factors on their side-*-

smallness of the employers' stocks and improved trade—which augured well

for their success. It was an utter impossibility to get an advance of wages
without resorting to a strike ; therefore, they had to turn out to recover
what had been taken from them. Notices had been sent to the employers
intimating that work will cease on 30th inst. unless advance is granted.
The cable-chainmakers are still idle, but one or two employers have
consented to pay the advance, and their hands have been allowed to resume
work. The other men express their deterrninaticm to remain out until the
employers give way.

"Signs of Bad Tp.ade."—The following are extracts from the balance
sheets of public companies published during June :—St. Katherine's Engineer
Works, Edinburgh, average dividend for the past eight years is stated in the
prospectus to have been 18J per cent, Davy Brothers (Limited), earned
£3,295 clear profits on the working of the year, Guisely and Yeadon Coal
Company (Limited), earned a profit in six months of £1,149, Lochore and
Capeldrae Canal Coal Company (Limited) only earned a profit of £220,
owing to strikes and other troubles, Niddrie and Benhar Coal Company
(Limiied), admitted a profit on the year of §792, Tredegar Iron Company
(Limited), have for the 12 months, " notwithstanding depression of trade and
competition," says the report, a gross profit of £s2,917, Ebbw Vale Steel,

Coal, and Iron Company (Limited), "although the continued keen compe-
tition, both home and foreign, lias kept profits at a very low level," the gross

profits for the year are £65,577, John Brown and Company (Limited)-

—

" The collieries have worked steadily, but owing to the low price of coal the
result has not been so satisfactory as was anticipated, the net profit on the

year's trading is £45,539," Bristol Waggon Works—During the year the net
profits of the Company had been £7604, Darlington Steel and Iron Company
(Limited)—Owing to an accident the profits only amounted to £9,462. These
are a few samples, and are fairly typical of the stock. Besides the profits

each director has a salary ranging from £250 in small concerns to £2000 a

year in large, and these salaries have to be paid before dividends are spoken
of. It is often urged that, suppose the profits were divided amongst the
workmen, the share coming to each would be so small as to be urappreciable.

This is so much more humbug, as it frequently amounts to several pounds
per annum. Take the case of the Bristol Waggon Works quoted above.

The sum is not a large one as compared with some of the others. And yet

divided amongst the workmen it would have given each man £7 10s. That
may be a small sum to the capitalist, but it is much to the poor man.

—

Miner.

AMERICA.—July 17.

Quiet prevails at the Burlington Yards in Kansas City, Mo. The work
goes on as usual, and there has as yet been no collision between the police

and the striking switchmen.
C. A. Buss and Co., granite contractors, at Green's Landing, M.E., rather

shut down than accede to the demands of the working-men for a monthly
pay-day and a scale of wages.
The Conference of the wage committee of window-glass workers and

manufacturers at Pittsburgh, adjourned on the 13th of July after practically

confirming the wages of last year.

The Conference at Pittsburg of the wage committee of window glass

workers and manufacturers adjourned on the 13th of July, after practically

confirming the wages of last year.

At the Iron Moulders' Convention at St. Louis, Secretary Fox made a

report showing receipts in general fund, 66,326 dols. 76 cents.; disbursements,

62,379 dols. 69 cents.; balance cash on hand, 3,947 dols. 7 cents.

The weavers employed by the Glasgow Manufacturing Company, manu-
facturers of dress goods at South Had ley Falls, Mass., struck yesterday for

an increase of pay. The company employs 350 hands and pays 10,000 dols.

monthly in wages.

A mass meeting of working-men held at Montreal, Canada, on the 14th
of July, condemned the landing in Canada of undesirable immigrants, and
called upon the Government to put a stop to the practice by imposing a fine.

of 1,000 dols. for each offence upon any steamship bringing such people to

Canada.
Up to the beginning of July the special educational fund of the Knights

of Labour, recently called for by General Master Workman Powderly,
aggregated over 6,500 dols. As soon as Mr. Powderly feels that the fund
will sustain the work in hand, it is understood he will send lecturers out to

all the fields of labour.

About two hundred men and women employed by the Hatters' Fur-
cutting Company, of Park Avenue and Walworth Street, Brooklyn, are on
strike against low wages. The men claim that some of them are able to

earn only 5 dols. a-week, while some of the women earn only 2 dols. 50 cents.

The Executive Board of D. A. 49, to which the strikers are attached, has
been asked to try to settle the matter. It is believed that such a settlement

will be made.
The employes of the Norway Iron and Steel Works at Boston, Mass., met

on the 15th July to consider a 5 to 20 per cent, cut down. The speakers

believed the superintendent had reduced wages without the knowledge of

the proprietors to cover 25,000 dols. expenditure resulting from mismanage-
ment and for the benefit of his brother, a contractor. Knights of Labour
officials advised the appointment of a committee to lay the grievance before

the proprietors.
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The Flint Glass Workers' Convention at Cleveland, Ohio, has concluded

its labours. The wage scale was slightly increased. The glass packers'

application to be admitted into the union Was refused.

Eighty employes at the Columbia Iron Works, at Hainesport, Burlington

County, near here, struck on the 13th of July. They demanded the restora-

tion of 10 per cent, which was taken from their wages last winter, and

weekly instead of bi-weekly payments. The owners of the works refused

to accede to the demands of the men, and the latter quit work at once.

The journeymen plumbers will hold a Convention in Boston on July 30th.

Within the past year a number of locals have been added to the National

District, two having recently been formed in Washington. A circular has

been issued inviting the International Plumbers' Union to participate. The

International Plumbers' Union is almost as strong in point of membership

as the National District, and if it should decide to send delegates to the

Convention an amalgamation of the two organisations would be looked for.

Lodge No. 1 of the United Order of Carpenters and Joiners has obtained

an injunction in the Supreme Court of New York to prevent the proposed

consolidation of the United Order with the Brotherhood of Carpenters and

Joiners of America. General Secretary P. J. McGuire, of the^ latter orga-

nisation, pronounced it " a big bluff to scare members of the United Order

who are afraid of the law." Mr. McGuire said the opposition was only an

effort of a very small minority to defeat the will of the majority. The
'• kickers" had been called upon time and again for an account of their

finances, under the laws of the State, and had refused to give it. " But the

milk in the cocoa-nut," said Mr. McGaire, "is that the walking delegates

and salaried officers of the kicking lodges are afraid of losing a job when

the amalgamation takes place. The salaried officers are all against the

scheme." -H. F. C.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
ITALY.

Rolesine (Venetia).—The peasants of the southern district of the Vene-
tian province are about as badly off to-day as they were this time live years

ago at the time of their great strike for wages. They earn from 25 to 40

centesimi (2^d. to 4d.) in the winter season, and in summer 80c. (8d.) a-day.

It is only during the ten or twelve days of harvest that by labouring four-

teen hours in the parched and burning fields that they manage to make from
60 e. to 70 c. a-day. It may be remembered by some that the strike in ques-

tion was repressed by the military, and with much brutality, and that some
of those imprisoned for leading the movement were kept in jail for a year

before being tried and set free as innocent.

Genoa.—Here is another nice little item of usury in Italy. While the

Democratico of Cremona complains of the high rates of usury there, in Genoa
money is lent on articles at the rate of 10 per cent a month, 120 per cent

per annum, and if after the month the articles are not redeemed the rate is

doubled.

Vercelli.—At a certain small button-factory here fraudulent proceedings

on the part of the master have been going on for nearly two years without
being discovered. The scales in which the work of the employes was tested

weekly were loaded so as to falsify the weight of what each worker brought,
and in this simple fashion each man was defrauded of a small portion of his

weekly wage. Italian exploiters certainly bring their minds to bear on the
smallest details of labour : there is no foolish pride about them !

Milan.—The basket-makers on strike have succeeded in obtaining tl^eir

modest demands of a few hours less work and a franc or two more weekly
wages. They have received all the help possible from their fellow-workers
and friends, needy themselves.

New Journals.—II Nuovo Comhattiamo (Genoa), II Muratore (Turin),

La Spira (Naples), all Communist- Auarchist papers, are making their

appearance in the world of Socialist journalism. We wish them success.

Santafiora.—The workers in the mercury-mines near here being exposed
to continual dangers owing to want of proper arrangements in the mines,
have demanded a rise in wages. Far from their demand being even taken
into consideration, they have been dismissed at once. The innocents there-

upon turned to Grispi for advice and help against the proprietor !

u Socialists all.''—The same Crispi who in the Italian Parliament the
other day wound up a speech about poverty and begging in the large cities,

and society providing for the wants of the starving and so forth, by declar-

ing that "he was in favour of the greatest possible freedom for one and all

—

always within the limits of constitutionalism." Bravo, Crispi ! we are "all

Socialists," are we not ? M. M.
At last Amilcare Cipriani has been amnestied by the Italian Government,

and as soon as it became known that our friend was again to come amidst
the living, everywhere in democratic and revolutionary Italy the Socialists

began to feast the good tidings. At Eeggio d'Emiiio fifteen hundred per-
sons, headed by brass bands, walked along the streets, shouting "Viva,
Cipriani! Abasso la Camorro ! Abasso i caiurnniatori ! " (Down with the
informer and the caluminators !). At Bavenna all the revolutionary circles

have been very animated by the same event. ''But after all^ Cipriani had
not been set free. King tlmberto had remitted the twenty-hve years'
hard labour he had got from corrupt judges, who sentenced him contrary to
all law. Immediately afterwards he was again apprehended, because at
the time of his service in the regular army he abandoned the colours of
Savoy in order to follow Garibaldi to Aspromonte. He was tried by court-
martial at Milan on Saturday 28th, and (for a wonder) acquitted ; being
thereupon set at liberty. We hope this is not to be followed once more by
an arrest on a trumped-up charge, but that our heroic comrade has been
really rendered back to his friends and to the cause of the Social Eevolu-
tion. V. D.

SPAIN.
Linares.—A Socialist society has lately been inaugurated in this town at

a meeting which was numerously attended and enthusiastic in feeling.
Madrid.—The National Union of Workers in Iron and other metals will

celebrate their usual Congress in September next.
San Juan de las Abadesas.—The machinists of the railroad to these

mines have declared themselves on strike, on account of ill-treatment.
Barcelona.—A strike initiated in one shoe-factory here lias extended to

one-half of the workers in this trade. The capitalists recognise the move-
ment as serious, and seven or eight of them are combining against the
demands of the strikers.

Bilbao.^- 200 navvies have struck for a 10J hours working day,

instead of the 13 which the contractors impose upon them. Their attitude

is at present firm and quiet, and they expect to win. M. M*

DENMARK.
Our comrade Axel Danielson, the editor of Arbetet (Labour) who some-

weeks a^o was sentenced to one year's imprisonment, has again been found.
" guilty " by the bourgeois magistrate of his land and sentenced to teno

months' more solitary confinement. But at the same time we are glad to

say that the Socialist movement there seems to increase in proportion to the

persecutions of those who devote their energies to the cause of labour

emancipation. V.- D.

STRIKE OF NAVVIES IN PARIS.

Paris.—There has been going on for several days past a great strike of

r.avvies in Paris, which threatens to assume very important and threatening

proportions. The accounts of it given by the ordinary press are wholly

untrustworthy, but we are arranging for a full and accurate report next

week. S.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
One of the most amusing incidents that has occurred lately, and which has caused
much merriment in Socialist circles, is the recent action of the Metropolitan
Board of Works. It will be remembered that this body—which has lately been
in such bad odour, owing to the swindling carried on by the surveyors, architects.

and other agents employed by them—had the impudence to make a bye-law last

December, which had for its object the prevention of collections being made in

the parks, commons, etc., under their control, no doubt with the object of
crippling our propaganda ; but when our comrades commenced the open-air

meetings this season, it was agreed that we should defy this decree, which had
been endorsed by the Home Secretary and by Act of ParliamjWit had become
law. Very large meetings were held at Victoria Park, and our income rose from
a tew shillings weekly to over £2 one week, and nearly the same amount the
next. During this time the names of our comrades S. Mainwaring, W. B. Parker,
and F. diaries were taken, as also the name of our indefatigable friend Annie
Bdsant, with a view to summonses being issued. But at the last they seem to

have funked it, because they -knew perfectly well, in the words of the Home
Secretary, that the forcing of the bye-law would cause more trouble and irrita-

tion than by dropping it ; but in order that the Board might not appear to have
lost its dignity they have made a brand new bye-law, forbidding collection*

where nobody has ever wanted to make them, and where there is no one likely

to give anything—viz., in the parts of the parks, commons, etc., where no meet-
ings are held ! What fools these fellows are. P.

The women of the dives are not immoral by nature. They are women and
daughters of women, with human passions, human appetites, and human desires-

Nine out of ten would give up their lives of shame were any avenue of comfort-
able existence open to them. They are the effects, not the causes of sin. Some
iewT may have become what they are by excess of natural passions in early life,

but it does not take long for their course to develop into a hum-drum business

that they would gladly exchange for a better. But drink and abandon and the
curses of Pharisees soon lead them to believe that there is nothing else for taeoi

in the world. Moralists and reformers, begin your work in another direction.

—

Baltimore Critic.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commomoeal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

Executive.—Monday, August 6th, being Bank Holiday, the Council meeting
will be held on Tuesday, August 7th, 1888.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will
take place on Monday, August 13, 18S8, at 13 Farringdon Road, at 9 o'clock.

" COMMONWEAL" PRINTING FUND.
Langley, 2s. ; P. \V., Gd. ; C. J. F., 2s. Gd. ; K. F., Is.; A. W. Jalfow, Is.

REPORTS.
Fulham.—-Tuesday evening, opposite Liberal Club, Bullock and Groser spoke

to fair audience. Sunday morning Tarletou addressed capital meeting. Fair
sale 'Weal, and .another member made. Owing to bad weather no evening
meeting held.—S. B. O.
Merton and Mitcham.—Last Sunday morning good meeting on Fair Green,

addressed by Kitz, D. Nieoll, and Eden. Good sale of Commonweal. Collection
local propaganda Is. 2(A. In the evening social gathering at Merton Club room.
Aberdeen. —At Castle Street, Saturday night, Aiken presiding, Leatharn

addressed large and sympathetic crowd on the Banner Mill shareholders treat-
ment of their employes (who are on strike just now) and on the Labour problem
in general. Questions answered at close. At Sunday night branch meeting
indoors, Leatham read lecture on " War " to good audience. —J. L.
Glasgow.—We had excellent assistance from Smith and Davidson, of Edin-'

burgh, this week, who were here on a holiday. Saturday evening, despite rain,
Smith, Downie, and Glasier spoke on Jail Square. Sunday mid-day, Smithy
Davidson, and Glasier spoke to large appreciative audience. At Paisley Road,
evening, Smith, Gilbert, and Glasier spoke, while Pollock, Adams, and Mc
Culloch pushed literature. Commonweal sold out.—J. B. G.
Norwich.—Tuesday last a debate began in Cordon Hall between Mowbray,

who opened, and Mr. Scurl, who replied, each taking an hour. The hall was
quite full ; debate adjourned for a week. Thursday, good meeting at Yarmouth,
held by Poynts and Mowbray. The authorities have passed a bye-law, not to
allow any meetings there, as there have been several complaints about oar
meetings

; we intend carrying on meetings in Yarmouth, if not at that spot,
then at another; Friday night, good meeting on St. Catharine's Plain, by
Mowbray and Morley. Sunday morning meeting held at St. Faiths. In after-
noon large meeting in Market Place, and another in evening addressed by
Mowbray

; fair sale papers and good collections.—A. T. S.

^
Walsall,—Indoor meeting Monday, addressed by Deakin, Sanders, and

Guillemard. Sanders held open-air meeting, Sunday, on West Bromwich. Road. *

Large audience and good sale literature. No outdoor meeting on Saturday owing
to wet.-J. T. D.
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Acton.—Any information from Secretary Harnett,
7 Redmorc Road, Hammersmith.

Uforkenwell—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farrmg-
don Rd., E.C.

Fulham.—8 Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
at 8 p.m.

J

Hackney—Enquiries, communications, etc., to E
Lefeyre, Secretary, 28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Rd.,
Hackney Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmacott House, Upper Mall, W
Sunday August 5, at 8 p.m.

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,
Singlegate.

Mile-eyd and Belhnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road. J

North London.—Secretary, Nelly Parker, 143 Caven-
dish Buildings, opposite Holborn Town Hall. The
business meetings will be held on Friday evenings
at 6 YY indmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, after
the open-air meeting at Ossulton Street. All mem-
bers are asked to attend at Ossulton St. at 8 o'clock.
On Friday evening, August 10, a Social Evening will
be given. Refreshments provided. Members of
other branches welcomed ; free admission.

Plaistow.—A branch has been formed here and is
commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.
All communications to be addressed to A. Barker,
4 Osborne Terrace, Leyton, E.

St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of
this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.
JKochmann, secretary.

PROVINCES.
-Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Sunday night meetings,
Baker Street Hall, 6.30. Choir practice at °46
Marischal Street on Thursday evenings at 8.

•* Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

"Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

• Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec). --J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec
^Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

^Edinburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—35
George IV. Bridge. Meetings for Discussion, Thurs-
days at 8 p. m.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

QaUatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.
Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—S4 John St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.
till 10 p.m. daily. Discussion every Thursday even-
ing at 8 o'clock. On Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock.

v Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front
Row. Open every evening. Business meeting

.Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,
11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

V"Leicester.—Hosiery Un ion , Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

. Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Monday, at 8, Debate in Gordon Hall be-
tween C. W. Mowbray and Mr. Scurl. Tuesday,
8.30, Members' Meeting. Wednesday, at 8.30, Choir
Practice. Saturday, 8 until 10.30, Co-operative
Clothing Association.

"- Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.
Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.
Mondays at 8 p.m.

\West Calder (Scottish Section).—-Sec, Robert Lindsay,

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 5.

10. 30...Starch, Green Hammersmith Branch
11. 30...Latimer Road Station ...Hammersmith Branch
11.30...Mitcham Fair Green The Branch
W.30...Regent's Park James, Brooks, & Cores

11.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
3.30.. .Hyde Park Brooks
'7 ...Clerkenwell Green James
7 ...Weltje Road, opposite Ravenscourt Park

...Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday.

8.30. . .Fulham—opposite Liberal Club Fulham Bh.

Friday.

7.30...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street ...James & Fuller

EAST END.
Sunday 5.

Mile-end Waste
"Salmon and Ball" ...

Leman Street, Shadwell
Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal

Green Road.
Ivingsland Green
Victoria Park
Triangle, Hackney Road
Slumlord Hill

11

11

11

7

...Mrs. Schack.

...Nicoll.

...Parker.

...Parker.

1 1.30. . .Mainwaring.
3.15. ..Parker.

8 ...Parker.

7.30...Ln.M;J:s
>
M'nwarir.^

THE r^
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Tuesday. *~
.

Mile-end Waste ... 8. 30...Cores, M'nwaring.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8.30. ..Cores, M'nwaring.

Thursday.
Packington St., Essex Road 8. 30... Nicoll & Fuller.

Friday.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8. 30... Cores, Parker, and
Mainwaring.

Saturday.
Mile-end Waste ... 8 ...Parker & Cores.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Vicar's
Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday: Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place, at 3 and 7.30.
North Walsham, Sunday at 11.

Wymondham, Sunday at 11.

St. Faiths, Sunday at 11.30.

Crostwick Common, Sunday at 3.

Thorpe, Sunday at 8 p.m.
Yarmouth, opposite Town Hall, Thursday at 7.30.
St Catharine's Plain, Friday at 8.15 p.m.
Stump Cross, Saturday at 8.15.

Hoxton.—Persons wishing to join this branch, which
is in process of formation, should communicate with
H. D. Morgan, 22 Nicholas Street, Hoxton.

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested
in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London
will be held at the Berner Street International Club,
Commercial Road, E., on Saturday evening at 10.

The Labour Union.—Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates
(open-air), Sunday August 5th, George Bernard Shaw.
Aug. 12, A. K. Donald.

Norwich.—On August 12th and 13th a great Social-
ist Demonstration will be held. Speakers : William
Morris, Annie Besant, G J. Faulkner, Mrs. Schack,
S. Mainwaring, W. Ogden (Oxford Branch), Herbert
Burrows, C. W. Mowbray, and others.

Zukertort Chess Club, 217 City Road, E.C.—
This Club asks us to notify our readers of its existence ;

that it is well fitted up ; and that a first-class in-an has
been secured who gives three hours' instruction every
evening.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. . id,

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to "Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-
tors). . Id.

The Commune of 'Paris. By E. Belfort Baa,
Victor Dave, and William MorriaK . . . 2d.

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Meaiis,
Bijou edition, 3d. \ Large paper, 6d.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Buskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . .Id

The Tables Turned ; or, NupkLns Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William
Morris. In Wrapper 4d.

The Manifesto of the Socialist Leagm*
Annotated by E. Bellort Bax and William
Morris. An exposition of the principles oa
which the League is founded. . . . Id.

Useful Work v. Useless ToiL By William
Morris Id.

"All for the Cause !" Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per doaca, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Oane.
Fine hand-made large paper. . . . 6d.

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction.

With Portraits.

Price 6d., post free >Jd.

Apply for Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon
Road, London, E.C.

A. E. PARSONS'
Book on

ANARCHISM :

Its Philosophy and Scientific Basis.

English and German Editions now ready.

Prices : Handsomely Bound in Cloth and Gilt, 5s.

Paper Covers, 2s.—post free.

Order the Book from your bookseller, or from

Mrs. A. R. Parsons, Publisher, 735 Milwaukee
Avenue, Chic.-ifio.

UNITED SOCIALIST EXCURSION.
o

AN EXCURSION of the London Socialists will
take place on

BANK HOLIDAY
(August 6th, IS38)

to

PETERSHAM PARK,
Organised by the Socialist League and foreign sections.

Petersham Park is adjacent to Richmond Park,
and is beautifully situated close to the River Thames.

A Select Band has been engaged. A Quadrille
Party will be presided over by efficient M.C.'s.

All the Old English Sports. Boating on the River.

Refreshments provided for Members only,

for which tickets must be secured. ,
'

Fares there and back, Is. 3d.

A SPECIAL TRAIN will leave Waterloo at
8.30 a.m., but all trains throughout the day to Rich-
mond are available. Ticket-holders can afso return
by any train, but a special will be run about 9 p.m.

TICKETS can be had at Office of Socialist League,
13 Farringdon Road; Autonomic Club, 6 Windmill
Street, Tottenham Court Road ; Communist Club,
49, Tottenham Street, W. ; International Clubs, Berner
Street and Princes Square; Detloff, 18 Sun Street,
Finsbury.

J. Lane, Treas.
W. B. Parker, See.

No. 6 of "The Socialist Platform."

Just Published, 24pp., Id.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

x

Price Id. ; post free, l^d. Usual price to Branches
or the trade.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.

SPECIAL PRICES .

FOR REM A IN D E R S.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.
By W. Morxis, with Music by E. B. Bax.

Threepence.

AIMS OF ART.

By W. Morris. On good paper.

Twopence.

The above will be sent on receipt of stamps fey

Secretary, Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.

Labour Emancipation League
CLUB AND INSTITUTE,

1 Hoxton Square, EL

CONCERT AND SOCIAL EVENING
SATURDAY, AUGUST Jth, at 8.30.

Admission by Programme, Twopence.

IRISH MINSTRELSY

:

Being a selection of

IRISH SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with Cover designed
by May Morris.

Royal Svo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Walter Scott, Warwick Lane, E.C.

Just Published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change,
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions
for the Socialist League.

Reeves & Turner, 193 Strand ; or Commonweal Office.

Printed and Published by William Mokrib and Josira Laxs
U la *arrin*u« i> R*-ad, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Mr. Matthews, in giving a well-deserved tribute to Sir Charles Warren

for acting up to the heart's desire of a Coercionist, denied that the

police had lost their popularity with the great mass of the people.

That may well be, as it is not easy to lose that which one has never

had ; but we may safely assert in Mr. Matthews' teeth that there are

many thousands of people who used to think nothing about the police,

or looked on them as a necessary useful machine, who now look upon

them with active detestation. Many a worthy citizen has had his love

for law-'n'-order shaken by the " admirable courage " of Sir Charles

Warren ; indeed, that is the definite gain that we have got from Tra-

falgar Square.

The Government have driven the Times Protection Bill (as the Daily

News happily calls it) through in the lump, and have thereby shown us

-once more, if we needed another example, how tremendously powerful

the rich men who govern society are, and in what a false position those

men put themselves who attack some of the consequences of this

tyranny, while they are not prepared to attack the tyranny itselL

This wretched Bill provides a council of three to report on the hope^

and necessities of the Irish, which everybody already knows all about,

with the intention of swaying public opinion to the stark reactionist

side again. Of course, the three will look at any evidence which is

brought before them from the purely conventional point of view. It

can only be hoped that the result of the humbug will be to push the

Irish Question on a stage further by exasperating both sides a little

more, and making the country feel more than it now does the idiotic

dead-lock which greed and jingoism have got us into.

C I must say that our comrade Bax's appeal to us to consider the

Question of Africa is very timely. Here we have now the Pope taking

the matter up, and urging the exploiters on to their task, and a Cardinal

preaching on the subject to a most respectable audience anent it ; an

audience who were naturally, whatever their religious differences might

be, most lovingly unanimous on this point. One paper says that this

task of civilising Africa is well worthy of Modern Christianity. Surely

that is undeniable. Tom Turnpenny never had a better job offered to

him ; 20 per cent, and the Gospel (or a thousand per cent, for what I

know) are tempting indeed. To save your soul and your business at

one stroke is certainly making the best of two worlds.

C It is true that some simple people might say : Why are the English

philanthropists and the Italian pietists so anxious about the interior of

Africa, when the interior of London is so handy to them 1 Would it

not be easier to deal with wage-slavery at home than chattel-slavery

.abroad ? Would not a resolute attempt to get rid of that do away
with far more misery than the abolition of the slave-trade in Africa 1

Is it not pretty certain that the extinction of wage-slavery would
render all forms of slavery unprofitable, and therefore cut them up by
the roots ?

• Well, these are simple questions ! The philanthropists, Italian and
English, Catholic and Protestant, are anxious about the African

•chattel-slavery just because they are anxious about the English and
Italian wage-slavery—that is, they are anxious that it should continue

without much friction, and allow them to go on living (as an Arab
slave-dealer does) on other people's misery. It is true some of them
who are able with a mighty effort to bring their minds to bear upon
the condition of the Interior of London, and who are not more ill-

natured than other people, are shocked a£ the consequences of wage-
slavery. But then nature will not allow us to grieve too much over
other people's misery (not even the best of us) if we cannot remedy
it ; and since these capitalist-philanthropists are forced to see that the

only remedy involves the loss of their position of idle superiority,

there is to them no remedy, and they soon cease to grieve or to think
of the unhappiness of London.

- Flatly it is much easier to deal with the African slavery than with
that of London ; always so long as you are prepared to make wage-
slavery and its misery take the place of chattel-slavery and its misery

in Africa, as it has done in Europe, and in the process to destroy

whatever compensatory pleasure exists in the ruder form of servitude.

The Cardinal drew a moving picture of the sufferings of the human
merchandize in transit, and we have got that well into our minds now.

But horw can we who live comfortably ever get into our minds the

multitudinous suffering, the forms of which are too numerous to

reckon up, of the millions at home whom our philanthropists cannot

deliver from their slavery 1 Or how many new forms of suffering, of

which we at home should hear nothing, would not the importation of

wage-slavery into barbarous countries create %

*- To put this matter in the fairest way possible—the present rulers of

society are bound by their position to seek for new markets in order

to work off the stock of wares which they go on producing by means
of partly unpaid labour ; they must do this whatever fresh suffering

the process entails on the barbarous population they civilise, or the
|

civilised population which they degrade far below barbarism. In the

barbarism which they destroy they can only supplant one form of

slavery by another ; and in the civilisation which they uphold they are

powerless to stem the flood of misery. In all this there is one element

of good, that their necessities are leading gradually but swiftly to the

extinction of the system which has produced all the misery and in-

capacityv

Mr. Balfour has further endeared himself to his countrymen and the

world at large, by laughing in his seat in Parliament when he was

questioned about a poor man who went mad in Limerick jail. No
objugatcry words could add to the disgrace which the mere statement

of this fact involves. This person afterwards said that Kennedy was

treated with " great kindness." Pray, was that before he went mad or

aftenvards ? We Socialists know pretty well what the " kindness " of

English prisons is, and the public have lately heard something of the

" kindness " of Irish ones. So the question is worth asking.

Mr. Wilberforce Bryant, in addressing the shareholders of his very

prosperous and no doubt highly philanthropic concern, has really gone

beyond the license which good-natured people are apt to allow to

persons driven into a corner. As to his figures and explanations we
know that every statement made can be figured and explained away,

while the fact of dreary life-long torment, falsely called work, and

something more than se?ni-starvation still remains, since indeed, as our

comrade Freedom remarks, averages don't fill people's bellies. Let all

that pass until Mr. Bryant chooses to explain why the 15 per cent,

dividend lately declared does not go to the workers whose labour has

earned it. And again, Mr. Bryant's coarse abuse of Mrs. Besant and

Herbert Burrows is not difficult to bear, and no doubt our comrades

look upon it as a certificate of honour, as showing that they at least

have done something.

But the accusation which Mr. Bryant made against the Trades'

Council, of admitting that the girls had nothing to complain of while

at the same time they were supporting the strike, was a serious one

;

as, if it had been true, they must have been stigmatised as acting with

treachery towards the workers who had trusted them, to say nothing

about their humbugging the general public. Happily, in her letter to

the Pall Mall of August 3rd, Mrs. Besant disposes of this falsehood,

and Mr. Bryant must finally be set down as a kind of champion of

shabbiness, really a prize animal of his kind. Meantime, there are

the match-girls, and many thousands like them, not to be disposed of

so easily as Mr. Bryant ! How long will it last ? Can anything to

come be quite as bad as our present " Society " 1 W. M.

Hopwood, Q.C., Recorder, in charging the grand jury at the Liver-

pool Quarter Sessions, entered into a long defence of his lenient sen-

tences, which have been the subject of considerable comment. " Long

sentences were cruel to the prisoner and injurious to the community.

The theory that long sentences would afford time for reflection, educa-

tion, and reform had not worked successfully. They only made the

criminal ©lasses more violent and cruel and a source of large and un

necessary expense to the taxpayers."
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This is quite a portion of the same subject as that affected by the
" curious return" dealt with elsewhere. There is no individual link in a
6h*ifc.-~The Rev. Sydney Smith, in his articles on the iniquitous Game
J££ws, dwelt on the shameful fact that one day's sport for the lord of

the nSanor or the squire often meant the ruin of as much food as would
bav$ kept the whole village for half the year ; that this waste of crops
*4though nominally compensated for—seldom was really repaid to the
Suffering cultivator ) that the high preserving naturally meant strin-

gent punishments for any infringement by the starving of the village

;

Cft&n meant the breaking up of the homestead, the wife and family
to the workhouse, the husband and perhaps eldest son to the county
jail.

For knocking down rabbit or hare, perhaps in the man's own gate-

way,—jail—loss of name—of work—of home; next, and naturally,

more crime (?), severer punishment, and so

" Heap heavier still the fetters, bar closer still the grate,

Patient as sheep we yield us up unto your cruel hate."

And so prisons—of both sorts—grow and grow, and so also does the
debt grow which " pruputty " owes ; owes, in that it is pledged for the
building and supporting its jails ; but owes in that more serious sense,

to the mass whom they have robbed and made criminal and poor.

" Choked with the soil for which you lust

The bit of clay for whose delight

You grasp, is mortgaged, too ; Death might
Foreclose the very day in dust."'

T. S.

THE REVOLT OF GHENT.
(Continued from p. 243.)

I'roissart goes on to say :

—

" This Saturday in the morning Philip van Artevelde ordained and
commanded that every man should make him ready to God, and caused
masses to be sung in divers places by certain friars that were with
him ; and so every man confessed him, and prayed to God for grace
and mercy. And there were certain sermons made, enduring an hour
and a half ; and there it was shewed to people by these friars and
clerks, figuring them to the people of Israel, whom King Pharaoh kept
long in servitude : and how after by the grace of God they were de-

livered, and led into the Land of Behest by Moses and Aaron, and
King Pharaoh and the Egyptians slain and taken. 'In likewise,

5

quoth these friars, { ye good people, ye be kept in servitude by your
lord the Earl of Flanders, and by your neighbours of Bruges, before
whom now ye be come, and shall be fought with by all likelihood, for

your enemies have great will to fight with you, for they fear little your
puissance. But sirs, take no heed to that, for God, who knoweth and
seeth all things, shall have mercy on you. Nor think nothing of that
ye have left behind you, for ye may well know it is without recover-

ance if ye be discomfited, therefore sell your lives valiantly, and die

if there be none other remedy honourably. And be not dismayed
if great puissance of people issue out of Bruges against you, for victory
lieth not in puissance of people, but it is all only God ; and by his

grace it hath been often times seen, as well by the Macabeus as by the
Romans, that a small people of good will, trusting in the grace of God,
hath discomfited a great number of people ; and sirs, in this quarrel

ye have good right and a just cause, and therefore by many reasons

ye ought to be hardy and of good comfort.'
" Thus with such words and other these friars preached to the people

that morning, wherewith they were well content. And three parts of

the host were houselled, showing themselves to have great trust in God.
And after these masses sung, then they assembled together on a little

hill, and there Philip van Artevelde, by great sentence, showed them
from point to point, the right that they thought they had in their

quarrel; and how that often times the town of Ghent had required
their lord the Earl to have mercy on them, but they could never come
to no point with him, but to the great confusion and damage of the
town of Ghent, and to the inhabitants thereof ; also saying, how they
were then come so far forth, that to recoil again they could not : and
also then to return (all things considered) they could win nothing
thereby, for they had left nothing behind them but poverty and heavi-

ness ; and moreover, he said, * sirs, think neither of your wives nor
' children, but think of your honour.

3 Thus such fair words Philip van
Artevelde showed among them, for he was well languaged, and could
speak right well, and well it became him ; and finally he said, ' Now,
fair lords, let us truly and equally depart our victual each to other like

brethren without any manner of outrage : for when this is spent, it

must behove us to seek for new, if we think to live.'

" And so then right humbly the carts were discharged, and the bread
was divided by the constables, and the two tuns of wine, the bottoms
were set upward ; and so there they dined with the bread and with
the wine, and were content with their small repast for that time, and
felt themselves better disposed, both in courage and in their members,
than and they had eaten more meat.

" And when this dinner was past, then they set themselves in order,

and drew themselves within their ribaudeaux, thewhich were high stakes,

bound with iron and sharp pointed, which they used ever to bear with
them in their war; and so they set them before their battle, and
•lo«ed themselves within them : and in this estate the three squires
that were sent from the Earl to see their demeaning found them : for

they approached so near that they might well aview them, for they
came just to their stakes ; but the Ghentois never stirred for all them,,
but let them alone, and made semblant that they were right joyful of
their coming.

"Then these courriers rode to Bruges to the Earl, and found him in
his lodging, with a great number of knights and squires with him :

so they came through the press to the Earl, and they spake out aloud,
because the Earl would they should be heard : and so there tney
showed how they had ridden so near to the Ghentois, that they might
have shot at them if they had list, but they sufiered them to pass-

peaceably; and also they showed how they had seen their banners.
Then the Earl demanded what number of people they were by estima-
tion : they answered, that surely as they could descry, they passed not
a five or six thousand. Then the Earl said, 'Well, let every man
apparel himself, I will go fight with them : they shall not depart with-
out battle.' And therewith the trumpets did sound through Bruges,*
and then every man armed him, and assembled in the market place,

and set themselves in order with their banners, as was the usage. And
before the Earl's lodging assembled lords, knights, and squires. '

" When everything was ready, then the Earl went to the market
place, and saw there great number of people well ordered and arranged,
whereof he rejoiced ; and so at his commandment every man drew in
good order into the fields. It was great pleasure to behold them

:

they were a forty thousand armed men, and so, what a horseback and
afoot. They came near to the place where the Ghentois were, and
there they rested : and by that time that the Earl was come thither,
it was past noon and the sun began to decline. Then some said to-

the Earl, c Sir, ye see yonder your enemies, they be but a handful of
men, as to the regard of your company, and sir, they cannot fly away;
we would counsel you not to fight with them this night, let them alone
till to-morrow, and sir, thereby ye shall see what they will do ; they
shall be feebler than they be now, for they have nothing to eat.' The
Earl accorded well to that counsel, and would that it should so have
been done ; but they of Bruges were so hot and hasty to fight, that
they would not abide, but said, set on them, they shall not long endure

;

and so then they of Bruges began to shoot guns at them : and then they
of Ghent discharged at once three hundred guns at one shot, and so
turned about the plash of water, and caused the sun to be in the eyes
of them of Bruges, the which grieved them sore, and so entered in
among them and cried ' Ghent

'
; and as soon as they of Bruges heard

them cry ' Ghent ' and heard so many guns come in among them, and
|aw how they set full front on them, like falsehearted people and of
>vil courage, they gave way to the Ghentois to enter in among them -

y

and so without any defence they cast down their weapons and turned
their backs : then the Ghentois, seeing well how their enemies were
discomfited, kept themselves still close together, and beat down on
both sides and before them, and ever went forth crying ' Ghent

'
; say-

ing also, 'Follow, follow, our enemies are discomfited, and let us
enter into Bruges with them ; God hath regarded us this evening by
his pity.' And as they said, so they did, for they pursued them of
Bruges sharply ; and as they overtook them they slew them, and tarried

not, but kept on still their way, and ever they of Bruges fled on before :

there were many slain and beaten down, for among them of Bruges
there was no defence.

" I trow there was never so unhappy people, nor more* recreantly

maintained themselves, for all the great pride and bobance that they
were of before. Some would think and suppose by imagination that
there had been some treason, the which was not so ; it was none other
but their simple defence and evil fortune that fell on them.

" When the Earl of Flanders and the company that was about him
saw the evil order and rule of them of Bruges, and saw how they were
discomfited by their own folly, and could see no recoverance, for

they fled away before the Ghentois, the Earl then was abashed, and
all they that were about him, and so discomfited, that they fled away,,

'

every man to save himself. Of a truth, if they of Bruges would have
returned again, and assailed the Ghentois with their help, they had
been likely to have recovered all again ; but they saw no remedy, for

they fled toward Bruges as fast as they might; the father tarried not
for the son, nor the son for the father.

" So then the men of arms and all brake their array, but they had
no list to take the way to Bruges : the press was so great in the way
toward Bruges, that it was marvel to see and to hear the clamour and
cry of them that were slain and hurt ; and the Ghentois following

them of Bruges, crying ' Ghent, Ghent,' still going forward, and beating
down of people. The most part of the men of arms would not put
themselves in that peril ; howbeit, the Earl was counselled to draw to

Bruges, and to be one of the first that should enter, and then to close

the gates, to the intent that the Ghentois should not be lords of Bruges.
The Earl seeing none other remedy, nor no recoverance by abiding in

the field, for he saw well every man fled, and also it was dark night,

wherefore he believed the counsel that was given him, and so took the

way toward Bruges, with his banner before him, and so came to the

gate, and entered with the first and a forty with him. Then he set

men to keep the gate, and to close it if the Ghentois did follow : then
the Earl rode to his own lodging, and sent all about the town, com-
manding every man, on pain of death, to draw to the market place.

The intention of the Earl was to recover the town by that means ; but
he did not, as ye shall hear after."

{To be concluded).

He who will not reason is a bigot ; he who cannot is a fool ; he who dar« net s

a slave.
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TRUE ECONOMY.
Work for Food and Food for Work.

It would seem madness to some of the very superior persons who are

-called Professors of Political Economy, to say that they had best burn
their books and study Ebenezer Elliott, and yet in his works will be

found some very useful matter and argument in support of a complete

revolution in the matter of what is called " Poor Relief." In the pre-

face to " The Splendid Village
j;

is an argument which is rapidly coming
home to the property owners, who are finding the realisable values

being gradually eaten away by the constantly and rapidly increasing

load of debt, for which local rates are pledged for many years ahead.

The " Loans " which local authorities are raising on the security of the

ratepayer's property is, much of it, extravagantly and corruptly ex-

pended on " Pauper Palaces," and the result of twenty-five years of

such work is now beginning to be understood.

A curious return has just been presented to the City of London
Poor Law Guardians. One woman had been in and out of the work-
house twenty-three years and 148 days, had two children, was only

twenty-seven years of age, and had already cost the ratepayers £382.
Another single woman was aged thirty-four, who had three children in

the schools, and who had cost £540. A third was thirty-seven years

of age, and had cost the parish £750. These three single women with
their ten children had cost the ratepayers over £1,600. Hurrah ! So
much for " our sturdy English common-sense and business capacity

"

of which we hear so much twaddle. Where is the business capacity

after all, which drives the price of labour down and makes it up in

parish doles to the mother—with the addition of a degraded pauper-

hred race of starvelings ?

PAUPER children.

" Dwarfish, farnish'd, and weakly stooping,

Bloodless fingers beside them drooping,
Listless, lifeless, and nothing hoping,

—

Pauper babes are these :

Smileless, aged, and woe-begone,
With the prominent jaws of the skeleton,

And filmy eyes, and faces brown

—

Like the face of a beast—with a horrible down

—

Look on them, Landlord ! look and own,
Not flesh of thy flesh, but bone of thy bone,
Stalks from the seed which thou hast sown,
Thine by thy Famine-whip, Heart of stone !

Begetter of miseries ! t

Lo ! where body and soul starvation,
Idiot grinning Emaciation,
Is nursing the youth of the nation

..... but what carest thou ?

Landed Cain, with the branded brow,
Who rivest the heart with famine's plough,
Strewing wild hate where grain should grow.
Curse him loudly ! but tremble too,

For the curse returneth again to you,
Whose wrath stood by while your fellow slew :

Murder's Accomplice the whole week through !

Hypocrite, on thy knees,
Grumbling that time will make all things even,
Mumbling profitless one day in seven,
' Of such is the kingdom of heaven !

'

"

'•" The curse is returning," and some of the ratepayers are beginning to

see it ; a few more returns of the cost of hereditary pauperism will

possibly arouse a few more ratepayers to the extravagance of the
pauper-breeding-capitalist-competitive-system. To take one case out of

many. Not long since some £120,000 was spent for a new "work"
house for St. Saviour's, not the largest parish in London. I am deal-

ing here, so far as possible, with cold-blooded facts and figures, but yet
can hardly help calling to aid some of the invective poured by Carlyle

on that Pest House the Poor House. Pest House in the truest sense
of the term, for it is proved now that these immense pauper barracks
are centres <of a constantly increasing contagion; are in no possible

manner a remedy but the very reverse. The above curious return is

•only one proof of many. Pauper mothers have pauper children by
pauper fathers, and bred up as paupers, started in life as paupers,
many, if not most, grow up as paupers, and return to their early home
to finish in a pauper's grave.

Instead of spending £120,000 in such a pauper-breeding cage, had
the money been spent in a manner which would give an opportunity
for reproductive labour for the benefit of the absolute labourer, instead
of for a vast gang of highly-paid swindling officials (vide Eastern
Hospitals Inquiry and Metropolitan Board of Works Inquiry), pau-
perism would be killed and not cultivated.

The one greatest preventive is the land monopolist, and this is con-
stantly being shown in the fact that in every suggestion made to deal
extensively with the question of the unemployed, the first look is

towards the land and food production. Rev. Herbert V. Mills' very
second-hand "Poverty and the State," is one recent work in this

direction; and during the last three or four days there have been
three or four different and distinct meetings and conferences on pre-
cisely the same lines. A festival in aid of the Philanthropic Society's
Farm School at Redhill, was held at Willis's Rooms, with an earl

presiding.
^
At Westminster Palace Hotel a meeting of the Society

for Promoting Industrial Villages. In the report of the proceedings
it is stated, with considerable truth I think :

" It was by no means so
necessary to the working-classes that they should secure the greatest
possible cheapness in the articles they wanted to purchase, as that they

should have the means of purchasing at all," and farther, that good;

food and occupation could be secured even here in England if 0ttly!

" the best use was made of the land."

Closer still in connection with the report on the expensive paujpffr;

mothers, was a Conference of Metropolitan PoorLaw Guardians, iraiwir

Rev. S. A. Barnett (Vicar of St. Jude's, Whitechapel) read a paj&r!

urging the employment on the land of the unskilled labourers in <ka
poor-houses. Workless Workers for Unworked Land is also to foe

carefully considered by a special Committee of the Mansion House
Fund, and is plainly one of the first points to attack. Before any
great progress is made, however, one or two serious breaches wilL be
made in orthodox teachings. " Agriculture don't pay " is a term which
has become a fetish ; that it don't pay because some idler wants two
ears of corn out of every three, is left aside.

Now that " curious returns " are proving we are fast returning to

the state of 1833, when whole parishes were thrown up as valueless

by reason of the Poor Rate being more than the value, perhaps pro-

perty owners will reconsider. Thos. Shore, jun.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending August 18, 1888.

12 Sun.

13 Mon.

14 Tues.

15 Wed.

16 Thur.

17 Fri.

18 Sat.

1793. Peart and Belcher convicted of selling Paine.

1845. Labour Riot at Dunfermline. 1881. E. J. Trelawney died,

1882. W. S. Jevons drowned.

1794. Trial of Robert Watt for high treason. 1884. Nihilist ex-
plosion at Kazan. 1886. French workmen delegates in

London.

1797. Trial of John Binns for seditious words. 1839. Trial of

Rev. J. R. Stephens for inciting to riot. 1843. Great
Repeal Demonstration on the Hill of Tara. 1886. Socialist

demonstration in Brussels.

1678. Andrew Marvell died. 1819. Peterloo Massacre. 1851.

Lopez garotted. 1886. Workmen's Party Congress atMons.

1842. " Seditious " placard issued by Chartists at Manchester.

1746. Lords Balmerino and Kilmarnock beheaded for rebellion.

1789. Declaration of Rights of Man at Versailles. 1839.

Chartist church parades.

Death of W. Stanley Jevons.—This distinguished political economist ensured
his immortality in the history of the science by discovering, and compelling the
economic world to accept, what is now universally 1 regarded as the true theory
of exchange value. His other contributions to economics were of temporary or
secondary importance, although these, with the rest of his works, all contain
striking ideas, applied with vigour, wide knowledge of facts, and patient common-
sense. But his principle that normal value is the ratio between the relative
" final" utilities of the commodities (that is, between the estimated nett utility

to the person in question of the last item of each commodity) has now definitely

succeeded the crude form of its rival, the Smith-Ricardo-Marx "labour cost"
theory. The two theories are, however, seen to harmonise, upon a proper recog-

nition of the "law of diminishing return," and normal value may therefore now
be stated indifferently as a ratio either between final (marginal) utilities, or
between the respective costs of production of the most costly item of the con-

temporary supply of each commodity, accordiug as the psychical or the industrial

point of view is the more apposite. Jevons hit upon this idea of " final utility"

as a youth, and communicated it to the world at a British Association meeting
in I860 ; although he had been anticipated by Walras, Cournot, and other foreign

economists, it made no impression until the publication in 1871 of his * Theory of

Political Economy/ a work otherwise remarkable as the revival of an attempt to

treat economics mathematically (2nd edition, enlarged, 1879). His work on
' Money and the Mechanism of Exchange' (1875), remains the best exposition of

matters of currency ; but Socialists will be more interested in ' The State in

Relation to Labour ' (1882), in which he definitely discarded the principle of

laissez /aire. His other chief works were ' Pure Logic' (1864), 'The Coal Ques-
tion ' (1S65), 'The Substitution of Similars ' (1869), 'The Principles of Science

'

(1874), 'Studies in Deductive Logic' (1880), 'Investigations in Currency and
Finance' (1SS4, edited by Professor H. S. Foxwell), and innumerable economic
and social essays. His shilling 'Primer of Political Economy' is the cheapest
good book on the subject. His work in economics is essentially that of a
transition period. Though revolting against the individualism of Ricardo and
Mill's earlier manner, he never completely realised the idea of social organism,
and he failed accordingly to determine the relation between aggregate social

utility and the " final utility" of the " catallactic atoms" which did duty to

him for man. His last work shows, however, a great advance in this respect,

and his premature drowning by accident when bathing cut short what would
probably have been a life of increasing usefulness in these days of economic
ignoiance in high places.—S. W.

Andrew Marvell.—Among all the black crimes of that crafty, heartless, super-
sensual despot, Charles Stuart the younger, facetiously called the " Merry Mon-
arch," and blesser of his country with so many royal graces to-day, no crime can
compare in blaok-hearted wantonness with the secret assassination of Andrew
Marvell. Marvell never professed to be an enemy of royalty, but he was an
enemy of sham and dishonesty of all kinds. In a glaringly rotten age, he might
almost be called the one honest man in England. Priestcraft, kingcraft, state-

craft, and every other craft, had in turn assailed his true metal, and tried to

leave a smirch, but all in vain. That superlative corrupter of a whole nation,

Charles the Second, could not abide that one honest eye should spy upon his

career, or that one honest tongue should remain to tell the shameful tale. After
trying all maimer of bribes to corrupt the member for Hull, nothing remained
but to remove Marvell by secret poison. It is a notorious example of the tenaeious

sycophancy of royal lick-spittles that the church custodians of St. Giles-in-the-

Field, where the bones of the incorruptible patriot repose, refuse to have any
inscription placed there to his memory. It is also worthy of note, as a sample;

of the impudent ignorance of that party in the country proclaiming themselves
as " conservative " par excellence, that Marvell, the brightest example of an honest
legislator, was the last to receive from his constituents the time-honoured pay-
ment rife in the days when men went to Westminster to defend the rights of

their constituents, not to arrange stock-jobbing thievery for themselves.—L. W.

1 i.e., by the Jevonian wing of the ?
c orthodox" economists.—W. M. v/
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2^7™*°* HEARD HOW W HAS °°NE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW. FIRST, FEW MENBD IT, NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT
J LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT 1T-AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd. ,E.G., and accompanied
6y the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-
tion %n these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
thi.views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

^S^cted MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

Biz months, 8s.; three months, Is. 6d.
Mu&iness communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

J. B. G.—Have no knowledge of person you name.
" England's Hold on India " is unavoidably crowded out. It is in type, and will

appear next week.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday August 8.

Newark—Arbeiter-Zeitung Cremona—II Democratico
Paterson (N J) Labor Standard Gazetta Operaia
St. Louis (Mo.)—Die Parole oplTV
Coast Seamen's Journal

England
freedom
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Telegraph Service Gazette
Worker's Friend

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Der Sozialist

Freiheit
Truthseeker
Jewish Volkszeitung
Alarm

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Detroit—Der Arme Teufel
Port Worth (Tex)—South West
Milwaukee—National Reformer

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier (daily)
La Revolte
Le Coup de Feu

Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Arbeiterstimme

Italy
Milan—II Fascio Operaio
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta

El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario
Porto- A Revolucao Social

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme
Wien—Gleichheit

Roumania
Jassy—Muncitoriul

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten

Norway
Kristiania—Social-Democraten

West Indtes
Cuba—El Productor

WILLIAM LOVETT.
William Lovett, the original draughtsman and penman of the People's
Charter, was born May 8, 1800, in the little fishing village of Newlyn,
about a mile westward of Penzance, Cornwall. His mother was a
West-country woman, his father a Hull man, trading as captain of a
small vessel calling at Falmouth. He was drowned before William
was born, and Mrs. Lovett and the child were taken care of by her
brother, a ropemaker ; who, however, dying early, again left Mrs.
Lovett to the rough battle of life, and she gained a living for herself, her
boy, and aged mother by selling fish in Penzance market. Mrs. Lovett
seems to have made somewhat of a struggle to give the boy some
education, but in his " Life and Struggles in Pursuit of Bread, Know-
ledge, and Freedom " (Trubner, 1876), Lovett says he was possessed of
a greater love of play than learning. He reports of one school which
he attended that he saw a boy hung up by his thumbs, his toes only
just touching the ground ; the next school he went to had a bit of a
wag and possibly a Republican for master. One day Lovett having to
set his own writing copy, v rote " All kings have long heads "

; opposite
to this the master wrote " All horses have longer heads." It may be
this had some effect on Lovett's thinking later on. Lovett was appren-
ticed to the rope-making, and after serving his time and passing
through various changes of fortune by slackness of trade, was at last

^
induced to leave his native place and journey to London, that universal
refuge; left home June 23rd, 1823, travelling by water, and arrived a
total stranger with the large sum of 30s. to commence a new life with.
While serving his time as a rope-maker, he had always been much in-

clined to carpentering and cabinet work in his spare hours, and failing
now in London* to get work at rope-making got a job as carpenter, later
on developing into a skilled cabinet maker and working at that trade
for some years.

In his " Life " he gives some interesting details of " Mapleism " in
the cabinet-making trade of sixty years ago. By means of the
Mechanic's Institute he was adding to his mental stores.

After getting married he invested some small savings in a small
general shop in May's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane, which was not a
success. He was next invited to take the situation of storekeeper to
the " First London Association," one of the first co-operative stores
started in the southern part of England. This early identified him
with the co-operative movement, and entailed some sacrifice, as the
salary was less than he would have earned at his other trade, but this
loss was a small thing to Lovett, who all through his life went for
social progress and good of his fellows rather than any personal gains.

In his account of his work in the co-operative movement he gives a
picture of Robert Owen, which is not a very pleasing one.

In 1831 he had some trouble with the authorities, because he re-
fused either to serve in the militia or pay tor a substitute. For this
his goods were seized. He started a Plan of Campaign based on " No
Yote, No Musket." He suffered much loss, but he broke down a
shameful system then in vogue. In this year was started "The
National Union of the Working-classes and others, its objects being
the Protection of Working-men, the Free Disposal of the Produce of
Labour, Effectual Reform of the Commons House of Parliament, Re-
peal of all Bad Laws, and to collect and organise a peaceful expression
of public opinion."

Agitation now occupied a very large portion of his time, and as fast
as one society or association failed, another took its place ; the failures
were not few. One of the main sources of this failure was the in-
famous spy system, which was worked by the authorities to the very
fullest extent. By this means a society was soon weakened by doubt
among the members, and then broken up by being hurried to some
vain show of strength, or more often still by lying informations lead-
ing to illegal breaking up of meetings, and still more illegal arrests
and imprisonments of each set of leaders.

Lovett naturally came often into collision with the authorities in these
matters ; and, though never giving any sanction to the physical force
party, making in fact some violent enemies among that party by his
persistent stand for moral force, yet he was not always able to come
out unscathed when opposed by perjured Croarn spies and witnesses.

In 1832, the Government ordered a general fast as an appeal to God
to remove cholera. Lovett and his co-workers believed a " feast " to
his class would be of more good. A subscription was started to pro-
vide by help of those who could afford it, a dinner for those who could
not. The dinner to be preceded by a procession, but no public meet-
ings. There was an immense gathering, a hundred thousand people,
said one report, assembled in Finsbury Square. Lovett, James Watson
and Henry Hetherington headed the procession, and attempted to take-
a walk through the Strand, Piccadilly, Hyde Park, Oxford Street, and
Holborn. They were treated as we were treated on Bloody Sunday,,
November 13, 1887. At Temple Bar the road was blocked by police^
armed with truncheons and drawn cutlasses "admirably adapted for
fighting in a crowd," said one of the organs of law-'n'-order. Going
by Chancery Lane to Holborn another body of police blocked the
way ; twisting and turning to avoid these, they found themselves in
Tottenham Court Road, when some lost patience and forced a passage,,
when staves came into play, and further trouble was prevented by
turning into North Crescent and with a few words dismissing the
crowd to dinner. After such an earnest effort by the police to provoke*
a great riot, some one had to suffer even though no riot took' place, and
Lovett, Watson, and Benbow were arrested, and on May 16, 1832
charged at Clerkenwell Sessions House with being " disaffected and ill-

disposed persons, who with force and arms had made a great riot
tumult, and disturbance," and " with having for the space of five hours *

caused great terror and alarm to all the liege subjects of the Kino-."
The trial was worthy of a Crimes Court in Ireland, and to point the
comparison a Mr. Roach was chairman. The jury acquitted. In the
following May, the Calthorpe Street Riot took place, when the police,
remembering their previous failure, got to work much sharper, and
very speedily had a crowd of dangerously wounded men, women, and
children. One policeman was killed, and at the inquest a verdict was
brought in of Justifiable Homicide ; and when a man named George
Fursey was put on trial for killing a policeman named Brook, the jury
brought in a verdict of acquittal, which was received with immense
applause. Lovett was not at this meeting, not being much in favour
of it, and also having promised to complete some dining-tables he was
making ; but for this he would have been in a bad fix, for a police spy
named Popay seems to have laid a complete plan to finally deliver
Lovett to the enemy.

In 1S36, Lovett was appointed to draw up an Act for the regulation
of Friendly Societies ; and about the same time he drafted a tellino-

petition against land monopoly, which was extensively signed and then
presented by Cobbett to the Commons, and by Lord King to the
House of Lords.

The war against stamped newspapers helped to keep Lovett busy,
and brought him in contact with many of the widest known names in-

the history of cheaper information—a movement sometimes called the
" Fight for a Free Press."

"The London Working-men's Association," started in this year,.

issued a very attractive address and programme, and made one of the
very earliest efforts towards Internationalism between the workino-
classes in an "Address to the Working-classes of Belgium," called forth
by a Government prosecution of Jacob Kats, who was fined and
imprisoned for calling a meeting of fellow labourers. This was
answered in an eloquent address from the working-men of Belgium •

for inserting this the Journal du Peuple was prosecuted.

In 1837, a petition to the Queen was prepared by Lovett and his
co-workers, and on desiring to present it personally they were informed
that it could be done by the deputation, which must attend in Court
dress at the next levee. They didn't do so, but let Lord John Russell
present it. Thos. Shore, jun.

{To be concluded.)

Another labor paper, the Labor Globe, of Knoxville, Tenn., has died for lack
of support. It should have given a column or two to sporting affairs.—Pittsburg
Lahor Tribune.
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LETTER FROM AMERICA.
Th|j big iron and steel workers' strike in the west of the Alleghenny Moun-
tains is completely over. There was a meeting of the Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation on the 18th July. The following resolution was adopted :

" Kesolved,
That the conference committee of manufacturers be dissolved and that all
members of the Association of Manufacturers of Iron, Steel, and Nails who
have not signed the Amalgamated scale be absolved from all pledges, written
or otherwise, and are authorised to act in their individual capacity regarding
the starting of their work." Most of the firms have signed the wage scale
drawn up by the workers' committee. There may be a few idiots who may
try to run their shops with non-union men, but they will soon be worsted
under the present conditions.
The defeat of the bosses will most assuredly lead to the formation of a

trust—that is, to the formation of a union of such manufacturers as will
not only pledge tnemselves not to act independently, but who will all place
themselves liable to a heavy forfeit in case of breaking faith. Half a dozen
men worth a good many millions are taking the lead. This plan will also
contemplate the taking care of weak firms who have contracts and who
cannot stand a long strike. The success of the other trusts as against work-
men and the public in general has led to this plan.
Of the few persons now left in Chicago who dare to think independently

and who are also not afraid to speak their minds, Mrs. Lucy Parsons is one.
When told of the recent arrests made in Chicago, she told a reporter : They
haven't murdered any Anarchists since November last, and they seem to be
thirsting for more blood. I don't believe there was a conspiracy only in the
hellish imagination of Bonfield and his minions. If Grinnell and Gary are
not killed very soon, I will kill them myself, and you can rest assured I will
not make a botch of it. Pointing to her ten-year-old boy, Albert, she con-
tinued : What do you suppose I am raising him for ? I shall teach him that
his father was murdered, and by whom ! Those red-handed butchers had
better look out.

One dynamite scare was not sufficient for Mr. Bonfield, so he had to dis-
cover another conspiracy. "If you are to be the saviour of society, well,
do it well," seems to be the motto of the Chicago ruffian. Last week, on the
27th of July, we were startled to read the following news in our capital-
istic press : Bonfield, who believes in the iron hand and is not in favour of
leniency toward those who make it a business (mark the phrase !) to over-
turn the existing order of things, has of late been diligently at work in
Chicago, and of course he discovered some time ago evidence of a dynamite
plot to murder several people obnoxious to the Anarchists and destroy any
amount of property. So far our C. P. Well, what did Bonfield do ? With
a large force of club-swingers and revolver-shooters, he went to the house
of three Bohemian workmen, Jobn Hronek, Frank Chebowa, and Frank
Chapak, and he—the mighty Bonfield—discovered there a dagger, poisoned
of course—you never read a penny-horrible without a poisoned dagger—

a

revolver—fancy that !—and several bombs, loaded and not loaded—oh my !Now this conspiracy was got up to remove Judge Gary, Judge Grinnell,
Captain Schaack, and Inspector Bonfield. The State of Illinois, the U.S. and
all surrounding villages, were to be blown up—so Bonfield maintains. About
tne.dynamite found in his house Hronek is said to have given the following
explanation: "Just after the Haymarket affair a friend of mine, whose
name is Frank Karafiat, came to me and said he had some dynamite he
wanted me to keep for him, as he was afraid to have it aronnd him. He
had to go out of town, and I let him put it in the house. 1 got afraid, and
threw some of it in the river, but the rest I couldn't dispose of, because
1 was afraid I'd meet a policeman who would arrest me. I meant to throw
it all in the river, but didn't get a chance ; but I haven't been in anv con-
spiracy. Bonfield says Chlebowa has split and told the following storv :He begins with his first meeting with Hronek and Chappak, and describes
how Hronek told about a bomb which he had invented. It was no bu'o-er
than a base-ball, but unusually destructive. It was filled with dynamite
and broken glass. These bombs were to be used against the two judges, the
inspector, and Captain Schaack. Chlebowa was particularly assigned to the
captain and the inspector. Hronek was to give the signal and to tell just
what they were to do in the way of avenging the martyrs. About July 1
he was visited by Hronek, who brought him two bombs of the broken glass
variety, and. two sticks of dynamite from which he was to make bombs of
gaspipe after the usual pattern. The other two men were also supplied with
bombs and dynamite. He had the stuff in the house for about a week and
then grew so afraid that it wo\ild be discovered that he made away with it
by throwing it in a privy vault."
However, the statement of Bonfield about Chlebowa's confession has as

yet not been confirmed. A fourth man, also a Bohemian, has been arrested,
but 1 have not been able as yet to ascertain his name. Both Chlebowa and
Chapak have been released against 5,000 dols. bail each. Hronek is still in
3 ™ T

he case Wiil be PrePared for the grand jury, who meet this week.
Ine latest news is this : It is still uncertain whether the police had a con-

fession from one of the three Anarchists first imprisoned. The impression
after careful investigation by the local papers, points decidedly against the
existence of any statement made by either of the prisoners.
The truth of the whole story may be this. Hronek had some stuff in his

house since the Haymarket affair, of which he could not dispose. A friend
of his who knew about it, and with whom he had a row, denounced him to
the police, and Bonfield for the purpose of his own glorification constructed
the whole conspiracy.

The Burlington Case.

July 16th.—A Conference was held this afternoon at the office of the
Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Road, at which the strikers were repre-
sented (?) by Chief P. M. Arthur, of the locomotive engineers, and Chief

i •

gent
'
°f the firemen

-
HoSe and Murphy were also present. The

omcials of the two Brotherhoods at once assured the railroad men that they
had no sympathy with dynamiters, nor lawlessness in any form. All agreed
that it would be well if the strike could be ended.

°

The trial was resumed this morning. The testimony of informer Smith
was in the same line as that of Bowles.
July 17th.—"We will use all our influence to have the strike declared

off, said Mr. Arthur this morning. " The Brotherhood has no pity nor
respect for men who will proceed to such damnable deeds. There is no
sympathy for them."

July 18th.- The biggest sensation yet in connection with the "Q" case
was that which McGinn, of Pinkerton's detective agency, sprung on the
public to-day. McGinn admitted to-day that Wilson, one of the accused
men, was a Pinkerton man. Wilson arose, left the accused men, and took a
seat near lh*. prosecuting attorney, Ewing. There are four informers now,

viz., Bowles, Wilson, Smith, and Kelly;
He produced the following letter :

—

Bowles was on the stand to-day.

"Peoria, 111., June 27, 1888.
" To J. A. Bowles :— < ,y
" Dear Sir and Brother,—If you think that that matt ycusjjeak of is watching,

you, don't do anything that would make you suspicious. I think you could give
him the slip easy at night by taking a walk to the next town, and if the — ~

—

should follow you shoot him, for I would not have any meroy on any tSiat
would follow me. ''

-

" S. A. Bauereisen;"

Bowles was hissed by the audience in the Court-room. :

July 19.—The impression is gaining ground among the strikers thatchair-
m&n Hoge, of the Locomotive Grievance Committee, is a Pinkerton de-
tective. ' '

•.*">

Much curiosity was expressed to-day as to what the defence would be;
The lawyer of the defence said simply : "We rest our case and are prepared
to discuss proofs." Commissioner Hoyne said : "The prosecution has pre-
sented a good probable case against the prisoners, and I should not be per-
forming my duty unless I referred the charges against all the prisoners to
the Grand Jury. It is for the Grand Jury to pass upon the men's guilt or
innocence."

The Court ordered that the amount of bail should remain as already fixecT^

5,000 dols. each. The three prisoners, Broderick, Bauereisen, and GodingL
were not allowed their liberty on bail.

July 20th.—The two chairmen, Hoge and Murphy, are travelling rounds
the country to induce the strikers to end the strike, but everywhere the
strikers declare they desire the strike to continue. The Radicals have ob-y
tained a complete ascendency on all the Western and several of the Eastern
roads.

A peculiar state of affairs was developed to-day, when the case of con-
spiracy against chairman Hoge and Murphy of the Burlington strikers was..
called in court. Neither of the accused was present, and Frank Collier,,

attorney for the Burlington Company, and representing the prosecution,
surprised everybody by a request that the case be continued. He explained,
his reason for this strange action by saying :

" Hoge and Murphy are now
out of the city on an extensive tour, doing virtually the company's work."
Counsel for the defence made no objection to a continuance, and the Court
granted a postponement of one week.
July 21st.—Ex-Engineer Aug. Keogel, a prominent Brotherhood man in

Aurora, 111., was arrested on a charge of assisting Bauereisen. Keogel fur-
nished bonds for his appearance on Wednesday next. *

July 22nd.—Nothing new.
July 23rd.—A Committee of Strikers has been formed to agitate for the>

repeal of the Merritt laws. So Parson's word comes true :
" The same men

who cried loudest for the adoption of the Merritt laws now cry loudest for
the repeal."

Newark, N.J., July 24, 1888. Henry F. Charles..

NATIONAL ANTHEM FOR 1851.

(Taken from "Voices from the Workshop on the Exhibition of 1851," a Id.

broadsheet, printed by the "Working Printers, 4a, Johnson's Court, Fleet
Street," and sold at 8, George Street, Euston Square.)

God save the working-man,
The skilful artizan,

The son of toil,

—

To him thy aid impart,
Strengthen his hands and heart,
Bid all his foes depart
From British soil.

Shine forth celestial light,

Let might give way to right,

Let tyrants fall

;

Confound their policy,

Expose their trickery,
Destroy their usury.

Disperse them all.

With mighty power come down,
Hurl Mammon from his throne,
Bid slavery cease ;

Give industry its own,
Genius with honour crown,
Let Britain win renown,
By acts of peace.

Clothe idleness with shame,
Give vice its proper name,
However drest

;

Give knowledge liberty,

Wisdom authority,
That Labour's sons may be
By Justice blest

!

CORKESPONDENCE.

An "English Churchman and reader of the Commonweal" writes to us as
follows:—"The Son of Man hath not where to lay his head." A tiny
incident shows that the Christians of a highly respectable London suburb
are still proving Christianity to be true by illustrating this state of things
very practically. Eespectability bids the black-coated, top-hatted pieties
who monopolise the parish church of this suburb (they don't care a rap for
an old but savage letter written by an ex-fisherman and clergyman of their
own persuasion named James, because they call it

u inspired,"—meaning-
evacuating formula!). Well, E. bids them have their "services" choral;
Competition bids them do things on a fine scale ; so they have a solo-boy,
all the way from fifteen miles the other side of London. Convenience places
the boy at school in the suburb : no difficulty till the summer holidays

:

school closes : boy come3 up on Sundays : then, to the mingling of laughter
and deep pain of every man who looks at Fact, not Formula ; Thing, not
Wrapping, not a soul can be found to offer him—a dinner ! Ears tickled,,
the inanities stalk home : this small bright human being has no corner at
any dining table ! What a mess of snobbism, selfishness, and insouciance!
Priests and Levites of the Parable, ye are not in it !

"

A Word to Wives.—We tell our children that if they are but shrewd,
and industrious and economical enough they may some day become as rich
as Vanderbilt or Gould. Not only do ambitious parents thus give their
children a wrong start in life, but in too many homes you will find an,
ambitious wife, who loves money and distinction, urging on her husband tp-
the acquisition of these things, not infrequently to his and her financial and
social ruin. —Revel Hugh 0. Pentecost.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Clyde Shipbuilding.—Monday afternoon, 6th, 100 men were thrown idle

in the shipbuilding yard of Napier and Sons, Glasgow, owing to a dispute
amongst the heaters of rivets.

Cable Chain Strike.—The strike in the South Staffordshire cable chain
trade practically terminated on Monday, 6th, it being announced at a
meeting of the operatives at Cradley Heath, that, with the exception of one
small employer, all the masters had granted an advance, and the men would
resume work immediately.

Cabinet Makers Combine.—A well-attended meeting was held at Shore-
ditch Town Hall on the 1st, for the purpose of strengthening the Trade
Societies. Several M.P.'s were there and spoke, Stuart and Pickersgill
doing their usual respectable platitudes, with which those present were
however quite content, promptly shutting up the one speaker who dared to

be more advanced.

Cardroom Strike.—The strike of card and blowing-room operatives at

Brickhouse Mill, Bury and Elton, still continues. The local Card and Blow-
ing-room Hands5 Association has for the second week paid to its members
and also non-members out on strike the sum of £8, 4s. 4d., the rate of pay-
ment being 5s. per week for females, and 10s. per week for males, with Is.

per head for children under ten years of age in the latter case.

London Compositors.—At the one hundred and sixty-second quarterly
delegate meeting, held at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street, on
"Wednesday, 1st, a highly satisfactory report was submitted by the secretary.

This is now the largest centralised trade union in the United Kingdom,
numbering 7,300 members, and having an invested capital of £23,000.
Delegates were elected to represent the society at the forthcoming Trade
Union Congress at Bradford, and the meeting adjourned until the 15th inst.

Nut and Bolt Strike.—On Thursday, 2nd, a meeting "of nut and bo't

makers was held at Darlaston, to consider advisability of calling out those
men who are employed in the small works where notice has not yet been
given demanding wages in accordance with the list of 1881. Kesolutions
were passed in favour of the operatives continuing to " play on " at the
factories where the employers refuse to pay the advance ; also in favour of

the workmen giving notice at the small factories for the payment of list

prices.,

Strike in the Northampton Boot Trade.—The boot and shoe rivetters

and finishers employed at the Northampton factory of Messrs. Joseph
Dawson and Sons, of Northampton and London-wall, E.C., resolved on
Friday, 3rd, to come out on strike on the wages question. The dispute may
affect a number of manufactories in town, as the men's union decided last

week to insist on special wages being paid by all metropolitan manufacturers
-with factories in Northampton. Messrs. Dawson and Sons have refused to

pay Northampton current wages, let alone as high as London manufacturers;
hence the strike.

Threatened Strike at Blackburn.—A mass meeting of the cardroom
hands of Blackburn and district was held Friday, 3rd, to take into consider-

ation the wages question. Some time ago the cardroom hands of North-East
Lancashire applied for an advance in wages of 10 per cent, for men and 5

per cent, for women. The employers offered 5 per cent, all round, but this

the operatives refused. At Friday's meeting it was stated that the opera-

tives in North-East Lancashire were underpaid compared with those in the
south of the county, and it was unanimously resolved to give notice on
Tuesday unless an advance was granted ; this notice has been given.

Spinners' Grievances.—For several weeks the spinners at Victoria Mill
Padiham, have complained about extra work and lessened earnings. The
matter was brought before the Spinners' Association, who decided that the
hands should cease work unless something extra was allowed. Interviews
have taken place between the hands and the company, but no satisfactory

arrangement has been arrived at. No notice being required at the mill, the
spinners .are now virtually on strike, and will not resume work till a settle-

ment is effected, as the matter is now in the hands of the Committee. There
are other mills in the town where the same complaints are rife, and unless

an improvement shortly takes place they will also be brought to a standstill

Ocean Colliers and the Sliding Scale.—In accordance with the reso-

lution recently passed to terminate the sliding-scale which has regulated

their wages for the past nine years, the employes of the various pits have
forwarded to their employers a six months' notice terminating the scale six

months from August 1st, 1888. At a mass meeting, the timbering dispute,

and the recent decision of the Pontypridd stipendiary, that colliers had no
discretion in the selection of timber, was the subject of a lengthy discussion,

and a resolution was passed that the men, as heretofore, should decline to

place flat timbers except only when under a clod. The men maintain that,

after ripping, the use of notched round timbers is essential to secure them
from danger.

Sweating in the Cutlery Trade.— At an inquest held on 3rd, at Sheffield

on a pemblade grinder, evidence was given which showed that lie was in

receipt of a miserable wage. A witness said deceased, who was 63 years of

.age, worked for a sweater, and he believed he died from want. Although
he worked every day he did not earn more than 9s. per week, out of which

he had to pay 2s. 6d. per week rent, Is. per week for the hut in which he

Jived, and Is. 6d. for grinding-stones and tools. His work was grinding and
glazing of "fried" penknife blades, for which he was paid at the rate of Is.

per gross, reckoning 14 blades to the dozen. The coroner said "the deceased

was a free agent, and if he liked to work at such low wages was at liberty

to do so." The jury, acting upon the medical evidence, found a verdict of

death from apoplexy.

Yorkshire Miners' Association and the Proposed Advance of Wages.
On Tuesday 31st a largely attended meeting of the Council of the Yorkshire

Miners' Association was held at Barnsley. The chief question discussed

was the movement amongst the lodges for an advance of 10 per cent., to be

demanded on the first of October next. It was resolved not to take any
active steps until the opinions of other districts are obtained. It was further

resolved that the Association officials write to other trades-union officials

connected with mining districts where the counties are free from sliding

scales, soliciting their opinion on the desirability or otherwise of demanding
an. advance, and asking if they would attend a conference to discuss and pass

resolutions, saying what action should be taken, and whether such conference

should be held early in September. It was agreed that when the replies were
received the same should be laid before the district.

Trade Unionists and Co-operation.—The Trade Union M.P.'s have
issued a letter " recommending to the attention and good help of our felkrW
Trade Unionists the National Co-operative Festival, which is to be held at
the Crystal Palace on the 18th August. This festival of labor is especially
designed to make prominent that branch of the co-operative movement
which most interests us as Trade Unionists, viz., the reconcilement of capital

and labor, by giving to the worker a share in the profits of industry and in
the management of the workshop. ... It is hoped that the Festival and
Exhibition, as a whole, will demonstrate the capacity of our workers, and
advance their claims to larger social rights and consideration. For these

reasons we again ask you to give what aid you can." The office of the
Festival Committee is 1, Norfolk Street, Strand.

Our Miners' "Butchers' Bill."—It seems to be inevitable that 'every
year we must pay in human life for so many tons of mineral wrought, but it

is perfectly clear that very much more is now paid in that way than there need
be. In 1887 there was a death for every 173,919 tons wrought as compared
with 178.391 tons in the preceding year. As there were just over 173
million tons wrought the deaths totalled up to 1,051. There is some satis-

faction in knowing that the coal miner's occupation is now fully twice as safe

as it was thirty years ago, the ratio being then one death among 245 persons
employed, and for the present year one in 529. If this can be done under
capitalism, what could not be done if the mines were controlled and worked
by associations of free workmen ? The number of persons Employed in and
about the whole of the mines in the United Kingdom amounts to 568,026, of

whom 5,725 are females above ground.

Burnley Cotton Spinners.—The master cotton-spinners of Burnley appa-
rently have a desire, says the Star, to see male and female workpeople on an
equal footing. They are willing to give a 5 per cent, advance to both sexes
alike. This has already been touched upon in the Star, but may be told

again, seeing that, if this equality is insisted upon, the mill-hands are next
Wednesday to give a week's notice. The card-room (male) hands of Preston
and district earn about £1 a week—some less—the Oldham hands 5s. a week
more. The female card-room hands of Preston earn 10s. or lis. a week, and
in rare cases 16s. It is the card-room and "blowing-room" hands in the
north-eastern district that stand out for the 5 per cent, further advance to

males than females, and it is against this favor to the men that the mill-

owners object, and upon which the strikers (if they do come out) will receive

the support of the Amalgamated Society of Operative Cotton Spinners of

the county palatine.

AMERICA.—July 24.

The Union Labour Partv of Connecticut will have a national ticket in the

field.

There are at least 250,000 women in Massachusetts alone who are earning

a living by industrial occupations.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers will celebrate its quarter of a

century of existence on August 17th, at Detroit.

A co-operative broom factory has been started at Harrisburg, Oregon, by
the members of Knights of Labour Assembly 5371.

The Hat Finishers' National Association are furnishing their union labels

to the trade at the rate of nearly 1,000,000 a month.
The Wage Conference of prescription glass manufacturers and workmen

has resulted in an amicable settlement, and the factories will all resume on
August 17th.

The United Order of American Carpenters and Joiners have prepared a
bill to be presented to the Legislature prohibiting pawnbrokers from making
loans on mechanics' tools.

A machine has just been completed that will revolutionise the cooper

trade. With it three men will be able to make 600 barrels a-day. It is the

invention of a woman, Mrs. Maria E. Beasly, who has been working on it

for the past eight years.

The women employed in the shoe factory at Carlisle, Pa., have struck on
the 16th July because of the re-instatement of Abram Keiter, the foreman
who was accused of immoral and cruel conduct to the women in the factory

last year. The men also threaten to strike.

President James Campbell, of the Universal Federation of Window-glass
Workers, Patrick Cleary, and John Phillips, all of Pittsburg, sailed on
July 21st for Europe as delegates from this country to the Biennial Con-
vention of their organisation at Charleroi, Belgium.
Mr. Robertson, of the Pittsburg brass-workers, will be in New York this

week to make arrangements for holding on October 13th a Convention of

Brass-workers. It is the intention to form one large organisation and obtain

a national district charter from the Knights of Labour.

The first English issue of an organ devoted to the interests of the bakers
of North America made its appearance last week. It is known as the

Bakers' Journal. It will be issued weekly at Paterson, and edited by J. P.

McDonnell. The first number gives promise of a healthy and prosperous

life.

Master Workman Monaghan, of the Switchmen's Union, arrived here on

the 19th of July, and has been for two days investigating the recent strike

in the Wabash yards. He has concluded that the strike was uncalled for

and has declared it off. Monaghan says the trouble was insignificant and
could have been amicably settled

The following official figures show the condition of the membership of

the Knights of Labour :—July 1, 1886—Membership, 729,677 ; in bad stand-

ing 26,753 ; number of local assemblies, 5,892 ; number of assemblies lapsed,

1 17. July 1, 1887—Membership, 548,239 ; in bad standing, 36,888 ; number
of local assemblies formed, 2,358 ; number lapsed, 598. July 1, 1888—Mem-
bership, 348,672 ; in bad standing, 76,366 ; number of locals formed, 376 ;

number of lapses reported, 1,355. H. F. C.

Must draw the line at Policemen.—Notices have been posted on the

chapel gate at Broadford, county Limerick, denouncing a schoolmistress and
some young girls for having sat to be photographed with policemen. One
of the latter has made himself specially obnoxious by giving evidence in the

prosecution of a clergyman under the Crimes Act.

Highland Land League.—At a meeting in London, on the 24th, it was
unanimously decided to hold the annual conference at Inverness on the 19th

of September. The Irish and Welsh Land Leaguers have promised to be
influentially represented, and John Morley, M.P., is expected to be the chief

speaker at the demonstration which usually follows the conference. A
proposal to invite Mr. Gladstone and the other Liberal leaders to visit the

Highlands in order to acquaint themselves with the condition of the crofters

and cottars was unanimously agreed to.
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INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

As our readers are aware, an important strike of several thousand navvies

has suddenly broken out at Paris, and at the present moment is rather in-

creasing than diminishing in numbers and also in energy. The utter im-

possibility of living with their miserable wages is the only reason which has

led the toilers to come to the serious decision of stopping work altogether.

This absolute impossibility has been acknowledged even by the Paris Munici-

pal Council, which lately decided that in all the city works the price given

for one hour's work would henceforth be sixty centimes—say fivepence half-

penny—and that the day's work would be reduced to nine hours. The wages
now paid to the navvies are thirty, thirty-five, and forty centimes (from 2£d.

to 3Jd.). The navvies on strike claim from their private exploiters the same
conditions and terms which the Paris Municipality have considered to be

essential, since they have prescribed them to their own contractors. It was
thus to be hoped that the municipal councillors would at once have helped

and relieved those who did but appropriate to themselves the very decisions

which the former had rightly come to. Instead of acting in that way, the

only logical course which they could have followed, the famous Radicals of

that " representative " body hurried themselves in condemning the strikers

and their revindications. Two Socialist councillors, comrades Vaillant and

Chauviere, having asked a sum of 20,000 francs for the relief of the wives

and children of these poor and exploited men, a large majority of the Council

—the first municipality of the world, as they call themselves—met this fair

demand with a plain and distinct refusal. This much for the Municipal

Council ; but the government of Floquet and Co., supported by Clemenceau
and the whole finejteur of Radicalism, and even by large numbers of so-called

parliamentary Socialists, have gone much farther than that, and their conduct

deserves to be remembered by the proletariat of France and elsewhere. For
the first time, the government have ordered not only their police, but their

infantry and their cavalry and their gendarmerie to be set on foot against the

most peaceful strikers that ever were met anywhere. The wood and stone

yards have been occupied by military force, and soon afterwards a real war has

begun between the workers and the supporters of bourgeois exploitation.

At a few yards' distance from the Place dela Republique, on the bridge over

the river Oise, a wholesale massacre of toilers has been perpetrated, the

soldiers of " republican" Fiance seeming to be delighted at the opportunity

of sabring through the workers' chests and carrying a bloody victory over

unarmed men at the point of their bayonets. We hope that such a savage

blood-letting of the proletariat, ordered by the first " extra-Radical " minis-

try that ever has been in office, will not remain unremembered, as a forlorn

lesson, by those who, until now, have laboured under the illusion that
" democratic " governments are of any avail for the settling of the people's

interests and rights.

Continuing in that savage and reactionary way, the Government have de-

cided to at once expel from the French territory all those strikers who happen
to have been born on the other side of the boundaries of the bourgeois re-

public. In the world of the haute pegre (upper crust), financial and industrial,

the wolves and the lynxes of all nationalities combine to their heart's con-

tent, and in a business-like fashion, for the exploitation and the robbing of

the toilers, and the police never interferes with that "international" society

of thieves and plunderers; but poor workers, happening to be Italians, or

Swiss, cr Belgians, or Germans, are not allowed to combine and to meet with
their French comrades and to show their spirit of solidarity towards their

fellow workmen. That piece of infamy of Floquet's government also ought
to be carefully registered for the time when all these "Radicals'" 5 will have
to tender their accounts to the people's justiciaries.

In spite of all bloodshed, and arrests, and expulsions, the strike goes on
steadily and with increased energy. The ten thousand navvies have already

been joined by the carmen, and the cabbies are likely to follow suit ; further,

the " Chambre Syndicate " of the cabinetmakers of the Seine Department,
in addressing to the strikers a sum of money for their relief fund, have
announced that in a few days they also will join the march, so that the
movement initiated by the navvies may become the prelude of a general
strike of all the Parisian workers.

We may say in conclusion that several masters have informed the com-
mittee of the strike, which holds its daily meetings at the "Bourse du
Travail" (the Workers' Exchange), that they are prepared to agree with the

terms laid down by the navvies, but the latter, in acknowledging their good
will, have decided to stand firm until all masters have come to recognise

the righteousness of the toilers' revindications.

Emile Eudes, the former member and general of the Commune of Paris,

'died suddenly at Paris from an apoplectic fit while speaking at a meeting of

the navvies. Next week we will give a brief summary of his political

career.

GERMANY.
At Munich, the police have succeeded in getting up a fresh case of secret

conspiracy, in which twelve Socialists are concerned, among them being
Ignaz Auer, the former member of the Reichstag, comrades Birk, father and
son, and an old woman of sixty-five, who seems to have particularly endan-
gered the security of the German empire. This will be the fourth trial for

conspiracy at Munich, since the year 1882.

At Berlin, Hamburg-A ltona, Elberfeld, and several other places, similar

cases of secret conspiracy are also to come forward, and it is a curious thing
to note that, since the accession of William the Second to the throne of his
" ancestors," most of the Socialists prosecutions are cases of " secret conspira-

cy." Our comrades there keep secretly the forbidden papers, as Freiheit, der
Sozial Demokrat, etc., and the police argue that, by keeping these papers, they
really are conspiring against the German Empire. But we earnestly hope
that the time is ripening, when our comrades of the German lands will make
np their minds for a real and gigantic conspiracy, which will put an end to
the despotic rule of Bismarck and his t@e£s.

The strike of the Hamburg cabinetmakers is likely to end with the
complete victory of the workers. Three firms have resolved not to accept
the terms of the strikers, but it is pretty sure that they will soon be obliged
to come to an agreement. At any rate, those who already have won their

case, show a great deal of solidarity with their fellow comrades. The strike,

up to the present moment, has been carried through successfully, but at a
cost of over 80,000 marcs, and 2000 marcs more are wanted weekly to
support the workers and their families.

At Hamburg, the police have suppressed the special organ of the painters
and decorators, "der Korrespondent; 1 which had only gone through fourteen
numbers, and was a very ably written paper of that particular trade. At

Munich, they confiscated the whole edition of a pamphlet dealing with the

"judicial murders" that have occurred in Bavaria.

The German tailors will hold their annual conference at Erfurt, from t]he

5th to the 8th of this month, and the engineers of the same country will

have their annual meeting at Marburg on the 12th inst. Both these traces

having particularly suffered in their interests during the last year,, the

discussions in connection therewith are likely to be of great importance.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
At Brunn, Reichenberg, and in other parts of the northern districts of

Bohemia, a number of over 20,000 weavers have just gone to strike. The
weavers have to work 12 hours a day for the miserable sum of from 3s. 6d. •

to 5s. Gd. a week. And yet these starving men only ask to be allowed to

work 11 hours daily, with an increase of 20 per cent, on their wages. But
the exigency of the times, which are very hard indeed for the "poor"
capitalists, do not allow the latter to agree to the "exorbitant" claims of the

workers. If the weavers did get hold of the machines and the factories'

altogether, and they have a better right to them than the exploiters have,

what then ? V. D.

EXCURSION TO PETERSHAM PARK.
Last Monday an excursion took place to Petersham Park, organized by the

Socialist League and foreign sections. Although the weather was somewhat
unsettled, a very pleasant day was enjoyed. The returns are not yet to hand,
so the number present is not known ; but by the afternoon there was a numerous
gathering.

Local Swindling.—Knowing how swindlers of all sorts hate publicity,

we are proposing to deal with some of those robberies, which, petty in

themselves, make up that immense aggregate which means wealth to a few
and misery to a many. As a sample of what we mean, we are informed that.

in Abingdon bread is sold almost invariably without being weighed, and
that coals are likewise almost invariably sent out without any means of the

consumer knowing how many hundredweight make a ton. Now, as to each of

these articles there are Acts of Parliament of a stringent nature, and what
is of some moment, reasonably plain and simple, which insist that the bread

shall be weighed on delivery, and that a weighing machine shall be easily,

available to check the coals, and in the case of the coals none are to be sent

out without a ticket recounting these details. We shall be glad to learn

from any Abingdon reader, or failing that, wiii ask some Oxford reader \o

inquire as to the truth of this. The reason for this action is plainly as

follows : There is a want of solicitude for the common-weal which to-day

has come to be as much a crime as any of the offences usually called crimes.

AVhat is everybody's business is nobody's business, is much too often the

cause of suffering ; in small country places, however, there are several reasons

which prevent any action which might do good, simply because the "good"
seems distant, remote, small and problematical, and the "bad" to the

initiator is immediate and often severe, a very small effort for improvement
perhaps meaning absolute ruin to the unhappy agitator. We propose to try

and stir up trouble from a distance ; if supported in this action we will try

and remove some of these small evils which in the mass make up the sum
total of human misery. To do this one of the first things is to be in

possession of the exactest facts, and we ask for local newspapers and reports

such as can be relied upon, so that at least light can be let into some of the

dark corners, and the paths of the evil doers made as uneasy as possible.

" If before his duty man
With listless spirit stands,

Ere long the great avenger takes

The work from out his hands." —T. S.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commomceal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except

Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

REPORTS.
Fulham.—Sunday morning Maughan, Mrs. Taylor, Samuels and McCormack

(S.D.F.) spoke to good meeting. Commonweal sold well, and Is. 6d. collected.

In evening Groser, Samuels, and Tochatti addressed capital audience. Some
opposition, which Tochatti replied to.—S. B. G.
Aberdeen,—Unusually large meeting held in Castle Street, Saturday evening,

Duncan presiding, and delivering good opening speech. Leatham thereafter

spoke for an hour and three-quarters, criticising the Archbishop of York's

Address on the social problem. The speech was frequently applauded, and a

cheer was accorded to the speaker at the close.—J. L.

Glasgow.—Very successful meetings this week. On Saturday Downie and
Glasier addressed a prolonged meeting on Jail Square, at the conclusion of which
several questions were answered. On Sunday at mid-day Glasier and Downie
again spoke at the same place to a good audience which manifested great interest

in our comrades speecnes. In the evening our usual meeting at Paisley Road was.

held by Pollock, Glasier, and Gilbert. There was a large and very sympathetic

audience.

Norwich.—Tuesday, debate continued between Mr. Scurl and Mowbray.
Hall packed. Thursday, notwithstanding threats from authorities at Yarmouth,
Poynts and several comrades commenced meeting on the Quay, and afterwards

adjourned to Church Plain. Very large attendance. Police, as usual, were most
brutal in conduct, pushing and stamping upon our comrades ; the crowd continu-

|

ally calling for groans for the police, and urging our comrade to go on. Finally

Poynts name was taken, and a summons has been issued against him for

obstruction under the Act of 1849. He has to appear on Wednesday next. This

being the first case the Branch have had in connection with the right of free

speech, they are determined to carry on the propaganda in spite of prosecution.

Large number of the people are with us ; if we give in here, the law-and-order

folk will very soon try it on in Norwich. Friday, good meeting at St. Catharine's

Plain by Poynts, Morley, and Mowbray. Sunday morning, good meetings at

North Walsham and Wymondham by Mowbray, Morley, Darley and Poynts,

and in the Market Place afternoon and evening. In Gordon Hall, Mowbray
lectured, Poynts in chair.—A. T. S.

Walsall.—Monday, Deakin lectured on " Leclaire and Godin." Saturday
evening, Sanders held open-air meeting on the Bridge, and despite rain, kept

good audience together for an hour. Meeting on West Bromwich Road, Sunday,
addressed by Carless, Good attendance.—J. T. D.
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Road, Walham Green. Sunday

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

Acton*—Any information from Secretary Harnett,
7 Redmore Road, Hammersmith. ,

QhrJcenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farrintf-
don Rd., EC.

Fulham.—S Effie

at 8 p.m.

Hackney.—Enquiries, communications, etc., to E.
Lefevre, Secretary, 28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Rd.,
Hackney Wick.

Hammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday August 12, at 8 p.m.

Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,
Singlegate.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road.

-Worth London.—Secretary, Nelly Parker, 143 Caven-
dish Buildings, opposite Holborn Town Hall. The
business meetings will be held on Friday evenings
at 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, after
the ppen-air meeting at Ossulton Street. All mem-
bers are asked to attend at Ossulton St. at 8 o'clock.
'On Friday evening, August 10, a Social Evening will
be given. Refreshments provided. Members of
other branches welcomed ; free admission.

tPlaisiow.—A branch has been formed here and is

•commencing a vigorous propaganda ia this district.

All communications to be addressed to A. Barker,
4 Osborne Terrace, Leyton, E.

"St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of
this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.
Rochmann, secretary.

Tuesday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8.30...Cores, M'nwaring.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8. 30 ... Fuller

.

Friday.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8. 30... Cores, Parker, and
Mainwaring.

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste 8 ...Parker & Cores.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m. ; Vicar's
Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday: Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—
Yarmouth, Church Plain, Thursday at 7.30.

St Catharine's Plain, Friday at 8.15 p.m.
Stump Cross, Saturday at 8.15.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,
15 St Nicholas Street. Night and place of meet-
ing have had to be changed in consequence of Sab-
batarian prejudice of landlords. Branch meets in

; Oddfellows' Hall on Monday nights at 8. Choir
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursday even-
ings at 8.

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

^Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—-J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI. , sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the
Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

JEBdmburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—35
George IV. Bridge. Meetings for Discussion, Thurs-
days at 8 p. m.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 iohn St. Reading-room open 10 a.m.

rtftl 10 p.m. daily. Discussion every Thursday even-

ing at 8 o'clock. On Sunday evening, at 7 o'clock.

Special Business Meeting on Sunday evening, 19th.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting
Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

JLochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Tuesday, Debate between Mr. Scurl and

C. W. Mowbray. Wednesday, Members' Meeting

at 8.30. Saturday, Co-operative Clothing Associa-

tion, 8 until 10. Saturday next, at 8.30, a Social

Meeting for comrades and friends will be held in

the Gordon Hall, when our London and Oxford
comrades will be present. /

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street,

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Colder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

-West Calder.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA,
Sunday 12.

"10 30.. .Starch Green Hammersmith Branch

11.30...Latimer Road Station ...Hammersmith Branch

^L13Q. . .Mitcham Fair Green The Branch

aLSO-Regent's Park Cantwell

11.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch
7*

..Weltie Road, opposite Ravenscourt Park
. . .Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday.

3.30...Fulham—opposite Liberal Club Fulham Bh.

Friday.

7.30...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street The Branch

The Labour Union.—Woolwich.—Arsenal Gates
(open-air), Sunday August 12th, A. K. Donald.

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested

in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London
will be held at the Berner Street International Club,
Commercial Road, E., on Saturday at 10 p.m. prompt.

Zukertort Chess Club, 217 City Road, E.C.

—

This Club asks us to notify our readers of its existence

;

that it is well fitted up ; and that a first-class man has
been secured who gives three hours' instruction every
evening.

Law and Liberty League.—The monthly meeting
of the General Council will be held at 34 Bouverie
Street, at 7 p.m. on August 11th. Agenda: Report
of Executive ; Report of Treasurer ; Metropolitan
Bye-law on Collections ; The Right of Procession ;

Interference of the Police with Public Meetings ; Test
Questions for Parliamentary Candidates.

The Socialist Co-operative Federation.—This

Society is now registered. The first General Meeting
of the Members will be held at the Hall of the Social-

ist League, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C, on Saturday
August 18th, at 8 p.m., lor the election of the Com-
mittee and for any other business. All members arc

particularly requested to attend, and to bring their

subscription cards for audit. Non-members who wish
to attend can become members on payment of the
entrance fee, Is., in the Hall.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

id,

Id.

2d.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors).

The Commune of Paris. By E. Beliort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

The Aims Of Art. By Wm. Morris,

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, 6d.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay. . . .Id

The Tables Turned ; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William

Morris. In Wrapper 4d.

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William

Morris. An exposition of the principles on

which the League is founded. ... Id.

Useful Work v. Useless ToiL By William

Morris • .Id.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William
Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6d.

NORWICH BRANCH.

A GREAT

DEMONSTRATION ;

will be held in the MARKET PLACE, on

Sunday next, August 12th,

/ at 2.30 and 7 p.m.

Addresses will be delivered by comrades William
Morris, S. Mainwaring, Mrs. Schack, C J. Faulkner,

W. Ogden, C. W. Mowbray (Socialist League) ; Annie
Besant (Fabian Society) ; Herbert Burrows (Social

Democratic Federation). Meetings will be held same
day, Market Place at 11 ; St Catharines Plain at 11

;

Wymondham at 11 ; Yarmouth (Church Plain) at 11

;

St Faith's Green at 11.30.

Lecture by William Morris at 8 p.m. in Gordon
Hall—subject, "Monopoly." Admission 3d.

Monday meetings will be held Market Place at

1 p.m. and 6.30; Carrow, 1.30. At 8 p.m., lecture

by Annie Besant, at St Augustine's Boys' School

—

subject,/' Socialism the only Hope of the Workers."
Admission 3d.

No. 6 of "The Socialist Platform."

Just Published, 24pp., Id.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.

Price Id.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

post free, l^d. Usual price to Branches
or the trade.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR REMAINDERS.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.

By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax.

Threepence.

AIMS OF ART.

By W. Morris. On good paper.

Twopence.

The above will be sent on receipt of stamps by
Secretary, Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.

ANTI-STATIST COMMUNIST MANIFESTO
" There is a great lack of literature from this standpoint. We

do not agree with all the points, but at the same time recommend
it to all our friends and also its translation into the French and
German language. "Freiheit.

" The State in every form is denounced as the abomination of
desolation. Mr. Lane is extravagant in many of his statements,
but his pamphlet is quite worth reading. "Our Corner.

" There is a sad lack of Anarchist pamphlets in England, and
we gladly welcome our comrade Joseph Lane's contribution of

'An Anti-Statist Communist Manifesto,' which is an energetic
and earnest exposition of Anarchist Socialism from a worer's
standpoint. The second portion, which deals witk practical

politics is specially interesting. We hope the tract will have a
wide circulation. "Freedom.

Price One Penny, or 9d. per dozen.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C; or

38 Ainsley Street, Bethnal Green.

'THE AUSTRALIAN RADICAL:
Advocate of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity

New Lambton Road, Hamilton, Australia.

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction.

With Portraits.

Price 6d., post free 7£d.

EAST END
Sunday 12.

Mile-end Waste ... 11 ..

«« Salmon and Ball" ... 11 ..

Leman Street, Shadwell 11

Gibraltar Walk, Bethnal 7 .

Green Road.
Kingsland Green ... 11.30.

Victoria Park 3.15.

Triangle, Hackney Road 8 .

Stamford Hill 7.30.

.Parker.

.NicoU.

.Lane.

.Parker.

.Parker.

.Parker.

.Lane, Mainwaririg

Apply for Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon
• Road, London, E.C.

A. R. PARSONS'
Book on

ANARCHISM :

Its Philosophy and Scientific Basis.

This journal is the organ of the Australian Socialist

League. Copies may be had at the office of the Com-
monweal, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C. l£d. per eopy,

Is. 6d*. per quarter, post free.

English and German Editions now ready.

Prices : Handsomely Bound in Cloth and Gilt,

Paper Covers, 2s.—post free.

5s.

Order the Book from your bookseller, or from

Mrs. A. R. Parsons, Publisher, 785 Milwaukee
Avenue, Chicago.

IRISH MINSTRELSY

:

Being a selection of

IRISH SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with Cover designed
by May Morris.

Royal 8vo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Walter Scott, Warwick Lane, E.C.

Just Published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6<L

Signs of Change,
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions

for the Socialist League.

Reeves & Turner, 196 Strand ; or Commonweal OAce,

Printed and Published by William Mojuut* and Jossm
ta 13 Farringdon Rood, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
Jt is assumed by the speakers at a party meeting that the audience
will stand anything, partly because as a rule if they are thorough
partisans they only listen to certain party catch-words and cheer them ;

•but in one of Mr. Balfour's late speeches he must have tried the
u thorough " party quality of his friends somewhat, and probably rather

disappointed them, in spite of the loud and prolonged cheering which
followed the remark, which we may assume was caused by the fact that

the Under-Secretary spoke loud at this point of his speech.

Said Mr. Balfour :
" If it were true that the Union could only be

^maintained by taking away the civil rights of the Irish people, by
^putting in prison people who are innocent, by attacking those who are

.guilty of no other offence than that of differing from us in political

•opinion, I would not lift a hand to maintain the Union. I would
rather that it were sacrificed, and that the greatness of this Empire

• 'were sunk in the dust, than that we should soil our hands by the

political methods of which we are accused by our political opponents !

But it is not true."

How is that for high ? One can imagine the fervour with which
this flower of rhetoric was fired off at the heads of the Tory audience,

and no wonder that they cheered. But on the whole it was probably
not so much because Mr. Balfour spoke loud that he was cheered, but
because his audience must have felt that they had come to the climax
-of the entertainment, and that no bigger lie could be told them that
<Iay. What Mr. Balfour says he would not do under any circumstances
is an accurate description of what he has done.

After all, why should Mr. Balfour be so earnest in disclaiming his

-acts, or trying to put another colour on them ? It is his business as

an officer of the Executive of our " Society " to put his enemies in

prison, and the legal accusation to be brought against them is a very
insignificant detail of the matter. They are his enemies, that is

-enough.

In fact, all this business of careful discrimination between " crime "

4md "political offences " and the like is beside the question. What
Mr. Balfour does with his Irish enemies " Society " in general does
with its enemies, only with far more cant and hypocrisy, since it feels

itself safe in the absence of responsibility which its corporate quality
jgives it ; and no doubt decent people are apt to feel as Mr. Balfour
feels about Mr. Mandeville and others, that if they suffer in the pro-
cess of slow torture, and sometimes die of it and sometimes go mad of
it, so much the worse for them ; that comes of their being our enemies.

For instance, when Judge Stephens the other day gave four lads
fourteen years each for an act of brutality and robbery committed
^against an old woman, whatever enjoyment he might have had in the
surprise of his victims, and the shrieks of their female relatives, which
the reporter tells us rang through the Court, all that was by the way.
As a judge (apart from the fact of his being Stephens) he had to make
the accused feel that they were enemies, and were going to suffer the
<c woe to the vanquished," which is so old a story. It was not the
brutality which he was set to punish, but the inconvenience to that
-abstraction, "Society," in which things are everything, persons are
nothing, and to which Balfour sacrificed so recklessly in that prize lie

of his.

Can we venture to hope that when the Irish have got Home Rule,
•and before they have attained to social freedom, the memory of Bal-
four's prison and its tortures and injustices will make the then rulers
of Ireland inconsistently merciful to those other enemies, the enemies
of M Society," who may come under their hands, that they will rather
remember the suffering inflicted on persons, than the damage done to
things 1 We can almost hope that it will be so with such a quick-
witted and impressionable people, and that during the space that- in-

tervenes between the attainment of Home Rule, and the realisation
of True Society, Ireland will be noted for the lightness of its sentences
on " criminals."

The Foresters have given a snub to American exclusiveness as to

colour by cancelling the Constitution of the subsidiary High Court of

the United States, which refused to withdraw the exclusive word
" White " which had been put into the clauses of its rules. This de-

cision and the enthusiasm with which it was done are creditable to the

Foresters ; but are they going to stop at condemning the exclusion of

"men of colour " from the advantages of Society ? Won't they now
protest in some form against the exclusion of "men of labour" from
these advantages ? Surely this is their business if nothing else is.

Lord Salisbury has had at the Mansion House the usual opportunity
of uttering a manifesto on behalf of the Ministers, if they have one

j
to utter, and in any case of blowing their trumpet before the fools

! who allow themselves to be governed by them. His speech was not
surprising, but it is worth noting as giving a fair summing-up of the
aspirations and covert fears of the stupider part of the middle classes,

of whom Lord Salisbury, in spite of his surface cleverness, is a good
representative.

He plumed himself on the passing of that piece of humbug, the
Local Government bill, and had the effrontery to hope that it would Be
final. In dealing with the matter of Ireland he had the further
effrontery to hint (he dursn't do more) that the opposition of the Irish
was slackening. He said that the disease of Ireland was its poverty

;

and surely he might have added of England also, or else it is a delusion
that the Government has been driven to hold a Commission on the
sweating system (in London not in Ireland) and the resistance of the'

match-girls to the horrible shabbiness of the pious Bryant and May,
and their poor little gain is a dream. He crowed over the diminution
of boycotting in Ireland : but we Socialists can answer for it that it

has not diminished in England ; only here it is the boycotting of the
oppressed by the oppressors and not of the oppressors by the oppressed.

The hymn that he sung to the sacredness of " free " contract no doubt
was echoed in the breasts of his hearers, who rejoiced in believing that
heaven would never sanction the abolition of their monopoly.

Then came his own subject, foreign affairs: "Popular passion or
popular feeling " may " drive the vast force of nations " into war,
" but the object of the rulers of the world is to secure uninterrupted
peace." This seems intended as an insult to the people ; but he is not
thinking of them ; his " popular feeling " one can see means the feeling

of the bourgeoisie only—the others—what others are there to this

most noble man 1 For the rest he is right ; " popular passion," i.e.

the necessities of the competitive market may bring on war, and most
bitterly will " the rulers of the world " regret that they cannot help it,

for who knows but that " the popular passion " of the real people may
then change the aspect of affairs.

Egypt? ne sa*d, is happy ; that is, its accursed exploiters are :
" it is

going on up to and beyond the utmost wishes we can have formed?"
Yes, and what wishes can its luckless peasants have formed 1 I fear
not much. I am sure that though Lord Salisbury has heard of them,
he only thinks of them as a fact in the lump, and has practically

entirely forgotten that this fact is composed of many thousand persons,

each one of whom is a sufficiently complex fact in himself or herself.

He said also that it was not the annexation of territory (in Egypt)
that was desirable. Just so. To sneak a thing is much more conve-
nient than boldly robbing it : besides, we have done that already :

why steal it twice ?

But enough about this grievous twaddle ! The real thing to note in

it is the complete ignoring of all but the middle-class and its rulers :

the Marq'iis sr eers at that middle-class, as his hereditary position and
politics comvfl him to do; but he is devoted to its interests, is its

faithful servant; is, in spite of his sneers, an integral part of it, a
result of its holy dogma of " free contract." Below that he knows of

nobhing but a machine which sometimes creaks inconveniently.

The Daily News says that the strike in Paris is a political one : that
means in other words that the Paris workmen understand by this time
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•what their true position is ; that it is not a mere rise of wages that

they. Tieed, but a change. in the basis, of Society. The Daily JS
Tews

further opines the strike and the " riot " (i.e. the police attack on the

citizetns) afc the funeral of Eudes are the results of Boulangerism

—

cause and effect with a vengeance ! If the Daily J^4ios goes on like

that it will presently credit the General with being the cause of the

Resolution of 1798—ror in the long run of Noah's Flood. There is

abundance of cause for a " political strike " or an insurrection in Paris

as in London. Slavery is cause enough for any amount of " disturb-

ance "
; and we need not go from the grimly sublime to the loathsomely

ridiculous by picking Boulanger out of the mud in order to account for

it. After all, herein the Daily Neics is like Salisbury and ignores all

classes but the Bourgeois, and thinks Society is composed of that—plus

unreasonable, inscrutable disturbances. W. M.

THE REVOLT OF GHENT.
(Concluded from p. 250.)

Proissart goes on :

—

" In the mean time that the Earl was at his lodging, and sent forth

the clerks of every ward from street to street, to have every man to

draw to the market place, to recover the town. The Ghentois pur-

sued so fiercely their enemies, that they entered into the town with

them of Bruges ; and as soon as they were within the town, the first

thing they did, they went straight to the market place, and there set

themselves in array. The Earl then had sent a knight of his, called

Sir Robert Marshall, to the gate, to see what the Ghentois did ; and
when he came to the gate, he found the gate beaten down, and the

Ghentois masters thereof : and some of them of Bruges met with him
and said, * Sir Robert, return and save yourself if ye can, for the town
is won by them of Ghent.' Then the knight returned to the Earl as

fast as he might, who was coming out of his lodging a horseback, with

a great number of cressets and lights with him, and was going to the

market place ; then the knight showed the Earl all that he knew

;

howbeit, the Earl, willing to recover the town, drew to the market
place ; and as he was entering, such as were before him, seeing the

place all ranged with the Ghentois, said to the Earl, ' Sir, return again
;

if we go any farther, ye are but dead, or taken with your enemies, for

they are ranged on the market place,, and do abide for you.' They
showed him truth. And when the Ghentois saw the clearness of the

lights coming down the street, they said, ' Yonder cometh the Earl, he

shall come into our hands.' -And Philip van Artevelde had com-

manded, from street to street as he went, that if the Earl came among
them, that no man should do to him any bodily harm, but take him
alive, and then to have him to Ghent, and so to make their peace as

they list. The Earl, who trusted to have recovered all, came right

near to the place whereas the Ghentois were. Then divers of his men
said, * Sir, go no farther, for the Ghentois are lords of the market
place and of the town ; if ye enter into the market place, ye are in

danger to be slain or taken : a great number of the Ghentois are going

from street to street, seeking for their enemies : they have certain of

them of the town with them, to bring them from house to house, where

as they would be : and sir, out at any of the gates ye cannot issue,

for the Ghentois are lords thereof ; nor to your own lodging ye cannot

return, for a great number of the Ghentois are going thither.'

" And when the Earl heard those tidings, which were right hard to

him, as it was reason, he was greatly then abashed, and imagined what
peril he was in : then he believed the counsel, and would go no farther,

but to save himself if he might, and so took his own counsel : he com-

manded to put out all the lights, and said to them that were about

him, I see well there is no recovery ; let every man depart, and save

himself as he may. And as he commanded it was done : the lights

were quenched and cast into the streets, and so every man departed.

The Earl then went into a back lane, and made a varlet of his to

unarm him, and did cast away his armour, and put on an old cloak of

his varlet's, and then said to him, ' Go thy way from me, and save thy-

self if thou canst, and have a good tongue, an thou fall in the hands

of thine enemies ; and if they ask thee anything of me, be it not known
that I am in the town.' He answered and said, * Sir, to die therefore,

I will speak no word of you.'

" Thus abode there the Earl of Flanders all alone ; he might then

Well say that he was in great danger and hard adventure, for at that

time, if he had fallen in the hands of his enemies, he had been in

danger of death : for the Ghentois went from house to house, searching

for the Earl's friends ; and ever as they found any they brought them
into the market place, and there without remedy, before Philip van
Artevelde and the captains, they were put to death

;

1 so God was
friend to the Earl, to save him out of that peril; he was never in such

danger before in his life nor never after, as ye shall hear after in this

history.
" Thus about the hour of midnight the Earl went from street to street,

and by back lanes, so that at last he was fain to take a house, or else

he had been found by them of Ghent ; and so as he went about the

town he entered into a poor woman's house, the which was not meet

for such a lord ; there was neither hall, palace, nor chamber ; it was
but a poor smoky house ; there was nothing but a poor hall, black

with smoke, and above a small plancher, and a ladder of eight steps to

mount upon ; and on the plancher there was a poor couch, where as

1 Later on Froissart gives us quite another account of the behaviour of the
Ghentois, and tells that they acted with great moderation.

the poor woman's children lay. Then the Earl sore abashed and
trembling at his entering said, *0 good woman save me; I am thy*

lord the Earl of Flanders ; but now I must hide me, for mine enemies
chase me, and if ye do me good now, I shall reward you hereafter
therefor.'

" The poor woman knew him well, for she had beeri often times at
his gate to fetch alms, and had often seen him as he went in and out a
sporting ; and so incontinent as hap was she answered ; for if she had
made any delay, he had been taken talking with her by the fire. Then-

she said, ' Sir, mount up this ladder, and lay yourself under the bedf

that ye find thereas my children sleep.' And so in the mean time the
woman sat down by the fire with another child that she had in her
arms : so the Earl mounted up the plancher as well as he might, and
crept in between the couch and the straw, and lay as flat as he could ;.

and even therewith, some of the ritters of Ghent entered into the same
house, for some of them said, how they had seen a man enter into the

house before them ; and so they found the woman sitting by the fire

with her child ; then they said, ' Good woman, where is the man that

we saw enter before us into the house, and did shut the door after

him?' 'Sirs,' quoth she, 'I saw no man enter into this house thi&

night ; I went out right now and cast out a little water, and did close

my door again ; if any wTere here, I could not tell how to hide him ;.

ye see all the easement that I have in this house ; here ye may see my
bed, and here above this plancher lieth my poor children.' Then one
of them took a candle and mounted up the ladder, and put up his head
above the plancher, and saw there none other thing but the poor couch r

where hor children lay and slept ; and so he looked all about, and then
said to his company, ' Go we hence, we lose the more for the less ; the

poor woman saith truth, here is no creature but she and her children '
*

and then they departed out of the house : after that there was none
entered to do any hurt. All these words the Earl heard right well

where he lay under the poor couch : ye may well imagine then that he
was in great fear of his life : he might well say, I am as now one of

the poorest princes of the world, and might well say, that the fortunes

of the world are nothing stable
;
yet it was a good hap that he scaped

with his life ; howbeit, this hard and perilous adventure might well

be to him a spectacle all his life after, and an ensample to all other."

If you are anxious about the fate of the Earl, I may tell you that

he escaped. For my part, I have always felt more anxious for the

fate of the poor woman and her children, and can only hope that they

came to some good by the wild changes that were going on round about

them, though, alas ! I doubt it ; aud I ask you to look upon them as-

a kind of symbol of the lowest order of the people : of the proletariat,

of which in the Middle Ages we know so little, and of which in modern
times there are many people who would be pleased to know nothing,

but whom we have got to look on now as the friends who are to turn

war into peace and grudging into goodwill.

The Ghentmen bore their victory well; there was no pillage of

Bruges, and they took pains to distinguish friend from foe, sending,

indeed, five hundred of the notablest burgesses as hostages to Ghent,,

and levelling the walls, but doing no more harm there to persons and

things.

Almost all Flanders fell to the victors at once ; and if the Flemish

victory had happened twenty years before, it is probable that Philip

van Artevelde might have ruled Flanders longer than his father did.

But while the craft-gilds and the emancipated serfs were growing in

wealth and prosperity, and the former at least into corruption, the

spirit of monarchical bureaucracy was growing also, and had to hold

out a hand to the corruption within the crafts in order to make an

end of the communistic spirit which had sustained itself throughout

the earlier period of their struggle, while the workman were all real

workmen. Once again it is clear to me that the presence in our his-'

tory of the great burgesses who led this revolt, their power and riches,

are signs that the corruption of the gilds had begun : and in no case

could a true social revolution have been won in the Flemish mediaeval

cities. The valour and conduct of the gildsmen of Ghent was indeed

a link in the revolution of the middle class whose final triumph is so-

recent, and they could no more have sustained a set of quasi-republican

municipal republics lying between Germany and France, than the

Jacobins of the French Revolution could have sustained their ideal

republic of property for seme, happiness, peace, and virtue for all, as a

result of the ultimate corruption and fall of feudal privilege.

Yet the extinction of . the revolt of Ghent is a sad story, and I will

hurry through it in a few words.

I have said that in better times Ghent might have held her own for

long : Van Artevelde was undoubtedly a man of conduct or something

more : an alliance with the English king and some yielding to the

French one, might have staved off war and ruin. But England was

tired of the French war, a fool sat on her throne, surrounded by

factious nobles ; and above all, her gentlemen had just been terrified
'

themselves by the peasant revolt, to which this one of Ghent was clearly

akin : no effective English alliance was to be had. As to France,

apart from the jealousy of neighbours, Paris also had been alight while

Ghent was burning, and the Host of the Mallets had driven away

king and court to Meaux in Brie. It was time, thought the French

king, that gentlemen should help gentlemen ; so a huge French army

took the field, and the fatal day of Rosebeque, where twenty-five thou-

sand Flemings and their leader Van Artevelde were slain, extinguished

the sovereignty of Ghent for ever. This took place in November 1382.

Peter du Bois had his usual luck, though, and escaped the slaughter

of Rosebeque. Entering into Ghent he found the gates open and the

people too much dismayed to make any defence ; but a few words from
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tbe stout partisan, and probably the sight of his corps unbroken, put

heart into them again. The gates were shut and they prepared for

defence ; and the war went on with varying fortunes, until after the

death of the then Earl, peace was made on terms that on the face

seemed not unfavourable to the town of Ghent. This was done in

December 1385. Peter du Bois at the conclusion of the peace would

not trust himself within the reach of the arms of the men whose rebel

he had been, and left his own country for England, where he lived

.some years and died peaceably.

From that time onward Ghent played her part in the development

of the gildsmen and yeomen into the modern middle-class ; but the

high-tide of the progress of the handicraftsmen was over ; commercial-

ism and bureaucracy were doomed to come between the partial develop

ment of those ideas of brotherhood and fair dealing which had place

in the mediaeval gild, and the more inclusive ideas of the destruction

•of class distinctions and the new birth of society, which are stirring

us to-day. But the times have brought about the times, and Ghent
still lives, not only in the past, but in the present also, and while I

speak is taking her full share in the struggle towards communal life

which is the real fact of modern history. "Who knows but we may
live to see a new Revolt of Ghent on these new terms and in the

assured hope of well-deserved victory.

William Morris.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
"Week ending August 25, 1888.

19

20

21

22

23
24

25

sun.

Mon.
Tues.

Wed.
Thur.

Fri.

s&t.

1780. Beranger born.

1854. Schelling died. 1862. J. L. Ricardo died.

1798. Michelet born. 1844. Monument begun at Edinburgh to

to Muir and others. 1867. Druitt and others sentenced

for picketing during tailors' strike.

1642. Great Civil War begins. 1S61. Richard Oastler died.

1305. William Wallace murdered.

1572. Massacre of St. Bartholomew. 1789. Liberty of French
press decreed. 1849. Henry Hetherington died. 18S7.

National League proclaimed.

1651. Wigan Lane. 1776. David Hume died. 1S'>(>. Outbreak
at Brussels.

Henry Hetherington, the Poor Man's Friend.—Henry Hetherington was born
in 1792 in Compton Street, Soho. Intelligence and kindly nature marked his

boyhood. He was apprenticed to the printing trade, and served his time with
the father of Luke Hansard. After his time was out, trade being very bad, he

was for some eighteen months out of work, and then went to Brussels, working
for a short time in Ghent. It was while working there that lie received the

lessor, in political economy which affected all his life. He was discussing with

a fellow workman the news of the superb magnificence with which England had
rewarded the "Irou I)uke," the conqueror at Waterloo. Hetherington, full of

attachment to his native country, immediately exclaimed, full of the exaggerated
emotion of youth, " Ay, see there ! Look what a tine country ours is ! Vou
would not hear of any other country giving money and estates to their public

servants like our country." The Belgian workman was older; he darted an ex-

pressive look at Hetherington, and then replied in broken English, "Ay, ay, it

is a tarn fine country, and a tarn fine thing for the Duke ; but it is a tarn bad
country and a tarn bad thing for de peuple ! " About tiie time of the Belgian

trip Hetherington married, and had nine children, of whom one only, David, was
living when Henry died, 1849. Among his earliest connections was that with
the " Freethinking Christians "—a body much talked of in London at one time,

and having several members of considerable talent. It was in relation to this

body that Hetherington produced the pamphlet which, so far as I know, was his

first essay in print. Its date is 1828, and is entitled, ' Principles and Practice

Contrasted ; or a Peep into " the only true Church of God upon earth," commonly
called "Freethinking Christians." ' He was one of the earliest and most energetic

of working men engaged in the foundation of mechanics' institute. Dr. Birkbsck
frequently called upon Hetherington at his shop in the Strand, even in his sorest

times of persecution. The pamphlet mentioned as published in 1828 was issued

from his shop, 13 Kingsgate Street, Holborn. Here he began the warfare against

the Whig3 by issuing the first number of The Poor Mh/ils Guardian ; this was
in 1831. At the close of 1830 he was appointed by the Radical working men of

London to draw up a Circular for the formation of trades unions. That document
was sanctioned by a meeting of delegates, and formed the basis of the National
Union of the Working Classes—which eventually led to Chartism. William
Carpenter had been prosecuted for his Political Ltfi-rrs ; now the Government
pounced down on Hetherington. Three convictions were obtained against bim
for publishing The Poor Man's Guardian. He was ordered to be taken into

custody, but the Bow Street magistrates could not enforce the order for some
time. Hetherington with all that deliciously provoking coolness for which he
was characterised, actually sent a note to the magistrates to tell them '* he was
going out of town." Then he printed the note in his Guardian, and announced
<a tour through the country. At Manchester he narrowly escaped being taken
by Stevens a Bow Street " runner," and he might have remained at large for a

longer period than he did, had he not resolved to return to London to have a hist

look at his dying mother. He reached his home late one September night,

knocked and was not heard, and before he could knock again was surrounded
by Bow Street spies and dragged away, and was in Clerkenwell Gaol before his

family knew of his return. VV
ras six months in gaol. The Guardian was, how-

ever, still carried on. At the end of 1832, when he had not been many months
at liberty, he was again convicted and again imprisoned for six months in the
same gaol ; and now his friend Watson was a fellow prisoner, also for the same
" high crime and misdemeanour " of soiling in free England a penny paper with-
out a taxed stamp. Their prison treatment was most cruel. An opening called

a window, but which was without a pane of glass, let in the snow upon tljeir

food a3 they ate it ; cold and damp filled their bodies with pain ; and the Liberal
Government seemed intent on trying by these means whether they could not
break their spirits. Cleave and his wife were seized, Heywood of Manchester,
Guest of Birmingham, Hobson and Mrs. Mann, with about five hundred others,

were imprisoned as vendors of the " Unstamped." The spirit displayed is worthy
of remembrance. They carried the " Unstamped " in their hats, in their pockets

;

they left them in sure places to be called for ; and when for a few weeks the
Government actually empowered officers to seize parcels, open them in the streets,

and take cut any unstamped publications, Henry Hetherington made up dummy

parcels, directed them, sent off a lad with them one way, with.instract^J^fa

make a noise, attract a crowd, and delay the officers if they seized him ; meiiJL- .

while the real parcel for the country was sent off another way. After the veneLJot

of " justifiable homicide " upon the policeman slain at the Calthorpe Street meet-

ing, a letter appeared in The Poor Man's Guardian—signed Palafax Jnaior^tjiit

really written by Julian Hibbert—containing something more than inuefcdb, jji

an advice to the people attending such meetings in future to take bread aitfl

cheese with them, and a good long, sharp pointed and strong backed knif$ Ifftfo

which to cut it. In 1833 Hetherington moved from 13 Kingsgate Street to his

well known shop, 126 Strand. The Destructive, which he issued here, ironically

styled the Conservative, was also unstamped. The London Dispatch which
followed reached at one time 25,000 weekly. In 1834 he defended himself on ;a

trial for publishing the Guardian, and obtained an acquittal, but was condemned
for the Conservative ! Not having grown fond of prison from his experiences of

it, he took a snug little box at Pinner, and by going out of his house in the Strand

at the back by an outlet into the Savoy, and by entering the same way, and in

the disguise of a Quaker,^. he evaded the keen eyes in wait for him. But th«

Government revenged themselves by making a seizure for £220 in the name df

the Commissioner for Stamps, on the false pretext that he was not a registered

printer. They swept his premises. But undaunted he resumed his work. Julian

Hibbert, from the moment that he learned Hetherington was in danger of another
,

imprisonment for the Palafax letter, put him dovvn in his will for 450 guineas,

and did not cancel the gift when the proceedings were abandoned. Henry
Hetherington purchased another machine—no printer would undertake his work
—and continued to publish the " Unstamped " until the Government consented

to reduce the stamp to one penny, when he issued (stamped) the Twopenny
Dispatch, of which James Bronterre O'Brien was the talented editor. He in-

curred some embarassments by the publication of part of an Encyclopaedia, at

the suggestion of Dr. Birkbeck. The ' Oddfellows,' another publication, was
more successful. The comparatively narrow circumstances of Hetherington in

after years are due to his tenderness: he could not have the heart to sue his

debtors at law, though others sued him. He wrote * Cheap Salvation ' in con-

sequence of his conversations with the chaplain of Clerkenwell Gaol. In 1841

he\vas tried on a charge of publishing a "blasphemous" work—Haslam's * Letters

to the Clergy of All Denominations '—and sentenced to four months' imprison-

ment in the Queen's Bench prison. He represented London and Stockport in

the great Convention of 1S39, of which the beloved exile Frost was a member.
His later years were devoted to Socialism and Chartism. " In this institution we
have all witnessed his rare enthusiasm and fervour, and his clear judgment so

often mingled with humour that always rendered him a welcome speaker. The
quality I marked in him (T. Cooper speaking) the very first time I saw him

—

which was at the second Sturge Conference, at Christmas 1842—and which he
always displayed . . . was the faculty of reconciling misunderstandings and
preventing ill feeling arising from difference. With regret it must be stated

that there is too strong reason to conclude that our friend's decease was hastened

by want of proper care. His strict temperance—for he had been an almost

absolute teetotaler for many years—warranted him in thinking that he was not

very likely to fall a victim to the prevailing epidemic. When he was seized with

it lie refused—from what we must call a prejudice—to call in medical relief.

Our friend Holyoake prevailed on him to have a physician called in,—it was too

late. " Happily the gloomy bigot can forge no tales of death-bed horrors in this

instance : he can derive no lessons from it to frighten children. We. say this

with satisfaction ; for although the mind of man may sometimes wander in his

last hours, and the true philosopher will not resort to the account of them for the

test of a man's opinions, yet it is well for the sake of others that the death of a

freethinker can be shown by unquestionable testimony to be without the horrors

in which the superstitious delight to clothe it. I care not whether all of us agree

in every item of our deceased friend's convictions ; I for one do not ; but we are

the foes of priestcraft and superstition, and therefore we make common cause in

his opposition to those twin plagues of the human race ; and we honour his

memory for the courage with which his freethought was proclaimed in life and
fortitude with which the confession of it was signed in death." Hetherington

left a Testament of Opinions, signed and witnessed, in which he expressed him-

self as totally opposed to the popular ideas as to the the existence of God, and
his belief that Truth, Justice, and Liberty will never be permanently established

till every vestage of priestcraft and superstition shall be utterly destroyed. He
desired to be buried in unconsecrated ground, without interference from priest or

clergyman, and without any pomp or display, even protesting against the wearing

of mourning clothing. Then follows his confession of faith as a Socialist. " These

are my views and feelings in quitting an existence that has been chequered with

the plagues and pleasures of a competitive, scrambling, selfish system ; a system

by which the moral and social aspirations of the noblest human being are nullified

by incessant toil and physical deprivations ; by which, indeed, all men are trained

to be either slaves, hypocrites, or criminals. Hence my ardent attachment to

the principles of that great and good man, Robert Owen. I quit this world with

a lirm conviction that his system is the only true road to human emancipation

;

that it is, indeed, the only just s}
Tstem for regulating the affairs of honest, intel-

ligent human beings—the only one yet made known to the world that is based on

truth, justice, and equality. While the land, machines, tools, implements of

production, and the produce of man's toil, are exclusively in possession of the

do-nothings, and labour is the sole possession of the .wealth-producers—a market-

able commodity, bought up and directed by wealthy idlers—never-ending misery

must be their inevitable lot. Robert; Owen's system, if rightly understood and
faith fully carried out, rectifies all these anomalies. It makes man the proprietor

of his own labour and of the elements of production ; it places him in a condition

to enjoy the entire fruits of his labour, and surrounds him with circumstances

that will make him intelligent, rational, and happy. Grateful to Mr. Owen for

the happiness I have experienced in contemplating the superiority of his system,

I could not die happy without recommending my fellow countrymen to study

its principles and earnestly strive to establish them in practice," etc. A favourite

phrase with him was ** We ought to endeavour to leave the world better than we
found it," and there is every reason to believe that he acted up to it. He died

about 4 a.m. Thursday August 24, 1849. His funeral was numerously attended.

He was buried in Kensal Green Cemetery in ground purchased by Devonshire

Saull, a wine-merchant of the City well known in all democratic societies of that

day. Adjoining the grave is the monument of " Publicola," the author of the

well known letters of the Weekly Dispatch. Addresses were delivered by G. J.

Holyoake and James Watson. Hetherington's name is on the Reformers*

Memorial erected in 1SS5.—T. S.

Our comrades at Norwich carried out their programme of the

Socialist Demonstration with great success, and made an undoubted

impression on the city and district. All the meetings were thoroughly

well attended by sympathetic crowds, and the speakers were well

received everywhere. We shall print a report on this important

attack on capitalism in our next, as space and time fail us this

week.

—

Ed.
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HAVE YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW I FIRST, FEW MEN
EU> IT J NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT J LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON !

Communications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper, addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Ed.,E.G, and accompanied
by the name and address of the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of theirposi-
tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing
the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.
Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, 3s.; three months. Is. 6d.
Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-

ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

Erratum.—On p. 253, for "meaning—evacuating formula," read fc< meaning-
evacuating formula."

Contributions received—R. G., and G. P. Held over—H. W., and D. N.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday August 15.

England
Bie Autonomic
Justice
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Personal Rights Journal
Postal Service Gazette
Railway Review
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Freiheit
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Jewish Volkszeitung
Alarm
Workmen's Advocate

8oston—Woman's Journal
Buffalo—Arbeiter-Zeitung
Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Douglasville (Ga.)—Roll Call
Fort Worth (Tex)—South West
Milwaukee—National Reformer
Coast Seamen's Journal

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier (daily)
La Revolte
En Avant

Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur

Belgium
Seraing (Ougree)—Le Reveil
Ghent—Vooruit
Antwerp—De Werker

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat
Arbeiterstimme

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Italy
Rome—L'Emancipazione
Cremona—II Democratico
Messina—II Riscatto

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Wien—Gleichheit
Brunn—Volksfreund

Roumania
Jassy—Muncitoriul

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

WILLIAM LOVETT.
(Concluded from p. 252.)

In reading the detailed history of this period as given by such men as
Lovett, Watson, and their nearest colleagues, Dan O'Connell, Feargus
O'Connor, and some of the much talked of so-called leaders, come out
very badly.

In 1839, Lovett was tried and sentenced with John Collins to one
year in Warwick County Gaol for the Birmingham riots of July. On
their release they were accorded public receptions in Birmingham and
London, and money was raised for a holiday in Cornwall to restore his

health.

On his return he tfied for a short time bookselling in Tottenham
Court Road, prison life weakening him too much to go back to the
bench. He was made vestryman and next guardian of St. Pancras,
and was offered by Samuel Smiles the post of sub-editor of the Leeds
Times, which however, not caring to leave London, he declined.

^
He next projected a society which was called the National Associa-

tion of the United Kingdom, which started a paper entitled the
National Association Gazette, edited by J. H. Parry (later on well
known as Mr. Serjeant Parry), who remained a true and helpful
friend to the last, providing pecuniary help when the old Chartist was
ill and past work.

So intense was the feeling against the Chartists, that unrebuked, a
man named Watkins preached and published a sermon, and given from
many pulpits, advocating assassination of the Chartist leaders.

In 1842, Lovett was concerned in starting the National Hall in
Holborn, which, holding some two thousand persons, was for some
years the centre of Radical agitation in London, W. J. Fox often
lecturing there, as well as many other well-known men, Mazzini,
Kossuth, and W. L. Garrison among them.

In 1844 the Czar of Russia honoured this country with a visit.

Mazzini was at that time residing here, and a trap letter was sent by
Lovett to Mazzini, which was later on used by Thomas Slingsby Dun-
combe in Parliament with much effect in an exposure of a shamefully
general opening of letters by the Post-office authorities in the interests

of despotism, and by which Sir James Graham, then Home Secretary,
earned eternal infamy, and perhaps something tangible.

The particular letter above referred to as suffering from the Gra-
hamizing then in vogue, was as to a public meeting proposed to be
held as a working-class expression of opinion of Nicholas of Russia.
This meeting was held at the National Hall, June 6, 1844, was
attended by an immense crowd, which filled two other rooms beside
the main hall. The handbill calling the meeting, the speeches made,
a^d the resolutions moved, g^vc great offence to law-'n'-order.

Whenever the spirit of Jingoism proved particularly uneasy, then
Lovett and his friends were to the fore with some address urging the
people to peace, goodwill, and solidarity of the workers. Many of
these addresses were drafted by Lovett, and they are, both for matter
and manner, better work than that turned out by many college-
educated liighly-placed statesmen; they are a direct contradiction to
the sneer of one of his obituary writers, who wound up a bigoted
notice (' Publisher's Circular/ August 16, 1877) with the wise remark
" That a Cornish ropemaker was, however^ not likely to be a far-

sighted politician."

In 1846, Lovett was a member of the Anti-Slavery League, George
Thompson being president, Lloyd Garrison lecturing at the National
Hall, and Frederick Douglas (still living and working in the cause of
his fellow blacks) as missionary. For a short time Lovett was con-
nected with William Howitt in the long-dead HowMs Journal.
The " Year of Revolutions " was marked for Lovett by public pre-

sentation at the National Hall of a silver tea service and purse of
hundred and forty sovereigns, which by level-headed work in the in-
terest of his fellows he had fairly earned. This year was started one
more of the almost innumerable societies of the time with which he-
was concerned. The People's League, a very short-lived League in-

deed this, for dissension began in it almost before it was launched.
From 1849 to 1857, Lovett was mostly engaged in an educational

enterprise carried on at the National Hall. This poor Cornish rope-
maker, by severe application, had fitted himself to fill with credit the-
post of master to a really important school. He had made the ac-

quaintance of Mr. William Ellis—the founder of the Birkbeck Schools—and by him was encouraged to aim at, for the time, a very high
standard. Believing all education defective which did not embrace
some knowledge of the physical, mental, and moral nature of those
instructed, he was desirous that Physiology should be a subject of
study. The schools were, however, avowedly secular schools, and there
was much trouble in getting trained and qualified secular teachers.
He met this difficulty by fitting himself. That he acquitted himself
well, may be judged by the fact that his work when published, under-
the title "Elementary Anatomy and Physiology, for Schools and
Private Instruction/' passed through several editions, and was used as
a text-book, among other places, at the Heriot Hospital Schools*
Edinburgh.

It may be that his own mental drilling made him a little impatient
of some of the wrong-headed work going on around him ; anyhow, he,
in 1856, drew up a petition to the House of Commons which proves
him in possession of an idea which has, in a manner, been put into-

practice in Northern Europe, where the right to vote rests on an,

educational qualification, not on " pruputty."
The petition was presented by Mr. Roebuck, and excited much

laughter, as in such a place it well might, for it set out that " neglect
of public duty, self-interest, incompetence, etc., had led to a lamentable
sacrifice of human life, and to a wanton and lavish expenditure of the
resources of the nation ; and demanded the abolition of all property
qualifications, and an intellectual and moral standard substituted in-

stead;" that there should be a Public Court of Examiners, and a list

prepared of "persons competent to share in the government of their
country."

It would have to be a pretty thin "moral standard" for many to
pass to-day, with Hughes-Hallett, Balfour, Hartington, and apostate
Goschen to pass. It was even worse in 1856, so they might well laugh.

In 1857 he was jockeyed out of his premises, the National Hall, and
just when fairly under weigh on an enterprise which had gone through^
much opposition, but which then seemed destined to do immense good
by instilling the elements of sound knowledge, unleavened with any
superstitions of priestcraft or statecraft

;
gin and gospel calling in the

aid of corrupt laws managed to ruin the whole.
Next to the hall was a public-house ; the publican desired Lovett's

premises to convert into a music-hall. By means of an agent the
'

publican managed to purchase the reversion of the premises. Having
done this he set himself to drive Lovett out, and although his lease

had some six or seven years to run was soon successful. A report was
sent to the Commissioners of Police that the premises were unsafe,
and that a meeting of unemployed was about to be held which should
be prevented as dangerous to life and limb. The magistrates—who-
from the very first opening of the hall had been opposed to the place
because held by Chartists—issued a warrant, and a police surveyor
made a survey. Naturally, the place was condemned ; on a builder
being called in to answer the demands made in respect of one wall, an
effort was made to get another part condemned ; and such work as*

this, the blocking up of entries, and the other various devices, resulted*

soon in the closing of this school to some three hundred children, be-
sides many adults who attended the lectures and evening classes. A.
license had been refused to the Chartists, but no sooner was it a gin*

shop than it was put under the protection of law-'n'-order. Well
might Lovett urge attention to a moral standard for statesmen.

After this blow Lovett for some years taught physiology and anatomy
at St. Thomas Charterhouse Schools, and after that at a school in/

Gray's Inn Road.
' During 1850 and 1851, he was one of a committee with such merjr

as Lord Ashley, Dickens, Thackeray, and Robert Chambers, to forward
the Great Exhibition among the working-classes ; but not much was
done by the committee, before, on a motion by Dickens, they dissolved.

During the last twenty years of his life he was a great sufferer

from bronchitis, and not able to take his old busy part in the move-
ments of the time as he would have wished ; but his quiet lodgings in

the Euston Road were often visited by those busy in the strife, who
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desired to learn something of the old Chartist, to use his flowing pen

for some new appeal to the people, or to pay some slight tribute to his

past labour. The well-known lawyer, Sergeant Parry, was one of the

friends who to the last helped to make somewhat easy the declining

years of the good old servant of man.

During one of his severe bouts of illness he made an elaborate

model of a district hall or voting-place, and of a self-registering ballot-

box. He was allowed to exhibit the hall model at South Kensington

Museum, but not the ballot-box ; it was too political. Governments are

easily scared.

As Lovett was the original draughtsman of the People's Charter of

1838, it may be thought strange not to have given some attention to

that important item. The importance of the item demands special

attention, and will be given in a special notice under Chartism.

He died at 127, Euston Road, August 8, 1877, aged 77 years and

3 months, and was buried at Highgate Cemetery, G. J. Holyoake

giving a short address at the grave after the service.

In an appreciative notice in the Bookseller (October 5, 1877), he is

justly called " a brave old man," who had lived to see some of his

most reviled notions adopted by Conservative statesmen; and so it

ever is

—

" Count me o'er earth's chosen heroes,—they were souls that stood alone,

While the men they agonised for hurled the contumelious stone."

Thos. Shore, jun.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ENGLAND'S HOLD ON INDIA.

We have been asked by a correspondent in India to reproduce the

following letter to the Times oj India :

—

Sir,—I suspect that that article (" Will England Ketain India ") from the

Contemporary Review has received the assent, reluctant or otherwise, of many

of your readers. The writer thinks it wise " never to prophesy unless you

know," and therefore guards himself from expressing any opinion as to the

immediate tendencies which will influence the change of rule. Among these

tendencies he ignores the evil effect the constant drain of our home charges

has upon the agriculture, the manufactures, and general prosperity of India.

India is sold to the gold bugs of Europe. England, connected as she is with

huge dependencies, ever in need of loans for railways, for wars, and the

general purposes of administration, feels herself obliged to humour these

capitalists in every way, great and small. They will not allow her Finance

Minister or Chancellor of the Exchequer to remove the paltry £50,000

annually received from the silver duties, because these silver duties prevent

the silver wares of India from being sold in England, notwithstanding that

India, at the fiat of Lancashire, was obliged to give up one million sterling

annnally of cotton duties upon fine yarns and cloths, without compensation,

to the many Indian merchants who had duty-paid stocks on hand. They

will not allow her Government to re-habilitate silver by encouraging its use

in the Home exchanges, and to discourage the present excessive use of gold

by giving facilities to private banking, and the issue of notes of small de-

nomination, such as the £l notes universally circulating in Scotland, or 10s.

and 5s. notes. England, through her Foreign trade, is thus herself sold to

the capitalists of Europe, bound hand and foot, unable to extricate herself

or her dependencies from the toils in which these capitalists have enmeshed

her.

We see the consequences in the value of the rupee falling in the short

space of ten years from Is. 10^d. to Is. 4d., and no man being able to tell

where this lowering of values will stop. The manufacturers of Europe are

helpless to resist this downward course of events ; they can only ship their

goods to the east, west, and south, to Asia, America, and Australia, through

the banks ; the banks are held in a vice by the depreciation brought about

by the Eothschilds and Barings, as manifested by the policy of the Bank of

England, with the result that the gold prices of home manufactures have to

come down to the value of the depreciated silver. Indian merchants get

ever less gold prices for their seeds and raw cotton, and they therefore can

in return only do a trade by offering ever diminishing prices for English

goods. The manufacturers can only meet this new phase of trade by pro-

ducing goods in ever-increasing quantities, not, mind you, by increasing the

number of their workmen, but by improving the productive power of their

machinery, and by reducing the pay of their hands. The British workman,

not finding his services in request, has to accept less and less wages, or

starve. He is able to do the former, because he can now live upon the cheap

bread made from American, Russian, and Indian wheat imported at the

reduced silver prices. He does the latter to the extent of three million of

the population of the British isles, now in a state of hopeless semi-starvation,

kept only from death by the humane (!) poor laws of the country. Thus the

vicious circle goes on, and the gold bugs, a few hundred people at the best,

are the only ones who benefit. The home charges in themselves are baa

enough, but their evil effect is exaggerated out of all proportion by the fall

in the value of silver. We have to pay, as the interest of all sorts of scandal-

ous charges foisted by the British Government upon India, the interest upon

the railway capital held in England, and for pay and pension payable in

England, .£16,000,000 sterling per annum. We were only able to do this by
means of £8,000,000 of opium tribute paid in rather an involved way by the

working classes of Europe and America for tea, and by the upper classes for

silk, to the Chinese, who were thus able to indulge in their favourite form

of intoxication to the extent of half the Indian tribute. Now, however, the

Chinese are commencing to grow their own opium pari passu with the in-

creased consumption of Indian teas and diminished sale of their own growth,

and our £16,000,000 of tribute to England has suddenly swollen by the

diminished value of silver to the equivalent of £24,000,000 at Is. 4d. ex-

change. So long as there are good harvests in India, an increased quantity

of Indian produce has gone home to pay for the increased rupee Council

Bills drawn upon India. But how long can this strain go on ? Let a famine

come, and where shall we be ? A diminished quantity of wheat is due to a

diminished rainfall, which, again, prevents the growth of the cotton and oil

seeds upon which our pr^.-reriiy d' pends. But apart from the famine ques-

tion, which mav or may not come to the fore, what is the result of the abject

fear and dread in which the British Government and all the Continental

governments hold the gold bug ? Enormously increased quantities of raw

produce from India to England and the Continent. A wonderful prosperity

among the classes in India, such as muccadums, merchants, and the profes-

sions who live upon the profits of this carrying trade, but a corresponding

diminution of wealth in the backbone of the country, the cultivator or far-

mer, and the working classes immediately dependent upon his prosperity.

The English Government, sold to the Shylocks of Europe, has its exact

counterpart in the Indian Government, sold to Shylocks of India; The

Government here in their heart of hearts know that the land revenue of the

country is paid directly by the money-lender of the country, and therefore

have they sold the patrimony of the cultivator for the revenue they cannot

do without. The writer of the Nineteenth Century article feelingly instances

the paternal care the Government of India showed thirty years ago in pro-

tecting the fields of the sepoy from the action of the law courts. Is such a

policy in vogue now ? I doubt it. I know that the Purdesi peons of Bom-

bay live upon the merest pittance, so that they may be theieby enabled to

send three-fourths of their monthly pay to their country in the north of

India to keep their families going and meet the land revenue collector. Only

last month I got into conversation with a cooly carrying my luggage to

Matheran, who told me that he was a farmer on the Wai Ghaut near Maha-

bleshwur, that he had to pay the Government ten rupees land rent, and to-

his money-lender forty rupees per annum, the amount of the principal due -

to the man being Ks. 200, which he never hoped to pay off. His interest

was thus at the rate of 20 per cent, per annum, and four times the amount

of the Government rent. That for the past fifteen years he had for eight

months of each year carried loads at Matheran, in order to keep his family

going and meet his obligations. That his father, children, and wife were

dead, only his old mother beipg left to let him feel he had a tie on earth.

That during the four monsoon months he cultivated his fields. In a few

years this man will die, the debt will die with him, as he has no sons to-

perpetuate the bond, and the money-lender, through the courts, will seize

upon the property, and become a rack-renting landlord. The Government

cannot help itself. So long as it feels necessary to go on bahadooring the

Russians, the land revenue must continue to be got in at every sacrifice,

under the penalty of no further loans from the gold bugs of Europe ;
the

village money-lender, therefore, feels himself the pillar of the State, and the

cultivator must succumb to his burdens. No government that has to sup-

port itself by such a policy can deserve to survive. In the meantime, unless

a purer idea of their responsibilities arise in the minds of the English and

Indian Governments, this fallacious foreign trade, based as it is upon the

obligations payable to the interest-monger of Europe and his compeer in

India, will continue to increase in quantity and decrease in gold value, until

the masses in this country who work with their hands will find the burden,

unsupportable, and after us—the deluge. X.

"WOMEN CIGARMAKEBS."

Will you permit me to correct a statement made by your correspondent

H. Davis in your issue of July 28th, headed " Women Cigarmakers,"' in which

he states that in the agitation in the tobacco trade last year the female

cigarmakers greatly assisted the male portion of the trade by their timely

co-operation. It is quite true that the females suffered in common with the

other portion of the trade, but the agitation was carried on solely by the

men's unions, greatly assisted by Mr. H. Broadhurst, M.P., and the Labour

members of Parliament generally. The females' union of which your cor-

respondent speaks had not the remotest connection with that agitation, but

sprung into existence through a Nottingham manufacturer ineffectually

attempting to reduce his hands' wages. Thanking you in anticipation for

the insertion of this correction,—Yours fraternally, Henry Collier.

THE NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE FESTIVAL.

It is at the same time both unfortunate and yet of good omen that the First

General Meeting of the Socialist Co-operative Federation should be announced

for Saturday the 18th, as on that day the Crystal Palace will be the scene of an

important demonstration by the most advanced wing of the co-operative move-

ment.
Conceived and organised by E. O. Greening, aided by some members of the

" Productionist " party, three years ago a flower show was held at South Ken-
sington. To the flower show was added a small exhibition of Co-operative Pro-

ductive Societies' manufactures. The success was such that the committee were

emboldened to make arrangements to hold the third one on such an extensive

scale, that the Crystal Palace was considered the only suitable place.

A show of flowers, fruit, vegetables, and honey will be held in the central

transept, the exhibits being mostly from cottage gardeners and allotment holders,

the professional grower and nurseryman being absent.

An industrial exhibition of the work of skilled workmen in their own trades,

amateur work, women's and children's work, for which there are some 700 ex-

hibitors, with four or five thousand articles, to compete for medals offered by the

Society of Arts, who have appointed judges, and whose chairman, Sir Douglas

Galton, will open the exhibition.

The most important part to readers of the ' Weal should be, however, the ex-

hibition in the large concert hall of the manufactures of the Co-operative Pro-

ductive Workshops.
It is expected that here will be found the most important representation of

what has been done towards the elimination of the capitalist exploiter. Some
objection will doubtless be taken as to the inner details of some of these societies.

It is, however, capable of proof that in spite of all the evils of the surrounding

capitalist-competitive-system, that something has been done towards making the

worker his own employer. Watches, jewellery, washing and wringing machines,

boots, shoes, portmanteaus, kitchen utensils and compounds to cook in them,

locks and nails, and many other articles are now produced in co-operative work-

shops, and Socialists can do good work in studying how best to inspire with,

their enthusiasm the somewhat too cautious orthodox co-operator. The need of

this inspiration and enthusiasm is admitted by a large section of co-operators,

each succeeding Annual Congress has strengthened the " Productionist " party

as opposed to the mere " Distributionist," the profit-making co-operator, and
there is no doubt in the minds of many that the demonstration on Saturday will

mark a very important era in the co-operative movement in England. In the

evening a great public meeting will be held, addressed by several well-known men.

It will be a really serious stocktaking and review, preparatory to some de-

velopments in the direction of true Co-operation and true Socialism. A large

volunteer committee will be ready at hand to aid, exhibit, and explain, and
nothing spared to make a success of this effort to turn into practice the motto
" All Products to the Producer." T. S.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

Railway navvies at Lambourne have gone on strike for an increase cf 3s.

per week.

\ At Abertillery, a mass meeting resolution was carried unanimously in

favour of the eight hours' movement.

It is reported that the trouble in the Tyne shipbuilding trade is prac-

tically at an end. The ship carpenters have obtained an advance, as also

have some of the engineers.

The Union of Women Matchmakers' is now close on 600 strong, and grow-
ing. If the girls and women who work in the jam and pickle trade would
fol&w suit they would be well advised.

^ Earl de la Warr is moving for more returns as to overwork on railways.

At a mass meeting at Middlesbro' the railway delegate resolved that the
time has come to make ten hours the universal labour day.

Wanted! urgently, name, address, and any details as to that Sheffield

coroner, who at the inquest of the pen blade grinder held on the 3rd inst.,

expressed his unasked opinion " that the deceased was a free agent."

Whitehaven.—The extensive collieries in this district, worked for many
years by Earl of Lonsdale, have just passed to the management of Sir

James Bain and Co., of Glasgow. Will the workers gain anything by the

change of owners ?

Ebbw Yale.—Some new regulations issued at the Waunlwyd Colliery

with regard to slag, have resulted (as all new regulations issued by the em-
ployers do) in considerable reductions of wages. There is considerable pro-

bability of more trouble ; it was resolved to protest.

One only of this Sort.—At Barnfield Mills and Eesolution Mills, near
Hindsford, the employers gave 15 per cent, advance instead of the 10 per
cent, asked for. This is worth notice, in face of the strikes and threats of

strikes which are reported from every cotton trade district.

About 400 timber yard labourers at West Hartlepool have struck work
for an advance of wages to the extent of 6d. per day. At the present time

. the men earn 4s. to 5s. per day, and the large imports just now arriving

stimulate the demand for men. Telegrams have been despatched to other

;. centres for men to displace the strike hands, and it is assumed that the
: matter will be quickly settled.

Tobacco Trade.—The strike of cigarette makers at the Eegie Cigarette

•' Company for an increase of 18 per cent., which was reported in the Com-
monweal for August 4, has now been satisfactorily settled in favour of the

men, the company granting the men's demands, and in future to employ
l'Oiie but unionists. A large public meeting was held last Sunday at 3,

Princes Street, Spitalfields, at which it was resolved to continue fighting the

employers until class society becomes a thing of the past.

The annual report of the Yorkshire Miners' Association deals lengthily

with the Mines Act, and urges that ,the Act has secured powers which have
been agitated for for some years. "In respect to the power to prosecute

owners, agents, and managers, we may say we have not got all we desired.

At the same time we must say the Act goes a long way in our direction. . .

Our advice to workmen is, whenever and wherever you see a mine owner,
mine manager, or any person in authority, commit an oifence against the

Act, prosecute him."

Strike in the Nut and Bolt Trade at Darlaston.— At a meeting
held last Saturday, it was reported that although the principal firms had
conceded the list pi ices there were still a number of men on strike, and
that the number would be increased by addition of Coton's workmen, whose
notice expired that day ; in all probability other notices would follow.

Levies were being more regularly paid than at first by the Smethwick men,
and there was good reason to hope that all the Darlaston employers would
concede the mens demand—viz., the 1881 list less 5 per cent.

Derbyshire Miners. — The miners in this district mean to make a

vigorous beat up for an advance. The mischief is that many of the men
who are always ready to enter on the fields when won, are too slow to help

anything to the victory. The miner's agent for the district, Mr. Haslam,
says many of the men have not so much courage as Bryant and May's
•match-girls. The attention which is being paid in this district to the ques-

tion of mineral royalties is bodeful for some of the authorised and mighty
robbers. A big meeting is to be held at Clown on August 21, which it is

hoped will have important results.

The dispute in the Boot and Shoe Trade.—The result of the strike

in Northampton last year was a compromise between the manufacturers and
operatives. The arbitration committee which was appointed drew up a

- uniform statement of wages for the whole of the town, which was accepted
*' by both sides. Since then a number of London manufacturers paying first

and second class rates have found that by removing their businesses to
: Northampton they can secure a reduction in the prices which they pay

;

also rents are lower than in London
; one manufacturer saying (according to

the Shoe and Leather Record) that he saves 2-h per cent, per week on his

"working expenses" as compared with London. This is the opportunity
... they have been longing after for a good while past.* They have found the

..; trade-union rates of wages press rather heavily on them and restricted their

opportunities of obtaining orders ; naturally they have seized the first oppor-

: t unity of easing themselves of their burden. This is a very serious matter
- for the 'London trade-unionists—indeed, to all the London workmen—as the

immediate result must be and is that hundreds of good skilled workmen are

now forced to compete with others for the commoner and badly-paid-for

classes of work, and it is on that kind of goods that the "sweating system "

obtains. This matter is all the more important, inasmuch as it is among
• the men working at the better class of work that the trade-union is strongest,
~* Xhe union having made comparatively little headway among those who work
* for the shoddy manufacturers. A mass meeting of those concerned in Lon-
\ . «lon was called, and despite the advice of their secretary, C. Freak, refused

v- to submit the question to arbitration and resolved to fight the masters. A
h deputation was appointed and sent to Northampton, and, according to in-
n structions, convened a mass meeting of shopmates there. After a long dis-

«n cussion, the following resolution was carried by a majority of ten only:
v * c That in the opinion of this meeting the men of Northampton should use

<f) all legitimate means to assist the Loudon srhopmates in maintaining their

P:
:
'wages." While . the manufacturers have every probability of making a

' ,imited stand, the operatives are divided in opinion both in London and
Northampton.—G. C.

Time Cribbing and Small Fines.—At Bolton Town Hall, on ^urs^iy,
a special meeting of the borough magistrates was held to 'consider a letter

from the Home Secretary as to the small fines imposed by the Bench in

cases of cotton manufacturers charged with working overtime. The Bolton
Trades' Council had made complaint that flagrant breaches of the Apt were
punished by paltry fines of 5s., and urged that personal friendship had mdre
to do with such decisions than justice. None of the magistrates whose de-

cisions were challenged attended. After a very warm debate it was decided

to answer the Home Secretary " that in serious and repeated offences the full

penalty would be imposed."

Boycotting the Workers.—At the Pontypridd Police Court the Great
Western Colliery Company has just been condemned in various sums for

having acted on a boycott issued by the agent of another colliery company.
A strike having taken place at the Albion Colliery, some of the strikers

obtained work at the Great Northern. After some days, the' men were
called to the office and examined by the manager, who said he had orders

to stop all men who came from the Albion. The men each claimed a month's
wages as damages for illegal dismissal. The agent of the Albion Co., W.
Lewis, when cross-examined, had to admit having sent out to various

collieries a list of strikers with a request that such men should be discharged.

After much legal quibbling, judgment was given for six out of the seven
plaintiffs for seven days at the rate of 2s. 8d. per day.

Bakers and Confectioners.—" Amalgamated Union of Bakers and Con-
fectioners, 21st Branch, London, August 14, 1888. To the Jewish master
bakers of East London. We beg to inform you that since the 4th of August
we, the Jewish journeymen bakers in the East-end, have formed ourselves

into a branch of the above Union, with which we henceforth go hand in hand
and shall be under its protection. It may be well for clearing away mis-

apprehensions to tell you that che purpose of our Union is not, as many of

you seem to think, against your interests, but simply to protect and defend
our interests, and to give the best loyal consideration to you as long as you
treat us properly and in accord with the way our fellow Christian brethren

are treated by their employers. We see no cause whatever why we, Jewish
workers, should be doomed to such hardships as we have had to bear hitherto.

We hope that you will give to this your best attention, which will be to

your own as well as our advantage.—The 21st Branch of the Amalgamated
Union of Operative Bakers and Confectioners, held at the 'Duke of Gloster,'

New Eoad, E."

AMERICA.—July 31.

The Federation of Labour has added 50,000 to its membership within a

year.

It is estimated that the lock-out of the Brewers' Union has cost that

organisation 97,700 dols.

The labour organisations of Grand Rapid, Michigan, will celebrate Labour
Day, the first Monday in September.

It is officially announced that no strikes wil> be authorised by the Knights
of Labour this year except under extreme provocation.

Eighteen special agents of the National Bureau of Labour are now en-

gaged collecting statistics regarding employment on railroads in the Eastern

States.

One or two Rondout brickmakers made a reduction of 12J per cent, in the

wages on the 27th July. The brick market is said to be dull. Curious

whenever a reduction of wages is made the market is always dull. .

••
" :'<

Nearly 1,000 hands will be thrown out of work through the shut down
of the Norfolk and New Brunswick Hosiery Company's shops at New Bruns-

wick. The shut down will take place at the end of this month The poor

condition of trade is the cause of the suspension. .

The wall paper pool, a combination of manufacturers of wall paper,

having for its object the crushing out of existence the smaller concerns, is

said to be on the verge of dissolution owing to the failure of all the mem-
bers to live up to the terms of their pool agreement.

Thirty-five feeders in the American Nail Factory, Hamilton, struck work
on the 24th July. They were formerly paid 9 cents, a keg for cutting nails

out of 13 inch plates, but 8 inch plates were substituted, thus giving more
work, and as thfre was no increase in pay given the strike resulted.

The strike at, Singer, Nimick and Co.'s steel works at Pittsburg, Pa., has

ended in favour of "the manufacturers, and nearly all of the old men returned

to work yesterday or will go back to-day. It was a struggle for recognition

of the Union, and hereafter the mill will be operated independent of any
labour organisation.

Two thousand men recently went out of the lumber mills at Graven-,

hurst, Ont., for a reduction of hours from eleven to ten. One year ago a

reduction was secured from twelve to eleven. Several firms have already

conceded the reduction, and the mills will doubtless soon be running again

at the reduced hours.

The Iron Moulders' Union has decided that on and after April 1, 1889,

nine hours shall constitute a day's work for members of the union. If em-
ployers resist, strikes will be ordered in small districts, support being called

for from the remainder of the country. The resolution wTas adopted by a

close vote, meeting bitter opposition.

A movement is on foot among the soap manufacturers of the United
States to form a soap trust. A meeting was held in New York city recently

and the plans of organisation discussed, but no definite action was taken.

It is proposed to hold another meeting shortly and perfect the organisation.

The association will regulate prices and production, and endeavour to secure

legislation that will protect the best interests of the manufacturers.

In many places in Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, and North
Carolina, farm hands are paid from 35 to 50 cents, per day. The P. E.

Bishop of Florida recently said that he knew people who were getting

50 cents, a-week. Servants get 2 dols. and 3 dols. a month in Western
North Carolina and parts of South Carolina. Railroad labourers get from

90 cents, to 1 dol. 25 cents, a-day. In the trades wages run nearly up to the

northern standard.

A great indignation mass meeting was held in San Francisco, California,

July 25th, against the Chinese. Thousands were turned away from the

main hall and formed an overflow meeting. After the speeches a memorial
to Congress was adopted with cheers, setting forth that through the per-

version of the laws by the United States Court thousands of Chinamen
were entering this port weekly, and offering to prove these facts at their

own expense to a visiting Congressional Committee, and finally demanding
the impeachment of federal Judges Sawyer and Sabin for perverting the

laws. A resolution was also adopted starting a large popular subscription

to fight the Chinese invasion legally, step by step. The meeting was called

and participated in by all the trades' unions in the city. ,
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INTEKNATIONAL NOTES.
FRANCE.

Twice in less than a fortnight the proletariat of Paris has been shot by
the police and the soldiers, at the special command of that criminal govern-
ment headed by Floquet and supported by Clemenceau, Joffrin, and other
" possibilists," who promised to give the people of France those " radical

"

reforms which, as they said, would better their condition. The prime
minister of "republican" France, seized with dismay at the gravity of the
economic and social questions which are to be solved and which he altogether
ignores, as all politicians and mere parliamentarians do, has thought that
a wholesale blood-letting of the Parisian revolutionaries would put these
" disagreeable " questions out of his way and enable him and his bourgeois
confederates to go on with their humbugging of the French working classes.

But thanks to the admirable order which prevailed at the funeial of Emile
Eudes, and to the wonderful patience shown by the ten thousand navvies at
strike, who did not answer the brutal provocations of the police, Floquet
has not got his joume'e, as he undoubtedly had all things ready for getting
one. The people of Paris will take up that challenge at their day "and at
their hour, not at the moment chosen by Floquet, and they only need a little

patience to have the victims of the police brutality wholly avenged, if they
remember that the Third Empire, which was far more powerful than the
parliamentarian Republic of the French bourgeoisie, was squashed and fell

to pieces just one year after the funeral of Victor Noir. Here also the same
cause will have the same result.

Emile Eudes, whose funeral has been attended to by one hundred thou-
sand people, has assuredly been one of the most sympathetic men amonst
the French revolutionaries. He commenced his political career very early,
and before even he was twenty years of age he was sentenced to six months
of imprisonment for his anti-religious and atheistic propaganda., vigorously
carried on bv him and his friends in the columns of a courageous paper,
entitled 'La Libre PenseV (Freethought). At Ste. Pelagie lie met Gustavo
Tridon and the other convicts of the Renaissance-tiiaf, and henceforth
became a follower of Blanqui. He was a clever and prudent organiser, and
together with Blanqui, Granger, and some other very active "citizens, he
succeeded, in spite of the imperial police, in creating all through Paris a
revolutionary force which was ready for action at the time of the 'murder of
Victor Noir, and, but for the cowardice of Eochefort, would (lien have
brought about a formidable insurrection and most probably the downfall of
the Third Empire. Daring the Franco-German War, on the 14th of August
1870, Eudes was among the few energetic men who tried to gain over the
Parisians to take up arms, by attacking the barracks of the Villette fire-

brigade. If this attempt, described by Blanqui in 'La Patrie en Danger,'
had been successful, it would have avei ted from France the catastrophes
that afterwards befell her and most likely would have delivered the country
from all the bourgeois Republicans who, for the last eighteen years, dis-
honour their country.

At the affair of La Villette, Eudes and his friend Brideau were captured
and sentenced to death by court-martial. Whilst Gambetta, the forefather
of the Republicans a la Floquet, urged upon the Corps Legislatif to shoot
the two convicts, Michelet, the illustrious historian of the French Revolu-
tion, drew up a protest that became famous, and prevented the wish of
Gambetta to be fulfilled. A few days afterwards the Empire broke down
at^ Sedan, the people of Paris overran the Chamber, Eudes and his fellow
prisoner were liberated. During the siege, Eudes, as commander of the
138th battalion of the National Guard, took his fair share with Blanqui of
the affair of the 31st October, and was again imprisoned. After the capitula-
tionof Paris, on the eve of the 18th of March, the Central Committee of the
National Guard entrusted him with the command of the twentieth Legion,
and he assured the success of the Parisian movement which led to the
proclamation of the Commune. With Brunei and Duval he then became
the commander-in-chief of the revolutionary forces of the French capital,
and at the same time was elected by 19,000 suffrages as member of the Com-
mune.

^
Our readers are aware of the active part he took in all the military

operations of the Commune against the Versaillese reactionary troops. He
was of course condemned to d.eath, but succeeded in reaching London, where
he lived until the general amnesty of July 1880. Soon after his return to
Paris he became one of Blanqui's contributors in ilV Dieuni Maltre (Neither
God nor Master), and in 1882 was sentenced to some months of imprison-
ment for the affair of the Pore Lachaise. At the time of his death he was
chief editor of the daily paper LHomme Libre (the Freeman), which is the
organ of the Blanquist section of the French Socialists.
Emile Eudes died from an apoplectic fit on the platform where he was

supporting the action of the navvies at strike ; he fell, like a soldier, in the
middle of a fight of the proletarians against their masters, and even his
political adversaries were obliged to do homage to his indomitable bravery
and the uprightness and integrity of his revolutionary convictions.
Another veteran of the revolutionary struggles in France has just passed

away. Benjamin Flotte died at Cuers (Var Department) at the age of
seventy-six. In 1839 he was arrested with Barbes and Blanqui, and
sentenced to nine years imprisonment. Under the Third Empire he got
live more years. During the siege of Paris in 1870 he was with Eudes at
La Villette, and during the Commune he was sent to Versailles in order to
negotiate with the wholesale murderer, Thiers, for the liberation of the
hostages and the release of Blanqui, a negotiation which of course fell to the
ground. After the amnesty, he returned from America, where he had gone
to live, to Paris where he became one of the most active members of the
Central Revolutionary Committee.
The navvies' strike is quietly but firmly going on, and spreading amongst

other trades too. Much calumny and vilitication is heaped on the heads of
the men at strike by the Bourgeois press of the " model " Republic, but they
don't answer the odious provocations of these low-lived and miserable penny-
a-liners. The carpenters and the locksmiths have joined in the struggle,
other trades are to follow, and there is much talk in Paris about a
"general" strike. In the provinces too, at Amiens, Lyons, Marseilles, and
several other popular centres, great excitement prevails, and we may fairly
say that we are on the eve of great events.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
The Austrian Government have published, on the 1st of this month, their

exceptional law against the Anarchists. It says that in the judiciary
districts of Vienna, Korneuburg, Wiener-Neustadt, Wels, Prague, Brux,
Ticin, Jungbunzlau, Reichenberg Brunn, Oimutz, Neutitschein, Graz,
Leoben, Klagenfurt, the jury will be replaced by an exceptional tribunal
(from August 10 until July 31, 1889), that is to say by a set of Nupkins
who have made up their minds that Auarchists are wild beasts who always

and in every case ought to be sent to hard labour imprisonment, for the trial
of the following crimes : High treason, breach of public order and peace,
insurrection, riot, assault, falsification of credit notes, coinage of base money,
crimes against religion, murder, manslaughter, arson, felony, house-breaking,,
libel and some minor offences. Of course, as our Austrian colleagues of the
Socialist press point out, this exceptional law is likely to become a sort of
common law, as it will be renewed every year, exactly in the same way as
the Anti-Socialists laws are in Germany.

HOLLAND.
The Socialists in South-Holland are very hard at work, and they deserve

to be supported in their struggle, because they have to stand firm there
against the most reactionary set of people that ever existed anywhere. Our
colleague, Be Volkstem (Voice of the People) has particularly hard work to
do. All possible means are used to undermine and kill the young organ of
the toilers, which until now was issued at Middleburg, but in consequence
of the difficulties and pettyfoging persecutions which it hid to bear from the
middle-class there, will henceforth be published at Flushing. The workers
of Amsterdam, the Hague, and other towns have now decided to overflow
Middleburg and the surrounding land with leaflets and pamphlets. The
Socialist agitation is carried on all over Holland »vith great energy and good
success, nearly all the organised trades unions have joined the Socialist
Party. In the northern parts of the country, the Hague, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, etc., the Anarchists, who have a regular organ of their own, also
make very useful work by carrying on the propaganda, and we may say that
the two sections of the Socialists are living on good term-?, which ought to
be the case everywhere, more generally than it is. V. D.

LITERARY NOTES.
The Ploughshare (Martin, George Street, Aberdeen, Id.) is "a journal of

radical religion and morality," issued monthly by the Rev. Alex. Webster.
I to present number is devoted to "The Cottar's Saturday Night," one of a
series of lectures on "Texts from Burns," and deals in existing social con-
ditions " without gloves."

Articles of interest to Socialists in August magazines '. — Quarterly Review

:

"Chinese in Australia." Contemporary Review: " Slate Socialism," John
Rae

;
"The New National Insurance Laws of Germany," Henry M. Felkin.

Nineteenth Century: "East London Labour," Mks Beatrice Potter; "De-
mocracy and Party," T. E Kebbel ;

" Workers' Songs," Mks Laura A. Smith.
Longman^: Magazine: "The Storage of Life as a Sanitary Study," Dr. B. W.
Richardson. Universal Review : Home Rule," T. P. O'Connor, M.P.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE.
Offices : 13 Farringdon Road, E.G.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commomveal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will
take place on Monday, Sept. 3, lSSS, at 13 Farringdoa Road, "at 9 -o'clock.

REPORTS.
Fulham.—On Tuesday evening, Maughan, Groser, and Mordhurst spoke to a

good audience, opposite the Liberal Club. Sunday morning, Tarleton spoke for
an hour to a very fair meeting. Some opposition from a co-operation friend, to
which Tarleton replied. In the evening Tochatti, Bullock, and Groser addressed
an excellent meeting. A lady opposed, and was answered by Bullock and
Tochatti. —S. B. G.
Hackney.—The next meeting of members will be held at the 7>erner Street

Club, Tuesday, August 21st, at !-).30 p.m.
North London.—Good meeting addressed at Regent's Park by Cantwell,

Nicoll, Saunders, and Mrs. Laer. Collected for propaganda ;>«. od. Good sale
of literature.

Stamford Hill.—Nicoll and Brookes spoke. At close of meeting one of
Warren's "Lambs" asked Brookes for his name, which he declined to give.
Upon which the individual paid to protect the interests of the p-iblic, replied,
" Then, do the other thing." These ruffians: have much to learn yet. Perhaps
this is a preliminary to active hostilities in this neighbourhood.

Bradford.—Sunday, August 12, Gaskell lectured at Laycock's Temperance
Hotel, on " Socialism v. Individualism," to an attentive audience. Good
discussion.—P. B.

Glasgow.—On Saturda T evening Downieand Pollock addressad a good audience
on Jail Square. On Smliy evening we held a meeting on the Gicen near the
monument, where Gla>ier was much interrupted in his address by a band of
ignorant and rowdy orange youths. With this exception the large, audience was
attentive and sympathetic. We intend holding a meeting next Sunday evening
in same place, and members are asked to turn up in force. During the week
Emery Walker, Secretary of the Hammersmith Branch, visited o'ir Rooms, and
on Thursday night had a hearty meeting with a number of our numbers.
Norwich.—Saturday night a meeting of comrades and friend* was held in the

Gordbn Hall to welcome our London comrades. Several c unr td.-.s rendered some
capital songs. Comrade Morris also gave a reading. A very pleasant evening
was spent.

Walsall.—At indoor meeting last Monday J. Sketchlcy (Birmingham),
delivered a most instructive lecture on " The Land Question from the Socialist
Standpoint." Good attendance, and questions asked at close were satisfactorily

disposed of by lecturer. Sanders held outdoor meeting on the Bridge prior to
the lecture, also spoke at same place on Saturday and on Sunday at West
Bromwich Road. At Saturday's 'meeting our audience was larger than usual,
considerable opposition being evinced, and a good crop of questions followed.
These were well dealt with by our speaker who was frequently applauded.

EAST END PROPAGANDA.
Concentration on one or two particular places has led to an apparent slackening,

which will, however, be fully made up later. Splendid meetings have been held
on Sunday mornings at Leman Street, and almost every night on Mile-end Waste.
Gibraltar Walk, the Broadway, and the Triangle, Hackney, have not been quite
regularly attended, owing to the great attention given to other parts. A capital
station has been made at Philpot Street, Commercial Road, and good congrega-
tions have listened to the Gospel of Socialism. At Kingsland Green, Stamford
Hill, and Victoria Park immense audiences have attended. In about 100 streets

a house to house visitation has been made, about 4,000 back numbers of the Com-
monweal and Freedom and 10,000 leaflets have been distributed. Every Saturday
a meeting has been held at Berner Street Club, and next Saturday will discuss
the taking of a large hall for the winter. Last week the speakers were Brooka,
Charles, Cores, Gault (S.D.F.), Hicks, Lane, Mainwaring, Nicoll, Parkw, Mr*.
Schack.—W. B. Parker, Sec. East-end Propaganda.
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LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

i$cfon.-^-Any information from Secretary Harnett,
7 Redmore Road, Hammersmith.

(MsrhentoeU.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-
don Rd., E.C. Sunday August 19, at 8.30, Brooks,
" Influence of Theology on Present Society. " Wed.
22, at 8.30, J. Lane, " The Need of a Labour Party."

• Sun. 26, W. B. Parker, a lecture. Wednesday 29,
F. Charles, "Society, Present and Future." Sun.
Sept, 2, Rochmann, "Will Palliatives do Good?"
Wed. 5, Turner, a lecture.

Jhtiham.—8 JEffie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Hackney.—Enquiries, communications, etc., to E.
Lefevre, Secretary, 28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Rd.,
Hackney Wick.

JSTamwersmi^.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.
Sunday August 19, at 8 p.m.

Merlon.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,
Singlegate.

*Mik-end and Bethnal Green.—95 Boston St., Hackney
Road.

^tforth London.—Secretary, Nelly Parker, 143 Caven-
dish Buildings, opposite Holborn Town Hall. The
business meetings will be held on Friday evenings
at 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, after

'the open-air meeting at Ossulton Street. All mem-
bers are asked to attend at Ossulton St. at 8 o'clock.

^Plaistow.—A branch has been formed here and is

commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.

St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of tfae members of

this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on
Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.

Rochmann, secretary.

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Night and place of meet-
ing have had to be changed in consequence of Sab-
batarian prejudice of landlords. Branch meets in

Oddfellows' Hall on Monday nights at 8. Choir
practice at 46 Marischal Street on Thursday even-
ings at 8.

Bradford.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets
Tuesdays at 8. Scott, of Manchester (S.D.F.), will

..w lecture next Sunday. Cunninghame Grahame and
j Mrs. Graham have promised to address a meeting
* on August 3rd.

Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting
every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-
taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—-J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Jsmidee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday in the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—35
George IV. Bridge. Meetings for Discussion, Thurs-
days at 8 p. m.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 Victoria St., sec.

.Gallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet
«.-.-every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John Street. Reading-room (Draughts,
- Chess, etc.) open 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily. On
' -Thursday evening first, at 8, Choir Practice will be
* resumed ; all musical members invited. On Sunday

at 2 p.m., instead of 7, Business Meeting.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. and Front
Row. Open every evening. Business meeting
Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

.Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

JLochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, {pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

jtforwich.—Gordon Hall.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 254 Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.
Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.
West Calder (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

«Wej8$.£alder«

t>2BN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 19.

10 30 . Starch Green Hammersmith Branch

11 30 Latimer Road Station ...Hammersmith Branch

lOoi.Mitcham Fair Green Rochmann

11.30...Regent'sPark Parker

11.30...Walham Green Fulham Branch

7 .Weltie Road, opposite Ravenscourt Park
"

...Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday.

8.30...Fulham—opposite Liberal Club Fulham Bh.

Friday.

7.30...Euston Rd.—Ossulton Street The Branch

EAST END.
Sunday 19.

Tuesday.

Mile-end Waste .., 8. 30...East-end C'mittee.

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8.30... „

Friday.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8.30... ,,

Saturday.

Mile-end Waste ... 8 ... ,, •

PROVINCES.
Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday: Jail's Square, at 12.30; Paisley

Road at 5 ; Green, near Monument, at 6.30.

Leeds.—Sunday: Hunslet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Vicar's

Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday: Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Noncich.—Sunday : Market Place, at 3 and 7.30.

North Walsham, Sunday at 11.

Crostwick Common, Sunday at 3.

Yarmouth, Church Plain, Thursday at 8.

Walsall.

—

Meeting at Daw End on Sunday morning.

Deakin, Guillemand, and Wesley, speakers.

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested

in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London
will be held at the Berner Street International Club,

Commercial Road, E., on Saturday at 10 p.m. prompt.*

Zukertort Chess Ci>ub, 217 City Road, E.C.

—

This Club asks us to notify our readers of its existence ;

that it is well fitted up ; and that a first-class man has

been secured who gives three hours-* instruction every

evening.

The Socialist Co-operative Fi^ERATio?f.-—This

Society is now registered. The first Ge»«ral Meeting
of the Members will be b«Sd at the Halt ©f the Social-

ist League, 13 Farringdc® Road, E.G., on Saturday
August 18th, at 8 p.m., for the election of the Com-
mittee and for any other business. All auembers are

particularly requested to attend, and to- bring their

subscription cards for audit. Non-member* who wish

to attend can become members on payment of the

entrance fee, Is., in the Halt.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

Id.

2d.

Chants for Socialists. By William Mo?3?i#. . id

Organised Labour: ThoBstty of the Trades'
Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (Lonsk» Society of Composi-

tors).

The Commune of Pari* By E. BelforfcBax,

Victor Dave, and Williaoft Morris. .

The Aims of Art. By Win. Morris.
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Buskin. By Thomas* Barclay.
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ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William
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The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. BeMort Bax and William
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Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William

Morris Id.
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required for Commonweal work, I shall be glad to hear
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JTISTORY OF AMERICAN SOCIALISMS. Quite
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JVfEN OF THE TIME. A useful Dictionary of
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MANUAL FOR CO-OPERATORS.

CO-OPERATIVE AGRICULTURE.

HWE'S ANCIENT MYSTERIES.

BURKE ON THE EVILS OF ALL STATE GOV-
ERNMENTS. Is., post free.

gECRET SOCIETIES OF THE EUROPEAN
Revolution. (Frost.) 2 vols., newly bound, 7s.

yOLNEY'S RUINS. 2s.

QOBBETT'S LIFE and GRAMMAR. New, 3s. 6d.

"All for the Cause!" Song- Wo*ds by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d.

per dozen, 4a. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper. . . .6a.

No. 6 of "The Socialist Platform."

Jrsr Published, 24pp., Id.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Price 1(L ; post free, 1 Jd. Usual price to Branches

or the trade.
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Leumn street, Shadwell
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Victoria Park
Triangle, Hackney Road
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'.'.'.Nicoll.
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A. R. PARSONS'
Book on

ANARCHISM :

Its Philosophy and Scientific Basis.

English and German Editions now ready.

Country friends will be well advised to write for

particulars. Thomas Shore, jun., 33 Newington
Green Road, Balls Pond, London, N.

THE ALARM
A. R. PARSON'S OLD PAPER.

" Me» die, but Principles, live.

'

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.

11.30...

3.15...

8 ...

7.33...

Prices :

Subscription 8s. per ana. Address Dyer D. Lum,
P.O. Box 1656, New York City, U.S.A.

SPECIAL PRICES
FOR REMAINDERS.

ALL FOR THE CAUSE.

By W. Morris, with Music by E. B. Bax.

Threepence.

AIMS OF ART.

By W. Morris. On good paper.

Twopence.

The above will be sent on receipt of stamps by
Secretary, Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.

'THE AUSTRALIAN RADICAL:
Advocate of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity

New Lambton Road, Hamilton, Australia.

This journal is the organ of the Australian Socialist;

League. Copies may be had at the office of the Com-
monweal, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C. l£d. per copy,

Is. 6d. per qnarter, post free.

The Chicago Martyrs:
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Abstract

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introduction.

With Portraits.

Price 6d., post free 7Jd.

Apply for Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon
Road, London, E.C.

IRISH MINSTRELSY

:

Being a selection of

IRISH SONGS, LYRICS, AND BALLADS.

Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by

H. HALLIDAY SPARLING.

Enlarged and Revised Edition, with Cover designed

by May Morris.

Royal Svo, 516 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d.

Walter Scott, Warwick Lane, E.C.

Handsomely Bound in Cloth and Gilt, 5s.

Paper Covers, 2s.—post free.

Order the Book from your bookseller, or from

Mrs. A. R. Parsons, Publisher, 785 Milwaukee
Avenue, Chicago.

Just Published, post 8vo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions

for the Socialist League.

Reeves & Turner, 196 Strand ; or Commonweal Office

Printed and Published by William Morris and Josura Lane
at 13 Farringdt n Road, London
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NOTES ON NEWS.
The verdict on Mr. Ridley's suicide, passing over the conventional

phrase of " temporary insanity," will be endorsed by most men who

are not rabid partisans. The poor man was too weak to play a part

in the civil war which is now going on, and so was crushed out by an

<extra turn of " the system " driving him up against his own conscience

and that of the community amongst which he lived. It is a thousand

pities that he could not have trusted himself to the good will of his

fellow-countrymen, and snapped his fingers at the authority which

bade him go a little further than usual in torturing a prisoner !

mind has really become seriously undermined." Later on, while at

work at Hawarden, a somewhat similar conversation takes place about

Bright, similar regret at tne broken friendship, and . " Tell me,

Mr. Holl,"—and here his mouth twitched, for he was evidently

struggling with great emotion—" tell me, did you notice anything in

the manner of my old friend which would lead you to believe that his

reason was becoming in any way unhinged 1
"

The check to the share of Italy in the plunder of Africa will scarcely

make a nine days' wonder, yet one cannot help feeling some exultation

at the defeat of the armed clerks of the counting-house, under what-

ever nationality they may serve ; though naturally one is most pleased

when they belong to our own counting house, whose tyranny presses

most nearly on ourselves.

The new Kaiser's speech at Frankfort-on-Oder furnishes a curious

commentary on Lord Salisbury's view of the pacific tendencies of the

rulers of Europe at present; but it does not tell us anything new
about the character or aspirations of the German demi-god. We have
all known that he is a furious reactionist, who will do all the damage
he can during his reign ; but in this matter of war he will be rather

driven than driving ; the blind instincts of the commercial bourgeoisie,

which force them to the worship of such men as this, will settle that

matter for or against. It is at any rate pretty certain that if the
Kaiser does fairly " go on the rampage " in the temple of reaction, he
will pull the roof down on his own head. So may it be !

The closing of the Landore Works is a good example of the position

of the workman under nineteenth century capitalism. A thousand
men employed in working at—in fact they know not what. Suddenly
without warning the work comes to an end, and they are in the streets

with a prospect of what would be indeed a cruel punishment for gross

misconduct. And what can they do % They have never had the least

control over their own work, know nothing about the market for it,

or what may influence that market; nor have their "employers" a
grain of responsibility for them. They can do nothing but try to put
themselves once more in a position, which involves helpless ignorance
on one side and complete irresponsibility on the other. They are

.simple machines in helpless dependence on other men's wills, other
men's necessities, of which they know nothing. When will the time
come when they will make up their minds to employ themselves, and
accept the responsibilities of their own lives 1 They will one day have
to choose between that and sheer starvation.

& Zola is being attacked in England through the publisher of his

English translations, and there will doubtless be many pros and cons
on the matter. The only one of his works that I have read is

'Germinal'. If that is a fair specimen of them, I must say that
whatever grossness there is in it could do no harm except to tho3e who
are determined to have harm done to them. I feel sure also that the
grossness is there not for " nastiness " sake, but because it forms part
of a true picture of the life which our civilisation forces on labouring
men ; and I hold that " What is not too bad to be done, is not too
bad to be told about," though I find no difficulty in imagining that
our rulers and masters take a very different view of the subject,

W. M.

One of the most completely comic things in print lately, occurs in the
JPall Mall Gazette of the 2nd inst. Comic and yet tragic ; comic be-

cause of the tragic so close behind.

Frank Holl was painting John Eright's portrait, and in course of

the chat during a sitting, on Gladstone's name being mentioned, Bright
expressed much regret at the breach which had come between them.
" Do you know, Mr. Holl, I seriously fear that my dear old friend's

Evidently there was more in Axel Oxenstierna's advice than even he

meant, "Behold with how little wisdom this world is governed."

"With how little wisdom," apparently with no wisdom whatever.

Bright fears for Gladstone's reason, and Gladstone for Eright's. Some-

where hereabouts can be found the factors of a mental equation, which

should delight my anti-Parliamentary friends. A set of revolutionists

—mad ; a set of reactionists—madder ; a set in power sitting on the

safety-valve of Free Speech and press—madder still ; and the result of

the seething together of these mad elements a mass of mad legislation,

and a social state that the maddest dreams of the Bedlamite could

never suggest. " 'Tis a mad world, my masters, a mad world."

We are told by those who have much to do with the " insane "
(?),

that outside the one particular weak point it is hard to distinguish the

patient from the attendant or the doctor. Suppose, after all, it shall

some day be decided that the sane is insane and vice versa, it will be

rather rough on some. Possibly the man who makes so much fuss

about " interfering with freedom of contract " may become somewhat

discredited, and quite a number of the adored fetishes of to-day may.

be thrown down. To-day the Socialist is mad, should be confined,

either in jail or asylum—when possible is so served. To-morrow

—

well—" Time makes ancient good uncouth." Roughly, the rich and

the powerful are the only sane ; Socialists are not rich and powerful,

therefore the Socialists are not sane
;
Q.E.D. with a " 1 ".

Imagine a " Vision of Judgment " when social systems shall be

weighed off; when "sane" shall scale against "insane." When one

comes to consider how many "impossibilities " of the past are " com-

monplaces" to-day, verily some of the "sane" should be a bit

careful as to what they say of the insane ; it should suggest that

even

—

" After us, some purer scheme
Will be shaped out by wiser men than we,

Made wiser by the steady growth of truth."

The Lord Chief Justice, by a decision on Saturday, decided that

" boycotting " is legal. In the case of Gregor, Gow and Company v.

the 'Peninsular and Oriential Company, T. Sutherland, M.P., and

various other steamship companies, claim for damages was made
for an alleged illegal combination to boycott and ruin by means of

bribing and intimidating shippers in China not to send goods by the

plaintiffs' ships. In an elaborate judgment his lordship held that the

defendants were justified in "using inducements" and in "withholding

advantages." It was fair trade competition and not unlawful.

The foxhunters of Nottingham have boycotted the parson who
protested against the way his crops were destroyed, The foxhunting

parsons used to boycott the Rev. Sydney Smith when he made this

same sort of protest. Our modern parson suggests that the foxhunters

should all emigrate ; let us add to that a wish that all the parsons go

with them.

The robbers are getting ready to go. A proclamation has just been

published in the Gazette to the effect that on and after October 1st the

rate at which freight shall be paid for the conveyance on board of any
of her majesty's vessels of treasure belonging to parties other than the

Crown, whether gold, silver, jewels, or other articles, which may by
special order be received on board, shall be 1 per cent. This order

suggests that the people who have gold silver and jewels in quantity

enough to require a war ship to carry them off are already making
contracts as to the price of carriage. May they soon be called upon
to part with their 1 per cent. ! We can well afford to lose the jewels

if the owners sro also.
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Civil war is not far off surely when between two hundred and three
hundred representatives of Law-'n'-Order are occupied from nine in

^^gW**g until six in the evening with battering-ram, scaling-ladders,
!'^°R^Sta^(i #few resources of civilisation, against a family of twelve»FP#W^W^ their own house, , If done somewhere in Southern
vJSprope^ or Mexico, or Peru, or in the moon, what a scream would go

»P from Exeter Hall

!

< «i;^
;'Whj»tr.fey the way, are England's resources of civilisation in the war

time? Our army costs us millions, and our navy also; yet it is not
,' too much to say that our army and our navy is about the shoddiest

lot that ever professed to be ready for war. For the last fortnight
every day has put the country to hundreds of thousands of pounds
expenditure for repairs only of contract-built ships. Somebody will
have to be hanged yet for this business. T. S.

OUR TASK TO-DAY.
Man is to a great extent the creature of circumstances. Even by ex-
perience he learns wisdom very slowly. Years, generations, and
centuries roll on, and the worker is still in bondage. Civilisation, pro-
gress in art and science is ever moving onward, yet the wealth-producer
is ever the mere hewer of wood and drawer of water. Revolts, in-

surrections, and revolutions have swept over the earth in different ages
and in different nations, but despotism is everywhere in the ascendant,
ever-rampant tyranny is everywhere supreme. Yet amid the clang of
arms and the jubilations of the triumphant reaction, fear and trem-
bling are everywhere manifest. The crowned despot, resting on his
throne of blood, in whose ears ring as music the despairing cries of
the enslaved millions, though surrounded by his countless legions, has
in his bosom a presentiment of coming danger, of the approaching life

or death struggle for truth, for liberty, for justice.

But why is despotism everywhere triumphant? Why is this ever-
rampant tyranny everywhere supreme ? Why is the worker still in
slavery, why at the bottom of the social scale? Because he learns
wisdom so very slowly, because he is ever credulous, ever the victim
and slave of idle hopes and childish fears.

If we go back no further than the early part of the present century,
we find evidence of the above in abundance. The great Radical move-
ment, which took its rise at the close of 1816, aimed at the reform of
the House of Commons, believing that the vote would give political

power, and that political power would enable the workers to free the
country from the tyranny and corruption then so prevalent. The
movement was genuine as far as the demand went for political power.
There were a few who believed that the possession of political power
would enable the workers to free themselves from the social evils under
which the people groaned. The movement spread rapidly, was carried
on with energy, was met by the Government with Acts of Coercion,
which called forth increased determination on the part of both leaders
and people. From 1817 to 1828 the Catholic party joined in the
movement, and the leaders of the Radical party believed them in earnest.
But in the latter year, so soon as Catholic Emancipation began to be
visible, to be within a measurable distance of the region of practical
politics, then the Catholic party withdrew from the movement. The
Kadical party felt the loss, but were not discouraged. In 1831
another and, under the circumstances, a more dangerous element joined
the movement. A large portion of the middle-classes, with their

leaders, joined in the demand for Radical reform. The demand for
manhood suffrage was declared to be premature. The old leaders of
the Radical movement were said to be somewhat too extreme, too re-

volutionary, too impracticable. The men of principle had to give way
to the men of expediency. The men of revolutionary ideas had to
make room for the men of moderate views. The ever credulous people
believed the new comers, and their old*and trusted leaders were pushed
aside. Political trickery and political fraud were triumphant, and the
reign of tyranny secured.

> The people accepted a lesson of expediency, and their betrayal was
the inevitable result of their credulity.

A few short years and Chartism raised its head. The mass of the
workers had not forgotten their shameful betrayal by the middle
.classes, of the little (reform) bill instead of manhood suffrage, and the
suppression of their meetings and the brutal tyranny of the Whigs.
It was to be the whole charter and no surrender. The middle classes

were no longer to be trusted. Meetings were held in almost every
town, in many parts in every village. The demand for the charter

,
rolled through every valley, it pealed forth from the mountain tops,

and, penetrated the bosom of every family. The demand of the
people was again answered by Coercion. The leaders were defiant, and
the people were enthusiastic. Large numbers were arrested, but few
were discouraged, while the people remained true to the cause. When
the people cannot be crushed by Coercion, when the leaders cannot be
discouraged by arrest and imprisonment, then other means are resorted
to to prevent the success of the movement. But the game of 1832
could not again be played. The enfranchisement of the middle-classes
Was an accomplished fact. The people were too enthusiastic, the bulk
of the leaders too devoted, for a scheme based on expediency to be at
all successful. But were there is a will there is a way. The will was
there, and the way was found once more to " divide and conquer."

All admitted the justice of manhood suffrage. The same with re-

gard to the ballot, annual Parliaments, payment of members, and the
other points of the charter. The Moderates again came to the front.

But this time it was not the principle that was wrong, but the leaders.
The name too, was obnoxious. Chartism had been cpnnected with
violence and bloodshed, and many of the leaders were men of a revo-
lutionary character. The Moderates then, came to the front and de-
manded manhood suffrage and all the other points, but the name/ well,,
they would not be called Chartists. The new movement was to be "The
Complete Suffrage Movement." By the side of this new movement
arose, too, the question of Moral v. Physical Force. Large numbers,
of the middle-class flocked to the new standard, while those who re-
mained in the ranks 'of Chartism were pointed to as men dangerous,
to society, who ought to be shunned by all law-abiding citizens. Many
of the loudest of the Chartist leaders found their way into the ranks
of the new movement. Personal bickerings, want of confidence, dis-
trust and disorganisation followed.
The revolutionary movements of 1848 raised the hopes of the

workers. The " Charter and No Surrender " again became the cry of
the people. Hundreds, nay, thousands of meetings were held through-
out the country ; missionaries were sent out in every direction, organi-
sation followed as if by magic ; the movement became formidable, and
was again answered by Coercion. The country was filled with spies,
plots were organised, arrests followed, the best men were imprisoned.
Soon the old questions were raised once more to disorganise and destroy
the movement. The failure of the movements on the Continent de-
stroyed the enthusiasm in England, and during 1849-50, Chartism
withered and died.

And why did Chartism faiU Because it aimed at an impossible-
task. It sought to destroy the tyranny of the State while retaining
the conditions, which alone rendered tyranny possible. The aim of
Chartism was the enfranchisement of the toiling millions, or in other
words, to transfer political power from the classes to the masses. In
principle Chartism was revolutionary in relation to all the other classes-
of society, and to the very conditions on which the political supremacy
of these classes depended. But its method, its action, and its general
policy were all anti-revolutionary in character and tendency. Hence
its internal weakness and premature failure.

And what is our position to-day ? What is the position of the re-
volutionary forces in the year 18881 Still sectional, and to a great
extent still anti-revolutionary.

The working-classes, from their economical position in relation ta
the other classes of society, are the only possible revolutionary element
in modern society. The development of our modern system of pro-
duction renders it impossible for them to be otherwise than revolu-
tionary.^ To be logical, to be consistent, from interest even as well as
from principle, they must be revolutionary in relation to all the in-
stitutions of society; in relation to the throne, the aristocracy, the
church ; to the standing army, and all the repressive forces organised
to keep the workers in bondage ; revolutionary in relation to our whole
capitalistic system of usury, of production, and of exchange. To be
logical, to be consistent, they must be revolutionary in relation to all
the conditions on which the State rests to-day.

In every age and in every country the Church and the State have
been the great centres of despotism. The Church and the State, the
throne and the altar, the priest and the soldier, have ever made war
on the people. It is the same to-day. In almost every age efforts-

have been made to reform the Church, to diminish its power, to free it
from corruption. Rivers of blood have been shed, and thousands of
martyrs have given up their lives for the purification of the Church.
But the Church is still the great engine for enslaving the minds of
men, for binding mankind in ignorance and superstition. And the
same with the State. For how many generations have not the best of
nature's nobles laboured and suffered and died in their endeavours to
reform the State. But the State is still supreme. It is still the great
centre of despotism, still the seat of centralised tyranny. It still

claims unquestioned obedience to its decrees. The* State,, like the
Church, is a relic of barbarism. If we would raise man to dignity,m
place of the Church we must have a free and rational system of educa-
tion. If we would raise man to liberty, in place of the State we must
have the free organisation of Society.

To be revolutionary you must be consistent ; consistency admits of
no compromise. To be revolutionary in relation to the throne, admits
of no recognition of any mere modification of the institution of
royalty. The same with regard to the church, or the aristocracy, the
standing army, the principle of usury, our modern system of pro-
duction and exchange. All these rest on the principle of monopoly, of
privilege.

^
For the workers to recognise these or any of them, or any

mere modification of them, would be to cease to be revolutionary,
would be to abdicate their rights and their duties, to alienate them-
selves from their historical position. To aim at a mere modification of
tyranny, either political or social, is not to be revolutionary. But to
be revolutionary in relation to all the existing conditions of society,
political, social, and economical, is the historical and the only logical
and consistent position of the working-classes.

Let us then cease to recognise any form of tyranny, any form of
usurpation, of monopoly, of privilege, of exclusiveness. Let us seek
no compromise with wrong, triumphant though it be. Revolutionary
from principle, let us be consistent. Revolutionary from necessity
through the development of our modern system of production and
exchange, let us do our duty. In that alone lies our dignity, our
future liberty. J, Sketchley.

There can be no true political liberty with economic subjection.
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Sun.
Mon.

28 Tues.

29 Wed.

30 Thur.

31 Fri.

1 Sat.

REVOLUTIONARY CALENDAR.
Week ending September 1, 1888.

55 B.C. C»sar landed in England.

1770. Hegel born. 1846.. Secession of "Young Ireland" from
Repeal Association.

1849. Venice taken by Austrians after heroic resistance. Outbreak
in Cephalonia.

1657. Col. John Lilburne died. 1883. James Carey executed.
1886. Free Speech demonstration in Trafalgar Square

;

present, 80,000 people, 2,373 police and detectives.

1793. Thomas Muir tried for sedition. 1855. Feargus O'Connor
died.

1793. Brissot and twenty followers guillotined. 1803. Trial of

Edward Kearney and Owen Kirwan for high treason.

1884. Attack on Warsaw prison. 1886. Dinner to French
Socialists in London.

1783. Dean of St. Asaph tried for seditious libel. 1803. Trial of

T. M. Roche for high treason. 1884. John Snowden,
Chartist, died. 1886. Domela Nieuwenhuis released from
jail.

CORKESPONDENCE.

" AFRICA."

Seeing that comrade Bax's article on the "dark continent," although it

-suggests the possible postponement of the Social Revolution for another

:
century, has not thrown any of your readers into fits of expostulation, I feel

bold enough to ask the -writer whether the activity of Socialists in Europe
and America or the energy of capitalists in Africa is to be the determin-
ing factor in the consummation of our hopes. Are we to divert our attention
from the immense body and seat of vitality of the beast to go into despair
over its suckers and tentacles ? Surely our comrade must have been in the
•dumps when he wrote an article so infected with pessimism. He must have
been blind for the moment to the extraordinary and phenomenal success of
our principles in all the more advanced countries. He must have been
temporarily deaf to the loud moan and fierce cry of the proletariat all over
the world. He can't possibly have heard that a little woman within the last
^ew weeks, by the power inherent in our Cause, has engaged and routed a
whole company of the enemy. Let us have no more despairing vaticina-
tions, but let a note of hope and triumph prevail all over the field. We all

revere our comrade because he is in the habit of roaming amidst philosophic
altitudes, far from the dusty earth, and we gratefully admit that when he
comes down he generally lands somewhere ; but let me beg of him, if he has
^any control over his parachute, to descend next time in Europe rather than
in Africa. Robert Grierson.

London, Au<r. 10th, 1888.

A MODEL CANDIDATE PROPERLY SAT UPON.
' The Miner, just to hand, gives an account of a nasty knock the par-

liamentary wire-pullers have had in Greenock. The Liberal and Radical
associations having invited Mr. Jas. Hill, of London, to deliver an address
with a view of becoming a candidate, Keir Hardie wrote a letter to the local
papers giving some useful details of Mr. Hill's treatment of the workers.
He was charged with having sent to America for the locks with which to
execute a Government contract. Only the Greenock Telegraph would insert
the charge. His reply, printed in the Times, was to the effect that he could
not buy locks in this country cheap enough, because the British wrorkman,
with " his short hours and long pay," and his "drunkenness and improvid-
ence," his inferior workmanship, etc., etc., had ruined the trade. He went
abroad for his locks instead of making them himself, because he would "be
sorry to have any direct dealings with the British workman." This lovely
sample of the successful merchant wages-sweating parliamentarian, in his
explanatory speech to the wire-pullers seemed to think it something to boast
of " that by his action he had raised the value of the locks 50 per cent, and
reduced their price other 50 per cent. He seemed to claim credit for having
reduced workmen's wages by half." James Hill's chances of being selected
for that district have been completely " busted," and the official caucus is

dancing mad. Let it not be forgotten that this is the same man whom
Henry Broadhurst, the " Labour "representative," supported in his candida-
ture at Brixton, over which Henry got so savage when properly challenged
for it by Keir Hardie at the last Trades Congress. This candidate is worth
looking after wherever he turns up. T. S.

"Out or the Mouth of Babes and Sucklings."—-Judge (to small boy on
the witness stand), "Little boy, do you know where you'll go if you swear
to what is not true?" Small boy: "Yes, sir; I'll uo to the Legislature.
That's what my pa did."—Washington Critic.

The Pall Mall Gazette the other day, in an article on "Phonograph Possi-
bilities, or Talking Waxworks," suggested that half a dozen wax imitations
of the Prince of Wales should be made, so that by fitting inside a' phonograph
with a speech suited for the occasion, half a dozen such functions as founda-
tion-stone laying, exhibition opening, prize distributing, and such other odd
jobs as flunkeys require to be done by princes, could be done at once and
nobody know but what it was really their much-loved prince. Instead of
a special train (at public cost), the wax figure could be sent down on goods-
train, and a man for half a crown could turn the handle and make the figure
work off the well-worn sentences. Since the above is about the only sort
of public work Albert Edward does, we should do well to knock off his screw
and adopt the suggestion. Edison would probably turn out half a dozen
good working images for a couple of thousand pounds. We might also serve
the head of the firm by the same process of disestablishment, and by employ-
ing some person capable of writing correct English, have some Queen's
Speeches not quite so open to cavil as is generally the case. The million a-year
we could save by the above course could be well used in developing co-opera-
tive homesteads; and altogether the idea should be carefullv considered
with the view of early utilisation.—T. S.

HUMBLE ("?") FISHERMEN.
" But the Son of Man hath not where to lay his head."—New Testament,
" Doth give bold advertisement. —Shakespeare.

We are often called extravagant for speaking of workers as " wage-

slaves," but the following advertisements show that the idea of chattel*

slavery has not quite deserted at least one section of the community.
As may be expected, that section is the clergy. In looking over the

Church Times this week I find there are a number of advertisements

of " priests " who require substitutes during their holidays. One offers,

as remuneration for his services, "good rectory, garden, servants;

moderate use of carriage, to a "bachelor, or, if married, without children."

Another, who has a "small church" and "light duty/' in a beautiful

neighbourhood on the main line of the Midland Railway, easy of access

to a number of interesting places, offers " vicarage and servant b. w. n

to one who has "no family" and "no extreme views." "Servants"
are included with " good garden, carriage, and three bedrooms," in one
case, and in another " two servants " are offered as " remuneration

"

with a " house and garden near the pier." There is one which is worded,
" Very small country parish, Berks ; remunerations—vicarage, garden

produce ; two servants on board wrages ; air bracing, vicarage prettily

situated ; apply immediately." And, finally, " The vicar of a bracing

country village, close to the Dunstable Downs, offers hospitality (ex-

cept wine, etc.) and cheerful society at the vicarage to a clergyman
who will take charge of his parish for five weeks." The vicar, I
presume, in this case, means to leave his mother-in-law at home.

Apart from the manner in which these " labourers in the vineyard "

include their servants with their houses^ gardens, and carriages, and
offer them as chattels in remuneration to any chance assistant, their

own case is worthy of note. According to their own account, they

all live in bracing, beautiful villages; have carriages and servants,

with small churches and light duty
;
yet, poor souls, they find it neces-

sary to have a holiday of four or five weeks to recruit themselves

:

while the position of a young gentleman who for the labour of reading

"matins" and "evensong" four times can get a large house, with
garden, carriage, and two servants for a month, is not unenviable.

There are many other significant things to be found in these adver-

tisements. One shows the advantage it is for a woman to be a "lady,"

by asking for a cottage or unlet farm rent free, on the ground that

being " a lady of good birth," the education of her two boys would
would thus " not suffer from the loss of income resulting from family

misfortune"—that is to say, in the highest probability, from their

parents' vices.

To him that hath shall much be given. "A clergyman of means"
for "very light duty of parish" among an agricultural population of

385, can have "a lovely rectory, handsomely furnished^ eight bedrooms,
etc., excellent offices, beautiful lawn, grapery, extensive stabling, coach-

houses,* etc., and well-stocked gardens. Beautiful church, perfect

national schools (excellent grant this year). . . . Where the climate

far excels that of Torquay, with the purest water.'/ The whole
"sheltered from all winds." Who would not be a clergyman "with
means," to go to South Devon and enjoy this paradise?

J

Tis true the

adjectives are somewhat suspicious; excellent, beautiful, extensive,

perfect, make one reflect ; but the lawn, the grapery, the stabling, the

coach-houses, and the gardens must exist, if ever so small; and then,

they are all in South Devon, with a population of 385,— all to be had
"for very light duty of parish." If one were only a clergyman with
"means" !

"The Rev. John Going and one of his daughters wish to make up
a party for a month's holiday. The Rhine, Lake of .Zurich, beautiful

Swiss scenery, views of the Alps, etc." Socialists who wish to join

him may apply to " Hawkc\ix\rc\i, Ax minster."

Another advertisement begins "Do help the Colliers"; but the

way to do it is to subscribe to the colliers' church, which it is candidly

confessed " has been an absolute venture of faith "—in other words,

a speculation.

But there is hope in the wording of this appeal—the clergy evidently

find there is more sympathy for men than churches ; but on the other

hand, they do not hesitate to ask money for their "venture of faith"

as for the oppressed workers. "Do help the colliers," is evidently

a better cry than, Subscribe towards our speculation. G. P.

G THE SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.
The First General Meeting of the Socialist Co-operative Federation was held

at 13 Farringdon Road on Saturday last, T. F. Murray in the chair. There was
a good attendance to hear the report of the Provisional Committee and to elect

the first working committee, in accordance with the Rules, which are now duly
registered. Considerable discussion took place as to future arrangements, and
among other things it was decided to appoint a series of local committees of three
to promote the furtherance of the scheme in various districts, receive subscrip-
tions, and enrol members, etc. Local committeess were elected for East-end,
Canning Town, Hoxton, Southwark, Kennington, Battersea, Lambeth,JPeckham,
and Stoke Newington.
The General Committee elected was as follows : H. A. Barker, T. Binning,

Wm. Binning, D. C. Dallas, Mrs. Gostling, F. Henderson, T. F. Murray, and
S. Oliver. A. C. Varley, Secretary pro tern.

The report shows that upwards of 400 5s. shares are subscribed for, of which
300 are now fully paid up, in addition to which many promises have been received
from persons to join on the formal starting of the society.

The first meeting of committee will be held at 3.30 p.m. on Sunday, August 26»
at the Labour Union Printery, 158 Pentonville Road, to receive subscriptions,
enroll members, etc.

Asking ten hours' pay for eight hours' work is dishonest, is it ? Well, what do
you call asking ten hours' work for eight hours' pay ? Is that merely legitimate
business ?—Paterson Lahor Standard.
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YOU NOT HEARD HOW IT HAS GONE WITH MANY A CAUSE BEFORE NOW! FIRST, FEW MEN
IT ; NEXT, MOST MEN CONTEMN IT

J
LASTLY, ALL MEN ACCEPT IT—AND THE CAUSE IS WON I

Oommunications invited on Social Questions. They should be written on one side of
the paper9 addressed to the Editors, IS Farringdon Rd., E.G., and accompanied
by the name and address oj the writer, not necessarilyfor publication.

As all articles are signed, no special significance attaches to them because of their posi-

tion in these pages. None to be taken as more than in a general manner expressing

the views ofthe League as a body, except it be so explicitly declared by the Editors.

Rejected MSS. only returned ifa stamped directed envelope is forwarded with them.

Subscriptions.—For Europe and United States, including postage, per year, 6s.

six months, Ss.; three months, Is. 6d.

Business communications to be addressed to Manager of the Commonweal, IS Far-
ringdon Road, E.G. Remittances in Postal Orders or halfpenny stamps.

N. S.—For particulars of the Kaweah colony write to J
Visalia, Tulare Co., Cal., U.S.A.

Unsuitable—"A Landlord's Song." Will be used—D. N.

J. Martin, Box 427,

J. T. W.

Periodicals received during the week ending Wednesday August 22.

England
Church Reformer
Justice
Labour Tribune
London—Freie Presse
Norwich—Daylight
Railway Review
Telegraph Service Gazette
The Miner
Worker's Friend

New South Wales
Hamilton—Radical

India
Bankipore—Behar Herald
Madras—People's Friend

United States
New York—Freiheit
Der Sozialist
Truthseeker
Volkszeitung
Jewish Volkszeitung
Alarm
Workmen's Advocate

Boston—Woman's Journal
Liberty

Chicago—Labor Enquirer
Vorbote

Fort Worth(Tex)—South West

France
Paris—Cri du Peuple (daily)
Le Parti Ouvrier (daily)

Lille—Le Cri du Travailleur
Nimes—L'Emancipation

Holland
Hague -Recht voor Allen

Belgium
Ghent—Vooruit
Liege—L'Avenir
Antwerp—De Werker

Switzerland
Zurich—Sozial Demokrat

Italy
Gazetta Operaia
Milan—II Fascio Operaio

Rome—L'Emancipazione
Marsala—La Nuova Eta
Cremona—II Democratico
Florence—La Question Social©
Messina—II Riscatto
Turin -II Muratore

Spain
El Productor
Madrid—El Socialista

Portugal
Lisbon—O Protesto Operario

Germany
Berlin—Volks Tribune

Austria
Arbeiterstimme

Roumania
Jassy—Muncitoriul

Denmark
Social-Demokraten

Sweden
Stockholm, Social-Demokraten
Malmo—Arbetet

SOCIALIST WORK AT NORWICH.
I am sure our comrades generally will be glad to hear a little of the

course of Socialist propaganda in Norwich and its neighbourhood, which

for some reason or other has become a stronghold of the cause.

Qur comrades had determined on a rally in Norwich, and invited

several of us Leaguers, together writh Mrs. Besant and Herbert
Burrows, to help them. Faulkner, Mrs. Schack, Mainwaring, and

Morris got down to the old city on Saturday evening, and were most
cordially received by the Branch at the Gordon Hall, where there was
singing and recitation, and agreeable converse generally.

On the Sunday morning Mainwaring went to Yarmouth, and ad-

dressed a large meeting on the beach. Mrs. Schack went to Wymond-
ham, and though the meeting in that quiet little place was not big,

„ it was very attentive and serious. In the city itself, Faulkner spoke

at St. Mary's Plain and Morris, with Mowbray in the chair, in the

Market Place. The meeting there was considerably over a thousand,

and was attentive and sympathetic. Faulkner came up just before it

was over, and gave a short address on the subject of Education ; and
the meeting held well together to the last.

In the afternoon a waggonette was drawn up under the bronze

shadow of that very dull hero the Iron Duke (in bronze), and Mow-
bray was in the " chair " there at 2.30, our comrades of the Branch
being drawn round the platform. It was an exciting scene when we
got there, the concourse being very large round the platform, in spite

of the counter attractions of the fag end of the Salvation Army and
the summons of the bells of the huge tower of St. Peter Mancroft.

The " Army " having done speaking, moved away with its band, which

presently came into the place, but with few followers, and the coming

of another band of gospellers had no influence on the meeting except

to swell it somewhat. Before 3 o'clock there must have been fully

ten thousand persons closely packed round the waggonette. The
comrades being called upon now sang " No Master," in the midst of

which Herbert Burrows and Mrs. Besant came duly punctual, and

the business began. A resolution in favour of the abolition of private

property had been prepared, which was moved by Herbert Burrows,

who began by telling the audience that some five years ago lie lectured

on Socialism in Norwich to an audience of five persons. His clear

and telling speech was well received. Mrs. Besant followed, and was

received with much enthusiasm. Morris supported, and the resolution

was put after an amendment had been called for without result, and four-

fifths of the meeting or more held up their hands for and six hands against.

Mrs. Schack and Faulkner then spoke, and the meeting broke up,

without the least disorder, except that one man, a stranger, got some-

what obstreperous (or rather the liquor in him did) and was run in by
the police. This would not be worth mentioning if it were not that-

our comrades were vexed and indignant that the Norwich Nupkinses
gave him a month next day, our comrades by no means wishing to

bring the law down on their opponents for such trifles.

In the evening Burrows and Mainwaring spoke again in the Market
Place to a large audience, and Morris lectured (on Monopoly) at the
Gordon Hall, which was as full as it would hold. No opposition could

be got, and it was clear that the whole audience were really Socialists.

On the Monday Burrows, Mainwaring, and Morris spoke in the
Market Place in the dinner hour ; the audience was again large for a
week-day, and did not break up till 2.30, having listened eagerly all

the time. Burrows and Mrs. Besant spoke at Carrow, close to Col-

man's mustard works, in the dinner hour, and had a large and satisfac-

tory audience, mostly composed of the workmen and girls, Mrs. Besant
telling her hearers of the illegality of fines. The last open-air meetings

was in the Market Place at 6.30. Burrows, Mainwaring, and MorriB
speaking. One or two ill-conditioned persons attempted to get up a
row on this occasion, but produced little or no effect on the crowd>

who listened as attentively as before.

The meetings ended with Mrs. Besant's lecture in St. Augustine's.

School, a large room somewhat on the outskirts of the town, to which
we haa been driven by the refusal of the large halls in the town. This
place was crammed by an eager audience, who took up every point in

the lecture, which, though both eloquent and clear, would have been
hard to follow by a non-Socialist who had not studied the question.

The answering of the questions also which were put gave occasion to

the audience to show that they appreciated the points, and certainly

except for a few respectables who honoured us with their presence,

there could have been but few present who were not thoroughly

sympathetic.

The press, both Liberal and Tory, reported all our proceedings fully,

and considering all things, quite as fairly as could be expected. In
comparing the audiences there with others, one could not fail to be
struck with an air of eagerness and receptiveness, which shows that

the propaganda is doing its work. The audiences do not come to stare

or loaf, but to listen.

The impression which Socialism has thus made in a place not very

important, nor specially progressive, is the result of sheer hard work
on the part of our comrades, who are all quite poor men, and have no
influence but what their steadiness and enthusiasm in the Cause gives,

them. What has been done there can be done elsewhere if only men
will devote themselves to the propaganda.

Our comrades are in trouble at Yarmouth. The week before this

demonstration, comrade Poynts was summoned for speaking on the

Church Plain in that town, though we had held meetings there for

long, and though a religious meeting was being held at the same time

as he was holding the Socialist one. Our comrade has been sent to
prison for a month for this terrible " offence " of free speaking, and as

this is clearly a piece of mere persecution of opinion, it is to be hoped

that all parties who have any feeling for freedom will back up our

friends, who are fighting the battle of free speech for all honest men>

both in the present and the future.

William Morris.

YARMOUTH AND FREE SPEECH.
For some considerable time the Norwich branch has been holding very successful

meetings every week, which are considerably increasing in number, much to the

annoyance of the bourgeois class at Yarmouth, who have at last taken steps to

try and suppress them by summoning one of our comrades for obstruction. Two
summonses have been issued, the first one under the Act of 1849—which has

been since withdrawn, I suppose through the Act being rather old and the police

evidence shaky. The second one was issued, and our comrade, George Poynts,

had to appear on Wednesday, August loth, before a special muster of the great

unpaid. Our comrade made an able defence, and clearly proved no obstruction

was caused. Of course these non-producing idlers could not understand that.

Our comrade pointed out to them another meetinej was being held at the same
time and place by the Church Army, who were really causing the obstruction if

there was any. But these gentlemen were not considering whether it was a re-

ligious or Socialist meeting, so they fined our comrade £1, and £1 7s. 6d. costs,

in all £2 7s. 6d., or one month's imprisonment. Our comrade is now doing the

term of imprisonment. As it was his wish as well as ours that this question

should be fought out, we intend carrying on the propaganda there in spite of

prosecutions or imprisonment. We have comrades in this branch who are willing

to carry on the meetings, without auy fear of imprisonment or fines. The more
sacrifice we make we feel sure the movement will go on with greater success than

ever. On Thursday last a good meeting was held by comrade Reynolds, who
had his name taken by one of the modern wolves. We expect he will receive a.

summons in a day cr two ; he will then be able to cheer our imprisoned comrade

by his presence in the same gaol. A. T. S.

His Share.—A good story appears in the Times of Natal. According to

that journal a well-known broker was slumbering in church the other Sun-
day during the sermon. The preacher, in a burst of eloquence, had said,

" And what are we to have as our share of this transaction ? " The slumber-

ing broker was partially aroused by the loud tones, and to the horror of

those near him, he ejaculated "A thousand, fully paid !"

How Politics are made Attractive.—The following appeal to Stafford-

shire Unionists was lately posted extensively on the North Staffordshire

Railway :—" Unionist meeting to be held at the seat of Bazil Fitzherbert,

Esq., 16 July, 1888. To be addressed by Captain Edwards Heathcote,

M.P., etc., etc. There will be the following attractions : Two bands, fire-

engine competition, athletic sports, lawn tennis, balloon ascents at frequent

intervals, dancing, Punch and Judy, and boating on the lake, etc." At
Tunbridge Wells a few days afterwards a " Grand Unionist Demonstration 'r

was widely advertised, the programme of which included a captive balloon,

an ox roasted whole, races, dancing, swimming, and a good many other like

things, while No Speeches was a conspicuous line on the bill

!
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THE CLASSICAL EDUCATION FRAUD.
A Raven to the Rescue.

In the July number of Macmillan Mr. J. H. Raven gave us a third
instalment of his now famous u Diversions of a Pedagogue," which are
not less diverting than heretofore. Mr. Raven is, in schoolboy phrase-
ology, a "beak," and is thus able from his own experience to draw on
a rich store of scholastic blunders, of which he instances some striking
specimens, often felicitous enough through their very oddness and
perversity. Rut, in addition to this entertaining recoid of schoolboy
ineptitude, Mr. Raven creates a "diversion" of a different sort by
introducing into his article a plea for the old grammar-and-lexicon
system of classical education still in vogue at our schools, and a lively

attack on the "improved method" of literal translations. While
admitting that a grown man can learn better in the modern fashion,
he argues that it is not so with a boy. "With some," he says, "it is

a favourite idea that the study of grammar should be a finishing rather
than, as it is generally, an introductory step in learning languages.
This is maintained in spite of the fact, which I suppose is generally
recognised, that young boys are naturally gifted with small powers of
understanding and considerable powers of memory. . . . Boys cannot
use a grammar as a book of reference ; they have not the necessary
intelligence and experience. It is far easier to them to get inflection

by rote." But Mr. Raven here overlooks the consideration that a boy's
memory might be just as readily utilised in the way of vocabulary and
translation as in that of grammar and syntax, and with far better
results ; since, instead of being chained to the acquisition of rules which
are to him meaningless, he might master whole passages, chapters,
and even books of the easier classical authors, and thus be led to
take a rational interest in work which would offer some chance of
substantial progress. A basis of knowledge being thus acquired,
grammar might afterwards be studied in an intelligent manner; at
present it is " a finishing process " only in the sense that by its dull
monotony ittoooften deals the death-blow to a boy's interest and attention.

All this was pointed out more than sixty years ago by Hamilton,
the promulgator of the so-called " Hamiltonian method " of line-for-line,

word-for-word translations, and again by Sydney Smith, who strongly
advocated this system in his powerful and incisive essays on Classical
Learning. It is useless for Mr. Raven to plead that the shaft of
Sydney Smith's ridicule "flies harmlessly over the head of the modem
pedagogue

"

; for, unfortunately, a great deal of what was written of
the classical education of half a century ago is true also of the present
time. There is still the same degradation of learning to the level of a
dull and useless task ; boys are still "lexicon-struck," as Sydney Smith
inimitably expressed it, in early youth, and consequently still " go over
to the blockheads." " One can hardly doubt," says Mr. Raven, " that
the best parts of the Hamiltonian system were in vogue long before
Hamilton's time, and are still in common use." But the essential part
of the Hamiltonian method is the deliberate systematic use of literal

translations under the supervision oj the master, and this has certainly
never been adopted in our schools. On the contrary, translations have
everywhere been condemned, denounced, and confiscated ; with the
result that what should have been done openly and with intelligence
has been done secretly and in the most slipshod manner; Bohn's
" cribs," which are mostly exceedingly loose and untrustworthy para-
phrases, being privily studied by thousands of schoolboys, while the
schoolmasters are engaged in demonstrating the folly of using a faith-
ful translation I

Thus the years go on, and the lexicon-struck schoolboy at the close
of his educational career is found to know next to nothing, while his
teachers are reduced to that most pitiful afterthought of the classical
apologist—the plea that the object of a boy's education is not to learn,
but to "learn how to learn," in which mysterious process grammar is

(quite arbitrarily) assumed to be the most fitting instrument. Truly
those pedagogues who are engaged in so hopeless and disheartening a
task stand-in need of some "diversion," and it is well that Mr. Raven
can from time to time bring his small crumbs of comfort to his classical
fellow-labourers—these modern Elijahs who are perishing of mental
inanition through sheer lack of some more solid and rational occupa-
tion. Among the many rotten institutions which are still bolstered
up by the combined powers of prejudice and "vested interests," the
present system (if such a crazy, hap-hazard affair can bear the name
of "system" at all) of classical education deserves an honourable, or
rather ^honourable, mention. jj. S. S.

Who, Indeed !—Recently in New York a German woman administered
poison to her three children ; "because I loved them so" was her reason.
" 1 was so very poor and I could not get enough work to support them and
they were going to be taken away from me and I preferred to have them
die rather than part with thern,

55 she explained to the police officer who was
sent to arrest her. And then she launched at the 60,000,000 of the people
in this American " land of the brave J> the following terrible conundrum :

" Will you tell me why the American people liberated the blacks and made
slaves of the whites V Will not some of our " statesmen " friends take this
poor woman's question as a subject for an oration, say next Fourth of July 1

Or perhaps our great national debating society, which meets in Uncle Sam's
big buildings in Washington, will take it and discuss it some Saturday
afternoon when they get through with the tariff question. There is a pious
oriental proverb which says : "Beware of groans of wounded souls, since the
inward sore will at length break out. Oppress not the uppermost a single
heart, for a solitary sigh has power to overthrow the whole world." Arid if

one sigh can stir an avenging God to action what may not be expected from
the myriad of sighs that go up from the hunger-pinched lips of the women
and children who go supperless to bed in this*land.—CVhca^o Sentinel.

LETTER FROM AMERICA.
The Burlington Strike.

July 26.—Speaking in reference to the claim made by the strikers of the
Chicago, Burlington and Quinoy Railroad, that the strike has cost that road
about 4 million dollars. Paul Morton, one of the managers, says :

•" That is

not so. The strike has cost us lots of money, and we expected it would
when we refused to accede the demands of the men. I suppose- the strike
has cost us about 2 million dollars." The joint conference of the four great
brotherhoods, viz. : the engineers, the firemen, the switchmen, and the
brakesmen met on the 25th July, in St. Joseph, Mo., and concluded its

deliberations. It was resolved to make war to the knife on the " Burlington n

system. The proposition of Hoge and Murphy, the two chairmen of the
Grievance Committee who are supposed to be bought over by the company
reads : "That no scrikers shall be blacklisted by the "Q," and that as many
of them shall be given work immediately as possible by the Burlington com-
pany ; that the strikers shall be given the preference for two years, and
that the company shall give all the men who quit work on February 27
recommendations if they so desire.

55 This proposition has never found favor
with the strikers. The joint meeting adopted in its stead the following
resolution :

" Resolved, That this meeting heartily indorses the action taken
by the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy railroad men in refusing to declare
the strike off on the conditions offered.

55 A scheme was brought up during
the meeting for a Federation of the four brotherhoods and referred to the
respective conventions of the four organisations : the engineers at Richmond
in October, the firemen at Atlanta, Ga., in September, the switchmen at St.

Louis Mo., in September, the brakemen in October at Columbus, O. The
first convention will adopt a Federation clause in its constitution, which will

be accepted by the other conventions at their meetings, and when this work
is accomplished a grand advisory board will be established, to be made up of
delegates from the four organizations.
The dynamite conspiracy case was begun on the 25th July, in Aurora,

Ills, The case against the alleged conspirators was taken up.
July 27.—At Aurora, Ills., in the examination into the alleged dynamite

conspiracy, John Queenan and C. R. Biackner testified to the explosion at
South Aurora, June 14th, and W. R. Thomas testified in relation to the
explosion at Eola, June 29th. Alexander Smith (an informer) testified td
taking a ride with Bowles (another informer) to Eola at the date when the
dynamite was placed upon the track, and swore that they heard the explosion
on their way back to Aurora. He also swore that he received a package of
dynamite from Goding 5

s wife. The prosecution rested their case and tke
complaint against Bauereisen and Goding for bringing dynamite into the
State was taken up. The shorthand writer for the Burlington Company
read the statement which was made by Goding after his arrest, and then
the Court adjourned until the 31st July.
The cases of Chairmen Hoge and Murphy, charged with being implicated

in the Burlington conspiracy, were called in the Chicago court this morning.
The accused were represented by Judge Barnum, who stated his clients

would waive examination, and asked that the bail formerly given be allowed
for their appearance. In the absence of any opposition from the prosecution
this was done. The informers Kelly and McGilvary, Hoge5

s clerks, followed
suit, waiving examination, and being held on their former bonds.

The So-called Dynamite Conspiracy.

The plot against the three arrested Bohemians—whose correct names seem
to be : John Hronek, Frank Chepak, and Frank Chleboun—was too thin, so
the infamous Bonfield caused another arrest to be made. Rudolph Sevic, a
gunsmith, and also a Bohemian by birth, wa^ arrested on the 25th July,
charged with violation of the law pertaining to the handling of the dynamite.
It was known among his countrymen that Sevic had now and then sold some
dynamite. The police now worked the following dodge. They told Mrs..
Hronek that her husband was sure to be hung, and she could only save him
by letting them know where dynamite was tu be found. The poor woman
gave in at last, and led the way to the basement, in which Sevie's shop
happens to be, and to the immense deligi:t of the clubbers, who allowed her
to do the searching, returned to the open-air with a basket full of dynamite.
Anyone who reads this tale will at once perceive the " make 55 of it, as no
man engaged in serious business would permit his wife to know all the ins
and outs of it. Sevic is about 28 years, and of very intelligent appearance.
He was lecked up in jail in default of 7000 dols. bail.

The four men are indicted for the manufacturing, procuring, and selling
of dynamite

; for making, etc., of dynamite with intent to take the life of
Judge Joseph E. Gary, for the same with intent to take the life of John
Bontield. inspector of police, for the same with intent to take the life of
Judge Grinnell, and the lives of certain persons to the jurors unknown.
The bail has been fixed at 15,000 dols. each. They are also charged with
general conspiracy to commit murder and specifically to kill Gary, Grinnell,
and Bonfield. The verdict may be from 5—25 years penal servitude.
Bontield testified before the Grand Jury with the informer Frank CLleboun.
Another witness in the case was a Bohemian detective. No dynamite was
found in the houses of the three first prisoners, only some instruments which
are said to resemble bombs. The accused are now in Cook county jail

awaiting trial.

Some of the readers of the ' Weal will undoubtedly ask themselves : Well,
what about this whole business ? we can hardly make head or tail of it.

Now we over here being entirely dependent on the meagre and garbled
information given by the authorities to the public are exactly in the same
position. We also do not quite as yet know what to make of it. But one
thing I may say, Of late the position of Bonfield as the "bloody Warren"
of Chicago, has been a very precarious one. Bonfield has not managed the
elections in the republican interest as he ought to have done, or anyhow he
did not meet with the success his superiors supposed he would. This of
course made the chieftains of the republican party in Chicago very much

I

discontented with their tool, and they looked out for a better man. Aldrich,
the captain of Desplaines Street station, is at present their favorite. Natur-
ally, Bonfield, feeling his position shaky, did not desire to go without
a desperate fight, and in order to force the capitalists to support him he
discovered (!) this terrible dynamite conspiracy for the purpose of glorying
again as the saviour of the commonwealth. I may say that in well informed
revolutionary circles the accused men are totally unknown, and during my
three months stay in Chicago I did not even hear their names mentioned,
although I had been constantly in touch with all the extreme revolutionists.
The whole conspiracy is nothing else but a trick on Bocfield's part to keep
his present job.

The "Burlington Conspiracy " is of similar calibre, and I hope to be able
I to give you full particulars.

I Newark, N.J., July 31, 1888. Henry F. Charles.
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THE LABOUR STRUGGLE.
BRITAIN.

The fustian cutters up in the Lymm district are glad to get a job navvy-
ing on the Ship Canal.

Ebbw Vale.—1,500 men of the Ebbw Vale Iron and Coal Co. have de-
cided to strike. This will affect another 6,000 men.

Cradley Heath small chain makers have decided on a strike. Two firms

have made small concessions, which have been accepted.

West-End tailors have decided that seventeen hours a day is a bit too

much, and have had a meeting with a view of making a change.

Eleven steam navvies are at work on the ship-canal job. They dig out
and dispose of the earth at the rate of nearly six hundred yards per day.

There are in Oldham some 12,000 or 13,000 looms engaged on velvet, and
of these about 8,000 are idle. These should employ about 3,000 people, who
have been on out-of-work pay for about seven mouths.

Government is reported to be considering favourably the question . of

allowing trade societies to appoint and pay inspectors under the Factory and
Workshop Acts. This would lead to important results.

Seventeen trade societies have forwarded to the Labour Bureau reports
showing an aggregate membership of 186,130, of which total 7,000 were
iidemployed. For the month the percentage of unemployed is 3*9

; for last

August was 8*5.

The Scottish Parliamentary Labour Party intend to hold a conference at
the Waterloo Rooms, Wellington Street, Glasgow, on Saturday August 25,

at 2 p.m. Cunninghame Graham, William Saunders, John Ferguson, and
others will take part.

Organisation of LTxskilled Labour.—The well-known Socialist navvy,
John Ward, has begun the organisation of the navvies and unskilled
labourers of London. The name of the society is the " Amalgamated Society
of General Labourers."

Railway men are getting very uneasy. A good meeting has just been
lit Id at Wolverhampton to consider the hours of labour. Seventeen hours
a-day some of the slaves do. At Darlington also there has been a good
meeting, and generally the men seem waking up.

Found ! An Employer Paying Back Dues !—Messrs. Wyman and Sons,
printers and publishers, of Lincoln's Inn Fields, have given a pension of

£100 per annum for life to W. H. Phillips, on his retirement from the post
-of case-overseer, which he has filled for a number of years.

No Slaves in England.—In the course of a Petty Sessions case at

Akrincham, where a carter was summoned for sleeping while travelling

•on the public roads, it was stated by the wife of the defendant that her
husband had only had one night at home in eight nights, having to go to

-market at night and work in the fields by day.

Amalgamated Boot and Shoemakers' quarterly report has a quite
optimistic cast. Trade id fairly good. The income for the quarter (£335)
Mas, therefore, somewhat lower than the previous. The report gives the
reMiit of the vote on the eight hours' question, and says " it is one of the
most unsatisfactory ever taken." Some of the members apparently like long
hours.

Coal Trade.—A well attended meeting of miners belonging to the Old-
bury, Langley, and Bounds Green districts was held on Friday near Furnace
How, Oldbury, to discuss the foimation of a Wages Board. A resolution in

favour of reform of the land-laws and abolition of royalties was passed, and
also a pledge to join the West Bromwich, Oldbury, and Tipton Miners
Association.

Colliery Strike.—The strike at South Hetton Colliery, Durham, by
which nearly 4,000 men and boys are idle, still continues. The men state

that until their alleged grievances are redressed they will not return to work.
South Hetton Colliery has not been worked since Friday 17th, and Murton
Colliery followed their example last Monday. Both collieries belong to the

Murton Hetton Coal Company (Limited).

Cotton Trade.— A largely attended meeting of Burnley card room hands
was held on the 14th, when report was submitted of interview had with the

masters of Manchester during the afternoon. The meeting decided by an
overwhelming majority to accept the masters' offer of 5 per cent, advance
to males and females. The threatened strike both in North and in North-
J&ast Lancashire wiL now be averted.

Want of backbone has caused the collapse of the North-east Lancashire
% ottun strike. The early withdrawal of the notices by the female hands has

been a great factor in this result. The Cotton Factory Times, in a long

article says now frankly what Socialists have been saying for a long time,
4, That old-fashioned unionism is played out."

Ironworkers' Strike at Aberdeen.—About a thousand ironworkers in

various shipbuilding yards at Aberdeen struck work yesterday, in con-

sequence of the refusal of the masters to grant them an advance of wages
to the extent of 10 per cent. A compromise was attempted, the employers
•ottering to meet the men's claims by an advance of 5 per' cent. This, how-
ever, was refused. The iron trade in Aberdeen is fairly brisk just now.

John M. Ronaldson, inspector under the Coal Mines Regulation Act in

the Ayrshire district, has got his back up. The secretary to the Miners'

Union made some complaints of breaches of the Act, which the inspector

•denied repeatedly. Having been proved guilty of some want of correctness

in his denials, he writes that he will attend to no more complaints made by
the miners' representative. If any man loses his life from this promised
neyl-ct, will he be prosecuted for murder ? If not, why not 1

The Sweating System in Leeds.—The Report by the Labour Corres-

pondent of the Board of Trade on the sweating system in Leeds has been
published. It states that in Leeds the growth of the Jewish population has

been strikingly sudden and rapid. Twenty -five years ago there was not a

sufficient number of Jews in Leeds to form a congregation for which ten

men are requisite. Mr. Abrahams was of opinion that there might now be

8,000 foreign Jews in Leeds. They have settled in a district called the Ley-

lands, and have taken such complete possession of it that in the Board School

of the locality 75 per cent, of the children are Jews.

Strike in the Gunlock Trade.—The gunlock filers of Darlaston are on

scrike for an advance of 2d. per lock upon store locks, and on other locks in

proportion. At a meeting of the men held on Wednesday, the 15th inst., it

was stated by Mr. R. Juggins, secretary to the Midland Counties Trades'

Federation, that their present wage did not exceed one shilling per day. At

a further meeting, on Saturday, he advised them to be united, as there was a
good demand now for the locks in question, and as a consequence the
advance would soon be obtained. After discussion it was unanimously
decided to continue the strike until the advance be conceded, and that an
appeal for support to all employed in the gun trade be issued.

Shipbuilding Strike.—On Saturday last 300 boiler-makers in Messrs.
Harland and Wooltf's shipbuilding works, Belfast, struck work for an ad-
vance of wages. A month ago the boiler-makers, platers, and riveters gave
notice that unless an increase of 2s. per week were given them they would
cease work. That notice expired on Thursday I6th. since then the masters
have offered Is. per week advance, but it was refused. On Tuesday the
gates of the shipbuilding yard were closed, and 5,000 hands were locked out.

This is the result of the strike, and done to embroil the strikers with the
other workmen, the majority of whom are not in favour of the strike at all

;

this is especially the feeling amongst the night hands, who maintain they
had no part in the dispute, and were quite willing to remain at work. The
"Island Lambs" are better at murdering stray Catholics than at standing
together. So far the other shipbuilding yards have not been affected by the
dispute. According to arrangement, the operatives met at the works Tues-
day afternoon, and received the wages at five o'clock due since the previous
Thursday. Prior to and after payment groups of different trades were
eagerly discussing the strike, or, as most of them call it, the " lock-out."

No definite step has yet been arranged amongst the men, but as the strikers'

unions are strong it is believed the affair will last a good while.

Cotton Trade Returns.—According to the Board of Trade returns, the
cotton industry is still improving. The exports of yarn for month ending
July 31st were 21,378,800 lbs., an improvement of about 5 per cent, on the

same month in 1887 and 1886. For the seven months ending July 31 the

exports of yarn reached a total of 147,919,000 lbs. The greatest increase is

to the East ; China and Hong-Kong have taken 11,366,000 lbs. Japan
19,370,000 lbs., nearly double the recent averages. India, Straits Settle-

ments, and Ceylon have taken 30,113,300 lbs., being about a million 6ver
averages of two last years. Cotton cloth shows a like improvement. France
has made a bit of a spurt in consumption. Portugal for the seven months
has taken 52,390,000 yards, being about 50 per cent, increase over the first

seven months of the two previous years. Next to India, China heads the

list, taking in the seven months 380,253,500 yards, or 20 per cent, increase.

Japan stands for 48,520,000 yards, nearly three times as much as taken two
years ago. Total exports of cloth for seven months reach 2,895,275,700

yards, being over one hundred millions of yards increase on 1886-7. Natur-
ally on this increase masters are trying all the old tricks of cribbing time
and increasing output without increasing pay, and naturally the workers
demand their share of improved trade. The pity is that want of union and
promptness prevents the workers getting their dues.

To the Workmen who are or lately have been on Strike in Paris
or elsewhere in France.

Comrades,—We of the Socialist League have been watching with intense

interest the struggle which you are carrying on. When you have read the

name we bear you will not want to be told how deeply we sympathise with

your efforts to uphold the solidarity of labour, and applaud the courage

which has sustained you in conflict. But we believe it may encourage you

to know that there are English workmen who understand your position

and are not deceived by the sophistries and calumnies of the bourgeois press.

Two things have struck us in comparing this strike with others that have

taken place in our country and elsewhere. In the first place, that the

strikers regard it not merely as an attempt to raise their wages and shorten

their hours of labour a little, but as a protest against the general robbery

of the workers by capital ; and in the second place, that in France this is

well understood by the bourgeois masters of so-called society, and has in-

spired them with fear.

This then, comrades, makes your strike of especial importance. You may

be compelled to resume work under the pressure of starvation, which the

capitalists so well understand how to use against you, backed up as they are

by a tyrannical government, which is really nothing but a committee acting

for them ; but your present defeat will form a standpoint for future victory,

and the time when the workman will unite in* sweeping away the class

robbery on which rests the brigandage now falsely called society.

Accept, comrades, our fraternal gieetings and heartfelt thanks for your

efforts in the cause of true freedom.

INTERNATIONAL NOTES.
BELGIUM.

From the 2nd to the 7th of this month the Universal Federation of the

Window-glass Makers have held their annual congress at Charleroi. The
window-glass makers of America, England, Belgium, France, Italy, Spain,

and Portugal were represented by delegates. Among the questions discussed

at the gathering, the most important has been that concerning the statistics

of glass production. The yearly pane-glass production all over the world,

now exceeds one milliard square feet. The general secretaryship has been

maintained in Belgium, and entrusted to comrade Abel Delwarte, whose

great talents for organisation have been long ago acknowledged by his

fellow-workers.

Two important demonstrations have been held at Morlanwez and La
Hestre (Hainault) by the group of social science " L'Avant-garde revolution-

aire" (the revolutionary vanguard). Comrades Pintelon, Wysman, and
Berge have developed at great length and amidst the unanimous applause

of several thousand workers assembled there, the revolutionary and Com-
munistic theories which they intend spreading all through Belgium, the

uselessness of parliamentarism and the dupery of universal suffrage which

the possibilists of the Parti ouvrier advocate as the best means of bringing

about the social change. Our friends of the " Revolutionary Vanguard"
feel sure that ere long all the workers of that industrial district will ga hand
in hand with them and leave alone those who preach such petty palliative

measures, that have always in the long run brougkt them under the-s*7b,3;

tion of the bourgeois Democrats and Radicals.
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Oscar Falleur, who has been liberated from jail after having undergone
nearly two years of imprisonment (strike riots of 1886), has been ordered

by the Minister of "Justice" to leave Belgium. He is now on his way to

America. But there is not in the Belgian penal code such a punishment as

"exile" ; how then has minister Lejeune come to inflict upon our comrade
this new condemnation, which in many cases is still stronger than imprison-

ment? And why is it that our friend has obeyed that illegal order? It is

rumoured that the other liberated strikers and "rioters," Schmidt, We-
gener, and their comrades, are also about to be compelled to leave their

country. That's what the Belgian reactionary Government understands by
granting an amnesty. The Socialists there ought to protest most strongly

against such arbitrary measures and force upon the powers that be to make
a serious and not a bogus amnesty.

EUSSIA.
Some Continental papers have lately reported that Russia has concluded

an extradition treaty with Spain for the following offences : Attempt on the

lives of the sovereigns or members of their families, leze-raajesty, high

treason, conspiracy, attempt on high officials of the State, preparation and
detention of dynamite or other explosive substances. The circumstance

that a crime has been committed for a political purpose, can never be a pre-

text for refusing the said extradition. We do not yet know if these infor-

mations are correct, but the clauses that are indicated certainly represent

the desiderata of the reactionaries, especially of the Russian government, in

matters of extradition. It is political extradition pure and simple that

these reactionaries would first establish by treaty between the conservative

countries, and afterwards force it upon the smaller countries. As for the

large States who would resist, at least partially, this infamous bit of legis-

lation, as England and France perhaps would do, they would be denounced
as the very focusses of " Anarchist " agitation, and the efforts of the

"League of the Great Monarchies " would be directed against them. The
old right of asylum would have ceased to exist, and the horrible govern-

ment of the Czar, namely, would be enabled to reach its victims everywhere.

DENMARK.
Comrade P. Knudsen, secretary of the Social Democratic Federation in

Denmark, has sent to us a complete account of the Congress that was held

at Copenhagen on the 12th, 13th, and 14th of July last. Our limited space
only permits us to give the following condensed extracts from his report.

At the Congress, 33 unions or branches of the Party were represented by
65 delegates. In the hall of the meeting-house which belongs to the So-
cialists, was arranged an exhibition of Socialist newspapers of all countries

of Europe, America, and Australia. The chief points for discussion at the

Congress were :—The programme of the party, the organisation, and the
propaganda. The result of the debates on the first question was the accepta-

tion of a complete programme, from which we quote the following sections :

Labour is the source of all social wealth and civilisation, and the whole pro-

duce ought to belong to those who labour. In the present society the means
of labour—land, factories, machines, engines, means of communication, etc.

—are in possession of the capitalists, who in this manner have usurped the
results from the labour of past centuries. The capitalist possession of the
means of labour is the cause of political oppression, social inequality, and
dissensions between nations, all of which cause misery for the productive
members of society, and increases the ranks of the proletariat. The capi-

talist domination prevents a state of society founded upon justice, and pro-
duces an unorganised production, tn which enormous wealth is destroyed.
It is the aim of the Socialists to emancipate labour from the exploitation of

capitalism. The present wage-system consequently ought to be abolished.

The Danish Socialists fully acknowledge that Socialism is not only a national
or local question, but requires theoretical and practical support from the
labourers of all countries. The complete emancipation of all human beings
must therefore be accomplished without any regard to sex, race, or nationality.

The activity of the Congress as to the organisation and the propaganda has,

of course, chiefly been of local nature. On the whole, we have been glad to

hear that the proceedings of the Congress have shown the most hearty
feelings of all concerned, and that Socialism in Denmark has increased not
only in numbers but also in organisation. During the present month a
Congress of the Danish trades' unions is to be held, and the unions of

Sweden and Norway will take part in the proceedings. V. D.

SPAIN.
Matauo.—The workers in metal here have demanded of their employers

a ten hours' working-day and extra pay for overtime. The masters held out
against them for a time, but on a strike being declared, and the strikers
showing signs of remaining firm, they gave in to their demands.
Valencia.—The tram-conductors of Valencia have presented the exploit-

ing company under whom they serve with a written request for alterations
in the service. They ask for ten hours, and not as now eighteen and nine-
teen hours a-day ; no taking away of established holidays ; no dismissal of

employes without sufficient reason, and so forth. The company holding out
against them, they declared themselves on strike, but unfortunately unsuc-
cessfully, the company having only to raise a finger for a crowd of unemployed
men to rush forward to take the place of the strikers without conditions.
Navarcles.—We read that a strike of weavers has taken place in this

town, and rising out of this a disturbance between the strikers and the non-
associates who have taken their place, the president of the trade society and
others professing Socialist ideas being arrested for taking part in the affair.

ITALY.
Prison Justice.—In an account of his long imprisonment, just terminated,

Cipriani tells, among other things, of one old man who was condemned to
penal servitude for life. The brilliant hope was held out to him that after

,
twenty years of good conduct he should be released. The prisoner thereupon
held out bravely during most of the appointed time of purgatory, and with
the hope of a few years of liberty and broken health (if he lived so long)
led in prison, we are told, " the life of a saint." But one day, excited by the
prospect of being at the end of his time, he happened to pass the governor
of the prison without saluting him. Being heavily ironed for this con-
tumacious conduct, he menaced in impotent anger a gaoler who jeered at
him in passing, and for this menace he had three years more on a bread and
water diet.

The Royal Journey.-—The Republicans and Socialists of Italy send up
their cry of protest to heaven against the king's journey through Romagiia,
and the expenses and pomp thereof. Inwardly they must thank the royal-
ists for the move, it being a godsend to the Republican journals in a slack
season; it provides them with copy for so long beforehand, if they are
provident and begin upon the subject early enough in the year. M. M.

THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE/-;
Offices: 13 Farringdon Road, E.C.

The Offices of the Socialist League will be open for the sale of Commonweal
and all other Socialist publications from 8.30 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day except
Sunday. The Secretary will be in attendance from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m* daily.

London Members' Meeting.—The next monthly meeting of members will
take place on Monday, Sept. 3, 1S88, at 13 Farringdon Road, at 9 o'clock.

FREE SPEECH FUND.
Yarmouth.

Our comrade Poynts, of the Norwich branch, was last week fined he>e £1, and
upon application by his friends for his release the amount demanded by Govern-
ment was £2 19s. 4d., for holding meetings on the Church Plain, a very large
open space, at which no conceivable obstruction can take place to £7ie little traffic

which passes. They moved to this spot from the Quay side at the suggestion of
the police, who explained we might meet there without interference. Blue
Ribbon and Salvation Army meetings are still allowed on the disputed spot, so
that it is clearly a persecution for opinion's sake. The authorities m this district

have probably taken this action in the hope of stemming the enormous spread of
our ideas which is jroing on here, and as a preliminary s;,ep to stopping our meet-
ings elsewhere, a course of action which the local papers at Norwich are already
beginning to urge them to do. Reynolds has also bsen summoned this week, and
will probably join Poynts in prison before this paper is printed, while several
other comrades are ready to follow them in support of the light of Free Speech
in the open. In the first case a mother, and in the second a wife, are depending
upon our comrades for a living, and we earnestly appeal to all friends and sympa-
thisers to help us in fighting this matter through to the end, and also in forming
a Fund for use on whatever occasion may arise, as will surely be the case again
before long in other parts of the country.

All amounts will be acknowledged in this column. F. Charles, Sec.

COUNTRY PROPAGANDA FUND.
Some comrades have arranged to commence a tour of the Suffolk villages, dis-

tributing leaflets and other literature, and holding meetings in the various
suitable >pots thioughont the county. This is work that urgently needs doing
in all parts of the country, and we appeal for funds to enable ttie Socialist League
to extend their field of operations in this manner.
The following amounts have been received, and all future sums will be duly

acknowledged in this column :— 13, Farringdon Road, 8s. 3d.; Clerkenwell
Green, Is.; W. Morris, 7s. 6d.; Regent's Park, 3s. 10£d.; Hyde Park, 3s. 0£d.;
Leman Street, Is.; Berner Street, Is. 6d.; Victoria Park, 3s. 6d. Total, £1
9s. 8d. F. Charles, Sec, 13, Farringdon Road, E.C.

REPORTS.
Clerkenwell.—On Sunday evening, August 19th, Turner and Blundell

addressed a good meeting at Clerkenwell Green. VVe collected Is. for the
Country Propaganda Fund, and there was a fair demand fov the Commonweal.
In the hall comrade Brooks lectured on " The Influence of Theology on Present
Society " to a fair audience. Some opposition from a Christian Socialist. The
lecturer replied to the satisfaction of the audience.—B.

Hvde Park.—Brooks, Leah, Chatterton, Henderson, Murphy, and Turner
spoke. Slight opposition. Audience generally appreciative Collection, 3s. OJ.
Merton.—On Sunday, 12th, we held a good meeting on the Fair Green. In

evening the audience consisted of the showmen and others gathered for the
annual fair of 13th. Good reception. Local inspector out of sorts ; threatened
to run us in for causing obstruction and begging, as he termed our collection.

Cantwell, Kitz, Eden, Dalchow, speakers. 19th, in morning, good meetings
addressed by Rochmann and Eden. In evening, at club-house, controversy
between Kitz and Dalchow on " Anarchism v. Social Democracy." Agreed that
we hold a set debate, on Sunday evening next, on same question, Dalchow to
open at 8 prompt.—F. K.
Regent's Park.—Brooks and Turner spoke. A little opposition from

Whelan, who has, however, developed as far as State Socialism, but still holds
rather foggy ideas on many points. Collection, 3s. l(Hd.

Abkf.deen'.—No meeting held on 11th, in consequence of rain. At indoor
meetings, on Monday nights, we have had good lectures and discussions. On
Tuesday, 14th, Leatham addressed an open-air meeting at Woodside, under
auspices of Woodside Dlectoral and Industrial Association. Party from Aber-
deen Branch sang "Hark, the Battle Cry!" attracting a large crowd, which
followed Leatham indoors, where he delivered an address on ** The Sweating
System, and how alone to Abolish it." Good meeting held on Castle Street, on
Saturday night, Aiken acting as chairman and Leatham as lecturer.—J. L.

Edinburgh.—Very short of speakers this summer. Open-air work generally
has been done in co-operation with the S. D. F. On 12th and 19th, however,
Davidson, Noble, and John Smith held forth at our old station in Queen's Park.
Very successful meetings. Have adopted system of lending pamphlets in streets

contiguous to winter meeting place.—J. H. S.

Glasgow.—On Sunday, at 5, Glasier and Burgoyne held our usual meeting at
Paisley Road. There was, as usual, a large and very attentive audience. At
6.30 we held a meeting on the Green, near the Monument, some 500 persons
being present, including a knot of Orangemen, who, as on the previous Sunday,
enlivened the proceedings by their interruptions. A Tory " working man," who
is kept on stock for political use in the west of Scotland, put a seiies of questions
—mostly irrelevant—to Glasier, which were answered.

Ipswich.—Our comrades here are carrying on an active propaganda, holding
meetings weekly at Westerfield, Sproughton, Ipswich, and two at Needhnm
Market. At all these places they are well received, and our ideas are decidedly
making headway in this district. A very large quantity of old Commonweals^
leaflets, &c., have also been distributed in the surrounding villages, and there
appears to be every likelihood that Ipswich will soon become as important a
stronghold for Suffolk as Norwich is already for Norfolk.

Leeds.—On Sunday morning Hill, Pay lor, and Maguire spoke on Hunslet
Moor. At night Paylor, Hill, and Sallett addressed a large crowd in Vicar's
Croft. Maguire lectured at Shipley in the evening on "The Breakdown of our
Industrial System.''

Leicester.—On Sunday, 5th, we were accused by a policeman of causing
obstruction, and ordered out of Russell Square, but we refused to go. Our
individualist friend Slater came up on Sunday, 12th, to help us fight for the right
of public meeting, but we, not being interfered with, had a fierce discussion with
him instead. On the same evening comrade Robson and James Holmes, secretary
of the Hosiery Union, debated at the Secular Hall on "Socialism False in Prin-
ciple and Subversive of Individual Liberty." On the 19th we had a rattling

discussion of the nature of interest and of the results of nationalising the land
only.—T. P. B.

Norwich.—On Friday last a very good meeting was held on St. Catharine's
Plain, addressed by Morley, Mowbray, and Cores (London). On Sunday morning
successful meetings were held at North Walsham, Diss, and Market Place. In
the afternoon a large meeting was held in the Market Place, addressed by Mow-
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bray, Reynolds (Lowestoft), Cores ( London) ; after

the meeting the members adjourned to Gordon Hall,

where several songs were rendered by the comrades.

A meeting was also held at Crostwick by comrades
Adams, JDarbey, and A. Moore. In the evening

another large meeting was held in the Market Place ;

three n£w members joined
; good sale of Commonweal

and fair collections.

Walsall.—Last Monday Eowson read a paper on

"Co-operation and Socialism," and, after discussion,

was followed by .other comrades with readings from
revolutionary poets. On Saturday a large |udience

listened to Sanders, Donald, and Richards, a good im-

pression being made.—J. T. D.

Dublin.—On Saturday last, at 22 Astons Quay,
the International Bottle-Blowers' Association, Dublin,

presented comrade Schumann with a purse of

sovereigns and entertained him at supper in recogni-

tion of his services in the great strike of the bottle-

blowers a few years ago. Comiade Fitzpatrick ad-

dressed the meeting on the question of international

union amongst working men, and expressed a hope
that the International Bottle-Blowers' Association was
only the first step in the great union of the workers
of all nations. After many years' residence in Dublin,

Schumann is about to return to Denmark, of which
country he is a native. On Sunday the members of

the Dublin Socialist Club assembled to bid "good-
bye" to comrade Fitzpatrick on his departure for

London. "Fitz" has always been an earnest, con-

sistent propagandist of the cause, and his loss will
' be much felt here.

EAST END PROPAGANDA.
Fortnightly debates are to be held at Berner Street

Club, for cultivation of public speakers. Good meet-

ings at the usual places, and a new station opened at

London Fields. A fund to be raised to send Cores and
Reynolds on a missionary tour. Arrangements are

being made to hold on November 4th a commemora-
tion meeting for the Chicago comrades.—W. B. P.

Oxford.—Temperance Hall, 25J Pembroke Street.

Wednesdays, at 8.30 p.m.

Walsall.—Lecture Room, back of Temperance Hall.

Mondays at 8 p.m.

West Calcler (Scottish Section).—Sec, Robert Lindsay,

West Calder.

All persons who sympathise with the views

of the Socialist League are earnestly invited to

communicate with the above addresses, and if

possible help us in preparing for the birth of

a true society, based on equality, brotherhood,

and freedom for all.

OPEN-AIR PROPAGANDA.
Sunday 26.

10. 30... Starch Green Hammersmith Branch

11. 30...Latimer Road Station ...Hammersmith Branch

11.30.. .Mitcham Fair Green The Branch

1 1.30...Regent's Pk....Cantvvell, Mrs. Schaack, Parker

11.30.. .Walham Green Fulham Branch

3.30. ..Hyde Park Mrs. Schack & Parker

7 ...Weltje Road, opposite Ravenscourt Park
...Hammersmith Branch

Tuesday.

8. 30...Fulham—opposite Liberal Club......Fulham Bh.

Friday.

7.30...Euston Rd.—Ossultou Street The Branch

A GRAND CONCERT
(By kind permission of the Clerkenwell Branch)

will be held at

HALL OF THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE,

OX SUNDAY, SEPT. 2nd,

FOR THE BENEFIT OF

S. W, EDEN,
who has been out of work for several months, and is

now in need of help.

Songs, Music, and Dramatic Readings by W. Morris,

W. B. Parker, Blundell, J). Nicoll, F. Kitz, and other ^J
friends.

Admission by Programme, 3d.

which may be obtained from Secretary, Socialist

League, 13 Farringdon Road.
D. Xicoll, Sec.

W. Turner, Treas.

Mile-end Waste
Letnan Street, Shadwell
Well Street, Hackney...
Victoria Park
Triangle, Hackney Road
Stamford Hill

EAST END.
Sunday 26.

11 ...East-end C'mittee.

11 ...Charles.

1 1.45. . .Mainwaring.
3. 15...Mainwaring.
8 ...Brooks.

7.30...Nieoll.

SOCIALIST LEAGUE LITERATURE.

id,

LECTURE DIARY.
LONDON.

-Any information from Secretary Harnett,Acton.

7 Redmore Road, Hammersmith.
Clerkenwell.—Hall of the Socialist League, 13 Farring-

don Rd., E.C. Sunday August 26, at 8.30, W. B.

Parker, a lecture. Wed 29, at 8.30, F. Charles,
" Society, Present and Future." WT

ed. Sept. 5,

Turner, a lecture.

Fulham.—8 Effie Road, Walham Green. Sunday
at 8 p.m.

' Hackney

.

—Enquiries, communications, etc., to E.

Lefevre, Secretary, 28 Percy Terrace, Victoria Rd.,

Hackney Wick.
«• -Bammersmith.—Kelmscott House, Upper Mall, W.

Sunday August 20, at 8 p.m. H. H. Sparling, " The
'Cato Street Conspiracy."

'Merton.—Club-house, 3 Clare Villas, Merton Road,

Singlegate.

Mile-end and Bethnal Green.—-95 Boston St., Hackney
Road.

North London.—Secretary, Nelly Parker, 143 Caven-

dish Buildings, opposite rlolborn Town Hall. The
business meetings will be held on Friday evenings

at 6 Windmill Street, Tottenham Court Road, after

the open-air meeting at Ossulton Street. All mem-
bers are asked to attend at Ossulton St. at 8 o'clock.

Plaistow.— A. branch has been formed here and is

commencing a vigorous propaganda in this district.

-- St. Georges in the East.—A meeting of the members of

this branch will be held at 23 Princes Square, on

•• Sunday morning after the meeting at Leman Street.

Rochmann, secretary-

PROVINCES.
^Aberdeen (Scottish Section).—Secretary, J. Leatham,

15 St Nicholas Street. Branch meets in Oddfellows

Hall on Monday nights at 8. Choir practice at 46

Marischal Street on Thursday evenings at 8.

Bradjord.—Read's Coffee Tavern, Ivegate. Meets

Tu8sdaysat8.
Carnoustie (Scottish Section: Forfarshire).—Meeting

every Tuesday, at 8 p.m., in the Carnoustie Res-

taurant. H. M'Cluskey, Millar Street, Secy.

Cowdenbeath (Scot. Sec).—J. Duncan, 30 Arthur PI., sec

Dundee (Scot. Sect.).—Meetings every Sunday m the

Trades Hall, opposite Tay Bridge Station.

Edinburgh (Scottish Land and Labour League).—'

George IV. Bridge. Meetings for Discussion, Ihur

days at 8 p.m.
.

Galashiels (Scot Sect).—J. Walker, 6 \ ictoria St. sec.

Qallatown and Dysart (Scottish Section : Fife).—Meet

every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Gallatown Public School.

Secretary, A. Paterson, 152 Rosslyn St.

Glasgow.—84 John Street. Reading-room (Draughts:

Chess, etc.) open 10 a.m. till 10 p.m. daily

Thursday evening at 8, Choir Practice

members invited.
.

Leeds.—Clarendon Buildings, Victoria Rd. find trout

Row. Open every evening. Business meeting

Saturdays at 8 p.m. communications to T. Paylor,

11 Sheldon Street, Holbeck, Leeds.

Leicester.—Hosiery Union, Horsefair St. Fridays at 8.

Lochgelly (Scottish Section: Fife).—Sees, [pro tern.),

John Greig and Hugh Conway, The Square.

Norwich.—Monday, at 8.30, Members' Meeting. Tues-

day, at 8, a debate will be opened by C. W. Mow-

bray and Mr. Adie, in the Temperance Hall—sub-

ject, ''International Revolutionary Socialism" ;
all

seats free. Wednesday, at 8.30, Choir Practice.

Saturday, S until 10.30, Co-operative Clothing As-

sociation.

Mile-end Waste

Wednesday.
Broadway, London Fields 8.30...

Friday.

Philpot St., Commercial Rd. 8.30...

Saturday.
Mile-end Waste ... 8

Tuesday.
8.30. ..East-end C'mittee.

PROVINCES.

Aberdeen.—Saturday : Castle Street, at 8 p.m.

Edinburgh.—Queen's Park, every Sunday, at 3 p.m.

Glasgow.—Sunday : Jail's Square, at 12.30; Paisley

Road at 5 ; Green, near Monument,, at 6.30.

Ipswich.—
Sproughton, Wednesday evening.

Westerfield, Thursday evening.

Neehham Marked, Sunday mcrni»g and evening.

Leeds.—Sunday : Hmislet Moor, at 11 a.m.; Vicar's

Croft, at 7 p.m.

Leicester.—Sunday : Russel Square, at 11 a.m.

Norwich.—Sunday : Market Place, a£ 11, 3, and 7.30.

St. Faiths, Sunday at 11.

North Walsh ana, Sunday at 11.

Yarmouth, Church Plain, Thursday at 7.30.

St Catharine's Plain, Friday at &15 p.m.

Walsall—Meeting at Daw End on Sunday morning.

Deakin, Guillemand, and Wesley, speakers.

Chants for Socialists. By William Morris. .

Organised Labour: The Duty of the Trades'

Unions in Relation to Socialism. By
Thomas Binning (London Society of Composi-

tors).

The Commune of Paris. By E. Belfort Bax,

Victor Dave, and William Morris. .

The Aims of Art. By Wm. Morris.

Bijou edition, 3d. ; Large paper, od.

The Rights of Labour according to John
Ruskin. By Thomas Barclay.

The Tables Turned; or, Nupkins Awak-
ened. A Socialist Interlude. By William

Morris. In Wrapper

The Manifesto of the Socialist League.
Annotated by E. Belfort Bax and William

Morris. An exposition of the principles on

which the League is founded.

Useful Work v. Useless Toil. By William

Morris

Id.

2d.

Id

4d.

Id.

Id.

" All for the Cause ! " Song. Words by William

Morris ; Music by E. Belfort Bax. 4to, 4 pp. 6d,

per dozen, 4s. 6d

Mrs. Grundy (Cartoon). By Walter Crane.

Fine hand-made large paper 6a.

No. 6 of "The Socialist Platform."

Just Published, 24pp., Id.

TRUE AND FALSE SOCIETY.

BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

post free, l^d. Usual price to Branches

or the trade.
Price Id.

Commonweal Office, 13 Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.
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On
all musical

East-end Propaganda.—A meeting of all interested

in the Socialist propaganda in the East-end of London

will be held at the Berner Street International Club,

Commercial Road, E., on Saturday. at 8 p.m. The

first of a series of fortnightly debates will be com-

menced. on this occation the subject being "How to

Spread Revolutionary Socialism in the East-end.

<&Btfua«x
Our comrade Mrs. Dyer, one of the oldest workers

in the English Socialist movement, died on Saturaay

Aug 11th, and was buried on the following Wednes-

day at St. George's Cemetery, Hanwell.
_
There was

no religWms ceremony over the grave, this being the

express desire of the deceased ; and the funeral was

conducted by the members of the Socialist body to

which she belonged. Speeches were delivered above

the coffin by comrades Murray, Fred Henderson, and

W. Bartlett. Our dead comrade was one of the last

survivors of the early followers of Robert Owen, and

even at her advanced age was an earnest worker in

the Cause, having spoken at her branch meeting only

a month before she died.

THE MATCHMAKERS' UNION.
Theatre Benefit.

Annie Besant and Herbert Burrows ask us to an-

nounce that on August 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31, there

will be a Ticket Benefit at the Royal Princess s The-

atre, Oxford Street, for the Building Fund of the

Women Matchmakers' Union. As soon as; sufficient

funds can be obtained, it is intended to build a hall

in the East-end, in which the girls can meet for recrea-

tion • and all who wish to help in this work can do so

by taking tickets for the benefit on any of the above

dates. The tickets, prices Is., Is. 6d., 2s., 3s., 6s.,

and 10s., can be obtained at 13 Farringdon Road or

at 34 Bouverie Street. The piece now being played

at the Princess's is the " Still Alarm," and one of the

i

scenes is the realistic fire-engine incident, with the

i two trained Arabian horses.

Just Published, post Svo, 202 pp., 4s. 6d.

Signs of Change.
BY WILLIAM MORRIS.

Being seven Lectures, delivered on various occasions

for the Socialist League.

Reeves & Turner, 196 Strand ; or Commonweal Office.

THE ALARM
R. PARSON'S OLD PAPER.
" Men die, but Principles live.

'

Subscription 8s. per ann. Address Dyer D. Lorn,

P.O. Box 1656, New York City, U.S.A.

THE AUSTRALIAN RADICAL

Advocate of Liberty, Equality, and Fratenrit||

New Lambton Road, Hamilton, Australia.

This journal is the organ of the Australian Socis

League. Copies may be had at the office of the Co,

monweal, 13 Farringdon Road, E.C. ljd. per oopj

Is. 6d. per quarter, post free.

The Chicago Martyrs]
Containing the Speeches of the Men, an Absti

of the Record of the Trial, and a Brief Introdu

With Portraits.

Price 6d., post free 7Jd.

Apply for Copies at Commonweal Office, 13 Farringd^

Road, ^London, E.C. ;

Printed and Published by William Morris and JossPM

at 13 tfarringcias Road, London,
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THE CO-OPERATIVE FESTIVAL AND THE
SOCIALIST CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION.

* c Insist more on the points of agreement, don't make so much of the

points of difference," says a friend of mine whenever I am urging that

Co-operation, after forty years of earnest labour, has done but little

towards the real emancipation of the worker. Co-operators look upon

Socialists as rebels and robbers ; Socialists in return look upon Co-

operators as reactionaries and robbers. The points of difference are

many, so are the points of agreement. Saturday, August 25, 1888,

. may some day be looked upon with a considerable amount of agree-

ment. Co-operator and Socialist alike may come to agree that it was

a very important day ; that it marked the beginning of a new era.

On that day was held at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, a National

Co-operative Festival, consisting of a Flower, Fruit, and Vegetable

Show ; Co-operative Productive Exhibition ; Co-operative Home In-

dustries Exhibition, and two Co-operative Demonstrations, addressed

•by various well-known Co-operative leaders and other public men. In

addition to this serious work there was a concert of 4,000 voices, an

important item in the programme being an ode by Lewis Morris (no

connection with any other Morris), " The Triumph of Labour," several

band performances, a balloon ascent, a fairy ballet, and other items

too numerous to mention.

The Flower and Fruit Show was contributed to by some 400 mem-
bers of Co-operative Societies, sending about 3,500 entries, which were
set out on tables extending the whole length of the Palace. The
prize list was a most liberal one, special prizes being offered for honey
exhibits.

The Co-operative Productive Exhibition was set out in the Large
Concert Room, and consisted of the goods manufactured by forty-two

Co-operative Societies; forty-one in reality, for "The Co-operative

Wholesale " is too much a joint-stock employer society to come under
the true definition of a Co-operative Productive Society, i.e., profit-

sharing with the workers.

The goods of these forty-one societies consisted of clothing in cotton,

silk, and wool ; boots and shoes ; locks, chains, pails, and general hard-
ware

;
printing ; bags and portmanteaus, watches and jewellery,

tobacco, cigars, etc. ; house decorations, cocoa and chocolate. Three
French societies and one Italian society also exhibited.

The Home Industries Exhibition, set out in the west corridor, con-

sisted of about 1,000 exhibits, the labour of some 600 men, women,
^.nd children, amateur and professional. Some beautiful bits of work
were shown in this department, proving the existence even yet of

workers with love for their work ; Huntingdon Shaw or even Tubal
Cain would have been proud of some of the hammered iron work.

The whole of the exhibits throughout were excellent; the prizes

•and general arrangements were on an exceedingly liberal scale ; ex-

cursions were run from very distant parts of the kingdom ; and, alto-

gether, there was some reason for the Co-operator being a bit " cock-a-

lioop." Some of them filled the bill too, at least until the demonstration
in the evening.

It had been estimated that the attendance would be up to about
40,000, perhaps 50,000 said the sa»guine. The day's programme was
well deserving of the greater number, but the turn-tables reported
27,169. It had been arranged that there should be two or four plat-

forms
; one was found quite sufficient from which to address the 1,500

or 1,600 who stayed to listen to the gospel of Co-operative salvation.
This National Co-operative Festival has been the idea and work of

the best men in the Co-operative movement ; men who have immense
faith in Co-operation as the means of social reform, but who are much
out of gear with the great co-operative machine because of loud pro-

test against the profit-hunting, which has become too general.

For years there has been a constantly increasing strain between two
distinct varieties of genus Co-operator, the " DistribuHonist " and the
" Productionist." The first regards the question wholly from the
"consumer's" point of view, whose summum bofwm is to spend a

shilling and get back fourpence ; to whom " high divi " is a motto of

sweet solace. The Productionist regards the question from the stand-

point of the absolute worker, the producer.

The immense difference was strongly drawn out in a paper by J. M.
Ludlow, read before the Co-operative Congress at Newcastle, April,

1873. He protested against the amount of consideration paid to the

consumer. "All are consumers !" Yes; but out of six, "five are

pure consumers, one is a child, one a madman, one a beggar, one a

thief, one a murderer, and the last is a decent fellow, able and ready

to work, in other words a producer. Now the only consideration

which, I maintain, is due to the five consumers is this—that the one
producer should obtain mastery over them all ; that he should exercise

authority over the child in order that he may learn to make himself

useful ; so deal with the madman as to prevent his doing mischief to

himself or to others, and, if possible, to enable him to recover his

wits ; to coerce the beggar and the thief so as to compel them to earn

their bread ; and, finally, to hang the murderer to the nearest conve-

nient tree branch." And so as to leave not a leg for the Distribu-

tionist to stand upon, Ludlow insists that it is no matter whether the

consumer be rich or poor :
" It is because they are mere consumers,

who either cannot or will not restore to production what they take
from it, that they have absolutely no right, though five to one, to

exercise any control over the producer."

Few Socialists will be found, I think, who will cavil at this, for it

maintains the Socialist position almost exactly. It is by a man who
for some forty years has taken great interest in social matters, and
supports the statement that true Co-operation is very like Socialism,

and further still, it is an answer to the suggestion that Socialists are

borrowing from Co-operators.

In a letter of apology to the Committee of the Festival, Mr. Ludlow
remarks that the conflict of claims between production and consump-
tion which has unfolded, was seen by him at a very early period.

Every Congress has seen a keener conflict, until, as the Pall Mall
Gazette said (May 23, 1888), dealing with the Dewsbury Congress,

"Slowly but surely the Co-operative movement in this country has
come to a final parting of the ways, and according to the p.-ith now
chosen will depend whether its future is for good or for evil. . . Profit-

sharing or profit-mongering. . . The profit-mongering plan is that

which has gradually been growing in favour; and if the process is con-

tinued then the laSt state of the working classes will be no whit better

than the first."

" The longest heads in the Co-operative camp are all of one way of

thinking in the matter." These same long heads are responsible for

the Festival, which is the evidence of a revolt against the growing
domination of the consumer, represented in the main by the Co-opera-

tive Wholesale Society, the hydra-monopolist of the movement. It is

quite in accordance with the eternal spirit of "compromise" which
runs through the English mind, that while the official Handbook
and Catalogue gives a list of "forty-two" Co-operative productive

societies, the whole show was a sort of strike of forty-one societies

against the forty-second, the biggest and greediest. This will seem
strange to some and will be denied by others, but is absolutely true,

no matter how much the spirit of " loyalty to the Wholesale " may
cause some to protest.

The Co-operative Wholesale for 1887 reported sales £5,702,235;
bank turn-over, £9,374,962; share capital, £300,954; loan capital,

£579,817; reserve fund, £132,021; land, buildings, shop, fixtures,

nett, £365,731. It is formed of a federation of co-operative societies,

comprising 604,800 individual co-operators. A society of such magni-
tude could wield an immense power for good of the worker, and could,

"an it would," in but a year or two effect a revolution in the conditions

of labour. How far it doesn't do, it may be judged by an extract from
'Distribution Reform,' by Thomas Illingworth of Bradford, a man
competent to give an opinion :

" It [the Wholesale] has a turnover of

£4,675,371, and is the proprietor of four productive societies, doing
a business of £162,149 in 1884, and making a nett profit thereon of

£5,675, but it does not divide a single farthing of these profits among
its workers. It is a sham to represent these societies as co-operative.

The Co-operative Wholesale is a gigantic middleman ; in its workshops
it pays the worst oj competition wages ; in the language of one of the
workers in one of the shoe factories, { the workmen have to work for
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what they 6cm get; they know there is no true Co-operation.
7 In its

f transactions with other producers it paysHhc lowest of competition

pi^^s^'tbe' profits made oufcttf the retail prices atfe distributed amongst
«(: members ; labour is depressed. In short, it is as far from display-

ing a single feature of' real Co-operation as is any private trader who
ttBes the weapons of competition and capitalism for his personal ends,

Regardless of the interests of others." (P. 90.)

#Such is the Co-operative Wholesale ; and the rocord has to be borne

la mind when reading the great claims made on behalf of Co-operation

as a whole. In the official Handbook the Wholesale is numbered 17
;

it had no right in the book at all, unless the details given with entry

No. 23 be a constructive libel. No. 23—Leicester Co-operative Boot
and Shoe Manufacturing Society. This society arose out of a strike

among the workers in the employ of the Co-operative Wholesale. The
strike was the final protest against continued ill-treatment; it was
decided to found a society u in which the essential principle of Co-

operative production—viz., the participation of the worker, in profits

—

should be recognised." The society commenced with a capital of £220,
mostly contributed by the men themselves. The first quarterly

balance-sheet showed a loss of £15, the second a profit of £43 ; with

this the previous deficit was wiped out, and the remainder became the

foundation of a reserve fund. The next quarterly balance-sheet showed
that while only £400 of share capital had been employed, a trade had
been done of £2,000 and a profit made of £189 0s. lOd. The method
in which this was divided is worth quoting :

" Share capital, 5 per cent.

(a first charge), £5 10s. 8d. ; depreciation of fixed stock, £4; Neale
Scholarship Fund, £1 ; District Association Fund, 5s. ; Labour As-
sociation Fund, 5s. ; joining Co-operative Federation, £2 ; Reserve
Account, £26 0s. 2d. The remainder in accordance with special rule

as follows : To workers (Is. 6d. in £ on wages), £60; to committee,

£18; to Social and Educational Fund, £7 10s.; to Provident Fund,

£15; for special service, £4 10s. Od. ; share capital (dividend), £15;
customers, £30. All the profits divided in accordance with special

rule are allotted in shares, and have been left in the society, which is

thus acquiring added capital and facilities for business. The trade is

now about £200 per week, and advancing. Altogether the society

affords an admirable example of what well-directed and unselfish labour

association may effect."

One is glad to learn from the latest report to hand that this society

has been remarkably well supported at Sydenham. The manner in

which this £180 odd of profits was cut up, £60 returning to workers

as addition to wages, besides the various small sums to kindred associa-

tions, and for social and educational purposes, should shame some who
claim to be co-operators while they are really only money-lenders.

The details of this society, besides containing useful suggestions of

how to use profits when made, convey a really startling lesson as to

rapidity of the growth of capital, and the fearful power which is left

in the capitalist's hands. Capital £220, at the end of six months
had allowed to the contributors to the capital better wages than under

the old capitalist employer and cleared £28 ; at the end of only nine

months £400 of capital had earned a profit of £189, besides the better

conditions of the worker. Can there be given a plainer proof of the

robbery which goes on every day under the wage system ?

It is essential to keep these details in mind in order to fairly estimate

the full value of the Crystal Palace show and the speeches made, at the

meetings held during the day. These speeches, made by leading Co-

operators, on the occasion of a general review of the Co-operative

movement, contain some points of special interest to Socialists in view

of the new departure made by the Socialist Co-operative Federation,

the first general meeting of which was being held on the same evening.

In my next I will endeavour to connect the twc events, and also

answer the critic who writes in the Co-operative News of August 18th.

Anarcharsis.
(To be concluded).

A Trade Paper on Competition.—It is generally believed that compe-
'tition is good, says a writer in the Shoe and Leather Record, and so, no
doubt, it is when competitors are vieing with each other to do something
that is good or useful, or where competition breaks up monopolies and
prevents undue profits. But when trade competition is manifestly and
intentionally a life-and-death struggle, then it has reached a level that is at

once deplorable and disgraceful. Yet such is the spirit rampant in some
quarters. I called in a shop, in a part of London which I will not specify,

where the goods were marked at most remarkably low prices. In the course

of conversation the assistant said that they had been doing a good trade, but
another firm, having some thirty retail shops, had lately opened two shops,

one on each side pf them, and only a few doors removed. "But," said he,

Smiling, "they can't do us ; we can make cheaper than they can buy." Of
course, I went to interview the manager of one of these establishments, and
found him standing at the door waiting for customers. "We entered into

conversation upon general trade topics, which quickly turned upon the
" cutting " trade. I ventured the opinion that he was acting in a foolish and
suicidal way, when he said somewhat warmly, " I don't think so. The man
who wants to live nowadays must be prepared to undersell his neighbour.

The man with the biggest, purse will win, and the man who is short of cash

must go to the wall. There is Mr. higher up ; he takes advantage of

his customers ; none of his goods are marked plainly. Well, we have opened
a shop both sides of him, and we mean to do him up. There is no lack of

money in our family." Ostensibly here the excuse for opening the two
shops was to protect the public. I repeat, ostensibly. A far more sensible

kind of competition is that of another proprietor of a boot shop in the same
vicinity. Here the manager referred to the stupid and culpable competition

of his neighbours, but he said, " They do us no harm. We are competing
with them too, but we make it a point to supply our customers with stylish

and sound reliable goods while they are cutting one another's throats and
disgusting the people with cheap rubbish."

THE MODERN MOLOCH.
It is a sad thing when the comfortable beliefs and fancies of our yoting;

days have to be cast aside, and the sweet soothing-syrup of self-con-

gratulation ceases to have effect on our maturer constitutions. I used
to be marvellously content with the beauty and excellence of the system
under which we live, and to think that nothing could be more fortunate*

than to be a " happy English child " in the glorious nineteenth century,,

during the beneficent reign of Good Queen Victoria. Correspondingly^
I imagined that nothing could be at the same time more wicked and
more stupid than to believe in the " false gods " of the " heathen " ;.

nothing more dull than their "vain repetitions" of prayer, or more
ineffectual for good to the persons who spent their time that way ; and
above all, nothing more atrociously and wantonly cruel than the bar-

barous rites in the worship of these gods—Moloch, or Juggernaut, for

instance : the latter of whom, for some unexplained cause, had a.

peculiar fascination for me, so happily born in the free and enlightened

land of progress.

Alas ! all that sweet content is gone from me, probably for lack of
faith. At any rate, I must confess that in the worship of that great

god of civilisation, named Commerce, the dulness of the prayers offered

to him (in those daily litanies called " newspapers "), and the cruelty

of the sacrifices made in his service, are scarcely to be surpassed—nay,

in the frequency of their occurrence and the generality of their practice

they are not to be equalled—in any superstition that I have ever

heard of.

It was the perusal of one of those morning litanies that led me into*

these considerations. Columns of actual prayer to Commerce (called

" trade advertisements "), consisting often of the same words or phrases-

repeated an untold number of times, or again the same formula with
slight variations from countless suppliants " seeking employment " at
the hands of Commerce; curious hieroglyphs called "trade marks,"
and the like; these, with the daily list headed "Money Market"
(apparently some regulations as to ritual, with whose meaning, how-
ever, I am imperfectly acquainted) ; the chronicles of the acts of the
chief votaries of Commerce, and their speeches about him; inspired

commentaries on all this, called " Articles,"—these and similar matters-

make up one vast inky flood of dulness, which seems to deaden the

souls of the faithful, and renders them incapable of any other worship.

And perhaps of the whole series the dullest of all is that which goes

by the name of the Standard. Seldom can I bring myself to read

more than ten following lines of this remarkable production; I cannot

remember ever reading more than two of those parts called Articles

(which are the most readable) entirely through. One of these was
issued on the 30th of last January, the other saw the light on the 4th

of the present month ; and I have saved both of them, since they, with

the attendant J\
r
ews, throw considerable light on the character of the

great god, and the relations between him and mankind at the present

day.

For cruelty he seems to have combined the characters of Moloch and
Juggernaut, with an added touch of ironical justice or compassion which
is all his own. Here, for instance, on the 4th of August is something

to compare with the ancient rite of passing children through the fire

to Moloch. A factory for the manufacture of paper caps for toy pistols.

For this service girls are mostly used. These girls are deprived of

their leisure from early childhood, their natural girlish faculties for

enjoyment of life are starved, all womanly beauty, all health of body
and nobility of soul are sacrificed if need be to Commerce—who doesn't

want them, and destroys them. A few years of the misery of blighted

hopeless life, and they become skilful "hands," useful to Commerce-

—

and nothing more. There are plenty of them ; thousands ready to>

fill their place, if Well, what did happen, in this happy England,

on the 3rd of August 1888 (the year of some former god, superseded

by Commerce)? "A terrific explosion"; "two sisters . . . were
lying dead, their bodies being mangled almost beyond recognition.

Pieces of flesh had been torn from their bodies, and their blackened

faces presented a shocking spectacle," etc., etc. The mother " <vas.

wandering about in an apparently demented condition." And then,

of course, qftenvards, inspectors, etc.

Or here again : " At an inquest held at Sheffield upon Thomas
Howard, ... a witness said deceased, who was sixty-three years of

age, worked for a sweater, and he believed he died from want. Al-

though he worked every day, he did not earn more than 9s. per week,,

out of which he had to pay 2s. 6d. per week wheel-rent, Is. per week

for the hut in which he lived, and Is. 6d. for grinding-stones and tools.

His work was grinding and glazing of 'flied' penknife blades, for

which he was paid at the rate of Is. per gross, reckoning fourteen

blades to the dozen." The wheel- of Juggernaut's car would pass over

once, and there an end : but here was the horrible protracted agony of

having the life slowly crushed out during years of prolonged suffering

—for the glory of Commerce. And what irony, too, in the verdict.

I Were not Juggernaut's victims self-condemned 1 Well, who was to-

blame but this man, for his sacrafice to Commerce? "The coroner

said the deceased was a free agent, and if he liked to work " (liked to,

indeed !) "at such low wages, was at liberty to do so. . . . The jury

brought in a verdict of death from apoplexy." How grateful this man
should have been to Commerce for such "liberty"; and yet what an

influence the god . must have had over him, to make him " like to " die

under the slow-crushing wheel of commercial progress

!

And now from the "article" in the same issue dealing with the

general subject of sweating, we learn the immense importance of this

divinity, compared to whom the welfare of mankind (in the eyes of his

votaries) is a quite secondary consideration. We are told that " the


